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FIELD OF INVENTION 

2 

The present invention relates to computer networks, specifically to the real-time 

elucidation of packets communicated within a data network, including classification 

according to protocol and application program. 

5 COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material that is 

subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 

reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in 

the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all 

10 copyright rights whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND 

There has long been a need for network activity monitors. This need has become 

especially acute, however, given the recent popularity of the Internet and other 

interconnected networks. In particular, there is a need for a real-time network monitor 

15 that can provide details as to the application programs being used. Such a monitor should 

enable non-intrusive, remote det~ction, characterization, analysis, and capture of all 

information passing through any point on the network (i.e., of all packets and packet 

streams passing through any location in the network). Not only should all the packets be 

detected and analyzed, but for each of these packets the network monitor should 

20 determine the protocol (e.g., http, ftp, H.323, VPN, etc.), the application/use within the 

protocol (e.g., voice, video, data, real-time data, etc.), and an end user's pattern of use 

within each application or the application context (e.g., options selected, service 

delivered, duration, time of day, data requested, etc.). Also, the network monitor should 

not be reliant upon server resident information such as log files. Rather, it should allow a 

25 user such as a network administrator or an Internet service provider (ISP) the means to 

measure and analyze network activity objectively; to customize the type of data that is 

collected and analyzed; to undertake real time analysis; and to receive timely notification 

of network problems. 

/" ~ .. ,:;.-
Related and incorporated by reference U.S. Patent application ') 1 f(,o2..:-J for 

30 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK, to 
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FIELD OF INVENTION

The present invention relates to computer networks, specifically to the real—time

elucidation of packets communicated within a data network, including classification

according to protocol and application program.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material that is

subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile

reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in

the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all

copyright rights whatsoever.

BACKGROUND

There has long been a need for network activity monitors. This need has become

especially acute, however, given the recent popularity of the Internet and other

interconnected networks. In particular, there is a need for a real—time network monitor

that can provide details as to the application programs being used. Such a monitor should

enable non-intrusive, remote detection, characterization, analysis, and capture of all

information passing through any point on the network (i.e., of all packets and packet

streams passing through any location in the network). Not only should all the packets be

detected and analyzed, but for each of these packets the network monitor should

determine the protocol (e.g., http, ftp, H.323, VPN, etc.), the application/use within the

protocol (e.g., voice, video, data, real-time data, etc.), and an end user’s pattern of use

within each application or the application context (e. g., options selected, service

delivered, duration, time of day, data requested, etc.). Also, the network monitor should

not be reliant upon server resident information such as log files. Rather, it should allow a

user such as a network administrator or an Internet service provider (ISP) the means to

measure and analyze network activity objectively; to customize the type of data that is

collected and analyzed; to undertake real time analysis; and to receive timely notification

of network problems.

Related and incorporated by reference US. Patent application 9 ‘7 flog: 7&3}

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK, to
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inventors Dietz, et al, Attorney/Agent Docket APPT-001-1, describes a network monitor 

that includes carrying out protocol specific operations on individual packets including 

extracting information from header fields in the packet to use for building a signature for 

identifying the conversational flow of the packet and for recognizing future packets as 

5 belonging to a previously encountered flow. A parser subsystem includes a parser for 

recognizing different patterns in the packet that identify the protocols used. For each 

protocol recognized, a slicer extracts important packet elements from the packet. These 

form a signature (i.e., key) for the packet. The slicer also preferably generates a hash for 

rapidly identifying a flow that may have this signature from a database of known flows. 

10 The flow signature of the packet, the hash and at least some of the payload are 

passed to an analyzer subsystem. In a hardware embodiment, the analyzer subsystem 

includes a unified flow key buffer (UFKB) for receiving parts of packets from the parser 

subsystem and for storing signatures in process, a lookup/update engine (LUE) to lookup 

a database of flow records for previously encountered conversational flows to determine 

15 whether a signature is from an existing flow, a state processor (SP) for performing state 

20 

25 

processing, a flow insertion and deletion engine (FIDE) for inserting new flows into the 

database of flows, a memory for storing the database of flows, and a cache for speeding 

up access to the memory containing the flow database. The LUE, SP, and FIDE are all 

coupled to the UFKB, and to the cache. 

Each flow-entry includes one or more statistical measures, e.g., the packet count 

related to the flow, the time of arrival of a packet, the time differential. 

In the preferred hardware embodiment, each of the LUE, state processor, and 

FIDE operate independently from the other two engines. The state processor performs 

one or more operations specific to the state of the flow. 

It is advantageous to collect statistics on packets passing through a point in a 

network rather than to simply count each and every packet. By maintaining statistical 

measures in the flow-entries related to a conversational flow, embodiments of the present 

invention enable specific metrics to be collected in real-time that otherwise would not be 

possible. For example, it is desirable to maintain metrics related to bi-directional 

30 conversations based on the entire flow for each exchange in the conversation. By 

maintaining the state of flow, embodiments of the present invention also enable certain 

EX 1021 Page 7
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metrics related to the states of flows to be determined. 

Most prior-art network traffic monitors that use statistical metrics collect only 

end-point and end-of-session related statistics. Examples of such commonly used metrics 

include packet counts, byte counts, session connection time, session timeouts, session 

5 and transport response times and others. All of these deal with events that can be directly 

related to an event in a single packet. These prior-art systems cannot collect some 

important performance metrics that are related to a complete sequence of packets of a 

flow or to several disjointed sequences of the same flow in a network. 

Time based metrics on application data packets are important. Such metrics could 

10 be determined if all the timestamps and related data could be stored and forwarded for 

later analysis. However when faced with thousands or millions of conversations per 

second on ever faster networks, storing all the data, even if compressed, would take too 

much processing, memory, and manager down load time to be practical. 

-, · Thus there is a need for maintaining and reporting time-base metrics from 

15 statistical measures accumulated from packets in a flow. 

Network data is properly modeled as a population and not a sample. Thus, all the 

data needs to be processed. Because of the nature of application protocols, just sampling 

some of the packets may not give good measured related to flows. Missing just one 

critical packet, such as one the specified an additional port that data will be transmitted 

20 on, or what application will be run, can cause valid data to be lost. 

Thus there is also a need for maintaining and reporting time-base metrics from 

statistical measures accumulated from every packet in a flow. 

There also is a need to determine metrics related to a sequence of events. A good 

example is relative jitter. Measuring the time from the end of one packet in one direction 

25 to another packet with the same signature in the same direction collects data that relates 

normal jitter. This type of jitter metric is good for measuring broad signal quality in a 

packet network. However, it is not specific to the payload or data item being transported 

in a cluster of packets. 

Using the state processing described herein, because the state processor can 
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search for specific data payloads, embodiments of monitor 300 can be programmed to 

collect the same jitter metric for a group of packets in a flow that are all related to a 

specific data payload. This allows the inventive system to provide metrics more focused 

on the type of quality related to a set of packets. This in general is more desirable than 

5 metrics related to single packets when evaluating the performance of a system in a 

network. 

Specifically, the monitor system 300 can be programmed to maintain any type of 

metric at any state of a conversational flow. Also the system 300 can have the actual 

statistics programmed into the state at any point. This enables embodiments of the 

10 monitor system to collect metrics related to network usage and performance, as well as 

metrics related to specific states or sequences of packets. 

15 

20 

Some of the specific metrics that can be collected only with states are events 

related to a group of traffic in one direction, events related to the status of a 

communication sequence in one or both directions, events related to the exchange of 

packets for a specific application in a specific sequence. This is only a small sample of 

the metrics that requires an engine that can relate the state of a flow to a set of metrics. 

fu addition, because the monitor 300 provides greater visibility to the specific 

application in a conversation or flow, the monitor 300 can be programmed to collect 

metrics that may be specific to that type of application or service. fu other word, if a flow 

is for an Oracle Database server, an embodiment of monitor 300 could collect the 

number of packets required to complete a transaction. Only with both state and 

application classification can this type of metric be derived from the network. 

Because the monitor 300 can be programmed to collect a diverse set of metrics, 

the system can be used as a data source for metrics required in a number of 

25 environments. fu particular, the metrics may be used to monitor and analyze the quality 

and performance of traffic flows related to a specific set of applications. Other 

implementation could include metrics related to billing and charge-back for specific 

traffic flow and events with the traffic flows. Yet other implementations could be 

programmed to provide metrics useful for troubleshooting and capacity planning and 

30 related directly to a focused application and service. 

I 
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SUMMARY 

Another aspect of the invention is determining quality of service metrics based on 

each and every packet. A method of and monitor apparatus for analyzing a flow of 

packets passing through a connection point on a computer network are disclosed that 

5 may include such quality of service metrics. The method includes receiving a packet 

from a packet acquisition device, and looking up a flow-entry database containing flow

entries for previously encountered conversational flows. The looking up to determine if 

the received packet is of an existing flow. Each and every packet is processed. If the 

packet is of an existing flow, the method updates the flow-entry of the existing flow, 

10 including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry. If the packet is 

of a new flow, the method stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry 

database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry. The 

statistical measures are used to determine metrics related to the flow. The metrics may be 

base metrics from which quality of service metrics are determined, or may be the quality 

15 of service metrics. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Although the present invention is better understood by referring to the detailed 

preferred embodiments, these should not be taken to limit the present invention to any 

specific embodiment because such embodiments are provided only for the purposes of 

20 explanation. The embodiments, in tum, are explained with the aid of the following 

figures. 

25 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a network embodiment of the present 

invention in which a monitor is connected to analyze packets passing at a connection 

point. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram representing an example of some of the packets and their 

formats that might be exchanged in starting, as an illustrative example, a conversational 

flow between a client and server on a network being monitored and analyzed. A pair of 

flow signatures particular to this example and to embodiments of the present invention is 

also illustrated. This represents some of the possible flow signatures that can be 
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generated and used in the process of analyzing packets and of recognizing the particular 

server applications that produce the discrete application packet exchanges. 

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a process embodiment of the present 

invention that can operate as the packet monitor shown in FIG. I. This process may be 

5 implemented in software or hardware. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a high-level protocol language compiling and 

optimization process, which in one embodiment may be used to generate data for 

monitoring packets according to versions of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a packet parsing process used as part of the parser in an 

10 embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

15 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a packet element extraction process that is used as part of 

the parser in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a flow-signature building process that is used as part of 

the parser in the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a monitor lookup and update process that is used as part 

of the analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an exemplary Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call 

application than may be recognized by the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 10 is a functional block diagram of a hardware parser subsystem including 

20 the pattern recognizer and extractor that can form part of the parser module in an 

embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a hardware analyzer including a state 

processor that can form part of an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram of a flow insertion and deletion engine 

25 process that can form part of the analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet 

monitor. 

FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a state processing process that can form part of the 

analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 
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FIG. 14 is a simple functional block diagram of a process embodiment of the 

present invention that can operate as the packet monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process 

may be implemented in software. 

FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram of how the packet monitor of FIG. 3 (and 

5 FIGS. 10 and 11) may operate on a network with a processor such as a microprocessor. 

FIG. 16 is an example of the top (MAC) layer of an Ethernet packet and some of 

the elements that may be extracted to form a signature according to one aspect of the 

invention. 

FIG. 17 A is an example of the header of an Ethertype type of Ethernet packet of 

10 FIG. 16 and some of the elements that may be extracted to form a signature according to 

one aspect of the invention. 

15 

FIG. 17B is an example of an IP packet, for example, of the Ethertype packet 

shown in FIGs. 16 and 17 A, and some of the elements that may be extracted to form a 

signature according to one aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 18A is a three dimensional structure that can be used to store elements of 

the pattern, parse and extraction database used by the parser subsystem in accordance to 

one embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 18B is an alternate form of storing elements of the pattern, parse and 

extraction database used by the parser subsystem in accordance to another embodiment 

20 of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Note that this document includes hardware diagrams and descriptions that may 

include signal names. In most cases, the names are sufficiently descriptive, in other cases 

however the signal names are not needed to understand the operation and practice of the 

25 invention. 

Operation in a Network 

FIG. 1 represents a system embodiment of the present invention that is referred to 

herein by the general reference numeral 100. The system 100 has a computer network 
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102 that communicates packets (e.g., IP datagrams) between various computers, for 

example between the clients 104-107 and servers 110 and 112. The network is shown 

schematically as a cloud with several network nodes and links shown in the interior of 

the cloud. A monitor 108 examines the packets passing in either direction past its 

5 connection point 121 and, according to one aspect of the invention, can elucidate what 

application programs are associated with each packet. The monitor 108 is shown 

examining packets (i.e., datagrams) between the network interface 116 of the server 110 

and the network. The monitor can also be placed at other points in the network, such as 

connection point 123 between the network 102 and the interface 118 of the client 104, or 

10 some other location, as indicated schematically by connection point 125 somewhere in 

network 102. Not shown is a network packet acquisition device at the location 123 on 

the network for converting the physical information on the network into packets for input 

into monitor 108. Such packet acquisition devices are common. 

Various protocols may be employed by the network to establish and maintain the 

15 required communication, e.g., TCP/IP, etc. Any network activity-for example an 

application program run by the client 104 (CLIENT 1) communicating with another 

running on the server 110 (SERVER 2)-will produce an exchange of a sequence of 

packets over network 102 that is characteristic of the respective programs and of the 

network protocols. Such characteristics may not be completely revealing at the 

20 individual packet level. It may require the analyzing of many packets by the monitor 108 

to have enough information needed to recognize particular application programs. The 

packets may need to be parsed then analyzed in the context of various protocols, for 

example, the transport through the application session layer protocols for packets of a 

type conforming to the ISO layered network model. 

25 Communication protocols are layered, which is also referred to as a protocol 

stack. The ISO (International Standardization Organization) has defined a general model 

that provides a framework for design of communication protocol layers. This model, 

shown in table form below, serves as a basic reference for understanding the 

functionality of existing communication protocols. 
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ISO MODEL 

Layer Functionality Example 

7 Application Telnet, NFS, Novell NCP, HTTP, 

H.323 

6 Presentation XDR 

5 Session RPC, NETBIOS, SNMP, etc. 

4 Transport TCP, Novel SPX, UDP, etc. 

3 Network IP, Novell IPX, VIP, AppleTalk, etc. 

2 Data Link Network Interface Card (Hardware 

Interface). MAC layer 

1 Physical Ethernet, Token Ring, Frame Relay, 

ATM, Tl (Hardware Connection) 

Different communication protocols employ different levels of the ISO model or 

may use a layered model that is similar to but which does not exactly conform to the ISO 

model. A protocol in a certain layer may not be visible to protocols employed at other 

5 layers. For example, an application (Level 7) may not be able to identify the source 

computer for a communication attempt (Levels 2-3). 

In some communication arts, the term "frame" generally refers to encapsulated 

data at OSI layer 2, including a destination address, control bits for flow control, the data 

or payload, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) data for error checking. The term 

10 "packet" generally refers to encapsulated data at OSI layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the 

term "datagram" is also used. In this specification, the term "packet" is intended to 

encompass packets, datagrams, frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame 

format refers to how data is encapsulated with various fields and headers for 

transmission across a network. For example, a data packet typically includes an address 

15 destination field, a length field, an error correcting code (ECC) field, or cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC) field, as well as headers and footers to identify the beginning 
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Ethernet, Token Ring, Frame Relay,

ATM, Tl (Hardware Connection)

may use a layered model that is similar to but which does not exactly conform to the ISO

model. A protocol in a certain layer may not be visible to protocols employed at other

layers. For example, an application (Level 7) may not be able to identify the source

computer for a communication attempt (Levels 2—3).

In some communication arts, the term “frame” generally refers to encapsulated

data at 081 layer 2, including a destination address, control bits for flow control, the data

or payload, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) data for error checking. The term

“packet” generally refers to encapsulated data at 081 layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the

term “datagram” is also used. In this specification, the term “packet” is intended to

encompass packets, datagrams, frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame

format refers to how data is encapsulated with various fields and headers for

transmission across a network. For example, a data packet typically includes an address

destination field, a length field, an error correcting code (ECC) field, or cyclic

redundancy check (CRC) field, as well as headers and footers to identify the beginning
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and end of the packet. The terms "packet format" and "frame format," also referred to as 

"cell format," are generally synonymous. 

Monitor 108 looks at every packet passing the connection point 121 for analysis. 

However, not every packet carries the same information useful for recognizing all levels 

s of the protocol. For example, in a conversational flow associated with a particular 

application, the application will cause the server to send a type-A packet, but so will 

another. If, though, the particular application program always follows a type-A packet 

with the sending of a type-B packet, and the other application program does not, then in 

order to recognize packets of that application's conversational flow, the monitor can be 

10 available to recognize packets that match the type-B packet to associate with the type-A 

packet. If such is recognized after a type-A packet, then the particular application 

program's conversational flow has started to reveal itself to the monitor 108. 

Further packets may need to be examined before the conversational flow can be 

identified as being associated with the application program. Typically, monitor 108 is 

simultaneously also in partial completion of identifying other packet exchanges that are 

parts of conversational flows associated with other applications. One aspect of monitor 

108 is its ability to maintain the state of a flow. The state of a flow is an indication of all 

previous events in the flow that lead to recognition of the content of all the protocol 

levels, e.g., the ISO model protocol levels. Another aspect of the invention is forming a 

signature of extracted characteristic portions of the packet that can be used to rapidly 

identify packets belonging to the same flow. 

In real-world uses of the monitor 108, the number of packets on the network 102 

passing by the monitor 108's connection point can exceed a million per second. 

Consequently, the monitor has very little time available to analyze and type each packet 

25 and identify and maintain the state of the flows passing through the connection point. 

The monitor 108 therefore masks out all the unimportant parts of each packet that will 

not contribute to its classification. However, the parts to mask-out will change with each 

packet depending on which flow it belongs to and depending on the state of the flow. 

The recognition of the packet type, and ultimately of the associated application 

30 programs according to the packets that their executions produce, is a multi-step process 

within the monitor 108. At a first level, for example, several application programs will 
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all produce a first kind of packet. A first "signature" is produced from selected parts of a 

packet that will allow monitor 108 to identify efficiently any packets that belong to the 

same flow. In some cases, that packet type may be sufficiently unique to enable the 

monitor to identify the application that generated such a packet in the conversational 

5 flow. The signature can then be used to efficiently identify all future p~ckets generated in 

traffic related to that application. 

In other cases, that first packet only starts the process of analyzing the 

conversational flow, and more packets are necessary to identify the associated 

application program. In such a case, a subsequent packet of a second type-but that 

10 potentially belongs to the same conversational flow-is recognized by using the 

signature. At such a second level, then, only a few of those application programs will 

have conversational flows that can produce such a second packet type. At this level in 

the process of classification, all application programs that are not in the set of those that 

lead to such a sequence of packet types may be excluded in the process of classifying the 

15 conversational flow that includes these two packets. Based on the known patterns for the 

protocol and for the possible applications, a signature is produced that allows recognition 

of any future packets that may follow in the conversational flow. 

It may be that the application is now recognized, or recognition may need to 

proceed to a third level of analysis using the second level signature. For each packet, 

20 therefore, the monitor parses the packet and generates a signature to determine if this 

signature identified a previously encountered flow, or shall be used to recognize future 

packets belonging to the same conversational flow. In real time, the packet is further 

analyzed in the context of the sequence of previously encountered packets (the state), and 

of the possible future sequences such a past sequence may generate in conversational 

25 flows associated with different applications. A new signature for recognizing future 

packets may also be generated. This process of analysis continues until the applications 

are identified. The last generated signature may then be used to efficiently recognize 

future packets associated with the same conversational flow. Such an arrangement makes 

it possible for the monitor 108 to cope with millions of packets per second that must be 

30 inspected. 
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Another aspect of the invention is adding Eavesdropping. In alternative 

embodiments of the present invention capable of eavesdropping, once the monitor 108 

has recognized the executing application programs passing through some point in the 

network 102 (for example, because of execution of the applications by the client 105 or 

5 server 110), the monitor sends a message to some general purpose processor on the 

network that can input the same packets from the same location on the network, and the 

processor then loads its own executable copy of the application program and uses it to 

read the content being exchanged over the network. In other words, once the monitor 108 

has accomplished recognition of the application program, eavesdropping can commence. 

10 The Network Monitor 

FIG. 3 shows a network packet monitor 300, in an embodiment of the present 

invention that can be implemented with computer hardware and/or software. The system 

300 is similar to monitor 108 in FIG. 1. A packet 302 is examined, e.g., from a packet 

acquisition device at the location 121 in network 102 (FIG. 1), and the packet evaluated, 

15 for example in an attempt to determine its characteristics, e.g., all the protocol 

information in a multilevel model, including what server application produced the 

packet. 

The packet acquisition device is a common interface that converts the physical 

signals and then decodes them into bits, and into packets, in accordance with the 

} 20 particular network (Ethernet, frame relay, ATM, etc.). The acquisition device indicates to 

the monitor 108 the type of network of the acquired packet or packets. 

i 

Aspects shown here include: ( 1) the initialization of the monitor to generate what 

operations need to occur on packets of different types-accomplished by compiler and 

optimizer 310, (2) the processing-parsing and extraction of selected portions-of 

25 packets to generate an identifying signature-accomplished by parser subsystem 301, 

and (3) the analysis of the packets-accomplished by analyzer 303. 

The purpose of compiler and optimizer 310 is to provide protocol specific 

information to parser subsystem 301 and to analyzer subsystem 303. The initialization 

occurs prior to operation of the monitor, and only needs to re-occur when new protocols 

30 are to be added. 
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A flow is a stream of packets being exchanged between any two addresses in the 

network. For each protocol there are known to be several fields, such as the destination 

(recipient), the source (the sender), and so forth, and these and other fields are used in 

monitor 300 to identify the flow. There are other fields not important for identifying the 

5 flow, such as checksums, and those parts are not used for identification. 

10 

15 

20 

25 

Parser subsystem 301 examines the packets using pattern recognition process 304 

that parses the packet and determines the protocol types and associated headers for each 

protocol layer that exists in the packet 302. An extraction process 306 in parser 

subsystem 301 extracts characteristic portions (signature information) from the packet 

302. Both the pattern information for parsing and the related extraction operations, e.g., 

extraction masks, are supplied from a parsing-pattern-structures and extraction

operations database (parsing/extractions database) 308 filled by the compiler and 

optimizer 310. 

The protocol description language (PDL) files 336 describes both patterns and 

states of all protocols that an occur at any layer, including how to interpret header 

information, how to determine from the packet header information the protocols at the 

next layer, and what information to extract for the purpose of identifying a flow, and 

ultimately, applications and services. The layer selections database 338 describes the 

particular layering handled by the monitor. That is, what protocols run on top of what 

protocols at any layer level. Thus 336 and 338 combined describe how one would 

decode, analyze, and understand the information in packets, and, furthermore, how the 

information is layered. This information is input into compiler and optimizer 310. 

When compiler and optimizer 310 executes, it generates two sets of internal data 

structures. The first is the set of parsing/extraction operations 308. The pattern structures 

include parsing information and describe what will be recognized in the headers of 

packets; the extraction operations are what elements of a packet are to be extracted from 

the packets based on the patterns that get matched. Thus, database 308 of 

parsing/extraction operations includes information describing how to determine a set of 

one or more protocol dependent extraction operations from data in the packet that 

30 indicate a protocol used in the packet. 

The other internal data structure that is built by compiler 310 is the set of state 
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patterns and processes 326. These are the different states and state transitions that occur 

in different conversational flows, and the state operations that need to be performed (e.g., 

patterns that need to be examined and new signatures that need to be built) during any 

state of a conversational flow to further the task of analyzing the conversational flow. 

Thus, compiling the PDL files and layer selections provides monitor 300 with the 

information it needs to begin processing packets. In an alternate embodiment, the 

contents of one or more of databases 308 and 326 may be manually or otherwise 

generated. Note that in some embodiments the layering selections information is inherent 

rather than explicitly described. For example, since a PDL file for a protocol includes the 

1 o child protocols, the parent protocols also may be determined. 

In the preferred embodiment, the packet 302 from the acquisition device is input 

into a packet buffer. The pattern recognition process 304 is carried out by a pattern 

analysis and recognition (PAR) engine that analyzes and recognizes patterns in the 

packets. In particular, the PAR locates the next protocol field in the header and 

15 determines the length of the header, and may perform certain other tasks for certain types 

of protocol headers. An example of this is type and length comparison to distinguish an 

IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) packet from the older type 2 (or Version 2) Ethernet packet, also 

called a DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox (DIX) packet. The PAR also uses the pattern structures 

and extraction operations database 308 to identify the next protocol and parameters 

ft 20 associated with that protocol that enables analysis of the next protocol layer. Once a 

pattern or a set of patterns has been identified, it/they will be associated with a set of 

none or more extraction operations. These extraction operations (in the form of 

commands and associated parameters) are passed to the extraction process 306 

implemented by an extracting and information identifying (Ell) engine that extracts 

25 selected parts of the packet, including identifying information from the packet as 

required for recognizing this packet as part of a flow. The extracted information is put in 

sequence and then processed in block 312 to build a unique flow signature (also called a 

"key") for this flow. A flow signature depends on the protocols used in the packet. For 

some protocols, the extracted components may include source and destination addresses. 

30 For example, Ethernet frames have end-point addresses that are useful in building a 

better flow signature. Thus, the signature typically includes the client and server address 

I-
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pairs. The signature is used to recognize further packets that are or may be part of this 

flow. 

In the preferred embodiment, the building of the flow key includes generating a 

hash of the signature using a hash function. The purpose if using such a hash is 

5 conventional-to spread flow-entries identified by the signature across a database for 

efficient searching. The hash generated is preferably based on a hashing algorithm and 

such hash generation is known to those in the art. 

In one embodiment, the parser passes data from the packet-a parser record

that includes the signature (i.e., selected portions of the packet), the hash, and the packet 

,:) 10 itself to allow for any state processing that requires further data from the packet. An 

improved embodiment of the parser subsystem might generate a parser record that has 

some predefined structure and that includes the signature, the hash, some flags related to 

some of the fields in the parser record, and parts of the packet's payload that the parser 

subsystem has determined might be required for further processing, e.g., for state 

15 processing. 

Note that alternate embodiments may use some function other than concatenation 

of the selected portions of the packet to make the identifying signature. For example, 

some "digest function" of the concatenated selected portions may be used. 

The parser record is passed onto lookup process 314 which looks in an internal 

20 data store of records of known flows that the system has already encountered, and 

decides (in 316) whether or not this particular packet belongs to a known flow as 

indicated by the presence of a flow-entry matching this flow in a database of known 

flows 324. A record in database 324 is associated with each encountered flow. 

The parser record enters a buffer called the unified flow key buffer (UFKB). The 

25 UFKB stores the data on flows in a data structure that is similar to the parser record, but 

that includes a field that can be modified. In particular, one or the UFKB record fields 

stores the packet sequence number, and another is filled with state information in the 

form of a program counter for a state processor that implements state processing 328. 

The determination (316) of whether a record with the same signature already 

30 exists is carried out by a lookup engine (LUE) that obtains new UFKB records and uses 
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the hash in the UFKB record to lookup if there is a matching known flow. In the 

particular embodiment, the database of known flows 324 is in an external memory. A 

cache is associated with the database 324. A lookup by the LUE for a known record is 

carried out by accessing the cache using the hash, and if the entry is not already present 

5 in the cache, the entry is looked up (again using the hash) in the external memory. 

The flow-entry database 324 stores flow-entries that include the unique flow

signature, state information, and extracted information from the packet for updating 

flows, and one or more statistical about the flow. Each entry completely describes a flow. 

Database 324 is organized into bins that contain a number, denoted N, of flow-entries 

10 (also called flow-entries, each a bucket), with N being 4 in the preferred embodiment. 

Buckets (i.e., flow-entries) are accessed via the hash of the packet from the parser 

subsystem 301 (i.e., the hash in the UFKB record). The hash spreads the flows across the 

database to allow for fast lookups of entries, allowing shallower buckets. The designer 

selects the bucket depth N based on the amount of memory attached to the monitor, and 

15 the number of bits of the hash data value used. For example, in one embodiment, each 

flow-entry is 128 bytes long, so for 128K flow-entries, 16 Mbytes are required. Using a 

16-bit hash gives two flow-entries per bucket. Empirically, this has been shown to be 

more than adequate for the vast majority of cases. Note that another embodiment uses 

flow-entries that are 256 bytes long. 

20 Herein, whenever an access to database 324 is described, it is to be understood 

that the access is via the cache, unless otherwise stated or clear from the context. 

If there is no flow-entry found matching the signature, i.e., the signature is for a 

new flow, then a protocol and state identification process 318 further determines the 

state and protocol. That is, process 318 determines the protocols and where in the state 

25 sequence for a flow for this protocol's this packet belongs. Identification process 318 

uses the extracted information and makes reference to the database 326 of state patterns 

and processes. Process 318 is then followed by any state operations that need to be 

executed on this packet by a state processor 328. 

If the packet is found to have a matching flow-entry in the database 324 (e.g., in 

30 the cache), then a process 320 determines, from the looked-up flow-entry, if more 

classification by state processing of the flow signature is necessary. If not, a process 322 
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updates the flow-entry in the flow-entry database 324 (e.g., via the cache). Updating 

includes updating one or more statistical measures stored in the flow-entry. In our 

embodiment, the statistical measures are stored in counters in the flow-entry. 

If state processing is required, state process 328 is commenced. State processor 

5 328 carries out any state operations specified for the state of the flow and updates the 

state to the next state according to a set of state instructions obtained form the state 

pattern and processes database 326. 

The state processor 328 analyzes both new and existing flows in order to analyze 

all levels of the protocol stack, ultimately classifying the flows by application (level 7 in 

10 the ISO model). It does this by proceeding from state-to-state based on predefined state 

transition rules and state operations as specified in state processor instruction database 

326. A state transition rule is a rule typically containing a test followed by the next-state 

to proceed to if the test result is true. An operation is an operation to be performed while 

the state processor is in a particular state-for example, in order to evaluate a quantity 

15 needed to apply the state transition rule. The state processor goes through each rule and 

each state process until the test is true, or there are no more tests to perform. 

20 

25 

In general, the set of state operations may be none or more operations on a 

packet, and carrying out the operation or operations may leave one in a state that causes 

exiting the system prior to completing the identification, but possibly knowing more 

about what state and state processes are needed to execute next, i.e., when a next packet 

of this flow is encountered. As an example, a state process (set of state operations) at a 

particular state may build a new signature for future recognition packets of the next state. 

By maintaining the state of the flows and knowing that new flows may be set up 

using the information from previously encountered flows, the network traffic monitor 

300 provides for ( a) single-packet protocol recognition of flows, and (b) multiple-packet 

protocol recognition of flows. Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program 

from one or more disjointed sub-flows that occur in server announcement type flows. 

What may seem to prior art monitors to be some unassociated flow, may be recognized 

by the inventive monitor using the flow signature to be a sub-flow associated with a 

30 previously encountered sub-flow. 
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updates the flow—entry in the flow-entry database 324 (e.g., via the cache). Updating

includes updating one or more statistical measures stored in the flow-entry. In our

embodiment, the statistical measures are stored in counters in the flow-entry.

If state processing is required, state process 328 is commenced. State processor

328 canies out any state operations specified for the state of the flow and updates the

state to the next state according to a set of state instructions obtained form the state

pattern and processes database 326.

The state processor 328 analyzes both new and existing flows in order to analyze

all levels of the protocol stack, ultimately classifying the flows by application (level 7 in

the ISO model). It does this by proceeding from state-to-state based on predefined state

transition rules and state operations as specified in state processor instruction database

326. A state transition rule is a rule typically containing a test followed by the next—state

to proceed to if the test result is true. An operation is an operation to be performed while

the state processor is in a particular state—for example, in order to evaluate a quantity

needed to apply the state transition rule. The state processor goes through each rule and

each state process until the test is true, or there are no more tests to perform.

In general, the set of state operations may be none or more operations on a

packet, and carrying out the operation or operations may leave one in a state that causes

exiting the system prior to completing the identification, but possibly knowing more

about what state and state processes are needed to execute next, i.e., when a next packet

of this flow is encountered. As an example, a state process (set of state operations) at a

particular state may build a new signature for future recognition packets of the next state.

By maintaining the state of the flows and knowing that new flows may be set up

using the information from previously encountered flows, the network traffic monitor

300 provides for (a) single-packet protocol recognition of flows, and (b) multiple-packet

protocol recognition of flows. Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program

from one or more disjointed sub-flows that occur in server announcement type flows.

What may seem to prior art monitors to be some unassociated flOW, may be recognized

by the inventive monitor using the flow Signature to be a sub-flow associated with a

previously encountered sub—flow.
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Thus, state processor 328 applies the first state operation to the packet for this 

particular flow-entry. A process 330 decides if more operations need to be performed for 

this state. ff so, the analyzer continues looping between block 330 and 328 applying 

additional state operations to this particular packet until all those operations are 

5 completed-that is, there are no more operations for this packet in this state. A process 

332 decides if there are further states to be analyzed for this type of flow according to the 

state of the flow and the protocol, in order to fully characterize the flow. ff not, the 

conversational flow has now been fully characterized and a process 334 finalizes the 

classification of the conversational flow for the flow. 

10 

15 

20 

fu the particular embodiment, the state processor 328 starts the state processing 

by using the last protocol recognized by the parser as an offset into a jump table Gump 

vector). The jump table finds the state processor instructions to use for that protocol in 

the state patterns and processes database 326. Most instructions test something in the 

unified flow key buffer, or the flow-entry in the database of known flows 324, if the 

entry exists. The state processor may have to test bits, do comparisons, add, or subtract 

to perform the test. For example, a common operation carried out by the state processor 

is searching for one or more patterns in the payload part of the UFKB. 

Thus, in 332 in the classification, the analyzer decides whether the flow is at an 

end state. ff not at an end state, the flow-entry is updated (or created if a new flow) for 

this flow-entry in process 322. 

Furthermore, if the flow is known and if in 332 it is determined that there are 

further states to be processed using later packets, the flow-entry is updated in process 

322. 

The flow-entry also is updated after classification finalization so that any further 

25 packets belonging to this flow will be readily identified from their signature as belonging 

to this fully analyzed conversational flow. 

After updating, database 324 therefore includes the set of all the conversational 

flows that have occurred. 

Thus, the embodiment of present invention shown in FIG. 3 automatically 

30 maintains flow-entries, which in one aspect includes storing states. The monitor of 
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FIG. 3 also generates characteristic parts of packets-the signatures-that can be used to 

recognize flows. The flow-entries may be identified and accessed by their signatures. 

Once a packet is identified to be from a known flow, the state of the flow is known and 

this knowledge enables state transition analysis to be performed in real time for each 

5 different protocol and application. In a complex analysis, state transitions are traversed 

as more and more packets are examined. Future packets that are part of the same 

conversational flow have their state analysis continued from a previously achieved state. 

When enough packets related to an application of interest have been processed, a final 

recognition state is ultimately reached, i.e., a set of states has been traversed by state 

10 analysis to completely characterize the conversational flow. The signature for that final 

; C state enables each new incoming packet of the same conversational flow to be 
·i 'bi t 0? individually recognized in real time. 
·1 j=' 

f · • In this manner, one of the great advantages of the present invention is realized. 

L 

Once a particular set of state transitions has been traversed for the first time and ends in a 

15 final state, a short-cut recognition pattern-a signature-can be generated that will key 

on every new incoming packet that relates to the conversational flow. Checking a 

signature involves a simple operation, allowing high packet rates to be successfully 

monitored on the network. 

In improved embodiments, several state analyzers are run in parallel so that a 

20 large number of protocols and applications may be checked for. Every known protocol 

and application will have at least one unique set of state transitions, and can therefore be 

uniquely identified by watching such transitions. 

When each new conversational flow starts, signatures that recognize the flow are 

automatically generated on-the-fly, and as further packets in the conversational flow are 

25 encountered, signatures are updated and the states of the set of state transitions for any 

potential application are further traversed according to the state transition rules for the 

flow. The new states for the flow-those associated with a set of state transitions for one 

or more potential applications-are added to the records of previously encountered states 

for easy recognition and retrieval when a new packet in the flow is encountered. 
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Detailed operation 

FIG. 4 diagrams an initialization system 400 that includes the compilation 

process. That is, part of the initialization generates the pattern structures and extraction 

operations database 308 and the state instruction database 328. Such initialization can 

5 occur off-line or from a central location. 

The different protocols that can exist in different layers may be thought of as 

nodes of one or more trees of linked nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree (called 

level 0). Each protocol is either a parent node or a terminal node. A parent node links a 

protocol to other protocols (child protocols) that can be at higher layer levels. Thus a 

! ,:'. 10 protocol may have zero or more children. Ethernet packets, for example, have several 

f =, variants, each having a basic format that remains substantially the same. An Ethernet 

packet (the root or level O node) may be an Ethertype packet-also called an Ethernet 

TypeNersion 2 and a DIX (DIGIT AL-Intel-Xerox packet)-or an IEEE 803.2 packet. 

Continuing with the IEEE 802.3 packet, one of the children nodes may be the IP 

15 protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol may be the TCP protocol. 

FIG. 16 shows the header 1600 (base level 1) of a complete Ethernet frame (i.e., 

packet) of information and includes information on the destination media access control 

address (Dst MAC 1602) and the source media access control address (Src MAC 1604). 

Also shown in FIG. 16 is some (but not all) of the information specified in the PDL files 

20 for extraction the signature. 

FIG. 17 A now shows the header information for the next level (level-2) for an 

Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ethertype packet 1700, the relevant information from the 

packet that indicates the next layer level is a two-byte type field 1702 containing the 

1 child recognition pattern for the next level. The remaining information 1704 is shown 

25 hatched because it not relevant for this level. The list 1712 shows the possible children 

for an Ethertype packet as indicated by what child recognition pattern is found offset 12. 

FIG. 17B shows the structure of the header of one of the possible next levels, that of the 

IP protocol. The possible children of the IP protocol are shown in table 17 52. 

The pattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern recognition database, or 

30 PRD) 308 generated by compilation process 310, in one embodiment, is in the form of a 
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Detailed operation

FIG. 4 diagrams an initialization system 400 that includes the compilation

process. That is, part of the initialization generates the pattern structures and extraction

operations database 308 and the state instruction database 328. Such initialization can

occur off-line or from a central location.

The different protocols that can exist in different layers may be thought of as

nodes of one or more trees of linked nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree (called

level 0). Each protocol is either a parent node or a terminal node. A parent node links a

protocol to other protocols (child protocols) that can be at higher layer levels. Thus a

protocol may have zero or more children. Ethernet packets, for example, have several

variants, each having a basic format that remains substantially the same. An Ethernet

packet (the root or level 0 node) may be an Ethertype packet—also called an Ethernet

Type/Version 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL—Intel-Xerox packet)—or an IEEE 803.2 packet.

Continuing with the IEEE 802.3 packet, one of the children nodes may be the IP

protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol may be the TCP protocol.

FIG. 16 shows the header 1600 (base level 1) of a complete Ethernet frame (i.e.,

packet) of information and includes information on the destination media access control

address (Dst MAC 1602) and the source media access control address (Src MAC 1604).

Also shown in FIG. 16 is some (but not all) of the information specified in the PDL files

for extraction the signature.

FIG. 17A now shows the header information for the next level (level-2) for an

Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ethertype packet 1700, the relevant information from the

packet that indicates the next layer level is a two—byte type field 1702 containing the

child recognition pattern for the next level. The remaining information 1704 is shown

hatched because it not relevant for this level. The list 1712 shows the possible children

for an Ethertype packet as indicated by what child recognition pattern is found offset 12.

FIG. 17B shows the structure of the header of one of the possible next levels, that of the

IP protocol. The possible children of the IP protocol are shown in table 1752.

The pattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern recognition database, or

PRD) 308 generated by compilation process 310, in one embodiment, is in the form of a
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three dimensional structure that provides for rapidly searching packet headers for the 

next protocol. FIG. ISA shows such a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be 

considered as an indexed set of 2-D representations). A compressed form of the 3-D 

structure is preferred. 

An alternate embodiment of the data structure used in database 308 is illustrated 

in FIG. 18B. Thus, like the 3-D structure of FIG. 18A, the data structure permits rapid 

searches to be performed by the pattern recognition process 304 by indexing locations in 

a memory rather than performing address link computations. In this alternate 

embodiment, the PRD 308 includes two parts, a single protocol table 1850 (PT) which 

10 has an entry for each protocol known for the monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables 

1870 (LUT's) that are used to identify known protocols and their children. The protocol 

table includes the parameters needed by the pattern analysis and recognition process 304 

(implemented by PRE 1006) to evaluate the header information in the packet that is 

associated with that protocol, and parameters needed by extraction process 306 

15 (implemented by slicer 1007) to process the packet header. When there are children, the 

PT describes which bytes in the header to evaluate to determine the child protocol. In 

particular, each PT entry contains the header length, an offset to the child, a slicer 

command, and some flags. 

The pattern matching is carried out by finding particular "child recognition 

20 codes" in the header fields, and using these codes to index one or more of the LUT' s. 

Each LUT entry has a node code that can have one of four values, indicating the protocol 

that has been recognized, a code to indicate that the protocol has been partially 

recognized (more LUT lookups are needed), a code to indicate that this is a terminal 

node, and a null node to indicate a null entry. The next LUT to lookup is also returned 

25 from a LDT lookup. 

Compilation process is described in FIG. 4. The source-code information in the 

form of protocol description files is shown as 402. In the particular embodiment, the 

high level decoding descriptions includes a set of protocol description files 336, one for 

each protocol, and a set of packet layer selections 338, which describes the particular 

30 layering (sets of trees of protocols) that the monitor is to be able to handle. 

A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of packet parse-and-extract 
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three dimensional structure that provides for rapidly searching packet headers for the

next protocol. FIG. 18A shows such a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be

considered as an indexed set of 2—D representations). A compressed form of the 3D

structure is preferred.

An alternate embodiment of the data structure used in database 308 is illustrated

in FIG. 1813. Thus, like the 3-D structure of FIG. 18A, the data structure permits rapid

searches to be performed by the pattern recognition process 304 by indexing locations in

a memory rather than performing address link computations. In this alternate

embodiment, the PRD 308 includes two parts, a single protocol table 1850 (PT) which

has an entry for each protocol known for the monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables

1870 (LUT’s) that are used to identify known protocols and their children. The protocol

table includes the parameters needed by the pattern analysis and recognition process 304

(implemented by PRE 1006) to evaluate the header information in the packet that is

associated with that protocol, and parameters needed by extraction process 306

(implemented by slicer 1007) to process the packet header. When there are children, the

PT describes which bytes in the header to evaluate to determine the child protocol. In

particular, each PT entry contains the header length, an offset to the child, a slicer

command, and some flags.

The pattern matching is carried out by finding particular “child recognition

codes” in the header fields, and using these codes to index one or more of the LUT’s.

Each LUT entry has a node code that can have one of four values, indicating the protocol

that has been recognized, a code to indicate that the protocol has been partially

recognized (more LUT lockups are needed), a code to indicate that this is a terminal

node, and a null node to indicate a null entry. The next LUT to lookup is also returned

from a LUT lockup.

Compilation process is described in FIG. 4. The source—code information in the

form of protocol description files is shown as 402. In the particular embodiment, the

high level decoding descriptions includes a set of protocol description files 336, one for

each protocol, and a set of packet layer selections 338, which describes the particular

layering (sets of trees of protocols) that the monitor is to be able to handle.

A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of packet parse—and-extract
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operations 406 is generated ( 404 ), and a set of packet state instructions and operations 

407 is generated ( 405) in the form of instructions for the state processor that implements 

state processing process 328. Data files for each type of application and protocol to be 

recognized by the analyzer are downloaded from the pattern, parse, and extraction 

5 database 406 into the memory systems of the parser and extraction engines. (See the 

:~ parsing process 500 description and FIG. 5; the extraction process 600 description and 

FIG. 6; and the parsing subsystem hardware description and FIG. 10). Data files for each 

type of application and protocol to be recognized by the analyzer are also downloaded 

;; 

,, 

L 

from the state-processor instruction database 407 into the state processor. (see the state 

10 processor 1108 description and FIG. 11.). 

Note that generating the packet parse and extraction operations builds and links 

the three dimensional structure (one embodiment) or the or all the lookup tables for the 

PRD. 

Because of the large number of possible protocol trees and subtrees, the compiler 

15 process 400 includes optimization that compares the trees and subtrees to see which 

children share common parents. When implemented in the form of the LUT' s, this 

process can generate a single LUT from a plurality of LUT's. The optimization process 

further includes a compaction process that reduces the space needed to store the data of 

the PRD. 

20 As an example of compaction, consider the 3-D structure of FIG. 18A that can be 

25 

thought of as a set of 2-D structures each representing a protocol. To enable saving space 

by using only one array per protocol which may have several parents, in one 

embodiment, the pattern analysis subprocess keeps a "current header" pointer. Each 

location (offset) index for each protocol 2-D array in the 3-D structure is a relative 

location starting with the start of header for the particular protocol. Furthermore, each of 

the two-dimensional arrays is sparse. The next step of the optimization, is checking all 

the 2-D arrays against all the other 2-D arrays to find out which ones can share memory. 

Many of these 2-D arrays are often sparsely populated in that they each have only a small 

number of valid entries. So, a process of "folding" is next used to combine two or more 

30 2-D arrays together into one physical 2-D array without losing the identity of any of the 

original 2-D arrays (i.e., all the 2-D arrays continue to exist logically). Folding can occur 
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between any 2-D arrays irrespective of their location in the tree as long as certain 

conditions are met. Multiple arrays may be combined into a single array as long as the 

individual entries do not conflict with each other. A fold number is then used to associate 

each element with its original array. A similar folding process is used for the set of LUTs 

5 1850 in the alternate embodiment of FIG. 18B. 

In 410, the analyzer has been initialized and is ready to perform recognition. 

FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of how actual parser subsystem 301 functions. Starting 

at 501, the packet 302 is input to the packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loads the next 

(initially the first) packet component from the packet 302. The packet components are 

i:) 10 extracted from each packet 302 one element at a time. A check is made (504) to 

determine if the load-packet-component operation 503 succeeded, indicating that there 

was more in the packet to process. If not, indicating all components have been loaded, 

the parser subsystem 301 builds the packet signature (512)-the next stage (FIG 6). 

If a component is successfully loaded in 503, the node and processes are fetched 

15 (505) from the pattern, parse and extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and 

processes for that node to apply to the loaded packet component. The parser subsystem 

301 checks (506) to determine if the fetch pattern node operation 505 completed 

successfully, indicating there was a pattern node that loaded in 505. If not, step 511 

moves to the next packet component. If yes, then the node and pattern matching process 

20 are applied in 507 to the component extracted in 503. A pattern match obtained in 507 

(as indicated by test 508) means the parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the 

parsing elements; the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to step 509 to extract the elements. 

If applying the node process to the component does not produce a match (test 

508), the parser subsystem 301 moves (510) to the next pattern node from the pattern 

25 database 308 and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus, there is an 

"applying patterns" loop between 508 and 505. Once the parser subsystem 301 

completes all the patterns and has either matched or not, the parser subsystem 301 moves 

to the next packet component (511). 

Once all the packet components have been the loaded and processed from the 

30 input packet 302, then the load packet will fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser 
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between any 2—D arrays irrespective of their location in the tree as long as certain

conditions are met. Multiple arrays may be combined into a single array as long as the

individual entries do not conflict with each other. A fold number is then used to associate

each element with its original array. A similar folding process is used for the set of LUTs

1850 in the alternate embodiment of FIG. 18B.

In 410, the analyzer has been initialized and is ready to perform recognition.

FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of how actual parser subsystem 301 functions. Starting

at 501, the packet 302 is input to the packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loads the next

(initially the first) packet component from the packet 302. The packet components are

extracted from each packet 302 one element at a time. A check is made (504) to

determine if the load-packet-component operation 503 succeeded, indicating that there

was more in the packet to process. Ifnot, indicating all components have been loaded,

the parser subsystem 301 builds the packet signature (512)—the next stage (FIG 6).

If a component is successfully loaded in 503, the node and processes are fetched

(505) from the pattern, parse and extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and

processes for that node to apply to the loaded packet component. The parser subsystem

301 checks (506) to determine if the fetch pattern node operation 505 completed

successfully, indicating there was a pattern node that loaded in 505. lfnot, step 511

moves to the next packet component. If yes, then the node and pattern matching process

are applied in 507 to the component extracted in 503. A pattern match obtained in 507

(as indicated by test 508) means the parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the

parsing elements; the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to step 509 to extract the elements.

If applying the node process to the component does not produce a match (test

508), the parser subsystem 301 moves (510) to the next pattern node from the pattern

database 308 and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus, there is an

“applying patterns” loop between 508 and 505. Once the parser subsystem 301

completes all the patterns and has either matched or not, the parser subsystem 301 moves

to the next packet component (51 1).

Once all the packet components have been the loaded and processed from the

input packet 302, then the load packet will fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser
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subsystem 301 moves to build a packet signature which is described in FIG. 6 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart for extracting the information from which to build the 

packet signature. The flow starts at 601, which is the exit point 513 of FIG. 5. At this 

point parser subsystem 301 has a completed packet component and a pattern node 

5 available in a buffer (602). Step 603 loads the packet component available from the 

pattern analysis process of FIG. 5. If the load completed (test 604), indicating that there 

was indeed another packet component, the parser subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the 

extraction and process elements received from the pattern node component in 602. If the 

fetch was successful (test 606), indicating that there are extraction elements to apply, the 

10 parser subsystem 301 in step 607 applies that extraction process to the packet component 

based on an extraction instruction received from that pattern node. This removes and 

saves an element from the packet component. 

In step 608, the parser subsystem 301 checks if there is more to extract from this 

component, and if not, the parser subsystem 301 moves back to 603 to load the next 

15 packet component at hand and repeats the process. If the answer is yes, then the parser 

subsystem 301 moves to the next packet component ratchet. That new packet component 

is then loaded in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved through the loop between 

608 and 603, extra extraction processes are applied either to the same packet component 

if there is more to extract, or to a different packet component if there is no more to 

20 extract. 

The extraction process thus builds the signature, extracting more and more 

components according to the information in the patterns and extraction database 308 for 

the particular packet. Once loading the next packet component operation 603 fails (test 

604), all the components have been extracted. The built signature is loaded into the 

25 signature buffer (610) and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to FIG. 7 to complete the 

signature generation process. 

Referring now to FIG. 7, the process continues at 701. The signature buffer and 

the pattern node elements are available (702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next 

pattern node element. If the load was successful (test 704) indicating there are more 

30 nodes, the parser subsystem 301 in 705 hashes the signature buffer element based on the 

hash elements that are found in the pattern node that is in the element database. In 706 

. , I 
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subsystem 301 moves to build a packet signature which is described in FIG. 6

FIG. 6 is a flow chart for extracting the information from which to build the

packet signature. The flow starts at 601, which is the exit point 513 of FIG. 5. At this

point parser subsystem 301 has a completed packet component and a pattern node

available in a buffer (602). Step 603 loads the packet component available from the

pattern analysis process of FIG. 5. If the load completed (test 604), indicating that there

was indeed another packet component, the parser subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the

extraction and process elements received from the pattern node component in 602. If the

fetch was successful (test 606), indicating that there are extraction elements to apply, the

parser subsystem 301 in step 607 applies that extraction process to the packet component

based on an extraction instruction received from that pattern node. This removes and

saves an element from the packet component.

In step 608, the parser subsystem 301 checks if there is more to extract from this

component, and if not, the parser subsystem 301 moves back to 603 to load the next

packet component at hand and repeats the process. If the answer is yes, then the parser

subsystem 301 moves to the next packet component ratchet. That new packet component

is then loaded in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved through the loop between

608 and 603, extra extraction processes are applied either to the same packet component

if there is more to extract, or to a different packet component if there is no more to

extract.

The extraction process thus builds the signature, extracting more and more

components according to the information in the patterns and extraction database 308 for

the particular packet. Once loading the next packet component operation 603 fails (test

604), all the components have been extracted. The built signature is loaded into the

signature buffer (610) and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to FIG. 7 to complete the

signature generation process.

Referring now to FIG. 7, the process continues at 701. The signature buffer and

the pattern node elements are available (702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next

pattern node element. If the load was successful (test 704) indicating there are more

nodes, the parser subsystem 301 in 705 hashes the signature buffer element based on the

hash elements that are found in the pattern node that is in the element database. In 706

.4/
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the resulting signature and the hash are packed. In 707 the parser subsystem 301 moves 

on to the next packet component which is loaded in 703. 

The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are no more patterns of elements left 

(test 704). Once all the patterns of elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and 

5 312 of parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301 has generated the 

signature used by the analyzer subsystem 303. 

10 

A parser record is loaded into the analyzer, in particular, into the UFKB in the 

form of a UFKB record which is similar to a parser record, but with one or more 

different fields. 

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing the operation of the lookup/update engine 

(LUE) that implements lookup operation 314. The process starts at 801 from FIG. 7 with 

the parser record that includes a signature, the hash and at least parts of the payload. In 

802 those elements are shown in the form of a UFKB-entry in the buffer. The LUE, the 

lookup engine 314 computes a "record bin number" from the hash for a flow-entry. A 

15 bin herein may have one or more "buckets" each containing a flow-entry. The preferred 

embodiment has four buckets per bin. 

Since preferred hardware embodiment includes the cache, all data accesses to 

records in the flowchart of FIG. 8 are stated as being to or from the cache. 

Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cache for a bucket from that bin using the 

20 hash. If the cache successfully returns with a bucket from the bin number, indicating 

there are more buckets in the bin, the lookup/update engine compares (807) the current 

signature (the UFKB-entry's signature) from that in the bucket (i.e., the flow-entry 

signature). If the signatures match (test 808), that record (in the cache) is marked in step 

810 as "in process" and a timestamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the 

25 UFKB-entry in 802 has a status of "found." The "found" indication allows the state 

processing 328 to begin processing this UFKB element. The preferred hardware 

embodiment includes one or more state processors, and these can operate in parallel with 

the lookup/update engine. 

In the preferred embodiment, a set of statistical operations is performed by a 

30 calculator for every packet analyzed. The statistical operations may include one or more 
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the resulting signature and the hash are packed. In 707 the parser subsystem 301 moves

on to the next packet component which is loaded in 703.

The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are no more patterns of elements left

(test 704). Once all the patterns of elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and

312 of parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301 has generated the

signature used by the analyzer subsystem 303.

A parser record is loaded into the analyzer, in particular, into the UFKB in the

form of a UFKB record which is similar to a parser record, but with one or more

different fields.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing the operation of the lookup/update engine

(LUE) that implements lookup operation 314. The process starts at 801 from FIG. 7 with

the parser record that includes a signature, the hash and at least parts of the payload. In

802 those elements are shown in the form of a UFKB-entry in the buffer. The LUE, the

lookup engine 314 computes a “record bin number” from the hash for a flow-entry. A

bin herein may have one or more “buckets” each containing a flow-entry. The preferred

embodiment has four buckets per bin.

Since preferred hardware embodiment includes the cache, all data accesses to

records in the flowchart of FIG. 8 are stated as being to or from the cache.

Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cache for a bucket from that bin using the

hash. If the cache successfully returns with a bucket from the bin number, indicating

there are more buckets in the bin, the lookup/update engine compares (807) the current

signature (the UFKB-entry’s signature) from that in the bucket (i.e., the flow-entry

signature). If the signatures match (test 808), that record (in the cache) is marked in step

810 as “in process” and a timestamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the

UFKB-entry in 802 has a status of “found.” The “found” indication allows the state

processing 328 to begin processing this UFKB element. The preferred hardware

embodiment includes one or more state processors, and these can operate in parallel with

the lookup/update engine.

In the preferred embodiment, a set of statistical operations is performed by a

calculator for every packet analyzed. The statistical operations may include one or more
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of counting the packets associated with the flow; determining statistics related to the size 

of packets of the flow; compiling statistics on differences between packets in each 

direction, for example using timestamps; and determining statistical relationships of 

timestamps of packets in the same direction. The statistical measures are kept in the 

5 flow-entries. Other statistical measures also may be compiled. These'statistics may be 

used singly or in combination by a statistical processor component to analyze many 

different aspects of the flow. This may include determining network usage metrics from 

the statistical measures, for example to ascertain the network's ability to transfer 

information for this application. Such analysis provides for measuring the quality of 

10 service of a conversation, measuring how well an application is performing in the 

network, measuring network resources consumed by an application, and so forth. 

To provide for such analyses, the lookup/update engine updates one or more 

counters that are part of the flow-entry (in the cache) in step 812. The process exits at 

813. In our embodiment, the counters include the total packets of the flow, the time, and 

15 a differential time from the last timestamp to the present timestamp. 

It may be that the bucket of the bin did not lead to a signature match (test 808). In 

such a case, the analyzer in 809 moves to the next bucket for this bin. Step 804 again 

looks up the cache for another bucket from that bin. The lookup/update engine thus 

continues lookup up buckets of the bin until there is either a match in 808 or operation 

20 804 is not successful (test 805), indicating that there are no more buckets in the bin and 

no match was found. 

If no match was found, the packet belongs to a new (not previously encountered) 

flow. In 806 the system indicates that the record in the unified flow key buffer for this 

packet is new, and in 812, any statistical updating operations are performed for this 

25 packet by updating the flow-entry in the cache. The update operation exits at 813. A flow 

insertion/deletion engine (FIDE) creates a new record for this flow (again via the cache). 

Thus, the update/lookup engine ends with a UFKB-entry for the packet with a 

"new" status or a "found" status. 

Note that the above system uses a hash to which more than one flow-entry can 

30 match. A longer hash may be used that corresponds to a single flow-entry. In such an 
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embodiment, the flow chart of FIG. 8 is simplified as would be clear to those in the art. 

The hardware system 

Each of the individual hardware elements through which the data flows in the 

system are now described with reference to FIGS. 10 and 11. Note that while we are 

5 describing a particular hardware implementation of the invention embodiment of FIG. 3, 

it would be clear to one skilled in the art that the flow of FIG. 3 may alternatively be 

implemented in software running on one or more general-purpose processors, or only 

partly implemented in hardware. An implementation of the invention that can operate in 

software is shown in FIG. 14. The hardware embodiment (FIGS. 10 and 11) can operate 

10 at over a million packets per second, while the software system of FIG. 14 may be 

suitable for slower networks. To one skilled in the art it would be clear that more and 

more of the system may be implemented in software as processors become faster. 

:! i,; FIG. 10 is a description of the parsing subsystem (301, shown here as subsystem 
·ii (il 
~f ;'' 1000) as implemented in hardware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database ! ;i; 15 memory, in which the patterns that are going to be analyzed are stored. Memory 1002 is 

-~ \J) the extraction-operation database memory, in which the extraction instructions are 

20 

stored. Both 1001 and 1002 correspond to internal data structure 308 of FIG. 3. 

Typically, the system is initialized from a microprocessor (not shown) at which time 

these memories are loaded through a host interface multiplexor and control register 1005 

via the internal buses 1003 and 1004. Note that the contents of 1001 and 1002 are 

preferably obtained by compiling process 310 of FIG. 3. 

A packet enters the parsing system via 1012 into a parser input buffer memory 

1008 using control signals 1021 and 1023, which control an input buffer interface 

controller 1022. The buffer 1008 and interface control 1022 connect to a packet 

25 acquisition device (not shown). The buffer acquisition device generates a packet start 

signal 1021 and the interface control 1022 generates a next packet (i.e., ready to receive 

data) signal 1023 to control the data flow into parser input buffer memory 1008. Once a 

packet starts loading into the buffer memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE) 

I 006 carries out the operations on the input buffer memory described in block 304 of 

30 FIG. 3. That is, protocol types and associated headers for each protocol layer that exist in 

the packet are determined. 
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embodiment, the flow chart of FIG. 8 is simplified as would be clear to those in the art.

The hardware system

Each of the individual hardware elements through which the data flows in the

system are now described with reference to FIGS. 10 and l 1. Note that while we are

describing a particular hardware implementation of the invention embodiment of FIG. 3,

it would be clear to one skilled in the art that the flow of FIG. 3 may alternatively be

implemented in software running on one or more general—purpose processors, or only

partly implemented in hardware. An implementation of the invention that can operate in

software is shown in FIG. 14. The hardware embodiment (FIGS. 10 and 11) can operate

at over a million packets per second, while the software system of FIG. 14 may be

suitable for slower networks. To one skilled in the art it would be clear that more and

more of the system may be implemented in software as processors become faster.

FIG. 10 is a description of the parsing subsystem (301, shown here as subsystem

1000) as implemented in hardware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database

memory, in which the patterns that are going to be analyzed are stored. Memory 1002 is

the extraction—operation database memory, in which the extraction instructions are

stored. Both 1001 and 1002 correspond to internal data structure 308 of FIG. 3.

Typically, the system is initialized from a microprocessor (not shown) at which time

these memories are loaded through a host interface multiplexor and control register 1005

via the internal buses 1003 and 1004. Note that the contents of 1001 and 1002 are

preferably obtained by compiling process 310 of FIG. 3.

A packet enters the parsing system via 1012 into a parser input buffer memory

1008 using control signals 1021 and 1023, which control an input buffer interface

controller 1022. The buffer 1008 and interface control 1022 connect to a packet

acquisition device (not shown). The buffer acquisition device generates a packet start

signal 1021 and the interface control 1022 generates a next packet (i.e., ready to receive

data) signal 1023 to control the data flow into parser input buffer memory 1008. Once a

packet starts loading into the buffer memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE)

1006 carries out the operations on the input buffer memory described in block 304 of

FIG. 3. That is, protocol types and associated headers for each protocol layer that exist in

the packet are determined.
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The PRE searches database 1001 and the packet in buffer 1008 in order to 

recognize the protocols the packet contains. In one implementation, the database 1001 

includes a series of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table uses eight bits of addressing. 

The first lookup table is always at address zero. The Pattern Recognition Engine uses a 

5 base packet offset from a control register to start the comparison. It loads this value into 

a current offset pointer (COP). It then reads the byte at base packet offset from the parser 

input buffer and uses it as an address into the first lookup table. 

Each lookup table returns a word that links to another lookup table or it returns a 

terminal flag. If the lookup produces a recognition event the database also returns a 

10 command for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to the COP. 

The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The comparison engine has a 

first stage that checks the protocol type field to determine if it is an 802.3 packet and the 

field should be treated as a length. If it is not a length, the protocol is checked in a 

second stage. The first stage is the only protocol level that is not programmable. The 

15 second stage has two full sixteen bit content addressable memories (CAMs) defined for 

future protocol additions. 

Thus, whenever the PRE recognizes a pattern, it also generates a command for 

the extraction engine (also called a "slicer") 1007. The recognized patterns and the 

commands are sent to the extraction engine 1007 that extracts information from the 

20 packet to build the parser record. Thus, the operations of the extraction engine are those 

carried out in blocks 306 and 312 of FIG. 3. The commands are sent from PRE 1006 to 

slicer 1007 in the form of extraction instruction pointers which tell the extraction engine 

1007 where to a find the instructions in the extraction operations database memory (i.e., 

slicer instruction database) 1002. 

25 Thus, when the PRE 1006 recognizes a protocol it outputs both the protocol 

identifier and a process code to the extractor. The protocol identifier is added to the flow 

signature and the process code is used to fetch the first instruction from the instruction 

database 1002. Instructions include an operation code and usually source and destination 

offsets as well as a length. The offsets and length are in bytes. A typical operation is the 

30 MOVE instruction. This instruction tells the slicer 1007 to copy n bytes of data 

unmodified from the input buffer 1008 to the output buffer 1010. The extractor contains 
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The PRE searches database 1001 and the packet in buffer 1008 in order to

recognize the protocols the packet contains. In one implementation, the database 1001

includes a series of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table uses eight bits of addressing.

The first lookup table is always at address zero. The Pattern Recognition Engine uses a

5 base packet offset from a control register to start the comparison. It loads this value into

a current offset pointer (COP). It then reads the byte at base packet offset from the parser

input buffer and uses it as an address into the first lookup table.

Each lookup table returns a word that links to another lookup table or it returns a

terminal flag. If the lookup produces a recognition event the database also returns a

10 command for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to the COP.

The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The comparison engine has a

first stage that checks the protocol type field to determine if it is an 802.3 packet and the

field should be treated as a length. Ifit is not a length, the protocol is checked in a

second stage. The first stage is the only protocol level that is not programmable. The

15 second stage has two full sixteen bit content addressable memories (CAMs) defined for

future protocol additions.

”qu‘h-I Thus, whenever the PRE recognizes a pattern, it also generates a command for
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the extraction engine (also called a “slicer”) 1007. The recognized patterns and the

commands are sent to the extraction engine 1007 that extracts information from the

20 packet to build the parser record. Thus, the operations of the extraction engine are those

carried out in blocks 306 and 312 of FIG. 3. The commands are sent from PRE 1006 to

slicer 1007 in the form of extraction instruction pointers which tell the extraction engine

1007 where to a find the instructions in the extraction operations database memory (i.e.,

slicer instruction database) 1002.

25 Thus, when the PRE 1006 recognizes a protocol it outputs both the protocol

identifier and a process code to the extractor. The protocol identifier is added to the flow

signature and the process code is used to fetch the first instruction from the instruction

database 1002. Instructions include an operation code and usually source and destination

offsets as well as a length. The offsets and length are in bytes. A typical operation is the

30 MOVE instruction. This instruction tells the slicer 1007 to copy 11 bytes of data

unmodified from the input buffer 1008 to the output buffer 1010. The extractor contains
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a byte-wise barrel shifter so that the bytes moved can be packed into the flow signature. 

The extractor contains another instruction called HASH. This instruction tells the 

extractor to copy from the input buffer 1008 to the HASH generator. 

Thus these instructions are for extracting selected element(s) of the packet in the 

5 input buffer memory and transferring the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010. 

Some instructions also generate a hash. 

The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operate as a pipeline. That is, extraction 

engine 1007 performs extraction operations on data in input buffer 1008 already 

processed by PRE 1006 while more (i.e., later arriving) packet information is being 

10 simultaneously parsed by PRE 1006. This provides high processing speed sufficient to 

accommodate the high arrival rate speed of packets. 

Once all the selected parts of the packet used to form the signature are extracted, 

the hash is loaded into parser output buffer memory 1010. Any additional payload from 

the packet that is required for further analysis is also included. The parser output memory 

15 1010 is interfaced with the analyzer subsystem by analyzer interface control 1011. Once 

all the information of a packet is in the parser output buffer memory 1010, a data ready 

signal 1025 is asserted by analyzer interface control. The data from the parser subsystem 

1000 is moved to the analyzer subsystem via 1013 when an analyzer ready signal 1027 is 

asserted. 

20 FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and dataflow for the analyzer subsystem 

25 

that performs the functions of the analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzer is 

initialized prior to operation, and initialization includes loading the state processing 

information generated by the compilation process 310 into a database memory for the 

state processing, called state processor instruction database (SPID) memory 1109. 

The analyzer subsystem 1100 includes a host bus interface 1122 using an 

analyzer host interface controller 1118, which in turn has access to a cache system 1115. 

The cache system has bi-directional access to and from the state processor of the system 

1108. State processor 1108 is responsible for initializing the state processor instruction 

database memory 1109 from information given over the host bus interface 1122. 

30 With the SPID 1109 loaded, the analyzer subsystem 1100 receives parser records 
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a byte-wise barrel shifter so that the bytes moved can be packed into the flow signature.

The extractor contains another instruction called HASH. This instruction tells the

extractor to copy from the input buffer 1008 to the HASH generator.

Thus these instructions are for extracting selected element(s) of the packet in the

input buffer memory and transferring the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010.

Some instructions also generate a hash.

The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operate as a pipeline. That is, extraction

engine 1007 performs extraction operations on data in input buffer 1008 already

processed by PRE 1006 while more (i.e., later arriving) packet information is being

simultaneously parsed by PRE 1006. This provides high processing speed sufficient to

accommodate the high arrival rate speed of packets.

Once all the selected parts of the packet used to form the signature are extracted,

the hash is loaded into parser output buffer memory 1010. Any additional payload from

the packet that is required for further analysis is also included. The parser output memory

1010 is interfaced with the analyzer subsystem by analyzer interface control 1011. Once

all the information of a packet is in the parser output buffer memory 1010, a data ready

signal 1025 is asserted by analyzer interface control. The data from the parser subsystem

1000 is moved to the analyzer subsystem via 1013 when an analyzer ready signal 1027 is

asserted.

FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and dataflow for the analyzer subsystem

that performs the functions of the analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzer is

initialized prior to operation, and initialization includes loading the state processing

information generated by the compilation process 310 into a database memory for the

state processing, called state processor instruction database {SPID) memory 1109.

The analyzer subsystem 1100 includes a host bus interface 1122 using an

analyzer host interface controller 1118, which in turn has access to a cache system 1 115.

The cache system has bi—directional access to and from the state processor of the system

1108. State processor 1108 is responSible for initializing the state processor instruction

database memory 1109 from information given over the host bus interface 1 122.

With the SPID 1109 loaded, the analyzer subsystem 1100 receives parser records
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comprising packet signatures and payloads that come from the parser into the unified 

flow key buffer (UFKB) 1103. UFKB is comprised of memory set up to maintain UFKB 

records. A UFKB record is essentially a parser record; the UFKB holds records of 

~ packets that are to be processed or that are in process. Furthermore, the UFKB provides 
f 

5 for one or more fields to act as modifiable status flags to allow different processes to run 

' , concurrently. 

;! Three processing engines run concurrently and access records in the UFKB 1103: 

.~ 
·~ 

L 

10 

15 

the lookup/update engine (LUE) 1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow 

insertion and deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is implemented by one or more 

finite state machines (FSM's). There is bi-directional access between each of the finite 

state machines and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB record includes a field 

that stores the packet sequence number, and another that is filled with state information 

in the form of a program counter for the state processor 1108 that implements state 

processing 328. The status flags of the UFKB for any entry includes that the LUE is done 

and that the LUE is transferring processing of the entry to the state processor. The LUE 

done indicator is also used to indicate what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is 

provided a flag to indicate that the state processor is done with the current flow and to 

indicate what the next entry is for the state processor. There also is provided a flag to 

indicate the state processor is transferring processing of the UFKB-entry to the flow 

20 insertion and deletion engine. 

A new UFKB record is first processed by the LUE 1107. A record that has been 

processed by the LUE 1107 may be processed by the state processor 1108, and a UFKB 

record data may be processed by the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 after being 

processed by the state processor 1108 or only by the LUE. Whether or not a particular 

25 engine has been applied to any unified flow key buff er entry is determined by status 

fields set by the engines upon completion. In one embodiment, a status flag in the 

UFKB-entry indicates whether an entry is new or found. In other embodiments, the LUE 

issues a flag to pass the entry to the state processor for processing, and the required 

operations for a new record are included in the SP instructions. 

30 Note that each UFKB-entry may not need to be processed by all three engines. 

Furthermore, some UFKB entries may need to be processed more than once by a 
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comprising packet signatures and payloads that come from the parser into the unified

flow key buffer (UFKB) 1103. UFKB is comprised of memory set up to maintain UFKB

records. A UFKB record is essentially a parser record; the UFKB holds records of

packets that are to be processed or that are in process. Furthermore, the UFKB provides

for one or more fields to act as modifiable status flags to allow different processes to run

concurrently.

Three processing engines run concurrently and access records in the UFKB 1103:

the lookup/update engine (LUE) 1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow

insertion and deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is implemented by one or more

finite state machines (FSM's). There is bi-directional access between each of the finite

state machines and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB record includes a field

that stores the packet sequence number, and another that is filled with state information

in the form of a program counter for the state processor 1108 that implements state

processing 328. The status flags of the UFKB for any entry includes that the LUE is done

and that the LUE is transferring processing of the entry to the state processor. The LUE

done indicator is also used to indicate what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is

provided a flag to indicate that the state processor is done with the current flow and to

indicate what the next entry is for the state processor. There also is provided a flag to

indicate the state processor is transferring processing of the UFKB—entry to the flow

insertion and deletion engine.

A new UFKB record is first processed by the LUE 1107. A record that has been

processed by the LUE 1107 may be processed by the state processor 1108, and a UFKB

record data may be processed by the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 after being

processed by the state processor 1108 or only by the LUE. Whether or not a particular

engine has been applied to any unified flow key buffer entry is determined by status

fields set by the engines upon completion. In one embodiment, a status flag in the

UFKB—entry indicates Whether an entry is new or found. In other embodiments, the LUE

issues a flag to pass the entry to the state processor for processmg, and the required

operations for a new record are included in the SP instructions.

Note that each UFKB—entry may not need to be processed by all three engines.

Furthermore, some UFKB entries may need to be processed more than once by a
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particular engine. 

Each of these three engines also has bi-directional access to a cache subsystem 

1115 that includes a caching engine. Cache 1115 is designed to have information flowing 

~ in and out of it from five different points within the system: the three engines, external 

' ,' 
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t 

, 

,, 
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,:, 
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5 memory via a unified memory controller (UMC) 1119 and a memory interface 1123, and 

a microprocessor via analyzer host interface and control unit (ACIC) 1118 and host 

interface bus (HIB) 1122. The analyzer microprocessor (or dedicated logic processor) 

can thus directly insert or modify data in the cache. 

The cache subsystem 1115 is an associative cache that includes a set of content 

10 addressable memory cells (CAMs) each including an address portion and a pointer 

portion pointing to the cache memory (e.g., RAM) containing the cached flow-entries. 

The CAMs are arranged as a stack ordered from a top CAM to a bottom CAM. The 

bottom CAM's pointer points to the least recently used (LRU) cache memory entry. 

Whenever there is a cache miss, the contents of cache memory pointed to by the bottom 

15 CAM are replaced by the flow-entry from the flow-entry database 324. This now 

becomes the most recently used entry, so the contents of the bottom CAM are moved to 

the top CAM and all CAM contents are shifted down. Thus, the cache is an associative 

cache with a true LRU replacement policy. 

The LUE 1107 first processes a UFKB-entry, and basically performs the 

20 operation of blocks 314 and 316 in FIG. 3. A signal is provided to the LUE to indicate 

that a "new" UFKB-entry is available. The LUE uses the hash in the UFKB-entry to read 

a matching bin of up to four buckets from the cache. The cache system attempts to obtain 

the matching bin. If a matching bin is not in the cache, the cache 1115 makes the request 

to the UMC 1119 to bring in a matching bin from the external memory. 

25 

30 

When a flow-entry is found using the hash, the LUE 1107 looks at each bucket 

and compares it using the signature to the signature of the UFKB-entry until there is a 

match or there are no more buckets. 

If there is no match, or if the cache failed to provide a bin of flow-entries from 

the cache, a time stamp in set in the flow key of the UFKB record, a protocol 

identification and state determination is made using a table that was loaded by 
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compilation process 310 during initialization, the status for the record is set to indicate 

the LUE has processed the record, and an indication is made that the UFKB-entry is 

ready to start state processing. The identification and state determination generates a 

protocol identifier which in the preferred embodiment is a "jump vector'' for the state 

5 processor which is kept by the UFKB for this UFKB-entry and used by the state 

processor to start state processing for the particular protocol. For example, the jump 

vector jumps to the subroutine for processing the state. 

If there was a match, indicating that the packet of the UFKB-entry is for a 

previously encountered flow, then a calculator component enters one or more statistical 

10 measures stored in the flow-entry, including the timestamp. In addition, a time difference 

from the last stored timestamp may be stored, and a packet count may be updated. The 

state of the flow is obtained from the flow-entry is examined by looking at the protocol 

identifier stored in the flow-entry of database 324. If that value indicates that no more 

classification is required, then the status for the record is set to indicate the LUE has 

15 processed the record. In the preferred embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump 

vector for the state processor to a subroutine to state processing the protocol, and no 

more classification is indicated in the preferred embodiment by the jump vector being 

zero. If the protocol identifier indicates more processing, then an indication is made that 

the UFKB-entry is ready to start state processing and the status for the record is set to 

20 indicate the LUE has processed the record. 

The state processor 1108 processes information in the cache system according to 

a UFKB-entry after the LUE has completed. State processor 1108 includes a state 

processor program counter SPPC that generates the address in the state processor 

instruction database 1109 loaded by compiler process 310 during initialization. It 

25 contains an Instruction Pointer (SPIP) which generates the SPID address. The instruction 

pointer can be incremented or loaded from a Jump Vector Multiplexor which facilitates 

conditional branching. The SPIP can be loaded from one of three sources: ( 1) A protocol 

identifier from the UFKB, (2) an immediate jump vector form the currently decoded 

instruction, or (3) a value provided by the arithmetic logic unit (SP ALU) included in the 

30 state processor. 

Thus, after a Flow Key is placed in the UFKB by the LUE with a known protocol 
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compilation process 310 during initialization, the status for the record is set to indicate

the LUE has processed the record, and an indication is made that the UFKB-entry is

ready to start state processing. The identification and state determination generates a

protocol identifier which in the preferred embodiment is a “jump vector” for the state

5 processor which is kept by the UFKB for this UFKB-entry and used by the state

processor to start state processing for the particular protocol. For example, the jump

vector jumps to the subroutine for processing the state.

If there was a match, indicating that the packet of the UFKB-eutry is for a

previously encountered flow, then a calculator component enters one or more statistical

10 measures stored in the flow—entry, including the timestamp. In addition, a time difference

from the last stored timestamp may be stored, and a packet count may be updated. The

state of the flow is obtained from the flow-entry is examined by looking at the protocol

identifier stored in the flow—entry of database 324. If that value indicates that no more

classification is required, then the status for the record is set to indicate the LUE has

15 processed the record. In the preferred embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump

vector for the state processor to a subroutine to state processing the protocol, and no

more classification is indicated in the preferred embodiment by the jump vector being

zero. lfthe protocol identifier indicates more processing, then an indication is made that

the UFKB—entry is ready to start state processing and the status for the record is set to

20 indicate the LUE has processed the record.

The state processor 1108 processes information in the cache system according to

a UFKB-entry after the LUE has completed. State processor 1108 includes a state

processor program counter SPPC that generates the address in the state processor

instruction database 1109 loaded by compiler process 310 during initialization. It

25 contains an Instruction Pointer (SPLP) which generates the SPID address. The instruction

pointer can be incremented or loaded from a Jump Vector Multiplexer which facilitates

conditional branching. The SPlP can be loaded from one of three sources: (1) A protocol

identifier from the UFKB, (2) an immediate jump vector form the currently decoded

instruction, or (3) a value provided by the arithmetic logic unit (SPALU) included in the

30 state processor.

Thus, after a Flow Key is placed in the UFKB by the LUE with a known protocol
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identifier, the Program Counter is initialized with the last protocol recognized by the 

Parser. This first instruction is a jump to the subroutine which analyzes the protocol that 

was decoded. 

The State Processor ALU (SP ALU) contains all the Arithmetic, Logical and 

5 String Compare functions necessary to implement the State Processor instructions. The 

main blocks of the SP ALU are: The A and B Registers, the Instruction Decode & State 

Machines, the String Reference Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and 

an Output Control Register 

The Search Engine in tum contains the Target Search Register set, the Reference 

10 Search Register set, and a Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive

or-ing them together. 

15 

20 

25 

Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a sequence of one or more state 

operations are be executed in state processor 1108 to further analyze the packet that is in 

the flow key buffer entry for this particular packet. 

FIG. 13 describes the operation of the state processor 1108. The state processor is 

entered at 1301 with a unified flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is 

new or corresponding to a found flow-entry. This UFKB-entry is retrieved from unified 

flow key buffer 1103 in 1301. In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entry is used 

to set the state processor's instruction counter. The state processor 1108 starts the 

process by using the last protocol recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset 

into a jump table. The jump table takes us to the instructions to use for that protocol. 

Most instructions test something in the unified flow key buffer or the flow-entry if it 

exists. The state processor 1108 may have to test bits, do comparisons, add or subtract to 

perform the test. 

The first state processor instruction is fetched in 1304 from the state processor 

instruction database memory 1109. The state processor performs the one or more fetched 

operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state processor instruction is very 

primitive (e.g., a move, a compare, etc.), so that many such instruction&~ed to be 
-~-

performed on each unified flow key buffer entry. One aspect of the state processor is its 

30 ability to search for one or more (up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the 
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identifier, the Program Counter is initialized with the last protocol recognized by the

Parser. This first instruction is a jump to the subroutine which analyzes the protocol that

was decoded.

The State Processor ALU (SPALU) contains all the Arithmetic, Logical and

String Compare functions necessary to implement the State Processor instructions. The

main blocks of the SPALU are: The A and B Registers, the Instruction Decode & State

Machines, the String Reference Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and

an Output Control Register

The Search Engine in turn contains the Target Search Register set, the Reference

Search Register set, and a Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive—

or—ing them together.

Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a sequence of one or more state

operations are be executed in state processor 1108 to further analyze the packet that is in

the flow key buffer entry for this particular packet.

FIG. 13 describes the operation of the state processor 1108. The state processor is

entered at 1301 with a unified flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is

new or corresponding to a found flow-entry. This UFKB-entry is retrieved from unified

flow key buffer 1103 in 1301. In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entry is used

to set the state processor’s instruction counter. The state processor 1108 starts the

process by using the last protocol recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset

into a jump table. The jump table takes us to the instructions to use for that protocol.

Most instructions test something in the unified flow key buffer or the flow—entry if it

exists. The state processor 1108 may have to test bits, do comparisons, add or subtract to

perform the test.

The first state processor instruction is fetched in 1304 from the state processor

instruction database memory 1109. The state processor performs the one or more fetched

operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state processor instruction is very

primitive (e.g., a move, a compare, etc.), so that many such instructionsrLeed to be

performed on each unified flow key buffer entry. One aspect of the state processor is its

ability to search for one or more (up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the
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UFKB entry. This is implemented by a search engine component of the state processor 

responsive to special searching instructions. 

In 1307, a check is made to determine if there are any more instructions to be 

performed for the packet. If yes, then in 1308 the system sets the state processor 

instruction pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. The SPIP may be set by an 

immediate jump vector in the currently decoded instruction, or by a value provided by 

the SP ALU during processing. 

The next instruction to be performed is now fetched (1304) for execution. This 

state processing loop between 1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more 

i:J 10 instructions to be performed. 

At this stage, a check is made in 1309 if the processing on this particular packet 

has resulted in a final state. That is, is the analyzer is done processing not only for this 

particular packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs, and the flow is 

fully determined. If indeed there are no more states to process for this flow, then in 1311 

15 the processor finalizes the processing. Some final states may need to put a state in place 

that tells the system to remove a flow-for example, if a connection disappears from a 

lower level connection identifier. In that case, in 1311, a flow removal state is set and 

saved in the flow-entry. The flow removal state may be a NOP (no-op) instruction which 

20 

means there are no removal instructions. 

Once the appropriate flow removal instruction as specified for this flow (a NOP 

or otherwise) is set and saved, the process is exited at 1313. The state processor 1108 can 

now obtain another unified flow key buffer entry to process. 

If at 1309 it is determined that processing for this flow is not completed, then in 

1310 the system saves the state processor instruction pointer in the current flow-entry in 

25 the current flow-entry. That will be the next operation that will be performed the next 

time the LRE 1107 finds packet in the UFKB that matches this flow. The processor now 

exits processing this particular unified flow key buffer entry at 1313. 

Note that state processing updates information in the unified flow key buffer 

1103 and the flow-entry in the cache. Once the state processor is done, a flag is set in the 

30 UFKB for the entry that the state processor is done. Furthermore, If the flow needs to be 
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UFKB entry. This is implemented by a search engine component of the state processor

responsive to special searching instructions.

In 1307, a check is made to determine if there are any more instructions to be

performed for the packet. If yes, then in 1308 the system sets the state processor

instruction pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. The SPIP may be set by an

immediate jump vector in the currently decoded instruction, or by a value provided by

the SPALU during processing.

The next instruction to be performed is now fetched (1304) for execution. This

state processing loop between 1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more

instructions to be performed.

At this stage, a check is made in 1309 if the processing on this particular packet

has resulted in a final state. That is, is the analyzer is done processing not only for this

particular packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs, and the flow is

fully determined. If indeed there are no more states to process for this flow, then in 1311

the processor finalizes the processing. Some final states may need to put a state in place

that tells the system to remove a flow—for example, if a connection disappears from a

lower level connection identifier In that case, in 1311, a flow removal state is set and

saved in the flow-entry. The flow removal state may be a NOP (no—op) instruction which

means there are no removal instructions.

Once the appropriate flow removal instruction as specified for this flow (a NOP

or otherwise) is set and saved, the process is exited at 1313. The state processor 1108 can

now obtain another unified flow key buffer entry to process.

if at 1309 it is determined that processing for this flow is not completed, then in

1310 the system saves the state processor instruction pointer in the current flow-entry in

the current flow—entry. That will be the next operation that will be performed the next

time the LRE 1107 finds packet in the UFKB that matches this flow. The processor now

exits processing this particular unified flow key buffer entry at 1313.

Note that state processing updates information in the unified flow key buffer

1103 and the flow—entry in the cache. Once the state processor is done, a flag is set in the

UFKB for the entry that the state processor is done. Furthermore, If the flow needs to be
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inserted or deleted from the database of flows, control is then passed on to the flow 

insertion/deletion engine 1110 for that flow signature and packet entry. This is done by 

the state processor setting another flag in the UFKB for this UFKB-entry indicating that 

the state processor is passing processing of this entry to the flow insertion and deletion 

5 engine. 

The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is responsible for maintaining the 

flow-entry database. In particular, for creating new flows in the flow database, and 

deleting flows from the database so that they can be reused. 

The process of flow insertion is now described with the aid of FIG. 12. Flows are 

·:] 10 grouped into bins of buckets by the hash value. The engine processes a UFKB-entry that 

may be new or that the state processor otherwise has indicated needs to be created. 

FIG. 12 shows the case of a new entry being created. A conversation record bin 

(preferably containing 4 buckets for four records) is obtained in 1203. This is a bin that 

matches the hash of the UFKB, so this bin may already have been sought for the UFKB-

15 entry by the LUE. In 1204 the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be 

maintained in the cache system 1115. If in 1205 the cache system 1115 indicates that the 

bin/bucket is empty, step 1107 inserts the flow signature (with the hash) into the bucket 
.//' 

and the bucket is marked "used" in the cache engine of cache 1115 using a timestamp 

that is maintained throughout the process. In 1209, the FIDE 1110 compares the bin and 

20 bucket record flow signature to the packet to verify that all the elements are in place to 

complete the record. In 1211 the system marks the record bin and bucket as "in process" 

and as "new" in the cache system (and hence in the external memory). In 1212, the initial 

statistical measures for the flow-record are set in the cache system. This in the preferred 

embodiment clears the set of counters used to maintain statistics, and may perform other 

25 procedures for statistical operations requires by the analyzer for the first packet seen for a 

particular flow. 

Back in step 1205, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE 1110 requests the next 

bucket for this particular bin in the cache system. If this succeeds, the processes of 1207, 

1209, 1211 and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. If at 1208, there is no valid 

30 bucket, the unified flow key buffer entry for the packet is set as "drop," indicating that 

the system cannot process the particular packet because there are no buckets left in the 
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inserted or deleted from the database of flows, control is then passed on to the flow

insertion/deletion engine 1110 for that flow signature and packet entry. This is done by

the state processor setting another flag in the UFKB for this UFKB—entry indicating that

the state processor is passing processing of this entry to the flow insertion and deletion

engine.

The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is responsible for maintaining the

flow-entry database. in particular, for creating new flows in the flow database, and

deleting flows from the database so that they can be reused.

The process of flow insertion is now described with the aid of FIG. 12. Flows are

grouped into bins of buckets by the hash value. The engine processes a UFKB—entry that

may be new or that the state processor otherwise has indicated needs to be created.

FIG. 12 shows the case of a new entry being created. A conversation record bin

(preferably containing 4 buckets for four records) is obtained in 1203. This is a bin that

matches the hash of the UFKB, so this bin may already have been sought for the UFKB-

entry by the LUE. In 1204 the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be

maintained in the cache system 1115. If in 1205 the cache system 1115 indicates that the

bin/bucket is empty, step/.1207 inserts the flow signature (with the hash) into the bucket

and the bucket is marked “used” in the cache engine of cache 1115 using a timestamp

that is maintained throughout the process. In 1209, the FIDE 1110 compares the bin and

bucket record flow signature to the packet to verify that all the elements are in place to

complete the record. In 1211 the system marks the record bin and bucket as “in process”

and as “new” in the cache system (and hence in the external memory). In 1212, the initial

statistical measures for the flow-record are set in the cache system. This in the preferred

embodiment clears the set of counters used to maintain statistics, and may perform other

procedures for statistical Operations requires by the analyzer for the first packet seen for a

particular flow:

Back in step 1205, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE 1110 requests the next

bucket for this particular bin in the cache system. If this succeeds, the processes of 1207,

1209, 1211 and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. If at 1208, there is no valid

bucket, the unified flow key buffer entry for the packet is set as “drop,” indicating that

the system cannot process the particular packet because there are no buckets left in the
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system. The process exits at 1213. The FIDE 1110 indicates to the UFKB that the flow 

insertion and deletion operations are completed for this UFKB-entry. This also lets the 

UFKB provide the FIDE with the next UFKB record. 

Once a set of operations is performed on a unified flow key buff er entry by all of 

5 the engines required to access and manage a particular packet and its flow signature, the 

unified flow key buffer entry is marked as "completed." That element will then be used 

by the parser interface for the next packet and flow signature coming in from the parsing 

and extracting system. 

All flow-entries are maintained in the external memory and some are maintained 

r :i 10 in the cache 1115. The cache system 1115 is intelligent enough to access the flow 

database and to understand the data structures that exists on the other side of memory 

interface 1123. The lookup/update engine 1107 is able to request that the cache system 

pull a particular flow or "buckets" of flows from the unified memory controller 1119 into 

the cache system for further processing. The state processor 1108 can operate on 

15 information found in the cache system once it is looked up by means of the 

lookup/update engine request, and the flow/ insertion/deletion engine 1110 can create 
' 

new entries in the cache system if required based on information in the unified flow key 

buffer 1103. The cache retrieves information as required from the memory through the 

memory interface 1123 and the unified memory controller 1119, and updates information 

20 as required in the memory through the memory controller 1119. 

There are several interfaces to components of the system external to the module 

of FIG. 11 for the particular hardware implementation. These include host bus interface 

1122,which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with any kind of external 

processing system such as a microprocessor or a multiplexor (MUX) system. 

25 Consequently, one can connect the overall traffic classification system of FIGS. 11 and 

12 into some other processing system to manage the classification system and to extract 

data gathered by the system. 

The memory interface 1123 is designed to interface to any of a variety of memory 

systems that one may want to use to store the flow-entries. One can use different types of 

30 memory systems like regular dynamic random access memory (DRAM), synchronous 

DRAM, synchronous graphic memory (SGRAM), static random access memory 
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system. The process exits at 1213. The FIDE 1110 indicates to the UFKB that the flow

insertion and deletion operations are completed for this UFKB—entry. This also lets the

UFKB provide the FlDE with the next UFKB record.

Once a set of operations is performed on a unified flow key buffer entry by all of

the engines required to access and manage a particular packet and its flow signature, the

unified flow key buffer entry is marked as “completed.” That element will then be used

by the parser interface for the next packet and flow signature coming in from the parsing

and extracting system.

All flow-entries are maintained in the external memory and some are maintained

in the cache 1115. The cache system 1115 is intelligent enough to access the flow

database and to understand the data structures that exists on the other side of memory

interface 1123. The lockup/update engine 1107 is able to request that the cache system

pull a particular flow or “buckets” of flows from the unified memory controller 1119 into

the cache system for further processing. The state processor 1108 can operate on

information found in the cache system once it is looked up by means of the

lookuplupdate engine request, and the flowl insertion/deletion engine 11 10 can create

new entries in the cache system if required hased on information in the unified flow key

buffer 1103. The cache retrieves information as required from the memory through the

memory interface 1 123 and the unified memory controller 1119, and updates information

as required in the memory through the memory controller 1119.

There are several interfaces to components of the system external to the module

of FIG. 11 for the particular hardware implementation. These include host bus interface

1122,which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with any kind of external

processing system such as a microprocessor or a multiplexer (MUX) system.

Consequently, one can connect the overall traffic classification system of FIGS. 11 and

12 into some other processing system to manage the classification system and to extract

data gathered by the system.

The memory interface 1123 is designed to interface to any of a variety of memory

systems that one may want to use to store the flow—entries. One can use different types of

memory systems like regular dynamic random access memory (DRAM), synchronous

DRAM, synchronous graphic memory (SGRAM), Static random access memory
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(SRAM), and so forth. 

FIG. 10 also includes some "generic" interfaces. There is a packet input interface 

1012-a general interface that works in tandem with the signals of the input buffer 

interface control 1022. These are designed so that they can be used with any kind of 

5 generic systems that can then feed packet information into the parser. Another generic 

interface is the interface of pipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into host 

interface multiplexor and control registers 1005. This enables the parsing system to be 

managed by an external system, for example a microprocessor or another kind of 

external logic, and enables the external system to program and otherwise control the 

10 parser. 

The preferred embodiment of this aspect of the invention is described in a 

hardware description language (HDL) such as VHDL or Verilog. It is designed and 

created in an HDL so that it may be used as a single chip system or, for instance, 

integrated into another general-purpose system that is being designed for purposes 

15 related to creating and analyzing traffic within a network. Verilog or other HDL 

implementation is only one method of describing the hardware. 

20 

25 

30 

In accordance with one hardware implementation, the elements shown in 

FIGS. 10 and 11 are implemented in a set of six field programmable logic arrays 

(FPGA's). The boundaries of these FPGA's are as follows. The parsing subsystem of 

FIG. 10 is implemented as two FPGAS; one FPGA, and includes blocks 1006, 1008 and 

1012, parts of 1005, and memory 1001. The second FPGA includes 1002, 1007, 1013, 

1011 parts of 1005. Referring to FIG. 11, the unified look-up buffer 1103 is implemented 

as a single FPGA. State processor 1108 and part of state processor instruction database 

memory 1109 is another FPGA. Portions of the state processor instruction database 

memory 1109 are maintained in external SRAM's. The lookup/update engine 1107 and 

the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 are in another FPGA. The sixth FPGA includes 

the cache system 1115, the unified memory control 1119, and the analyzer host interface 

and control 1118. 

Note that one can implement the system as one or more VSLI devices, rather than 

as a set of application specific integrated circuits (ASIC's) such as FPGA's. It is 

anticipated that in the future device densities will continue to increase, so that the 
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(SRAM), and so forth.

FIG. 10 also includes some “generic” interfaces. There is a packet input interface

1012—a general interface that works in tandem with the signals of the input buffer

interface control 1022. These are designed so that they can be used with any kind of

generic systems that can then feed packet information into the parser. Another generic

interface is the interface of pipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into host

interface multiplexer and control registers 1005. This enables the parsing system to be

managed by an external system, for example a microprocessor or another kind of

external logic, and enables the external system to program and otherwise control the

parser.

The preferred embodiment of this aspect of the invention is described in a

hardware description language (HDL) such as VHDL or Verilog. It is designed and

created in an HDL so that it may be used as a single chip system or, for instance,

integrated into another general-purpose system that is being designed for purposes

related to creating and analyzing traffic within a network. Verilog or other HDL

implementation is only one method of describing the hardware.

In accordance with one hardware implementation, the elements shown in

FIGS. 10 and 11 are implemented in a set of six field programmable logic arrays

(FPGA’s). The boundaries of these FPGA’s are as follows. The parsing subsystem of

FIG. 10 is implemented as two FPGAS; one FPGA, and includes blocks 1006, 1008 and

1012, parts of 1005, and memory 1001. The second FPGA includes 1002, 1007, 1013,

1011 parts of 1005. Referring to FIG. 11, the unified look—up buffer 1103 is implemented

as a single FPGA. State processor 1108 and part of state processor instruction database

memory 1109 is another FPGA. Portions of the state processor instruction database

memory 1109 are maintained in external SRAM’S. The lockup/update engine 1107 and

 
the flow insertion/deletion engine 1110 are in another FPGA. The sixth FPGA includes

i the cache system 11 15, the unified memory control 1119, and the analyzer host interface
and control 1 118.

Note that one can implement the system as one or more VSLI devices, rather than

30 as a set of application specific integrated circuits (ASIC’S) such as FPGA’S. It is

anticipated that in the future device densities will continue to increase, so that the
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complete system may eventually form a sub-unit (a "core") of a larger single chip unit. 

Operation of the Invention 

Fig. 15 shows how an embodiment of the network monitor 300 might be used to 

analyze traffic in a network 102. Packet acquisition device 1502 acquires all the packets 

5 from a connection point 121 on network 102 so that all packets passing point 121 in 

either direction are supplied to monitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub

system 301, which determines flow signatures, and analyzer sub-system 303 that 

analyzes the flow signature of each packet. A memory 324 is used to store the database 

of flows that are determined and updated by monitor 300. A host computer 1504, which 

IO might be any processor, for example, a general-purpose computer, is used to analyze the 

flows in memory 324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a memory, say 

RAM, shown as host memory 1506. In addition, the host might contain a disk. In one 

application, the system can operate as an RMON probe, in which case the host computer 

is coupled to a network interface card 1510 that is connected to the network 102. 

15 The preferred embodiment of the invention is supported by an optional Simple 

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) implementation. Fig. 15 describes how one 

would,j6r example, implement an RMON probe, where a network interface card is used 
I 

to send RMON information to the network. Commercial SNMP implementations also 

are available, and using such an implementation can simplify the process of porting the 

20 preferred embodiment of the invention to any platform. 

In addition, MIB Compilers are available. An MIB Compiler is a tool that greatly 

simplifies the creation and maintenance of proprietary MIB extensions. 

Examples of Packet Elucidation 

Monitor 300, and in particular, analyzer 303 is capable of carrying out state 

25 analysis for packet exchanges that are commonly referred to as "server announcement" 

type exchanges. Server announcement is a process used to ease communications between 

a server with multiple applications that can all be simultaneously accessed from multiple 

clients. Many applications use a server announcement process as a means of 

multiplexing a single port or socket into many applications and services. With this type 

30 of exchange, messages are sent on the network, in either a broadcast or multicast 
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complete system may eventually form a sub-unit (a “core”) of a larger single chip unit.

Operation of the Invention

Fig. 15 shows how an embodiment of the network monitor 300 might be used to

analyze traffic in a network 102. Packet acquisition device 1502 acquires all the packets

from a connection point 121 on network 102 so that all packets passing point 121 in

either direction are supplied to monitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub—

system 301, which determines flow signatures, and analyzer sub—system 303 that

analyzes the flow signature of each packet. A memory 324 is used to store the database

of flows that are determined and updated by monitor 300. A host computer 1504, which

might be any processor, for example, a general-purpose computer, is used to analyze the

flows in memory 324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a memory, say

RAM, shown as host memory 1506. In addition, the host might contain a disk. In one

application, the system can operate as an RMON probe, in which case the host computer

is coupled to a network interface card 1510 that is connected to the network 102.

The preferred embodiment of the invention is supported by an optional Simple

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) implementation. Fig. 15 describes how one

would,/for example, implement an RMON probe, where a network interface card is used
to send RMON information to the network. Commercial SNMP implementations also

are available, and using such an implementation can simplify the process of porting the

preferred embodiment of the invention to any platform.

In addition, MIB Compilers are available. An MIB Compiler is a tool that greatly

simplifies the creation and maintenance of proprietary MIB extensions.

Examples of Packet Elucidation

Monitor 300, and in particular, analyzer 303 is capable of carrying out state

analysis for packet exchanges that are commonly referred to as “server announcement”

type exchanges. Server announcement is a process used to ease communications between

a server with multiple applications that can all be simultaneously accessed from multiple

clients. Many applications use a server announcement process as a means of

multiplexing a single port or socket into many applications and services. With this type

of exchange, messages are sent on the network, in either a broadcast or multicast
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approach, to announce a server and application, and all stations in the network may 

receive and decode these messages. The messages enable the stations to derive the 

appropriate connection point for communicating that particular application with the 

particular server. Using the server announcement method, a particular application 

5 communicates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or UDP socket or port as in 

the IP protocol suite, or using a SAP as in the Novell IPX protocol suite. 

The analyzer 303 is also capable of carrying out "in-stream analysis" of packet 

exchanges. The "in-stream analysis" method is used either as a primary or secondary 

recognition process. As a primary process, in-stream analysis assists in extracting 

10 detailed information which will be used to further recognize both the specific application 

and application component. A good example of in-stream analysis is any Web-based 

application. For example, the commonly used PointCast Web information application 

can be recognized using this process: during the initial connection between a PointCast 

server and client, specific key tokens exist in the data exchange that will result in a 

15 

20 

signature being generated to recognize PointCast. 

The in-stream analysis process may also be combined with the server 

announcement process. In many cases in-stream analysis will augment other recognition 

processes. An example of combining in-stream analysis with server announcement can 

be found in business applications such as SAP and BAAN. 

"Session tracking" also is known as one of the primary processes for tracking 

applications in client/server packet exchanges. The process of tracking sessions requires 

an initial connection to a predefined socket or port number. This method of 

communication is used in a variety of transport layer protocols. It is most commonly 

seen in the TCP and UDP transport protocols of the IP protocol. 

25 During the session tracking, a client makes a request to a server using a specific 

port or socket number. This initial request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDP 

port to exchange the remainder of the data between the client and the server. The server 

then replies to the request of the client using this newly created port. The original port 

used by the client to connect to the server will never be used again during this data 

30 exchange. 
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approach, to announce a server and application, and all stations in the network may

receive and decode these messages. The messages enable the stations to derive the

appropriate connection point for communicating that particular application with the

particular server. Using the server announcement method, a particular application

communicates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or UDP socket or port as in

the IP protocol suite, or using a SAP as in the Novell lPX protocol suite.

The analyzer 303 is also capable of carrying out “imstream analysis” of packet

exchanges. The “in—stream analysis” method is used either as a primary or secondary

recognition process. As a primary process, in—stream analysis assists in extracting

detailed information which will be used to further recognize both the specific application

and application component. A good example of in-stream analysis is any Web—based

application. For example, the commonly used PointCast Web information application

can be recognized using this process; during the initial connection between a PointCast

server and client, specific key tokens exist in the data exchange that will result in a

signature being generated to recognize PointCast.

The iii-stream analysis process may also be combined with the server

announcement process. In many cases in-stream analysis will augment other recognition

processes. An example of combining in‘stream analysis with server announcement can

be found in business applications such as SAP and BAAN.

“Session tracking” also is known as one of the primary processes for tracking

applications in clientlserver packet exchanges. The process of tracking sessions requires

an initial connection to a predefined socket or port number. This method of

communication is used in a variety of transport layer protocols. It is most commonly

seen in the TCP and UDP transport protocols of the IP protocol.

During the session tracking, a client makes a request to a server using a specific

port or socket number. This initial request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDP

port to exchange the remainder of the data between the client and the server. The server

then replies to the request of the client using this newly created port. The original port

used by the client to connect to the server will never be used again during this data

exchange.
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One example of session tracking is TFf P (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), a 

version of the TCP/IP FfP protocol that has no directory or password capability. During 

the client/server exchange process of TFfP, a specific port (port number 69) is always 

used to initiate the packet exchange. Thus, when the client begins the process of 

5 communicating, a request is made to UDP port 69. Once the server receives this request, 

a new port number is created on the server. The server then replies to the client using the 

new port. In this example, it is clear that in order to recognize TFf P; network monitor 

300 analyzes the initial request from the client and generates a signature for it. Monitor 

300 uses that signature to recognize the reply. Monitor 300 also analyzes the reply from 

10 the server with the key port information, and uses this to create a signature for 

monitoring the remaining packets of this data exchange. 

Network monitor 300 can also understand the current state of particular 

connections in the network. Connection-oriented exchanges often benefit from state 

tracking to correctly identify the application. An example is the common TCP transport 

15 protocol that provides a reliable means of sending information between a client and a 

server. When a data exchange is initiated, a TCP request for synchronization message is 

sent. This message contains a specific sequence number that is used to track an 

acknowledgement from the server. Once the server has acknowledged the 

synchronization request, data may be exchanged between the client and the server. When 

20 communication is no longer required, the client sends a finish or complete message to 

the server, and the server acknowledges this finish request with a reply containing the 

sequence numbers from the request. The states of such a connection-oriented exchange 

relate to the various types of connection and maintenance messages. 

25 

SeNer Announcement Example 

The individual methods of server announcement protocols vary. However, the 

basic underlying process remains similar. A typical server announcement message is sent 

to one or more clients in a network. This type of announcement message has specific 

content, which, in another aspect of the invention, is salvaged and maintained in the 

database of flow-entries in the system. Because the announcement is sent to one or more 

30 stations, the client involved in a future packet exchange with the server will make an 

assumption that the information announced is known, and an aspect of the inventive 
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One example of session tracking is TFI‘P (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), 3

version of the TCP/IP FTP protocol that has no directory or password capability. During

the client/server exchange process of TFI‘P, a specific port (port number 69) is always

used to initiate the packet exchange. Thus, when the client begins the process of

communicating, a request is made to UDP port 69. Once the server receives this request,

a new port number is created on the server. The server then replies to the client using the

new port. In this example, it is clear that in order to recognize TFTP; network monitor

300 analyzes the initial request from the client and generates a signature for it. Monitor

300 uses that signature to recognize the reply. Monitor 300 also analyzes the reply from

the server with the key port information, and uses this to create a signature for

monitoring the remaining packets of this data exchange.

Network monitor 300 can also understand the current state of particular

connections in the network. Connection-oriented exchanges often benefit from state

tracking to correctly identify the application. An example is the common TCP transport

protocol that provides a reliable means of sending information between a client and a

server. When a data exchange is initiated, a TCP request for synchronization message is

sent. This message contains a specific sequence number that is used to track an

acknowledgement from the server. Once the server has acknowledged the

synchronization request, data may be exchanged between the client and the server. When

communication is no longer required, the client sends a finish or complete message to

the server, and the server acknowledges this finish request with a reply containing the

sequence numbers from the request. The states of such a connection—oriented exchange

relate to the various types of connection and maintenance messages.

Server Announcement Example

The individual methods of server announcement protocols vary. However, the

basic underlying process remains similar. A typical server announcement message is sent

to one or more clients in a network. This type of announcement message has specific

content, which, in another aspect of the invention, is salvaged and maintained in the

database of flow—entries in the system. Because the announCement is sent to one or more

stations, the client involved in a future packet exchange with the server will make an

assumption that the information announced is known, and an aspect of the inventive
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monitor is that it too can make the same assumption. 

Sun-RPC is the implementation by Sun Microsystems, Inc. (Palo Alto, 

California) of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), a programming interface that allows 

one program to use the services of another on a remote machine. A Sun-RPC example is 

5 now used to explain how monitor 300 can capture server announcements. 

A remote program or client that wishes to use a server or procedure must 

establish a connection, for which the RPC protocol can be used. 

Each server running the Sun-RPC protocol must maintain a process and database 

called the port Mapper. The port Mapper creates a direct association between a Sun-RPC 

10 program or application and a TCP or UDP socket or port (for TCP or UDP 

implementations). An application or program number is a 32-bit unique identifier 

assigned by !CANN (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, 

www .icann.org), which manages the huge number of parameters associated with Internet 

protocols (port numbers, router protocols, multicast addresses, etc.) Each port Mapper on 

15 a Sun-RPC server can present the mappings between a unique program number and a 

specific transport socket through the use of specific request or a directed announcement. 

According to !CANN, port number 111 is associated with Sun RPC. 

As an example, consider a client (e.g., CLIENT 3 shown as 106 in FIG. 1) 

making a specific request to the server (e.g., SERVER 2 of FIG. 1, shown as 110) on a 

20 predefined UDP or TCP socket. Once the port Mapper process on the sun RPC server 

receives the request, the specific mapping is returned in a directed reply to the client. 

25 

30 

1. A client (CLIENT 3, 106 in FIG. 1) sends a TCP packet to SERVER 2 

(110 in FIG. 1) on port 111, with an RPC Bind Lookup Request 

(rpcBindLookup). TCP or UDP port 111 is always associated Sun RPC. This 

request specifies the program (as a program identifier), version, and might 

specify the protocol (UDP or TCP). 

2. The server SER VER 2 ( 110 in FIG. 1) extracts the program identifier and 

version identifier from the request. The server also uses the fact that this 

packet came in using the TCP transport and that no protocol was specified, 

and thus will use the TCP protocol for its reply. 
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monitor is that it too can make the same assumption

Sun-RPC is the implementation by Sun Microsystems, Inc. (Palo Alto,

California) of the Remote Procedure Call (RFC), a programming interface that allows

one program to use the services of another on a remote machine. A Sun-RPC example is

now used to explain how monitor 300 can capture server announcements.

A remote program or client that wishes to use a server or procedure must

establish a connection, for which the RFC protocol can be used.

Each server running the Sun-RFC protocol must maintain a process and database

called the port Mapper. The port Mapper creates a direct association between a Sun-RPC

program or application and a TCP or UDP socket or port (for TCP or UDP

implementations). An application or program number is a 32—bit unique identifier

assigned by ICANN (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers,

www.icann.org), which manages the huge number of parameters associated with Internet

protocols (port numbers, router protocols, multicast addresses, etc.) Each port Mapper on

a Sun-RPC server can present the mappings between a unique program number and a

specific transport socket through the use of specific request or a directed announcement.

According to ICANN, port number 111 is associated with Sun RPC.

As an example, consider a client (e.g., CLIENT 3 shown as 106 in FIG. 1)

making a specific request to the server (e.g., SERVER 2 of FIG. 1, shown as 110) on a

predefined UDP or TCP socket. Once the port Mapper process on the sun RPC server

receives the request, the specific mapping is returned in a directed reply to the client.

1. A client (CLIENT 3, 106 in FIG. 1) sends a TCP packet to SERVER 2

(110 in FIG. 1) on port 111, with an RPC Bind Lookup Request

(rpcBindLookup). TCP or UDP port 111 is always associated Sun RPC. This

request specifies the program (as a program identifier), version, and might

specify the protocol (UDP or TCP).

2. The server SERVER 2 (110 in FIG. 1) extracts the program identifier and

version identifier from the request. The server also uses the fact that this

packet came in using the TCP transport and that no protoc01 was specified,

and thus will use the TCP protocol for its reply.
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3. The server 110 sends a TCP packet to port number 111, with an RPC 

Bind Lookup Reply. The reply contains the specific port number (e.g., port 

number 'port') on which future transactions will be accepted for the specific 

RPC program identifier (e.g., Program 'program') and the protocol (UDP or 

TCP) for use. 

It is desired that from now on every time that port number 'port' is used, the 

packet is associated with the application program 'program' until the number 'port' no 

longer is to be associated with the program 'program'. Network monitor 300 by creating 

a flow-entry and a signature includes a mechanism for remembering the exchange so that 

10 future packets that use the port number 'port' will be associated by the network monitor 

with the application program 'program'. 

In addition to the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and reply, there are other ways 

that a particular program-say 'program'-might be associated with a particular port 

, i number, for example number 'port'. One is by a broadcast announcement of a particular 

I 
I 
I 

l 

15 association between an application service and a port number, called a Sun RPC 

portMapper Announcement. Another, is when some server-say the same SERVER 2-

replies to some client-say CLIENT I-requesting some portMapper assignment with a 

RPC portMapper Reply. Some other client-say CLIENT 2-might inadvertently see 

this request, and thus know that for this particular server, SERVER 2, port number 'port' 

20 is associated with the application service 'program'. It is desirable for the network 

monitor 300 to be able to associate any packets to SERVER 2 using port number 'port' 

with the application program 'program'. 

FIG. 9 represents a dataflow 900 of some operations in the monitor 300 of FIG. 3 

for Sun Remote Procedure Call. Suppose a client 106 (e.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG. 1) is 

25 communicating via its interface to the network 118 to a server 110 (e.g., SER VER 2 in 

FIG. 1) via the server's interface to the network 116. Further assume that Remote 

Procedure Call is used to communicate with the server 110. One path in the data flow 

900 starts with a step 910 that a Remote Procedure Call bind lookup request is issued by 

client 106 and ends with the server state creation step 904. Such RPC bind lookup 

30 request includes values for the 'program,' 'version,' and 'protocol' to use, e.g., TCP or 
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3. The server 110 sends a TCP packet to port number 111, with an RPC

Bind Lookup Reply. The reply contains the specific port number (raga, port

number ‘port’) on which future transactions will be accepted for the specific

RPC program identifier (e. 3., Program ‘program’) and the protocol (UDP or

TCP) for use.

It is desired that from now on every time that port number ‘port’ is used, the

packet is associated with the application program ‘program’ until the number ‘port’ no

longer is to be associated with the program ‘program’. Network monitor 300 by creating

a flow—entry and a signature includes a mechanism for remembering the exchange 50 that

future packets that use the port number ‘port’ will be associated by the network monitor

with the application program ‘program’.

In addition to the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and reply, there are other ways

that a particular program—say ‘program’——might be associated with a particular port

number, for example number ‘port’. One is by a broadcast announcement of a particular

association between an application service and a port number, called a Sun RFC

portMapper Announcement. Another, is when some server—say the same SERVER 2——

replies to some clientu—say CLIENT I—requesting some portMapper assignment with a

RPC portMapper Reply. Some other client—say CLIENT Z—rnight inadvertently see

this request, and thus know that for this particular server, SERVER 2, port number ‘port’

is associated with the application service ‘program’. It is desirable for the network

monitor 300 to be able to associate any packets to SERVER 2 using port number ‘port’

with the application program ‘program’.

FIG. 9 represents a dataflow 900 of some operations in the monitor 300 of FIG. 3

for Sun Remote Procedure Call. Suppose a client 106 (e.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG. 1) is

communicating via its interface to the network 118 to a server 110 (e.g., SERVER 2 in

FIG. 1) via the server’s interface to the network 116. Further assume that Remote

Procedure Call is used to communicate with the server 110. One path in the data flow

900 starts with a step 910 that a Remote Procedure Call bind lockup request is issued by

client 106 and ends with the server state creation step 904. Such RPC bind lockup

request includes values for the ‘program,’ ‘version,’ and ‘protocol’ to use, e. 3., TCP or
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UDP. The process for Sun RPC analysis in the network monitor 300 includes the 

following aspects. : 

• Process 909: Extract the 'program,' 'version,' and 'protocol' (UDP or TCP). Extract 

the TCP or UDP port (process 909) which is 111 indicating Sun RPC. 

5 • Process 908: Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPC type field for ID. If value is 

10 

portMapper, save paired socket (i.e., dest for destination address, src for source 

address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with socket/addr key. There may be 

more than one pairing per mapper packet. Form a signature (e.g., a key). A flow

entry is created in database 324. The saving of the request is now complete. 

At some later time, the server (process 907) issues a RPC bind lookup reply. The 

packet monitor 300 will extract a signature from the packet and recognize it from the 

previously stored flow. The monitor will get the protocol port number (906) and lookup 

the request (905). A new signature (i.e., a key) will be created and the creation of the 

server state (904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new signature in the flow-

15 entry database. That signature now may be used to identify packets associated with the 

20 

25 

server. 

The server state creation step 904 can be reached not only from a Bind Lookup 

Request/Reply pair, but also from a RPC Reply portMapper packet shown as 901 or an 

RPC Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote Procedure Call protocol 

can announce that it is able to provide a particular application service. Embodiments of 

the present invention preferably can analyze when an exchange occurs between a client 

and a server, and also can track those stations that have received the announcement of a 

service in the network. 

The RPC Announcement portMapper announcement 902 is a broadcast. Such 

causes various clients to execute a similar set of operations, for example, saving the 

information obtained from the announcement. The RPC Reply portMapper step 901 

could be in reply to a portMapper request, and is also broadcast. It includes all the 

service parameters. 

Thus monitor 300 creates and saves all such states for later classification of flows 

30 that relate to the particular service 'program'. 

-
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UDP. The process for Sun RPC analysis in the network monitor 300 includes the

following aspects. :

0 Process 909: Extract the ‘program,’ ‘version,’ and ‘protocol’ (UDP or TCP). Extract

the TCP or UDP port (process 909) which is 111 indicating Sun RPC.

0 Process 908: Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPC type field for ID. If value is

portMapper, save paired socket (i.e., dest for destination address, src for source

address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with socket/addr key. There may be

more than one pairing per mapper packet. Form a signature (e.g., a key). A flow—

entry is created in database 324. The saving of the request is now complete.

At some later time, the server (process 907) issues a RPC bind lookup reply. The

packet monitor 300 will extract a signature from the packet and recognize it from the

previously stored flow. The monitor will get the protocol port number (906) and lookup

the request (905). A new signature (Le, a key) will be created and the creation of the

server state (904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new signature in the flow-

entry database. That signature now may be used to identify packets associated with the

server.

The server state creation step 904 can be reached not only from a Bind Lookup

Request/Reply pair, but also from a RPC Reply portMapper packet shown as 901 or an

RPC Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote Procedure Call protocol

can announce that it is able to provide a particular application service. Embodiments of

the present invention preferably can analyze when an exchange occurs between a client

and a server, and also can track those stations that have received the announcement of a

service in the network.

The RPC Announcement portMapper announcement 902 is a broadcast. Such

causes various clients to execute a similar set of operations, for example, saving the

information obtained from the announcement. The RPC Reply portMapper step 901

could be in reply to a portMapper request, and is also broadcast. It includes all the

service parameters.

Thus monitor 300 creates and saves all such states for later classification of flows

that relate to the particular service ‘program’.
"
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FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun RPC builds a signature 

and flow states. A plurality of packets 206-209 are exchanged, e.g., in an exemplary Sun 

Microsystems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodiment of the present 

invention might generate a pair of flow signatures, "signature-I" 210 and "signature-2" 

212, from information found in the packets 206 and 207 which, in the example, 

correspond to a Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and reply, respectively. 

Consider first the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request. Suppose packet 206 

corresponds to such a request sent from CLIENT 3 to SERVER 2. This packet contains 

important information that is used in building a signature according to an aspect of the 

10 invention. A source and destination network address occupy the first two fields of each 

packet, and according to the patterns in pattern database 308, the flow signature (shown 

as K.EYl 230 in FIG. 2) will also contain these two fields, so the parser subsystem 301 

will include these two fields in signature KEY 1 (230). Note that in FIG. 2, if an address 

identifies the client 106 (shown also as 202), the label used in the drawing is "C{. If 

15 such address identifies the server 110 (shown also as server 204), the label used in the 

drawing is "S 1". The first two fields 214 and 215 in packet 206 are "S 1" and Ci" because 

20 

25 

packet 206 is provided from the server 110 and is destined for the client 106. Suppose 

for this example, "Si" is an address numerically less than address "Ci", A third field 

"pl" 216 identifies the particular protocol being used, e.g., TCP, UDP, etc. 

In packet 206, a fourth field 217 and a fifth field 218 are used to communicate 

port numbers that are used. The conversation direction determines where the port 

number field is. The diagonal pattern in field 217 is used to identify a source-port 

pattern, and the hash pattern in field 218 is used to identify the destination-port pattern. 

The order indicates the client-server message direction. A sixth field denoted "il" 219 is 

an element that is being requested by the client from the server. A seventh field denoted 

"s 1 a" 220 is the service requested by the client from server 110. The following eighth 

field "QA" 221 (for question mark) indicates that the client 106 wants to know what to 

use to access application "s1 a". A tenth field "QP" 223 is used to indicate that the client 

wants the server to indicate what protocol to use for the particular application. 

. , I 
' ~ 
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FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun RPC builds a signature

and flow states. A plurality of packets 206—209 are exchanged, e.g., in an exemplary Sun

Microsystems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodiment of the present

invention might generate a pair of flow signatures, “signature-1” 210 and “signature—2”

212, from information found in the packets 206 and 207 which, in the example,

correspond to a Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and reply, respectively.

Consider first the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request. Suppose packet 206

corresponds to such a request sent from CLIENT 3 to SERVER 2. This packet contains

important information that is used in building a signature according to an aspect of the

invention. A source and destination network address occupy the first two fields of each

packet, and according to the patterns in pattern database 308, the flow signature {shown

as KEYl 230 in FIG, 2) will also contain these two fields, so the parser subsystem 301

will include these two fields in signature KEY 1 (230). Note that in FIG. 2, if an address

identifies the client 106 (shown also as 202), the label used in the drawing is “C1”. If

such address identifies the server 110 (shown also as server 204), the label used in the

drawing is “$1”. The first two fields 214 and 215 in packet 206 are “81” and C1” because

packet 206 is provided from the server 110 and is destined for the client 106. Suppose

for this example, “S 1” is an address numerically less than address “C1”. A third field

“pl” 216 identifies the particular protocol being used, e.g.. TCP, UDP, etc.

In packet 206, a fourth field 217 and a fifth field 218 are used to communicate

port numbers that are used. The conversation direction determines where the port

number field is. The diagonal pattern in field 217 is used to identify a source-port

pattern, and the hash pattern in field 218 is used to identify the destination-port pattern.

The order indicates the client-server message direction. A sixth field denoted “11” 219 is

an element that is being requested by the client from the server. A seventh field denoted

“s 1a” 220 is the service requested by the client from server 110. The following eighth

field “QA” 221 (for question mark) indicates that the client 106 wants to know what to

use to access application “31a”. A tenth field “Q ” 223 is used to indicate that the client

wants the server to indicate what protocol to use for the particular application.
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Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges, e.g., a 

RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER 2. It follows a well-defined format, as do all the 

packets, and is transmitted to the server 110 on a well-known service connection 

identifier (port 111 indicating Sun RPC). 

5 Packet 207 is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from the server. It is the 

RPC Bind Lookup Reply as a result of the request packet 206. 

Packet 207 includes ten fields 224-233. The destination and source addresses are 

carried in fields 224 and 225, e.g., indicated "Ci" and "Si", respectively. Notice the 

order is now reversed, since the client-server message direction is from the server 110 to 

Q 10 the client 106. The protocol "pl" is used as indicated in field 226. The request "i1" is in 
i,O m field 229. Values have been filled in for the application port number, e.g., in field 233 
i:, 
t:U and protocol ""p2"" in field 233. 

The flow signature and flow states built up as a result of this exchange are now 

described. When the packet monitor 300 sees the request packet 206 from the client, a 

15 first flow signature 210 is built in the parser subsystem 301 according to the pattern and 

i.tl extraction operations database 308. This signature 210 includes a destination and a 
b. 

source address 240 and 241. One aspect of the invention is that the flow keys are built 

consistently in a particular order no matter what the direction of conversation. Several 

mechanisms may be used to achieve this. In the particular embodiment, the numerically 

20 lower address is always placed before the numerically higher address. Such least to 

highest order is used to get the best spread of signatures and hashes for the lookup 

operations. In this case, therefore, since we assume "Si"<"Ci", the order is address "Si" 

followed by client address "C 1". The next field used to build the signature is a protocol 

field 242 extracted from packet 206's field 216, and thus is the protocol "pl". The next 

25 field used for the signature is field 243, which contains the destination source port 

number shown as a crosshatched pattern from the field 218 of the packet 206. This 

pattern will be recognized in the payload of packets to derive how this packet or 

sequence of packets exists as a flow. In practice, these may be TCP port numbers, or a 

combination of TCP port numbers. In the case of the Sun RPC example, the crosshatch 

30 represents a set of port numbers of UDS for pl that will be used to recognize this flow 
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Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges, e. g., a

RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER 2. It follows a well-defined format, as do all the

packets, and is transmitted to the server 110 on a well-known service connection

identifier (port 111 indicating Sun RPC).

Packet 207 is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from the server. It is the

RPC Bind Lookup Reply as a result of the request packet 206.

Packet 207 includes ten fields 224—233. The destination and source addresses are

carried in fields 224 and 225, e. g., indicated “C 1” and “S 1”, respectively. Notice the

order is now reversed, since the client-server message direction is from the server 110 to

the client 106. The protocol “p1” is used as indicated in field 226. The request “i1” is in

field 229. Values have been filled in for the application port number, e.g., in field 233

and protocol ““p2”” in field 233.

The flow signature and flow states built up as a result of this exchange are now

described. When the packet monitor 300 sees the request packet 206 from the client, a

first flow signature 210 is built in the parser subsystem 301 according to the pattern and

extraction operations database 308. This signature 210 includes a destination and a

source address 240 and 241. One aspect of the invention is that the flow keys are built

consistently in a particular order no matter what the direction of conversation. Several

mechanisms may be used to achieve this. In the particular embodiment, the numerically

lower address is always placed before the numerically higher address. Such least to

highest order is used to get the best spread of signatures and hashes for the lookup

operations. In this case, therefore, since we assume “Sl”<“C1”, the order is address “81”

followed by client address “C1”. The next field used to build the signature is a protocol

field 242 extracted from packet 206’s field 216, and thus is the protocol “p1”. The next

field used for the signature is field 243, which contains the destination source port

number shown as a crosshatched pattern from the field 218 of the packet 206. This

pattern will be recognized in the payload of packets to derive how this packet or

sequence of packets exists as a flow. In practice, these may be TCP port numbers, or a

combination of TCP port numbers. In the case of the Sun RPC example, the crOSShatch

represents a set of port numbers of UDS for p1 that will be used to recognize this flow
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(e.g., port 111). Port 111 indicates this is Sun RPC. Some applications, such as the Sun 

RPC Bind Lookups, are directly determinable ("known") at the parser level. So in this 

case, the signature KEY-1 points to a known application denoted "a 1" (Sun RPC Bind 

Lookup), and a next-state that the state processor should proceed to for more complex 

5 recognition jobs, denoted as state "st0 " is placed in the field 245 of the flow-entry. 

When the Sun RPC Bind Lookup reply is acquired, a flow signature is again built 

by the parser. This flow signature is identical to KEY-1. Hence, when the signature 

enters the analyzer subsystem 303 from the parser subsystem 301, the complete flow

entry is obtained, and in this flow-entry indicates state "st0 ". The operations for state 

10 "st0 " in the state processor instruction database 326 instructs the state processor to build 

and store a new flow signature, shown as KEY-2 (212) in FIG. 2. This flow signature 

built by the state processor also includes the destination and a source addresses 250 and 

251, respectively, for server "Si" followed by (the numerically higher address) client 

"Ci". A protocol field 252 defines the protocol to be used, e.g., "p2" which is obtained 

Cl 15 from the reply packet. A field 253 contains a recognition pattern also obtained from the 

20 

reply packet. In this case, the application is Sun RPC, and field 254 indicates this 

application "a2". A next-state field 255 defines the next state that the state processor 

should proceed to for more complex recognition jobs, e.g., a state "stl". In this particular 

example, this is a final state. Thus, KEY-2 may now be used to recognize packets that 

are in any way associated with the application "a2". Two such packets 208 and 209 are 

shown, one in each direction. They use the particular application service requested in the 

original Bind Lookup Request, and each will be recognized because the signature KEY-2 

will be built in each case. 

The two flow signatures 210 and 212 always order the destination and source 

25 address fields with server "Si" followed by client "Ci". Such values are automatically 

filled in when the addresses are first created in a particular flow signature. Preferably, 

large collections of flow signatures are kept in a lookup table in a least-to-highest order 

for the best spread of flow signatures and hashes. 

Thereafter, the client and server exchange a number of packets, e.g., represented 

30 by request packet 208 and response packet 209. The client 106 sends packets 208 that 
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(e. g., port 111). Port 111 indicates this is Sun RPC. Some applications, such as the Sun

RPC Bind Lookups, are directly determinable (“known”) at the parser level. So in this

case, the signature KEY-1 points to a known application denoted “a1” (Sun RPC Bind

Lookup), and a next-state that the state processor should proceed to for more complex

recognition jobs, denoted as state “stD” is placed in the field 245 of the flow—entry.

When the Sun RPC Bind Lookup reply is acquired, a flow signature is again built

by the parser. This flow signature is identical to KEY-1. Hence, when the signature

enters the analyzer subsystem 303 from the parser subsystem 301, the complete flow-

entry is obtained, and in this flow—entry indicates state “stD”. The operations for state

“stD” in the state processor instruction database 326 instructs the state processor to build

and store a new flow signature, shown as KEY-2 (212) in FIG. 2. This flow signature

built by the state processor also includes the destination and a source addresses 250 and

251, respectively, for server “SI” followed by (the numerically higher address) client

“C1”. A protocol field 252 defines the protocol to be used, e. g., “p2” which is obtained

from the reply packet. A field 253 contains a recognition pattern also obtained from the

reply packet. In this case, the application is Sun RFC, and field 254 indicates this

application “a2”. A next-state field 255 defines the next state that the state processor

should proceed to for more complex recognition jobs, e.g., a state “stl”. In this particular

example, this is a final state. Thus, KEY-2 may now be used to recognize packets that

are in any way associated with the application “a ”. Two such packets 208 and 209 are

shown, one in each direction. They use the particular application service requested in the

original Bind Lookup Request, and each will be recognized because the signature KEY—2

will be built in each case.

The two flow signatures 210 and 212 always order the destination and source

address fields with server “SI” followed by client “C1”. Such values are automatically

filled in when the addresses are first created in a particular flow Signature. Preferably,

large collections of flow signatures are kept in a lookup table in a least—to-highest order

for the best spread of flow signatures and hashes.

Thereafter, the client and server exchange a number of packets, e.g., represented

by request packet 208 and response packet 209. The client 106 sends packets 208 that
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have a destination and source address S1 and c1, in a pair of fields 260 and 261. A field 

262 defines the protocol as "p2", and a field 263 defines the destination port number. 

Some network-server application recognition jobs are so simple that only a single 

state transition has to occur to be able to pinpoint the application that produced the 

5 packet. Others require a sequence of state transitions to occur in order to match a known 

and predefined climb from state-to-state. 

Thus the flow signature for the recognition of application "a2" is automatically 

set up by predefining what packet-exchange sequences occur for this example when a 

relatively simple Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call bind lookup request 

• , 10 instruction executes. More complicated exchanges than this may generate more than two 

.) w ,~ 
~lj 
Rt 
~l 

flow signatures and their corresponding states. Each recognition may involve setting up a 

complex state transition diagram to be traversed before a "final" resting state such as 

"sti" in field 255 is reached. All these are used to build the final set of flow signatures 

for recognizing a particular application in the future. 

15 Re-Using Information from Flows for Maintaining Metrics 

The flow-entry of each flow stores a set of statistical measures for the flow, 

including the total number of packets in the flow, the time of arrival, and the differential 

time from the last arrival. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, the state processing process 328 performs operations 

20 defined for the state of the flow, for example for the particular protocol so far identified 

for the flow. One aspect of the invention is that from time to time, a set of one or more 

metrics related t the flow may be determined using one or more of the statistical 

measures stored in the flow-entry. Such metric determining may be carried out, for 

example, by the state processor running instructions in the state processor instruction and 

25 pattern database 326. Such metrics may then be sent by the analyzer subsystem to a host 

computer connected to the monitor. Alternatively, such metric determining may be 

carried out by a processor connected to the flow-entry database 324. In our preferred 

hardware implementation shown in FIG. 10, an analyzer host interface and control 1118 

may be configured to configured to access flow-entry records via cache system 1115 to 

30 output to a processor via the host bus interface. The processor may then do the reporting 
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have a destination and source address 81 and C1, in a pair of fields 260 and 261. A field

262 defines the protocol as “p2”, and a field 263 defines the destination port number.

Some network-server application recognition jobs are so simple that only a single

state transition has to occur to be able to pinpoint the application that produced the

packet. Others require a sequence of state transitions to occur in order to match a known

and predefined climb from state-to-state.

Thus the flow signature for the recognition of application “a2” is automatically

set up by predefining What packet-exchange sequences occur for this example when a

relatively simple Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call bind lockup request

instruction executes. More complicated exchanges than this may generate more than two

flow signatures and their corresponding states. Each recognition may involve setting up a

complex state transition diagram to be traversed before a “final” resting state such as

“stl” in field 255 is reached. All these are used to build the final set of flow signatures

for recognizing a particular application in the future.

Re-Using Information from Flows for Maintaining Metrics

The flow-entry of each flow stores a set of statistical measures for the flow,

including the total number of packets in the flow, the time of arrival, and the differential

time from the last arrival.

Referring again to FIG. 3, the state processing process 328 performs operations

defined for the state of the flow, for example for the particular protocol so far identified

for the flow. One aSpect of the invention is that from time to time, a set of one or more

metrics related t the flow may be determined using one or more of the statistical

measures stored in the flow-entry. Such metric determining may be carried out, for

example, by the state processor running instructions in the state processor instruction and

pattern database 326. Such metrics may then be sent by the analyzer subsystem to a host

computer connected to the monitor. Alternatively, such metric determining may be

carried out by a processor connected to the flow-entry database 324. In our preferred

hardware implementation shown in FIG. 10, an analyzer host interface and control 1118

may be configured to configured to access flow-entry records via cache system 1115 to

output to a processor via the host bus interface. The processor may then do the reporting
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of the base metrics. 

Fig. 15 describes how the monitor system can be set up with a host computer 

1504. The monitor 300 sends metrics from time to time to the host computer 1504, and 

the host computer 1504 carries out part of the analysis. 

5 This following section describes how the monitor of the invention can be used to 

monitor the Quality of Service (QOS) by providing QOS Metrics. 

Quality of Service Traffic Statistics (Metrics) 

This next section defines the common structure that may be applied for the 

Quality of Service (QOS) Metrics according to one aspect of the invention. It also 

10 defines the "original" ( or "base") set of metrics that may be determined in an 

embodiment of the invention to support QOS. The base metrics are determined as part of 

state processing or by a processor connected to monitor 300, and the QOS metrics are 

determined from the base metrics by the host computer 1504. The main reason for the 

breakdown is that the complete QOS metrics may be computationally complex, 

15 involving square roots and other functions requiring more computational resources than 

may be available in real time. The base functions are chosen to be simple to calculate in 

real time and from which complete QOS metrics may be determined. Other breakdowns 

of functions clearly are possible within the scope of the invention. 

Such metric determining may be carried out, for example, by the state processor 

20 running instructions in the state processor instruction and pattern database 326. Such 

base metrics may then be sent by the analyzer subsystem via a microprocessor or logic 

circuit connected to the monitor. Alternatively, such metric determining may be carried 

out by a microprocessor (or some other logic) connected to the flow-entry database 324. 

In our preferred hardware implementation shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, such a 

25 microprocessor is connected cache system 1115 via an analyzer host interface and 

control 1118 and host bus interface. These components may be configured to access 

flow-entry records via cache system 1115 to enable the microprocessor to determine and 

report the base metrics. 

The QOS Metrics may broken into the following Metrics Groups. The names are 

30 descriptive. The list is not exhaustive, and other metrics may be used. The QOS metrics 
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of the base metrics.

Fig. 15 describes how the monitor system can be set up with a host computer

1504. The monitor 300 sends metrics from time to time to the host computer 1504, and

the host computer 1504 carries out part of the analysis.

This following section describes how the monitor of the invention can be used to

monitor the Quality of Service (QOS) by providing QOS Metrics.

Quality of Service Traffic Statistics (Metrics)

This next section defines the common structure that may be applied for the

Quality of Service (QOS) Metrics according to one aspect of the invention. It also

defines the “original” (or “base”) set of metrics that may be determined in an

embodiment of the invention to support QOS. The base metrics are determined as part of

state processing or by a processor connected to monitor 300, and the Q08 metrics are

determined from the base metrics by the host computer 1504. The main reason for the

breakdown is that the complete QOS metrics may be computationally complex,

involving square roots and other functions requiring more computational resources than

may be available in real time. The base functions are chosen to be simple to calculate in

real time and from which complete QOS metrics may be determined. Other breakdowns

of functions clearly are possible within the scope of the invention.

Such metric determining may be carried out, for example, by the state processor

running instructions in the state processor instruction and pattern database 326. Such

base metrics may then be sent by the analyzer subsystem Via a microprocessor or logic

circuit connected to the monitor. Alternatively, such metric determining may be carried

out by a microprocessor (or some other logic) connected to the flow-entry database 324.

In our preferred hardware implementation shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, such a

microprocessor is connected cache system 1115 via an analyzer host interface and

control 1118 and host bus interface. These components may be configured to access

flow-entry records via cache system 1115 to enable the microprocessor to determine and

report the base metrics.

The QOS Metrics may broken into the following Metrics Groups. The names are

descriptive. The list is not exhaustive, and other metrics may be used. The QOS metrics
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below include client-to-server (CS) and server-to-client (SC) metrics. 

Traffic Metrics such as CSTraffic and SCTraffic. 

Jitter Metrics such as CSTraffic and CS Traffic. 

Exchange Response Metrics such as CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart, 

5 CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart, CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd, 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart, SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart, and 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd. 

Transaction Response Metrics such as CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart, 

CSApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart, CSApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd, 

10 SCTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart, SCApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart, 

and SCApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd. 

Connection Metrics such as ConnectionEstablishment and 

ConnectionGracefulTermination, and ConnectionTimeoutTermination. 

Connection Sequence Metrics such as CSConnectionRetransmissions, 

15 SCConnectionRetransmissions, and CSConnectionOutOfOrders, 

SCConnectionOutOfOrders. 

Connection Window Metrics, CSConnection Window, SCConnection Window, 

CSConnectionFrozen Windows, SCConnectionFrozen Windows, 

CSConnectionClosedWindows, and SCConnectionClosedWindows 

20 QOS Base Metrics 

The simplest means of representing a group of data is by frequency distributions 

in sub-ranges. In the preferred embodiment, there are some rules in creating the sub

ranges. First the range needs to be known. Second a sub-range size needs to be 

determined. Fixed sub-range sizes are preferred, alternate embodiments may use variable 

25 sub-range sizes. 

Determining complete frequency distributions may be computationally 

expensive. Thus, the preferred embodiment uses metrics determined by summation 

functions on the individual data elements in a population. 
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below include client-to-scrvcr (CS) and server-to-client (SC) metrics.

Traffic Metrics such as CSTraffic and SCTraffie.

Jitter Metrics such as CSTraffie and CS Traffic.

Exchange Response Metrics such as CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart,

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart, CSExchangeResponseTimeStaitToEnd,

SCExehangeResponseTimeStartToStart, SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart, and

SCExchangeResponseTimeStaitToEnd.

Transaction Response Metrics such as CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart,

CSApplicationResponseTimeBndToStart, CSApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd,

SCTransactionRe5ponseTimeStartToStart, SCApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart,

and SCAPplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd.

Connection Metrics such as ConnectionEstablislnnent and

ConnectionGracefulTermination, and ConnectionTimeontTermination.

Connection Sequence Metrics such as CSConnectionRetransmissions,

SCConnectionRetransmissions, and CSConnectionOutOfOrders,

SCConnectionOutOfOrders.

Connection Window Metrics, CSConnectionWindow, SCConnectionWindow,

CSConnectionFrozenWindows, SCConnectionFrozenWindows,

CSConnectionClosedWindows, and SCConneetionClosedWindows

QOS Base Metrics

The simplest means of representing a group of data is by frequency distributions

in sub-ranges. In the preferred embodiment, there are some rules in creating the sub-

ranges. First the range needs to be known. Second a sub—range size needs to be

determined. Fixed sub-range sizes are preferred, alternate embodiments may use variable

sub-range sizes.

Determining complete frequency distributions may be computationally

expensive. Thus, the preferred embodiment uses metrics determined by summation

functions on the individual data elements in a population.
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The metrics reporting process provides data that can be used to calculate useful 

statistical measurements. In one embodiment, the metrics reporting process is part of the 

state processing that is carried out from time to time according to the state, and in 

another embodiment, the metrics reporting process carried out from time to time by a 

5 microprocessor having access to flow records. Preferably, the metrics reporting process 

provides base metrics and the final QOS metrics calculations are carried out by the host 

computer 1504. In addition to keeping the real time state processing simple, the 

partitioning of the tasks in this way provides metrics that are scalable. For example, the 

base metrics from two intervals may be combined to metrics for larger intervals. 

10 Consider, for example is the arithmetic mean defined as the sum of the data 

divided by the number of data elements. 

- Ix 
X=

N 

Two base metrics provided by the metrics reporting process are the sum of the x, 

and the number of elements N. The host computer 1504 performs the division to obtain 

15 the average. Furthermore, two sets base metrics for two intervals may be combined by 

adding the sum of the x' s and by adding the number of elements to get a combined sum 

and number of elements. The average formula then works just the same. 

The base metrics have been chosen to maximize the amount of data available 

while minimizing the amount of memory needed to store the metric and minimizing the 

20 processing requirement needed to generate the metric. The base metrics are provided in a 

metric data structure that contains five unsigned integer values. 

25 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

N 

:EX 

:E (X2
) 

Xmax 

Xnun 

count of the number of data points for the metric. 

sum of all the data point values for the metric. 

sum of all the data point values squared for the metric . 

maximum data point value for the metric. 

minimum data point value for the metric. 

A metric is used to describe events over a time interval. The base metrics are 
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The metrics reporting process provides data that can be used to calculate useful

statistical measurements. In one embodiment, the metrics reporting process is part of the

state processing that is carried out from time to time according to the state, and in

another embodiment, the metrics reporting process carried out from time to time by a

microprocessor having access to flow records. Preferably, the metrics reporting process

provides base metrics and the final QOS metrics calculations are carried out by the host

computer 1504. In addition to keeping the real time state processing simple, the

partitioning of the tasks in this way provides metrics that are scalable. For example, the

base metrics from two intervals may be combined to metrics for larger intervals.

Consider, for example is the arithmetic mean defined as the sum of the data

divided by the number of data elements.

_ 2xX = ——
N

Two base metrics provided by the metrics reporting process are the sum of the x,

and the number of elements N. The host computer 1504 performs the division to obtain

the average. Furthermore, two sets base metrics for two intervals may be combined by

adding the sum of the X’s and by adding the number of elements to get a combined sum

and number of elements. The average formula then works just the same.

The base metrics have been chosen to maximize the amount of data available

while minimizing the amount of memory needed to store the metric and minimizing the

processing requirement needed to generate the metric. The base metrics are provided in a

metric data structure that contains five unsigned integer values.

0 N count of the number of data points for the metric.

0 Z X sum of all the data point values for the metric.

0 2 (X2) sum of all the data point values squared for the metric.

o Xmax maximum data point value for the metric.

- Xmin minimum data point value for the metric.

A metric is used to describe events over a time interval. The base metrics are
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determined from statistical measures maintained in flow-entries. It is not necessary to 

cache all the events and then count them at the end of the interval. The base metrics have 

also been designed to be easily scaleable in terms of combining adjacent intervals. 

The following rules are applied when combining base metrics for contiguous 

time intervals. 

• N :EN 

• :EX :E(:E (X)) 

• :E (X2) :E(:E (X2)) 

• Xmax MAX(Xmax) 

• Xmin MIN(Xmin) 

In addition to the above five values, a "trend" indicator is included in the 

preferred embodiment data structure. This is provided by an enumerated type. The reason 

for this is that the preferred method of generating trend information is by subtract an 

initial first value for the interval from the final value for the interval. Only the sign of the 

15 resulting number may have value, for example, to determine an indication of trend. 

Typical operations that may be performed on the base metrics include: 

• Number N 

N 
• Frequency . 

Time Interval 

• Maximum X max • 

20 • Minimum X min ' 

• Range R = X max - X min • 

- Ix 
• Arithmetic Mean X == -- • 

N 

(ITx2} 
• Root Mean Square RMS= V~ · 
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determined from statistical measures maintained in flow—entries. It is not necessary to

cache all the events and then count them at the end of the interval. The base metrics have

also been designed to be easily scaleable in terms of combining adjacent intervals.

The following rules are applied when combining base metrics for contiguous
5 time intervals.

0 N ZN

- 2X 2(2 (Xl)

- >3 (X2) 2e: (Xe)

. Xmax MAX(Xm)

10 - Xmi MIN(Xmm)

In addition to the above five values, a “trend” indicator is included in the

preferred embodiment data structure. This is provided by an enumerated type. The reason

for this is that the preferred method of generating trend information is by subtract an initial first value for the interval from the final value for the interval. Only the Sign Of the
its?”“as:.~":.:32?2:11;.We
£11?at}t:.

15 resulting number may have value, for example, to determine an indication of trend.

Typical operations that may be performed on the base metrics include:

0 Number N .

N
o Fre uenc W.

q y TimeInterval

o Maximum X m.

20 0 Minimum X m ’

0 Range R=Xm—-X
miu'

_. X

o Arithmetic Mean X =23“.

 X2

'- Root Mean SquareRMS: ZN .
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• 2 I(x-x")2 {Lx 2 )-2x(Lx)+N(x 2
) 

• Variance er = =-"-----~----
N N 

• Trend information, which may be the trend between polled intervals and the 

trend within an interval. Trending between polled intervals is a management 

application function. Typically the management station would trend on the 

average of the reported interval. The trend within an interval is presented as 

an enumerated type and can easily be generated by subtracting the first value 

in the interval from the last and assigning trend based on the sign value. 

Alternate Embodiments 

One or more of the following different data elements may be included in various 

implementation of the metric. 

• Sum of the deltas (i.e., differential values). The trend enumeration can be 

based on this easy calculation. 

• Sum of the absolute values of the delta values. This would provide a 

measurement of the overall movement within an interval. 

• Sum of positive delta values and sum of the negative delta values. 

Expanding each of these with an associated count and maximum would give 

nice information. 

• The statistical measurement of skew can be obtained by adding l:(X3
) to the 

20 existing metric. 

• The statistical measurement of kurtosis can be obtained by adding I:(X3
) 

and I:(x4) to the existing metric. 

• Data to calculate a slope of a least-squares line through the data .. 

Various metrics are now described in more detail. 
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0 Trend information, which may be the trend between polled intervals and the

trend withhi an interval. Trending between polled intervals is a management

5 application function. Typically the management station would trend on the

average of the reported interval. The trend within an interval is presented as

an enumerated type and can easily be generated by subtracting the first value

in the interval from the last and assigning trend based on the Sign value.

Alternate Embodiments

10 One or more of the following different data elements may be included in various

implementation of the metric.

0 Sum of the deltas (i.e., differential values). The trend enumeration can be

based on this easy calculation.

0 Sum of the absolute values of the delta values. This would provide a

15 measurement of the overall movement within an interval.

0 Sum of positive delta values and sum of the negative delta values.

Expanding each of these with an associated count and maximum would give

nice information.

o The statistical measurement of skew can be obtained by adding 20(3) to the

20 existing metric.

o The statistical measurement of kurtosis can be obtained by adding 20(3)

and 20(4) to the existing metric.

0 Data to calculate a slope of a least—squares line through the data.

Various metrics are now described in more detail.
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CSTraffic 

Definition 
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54 

This metric contains information about the volume of traffic measured for a 

5 given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

its clients. 

This information duplicates, somewhat, that which may be found in the standard, 

RMON II, AUNL Matrix Tables. It has been included here for convenience to 

applications and the associated benefit of improved performance by avoiding the need to 

~ IO access different functional RMON areas when performing QOS Analysis. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Packets Count of the# of Packets from the Client(s) to 
the Server 

L Applicable Octets Sum total of the # of Octets in these packets 
from the Client(s) to the Server. 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

SCTraffic 

15 Definition 

This metric contains information about the volume of traffic measured for a 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

its clients. 

, This information duplicates, somewhat, that which may be found in the standard, 
i 

20 RMON II, ALJNL Matrix Tables. It has been included here for convenience to 

applications and the associated benefit of improved performance by avoiding the need to 

access different functional RMON areas when performing QOS Analysis. 
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Traffic Metrics

CSTraffic

Definition

This metric contains information about the volume of traffic measured for a

given application and either a specific Client—Server Pair or a specific Server and all of

its clients.

This information duplicates, somewhat, that which may be found in the standard,

RMON 11, ALINL Matrix Tables. It has been included here for convenience to

applications and the associated benefit of improved performance by avoiding the need to

access different functional RMON areas when performing QOS Analysis.

Metric Specification

 

 

 

Applicable Packets Count of the # of Packets from the Client(s) to
the Server

2 Applicable Octets Sum total of the # of Octets in these packets
from the Client(s) to the Server.  

  

   

SCTraffic

Definition

This metric contains information about the volume of traffic measured for a

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of

its clients.

This information duplicates, somewhat, that which may be found in the standard,

RMON H, AL/NL Matrix Tables. It has been included here for convenience to

applications and the associated benefit of improved performance by avoiding the need to

access different functional RMON areas when performing QOS Analysis.
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Metric Specification 

Metric 

N 

l: 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Jitter Metrics 

CSJitter 

0 

Applicability 

Applicable 

Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

55 

Units Description 

Packets Count of the # of Packets from the Server to 
the Client(s) 

Octets Sum total of the # of Octets in these packets 
from the Server to the Client(s). 

5 Definition 

10 

15 

This metric contains information about the Jitter (e.g. Inter-packet Gap) measured 

for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a 

specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, CSJitter measures the Jitter for Data 

Messages from the Client to the Server. 

A Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data Packet/Unit (TPDU) 

from the Client to the Server and is demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent Data 

Packet in the other direction. Client to Server Inter-packet Gaps are measured between 

Data packets within the Message. Note that in our implementaions, ACK.nowledgements 

are not considered within the measurement of this metric. 

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of

order data packets. The interval between the last packet in a Data Message from the 

Client to the Server and the 1st packet of the Next Message in the same direction is not 

interpreted as an Inter-Packet Gap. 
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Metric Specy‘ication

 
N Applicable Packets Count of the # of Packets from the Server to

the Client(s)

z; Applicable Octets Sum total of the # of Octets in these packets
from the Server to the Client(s).

  
  
 

   

Jitter Metrics

CSJitter

Definition

This metric contains information about the Jitter (e.g. Inter-packet Gap) measured

for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a

specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, CSJitter measures the litter for Data

Messages from the Client to the Server.

A Data Message starts with the 18' Transport Protocol Data Packet/Unit (TPDU)

from the Client to the Server and is demarcated (or terminated) by lSt subsequent Data

Packet in the other direction. Client to Server intenpacket Gaps are measured between

Data packets within the Message. Note that in our implementaions, ACKnowledgements

are not considered within the measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out—of—

order data packets. The interval between the last packet in a Data Message from the

Client to the Server and the IS‘ packet of the Next Message in the same direction is not

interpreted as an Inter-Packet Gap.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Inter- Count of the# of Inter-Packet Gaps measured 
Packet for Data from the Client(s) to the Server 
Gaps 

I Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Delta Times in these Inter-
Packet Gaps 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Delta Time of Inter-Packet 
Gaps measured 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Delta Time of Inter-Packet 
Gaps measured. 

SCJitter 

5 Definition 

10 

This metric contains information about the Jitter (e.g. Inter-packet Gap) measured 

for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a 

specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, SCJitter measures the Jitter for Data 

Messages from the Client to the Server. 

A Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data Packet/Unit (TPDU) 

from the Server to the Client and is demarcated ( or terminated) by I st subsequent Data 

Packet in the other direction. Server to Client Inter-packet Gaps are measured between 

Data packets within the Message. Note that in our implementaions, ACKnowledgements 

are not considered within the measurement of this metric. 

i 15 Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Inter- Count of the# oflnter-Packet Gaps measured 
Packet for Data from the Server to the Client(s). 
Gaps 

I: Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Delta Times in these Inter-
Packet Gaps. 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Delta Time oflnter-Packet 
Gaps measured 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Delta Time of Inter-Packet 
Gaps measured. 
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Metric Specification

Count of the it of Inter—Packet Gaps measured
for Data from the Client(s) to the Server

 

  
 

   

 

 

Appficability

Applicable

2 Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Delta Times in these Inter—
Packet Gaps

Maximum Applicable uSeeonds The maximum Delta Time of Inter-Packet
Gaps measured

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Delta Time of Inter-Packet
Gaps measured.

SCJitter

  

Definition

This metric contains information about the litter (e.g. Inter-packet Gap) measured

for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a

specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, SCJitter measures the Jitter for Data

Messages from the Client to the Server.

A Data Message starts with the 1M Transport Protocol Data Packet/Unit (FPDU)

from the Server to the Client and is demarcated (or terminated) by lSt subsequent Data

Packet in the other direction. Server to Client Inter-packet Gaps are measured between

12:35:; packets within the Message. Note that in our implementaions, ACKnowledgements

are not considered within the measurement of this metric.

Metric Specification

Applicable Count of the it of Inter-Packet Gaps measured
for Data from the. Server to the Client(s).

2; Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Delta Times in these Inter-
Packet Gaps.

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximumWof Inter-Packet
Gaps measured

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimumWof Inter-Packet
Gaps measured.
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Exchange Response Metrics 

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart 

Definition 

57 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

5 measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of 

Data Messages from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent response 

Data Messages from the Server to the Client. 

10 A Client->Server Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated (or terminated) by 

1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the start of the 

Client->Server Data Message and the start of the Server->Client Data Message is 

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the 

15 measurement of this metric. 

20 

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-

order data packets. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability 

N Applicable 

L, Applicable 

Maximum Applicable 

Minimum Applicable 

Units 

Client-> 
Server 
Messages 

uSeconds 

Description 

Count of the# Client->Server Messages 
measured for Data Exchanges from the 
Client(s) to the Server 

Sum total of the Start-to-Start Delta Times 
these Exchange Response Times 

uSeconds The maximum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
onse Times 

uSeconds The minimum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 
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Exchange Response Metrics

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart

Definition

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time

5 measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of

Data Messages from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent re5ponse

Data Messages from the Server to the Client.

10 A Client—>Server Data Message starts with the lSt Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated (or terminated) by

lSt subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the start of the

Client—>Server Data Message and the start of the ServeroClient Data Message is

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the

15 measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out—of-

order data packets.

Metric Specification

Applicable Client—> Count of the41*Client->Server Messa es
Server measured for Data Exchanges from the
Messages Client(s) to the Server

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the _S_______tart—to—Start Delta—T__imesin

these Exchange Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum §____________tart-toStart Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start—to-Start Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

CSExehangeResponseTimeEndToStart

   
  

 

 
   

 

      
20

Definition

This metric contains information about the Transport—level response time

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair
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or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of Data 

Messages from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent response Data 

Messages from the Server to the Client. 

A Client->Server Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated ( or terminated) by 

1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the end of the 

Client->Server Data Message and the start of the Server->Client Data Message is 

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the 

10 measurement of this metric . 

-15 

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of

order data packets. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units 

N Applicable Client-> 
Server 
Messages 

~ Applicable uSeconds 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds 

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd 

Definition 

Description 

Count of the# Client->Server Messages 
measured for Data Exchanges from the 
Client(s) to the Server 

Sum total of the End-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Exchange Response Times 

The maximum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

The minimum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 

20 or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between Start of 

Data Messages from the Client to the Server and the End of their subsequent response 

Data Messages from the Server to the Client. 
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or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of Data

Messages from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent response Data

Messages from the Server to the Client.

A Client—>Server Data Message starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated (or terminated) by

5‘ subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the end of the

Client—>Server Data Message and the start of the Server—>Client Data Message is

measured with this meuic. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered Within the

measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of—

order data packets.

Metric Specification

Applicable Client—> Count of the # Client->Server Messages
Server measured for Data Exchanges from the
Messages Client(s) to the Server

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the End-to-Start Delta Times in
these Exchange Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to-Start Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum End- to-S___t____artDelta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd

 
  

  

  
 

Definition

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between Start of

Data Messages from the Client to the Server and the End of their subsequent response

Data Messages from the Server to the Client.
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A Client->Server Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated ( or terminated) by 

1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The end of the Response Message in 

the other direction (e.g. from the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of 

5 the Message prior to the 1st data packet of the next Client to Server Message. The total 

time between the start of the Client->Server Data Message and the end of the Server

>Client Data Message is measured with this metric. Note that ACK.nowledgements are 

not considered within the measurement of this metric. 

' .i Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-

10 order data packets. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Client-> Count of the# Client->Server and Server-> 
Server Client Exchange message nairs measured for 
Message Data Exchanges from the Client(s) to the 
Exchanges Server 

1: Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-End Delta Times in 
these Exchange Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart 

15 Definition 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of 

20 Data Messages from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent response 

Data Messages from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated (or terminated) by 

1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the start of the 

I -
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.i A Client->Server Data Message starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

. Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Client to the Server and is demarcated (or terminated) by

1St subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The end of the Response Message in

the other direction (e.g. from the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of“Me;"Lu“
5 the Message prior to the lSt data packet of the next Client to Server Message. The total

time between the start of the Client->Server Data Message and the end of the Server-«a‘v~

>Client Data Message is measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are

not considered within the measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-

(\« x

10 order data packets.

 Metric Specification

N Applicable C1ient-> Count of the # Client->Server and Server->
Server Client Exchange message pairs measured for
Message Data Exchanges from the Client(s) to the
Exchanges Server

2 Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to—End Delta Times in
these Exchange Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimumWof

these Exchange Response Times

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart

  

  
  

 

 

  
  

 

 
 

15 Definition

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client—Server Pair

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of

20 Data Messages from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent response

Data Messages from the Client to the Server.

A Server->Client Data Message starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated (or terminated) by

1St subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the start of the
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Server->Client Data Message and the start of the Client->Sever Data Message is 

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the 

measurement of this metric. 

:l,, · Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-

5 order data packets. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Server-> Count of the# Server->Client Messages 
Client measured for Data Exchanges from the 
Messages Client(s) to the Server 

:E Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Exchange Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of Data 

Messages from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent response Data 

Messages from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client Data Message starts with the I st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated ( or terminated) by 

1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the end of the 

Server->Client Data Message and the start of the Client->Server Data Message is 

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the 

measurement of this metric. 

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-
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Server—>Clicnt Data Message and the start of the Client—>Sever Data Message is

measured with this metric. Note that ACKncwledgements are not considered within the

measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransrnissions or out—of-

crder data packets.

Mem’c Specification

N Applicable Server-> Count of the # Server->Client Messages
Client measured for Data Exchanges from the
Messages Client(s) to the Server

2 Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Starr-to-Start Delta Times in
these Exchange Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-Start Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

' ' Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start—to—Start Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart

 
  
  

 

  
 

  
  

   

Definition

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client~Server Pair

or a specific Server and all of its Clients. Specifically,

SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of Data

Messages from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent response Data

Messages from the Client to the Server.

A Server—>Client Data Message starts with the lSt Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated (or terminated) by

18‘ subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The total time between the end of the

Server->Client Data Message and the start of the Client->Server Data Message is

measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are not considered within the

measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of-
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order data packets. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Server-> Count of the # Server->Client Messages 
Client measured for Data Exchanges from the 
Messages Client(s) to the Server 

~ Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the End-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Exchange Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

5 SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the Transport-level response time 

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair 

or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

10 SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between Start of 

Data Messages from the Server to the Client and the End of their subsequent response 

Data Messages from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client Data Message starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated ( or terminated) by 

15 1st subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The end of the Response Message in 

the other direction (e.g. from the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of 

the Message prior to the 1st data packet of the next Server to Client Message. The total 

time between the start of the Server->Client Data Message and the end of the Client

>Server Data Message is measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are 

20 not considered within the measurement of this metric. 

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out-of

order data packets. 

! 
I - C 
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61 
order data packets.

Metric Specification

  

  
Count of the # Server->Client MessagesN Applicable Server->

Client measured for Data Exchanges from the
Messages Client(s) to the Server

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the End-to—Start Delta Times in
these Exchange Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeeonds The maximum End«to~$tart Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum End-to—Start Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

5 SCEXchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd

  
  

1‘a.
h

{ll   
  

MBA—“Tm.,-..
v";‘

  

Definition

This metric contains information about the Transportdevel response time

measured for data packets for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair

‘ or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

It to SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToSIart measures the response time between Start of

‘ a; Data Messages from the Server to the Client and the End of their subsequent response

Data Messages from the Client to the Server.

A Server->Client Data Message starts with the lSt Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) from the Server to the Client and is demarcated (or terminated) by

13 1St subsequent Data Packet in the other direction. The end of the Response Message in

the other direction (eg. from the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of

the Message prior to the 1St data packet of the next Server to Client Message. The total

time between the start of the Server->Client Data Message and the end of the Client-

>Server Data Message is measured with this metric. Note that ACKnowledgements are

20 not considered within the measurement of this metric.

Also, there is no consideration in the measurement for retransmissions or out«of~

order data packets.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Client- Count of the# Server->Client and Client-> 
Server Server Exchange message Qairs measured for 
Message Data Exchanges from the Server to the 

Exchanges 
Client(s) 

I: Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-End Delta Times in 
these Exchange Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Exchange Response Times 

Transaction Response Metrics 

5 CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

10 CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of 

an application transaction from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Server to the Client. 

A Client->Server transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is 

15 demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

transaction request. The total time between the start of the Client->Server transaction 

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Server->Client is 

measured with this metric. 

This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

20 this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart. 

I 
(, ' .,_ 
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T. 6/

3 Metric Specification

“i ma_-
5 Applicable Client- Count of the itServer->Clientand Client->
‘ Server Server Exchange message pairssmcasured for

Message Data Exchanges from the Server to the

Exchanges Client(s)

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the tart—toEnd Delta Times in
these Exchange Response Times

Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Applicable uSeconds The minimum Stag—IgEnd Delta Time of
these Exchange Response Times

Transaction Response Metrics

 Maximum
nosip1'~'

 Minimum”'94tAav
 

 
«’“fi3’

5 CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart

f : Definition

1’ i" This metric contains information about the Application-level response time

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

‘ 3; Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

10 CSTransacrionResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of

‘ ‘ an application transaction from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent

transaction response from the Server to the Client.

A Client->Server transaction starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is

15 demarcated (or terminated) by lSt subsequent data packet of the response to the

transaction request. The total time between the start of the Client->Scrver transaction

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Server—>Client is

measured with this metric,

This metric is considered a “best-effort” measurement. Systems implementing

20 this metric should make a “best-effort” to demarcate the start and end of requests and

reSponses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Client->Svr Count of the# Client->Server Transaction 
Transaction Requests measured for Application requests 
Requests from the Client(s) to the Server 

L Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

CSApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart 

5 Definition 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

CSApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of an 

10 application transaction from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Server to the Client. 

15 

A Client->Server transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is 

demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

transaction request The total time between the end of the Client->Server transaction 

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Server->Client is 

measured with this metric 

This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

20 responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart. 

I 
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Metric Specification

N Applicable Client—>Svr Count of the #Client->Se___r___verTransaction
Transaction Reguestssmeasured for Application requests
Requests from the Client(s) to the Server

2 Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to—Start Delta Times in
these Application Response Times

 

  
  

  
 

 

 

 
 

  

1

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start—to-Start Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-Start Delta__—Time of
these Application Response Times

/

CSApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart

33.
‘3 5 Definition

i’t

3 This metric contains information about the Application-level response timef!

1 measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client-

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

CSApplicationResponseTimeEna’ToStart measures the response time between end of an

V i I ‘ 10 application transaction from the Client to the Server and the start of their subsequent
- transactlon response from the Server to the Client.

‘2" A Client—>Server transaction starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is

demarcated (or terminated) by 1St subsequent data packet of the response to the

15 transaction request The total time between the end of the Client—>Server transaction

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Server—>Client is

measured with this metric

This metric is considered a “best—effort” measurement. Systems implementing

this metric should make a “best—effort” to demarcate the start and end of requests and

20 responses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

CSExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Client->Svr Count of the# Client->Server Transaction 
Transaction Requests measured for Application requests 
Requests from the Client(s) to the Server 

r Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the End-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

CSApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd 

5 Definition 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToEnd measures the response time between Start of 

10 an application transaction from the Client to the Server and the End of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Server to the Client. 

A Client->Server transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is 

demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

15 transaction request. The end of the Transaction Response in the other direction (e.g. from 

the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of the transaction response prior 

to the 1st data of the next Client to Server Transaction Request. The total time between 

the start of the Client->Server transaction request and the end of the Server->Client 

transaction response is measured with this metric. 

20 This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd. 

/ 
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Metric Specification

  

 
 

  

 

  

  ' Sum total of the End—to—Start Delta Times in

N Applicable Client->Svr Count of the # Client->Server Transaction

Transaction Requests measured for Application requests
Requests

2 Applicable uSeconds

these Application Response Times

  

from the Client(s) to the Server

Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to- tart Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Applicable uSeconds The minimum End-to-Start Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

CSApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd

  

Definition

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client—

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

CSTransactionResponseTimeStartToEnd measures the response time between Start of

an application transaction from the Client to the Server and the End of their subsequent

transaction response from the Server to the Client.

A Client—>Server transaction starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) a transaction request from the Client to the Server and is

demarcated (or terminated) by 1St subsequent data packet of the response to the

transaction request. The end of the Transaction Response in the other direction (e. g. from

the Server to the Client) is demarcated by the last data of the transaction response prior

to the 1St data of the next Client to Server Transaction Request. The total time between

the start of the Client->Server transaction request and the end of the Server->Client

transaction response is measured with this metric.

This metric is considered a “best-effort” measurement. Systems implementing

this metric should make a “best-effort” to demarcate the start and end of requests and

responses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

CSExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Client-> Count of the# Client<->Server 
Server request/response pairs measured for 
Transactions transactions from the Client(s) to the Server 

E Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-End Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

SCTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart 

5 Definition 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

SCTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of 

10 an application transaction from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is 

demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

15 transaction request. The total time between the start of the Server->Client transaction 

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Client->Server is 

measured with this metric. 

This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

20 responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToStart. 

t l. 
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Metric Specification

N Applicable Client~> Count of the it glient<'>§erver
Server reguest/response pairs measured for
Transactions transactions from the Client(s) to the Server

2 Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start—toEnd Delta Times in
these Application Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to—Bnd Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeeonds The minimum Start—ternd Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

SCTransactiochsponseTimeStartToStart

  
  

  
   

  
  

   
x‘:»~aas

5 Definition
.r

1 e

5533
Kg

in

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client-

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

SCTransactionResponseTimeStartToStart measures the response time between start of

10 an application transaction from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent

transaction response from the Client to the Server.

A Server->Client transaction starts with the lSt Transport Protocol Data

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is

demarcated (or terminated) by l$t subsequent data packet of the response to the

15 transaction request. The total time between the start of the Server—>Client transaction

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the C1ient~>Server is

measured with this metric.

This metric is considered a “best-effort” measurement. Systems implementing

 
3 Vi; this metric should make a “best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and

20 responses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

SCExchangeResponseTimeStaflToStart.

Maia.{I»
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Svr->Client Count of the # Server->Client Transaction 
Transaction Requests measured for Application requests 
Requests from the Server to the Client(s) 

z: Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

SCApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart 
0 

' i£1 5 Definition 
ai 
Q . ru 
j-k 

m 
Qi 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

SCApplicationResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of an 

10 application transaction from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is 

demarcated ( or terminated) by l st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

15 transaction request The total time between the end of the Server->Client transaction 

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Client->Server is 

measured with this metric 

This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

20 responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

SCExchangeResponseTimeEndToStart. 

I 

/ 
/ 
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x Metric Specy‘ication

‘N " Applicable Svr~>Client Count of the it Server>ClientTransaction

'1 ‘ Transaction Requests measured for Application requests
=54 : Requests from the Server to the Client(s)

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-Start Delta Times in

.1: these Application Response Times

s Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum fitart-to—Start Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum fitm—to-gtart Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

-. SCApplicationResponseTimeEndToStartis

i; 5 Definition
or

is? This metric contains information about the Application-level response time

in measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client—
i‘ii . . . .

"$5; Server Pair or a spec1fic Server and all of its clients. Spec1fically,

“t”; SCAppiz'cationResponseTimeEndToStart measures the response time between end of an
ill to application transaction from the Server to the Client and the start of their subsequent

3‘; g; transaction response from the Client to the Server.
‘ it:

:5} A Server—>Client transaction starts with the lSt Transport Protocol Data

PacketIUnit (TPDU) of a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is

demarcated (or terminated) by lSt subsequent data packet of the response to the

15 transaction request The total time between the end of the Server—>Client transaction

request and the start of the actual transaction response from the Client->Server is

. y measured with this metric

This metric is considered a “best—effort” measurement. Systems implementing

J this metn'c should make a “best—effort” to demarcate the start and end of requests and
f 3 20 responses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

a 1 level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

SCExc‘hangeResponseTimeEndToStart.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Svr->Client Count of the# Server->Client Transaction 
Transaction Requests measured for Application requests 
Requests from the Server to the Client(s) 

l: Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the End-to-Start Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum End-to-Start Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

SCApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd 

5 Definition 

This metric contains information about the Application-level response time 

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

SCTransactionResponseTimeStartToEnd measures the response time between Start of 

IO an application transaction from the Server to the Client and the End of their subsequent 

transaction response from the Client to the Server. 

A Server->Client transaction starts with the 1st Transport Protocol Data 

Packet/Unit (TPDU) a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is 

demarcated ( or terminated) by 1st subsequent data packet of the response to the 

15 transaction request. The end of the Transaction Response in the other direction (e.g. from 

the Client to the Server) is demarcated by the last data of the transaction response prior 

to the 1st data of the next Server to Client Transaction Request. The total time between 

the start of the Server->Client transaction request and the end of the Client->Server 

transaction response is measured with this metric. 

20 This metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. Systems implementing 

this metric should make a "best-effort" to demarcate the start and end of requests and 

responses with the specific application's definition of a logical transaction. The lowest 

level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of 

SCExchangeResponseTimeStartToEnd. 

r 
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Metric Specification

Applicable Svr—>Client Count of the # Server->Client Transaction

Transaction Reguests measured for Application requests
Requests from the Server to the Client(s)

Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Bnd~to~Start Delta Times in

these Application Response Times

Applicable uSeconds The maximum End-to’Start Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Applicable uSeconds The minimumWof
these Application Response Times

SCApplicationResponseTimeStartToEnd

 
  

  

  
 
 

 

 
 

 i ' Minimum

 

 
5 Definition

c?!,

id‘searreaeem‘ This metric contains information about the Application-level response time

measured for application transactions for a given application and either a specific Client—

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

SCTransoctionResponseTimeStartToEnd measures the response time between Start of

10 an application transaction from the Server to the Client and the End of their subsequentu

mm
a. ‘3

transaction response from the Client to the Server.

7a“
A Server->C1ient transaction starts with the 1St Transport Protocol Data

Packet!Unit (TPDU) a transaction request from the Server to the Client and is

demarcated (or terminated) by l5t subsequent data packet of the response to the 
15 transaction request. The end of the Transaction Response in the other direction (6. g. from

 the Client to the Server) is demarcated by the last data of the transaction response prior 

to the 15‘ data of the next Server to Client Transaction Reguest. The total time between

the start of the Server->Client transaction request and the end of the Client->Server

;~&:~11«.,m.0:.aX"r
transaction response is measured with this metric.

20 This metric is considered a “best-effort” measurement. Systems implementing

if A this metric should make a “best~effort” to demarcate the start and end of requests and

i responses with the specific application’s definition of a logical transaction. The lowest

g level of support for this metric would make this metric the equivalent of

SCExchangeReSponseTimeStartToEnd.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability 

N Applicable 

~ Applicable 

Maximum Applicable 

Minimum Applicable 

Connection Metrics 

ConnectionEstablishment 

Definition 

68 

Units Description 

Server-> Count of the# Server<->Client 
Client request/response pairs measured for 
Transactions transactions from the Server to the Client(s) 

uSeconds Sum total of the Start-to-End Delta Times in 
these Application Response Times 

uSeconds The maximum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

uSeconds The minimum Start-to-End Delta Time of 
these Application Response Times 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection 

establishment for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific 

Server and all of its clients. Specifically, ConnectionsEstablishment measures number of 

connections established the Client(s) to the Server. The information contain, in essence, 

includes: 

• # Transport Connections Successfully established 

• Set-up Times of the established connections 

• Max. # of Simultaneous established connections. 

• # Failed Connection establishment attempts (due to either timeout or 

rejection) 

Note that the"# of CURRENT Established Transport Connections" may be 

derived from this metric along with the ConnectionGracefulTermination and 

ConnectionTimeoutTermination metrics, as follows: 

# current connections:== "# successfully established" 

- "# terminated gracefully" 

- "# terminated by time-out" 

I 
/ 
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Metric Specification

N Applicable Server-> Count of the # Server<—>Client
Client reguest/response pairs measured for
Transactions transactions from the Server to the Client(s)

Z Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Start—to—__E____ndDelta Times1n
these Application Response Times

Maximum Applicable uSeconds The maximum S_t____—__art—to-End Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Minimum Applicable uSeconds The minimum Start—to—End Delta Time of
these Application Response Times

Connection Metrics

   

     
  

ConnectionEstablishment

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connection

mmfor a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific

Server and all of its clients. Specifically, ConnectionsEstablishment measures number of

connections established the Client(s) to the Server. The information contain, in essence,

includes:

0 # Transport Connections Successfully established

0 Set-up Times of the established connections

0 Max. # of Simultaneous established connections.

0 # Failed Connection establishment attempts (due to either timeout or

rejection)

Note that the “# of CURRENT Established Transport Connections” may be

derived from this metric along with the ConnectionGracefiilTennination and

ConnectionTimeoutTermination metrics, as follows:

# current connections :== “# successfully established”

- “# terminated gracefully”

— “# terminated by time—out”
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The set-up time of a connection is defined to be the delta time between the first 

transport-level, Connection Establishment Request (i.e., SYN, CR-TPDU, etc.) and the 

first Data Packet exchanged on the connection. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Connections Count of the# Connections Established 
from the Client(s) to the Server 

L Applicable uSeconds Sum total of the Connection Set-UQ Times in 
these Established connections 

Maximum Applicable Connections Count of the MAXIMUM simultaneous :j}_ 

Connections Established from the Client(s) 
to the Server 

Minimum Not Applicable Connections Count of the Failed simultaneous 'll_ 
Connections Established from the Client(s) 
to the Server 

ConnectionGracefulTermination 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connections terminated 

10 gracefully for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific 

Server and all of its clients. Specifically, ConnectionsGracefulTermination measures 

gracefully terminated connections both in volume and summary connection duration. 

The information contain, in essence, includes: 

• # Gracefully terminated Transport Connections 

15 • Durations (lifetimes) of gracefully terminated connections. 
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The set-up time of a connection is defined to be the delta time between the first

transport-level, Connection Establishment Request (1.6., SYN, CR—TPDU, etc.) and the

first Data Packet exchanged on the connection.

Metric Speczficatian

N Applicable Connections Count of the it Connections Established
from the Client(s) to the Server

Applicable uScconds Sum total of the Connection Setmp Times in
these Established connections

Applicable Connections

Not Applicable Connections

ConnectionGracefulTermination

 

 
 

 
  Count of the MAXIMUM simultaneous fl

Connections Established from the Clicnt(s)
to the Server  
 
  Count of the Failed simultaneous it

Connections Established from the Client(s)
to the Server  
 
 

 
 

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connections terminated

gracefully for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific

Server and all of its clients. Specifically, ConnectionsGracefitlTermination measures

gracefully terminated connections both in volume and sunnnary connection duxation.

The information contain, in essence, includes:

- # Gtacefully terminated Transport Connections

0 Durations (lifetimes) of gracefully terminated connections. 
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability 

N Applicable 

:E Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

ConnectionTimeoutTermination 

Definition 

70 

Units 

Connections 

mSeconds 

--, 
•. _) 

Description 

Count of the # Connections Gracefull:i: 
Terminated between Client(s) to the Server 

Sum total of the Connection Durations 
(Lifetimes} of these terminated connections 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connections terminated 

non-gracefully (e.g. Timed-Out) for a given application and either a specific Client

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically, 

ConnectionsTimeoutTermination measures previously established and timed-out 

connections both in volume and summary connection duration. The information contain, 

10 in essence, includes: 

• # Timed-out Transport Connections 

• Durations (lifetimes) of timed-out terminated connections. 

The duration factor of this metric is considered a "best-effort" measurement. 

Independent network monitoring devices cannot really know when network entities 

15 actually detect connection timeout conditions and hence may need to extrapolate or 

estimate when connection timeouts actually occur. 
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35f. Metric Specification

N Applicable Connections Count of the #ConnectionsGracefull
T—erminated between Client(s) to the Server

2 Applicable mSeconds Sum total of the ConnectionD__—__u___rations
(Lifetimes) of these terminated connections

~ : .1 ConnectionTimeoutTermination

  

  

   
  

Definition

5 This metric contains information about the transport—level connections terminated

non—gracefully leg. Timed-Out) for a given application and either a specific Client—

Server Pair or a specific Server and all of its clients. Specifically,

ConnectionsTimeoutTermination measures previously established and timed-out

connections both in volume and summary connection duration. The information contain,

10 in essence, includes:

0 # Timed—out Transport Connections

0 Durations (lifetimes) of timed—out terminated connections.

The duration factor of this metric is considered a “best-effort” measurement.

Independent network monitoring devices cannot really know when network entities

15 actually detect connection timeout conditions and hence may need to extrapolate or

estimate when connection timeouts actually occur. 
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability 

N Applicable 

:E Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

Connection Sequence Metrics 

CSConnectionRetransmissions 

Definition 

71 

Units Description 

Connections Count of the# Connections Timed-out 
between Client(s) to the Server 

mSeconds Sum total of the Connection Durations 
(Lifetimes) of these tenninated connections 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection health for a 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

its clients. Specifically, CSConnectionRetransmissions measures number of actual 

10 events within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data-bearing PDUs 

(packets) from the Client->Server were retransmitted. 

15 

20 

Note that retransmission events as seen by the Network Monitoring device 

indicate the "duplicate" presence of a TPDU as observed on the network. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the# Data TPDU retransmissions 
from the Client(s) to the Server 

I: Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

SCConnectionRetransmissions 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection health for a 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

its clients. Specifically, SCConnectionRetransmissions measures number of actual 
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Metric Specification

N Applicable Connections Count of the # Connections Timed-out
between Client(s) to the Server

2 Applicable mSeconds Sum total of the Connection Durations
gLifetimes) of these terminated connections

Connection Sequence Metrics

 

 

 

 

 
 

CSConnectionRetransmissions

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connection health for a
 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of

its clients. Specifically, CS ConnectionRetransmissions measures number of actual

events within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data-bearing PDUs

(packets) from the Client->Server were retransmitted.

Note that retransmission events as seen by the Network Monitoring device

indicate the “duplicate” presence of a TPDU as observed on the network.

Metric Specification

 
Applicable Events Count of the # Data TPDU retransmissions

from the Client(s) to the Server

Minimum Not Applicable

  
  

  

SCConnectionRetransmissions

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection health for a
 

given application and either a specific Client—Server Pair or a Specific Server and all of

its clients. Specifically, SCCormectionRetransmissionS measures number of actual
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events within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data-bearing PDUs 

(packets) from the Server->Client were retransmitted. 

Note that retransmission events as seen by the Network Monitoring device 

indicate the "duplicate" presence of a TPDU as observed on the network. 

5 Metric Specification 

10 

15 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the # Data TPDU retransmissions 
from the Server to the Client(s) 

I: Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

CSConnectionOutOfOrders 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection health for a 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

its clients. Specifically, CSConnectionOutOJOrders measures number of actual events 

within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data-bearing PDUs (packets) 

from the Client->Server were detected as being out of sequential order. 

Note that retransmissions (or duplicates) are considered to be different than out

of-order events and are tracked separately in the CSConnectionRetransmissions metric. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the# Out-of-Order TPDU events 
from the Client(s) to the Server 

I: Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 
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events within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data—bearing PDUs

(packets) from the Server->Client were retransmitted.

Note that retransmission events as seen by the Network Monitoring device

indicate the “duplicate” presence of a TPDU as observed on the network.3..at”
“a

 

   
5f , 5 Metric Specification

{5 i N Applicable Events Count of the # Data TPDU retransmissions
: , from the Server to the Client(s)

   
 

i: :L CSConnectionOutOfOrders
3f; ‘ 1 53
fl: +33: Definition

10 This metric contains information about the transport-level connection m for a

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of

its clients. Specifically, CS ConnectionOMtOfOrders measures number of actual events

within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data—bearing PDUs (packets)

from the Client->Server were detected as being out of sequential order.

15 Note that retransmissions (or duplicates) are considered to be different than out-

of—order events and are tracked separately in the CS ConnectionRetransmissions metric.
 

Metric Specification

  

 
 

 
Count of the # Out-of—Order TPDU events

from the Client(s) to the Server

—_—_
__—_

-- __—
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SCConnectionOutOfOrders 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection health for a 

given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of 

5 its clients. Specifically, SCConnectionOutOJOrders measures number of actual events 

within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data-bearing PDUs (packets) 

from the Server->Client were detected as being out of sequential order. 

Note that retransmissions (or duplicates) are considered to be different than out

of-order events and are tracked separately in the SCConnectionRetransmissions metric. 

10 Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability 

N Applicable 

:E Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

Connection Window Metrics 

CS Connection Window 

15 Definition 

Units Description 

Events Count of the# Out-of-Order TPDU events 
from the Server to the Client(s) 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

of its clients. Specifically, CS Connection Window measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges within established connection lifetimes and their relative sizes from the 

20 Client->Server. 

Note that the number of DATA TPDUs (packets) may be estimated by 

differencing the Acknowledge count of this metric and the overall traffic from the Client 

to the Server (see CSTraffic above). A slight error in this calculation may occur due to 

Connection Establishment and Termination TPDUS, but it should not be significant. 
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SCConnectionOutOfOrders

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connection health for a
 

f :3}; given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all of
5 its clients. Specifically, SCConnectionOutOfOrders measures number of actual events

 within established connection lifetimes in which Transport, data—bearing PDUs (packets)

w ‘h’_ from the Server->Client were detected as being out of sequential order.

. 1! Note that retransmissions (or duplicates) are considered to be different than out—

of-order events and are tracked separately in the SCConnectionRetransmissions metric.

Metric Specification

N Applicable Events Count of the # Out-of-Order TPDU events
from the Server to the Client(s)

 

  

  

 

Connection Window Metrics

CSConnectionWindow

Definition

 
This metric contains information about the transport—level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, CSConnectionWindow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges within established connection lifetimes and their relative sizes from the

20 Client->Server.

Note that the number of DATA TPDUs (packets) may be estimated by

differencing the Acknowledge count of this metric and the overall traffic from the Client

to the Server (see CSTrafiic above). A slight error in this calculation may occur due to

Connection Establishment and Termination TPDUS, but it should not be significant. 
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU retransmissions 
from the Client(s) to the Server 

!: Not Applicable Increments Sum total of the Window Sizes of the 
Acknowledges 

Maximum Not Applicable Increments The maximum Window Size of these 
Acknowledges 

Minimum Not Applicable Increments The minimum Window Size of these 
Acknowledges 

SCConnection Window 

5 Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

of its clients. Specifically, SSConnectionWindow measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges within established connection lifetimes and their relative sizes from the 

Server->Client. 

Note that the number of DATA TPDUs (packets) may be estimated by 

differencing the Acknowledge count of this metric and the overall traffic from the Client 

to the Server (see SCTraffic above) .. A slight error in this calculation may occur due to 

Connection Establishment and Termination TPDUS, but it should not be significant. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the# ACK TPDU retransmissions 
from the Server to the Client(s) 

!: Applicable Increments Sum total of the Window Sizes of the 
Acknowledges 

Maximum Applicable Increments The maximum Window Size of these 
Acknowledges 

Minimum Applicable Increments The minimum Window Size of these 
Acknowledges 
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Metric Specification
   

 
Units

   
  
  

 Applicability Description

Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TEDLl retransmissionsN

- from the Client(s) to the Server
Not Applicable Increments Sum total of the Window Sizes of the

Acknowledges

Maximum Not Applicable Increments The maximum Window Size of these
Acknowledges

Minimum Not Applicable Increments The minimum Window Size of these
Acknowledges

SCConnectionWindow

  
 

 

 

  

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, SSConnectz’onWindow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges within established connection lifetimes and their relative sizes from the

Server—>Client.

Note that the number of DATA TPDUs (packets) may be estimated by

differencing the Acknowledge count of this metric and the overall traffic from the Client

to the Server (see SCTraf/ic above).. A slight error in this calculation may occur due to

Connection Establishment and Termination TPDUS, but it should not be significant.

Metric Specification

N Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU retransnfissions
from the Server to the Client(s)

)3 Applicable Increments Sum total of the Window Sizes of the
Acknowledges

Maximum Applicable Increments The maximum Window Size of these
Acknowledges

Minimum Applicable Increments The minimum Window Size of these
Acknowledges
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CSConnectionFrozen Windows 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

5 of its clients. Specifically, CSConnection Window measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges from Client->Server within established connection lifetimes which 

validly acknowledge data, but either 

• failed to increase the upper window edge, 

• reduced the upper window edge 

10 Metric Specification 

15 

20 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU with 
frozen/reduced windows from the Client(s) 
to the Server 

I: Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

SCConnectionFrozen Windows 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

of its clients. Specifically, SC Connection Window measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges from Server->Client within established connection lifetimes which 

validly acknowledge data, but either 

• failed to increase the upper window edge, 

• reduced the upper window edge 

L 
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CSConnectionFrozenWindows

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport~level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific Client—Server Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, CSConnectionWindow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges from Client~>Server Within established connection lifetimes which

validly acknowledge data, but either

0 failed to increase the upper window edge,

it reduced the upper window edge

 
  

Metric Specification

Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU with
frozen/reguggd windows from the Client(s)
to the Server

 

 
 

SCConnectionFrozenWindOWS

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific ClientvServer Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, SC ConnectionWindow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges from Server~>Clicnt within established connection lifetimes which

validly acknowledge data, but either

i failed to increase the upper window edge,

0 reduced the upper window edge
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU with 
frozen/reduced windows from the Client(s) 
to the Server 

~ Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

CSConnectionClosedWindows 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

of its clients. Specifically, CS Connection Window measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges from Client->Server within established connection lifetimes which fully 

closed the acknowledge/sequence window. 

Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the# ACK TPDU with Closed 
windows from the Client(s) to the Server 

~ Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

SCConnectionClosedWindows 

Definition 

This metric contains information about the transport-level connection windows 

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all 

of its clients. Specifically, SC Connection Window measures number of Transport-level 

Acknowledges from Server->Client within established connection lifetimes which fully 

closed the acknowledge/sequence window. 
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Metric Specification

Applicable Events Count of the it ACK TPDU with

- frozen/reduced windows from the Client(s)to the Server

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

CSConnectionClnsedWindows

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport~level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, CSConnecIioan‘ndow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges from Client~>Server within established connection lifetimes which fully

closed the acknowledge/seguence window.

Metric Speczfication

Applicable Events Count of the it ACK TPDU withClosed

windows from theC—lient(s)to the ServerNet Applicable

 

 

  

  
SCConnectionCIosedWindows

Definition

This metric contains information about the transport—level connection windows

for a given application and either a specific Client-Server Pair or a specific Server and all

of its clients. Specifically, SCConnectionWindow measures number of Transport-level

Acknowledges from Server->Client within established connection lifetimes which fully

closed the acknowledgefseguence window.
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Metric Specification 

Metric Applicability Units Description 

N Applicable Events Count of the # ACK TPDU with Closed 
windows from the Client(s) to the Server 

:E Not Applicable 

Maximum Not Applicable 

Minimum Not Applicable 

Embodiments of the present invention automatically generate flow signatures 

with the necessary recognition patterns and state transition climb procedure. Such comes 

s from analyzing packets according to parsing rules, and also generating state transitions to 

search for. Applications and protocols, at any level, are recognized through state analysis 

of sequences of packets. 

Note that one in the art will understand that computer networks are used to 

connect many different types of devices, including network appliances such as 

10 telephones, "Internet" radios, pagers, and so forth. The term computer as used herein 

encompasses all such devices and a computer network as used herein includes networks 

of such computers. 

Although the present invention has been described in terms of the presently 

preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the disclosure is not to be interpreted 

15 as limiting. Various alterations and modifications will no doubt become apparent to 

those or ordinary skill in the art after having read the above disclosure. Accordingly, it is 

intended that the claims be interpreted as covering all alterations and modifications as 

fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 
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Mem‘c Specification

Applicable Events

    
 
 

Count of the # ACK TPDU with Closed

windows from the C1ient(s) to the Server

Maximum

Not Applicable 

  
 

Not Applicable

 
 

Not Applicable

Embodiments of the present invention automatically generate flow signatures

with the necessary recognition patterns and state transition climb procedure. Such comes

from analyzing packets according to parsing rules, and also generating state transitions to

search for. Applications and protocols, at any level, are recognized through state analysis

of sequences of packets.

Note that one in the art will understand that computer networks are used to

connect many different types of devices, including network appliances such as

telephones, “Internet” radios, pagers, and so forth. The term computer as used herein

encompasses all such devices and a computer network as used herein includes networks

of such computers.

Although the present invention has been described in terms of the presently

preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the disclosure is not to be interpreted

as limiting. Various alterations and modifications will no doubt become apparent to

those or ordinary skill in the art after having read the above disclosure. Accordingly, it is

intended that the claims be interpreted as covering all alterations and modifications as

fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method of analyzing a flow of packets passing through a connection point on a 

computer network, the method comprising: 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device; 

(b) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for 

previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up to determine if 

the received packet is of an existing flow; 

( d) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing 

10 flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry; 

and 

(e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in 

the flow-entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures 

kept in the flow-entry, 

15 wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device. 

2. A method according to claim 1, further including: 

extracting identifying portions from the packet, 

20 3. 

wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions. 

A method according to claim 1, wherein the steps are carried out in real time on 

each packet passing through the connection point. 

4. A method according to claim l, wherein the one or more statistical measures 

25 5. 

include measures selected from the set consisting of the total packet count for the 

flow, the time, and a differential time from the last entered time to the present time. 

A method according to claim 1, further including reporting one or more metrics 

related to the flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the 

flow-entry. 
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CLAI MS

What is claimed is:

W4 ’ l. A method of analyzing a flow of packets passing through a connection point on a

computer network, the method comprising:we»?94m.Brill-‘5"?,—.
5 (a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device;

(b) looking up a flow—entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for

previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up to determine if

<
i
3
S
f the received packet is of an existing flow;

(d) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing

10 flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow—entry;

and

(e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in

the flow-entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures

kept in the flow-entry.

15 wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device.

2. A method according to claim 1, further including:

extracting identifying portions from the packet,

wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions.

20 3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the steps are carried out in real time on

each packet passing through the connection point.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein the one or more statistical measures

include measures selected from the set consisting of the total packet count for the

flow, the time, and a differential time from the last entered time to the present time.

25 5. A method according to claim 1, further including reporting one or more metrics

related to the flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the

flowwentry.
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I, 6. A method according to claim 7, wherein the metrics include one or more quality 

of service (QOS) metrics. 

7. A method according to claim 5, wherein the reporting is carried out from time to 

time, and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time 

5 interval from the last reporting time. 

8. A method according to claim 7, further comprising calculating one or more quality 

~ . of service (QOS) metrics from the base metrics. 

9. A method according to claim 7, wherein the one or more metrics are selected to be 

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to 

10 determine respective metrics for the combined interval. 

10. A method according to claim 1, wherein step ( d) includes if the packet is of an 

existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the flow and performing any 

state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered 

state of the flow; and wherein step (e) includes if the packet is of a new flow, 

15 performing any state operations required for the initial state of the new flow. 

11. A method according to claim 10, further including reporting one or more metrics 

related to the flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the 

flow-entry. 

12. A method according to claim 11, wherein the reporting is carried out from time to 

20 time, and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time 

interval from the last reporting time. 

13. A method according to claim 12, wherein the reporting is part of the state 

operations for the state of the flow. 

14. A method according to claim 10, wherein the state operations include updating the 

25 flow-entry, including storing identifying information for future packets to be 

identified with the flow-entry. 

15. A method according to claim 14, further including receiving further packets, 

wherein the state processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying 

of the application program of the flow. 
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A method according to claim 7, wherein the metrics include one or more quality

of service (Q08) metrics.

A method according to claim 5 , wherein the reporting is carried out from time to

time, and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time

interval from the last reporting time.

A method according to claim 7, further comprising calculating one or more quality

of service (QOS) metrics from the base metrics.

A method according to claim 7, wherein the one or more metrics are selected to be

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to

determine respective metrics for the combined interval.

A method according to claim 1, wherein step ((1) includes if the packet is of an

existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the flow and performing any

state operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered

state of the flow; and wherein step (e) includes if the packet is of a new flow,

performing any state operations required for the initial state of the new flow.

A method according to claim 10, further including reporting one or more metrics

related to the flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the

flow-entry.

A method according to claim 11, wherein the reporting is carried out from time to

time, and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time

interval from the last reporting time.

A method according to claim 12, wherein the reporting is part of the state

operations for the state of the flow.

A method according to claim 10, wherein the state operations include updating the

flow—entry, including storing identifying information for future packets to be

identified with the flow-entry.

A method according to claim 14, further including receiving further packets,

wherein the state processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying

of the application program of the flow.
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16. A method according to claim 15, wherein one or more metrics related to the state 

of the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the 

flow. 

17. A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a 

computer network, each packets conforming to one or more protocols, the monitor 

comprising: 

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured 

to receive packets passing through the connection point; 

(b) a memory for storing a database comprising none or more flow-entries for 

10 previously encountered conversational flows to which a received packet may 

belong; and 

15 

18. 

20 

(c) an analyzer subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition device configured 

to lookup whether a received packet belongs to a flow-entry in the flow-entry 

database, to update the flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one 

or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry in the case that the packet 

is of an existing flow, and to store a new flow-entry for the new flow in the 

flow-entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in 

the flow-entry if the packet is of a new flow. 

A packet monitor according to claim 17, further comprising: 

a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the 

analyzer subsystem configured to extract identifying information from a 

received packet, 

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying information stored in the flow

entry, and wherein the cache lookup uses a function of the extracted identifying 

25 information. 

19. A packet monitor according to claim 17, wherein the one or more statistical 

measures include measures selected from the set consisting of the total packet count 

for the flow, the time, and a differential time from the last entered time to the present 

time. 

i 
' 
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20. A packet monitor according to claim 17, further including a statistical processor 

configured to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of 

the statistical measures in the flow-entry of the flow. 

21. A packet monitor according to claim 20, wherein the statistical processor 

5 determine and reports the one or more metrics from time to time. 
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ABSTRACT 

A method of and monitor apparatus for analyzing a flow of packets passing through a 

connection point on a computer network. The method includes receiving a packet from a 

packet acquisition device, and looking up a flow-entry database containing flow-entries 

5 for previously encountered conversational flows. The looking up to determine if the 

received packet is of an existing flow. Each and every packet is processed. If the packet is 

of an existing flow, the method updates the flow-entry of the existing flow, including 

storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry. If the packet is of a new 

flow, the method stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry database, 

10 including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry. The statistical 

measures are used to determine metrics related to the flow. The metrics may be base 

metrics from which quality of service metrics are determined, or may be the quality of 

service metrics. 

I 
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ABSTRACT

A method of and monitor apparatus for analyzing a flow of packets passing through a

connection point on a computer network. The method includes receiving a packet from a

packet acquisition device, and looking up a flow-entry database containing flow-entries

5 for previously encountered conversational flows. The looking up to determine if the

received packet is of an existing flow. Each and every packet is processed. If the packet is

of an existing flow, the method updates the flow-entry of the existing flow, including

storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow—entry. If the packet is of a new

”u.“:.~»r‘
flow, the method stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry database,x'.’

10 including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry. The statistical.;j
’65

, r
1.\

V
measures are used to determine metrics related to the flow. The metrics may be base

metrics from which quality of service metrics are determined, or may be the quality of

service metrics.
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09/608,126 06/30/2000 Russell S. Dietz APPT-001-3 

FORMALITIES LETTER 
Dov Rosenfeld 
Suite 2 

I IIIWUll 111111111110~ 11111 IHI 111111111 llm 11111111111111111111m 111111111111 

5507 College Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94618 

·ocoooooooos444ass· 

Date Mailed: 10/02/2000 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b) 

Filing Date Granted 

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below, 
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within wl;lich to file all 
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained 
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

• The statutory basic filing fee is missing. 
Applicant must submit $ 690 to complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement claiming 
such status (37 CFR 1.27). 

• Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $18. 
• $18 for 1 total claims over 20. 

• The oath or declaration is missing. 
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, identifying the application by the 
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

• To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) 
of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter. 

/ 

• The balance due by applicant is $ 838. 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

Customer Service Center 
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 

PART 3 - OFFICE COPY 
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" COMMISSIQNER Fen PATENTS

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
WAsnmcmN. 0.6 2023i

wwwzusptctgov

09/608,126 06/30/2000 Russell S. Diet: APPT—001—3

FORMALITIES LETTER

Dov Rosenfeld IIIlIlIllilIlllllillllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllIillIlllllll
Suite 2 ~oooooooooos444355'
5507 College Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618

  

Date Mailed: 10/02/2000

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.5303)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

. The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $ 690 to complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement claiming
such status (37 CFR 1.27).

o Totai additional claim fee(s) for this application is $18.

- $18 for1 total claims over 20.

c The oath or declaration is missing.

A property signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

0 To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e)

of $130 for a non—small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

/

o The balance due by applicant is $ 838.

 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply.

id»
Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-OC Patent . h 
~~ w IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ~J 

Id;, {J 1:1 A'"1icant(s): Dietz, et al. 
"<tJ ~i 

~ VQ}wlication No.: 09/608126 

~,1DEM1'\l-.,_Filed: June 30, 2000 

Group Art Unit: 2755 

Examiner: (Unassigned) 

i 

L 

Title: RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA 
TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING 
STATISTICS IN NETWORK 
MONITORING 

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
Attn: Box Missing Parts 

Dear Assistant Commissioner: 

This is in response to a Notice to File Missing Parts of Application under 37 CFR 1.53(±). 
Enclosed is a copy of said Notice and the following documents and fees to complete the filing 
requirements of the above-identified application: 

...1L_ Executed Declaration and Power of Attorney. The above-identified application is the 
same application which the inventor executed by signing the enclosed declaration; 

...1L_ Executed Assignment with assignment cover sheet. 

...1L_ A credit card payment form in the amount of$ 898.00 is attached, being for: 
__K_ Statutory basic filing fee: $ 710 
...1L_ Additional claim fee of $ 18 
_L Assignment recordation fee of $ 40 

Extension Fee (1st Month) of U1.Q 
_L Missing Parts Surcharge $130 

...lL_Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this conditional 
petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has inadvertently 
overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time. 

__ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extensiorf of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) of: 

__ one months ($110) __ two months ($380) 

__ two months ($870) __ four months ($1360) 

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor. 

,Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8 
I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an 
envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231 on. 

Date: /1.41/ / ~ Signed:::;;;;;,,<""':; ~7""'--------
./ Name: ~g. No. 38687 
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Our Ref/Docket No: APPT—OC . Patent

"“N. IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE /?
MP 6‘ C/

””5204?Agfihcam“) D13” ’3‘ “I Group Art Unit: 2755
Examiner: (Unassigned)% fép‘plicationNo; 09/608126‘0“DEW“Filed: June 30 2000

Title: RE—USING INFORMATION FROM DATA

TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING

STATISTICS IN NETWORK

MONITORING

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Attn: Box Missing Parts

Dear Assistant Commissioner:

This is in response to a Notice to File Missing Parts of Application under 37 CPR 1.53(f).

Enclosed is a copy of said Notice and the following documents and fees to complete the filing

requirements of the aboveddentified application:

X Executed Declaration and Power of Attorney. The above-identified applicatidn is the
same application which the inventor executed by signing the enclosed declaration;

X Executed Assignment with assignment cover sheet.

“X“ A credit card payment form in the amount of $ 898.00 is attached, being for:

X Statutory basic filing fee: Elli)

X Additional claim fee of ’ w

Assignment recordation fee of §S_4_Q

Extension Fee { 1st Month) of § 110

Missing Parts Surcharge $130

 

Islla]
X Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this conditional

petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has inadvertently

overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time.

Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extensionof Time under 37 CPR 1.136(a) of:

i one months ($110) two months ($380)

‘ two months ($870) four months ($1360)

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor.

  

.Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8

I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Pasta} Service as first class mail in an
envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, DC. 20231 on.

Date: _W Signcdlfim/ Name: 0y Rosenfeld,Reg. No. 38687
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Application 09/608126, Page 2 

_x_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated 
with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50-0292 

(A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED): 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. (510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 653-7992 

Respectfully Submitted, 

D~No.38687 
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Application 09/608126, Page 2

X The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated

with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 50—0292

(A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

Respectfully Submitted,

M #—
Date D Rosenfeld,Reg.No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2

Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. (510) 547—3378; Fax; (5 10) 653—7992
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PATENT APPLICATION 

ATIORNEY DOCKET NO. APPT-001-3 

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are 
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: 

RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING 

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked: 
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT International Application Number __ and 

was amended on (if applicable). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any 
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority 

I hereby claim foreign prionty benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor( s) 
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of 
the application on which priority is claimed: 

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER 35 

YES: NO: 

YES: NO: 

Provisional Application 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) of any United States provisional application(s} listed below: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 

U.S. Priority Claim 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the 
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first 
paragraph ofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section l.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT mtemational filing 
date of this application: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business 
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 

Send Correspondence to: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Direct Telephone Calls To: 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
Tel: (510) 547-3378 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed 
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that w11lful false statements and the like so made are punishable by 
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the 
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Name of First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz Citizenship: USA 

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736 
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PATENT APPLICATION V‘

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. APPT-flfll~3 
As at below named inventor, Iliereby declare that:

My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (ifonly one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (ifplural names are
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:
RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACI‘IONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30 2000 as US Application Serial No 09/608126 or PCT International Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56.

 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign prionty benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed: 

 

 
Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 1 19(e) of any United States provisional application{s) listed below: 

l APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 1

60/141,903 3 June 30, 1999 1
US. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first
paragraph ofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112, l aclmowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section l.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUSgpatented/pendingabandoned!
  

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) andlor agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
 

 
  

Send Correspondence to: Direct Telephone Calls To:
. Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687

l 5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
l Oakland, CA 94618

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are one and that all statements made on information and belief are believed
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that Willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title [8 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

  
 

Name ofFirst Inventor: Russell S. Diet: Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 Ostenber Drive San Jose CA 95120-2736 
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued) 
Case No; «Case CaseNumber» 

,41'rr'-<§l> 1-3 Page2 

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES: 

Name of Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner 

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003 

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature 

Name of Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver 

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030 

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 

EX 1021 Page 129
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PATENT APPLICATION 

As a below nam inventor, I hereby declare 1hat: 

My residencdpost office address .and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are 
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: 

RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING 

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked: 
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT International Application Number __ and 

was amended on (if applicable). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any 
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s) 
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of 
the application on which priority is claimed: 

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATEFILED PRIORTIY CLAIMED UNDER 35 

YES: NO: 

YES: NO: 

Provisional Application 
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section H9(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 

U.S. Priority Claim 
I hereby claim the qeriefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the 
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by 1he first 
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section l 12, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section I.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 
As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business 
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 

Send Correspondence to: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland CA 94618 

Direct Telephone Calls To: 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
Tel: (510) 547-3378 

I hereby declare 1hat all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed 
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and 1he like so made are punishable by 
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the 
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Name of First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz 

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, Sao Jose, CA 95120-2736 

Post Office Address: Same 

First Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 
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 As a below name inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence/post office address'and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; .

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (ifonly one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

USING NORMA'I‘IGN FROM DAT 'I‘RANSACI'IQNS FOR MAWTAINING STAIISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING 

the specification ofwhich is attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT lntematioml Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above«identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendmenfis) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 156.

 

Foreign Applicafion{s) andlor Claim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 ofany foreign applieation(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed: 

 
Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section l~19(e) ofany United States provisional application(s) listed below:

 

 
APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60fl4l,903 June 30, 1999   
US. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the
sowed matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 3?, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 156(3) which occurred between the filing date ofthe prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUS atenled/ . endim abandoned

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following altomey(s) and/or agenqs) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

‘ Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No, 38,687

Send Correspondence to: Direct Telephone Calls To:
Dov Roeenfeld Dov Rosmfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547-3378
Oakland CA 94618 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed
to he one; and fin’ther that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section mm of Title l8 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

Name of First Inventor: Russell S. Diet: Citizenship: USA

Residence: 6146 gzstenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2236

Post Office Address: Same

 

First Inventor’s Signature Date
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PATENT APPLICATION 
DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY 
FOR PATENT APPLICATION 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. APPT-001-3 

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are 
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: 

RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING 

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked: 
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT International Application Number __ and 

was amended on (if applicable). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any 
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is matenal to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. 

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority 
J' 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s) 
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of 
the application on which priority is claimed: 

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER 35 

YES: NO: 

YES: NO: 

Provisional Application 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section l J 9(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 

U.S. Priority Claim , · 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States applicat10n(s) hsted below and, insofar as the 
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first 
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section l.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUS( patented/pendimdabandoned) 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business 
in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 

Send Correspondence to: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5 507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Direct Telephone Calls To: 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
Tel: (510) 547-3378 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed 
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by 
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may Jeopardize the 
validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Name of First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz 

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736 

Post Office Address: Same 

First Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Co. .ued) 
Case No; «Case CaseNumber» 
Page 2 it'P'P'r., Oi> 1 - j, 

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES: 

Name of Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner 

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003 

Post Office Address: Same 

Name of Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koppenhaver 

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030 

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: .!!§A 

Date ' 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 

r 
f 

l 
! 
i 
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Co. .ued)

Case No; «Case CaseNumber»

Page 2 ’ ’ ,

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Name of Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner Citizenship: USA ‘ ‘

Residence: 121 Driftwood Con A tos CA 95003 

Post Office Address: Same

W , (0123/3906)ent ’3 Sign * ( Date

Name of Third Inventor: Andrew A. Koggenhaver Citizenship: USA

 W.6..,NH.-1

Residence: 10400 Kenmore Driv Fairfax VA 22030 y“

Post Office Address: Same

 

Inventor’s Signature 13;; mn...«W’uW-wwW"?
in«,.

,zm

“WQ‘t-x‘.
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PATENT APPLICATION 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. APPT-001-3 

My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name; 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (tf only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are 
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled: 

RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING ST A TISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING 

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked: 
(X) was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT International Application Number __ and 

was amended on (tf applicable). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any 
amendment(s) referred to above. I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. 

Foreign Application(s} and/or Claim of Foreign Priority 

J hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s} for patent or inventor(s) 
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of 
the application on which priority is claimed: 

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER 35 

YES: NO: 

YES: NO: 

Provisional Application 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section l 19(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 

U.S. Priority Claim 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Sectton 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the 
subject matter of each of the claims of thts applicauon is not disclosed m the prtor United States application in the manner provided by the first 
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Section l.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

!APPLICATION SERlA.L NUMBER FILING DATE ST ATUS(oatented/oending/abandoned) 

I 
POWER OF ATTORNEY: 

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business 
m the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 

Send Correspondence to: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Direct Telephone Calls To: 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
Tel: (510) 547-3378 

I hereby declare that all statements made herem of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and behef are believed 
to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by 
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may Jeopardize the 
vahd1ty of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

Name of First Inventor: Russell S. Dietz 

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive. San Jose, CA 95120-2736 

Post Office Address: Same 

First Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 
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My residence/post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;
Ibelievc I am the original, first and sole inventor (tf only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NETWORK MONITORING

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following box is checked:
(X) was filed on June 30 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608126 or PCT Intemafional Application Number and

was amended on (if applicable}.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR [.56.

 

Foreign Applicatian(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 1 [9 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor{s)
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s) certificate having a filing date before that of
the application on which priority is claimed:

COUNTRY APPLICATION NUMBER DATE FILED PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER 35

YES: NO:

_—— Yes: No:

Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section l 19(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

 

  

  
APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

60ll4l,903 June 30, 1999

US. Priority Claim a

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application“) listed below and. insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section 112,l acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 156(3) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing
date of this application:

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE STATUS oo-atented/endin abandoned}

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following anomey(s) and/or agent{s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all business
In the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Roscnfeld, Reg No. 38,687

 

 

 

  
Send Correspondence to: Direct Telephone Calls To:

Dov Rosenfeld Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 Tel: (510) 547—3378
Oakland, CA 946I8

I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and beliefare believed
to be tree; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 100] OfTitle l8 ofthe United States Code and that such willful false statements may Jeopardtze the
Valtdity ofthe application or any patent issued thereon.

Name ofFirst Inventor; Russell 5. Dietz CitiZCHSMP? .951}.

Residence: 6146 Ostenberg Drive, San Jose, CA 95120-2736

Post Office Address: figs

WW
lrst Inventor’s Signature Date
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued) 
Case No; «Case CaseNumbeo> 
Page2 ttPtJ'r-9'91--:> 

ADDffiONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES: 

Name of Second Inventor: Joseph R. Maixner 

Residence: 121 Driftwood Court, Aptos, CA 95003 

Post Office Address: Same 

Inventor's Signature 

Name of Third Inventor: Andrew A, Koppenhaver 

Residence: 9325 W. Hinsdale Place, Littleton, CO 80128 

Post Office Address: Same 

L "/( J_" 
Inventor's Signature 

Citizenship: USA 

Date 

Citizenship: USA 

Date rJ 
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Declaration and Power ofAttorney (Continued)
Case No; «Case CaseNumbem

Page2 fipf’T‘W"3’

ADDITIONAL INVENTOR SIGNATURES:

Name of Second Inventor: Josey!) R. Makner Citizenship: USA

Residence: 121 Driftwoad Coll_l'_t, Antag, CA 95003

Past Office Address: Same

5

§
§

Q

I!

Inventor’s Signature Date

Nam: of Third Inventor: Andrew A: Kemenggver Citizenship: {28A

Residence: 9325 W. Hinsdale Place Litfleton 0 0128 

PostOlTncc-Address: Same

a% L--\ I .2
Inventor’s Signature flute
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.;--:=--~ur Ref./Docket No: ~PT-03 ,) Patent 
"'.'0 

0 ~ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
IIOV O 6 2000 ~ -~-------------------,-----------------

'°' A,<f1plicant(s): Dietz, et al. 
~o~ 

Group Art Unit: 

l 
~' 

· Application No.: 09/608126 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA 
TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING 
STATISTICS IN NETWORK 
MONITORING 

Examiner: (Unassigned) 

REQUEST FOR RECORDATION OF ASSIGNMENT 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D. C. 20231 
Attn: Box Assignment 

Dear Assistant Commissioner: 

Enclosed herewith for recordation in the records of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is an 
original Assignment, an Assignment Cover Sheet, and $40.00. Please record and return the 
Assignment. 

Date 

Address for correspondence: 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. (510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 653-7992 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8 
I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an 
envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 1 on. 

Date: 
Name. 
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mRefl/Docket No: APPT—6\>_3 3 Patent‘ \ ‘ to

O ‘3» IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICEuJ
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licant s : Dietz, etal.
40 gm) ( )We . .

Application No.2 09/608126  
 
 
 

Group Art Unit:

Examiner: (Unassigned)

Filed: June 30, 2000

Title: RE—USING INFORMATION FROM DATA

TRANSACTIONS FOR MAINTAINING

STATISTICS IN NETWORK

MONITORING

REQUEST FOR RECORDATION OF ASSIGNIVIENT

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Attn: Box Assignment

Dear Assistant Commissioner:

Enclosed herewith for recordation in the records of the US. Patent and Trademark Office is an

original Assignment, an Assignment Cover Sheet, and $40.00. Please record and return the

Assignment.

Respectfully Submitted,

[20.4 / 2494919 %
Date Do osenfeld, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:

Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. (510) 547—3378; Fax: (510) 653-7992

 

  

 

 
 Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8

I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an
envelope addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Parents, Washington, DC. 1 on.

Dale?W Signed:Name.  osenfeld, Reg. No. 38687
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Page 1 of2 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

WAsHINClON, 0 C. 20231 
www.uspto.gov 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DA 1E FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER 

09/608,126 06/30/2000 Russell S. Dietz APPT-001-3 

FORMALITIES LETTER 
Dov Rosenfeld 
Suite 2 

I lllfflll m, m IHI ml 11111111111!11111 1111 H 111111111111111111111111~ Iii 1111 
·ocoooooooos444555• 

5507 College Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Date Mailed: 10/02/2000 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b) 

Filing Date Granted 

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below, 
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all 
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained 
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(~). 

• The statutory basic filing fee is missing. 
Applicant must submit $ '690.to complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement claiming 
such status (37 CFR 1.27). -11 ~ 

• Total additional claim fee(s) for this application ,s $18. 

• $18 for 1 total claims over 20. 

• The oath or declaration is missing. 
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the 
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. , 

• To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) 
of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitteq with the missing items identified in this letter. 

/ 

• The balance due by applicant is$ 838. 
qrqg-tU:O :,rt q,g 

A copy of th.is notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

~r Service Center 
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE 

file://C:\APPS\PreExam\correspondence\2 _ B .xrnl 
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Dov Rosenfeld

Suate 2 00000000905444355‘
5507 College Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618

Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202

file: ifC :\APPS\PreExam\correspondence\2_B .xml

Page 1 of 2

, éjjgéf
:3 QanaéaaeflanaLaalaeaaaaQaas..._______________———~COM MISSiONER FOR PATENTS

UNITED STATES PARENT AND TRADEMARK OFFlCE
WASHINGTON, D C, 2023i

mkuaptcigov

’ APPLICATION NUMBER WING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NIH/IRE}? 
091‘608, 126 06/30/2000 Russell S. Dietz APPT-OOl-3

FORMALITIES LETTER

lMMflMWWWWWWWMMWWWWWW 

Date Mailed: 10/02/2000

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53“!)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $ 690.10 complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement claiming
such status (37 CFR 1.27). ‘N 0
Totai additional claim fee(s) forthis application is $18.

- $18 for 1 total claims over 20.

The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the
above Application Number and Filing Date, is required.
To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e)
of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items identified in this letter.

_/

The balance due by applicant is $ 838.

‘25’6‘1‘00 est: 9‘8
00I}? 00UP1:00on
710 130

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE 11/09/2000KZEHBIE0000003609608135
:101

01FC 02FC:105 03FD:103
IOIZI‘OO
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\ P if)u ocket/Ref. No.: APPT-Ov .. -3 
0 ""o 

tu\il. 't. IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
~\>. ''l. t, 

~~ 
Patent 

c£.I) I 

A A~ cant(s): Dietz et al. 
+-14'. ~ 

'.JTRAO erial No.: 09/608126 
Group Art Unit: 

Filed: June 30, 2000 
Examiner: 

Title: RE-USING INFORMATION FROM 
DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR 
MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN 
NETWORK MONITORING 

RECEIVED 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

APR l 7 2002 

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Dear Commissioner: 

Transmitted herewith are: 

_x_ 

_x_ 
_x_ 

An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application, 
together with PTO form 1449 and a copy of each reference cited in form 1449. 

A check for petition fees. 

Return postcard. 

The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee associated 
with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292. 

A DUPLICATE OF TI-ITS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED 

Respectfully submitted, 

Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s) 
Reg. No. 38687 

Correspondence Address: / 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378 

Certifi,cate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first 
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Date of Deposit: ~ {YJ µ~?. ~L Signature:'""""""~:;__--::-::--------
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\ P @uv Lockethef No: APPT(lei—3 0?,
0 Patent0 4"

‘2 mm- “:4 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ’2' I > i
s?“

,s Ag;cant(s): Dietz et al.
4""W erial No; 09/608126 emu" A“ Unit

Filed: June 30, 2000 Examine“

Title: RE—USING INFORMATION FROM

DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR

MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN RECE'\)IED
NETWORK MONITORING fl pg 1 7 2032

f-ll: :=' '5- ; . .0
Commissioner for Patents '-"w

Washington, D.C 20231

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Dear Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith are:

_X_ An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application,

together with PTO form 1449 and a copy of each reference cited in form 1449.

A check for petition fees.

Return postcard.lxlxl
The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee- associated

with this eommunication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50—0292.
A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITI‘AL IS ATTACHED

Respectfully submitted,

Dov Eosenfeld
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)

Reg. No. 38687

Correspondence Address: ,/
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618

Telephone No.: +1-510-547..3373

Date:2>Q ME: 2961.

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18

I hereby certify that this corresoondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, Washington. DC. ZGESL

Date of Deposit: 2252 mfl—r"-2 M1. Signatureb. , ov Rosenfcld, Reg No, 38,687 
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Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

t(s): Dietz et al. 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: RE-USING INFORMATION FROM 
DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR 
MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN 
NETWORK MONITORING 

Group Art Unit: ;;z_,7 )) 
Examiner: 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

/.\PR 1 7 2002 

Technology Center 2100 
-···. "' 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Dear Commissioner: 

This Information Disclosure Statement is submitted: 

.JL under 37 CFR l.97(b), or 
(Within three months of filing national application; or date of entry of international 
application; or before mailing date of first office action on the merits; whichever 
occurs last) 

X Applicant(s) submit herewith Form PTO 1449-Information Disclosure Citation together 
with copies, of patents, publications or other information of which applicant(s) are aware, which 
applicant(s) believe(s) may be material to the examination of this application and for which there 
may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37 CFR 1.56. 

_.K. (Certification) Each item of information contained in this information disclosure 
statement was first cited in a formal communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart 
foreign application not more than three months prior to t&e filing of this information disclosure 
statement (written opinion from PCT mailed Jan 11,2002). 

It is expressly requested that the cited information be made of record in the application and 
appear among the "references cited" on any patent to issue therefrom. 

As provided for by 37 CFR l.97(g) and (h), no inference should J,e made that the information and 
references cited are prior art merely because ~hey are in this statement and no representation is 

Certifi~te of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18 
' 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first 
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Date of Deposit: 3 0 4Y/ ,_;. · '2.Qe, 2-.signature: _.~ 
. · Dov R eld, Reg. No. 38,687 
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‘ Our Docket/Ref. No.; APPT—OCi-B Patent
t o a

E Q‘t \1 mill '2: IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICEr it 5‘:

r «35% Anglia: t(s): Dietz et al.i = ’5‘; go ‘ .

E erial No.: 09/608126 Group A” Umt‘ 2‘7 53—
E Filed: June 30, 2000 Emma“

Title: RE—USING INFORMATION FROM

DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR

{ MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN
E NETWORK MONITORING

l .
z -- ~ . D.

Commissioner for Patents APR 1 7 2002

Washington, DC. 20231 Technology Center 2100”um

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

i Dear Commissioner:

' This Information Disclosure Statement is submitted:

”PL under 37 CFR 1.97(b), or

(Within three months of filing national application; or date of entry of international

3 application; or before mailing date of first office action on the merits; whichever

occurs last)

"2; Applicant(s) submit herewith Form PTO '1F449-Information Disclosure Citation together
with copies, of patents, publications or other information of which applicant(s) are aware, which

applicant(s) believe(s) may be material to the examination of this application and for which there

may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37 CFR 1.56.

___X_ (Certification) Each item of information contained in this information disclosure
statement was first cited in a formal communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart
foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of this information disclosure
statement (written opinion from PCT mailed Jan 11,2002).

i It is expressly requested that the cited information be made of record in the application and
t appear among the “references cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.
g ) .

i As provided for by 37 CFR l.97(g) and (11), no inference should he made that the information and
E

L I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, Washington. DC. 2023lr

Date of Deposit:W2__Signature:%) — Dov R eld, Reg. No. 38,687
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being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses all the possible 
relevant information. 

Correspondence Address: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ 
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s) 
Reg. No. 38687 
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SIN: 09/608126 Page 2 IDS

being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses all the p08sible
relevant information.

Respectfully submitted,
Date: go IYl/ZM Zoe‘z,

osenfold

Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)
Reg. No. 38687

Correspondence Address:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2

Oakland, CA 94618

Telephone No: +1~510—547—3378 
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-· ,ivi -1449 ---------- ___ SHEET 1 OF 1 . 

-- ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIAL NO. 

APPT-001-3 09/608126 

u.,n:;, ,.AllATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APPLICANT 
t::::1\'T C I/ Dietz et . ,o ~ 

\ 'l. ~\}1. t/Use several sheets if necessary) FILING DATE GROUP 
t3Y. ~' 6/30/2000 

~d-)Y~ 
.... -

\t,_ _/f} 

~dTRAD&-Y U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS \ -
FILING DATE 

•EXAMINER DOCUMENT DATE NAME CLASS SUB-CLASS IF APPROPRIATE 

INITIAL NUMBER 

/ult 15,703,877 IDec. 30, Nuber et al. 370 395 Nov. 22, 
AA 1997 1995 

~ 5,892,754 IApr. 6, Kompella et al. 370 236 Jun. 7, 
AB 1999 1996 

AC 

AD 

.... .,.."_ .. ·--
AE 

I L...;\..,C: IVt:.U 

AF 
At-'K l ~ 2002 

-
AG 1ec1 '!O{Ogy_~I ~me~ 21oq 
AH 

AJ 

AK 

AL 

AM 

AN 

/ 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

PUBU-CATION TRANS-

DOCUMENT DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUB-CLASS LATION 

NUMBER YES I NO 
AO I 

OTHER DISCLOSURES (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pag~s. Place of Publication, Etc.) 
'-

I AP -

,, -
EXAMINER 

~-

DATE CONSIDERED r.,,/(r (o J 
'EXAMINER: initial if citation considered, wh1;t/ler or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation it not in conformance 

~ and nQt considered. Include a copy of this form with next communication to Applicant. 
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United States Patent [19] 

Nuber et al. 

(54] ACQUISmON AND ERROR RECOVERY OF 
AUDIO DATA CARRIED IN A PACKETIZED 
DATASTREAM 

(75] Inventors: Ray Nuber, La Jolla; Paul Moroney, 
Olivenhain; G, Kent Walker, 
Escondido. all of Calif. 

(73] Assignee: Genenl Instrument Corporation of 
Delaware, Chicago, m. 

[ • ] Notice: The term of this patent shall not extend 
beyond the expiration date of Pat. No. 
5,517.250. 

[21] AppL No.: 562,611 

[22] Filed: Nov. 22, l!J95 

[51] Int. CL 
6 

--·--·-·--····-· .. -· H04J 3/06; H04N 7/12 
[52] U.S. Cl. ·-· .. -····-·-······· 370/395; 370/510; 370/514; 

375/366; 348/423; 348/462; 348/4ti6; 348/467 

[58] Field of Seardl --- .. ··-·-···--·-·-···- 370/389, 395, 
370/503, 509. 510, 514, 516; 375/362, 

365,366,368,371; 348/423, 461,462, 
464,466,467 

[56] R.deftnces Oted 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

5,365,2n 11/1994 Sinlcusa .................................. 34&1461 

f) 
11~11111111111111 HIIIIIIIIIIII 

US005703877A 

[111 Patent Number: 

(451 Date of Patent: 
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Audio data is Jroccsscd from a packetized data stream 
carrying digital television information in a succession of 
fixed length transport packets. Some of the packets contain 
a presentation time stamp (PfS) indicative of a time for 
commencing the output of associated audio data. After the 
audio data stream has been acquired, the detected audio 
packets arc monitored to locate subsequent PfS 's for adjust
ing the ti.ming at which audio data is output. thereby 
providing proper lip synchronization with associated video. 
Errors in the audio data are processed in a manner which 
attempts to maintain synchronization of the audio data 
stream while masking the errors. In the event that the 
synchronization condition caonot be maintained, for 
example in the presence of errors over mere than one audio 
frame, the audio data stream is reacquired while the audio 
output is concealed. An error condition is signaled to the 
audio decoder by altering the audio synchronization ward 
associated with the audio frame in which the error has 
occurred. 
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[57] ABSTRACT

Audio data is processed from a packetized data. stream
canying digital television information in a succession of
fixed length transport packets. Some of the packets contain
a presentation time stamp (PPS) indicative of a time for
commencing the output of associated audio data. After the
audio data stream has been acquired. the detected audio
packets are monitored to locate subsequentPI‘S's for adjust—
ing the timing at which audio data is output. thereby
providing paper h'p synchronization with associated video,
Elm in the audio data are processed in a manner which
attunpts to maintain synchronization of the audio data
stream while masking the errors. In the event that the
synchronization condition cannot be maintained. for
example in the presence of enors over more than one audio
frame, the audio data steam is reaoquired while the audio
output is concealed. An mu" condition is signaled to the
audio decoder by altering the audio synchronization word
assodated with the audio frame in which the error has
econ-red.
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ACQlJISfflON AND ERROR RECOVERY OF 
AUDIO DATA CARRIED IN A PACKETIZED 

DATASTREAM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
associated data to facilitate remnltiplexing and network 
routing operations. When an adaptation field is used. lhe 
payload is correspondingly shoo.er in length. 

The PCR is a sample of the system time clock (STC) for 
5 the associated _p-ogram at the time the PCR bytes are 

received at the dccodcr. The decoder uses the PCR values to 
The present invention relates to a method and apparatus synchronize a decoder system time clock (STC) with the 

for acquiring audio data from a paci:etized data stream and encoder's system time clock. The lower nine bits of a 42-bit 
recovl'.l)' from ci:rors contained in such data. STC provide a modulo-JOO counter that is incremented at a 

Various standards have emerged for the transport of 10 27 MHz clock rate. At eadl modulo-300 rollover. the count 
digit.al data, such as digit.al television data. Examples of such in the upper 33 bits is incremented. such that the upper bits 
standards include the Moving Pictures &perts Group of the STC represent time in units of a 90 kHz clock period. 
(MPEG) standards and the DigiCiphei@ II standard prop:i- This enables _p-esentation time stamps (PJ'S) and decode 
etary to General Instmment Corporation of Chicago, nt, time stamps (D'I'S) to be used to dictate the praper time for 
U.S.A., the assignee of the present invention. The DigiCi- 15 the decoder to decode access units and to present presenta-
phei@ I[ standard extends the MPEG-2 SYStems and video lion units with the accuracy of one 90 kHz clock period. 
standards, which are widely known and recognized as tnms- Since eadl_ program or service cao:ied by the data. stream 
port and video compression $pCCifi.catlons specified by the may have its own PCR, the programs can be multiplexed 
International Standards Organization (ISO) in Doaunent asynchronously. 
series ISO 13818. The MPEG-2 specification's systems 20 Synchronization of audio. video and data presentation 
"layer"provides atransmissionmediumindependeotcoding within a program is accomplished using a time stamp 
tedlnique to build bitstreams contaiuing one or more MPEG approach. Presentation time stamps (PrSs) and/or decode 
programs. The MPEG oodiog technique uses a fonnal gram- time stamp., (DTSs)arc inserted into the transport stream for 
mar ("syntax") and a set of se!lllllltic rules for the construe- the separate video and audio packets. The PfS and DTS 
tion of bitstteams. The syntax and semantic rules indudc :zs information is used by the decoder to determine when to 
provisions for dcmnltiplexing, clock recovery, elementary deoodc and display a picnue and when to play an audio 
stream syndlronization and eaor handling. segment. The PfS and DTS values are relative to the same 

The MPOO transport stream is specifically designed for system time clock sampled to generate the PCRs. 
use with media that can genrzate data errors. Many 30 All MPOO video and audio data must be formatted into a 
_p-ograms, each comprised of one or man: elementary paci:etized elementary stream (PES) formed from a succes-
streams, may be combined into 1. transport stteam. Examples sion of PBS packets. Bach PBS packet includes a PBS header 
of services that can be provided using the MPEG format are followed by a payload. The PBS packets are then divided 
television services broadcast over tctrestrial. cable television into the payloads of successive fixed length lranspod pack-
1111d satellite netwOl'ks as well as interactive telephony-based 35 ets. 
services. The primary mode of information carriage in PBS packets are of variable and relatively long length. 
MPEG broadcast applications will be the MPBG·2 transport Varioos optional fields, such as the presentation time stamps 
stream. The syntax and semantics of the MPE0-2 tr1111sport and decode time stamps may be included in the PBS header. 
stream are defined in International Organisation for When the transport packets are fanned from the PBS. the 
Standardisation, ISO/IBC 13818-1. International Standard, 40 PBS he.aden immediately follow the transport packet head· 
1994 entitled "Generic Coding of Moving Pictures and ers. A single PBS packet may span many transport packets 
Associ.atcdAudio:Systems,"recom.mcndationH.222,incor- and the subsections of the PES packet mnst appear in 
porated herein by reference. consecutive transport packets of the same PID value. n 

Multiplexing according to the MPEG-2 standard is should be appreciated. however, that these transport packets 
accomplished by segmenting and packaging elementary 45 may be freely multiplexed with other transport packets 
stJ:ea.ms sudl as compressed digital video and audio into having diffcreot PIDs and carrying data from different 
packetized elementary stream (PES) paclccts which are then elementary streams within the constraints of the MPEG-2 
segmented and packaged into transport packets. As noted Systems specifi.cation. 
above, each MPEG transport packet is fixed at 188 bytes in Video programs are carried by placing coded MPEG 
length. The first byte is a synchronization byte having a so video streams into PBS packets which are then divided into 
specific eight-bit pattern. e.g., 01000111. The sync byte transport packets fa- insertion into 1. transport stzcam. Each 
indicates the beginning of each trusport packet video PBS packet contains one or more coded video 

Following the 5Ync byte is a lhree-byte fi.eld which pictures, referred to as video "access units." A PfS and/or a 
includes 1. one-bit transport packet wor indicator, a one-bit IYJ'S value may be placed into lhe PBS packet header that 
payload unit start indicator, a one-bit transport priority 55 encapsulates the associated access units. The IYJ'S indicates 
indicator. a 13-bit packet identifier (PID). a two-bit transport when the decoder should decode the access unit into a 
scrambling control, a two-bit adaptation field control, and a presentation unit The PI'S is used to actuate the decoder to 
four-bit continuity counter. The remaining 184 bytes of the present the associated presentation unit. 
packet may cany the data to be communicated. An optional Audio programs a.re provided in acca-dance with the 
adaptation field may follow the prefix for carrying both (ii) MPEG Systems specification using the same specification of 
MPEG related and private information of relevance to a the PES packet layer. PfS values may be included in lhose 
given transport stream or the elementary stream carried PBS packet$ that contain the first byte of an audio access unit 
within a given b:llnsport packet. Provisions for clock ( sync !rune). The first byte of an audio access unit is part of 
l:l:COVl'.l)', such as a program clock refc:rence (PCR), and an audio sync word. An audio frame is dcfi.nod as the data 
bitstream splicing information axe typical oftbe information 6S between two consecutive audio sync words. including the 
cm::ried in the adaptation fi.eld. By placing such information preceding sync word and not including the succeeding sync 
in II.II adaptation field. it becomes encapsulated with its word. 
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In DigiCipbcr@ Il, audio transport packets include one or information will be dominated by whether the receiver has 
both of an adapt.alion field and payload field. The adaptation adequate eaor detection. Thus, it would be advantageous to 
field may be used to transport lhe PCR values. The payload provide a decoder having two modes of operation. In a 
field tra.nspats lhe audio PBS, consisting of PES headers robust error detection environment such as for satellite 
and PBS data. PBS headers are used to transput the audio s communications or cable media, where mor detection is 
PrS values. Audio PBS data consists of audio frames as robust. a seamless mode of q>eration can be provided by 
specified. e.g., by the Dolby@ AC-3 or Musicam audio trusting a bit rate change indication provided by the data. In 
syntax specincations. The AC-3 specifications arc set forth a less robust error detection environment, indications of bit 
in a document entitled Digital Audio Compression (AC-3), rate changes can be ignored, at the expense of requiring 
ATSC Standard. Doc. A/52, United States Advanced Tele- 10 resynchron.ization of the audio in lbe event that the bit rate 
vision Systems Committee. The Musicam specification can has actually c:banged. 
be found in the document entitled "Coding of Moving n would be further advantageous to provide an audio 
Pictures and Associated Audio for Digital Stcnge Media at decoder in which synchronization to the audio bitstream is 
UptoAboutl.SMBtr/s,"Part3Audio,11172-3(MPBG-1) maintained when the audio data contains errors. Such a 
published by ISO. Each syntax spec:11i.es 1111 audio sync frame 1s decoder should conceal the audio for those sync frames in 
as audio sync word, followed by audio infonnation includ- which an cm.- has occurred, to minimize the aural impact of 
ing audio sample rate, bit rate and/« frame siz.e. followed by audio data errors. 
audio data. It would be still fu:rther advantageous to provide a decoder 

In crtler to recollSlnlct a television signal from the video in which the timing at which audio data is output from the 
and audio infonnation carried in an MPEG/DigiCiphcr:@ JI 20 decoder's audio buffer is adjusted on an ongoing basis. The 
transport stream, a decoder is required to process the video intent of such adjustments would be to insure correct pre-
packets for oulpUt to a video decompression processor sentation time for audio elementary streams. 
(VDP) and the audio packds for output to an audio dcoom· The present invention provides methods and apparatus for 
pression processor (ADP). In order to p-operly process tbe decoding digital audio data from a pack.etized transport 
audio data, the decoder is required to syndirooi7.e to the 25 stream having the aforementioned and other advantages. 
audio data packet stream. In pmticular, this is required to SUMMARY OP THE INVENTION 
enable audio data to be buffered fer continuous output to the . • . • 
ADP and to enable the audio syntu. to be read for audio rate In aa:ordance ~ th~ pcsent. mventton, a meth~ Ill 

information necessuy to delay the audio output to achieve provided for~g di~ a~dio ~~a packc~ 
proper lip syochrollizadon with respect to the video of the 30 data stream c.urymg televwon information m a succes&1on 
same of fixed length transport packets. Each of the packets 

program. • • • includes a pacJcct identifier (PID). Some of the packets 
Several .events ~ result in ~ conditioos Wl~ respect contain a program clock reference (PCR) value for synchro-

to the audio proceasmg. These mclude loss of audio trans- oizi.ng a decoder system time dock (STC). Some of the 
port packets due to ~ssion dwmel earon. ~ors will ss packets contain a presentation time stamp (PrS) indicative 
also result from the n,cmpt. of audio packets which are not of a time fer commencing the oulpUt of associated data for 
properly decrypted « ue still .enayp~ .A decoder must. be use in rcconSU"Ucti.ng a television signal. In a.ccordance with 
able to ~andle such~ wilhoot significantly degrading the method, the PID's foe the packets carried in the data 
the quality of the audio output. stream are monitored to identify audio packets associated 

~e decoder must also be able to handle <;11anges in the 40 with tbe des.ired program. The audio pa.elects are examined 
audio sample r~e and audio bit rate. The audio sample me to locate the occummce of at least one audio synchroniza-
for a giveo audio elementary stream will rarely change. The tion wa:d thrrein for use in achieving a syncbronizatioo 
audio bit rate, however, ca.n often change at program condition. The audio packets are mOll.itored aftcr lbe syn-
boundaries, 1111d at the start and end of coJllllll'.lcials. It is chron.ization condition has been achieved to locate an audio 
di:llicult to maintain sy~nization .to the audio. stream 45 PTS. After the PTS is located, the detected audio packets are 
through such rate changes, Sl.DCC tbe S17.C of the audi? sync searched to locate tbe neJtt audio sync:brooization word. 
fram~ is dependent on the. audio ~le rate and ~t rate. Audio data following tbe next audio synchronization word is 
~dllng undetected errors in !he ~udio stream, ~cularly stored in a buffer. The stored audio data is output from the 
m systems where error detection 1s weak. complicates lhe buffer when the decoder system time clock reaches a speci-
tracking of the audio stream through rate changes. When a. ,o fied time derived from the PTS. The detected audio packets 
received bitstream indicates that an audio rate has changed, are continually monitored to locate subsequent audio PTS' s 
the rate may or may not have actually changed. If the for aajusting the timing at which the stored audio data is 
decoder responds to an indication from the bit.stream that lhe output from the buffer on an ongoing basis. 
audio rate bas changed when the in<!ication is t? ~or and A PfS po.inter can be provided to maintain a current PrS 
the rate has not ~hanged, a losf of audio. sy~cbronu:atton ~ill ss value and an address of the buffer identifying where the sync 
likclf oa:ur. 'Ibis can result in an audio signal degradation word of an audio fi:a.mc referred to by tbe cmrent PTS is 
that 1s noticeable to an end user. stored. In orou to provide the timing adjustment. the PrS 

To support an audio sample rate change. the audio dock value in the PTS pointer is replaced with 11 new PTS value 
rates utilized by the decoder: must be changed. This process after data stored at the address specified by the PTS pointer 
can take significant time, again degrading the quality of !he w has been output from the buffer. The address specified by the 
audio oulput signal Still further, such a sample rate change PrS pointer is then replaced with a new address oom:spond· 
will require tbe audio buffers to be cleated to establish a ing to tbe sync word of an audio frame referred to by tbe new 
different sample-rate-dependent lip sync delay. Thus. it may PrS value. The output of data from the buffer is suspended 
not be advantageous to trust a. signal in the received bit- when the oew buffer address is reached during tbe presen-
stream indicating that the audio sample rate has changed. 6S tation process. Tbe output of data from the buffer is rccom-

With respect to bit rate changes, the relative frequency of menced when the decoder's system time clock reaches a 
such changes compared to undetected crrors in the bit rate specified time derived from the oew PI'S value. 
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In DigiCiphuQ 11, audio nansporl packets include one or
both of an adaptation field and payload fieldfrhe adaptation
field may be used to transport the PCR values. The payload
field transpctts the audio PBS. consisting of PBS headers
and PBS darn. rm headers are used to transpm the audio
PI‘S values. Audio ms data consists of audio frames as

specified. e.g., by the Dolby® AC-3 or Musicam audio
syntax specifications. The A03 specifications are set forth
in a document entitled Digitsl Audio Compression (AC-3).
A'I‘SC Standard Doc. A152. United States Advanced Tole
vision Systems Committee. The Musicnm spedfiention an
be found in the document entitled “Coding of Moving
Flames and Associnmd Audio for Digital Stu-age Media at
Up toAbout 1.5 WIT/s," Part3 Audio, 11172-3 (MPEG-1)
publishedby ISO. Etch syntax specifies an audio syncframe
rs audio sync word, followed by audio lnfonnation includ—
ing audio samplerare, nitrate nndlor frame size. followedby
audio data.

In alter to twons'u'uct a television signal hunt the video
and audio infamation carried in an MPEG/DigiCiPheflD n
nanspmsuemadecoderisreqniredtoprocess the video
packets for ouqmt to a video decompression processor
(VB?) and the Indie packets for output to an audio decom-
pression processor (ADP). In order to properly process the
audiodatmthedecoderisrequiredtosyndironizetothe
audiodatapaeketsu’eam. Inputicnlarnhis isrequiredto
enable audio data to be buifued f“ continuous mtput to the
ADP and to enable the audio syntax to be readfor audio rate
information necessary to delay the audio wtput to achieve
proper lip syncbmninlion with respect to the video of the
m W03“!!!-

Several events can result in error conditions with respect
to the audio promising. These include loss of audio ms-
poxt pockets due to maximisation channel errors. Errors will
also result from the receipt of audio packets which are not
properly deayptednrare sfillenerypted. Adenodermnstbe
able to handle such errors without significantly degrading
the quality of the Indie output.

The deeoda must also be able to handle changes in the
audio sample rate and audio hit rate. The audio sample rate
for a given audio elementary stream will rarely change. The
audio bit rate, however. can ofien change at program
boundaries. and at the start and end of eommem’nls. It is
difficult to maintain synchronization to the audio stream
through such rnte changes. since the size of the audio sync
frames is dependent on the audio sample rate and bit rate.
Handling undetected errors in the audio ski-am, particularly
in systems where error detection is tweak. complicates the
tracking of the audio stream through rate changes. When a
received bitsnenm indicates that an audio nte has dtmged.
the rate may or may not have actually changed. If the
decoderreeponds to an indication from the bitauenm that the
audio rate has changed when use indication is in odor and
literate has not changed, a loss ofaudio synchronization will
likely occur. This can result in an audio signal degradation
that is noticeable to In and user.

To support an audio sample rate change. the audio dock
rates utilized by the decoder must be dtanged. This pmcess
can take significant time, again degrading the quality of the
audio output signal. Still further, such a sample rate change
will require the audio bulfu's to be cleared to establish a
different sample-ntc-dependent lip sync delay. Than it may
not be advantageous to trust a signal in the received bit-
stream indicating that the audio sample rate has changed. 65

With respect to bit rate changes. the relative frequency of
such changes compared to undetected errors in the bit rate
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information will be dominated by whether the receiver has
adequate error detection. Thus, it would be advantageous to
provide a decoder having two modes of operation. In a
robust error detedion environment stint as for satellite
communications or cable media, when error detection is
robust, a seamless mode of operation can be provided by
ousting a bit rate orange indiestion provided by the data. In
a less robust em: detection environment, indications of bit
rate changes can be ignored, at the expense oi requiring
resyndironintion of the audio in the event that the bit rate
lens actually changed

It would be further advantageous to provide an audio
decoder in which synchronization to the audio bitstream is
maintained when the audio data contains more. Such s
decoder should conceal the audio for those sync frames in
whidtmenahasowmedtominimizethe auralimpactof
audio data «tors.

Itwould be still further advantageous to provide a demdet
in whidt the timing at which audio data is output from the
decoder-‘5 audio halter is adjusted on an ongoing basis. The
intent of such adjustments would be to insure correct pre-
sentation time for audio elementary streams.

The present invention provides methods and apparatus for
deeodingdigimlaudiodaufiomapaeketizednansport
stream having the aforementioned and other advantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the present invention, a method is
provided {amassing digital audio data from a packetized
data stream carrying television information in a succession
of fixed length transport pockets. Each of the packets
includes a packet identifier (Pm). Some of the packets
contain a program clock reference (PCR) value for synchro-
nizing a decoder system time clock (STC). Some of the
packets wnuin a presentation time stamp (PTS) indicative
of n time for commencing the outpm of associated data for
use in reconstructing a television signal. In accordance with
the mailed, the PET: for the padeets curried in the data
stream are monitored to identify audio packets associated
with the desired program The audio packets are examined
to locate the commence of at least one audio synchroniza—
tion word tha'ein fix use in achieving a synchronization
condition. The audio packets are monitored after: the syn-
chronization condition has been achieved to locate an audio
PTS.AfteI‘theFI‘Sislocated,tbe detected audiopacketsare
searched to locate the next audio syndironization word.
Audio data following the next audio synchronization word is
stored in a bulfer. The stored audio data is output from the
butter when the decoder system time clock reaches 1 speci-
fied lime derived from Etc PIS. The detected audio packets
at continually monitored to locate subsequent audio P'l‘S‘s
for mdjusfing the timing at which the stored audio data ‘5
output tom the bulfer on an ongoing basis.

APTS pointer can be provided to maintain a current PIS
value and an address of the buffer identifying where the sync
wordofanaudiofiamerefm'edtobythecurrentf’l‘s is
stored. In order to provide the timing adjustment. the HS
value in the HS pointer is replaced with a new FI‘S value
nfmrdatn stored attire address specifiedby the E'l‘Spointer
has been outpm item the ballerina: address specified by the
FPS pointer is then replaced with a new address correspond—
ingtothe syncwordofan nudioframerefen'ed to bythe new
PIS value. The output of data from the bullet is suspended
when the new butler address is readied during the presen-
tation process. The output ofdata from the buffer is recom-
meneed when the decoda's system time clock reaches a
specified time derived from the new PIS value.
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In an illustrated embodiment. the output of data from the indicated by the audio data on the assumption that the 
botfcr is recommenced when the decoder's system time umple rate has not actually changed, and concealing the 
clock reaches the time indicated by the sum of the new PJ'S audio frame containing lhe data indicative of an audio 
value and an offset value. The offset value provides proper sample rate change while attempting lo maintain the syn-
lip synchronization by accounting for any decoder video 5 cbronization condition. 1bis strategy will properly respond 
signal p-ocesiing delay. In this manner, after the audio and to an event in which the audio sample rate change er bit rate 
video data has been decoded. the audio data can be presented change indication is the result of an cuor in the indication 
synchronously with the video data so that. for eDmple, the itself, as opposed to an actual rate change. 
movement of a pa-son's lips in the video picture will be Similady, audio data can be processed in aa:ordance with 
sufficiently synchronous to the sound reproduced. 10 a new rate indicated by the audio data in the absence of an 

The method of the present invention can comprise the error indication pertaining to the audio frame containing the 
further step of commencing a reacquisition of the audio new rate, while attempting to maintain the synchronization 
synchronization condition if the decoder's system time clock condition. The audio data is processed without changing the 
is beyond lhc spcclfied time derived from the new PI'S value rate if an crror indication pertains to the audio frame 
before the output of data from the buffer is recommenced. 15 containing the new rate. A1 the same time. the audio frame 
Thus, if a PJ'S designates that an audio frame should be to which the error condition pertains is concealed while the 
p-esented at a time which has already passed, reacquisition decoder attempts to maintain the synchronization condition. 
of the audio data will automatically commence to can:ct the If the synchronization condition cannot be maintained, a 
timing error, thus minimizing the duration of the resultant reacquisition of the syochronbation condition is 
audio artifact 20 commenced., as desired when the sample nte actually 

In the illustrated c:mbodiment. two consecutive audio changes. 
synchronization words define an audio frame therebetween, Apparatus in accordance with the present invention 
including the preceding sync word. but not including the acquires audio infomwion carried by a paclcctized data 
succeeding sync word. The occurrence of errors may be strum. The apparatus also handles errors contained in the 
detected in the audio packets. Upon detecting a first audio 25 audio infcmiation. Means are provided for identifying audio 
packet of a current audio frame containing an ei:ror, the write packets in the data slrelm. An audio elementary stream is 
pointer for the butfer is advanced by the maximum number recovered from the detected audio packets for storage in a 
of bytes (N) contained in one of the fixed length transport buffer. An audio presentation time stamp (PI'S) is located. in 
packets. At the same time, the cw:rent audio frame is the detected audio packets. Means responsive to the PI'S are 
designated as being in error. The subsequent audio packets 30 provided for commencing the output of audio dat:A from the 
of the cwrent audio frame are monitored for the next audio buffer at a specified time. Means arc providedfoc monkoring 
synchronization word a&r the CEIOr has been detected. If the the detected audio packets aftc::r the output of audio data 
synchronization wcrd is not received at the expected point in from the buffer has commenced., in order to locate subse-
the audio elcmenmy stream. subsequent data is not stored in quent audio PI'S's for use in governing the output of audio 
the buffer until the sync wtt<l is located. Storage of audio 35 data from the butfcr to insure audio is presented synchronous 
datl.iuto the buffer is resumed with the next sync word if the to any other elementary streams of the same program and to 
next audio synchronization wcnl is located within N bytes maintain com:ct buffer fullness. 
after the commencement of the search therefor. If the next The apparatus can further comprise means for maintain-
audio synchronization word is not located within N bytes Ing a PJ'S pointer with a rurrent PJ'S value and an address 
after the commencement of the search therefor, a reacqui- 40 of the buJfcr identifying where a portion of audio data 
sition of the synchronization condition is commtnced. These refeired to by the CWICDt PrS is stored. Means are provided 
steps will insure the buffer is maintained at the correct for replacing the PI'S value in the PJ'S pointer with a new 
fullness when as many as one transport packet is lost per cw:nmt PIS value after data stored at the address set forth in 
audio sync frame, even with the sync frame size changes the PJ'S pointer has been output from the buffer. The address 
such as with a sample rate of 44.1 bps, and will resynchro- 45 in the PJ'S pointer is then replaced with a new address 
nize the audio when too many audio transport pawts are corresponding t.o a portion of audio data refcned to by the 
lost. new anrent PJ'S value. Means responsive to the PJ'S pointer 

Whenevc:r-the audio data from which the television audio are provided for suspending the ou1put of data from the 
is being reconstructed is in error. it is preferable to conceal buffer when the new address is reached. Means are provided 
the error in the television audio. In the illustrated .so for recommencing the output of data from the buffer at a 
embodiment, a cwrent audio frame is designated as being in time derived from the new current PJ'S value. In the event 
error by altering the audio synchronization word for that that lhc new cwrent PTS value is outside a predetermined 
frame. Foc example, every other bit of the audio synchro- range, means provided in the apparatus conceal the audio 
nization word can be inverted. The error in the television sig:llal and reestablish synchronization. 
audio for the cotrcsponding audio frame may then be 55 In an illustrated embodiment, the audio transport packets 
concealed in response to an altered synchronization word have a fixed length of M bytes. The transport packets carry 
during the decoding and presentation process. 1bis method a succession of audio frames each contained wholly or 
allows the buffering and error detection process to signal the partially in said packets. The audio frames each begin with 
decoding and presentation process when em:n occur via the an audio synchronization wocd. Means are provided for 
dat:A itself, without the need for additional intup:ocess 60 detecting the occurrence of errors in the audio packts. A 
signals. write pointer for the buffer is advanced by the maximum 

The audio data can include information indicative of an lllllJlbcr of audio frame bytes per audio transport packet (N) 
audio sample rate and audio bit rate, at least one of which is and a cmrent audio frame is designated as being in error 
variable. In such a situation, it i& advantageous to maintain upon detecting an error in an audio pack.et of the cw:rent 
synchronization within the audio elementary stzcam during 6S audio frame. Means are provided for monitoring the detected 
a. rate change indicated by the audio data. 1bis can be audio packets of the current audio frame for the next audio 
accomplished by ignoring an audio sample rate change synchronization word after tbe error has been detected. If the 
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In an illustrated embodiment. the output of data from the
buffer is recommeneed when the deooder‘s system time
cloekreaches the time indicated by the sum ofme new PI‘S
value and an otfset value. The ofisa value provides proper
lip syndronlzation by accounting for any decoder video
signal processing delay. In this manner. after the audio and
Video data has been decoded, the audio data can be presented
syndn'onously with the video data so that. for exanqole. the
movementofaperson‘slipsinthevideopicunewillbe
sufiidently synchronous to the sound reproduced

The method of the present invenh'on can comprise the
further step of commenting is «acquisition of the audio
ryndnoniution condition if the decoda’s nystun time clock
is beyond the specified time derived from the new P'I‘S value
before the output of data from the bufler is recommenoed.
Thus, if 1 PTS designates that an audio frame should be
presented at a time which has already passed, rencquisltioo
of the audio detewill automatically commence to career the
timing error, thus minimizing the duration of the resultant
audio artifact.

In the illustrated embodiment, two consecutive audio
syndrrotdzation words define an audio frame therebctween,
including the preceding sync word. but not including the
sumoding sync word. The occurrence of errors may be
detected in the audio packeus. Upon detecting a first audio
packet of: current audio frame containing an error, the write
pointerforthe bufiaisadvencedbythemuimtmnumba
of bytes (N) contained in one of the fixed length tampon
packets. At the same time, the current audio fume is
designated as being in error. The subsequent audio packets
of the current audio frame ere monitored for the next audio
syndrronizntion word nfterthe error has been deterred. If the
syndnonination wadis not received at the expected point in
the audio elementary stream. subsequent date is not stored in
the buffer until the sync word is located Storage of audio
dminto the bufferis resumed with the next sync wordif the
next audio syncin'onimtion weed is located within N bytes
after the commencement of the search therefor. If the next
audio synchronization word is not located within N bytes
after the commencement of the search director, a mourn-
sition ofthe synchronization condition is commenced. These
rtepswillinsure the bufi‘erismintninedntthe correct
fullness when as many as one transport packet is lost pa
audio sync frame. even with the sync frame size changes
such on with a sample rate of 44.1 taps, and will resynduo—
nizc the audio when too many audio transport packets are
lost

Wheneva the audio data from which the television audio
is being reconstructed is in error. it is preferable to conceal
the error in the television audio. In the illustrated
embodiment. a meet audio frame is designated as being in
error by altering the audio synchronization word for that
frame. For example, way other bit of the audio synchro»
nizetion word can be inverted. The error in the television
audio for the corresponding wdio frame may then be
conceded in response to an altered synchronization word
during the decoding and presentation process. This method
allows the tendering and error detection process to signal the
decoding and presentation process when errors occur via the
data itself, without the our! for additional intajxooess
signals.

The audio date can include information indicative of on

audio sample rate and audio hit rate, at least one of which is
variable. In such 1 situation. it is advantageous to maintain
synchronization within the audio elementary steam during
a rate change indicated by the audio data. This an be
moomplished by ignoring an audio sample rate change
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indicated by the audio data on the assumption that the
We rate has not saintly changed, and concealing the
audio frame containing the dam indicative of an audio
sample rate mange while attempting to maintain the syn
chronizntion condition. This strategy will properly respond
to In event in which the audio sample rate change or hit rate
dtmge indication is the result of an error in the indication
itself,“ qrposcdtoen actualrntechnnge.

Similarly, audio data can be massed in accordance with
a new rate indicated by the audio data in the nbsenee of an
error indication pemining to the eudio frame containing the
new rate, while attempting to maintain the synduonizntion
condition. “1: audio data is processed without changing the
rateifana-rorlndimtionpcrtainstothe nudiofmmc
coutainlngthe ncwrete.Atthesamefime,the nudiofmme
to which the star condition pertains is concealed while the
decoder attempts to maintain the synchronization condition.
If the synchronization condition cannot be maintained. a
reecquisition of the synchronization condition is
commenced, as desired when the sample we smelly
changes.

Apparatus in accordance with the present invention
requires audio infonnafion carried by a packedzed data
stream. The apparatus also handles errors contained in the
audio infcrmntion. Means are provided for identifying audio
packetsinthe datasmAnnudioelementarysu'eamls
recovered from the detected nudio pockets for storage in 3
Wet. An audio presentation time stamp (PIS) is located in
the deteaed audio packets. Means responsive to the FIS are
provided forcommencingtheoutput ofnudiodntsfromthe
bufierat a specified time. Means ereprovided formonitoring
the detected audio packets site: use output or audio data
fromthe buffer has commenced, in order to locate subse-
quent audio l’I‘S‘s fu- use in governing the output of audio
dntnfromthe bulfer to insure IlldiO is presented synchronous
to any other elementnry streams of the same prom rod to
maintain comet: bufi‘er fullness.

The nppnrauls an ftnthq' comprise means for maintain-
ingePTSpointerwiiha unrentPI‘Svnluenndnnnddress
of the buffer identifying where a portion of nudio data
referred to by the CW! PI'S is stored. Mans are provided
fa replecing the PPS value in the FPS pointer with a new
amentPTS valucnfterdntnsmredettheaddress setforthin
the P'l‘S pointer has been output fromthe butler. The address
in the P13 pointer is then replaced with a new address
corresponding to a pardon of audio data rotated to by the
new omentyrs value. Means responsive to the PIS pointer
ere provided for suspending the output of dot: from the
buffer when the new eddress is reached. Means are provided
for recommending the output of data from the India at l
time daived from the new current PI‘S value. In the event
that the new current FPS value is outside a predetermined
range. means provided in the apparatus conceal the audio
signal end reestablish synchronization.

In an illustrated embodiment, the audio transport packets
have a fixed length of M bytes. The nsnsport packets carry
n succession of audio frames each contained wholly or
partially in said packets. The audio frames each begin with
an audio synchronization word. Means are provided for
detecting the omence of errors in the audio packets. A
write pointer for the bullet is advanced by the maximum
number of audio frame bytes per audio transport packet (N)
and 1 current audio frame is designnted as being in error
upon detecting en error in an audio packet of the urgent
nudia flame. Means are provided for monitoring the detected
audio packets of the current audio frame for the next audio
synduonizafion word after the error has been detected. Ifthe
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synchronization wO£d is not receive.cl whcre expccte.d within transport packets. Mllltlplcxiog is accomplished by seg-
the audio elementary stream. subsequent audio data is not menting d.ementary streams such as code.cl video and audio 
buffered until the next audio synchronization word is into ms padcets and then segmenting these into lransport 
received. This process compensates for too many audio packets. The figure is illustntive only, since a PBS packet. 
bytes having been buffered when the emrcd audio packet s sum as PBS packet 16 illustrated, will commonly translate 
was detected. Such an event will occur each time the lost into othcr than the six transport packets 24 illuslrated. 
packet does not amy the maximum number of possible 
audio data bytes. Means ue provided for resuming the In lhe example of FIG. 1, an elementary stream generally 
stcrage of audio data in the buffer ff lhe next audio syn- designated 10 contains audio data provide.cl in audio frames 
chronization word is located within N b"''"S after the com- 14 del.incated by synchronization words 12. Similar elemen-

;- 10 tary streams will be provide.cl for video data and other data 
mencement of the search therefor. If the next audio syn- to be transported. 
chronizatioo word is not located within said N bytes after the 
commencement of the SCl:rch therefor, the audio timing will The :first step in forming a transport paclrd: stream is to 
be reacquired. In this Dlllllller, the size of the sync frames reconfigw:c the elementary stream for each type of data into 
butfered will be maintained including for those frames that a corresponding packetized elementary stream (PES) 
aremarkedasbeinginerra-,unlessthenextsyncwordisnot 

15 
fonned from successive PBS packets, such as packet 16 

located where expectod in the audio elementary stream to illustrated. Ram PBS packet contains a PBS header 18 
recover from the C1TO£ before buffering any of the next followe.d by a PES payload 20. The payload COillJTISes the 
successive frame. This algorithm allows the decode and data to ~ co~catcd. Th~ PES header 18 will contain 
presentation processes to rely on buffered audio frames 20 infomiation ~s~ in processmg the payload data. such as 
being the coacct size in bytes, even when data cnon result the presentation lil.ne stamp (Pl'S). 
in the loss of an unknown amOU11t of audio data. The h~ and payload data from each PBS packet are 

Means can also be provided for concealing emir in an encapsulated into ttansport packets 24, cam containing a 
audio signal reproduced from data output from the bulfer transport header 30 and payload data 32. The payload dat.11 
when the data output from the buffer is in mo.r. Means m 25 of the lransport packet 24 will contain a pa:1:ion of the 
further providod for altering the audio synchronization word payload data~ and/or~ header 18 from PPS packet Ui. 
associated with a Qlffeot audio frame. to signal the decode ln an MPBG unplcment.ation, the transport header 30 will 
and presentation process that a particular frame is in error. contaio the packrt identifier (PID) which identifies the 
The concealing means are responsive to altt:red syncbroni- ~ packet. such as an audio transport packet 24, a 
zation words for cooccaling audio associated with the co.r-30 vtdeo lransport packet 26, or other data packet 28. In FIG. 
responding audio frame. 1, only the derivation of the audio transport packets 24 is 

Decoder apparatus in accordance w.ith the invention shown. In ontei: to derive video packets 26 and other packets 
acquires audio information caxried by a pactctized data 28, coiresponding elementary streams (not shown) are pro-
meam and handles errcn therein. Means are provided for vided ~ are processe.d into PPS packets and transport 
identifying audio pacb:ts in the data stream. The successive 35 packets m essentially the same manner illustrated in FIG. 1 
audio frames are extracted from the audio transport packets. with respect to the formation of the audio transport packets 
&ch audio frame is carried by one or more of the packets, Each MPBG lraosport pack"tt contains 188 bytes of data. 
and the start of each audio frame ii identified by an audio formed from _the four-byte transport header 30 and payload 
syncbroniution wc.-d. Means respomive to the syncbroni- data 32, which can be up to 184 bytes. In the MPEG 
zation words obtain a synchronization condition enabling 40 implementation, an adaptation field of. e.g., eight bytes may 
the recovery of audio data from the detected audio packets be provided between the transpcrt header 30 and payload 32. 
for storage in a bulfer. Means are provided for detecting the The variable length adaptation field can contain, for 
presence of errors in the audio data. Means responsive to the example, the program clock reference (PCR) used for syn-
error detecting means conttol the flow of data through the cbronizltion of the decoder system time clock (STC). 
butfcr when an eaar is present, to attempt to maintain the 4S The plurality of audio transport packets 24, video trans-
syncbronization couditioo while masking the ei:ro.r. Me&llS port paclrd:s Ui and other packets 28 is m.ultiple.xed as 
are providod for reestablishing the audio timing if the illustrated in FIG. 1 to form a transport stream 22 that is 
controlling means canoot maintain the synchronization coo- co.nmwnicated over the communication clwmel from the 
dition. encoder to the decoder. The purpose of the decoda is to 

8 
so demultiplex the different types of transport pacets from the 

R1EF DESCRJPflON OF nm DRAWJNGS transport stream. base.cl on the PID's of the individual 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration showing how audio packets, and to then process cad! of the audio, video and 

transport packets arc formed from an elementary stream of other components for use in reconstructing a television 
audio data; signal. 

FIG. ~ is a block dia~am of decoder apparatus that can 55 FIG. 2 is a block dillgram of a decoder for rccovc::ring the 
be use.cl in accordance wilh the present invention; video and audio data. The transport stream 22 is input to a 

FIG. 3 is a m<re detailed block: diagram of the decoder demultiplexer and data parsing subsystem 44 via terminal 
system time clock: (STC) illuslratod lo. FIG. 2; 40. The demultiplexing ud data parsing subsystem com-

FIG. 4 is a more detailed block diagram of the demulti- municates with a decoder miaoixocessoc 42 via a data bus 
plcxiog and data parsing circuit of FIG. 2; and 60 88. Subsystem 44 recovers the video and audio transport 

FIG. 5 is a state diagram illustrating the processing of packets from the lransp<xt paclrd: stream and parses the 
audio dal.l in accocdance with the present invention. PCR, PfS and other necessary data therefrom for use by 

DEI'A.Il.ED DPSCRIPTION OF nm other decoder co~ncnt.s. For example. PCR's are rccov-
INVENTION ere.cl from adaptation fields of t:ranspa-t paclrd:s for use in 

65 synchronizing a decoder system time clock: (STC) 46 to the 
FIG. l is a diagrammatic illustration showing how one oc system time clock: of the encoder. Presentation time stamps 

more digital programs can be multiplexed into a slream of for the video and audio data streams are recovered from lhe 

.. 
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respective PBS packet headers and communicated as video The number of bits between the first bit of two consecu-
or audio control data to the video decoder 52 and audio tive audio sync words is refcm:d to as the frame size. The 
decoder 54, respectively. frame size depends on whether the audio stream is AC-3 or 

The decoder time clock 46 is illustrated in greater detail Musicam and has a different value for each combination of 
in FIG. '3. An important function of the decoder is the 5 audio sample and bit rate. In a preferred embodiment, 
reconstruction of the clock associated with a particular subsystem. 44 is required to synchronize to AC-3 and Musi-
program. This clock is used to re.construct, for example, the cam sample rates of 44.1 ksps and 48 ksps. The AC-3 audio 
proper horizontal scan rate for the video. The Jroper ire- syntax conveys the audio sample rate and audio frame size 
sentation rate of audio and video presentation units must while the Musicam audio syntax conveys the audio sample 
also be assured. These are the audio sample rate and the 

10 
rate and audio bit rate. Both AC-3 and Musicam specify one 

video frame rate. Synchronization of the audio to the video, sync frame size for each bit rate when the sample rate is 48 
referred to as "lip sync", is also required. ksps. However, AC-3 and Musicam specify two sync frame 

In order to generate a synchronized program clock, the sizes for each bit rate when the sample rate is 44.l ksps. a 
decoder system time clock (SI'C) 46 receives the PCR's via fact which complicates synchronization. especially through 
tenninal 60. Before the commencement of the transport packet loss. When lhe sample rate is 44.1 ksps. the correct 
stream decoding, a PCR value is used to preset a counter 68 15 sync frame size between the two possibilities is indicated by 
for the decoder system time clock. As the clock runs, the the least significant bit of the AC-3 frame size code or by a 
value of this coUDtcr is fed back to a subtracter 62. The local Musicam padding bit. 

Once two consecutive audio sync words have been 
feedback value is then co~ with subs~uenl PCR's in received with the ccnect number of bytes in between, as 
the tran~ ~am as they 11II1ve at terminal 68· When a 20 specified by the sync frame size, subsystem 44 will store the 
PCR arnves, it _represents the carect SI'C value for the audio sample rate and audio bit rate implied by the audio 
program. The difference between the P.CR value and the syntax for access by the decoder microprocessor 42. intcr-
SI'C value, as output fr?m su~acter 62, 1s filtered by a loop rupting the mia:oprocessor to indicate that subsystem 44 is 
filler 64 and used to drive the lDS~taneous frequency of a waiting for the microprocessor to supply it with an audio 
voltage controlled oscillator 66 to e1ther dea:ease or ina:ease 25 PJ'S correction factor. The correction factoc is necessary in 
the SI'C frequency as necessary. The SI'C has both a 90 kHz order to know when lo output audio data to the audio 
and 27 MHz component, and the loop filter 64 converts this decoder 54 during initial acquisition and during tracking for 
to units in the '1:7 Mhz domain. The output of the VCO 66 proper lip synchronization. The value is denoted as dPI'S. 
is a 27 MHz oscillator signal which is used as the program The lip sync value used for tracking is slightly less than that 
clock frequency output from the decoder system time clock. 30 used for initial acquisition to allow for time mors which will 
Those skilled in the art will recognize that the decoder time exist between any two PrS values. namely that which is 
clock 46 illustrated in FIG. 3 is implemented using well used for acquisition and those which arc used for tracking. 
known phase locked loop (PlL) techniques. Decoder microprocessor 42 sets the correction factors 

Before beginning audio synchronization, the decoder of such that audio and video-will exit the decoder with the 
HG. 2. and particularly subsystem 44, will remain idle until 35 wne lime relationship as it entered the encoder, thus achiev-
it is configured by decoder microprocessor 42. The confi.gu- ing lip synchronization. These correction factors arc deter-
ration consists of identifying the type of audio data stream mined based on audio sample rate and video frame rate (e.g., 
lo be processed (e.g., Dolby AC-3 or Musicam audio). 60Hzor50Hz).Thesedcpendeociesexistbecausetheaudio 
identifying the PID of packets from which the audio PCR decompression processing time required by audio decoder 
values are to be extracted, and identifying the PID for audio 40 54 potentwl.y depends on audio sample and bit rate while 
packets. the video decompression implemented by video dccodC'1' 52 

During the idle stale, subsystem 44 will instruct audio potentially depends on video frame rate and delay mode. In 
decoder 54 to conceal the audio outpuL Concealment can be a preferred implementation, the PrS correction factors coo-
accomplished by zeroing all of the audio samples. Subse- sist of 11 bits, representing the munber of 90 kHz clock 
queot digital signal processing will result in a smooth aural 45 periods by which audio data is to be delayed before output 
transition from no sound to sound, and back to no sound. to the audio decoder 54. With 11 bit values, the delay can be 
The concealment of the audio output will be terminated as high as '22.7 milliseconds. 
when the synchronization process reaches a tracking state. Once the demultiplexing and data parsing subsystem 44 
Decoder microprocessor 42 configures the audio fCl'lllllt as requests the decoder mia:oprocessoc 42 to supply the cor-
AC-3 or Musi.cam, depending on whethl:I' audio decoder 54 so rection factors, it will monitor reception of consecutive sync 
is an AC-3 or Musicam decoder. Miaoprocessor 42 deter- wards at the expected positions within the audio elementary 
mines the audio PID and audio PCR PID from program map stream. If an error condition occurs during this time, sub-
infamiation provided in the transport stream. The program system 44 will transition to searching far two consecutive 
map information is essentially a directory of PID's, and is audio sync wards with the correct number of data bytes in 
identified via its own PID. 55 between. Otherwise, subsystem 44 remains in State dPI'S-

Once the demultiplexer and data parsing subsystem 44 is wait until the decoder microprocessor services the interrupt 
commanded lo enter a Frame Sync slate via an acquire from subsystem 44 by writing dPI'Saa,, lo subsystem 44. 
command, it will begin searching for two consecutive audio Once subsystem 44 is provided with the PI'S correction 
sync words and will supply the decoder miaoprocessor 42 factocs, it checks whether a transport packet has boen 
with the audio sampling rate and audio bit rate indicated 60 received on the audio PCR PID containing a PCR value, 
within the audio elementary stream. To locate the sync carried in the adaptation field of the packet. Until this has 
words, subsystem 44 will receive transport packets on the oc=d, reception of conseaitive sync words will continue 
audio PID and extract the PBS data, searching for the [State=PCR Acquire]. If an error condition occurs during 
occurrence of the audio sync word, which is a this time, subsystem 44 will transition to searching for two 
predetermined, fixed word. For example, the AC-3 audio 65 consecutive audio sync words [State=Frame Sync]. 
sync word Is 0000 1011 0111 0111 (16 bits) while the Otherwise. it will remain in Stat=PCR Acquire until it 
Musicam sync word is 11111111 llll (12 bits). receives a PCR value on the audio PCR PID. 
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respective PES packet headers and communicated as video
or audio control data to the video decoder 52 and audio
decoder 54. respectively. ,

The decoder time clock 46 is illustrated in greater detail
in FIG. *3. An important function of the decoder is the
reconstruction of the clock associated with a particular
program. This clock is used to reconstruct, for example, the
proper horizontal scan rate for the video. The poper [re
sentation rate of audio and video presentation units must
also be assmed. These are the audio sample rate and the
video frame rate. Synchronization of the audio to the video,
referred to as "lip sync", is also required

In order to generate a synchronized program clock. the
decoder system time clock (81C) 46 receives the PCR's via
terminal 60. Before the commencement of the transport
stream decoding, a PCR value is used to preset a count: 68
for the decoder system time clock. As the clock runs. the
value of this comis fed back to a subtracter 62. The local

feedback value is then compared with subsequent PCR’s in
the h‘ansportstreamastheyan'iveatterminalfio.Whena
PCR arrives, it represents the correct STC value for the
trogram. The difi'erence between the PCR value and the
SFC value, as output from subtracter 62, is filtered by a loop
filter 64 and used to drive the instantaneous frequency of a
voltage controlled oscillator 66 to either decrease or increase
the ETC frequency as necessary. The STC has both a 90kllz
and 27 MHz component. and the loop hit: 64 converts this
to units in the 27 Mb: domain. The output of the VCO 66
is a27MI-Izoseillator signalwhichisusedasthepmgram
clock frequency output from the decoder system time clock.
Those sh'llodintheartwillrecognizcflutthedecodertime
clock 46 illustrated in FIG. 3 is implemented using well
known phase locked loop (PLL) techniques

Before beginning audio synchronization, the decoder of
FIG. 2. and particularly subsystem 44, will remain idle until
it is configured by decoder microprocessor 42. The configu-
ration consists of identifying the type of audio data stream
to be processed (e.g.. Dolby AC-3 or Musicam audio).
identifying the PD) of packets from which the audio PCR
values are to be extracted, and identifying the PID for audio
packets.

During the idle state. subsystem 44 will instruct audio
decoder 54 to conceal the audio output. Concealment can be
accomplished by zeroing all of the audio samples. Subse-
quent digital signal processing will result in a smooth aural
transition from no sound to sound, and back to no sound.
The concealment of the audio output will be terminated
when the synchronization process reaches a tracking state.
Decoder microprocessor 42 contigm-es the audio format as
AC-3 or Musicam, depending on whethu' audio decoder 54
is an AC-3 or Musicarn decoder. Mimpmoessor 42 deter-
mines the audio PI!) and audio PCR PID from program map
information provided in the transport stream The program
map information is essentially a directory of PlD's. and is
identified via its own PID.

Once the demultiplexer and data parsing subsystem 44 is
commanded to cute 3 Frame Sync state via an acquire
command, it will begin searching for two consecutive audio
sync words and will supply the decoder mia'oprocessor 42
with the audio sampling rate and audio bit rate indiuted
within the audio elementary stream To locate the sync
words, subsystem 44 will receive transpat packets on the
audio P11) and extract the PBS data, searching for the
occurrence of the audio sync word, which is a
predetermined, fixed word. For example. the AC-S audio
sync word is 0000 1011 0111 0111 (16 hits) while the
Musicam sync word is 1111 1111 1111 (12 bits).

10
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The number of bits between the first bit of two causew-

tive audio sync words is refund to as the frame size. The
frame size depends on whether the audio stream is AC-3 or
Musicam and has a ditferent value for each combination of
audio sample and bit rate. In a preferred embodiment.
subsystem 44 is required to synchronize to A03 and Musi-
cam sample rates of 44.1 ksps and 48 traps. The A03 audio
syntax conveys the audio sample rate and audio frame size
while the Musicam audio syntax conveys the audio sample
rate and audio bit rate. Both AC—3 and Musicam specify one
sync fi-ame size for each bit rate when the sample rate is 48
ksps. However, AC—3 and Musicam specify two sync frame
sizes for each bit rate when the sample rate is 44.1 ksps. a
fad which complicates synchronization. especially through
packet loss. When the sample rate is 44.1 traps. the correct
sync frame size between the two possibilities is indicated by
the least significant bit of the AC-3 frame size code or by a
Musicam padding bit.

Once two consecutive audio sync words have been
received with the cured. number of bytes in between. as
specified by the sync frame size, subsystem“ will store the
audio sample rate and audio bit rate implied by the audio
syntax for access by the decoder microprocessor 42. inter-
rupting the microprocessor to indicate that subsystem 44 is
waiting for the microprocessor to supply it with an audio
[’18 correction factor. The correction factor is necessary in
order to know when to output audio data to the audio
decoder 54 dining initial acquisition and during tracking for
proper lip synchronization. The value is denoted as dPI‘S.
The lip sync value used for tracking is slightly less than that
used for initial acquisition to allow for time errors whidr will
exist between any two PI‘S values. namely that: which is
used for acquisition and those which are used for tracking.

Decode microprocessor 42 sets the oon'ecfion factors
such that audio and video-will exit the decoder with the

same time relationship as it entered the encodtn'. thus achiev-
ing lip synchronization. These correction factors are deter-
mined based on audio sample rate and video frame rate (e.g.,
60 Hz or 50 Hz). These dependencies exist because the audio
decompression processing time required by audio decodu
54 potentially depends on audio sample and bit rate while
the video decompression implemented by video decoder 52
potentially depends on video fi’ame rate and delay mode. In
a preferred implementation. the FPS correction factors con—
sist of 11 bits, rqmesenting the number of 90 kHz clock
periods by which audio data is to be delayed before output
to the audio decoder 54. With 11 bit values, the delay can be
as high as 22.7 milliseconds.

Once the demultiplexing and data parsing subsystem 44
requests the decoder microprocesstr 42 to supply the cor-
rection factors. it will monitor reception of oonscartive sync
words at the expected positions within the audio elementary
stream. If an error condition ccuns dining this time, sub-
system 44 will transition to searching for two consecutive
audio sync wads with the correct number of data bytes in
between. Otherwise. subsystem 44 remains in State dPI‘S—
wait until the decoder microprocessor su‘vioes the interrupt
from subsystem 44 by writing dPl‘qu to subsystem 44.

Once subsystem 44 is provided with the FPS correction
factors, it checks whether a transport packet has been
received on the audio PCR PID containing a PCR value.
carried in the adaptation field of the packet. Until this has
occmred, reception of conseurtive sync words will continue
[StamPCR Acquire]. If an error condition occurs during
this time, subsystem 44 will transition to seardiing for two
consecutive audio sync words [State=Frame Sync].
Otherwise. it will remain in State=PCR Acquire until it
receives a PCR value on the audio PCR pm,
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After a PCR has been acquired. subsystem 44 will begin 
searching for a PI'S [Stat=PI'S Acquire!, which is carried 
in the PES header of the audio lrl.llJport pack.ets. Until 1his 
has occum:d, subsystem 44 will monitcr the rcccption of 
consecutive sync words. If an etror condition OCCIIIS during 
this time, it will transition to an aror handling a.lgorlthm 
[Statc=F:ror Handling). Otherwise, it will remain in the PrS 

12 
continue to receive audio packets, write their PES data into 
the buffer 59, maintain the error pointers, and monitor 
reception of consecutive sync words. If an error condition 
occurs during this time, subsystem 44 will transition to e.i:ror 

s processing. Otherwise, it will remain in State='lrack: until an 
error occurs ex microprocessor 42 commands it to return to 
the idle state. 

acquire state until it receives a PI'S value on the audio PID. AB subsystem 44 outputs the sync word of each sync 
When subsystem 44 rc:ccives an audio Pl'S value, it will frame to the audio decoder 54 as part of the "audio" refc:ncd 

begin searching for reception of the next audio sync ward. 10 to in FIG. l, it will signal the error status of each audio sync 
'Ibis is important since the PI'S defines the time at which to frame to the audio decoder using the sync word. The sync 
output the data which begins with the next audio frame. word of audio sync frames in whidl subsystem 44 knows of 
Since audio frames axe not aligned with the audio PES, the no m:ors will be output as specified by the Dolby AC-3 or 
number of bytes whidl will be received between the Pl'S Musi.cam specification, as approprlatc. The sync word of 
and the next audio sync word varies with time. If an error 15 audio sync frames in whidl subsystem 44 knows of mors 
condition occurs before reception of the next audio sync will be altered relative to 1he correct sync words. AB an 
word, subsystem 44 returns to searching for audio frame example, and in the prefCIJ'ed c:mbodi:mt:nt, evciy other ~it of 
synchroniutioo [State=Prame Sync] It should be apirecl- the syac word of sync frames to which an mor pmntcr 
ated that since audio sync frames and PES headen are not points will be inverted, starting with the most significant bit 
aligned ·t is possible for a PES header and the Pl'S which 20 of the sync word. Thus, the altered AC-3 sync word will be 
it ma.y ·~ntain, to be ICCCi.ved bctw~n the 12 or 16 bits 1~10 0001 11011101 while the a1n:ed Musicam sync w~d 
which fa:m an audio sync woro. In this cue, the sync wocd will be 0101 0101 0~01. Only the bits of the sync word w~ 
to which the Pl'S refers is not the sync w<rd which is split be ~ The audio ~der. 54 v.:ID ~ncea:, the audio 
by the PBS header but ralher the following sync word. errors m lhe sync frame which 1t receives 10 which the sync 

' • is word has been altered in this manner. However, the audio 
When subsystem 44 receives the next sync word, it has decoder will continue to maintain synchronization with the 

acquired PI'S. At this point, it will store the :recc:ived PI'S audio bitstream. Synchronization will be maintained assum-
and the PES data ~starting ~ the sync word ~ first ing the audio bit ntc did not change. and knowing that two 
followed the PJ'S) "':to ~ audio buffer SO, together~ the syac fn.me sues are possible when the audio sample rate is 
buffer address at which it writes the sync word. 'Ibis stored 44 1 bps 
PI'SJbuff'cr address pair will allow subsystem 44 to begin 

30 in ~ 'th the prefell'ed erobodime t, di 
outputtin.g audio ~ ~ to the ~dio decoder 54 at the decoder 54 W: r!:ntain syochroniz.atioo tbrougjl ~1~ 
correct time, ~ng with the audio sync word. In a .P:e- and bit rate changes if this feature is enabled by lbe decoder 
fcrr~ embodiment.' the bufi'er 50 is implemented m a microprocessor 42. If the microprocessor disables sample 
portion of ?Yn~c random access memory (DRAM) 35 rate changes. audio decoder 54 will conceal the audio er:rors 
already provided m the decoder. . • in eadJ. sync frame rc:ccived with a sample rate that does not 

Once subsystem 44 begins buffenng audio data. a nwnbcr match the sample rate of the sync frame on whidl the audio 
of parameters must be lracted which will allow it to handle decoder last acquin:d, and will assume that lhe sample rate 
particular error condJ_tioos, such as loss of an audio transport did not cbanse in order to maintain synchronization. The 
packet to .tr~sioo .errors.. Th~ parameters ~ be 40 audio decoder is required to process through bit rate 
tracked usmg audio pom~ mcluding a ~S JJOlll~, a changes. If an mor in the bit rate information is indicated, 
~RAM o:fset address J!Omter, and a valid flag poinkr e.g., through the use of a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) as 
discussed m gi:cata detail below. well known In the art, audio decoder 54 will assume that the 

After PJ'S is acquired. subsystem 44 begins waiting to bit rate of lhe corresponding sync frame is the same bit rate 
synchronize to PJ'S (Stat=Pl'S Sync]. In this state, the 45 as the previous sync frame in order to maintain syncbroni-
demnltiplexer and data parsing subsystem 44 continues to zatl.on. If the decoder miaoprocessCI' 42 has enabled rate 
receive audio packets via temli.oal 40, writes their PBS data changes, the audio decoder 54 will assume that the rates 
into bufi'cr 59, and maintains the error pointers. When this indicated in the sync frame are correct, will process the sync 
state .is entered, subsystem 44 compares its audio STC to the frame, and use the appropriate sync frame si.7.e in maintain-
cotrect oulp'llt start time, which is the PTS value in the Pl'S so ing synchronization with the audio bitstream. 
pointer plus the acquisition PJ'S ccnection factor ( dPI'Sao,i). Demultiplexer and data parsing subsystem 44 will also aid 
If subsystem 44 discovers that the 00.ll'ect time has passed, microprocessor 42 in checking lbBJ: audio data continues to 
ie .. l'CR>PI'S+dPl'Soo;i, one or more of the three values is be output at the correct time by resynchronizing with the 
incon-ect and subsystem 44 will flag decoder miaoprocessor: PJ'S for some PrS values received. To accomplish this, 
42. At this point, the state will revert to Statc=F'rllme Sync, ss when a PTS value is received it will be stored in the PT'S 
and subsystem 44 will return to searching f<X' two consecu- pointer, along with the audio offset address at which the next 
live audio sync words. Otherwise. until PCR=PI'S+dPI'S_. sync word is written in audio buffer SO, if the PI'S pointer 
subsystem 44 will continue to n:ceive audio packets, write is not already occupied. In doing this, subsystem 44 will 
their PES data into the buffer SO, maintain lhe error pointers, ensure that the next sync word is received at the correct 
and monitor the reception of conserotive sync words. 60 location in the audio PES bitslream. Otherwise, lhe F'fS 

When PCR=PI's+dPl'S""'f subsystem 44 bas synchro- value will not be stored and subsystem 44 will defer resyn-
nized to PJ'S and will begin tracldng the audio stream chroniution until the next successful Pl'S/DRAM offset 
[Statc=Track). At this time, subsystem 44 will begin trans- ad.dress pair is obtained. Subsystem 44 will store the PTS/ 
ferring the contents of the audio buffer to the audio decoder DRAM offset address pair in the PJ'S pointer until it begins 
54 upon the audio decoder requesting audio data, starting 65 to output the associated audio sync frame. Once it beg.ins 
with the sync word located at the buller address pointed to ou1putting audio data to the audio decoder 54, subsystem 44 
by the PJ'S pointer. In die tracking state.. subsystem 44 will will continue to service the audio decoder's requests for 
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audio data, outputting each audio sync frame in sequence. 
1bis will continue until the sync frame pointed to by the PJ'S 
pointer is reached. When this occurs, subsystem44 will stop 
outputting data to the audio decoder 54 until PCR=PTS+ 
dPTS"""*" lbis will detect audio timing errors which may s 
have occurred since the last resynchronization by this 
method. 

enter, respectively, with the symbol ">" that the designated 
error will be detected when the audio processing state of 
subsystem 44 is higher than the designated state. The audio 
processing state hierarchy, from lowest to highest, is: 

1. Idle 

2. Frame Sync 

3. dPI'S...,1, 
4.PCR_ 

If PCR>Pl'S+dPl'Saoq when subsystem 44 completes 
output of the p-evious sync frame, the audio decoder 54 is 
_irocessing too slow or an undetected error bas occurred in 
aPCR or PI'S value. After this error condition, subsystem44 
will flag miaoprocesscr 42, stop the output to the audio 
decoder 54. clear audio buifer St and the pointers, and return 
to searching for two consecutive sync words separated by 
the correct lllllllOO" of audio data bytes. If the audio decoder 
54 is not requesting data when the buffer read pointer equals 
the address pointed to by the PJ'S pointer, an audio process
ing error has occurred and subsystem 44 will maintain 
synchronization with the audio stream, clear its audio buifcr 
and pointers, and return to searching fO£ two consecutive 
audio sync words [State=Framc Sync]. 

In order to handle errors, subsystem44 sets a unique mer 
flag for each error condition, which is reset when miaopro
cessor 42 reads the flag. Each error condition which inter
rupts microprocessor 42 will be llllllikable under control of 
the microprocessor. Table 1 lists the various error conditions 
related to audio synchronization and the response by sub
system 44. In this table, "Name" is a name assigned to each 
error condition as referenced in the state diagram of FIG. S. 
"Definition" defines the conditions indicating that the cor
responding error has occurred. "INT" is an inteo:upt desig
nation which, if ''yes", indicates that subsystem 44 will 
interrupt miaoprocessor 42 when this error occurs. "Oleck: 
State" and ''Next State" designate the states in which the 
error will be detected ( checked) and the audio processor will 

10 S.PI'S._ 
6.PI'S Sync 

7. 'Irack 
The symbol"~" preceding a state indicates that the error 
will be detected when the audio processing state of sub-

15 systcm44 is equal to or higher than the designated state. The 
designated state( s) indicate( s) that the error will be detected 
in this state or that the audio processing of subsystem 44 will 
proceed to this state after the associated actions are carried 
out. The designation "samen indicates that the audio pro-

20 cessing of subsystem 44 will stay in the same state after the 
associated actions are carried out 

1be heading "Buffer Action" indicates whether the audio 
buffer is to be flushed by setting its read and write pointers 
to be equal to the base address of the audio buffer. Toe 

25 designation "none" indicates no change from ncnnal audio 
buffer management 

1be heading ''Pointer Action" indicates by the term 
"reset" that the PI'S pointer, error pointers or both will be 
returned to the state specified as if subsystem 44 had been 

30 reset The designation "none" indicates no change from 
nonnal pointer management. The designation "see other 
actions" indicates that other actions under the "Other 
Actions" heading may indicate a pointer to be set or reset. 
The "Other Actions" heading states any additional actions 
required of the subsystem 44 as a result of the error. 
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p!Lcrr PCR > PIS + dPTS.,. Y• ~ frlmo.JJDC !lush - -pts,_e,r PCR >PTS + dPTS.., yes mck framc_sym ftush retet Stop olllpul lo Audio Decoder (ADP). 
syac....m Jnput ~ ~ 'YD' wilb input audio Y"' :,;die framcJYIIC !lush reset Stop ouq,ut lo ADP. 

frames 
""" ov_en A<&ilo Buft'or offlflows .,.,,, ilp!&_JJDC fnu:nio...J1111< !lush reoet Input p,ocellllOf malnlllilll llyDCbroolzation with the audio tll 

billlrelm. Stop output to ADP. 
undcr-mT Audio Bull'« mdorllowa DO lrlcli: '"""' DODII DODO Input prc,c-, mamllmll ~D With the ....XO 

bi1S1ream. Slop ouq,ut to ADP. 
u_ci:r Jnput pt,:)()Cll!Or IQCbe, Audio PBS lh!a yes >hmcJYl)C - - IIOllll O:mlimle ~ u if the audio ample nn, had mt climg,:d. 

wmch illdicatet tbe t.Udio sample 111te hu 
ci.o,.,d siDco the C1lllllllt PD> wu acquin,d (:) 

flLorr Input prooc,s:,r n:ce!vtl Audio PBS dall. yes >frlmDJ,nc llllllO llO!le none U bit ralie clwiact am enbled, input plllCOOOCr will CODlimle 
which indicate, !be audio bit 11111: hu c:hmpd procellUII, IIUlliq lhat Ibo bit nl.e in fact chma«I ml wring the 
motive lo tbe lat audio &JDC Jnmo reached opproprialo sync fl'lme me to mainlllm oyncbro!lizlllon. ff bit 

nte changes lie DOI caablcd, iDpm proecsaor will ClOIJtinue 
pll)CCMHlf Ulm, the bit """ illdicallod by the Jut audio aync hme 
~. Vl 

pl5....Jll.iso s,..., 'Mll'd not round a It> !Olla of audlo data no ilplll_icqulre """" - """" Nono but od:,er em,r coDditioDI may alao "l'Pl7 in 11,io •- ":..J 
after a PTS is recci-i 0 

pct_disl Jq,ut proceaoor .....,iw., • tnmport pacli:et oa no IQ.JJDC pla acquire llush pl:l!INOt Jnput .-,-or mpe mriDa P1'S value, in Ibo PI'S pomlff lllllil w 
00 lhe Audio PCR PlD with die error:ocae tfta: l'IICl!pllon ot Ibo nm Audio PCR 'Ylllue. -..J 

diecoodm,ity....mdicu:,r bit of ils -1 
adaptatimwield ... 1 

pcr_di52 Jnput proce!lllll!' rec:eivca a tnmport plCb,t en DO 1111Ck DOIMI pts:reect Jnput ~ lklp,I mriDa PTS values hi Ille PIS poilller until 
the Audio PCR PD> with tho error.none lifter n,cq,Cion or lhe nm Audio PCR wlue. 
di.ocootinuity .....indic•tcr bit of ill 
adaptatioluicld "" 

aud_errh Audio data of ODO transport pacet of the See >idle IIIIDC or """" pt&:mm M&irulm Audio Bulfer fullma& by advaneq tbc l'IPO write 
cum:m input sync fl1lm, ii IOI! due "' t!ttOl'I other Cnmc_sym; =- pom1m' by 18' by!,. (MPl!G). me aa <fflll' poimer 10 mm the 

actiom ..,. olbor otbiff cmreat aync fram, u in error; IDd continue ~ wilbout 
actiom acliool JCIICRPl!I Ill illlcnupt, If it i.f pootibJe !hat - lmD <lbe audio 

IIJDC wold WU loot With the miuD11 audio IJUlpCl'I p,::bl, U:h IS 
wbm ,upportiDi M•lclim. Layer JI It lou tma 64 tbp, or AC-3 at 
leM than 48 11:bps, RIDnl ID the P!1lmc S,,., llate and .JC'llfflllle m """ iatemipt. If tbc ncxt audio qu:. word ;. DOI """'ivod when °' expcclod, begin a byte-by-byte ocm:h for !be audio ll)'DC wotd 
during Ibo MC<plion of mbocqucm mtio d&IL OD:>, Ille aync 

C) byte IICll'l:h is liUll1ed, IIOp storiaa audio dlla ia the bulfer 1IDlil 
the sync word ill fomid. Do !IOI lllmo die 11m byte examined 
duriq Ibo """1'Ch. Rewmc, ltOrins audio dlla when the aync 1,ym 
ii fu!md, mrtiag with !be aync w<>rd itlelf. If the .,-m:: won! ui not 
fOOtd during tbe firlt 1!4 bytc5 ...,..bed, n:lllm ID die Frame 

~ -· and ,eaente Ill inlerrupt 
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1ud_errlb Allllio data of one tnmport pacb:t of Ibo 
cunm input sync frlmo ii lost lb lo mot1 

after mLerrh bu occum:d durin& the AmC 

input aync frlmo 
llld.....err2 Audio data of D><m1 Ihm ooc tnosport pacb:I 

of lbc cmml! input oync frame io lost due to 
em:>1'11 

plnL..full Allllio data of ODO transport paclo,t ii lo91 
while Error Mode is Uoprot<,ct.d 

lnl 

yes 

yes 

yes 

·st'•: 

TABLE 1-continued 

SUMMARY OP BRR.ORS, EXCl!PllONS, AND ACTIONS. 

>idle 

>idle 

Chock 
State 

i!;ptJ_aync 

Non 
Stab> 

fnme_oync 

l'rlmcJYm 

Bulfer Pointer 
A<:tion AclDI 

pis:,_! DODD 

ertor:llOlle 

ftush pls:R9ot Uoe ID mor pointer lo mart the cum:ot oync lnmc u io error. 
etror:ICC 

o1her 
actions 

!lush re.ct Iopm proceuor maiolllinl aynchmniutioo with thtJ audio 
bitstream.StopoutputtoADR 

1To implement tho 11,oye error proce,,iUII fur MPf!O or DigiCipher II impl=eotatioos, the Input Processor CID maintain ID IUdio &.me byte c:oum by: 
settini I coUDlcr's value so the sync fnme size in bytes 05 each sync word ii =•~ 
docremenlioi the cxxmtt:r a each receive:! audio b~ is storm io tho Audio B~ (FIFO), 
docremenlioi the coun!r:r by IIU byte& whoo I lio&lo IIUdio trmsport pacb:t is loot lo componaoti, lbr the advmcemoot of Ibo FIFO write pom= by 1114, 
inctmionting the COUDler bJ the amaller of the two 1111" frlmc air.ea in bytes coirespondiDg to tho cmrem bit rate if tho abo"' decrmlenl ftSU!Iod io a noglliw, COW1ter value (mdicatio& the lost lriMpOrt pocb:t 
po11ibly coolllioe:I tho next iwdio sync word and 1CCOunq fur the posu'bility tho! tho l1ldio """'P.le rate ii «.l K..,. and tho ll)'llC frame size Im chqed 6om tho wp,r value lo tho mwlet valuo), 
n:tumiog 1o tile Frame Sync ototc if the above iDciemcm n:sulred io a counter value which wu still nopti"" (indil:llin, tho lost trampon pocket poost'bJr contained more thao ODO auclio sync word), and 
begiooins the byte-by-b~ sync word ocm:h when the coimter ii zero. 
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SUMMARY OF ERRORS, BXCEPI'IOE; AND ACTIONS.

 
Chock Next Bum Pointer

Nlme Definition Int Stile Stats Action Action Other Action

Iud_mlb Aufio duc- of on tampon plchl of the ya >idle M flush pine-ct none
cm input sync 611m in bn an to mm mm:
In: IlrLenll his Deemed din-in; the can:
input sync {mm

ltd.“ Aldiodlhofmmvlhmwehuqnnpubt ya >idlc fmm..Jync flush pm! Uscmmpohnzrmmlrkthenmtrynchmcuineflw
ufmcclminpuuyncfimilondum arm-cc
mm 0111::union-

plerll Audio din of one tampon pub: in Ion ya ZpuJync harm dud: luck Input proceuox maintain. lynchmniulion wilt the India
while Ermr Mod: is Unpmlactad birstmlm. Stop output to ADP. 

‘Ibimplementfilhvlmpmmh‘brmwwwhnflhnpmumhmhmcmmhhhmIndiaEmsbytzmnby:
settingloomr'uvduewlhesynchmosiuinbymucuhsyncwmdilmceiwd.

' mmuwhmivednfiiobyuhmndhdnmflhnufiamo),
dauzmzufiuthanoimmby[Mm-wm-mlnmdhmphlhlmbmhhmtdhmmmmby 184,
Whom!!!flamethmmmfmeuinbymmelpmdhumflxummbirnwifdnlbondecmmuhedinlmggfiwcuunmvflmdndklfimmammapmpucm

paliblymhinedfilmluflhyqudufl-cwmfinghlhepmflifityflmflnmdb InnthMJKIpsndflnlymfimduh‘chmedfivmflnhmvdmmdlmdhvflm),nmingmmanmoSyncnue' die-mmmuncmrsulmdinlmmwhkhw nepfiveGndicldufizkatumspmpchtpom’blycmkinedmdlmmufihsymwmd).md
befiuningthcbyw-by-bymsyncwmdmh whcnlheoomlcrilum.
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All indicated above, the demultiplexing and data parsing flag of one or moce error pointers is not set. the buffer 
subsystem 44 of FIG. lmai.ntains several pointers to support address of lhe sync word is recorded into the DRAM offset 
audio processing. 'Ibe PrS pointer is II set of parameters address ofone of the invalid Cll'Ol' pointers. At the same time. 
related to a PrS value, specmcal.ly a PrS value, 11 DRAM the error mode is set to protected. If the validity flag of both 
offset addrcss, and a validity Bag. lo the illustrated embodi- 5 error pointers is set when a sync woo:! is placed into the 
ment. the PrS value comprises the 17 least signili.cant bits buffer. the oror mode is set to unprotected but the DRAM 
of the PrS value :received from the audio PBS header. This offset address of the sync word is not recorded. 
value is associated w:il:h the audio sync frame pointed to by When audio data is placed into lhe buffer and any error is 
the pointer's DRAM offset address field. 'The use of 17 bits discovered in the audio data, such as due to the Joss of an 
allows this field to specify a 1.456 second time window 10 audio transport packet or the reception of audio data which 
((217-1),'90 kHz). which ex coeds the maximum audio time has not been properly dcaypted, subsystem 44 will revert to 
span which the audio buffer 58 is sized to store. the Pl'S acquire state if the Cll'Or mode is unprotected.. 

The DR.AM offset address maintained by the PI'S pointer OthCl'Wise, the validity bit of the Cll'or pointer which con-
is a 13-blt offset ad.dress, relative to the audio buffer base tains the DRAM offset address of the sync word which starts 

r 

address. into the DRAM at which the first byte of the audio 1s the sync frame cw:rently being n:ceived is set. In the rare 
sync frame associated with the pointer's PI'S value is stored. event that an error is discovered in the data for an audio sync 
The 13 bits allows the pointc:r to address an audio buffer as frame during the same clock cycle that the sync word for the 
large as 8192 bytes. sync frame is removed from the bulfer, the sync word will 

The PI'S point.er validity flag is II one-bit flag indicating be c~ as indicat~ above. to specify that the !ync 
whether or not this PrS pointer contains a valid PrS value 20 frame JS known to contain an audio error. At the same time, 
and DRAM offset address. Since MPBG does not iequire the validity bit is cleared such that i~ docs .not remain set after 
PrS values to be transported moce often than every 700 the sync frame .has been output. Tbisav~1ds the need to x:e5et 
milliseconds, subsystem 44 may find itse1f not having a valid subsystem 44 10 order to rendCI" the pomter useful agam. 
PrS value for some intervals of time. When audio data is being removed from the audio bulfe:r, 

Afu:r the decoder is reset, the valid flag of the Pl'S pointer 25 the sync wor_d is corrupted if the DRAM offset address. of 
is set to in.valid. When • new PrS value is received, if the any c:nor pouitcr matches that of the ~ta currently .bem!f, 
valid !lag is set, the newly received PrS value is ignored. If :emoved .fro~ the buffer. Al 1he same time, the validity bit 
the valid flag is not set, the newly received PrS value is 15 set to mvalid. 
sta:ed into the PrS pointer but its valid flag is not yet set to The decoder of FIG. l also illustrates a video buffer 58 
valid. Afttt a new PrS value is stoced into the PrS pointer 30 and video decoder 52. 'These process the video data at the 
the processing of audio data is continued and each audio~ same time the audio data ls being processed as described 
byte is counted. If the next audio sync frame is received and above. 'The ultimate goal is to have the video and audio data 
placed into the buffer oorrectl.y. the DRAM offset address output together at the p:oper time so that the television 
(which rom:sponds to the buffer address into which the first signal can be reconsttucted. w:il:h proper lip synchronization. 
byte of the sync word of this sync frame is stoced) is stored 35 FIG. 4 is a block: diagram illustrating the demultiplexing 
into the pointer's DRAM offset address field. 'Then. the and data parsing subsystem 44 of FIG. 2 i.o great« detail. 
pointer's valid fl.ag is set to valid. The next audio sync frame Afttt the tnuisport packets are input via tc:rmi.oal 40, the PID 
is received and placed into the buffer COil'ectly when no data of each pack.ct is detc:ctcd by circuit 70. The det.ection of lhe 
is lost for any reason between reception of lhe PrS value and PIDs enables demnkiplexer 72 to output audio packets, 
reception of a subsequent sync word before too many audio 40 video packets and any other types of packets carried in lhe 
bytes (i.e., the number of audio bytes per sync frame) are data stream, such as packets cmyiDg control data, on 
buffered.. If the next audio, sync frame is not received or SCpalllte lines. 
pl~ into the bulfer com:ctly, the valid. flag is not set to The audio packets output from demultiplexer 72 are input 
valid. 

45 
to the various circuits necessary to implement the audio 

After the PrS pointer .is used to detect any audio timing processing as desai"bed above. Circuit 74 modifies the sync 
errors which may have ocamcd since the last resynchrooi- word of each audio fiame known to contain errors. The 
zation. the valid flag is set to Invalid to allow subsequent modified sync words arc obtained using a sync word inverter 
PrS pointers to be captured and used. This occurs whether 78, which inverts every other bit in the sync words output 
the PJ'S pointc:r is in the PrS sync or tracking state. so from II sync word. PCR and PrS detection circuit St, in the 

The Cll'ot pointers are parameters related to an audio sync event 1hat ~ audio frame to whic~ th7 sync _word corre-
frame cw::mntly in the buffer and known to contain Cll'ors. spoo~ con~ an ctror. Error detection 1s provided by error 
'Ibe error pointers comprise a DRAM offset address and a detection c1ra.ut 76. 
validity flag. The DRAM oifsct address is a 13-bit offset The sync word.. PCR and PJ'S det.ection circuit 80 also 
address, relative to the audio buffer base address, into the ss outputs the sync word for each audio frame to an audio 
DRAM at which the first byte of lhc audio sync frame sample and bit rate calculator Mi. This circuit d.etermines lhe 
known to contain arors is stored. Thirteen bits allows the audio sample and bit rate of lhe audio data and. passes this 
pointer to address an audio buffer a.s large as 8192 bytes. The information to decoder microprocessor 42 via data bus 88. 
validity flag is a one-bit flag indicating whether oc not this The PCR and P'fS are output from circuit 80 to a lip sync 
error pointer contains a valid DRAM offset address. When 60 and output timing compensator 82. Circuit 82 also receives 
receiving data from a relatively aror free medium.. sub- the dPI'S values from microprocessor 42. and adds the 
system 44 will find. itsc1f not having any valid Cira: pointers appropriate values to the PrS in order to provide the 
for some intervals of time. necessary delay for prq:,a lip synchronization. Compcnsa-

Subsystem 44 is required to maintain a total of two ca:oc tor 82 also determines if the delayed presentation time is 
pointers and one cmr mode flag. After reset, the validity flag 65 outside of the acceptable range with respect to the PCR, in 
is set to invalid and. the e.r:ror mode is set to "protected." which case an error bas occwrcd and resynchroniz.ation will 
When a sync word is placed into the audio buffa. jf the valid be required. 
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As indicated above, the demultiplcring and data parsing
subsystem“ ofFIG. 2Wns several pointu-s to support
audio processing. The PIS pointer is a set of Wm
related to I PIS value. specifically 3 PTS value, a DRAM
olfset address, and a, validity flag. In the illustrated embodiv
meat. the FPS value comp-lees the 1'7 least significant bits
of the PTS value received from the audio PE header. This
value is associated with the audio sync frame pointedto by
the pointer’s DRAM ofiset address field. The use of 17 bits
allows this field to specify a 1.456 second time window
((2”—-l)l90 Biz). which exceeds the maximum audio time
span which the audio boiler 50 is sized to store.

The DRAM otfset address maintained by the PIS points:
is a 13-bit onset address. relative to the audio buffer her-e
address. into the DRAM at which the first byte of the audio
sync frame unedited with the pointer’s PTS value is stored.
The l3 bits allows the pointer to address an audio built: as
large as 8l92 bytes.

The [’13 pointer validity flag is a one-bit flag indicating
whether or not this ITS pointin- contains a valid PTS value
and DRAM ofi'set address. Since MP'EG does not require
PTS values to be trnnsported more often dun evay 700
milliseconds, subsystem“ may find itselfnothaving a valid
PI‘S value for some intervals of time.

After the decoder is met, the validllng of the PTS points:
is set; to invalid. When a new PPS value is received, if the
valid flag is set, the newly received Pl‘S value is ignored. If
the valid flag is not set, the newly received PTS value is
stand into the HS pointer but its valid flag is not yet set to
valid. Am: a new PTS value is stored into the FI‘S pointer,
the processing ofaudio data. is continued and each audio data
byteis counted. lt'thenext audio syncframeisreoetvedmd
placed into the bullet correctly. the DRAM ofl‘set address
(which corresponds to the lmfl‘et address into whidt the first
byte of the sync wordof this sync frame is stated) is stored
into the pointer's DRAM ofi'set more“ field. Then. the
pointer's valid flag is set to valid. The next audio sync frame
is received and placed into the buffer correctly when no data
is lost for any reason between recmh‘on of the FPS value and
reception of a subsequent sync word before too my audio
bytes (i.e.. the number of mdio bytes pa sync frame) are
bufcred. If the next audio, sync frame is not received or
placed into the butter correctly. the valid flag is not set to
valid.

After the FPS pointer is used to detect any audio timing
errors which my have ommred since the last resynchroni-
zation. the valid flag is set to invalid to allow subsequent
PTS pointa's to be captured and used. This occurs whether:
the PIS pointer is in the I’I‘S sync or tracking state.

The error pointers are parameters related to an audio sync
frune currently in the buffer and known to contain errors.
The uror pointers comprise a DRAM offset address and a
validity flag. The DRAM ofi’set address is a 13-bit olfset
address. relative to the audio holler base address. into the
DRAM at which the first byte of die audio sync frame
known to contain errors is stored. Thirteen bits allows the
pointertosddressnneudio bulferaslarge 358192 bytes.'l‘he
validity flag is a one-bit flag indicating whether or not this
error pointer contains a valid DRAM oilset address. When
receiving data [mm a relatively a-ror free medium. sub-
synem 44 will find Itself not having any valid en'u’ pointers
for some intervals of time.

Subsystem 44 is required to maintain a total of two em:
pointers and one urns mode flag. Afterreset. the validity flag
is set to invalid and the error mode is set to ‘jxotectedf’
When a sync word is plead into the audio buffer. if the valid

10

15

35

55

65

20
flag of one or more error pointers is not set. the buffer
address of the sync word is recorded into the DRAM oifset
anthers of one of the invalid error pointers. At the same time.
themarmodeis settoprtxectedlfthevalidityfiagofboth
error pointers is set when a sync word is plead into the
buffer. the error mode is set to unprotected but the DRAM
ofiset address of tilt: sync word is not recorded.

When audio data is placed into the bullet and any error is
discoveredinthesudlodata. suchnsdnetothe loss ofan
audio transport packet as the reception of audio data which
has not been properly deaypted, subsystem“ will revert to
the Yl‘S acquire stete if the error mode is unprotected
Otherwise, the validity bit of the error pointer which con
tains the DRAM ofiset address ofthe sync Word which starts
the sync frame tummy being received is set. In the rare
event tlm an error is discovered in the data for an audio sync
frame during the same clock cycle that the sync word for the
sync frame is removed from the birth". the sync ward will
be cctmpted as indicated above to specify that the sync
flnmeisknowntooontnin ensudio error. Attire sometime,
the validity bit is cleared such that it does notremain set after
the sync frame has been output. This avoids the need to reset
subsystan 44 in order to render the pointer useful again.

When nudlo data is beingremoved from the audio buffer.
the sync word is corrupted if the DRAM offset address of
any error pointer matches that of the data amently being
removed from the buffer. Al the same time. the validity bit
is set to invalid.

The decade of FIG. 2 also illustrates a video bufier 58

1nd video decoder 51. These process the video data at the
same time the audio data is being processed As described
above. The uldmnte goal is tohave the video and audio data
output together at the proper time so that the television
signal can be reconstructed with proper lip synchronization.

FIG. 4 is a. block diagram illustrating the Multiplexing
and data parsing subsystem 44 of FIG. 2 in greater detail.
After the transport packets are input via terminal 40. the PI!)
of each packet is detected by drum 16. The detection of the
P1135 enables demnltiplexer 72 to output audio packets.
videopackets endanyahertypes ofpacketscaniedinthe
data stream, such as packets carrying control data. on
separate lines.

The audio packets output from demultiplexer '72 are input
to the various circuits necessary to implement the audio
processing as described above. Circlit 74 modifies the syncword of each audio from: known to contain errors. The
modified sync words are obtained using a sync word inverter
18. which inverts every other bit in the sync words output
from a sync word. PCR and PIS detection citatit 80. in the
event that the audio name to which the sync word corre-
sponds contains ancnerrrordeteaionis providedbyerror
detection cirmit 76.

The sync word. PCR and PTS detection circuit 80 also
outputs the sync word for each audio frame to an audio
sample and bit rate calculator 86. This circuit determines the.
audu'o sample and bit rate of the audio data and passes this
information to decoder microprocessor 42 via data bus 88.

ThePCRand P'I‘S ate outputfrom circuitstlto alipsync
and output timing compensator 82. Circuit 82 also receives
the dPl‘S values from miaoproeessor 42. and adds the
appropu'nte values to the PPS in order to provide the
necessary delay for proper lip synchronization. Compensa—
tor 82 also determines if the delayed presentation time is
outside of the ameptable range with respect to the PCR. in
which case an error has occurred and resynchronization will
be required.
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Buffer control 84 provides the control and address infor- replacing said address in said PJ'S pointer with a new 
mation to the audio output buffer 50. The buffer control 84 address corresponding to a portion of audio data 
is signaled by error detection ciraJit 76 whenever an mor referred to by said new cWICnt PfS value; 
occurs that requires the temporary suspension of the writing suspending the output of data from said buffer when said 
of data to the buffa. The buffer control 84 also receives the 5 new address is reached; and 
delay values from lip sync and output timing compensat<r recommencing the output of data from said buffer when 
82 in order to control the proper timing of data output from said decoder system time clock. reaches a presentation 
the buffer. , time derived from said new cwrent PrS value. 

FIG. S is a state diagram illustrating the processing of 3. A method in accordance with claim 2 wherein said 
audio data and response to errors as set forth in Table 1. The 10 presentation time is delcrmined from the sum of said new 
idle state is represented by box 100. Acquisition of the audio current PJ'S value and an offset value that provides proper 
data occurs during the frame sync state 102. The dPl'S-wait lip synchronization by accounting for a video signal pro-
state is indicated by box 104. Boxes 106,- 108 and 110 cessing delay. 
represent the PCR,q, PrSaq1, and PJ'S sync states, respec- 4. A method in accordance with claim l whaein the time 
tively. Once audio synchromzation has occWICd, the signal at which the audio data is output from said buffer is 
is tracked as indicated by the tracking state of box 112. The 15 dependent on an offset value added to said PrS for providing 
outputs of each of boxes 104. 106, UIS, 110 and 112 indicate proper lip synchronization by accounting for a video signal 
the error conditions that cause a return to the frame syn- processing delay. 
chronization state 102. The error PCR DIS1 during the PrS 5. A method in accordance with claim l comprising the 
sync state 110 will cause a return to the PrS acquire state, further steps of: 
as indicated in the state diagram of FIG. 5. 20 examining the detected audio packets to locate the occur-

It should now be appreciated that the present invention rence of at least one audio synchronization word 
provides methods and apparatus f<r acquiring and process- therein for use in achieving a synchronization condition 
ing errors in audio data communicated via a transport packet prior to locating said audio Pl'S's; 
scheme. Transport packet errors are handled while main- commencing a reacquisition of said synchronization con-
taining audio synchronization. During such error conditions, 25 dition if said comparing step determines that said audio 
the usociated audio errors are concealed. Corrupted data in packets are too late to decode. 
an audio frame is signaled by altering the sync pattern 6. A method in accordance with claim 5 wherein two 
associated with the audio frame. PrS's are used to cbeckthe consecutive audio synchronization wards with a correct 
timing of processing and to correct audio timing errors. number of audio data bytes in between define an audio 

Although the invention has been described in connection 30 frame, said audio frame including only one of said two 
with various specific embodiments, it should be appreciated consecutive audio synchronization words, said method com-
and understood that nmnaous adaptations and modifications prising the further steps of: 
may be made thereto, without departing from the spirit and detecting the occtDTCnce of errors in said audio packets; 
scope of the invention as set forth in the claims. 

we claim: 
35 

upon detecting a first audio paclcet of a current audio 
1. A method for processing digital audio data from I frame containing an mor, advancing a write pointer for 

packctized data stream carrying digital television informa- said buffer by the maximum number of payload bytes 
tion in a succession of fixed length transport packets, each (N) contained in one of said fixed length transport 
of said packets including a packet identifier (PID), some of packets and designating said cum:nt audio frame as 
said packets containing a Jiogram clock reference (PCR) 

40 
being in error; 

value for synchronizing a decoder system time clock (STC), monitoring the detected audio packets of said current 
and some of said packets containing a presentation time audio frame for the next audio synchronization word 
stamp (PJ'S) indicative of a time f<r commencing the output after said error has been detected, and if said synchro-
of associated data for use in reconstructing a television nization word is not received where expected in the 
signal, said method comprising the steps of: audio stream, discarding subsequent audio data while 

monitoring the PID's far the packets carried in said data 
45 

searching for said syncbronization word rather than 
stream to detect audio packets, some of said audio storing the subsequent audio data into said buffer; 
packets carrying an audio PrS; resuming the storage of audio data in said buffer upon 

storing audio data from the detected audio packets in a detection of said next audio synchronization word if 
buffer for subsequent output; 

50 
said next audio synchronization wocd is located within 

monitoring the detected audio packets to locate audio N bytes after the commencement of the search therefor; 
PTS's; and 

comparing a time derived from said STC with a time if said next audio synchronization word is not located 
derived from the located audio PrS's to determine within said N bytes after the commencement of the 
whetha said audio packets are too early to decode, too 55 search therefor, commencing a reacquisition of said 
late to decode, or ready to be decoded; and synchroniz.ation condition. 

,;. ; 

adjusting the time at which said stored audio data is output 7. A method in accordance with claim 6 comprising the 
from said buffer on an ongoing basis in response to said further step of concealing television audio errors whenever 
comparing step. the audio data from which said television audio is being 

2. A method in accordance with claim 1 wherein a PrS 60 reconstructed is in error. 
pointer is provided to maintain a current PrS value and an 8. A method in accordance with claim 7 wherein: 
address of said buffer identifying where a portion of audio a current audio frame is designated as being in mor by 
dala referred to by said current PTS is stored, said timing altering the audio synchronization word foe that frame; 
adjustment being provided by the further steps of: and 

replacing said PrS value in said PrS pointer with a new 65 said concealing step is responsive to an altered synchro-
current PrS value after data stored at said address has nization word fo£ concealing audio associated with the 
been output from said buffer; corresponding audio frame. 
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Bufier control 84 provides the control and address infor-
mation to the audio output bufier 50. The bufi'er control 84
is signaled by error detection circuit 76 whenever an en'or
occurs that requires the temporary suspension of the writing
of data to the bufier. The buifer control 84 also receives the
delay values from lip sync and output timing compensatcr
82 in order to control the proper timing Cd data output from
the buffer. \

FIG. 5 is a state diagram ilhtstrating the processing of
audio data and response to errors as set forth in Table 1. The
idle state is represented by box 100. Acquisition of the audio
data occurs during the frame sync state 102. The dl’l‘S-wait
state is indicated by box 104. Boxes 1015,. 108 and 110

represent the PIS”, and [TS sync states, respec»tively. Once audio synchronization has occrnred. the signal
is tracked as indicated by the tracking state of box 112. The
outputs of each of boxes 104. 106, 108, 110 and 112 indicate
the uror conditions that cause a return to the frame syn-
chronization state 102. The error PCR DIS] dining the PPS
sync state 1]. will cause a return to the PPS acquire state.
as indicated in the state diagram of FIG. 5.

It should now be appreciated that the present invenh’on
provides methods and apparatus fa acquiring and process-
ing errors in audio data commmicated via a transport packet
scheme. Transport packet errors are handled while main-
taining audio synchronization. During such error conditions.
me associated audio errors are conceded Corrupted data in
an audio frame is signaled by altering the sync patter-n
associated with the audio frame. PI‘S's are used to check the
timing of processing and to correct audio timing errors.

Although the invention has been described in connection
with various specific embodiments. it should be appreciated
and unda'stood that mtmerous adaptations and modifications
may be made thereto, without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention as set forth in the claims.

We claim:
1. A method for processing digital audio data from a

packcdzed data stream carrying digital television informa—
tion in a aucoession of fixed length transport packets. each
of said packets including a packet identifier (PID), some of
said packets containing a pogam clock reference (PCR)
value for synchronizing a decoder system time clock (STC),
and some of said packets containing a presentation time
stamp (PIS) indicative of a time for commencing the output
of associated data for use in reconstructing a television
signal. said method comprising the steps of:

monitoring the ”D‘s for the packets carried in said data
stream to detect audio packets, some of said audio
packets carrying an audio Pl‘S;

storing audio data from the detected audio packets in a
bufier for subsequent output;

monitoring the detected audio packets to locate audio
FFS's:

comparing a time derived from said S'I'C with a time
derived from the located audio P'I‘S‘s to determine
whemer said audio packets are too early to decode. too
late to decode, or ready to be decoded; and

adjusting the timeatwhich said stored audio data is output
from said buffer on an ongoing basis in response to said
comparing step.

2. A method in accordance with claim 1 whaein a PI‘S
pointer is provided to maintain a current PI‘S value and an
address of said butter identifying where a portion of audio
data referred to by said current P18 is stored, said timing
adjustment being provided by the further steps of:

replacing said FI‘S value in said PPS pointer with a new
current PTS value after data stored at said address has
been output from said buifer;

S

22

replacing said address in said PI‘S pointer with a new
address corresponding to a portion of audio data
referred to by said new crnrcnt Pl'S value;

suspending the output of data from said bufier when said
new address is readied; and

rccommencing the output of data from said bufl'er when
said decoder system time clock reaches a presentation
time derived from said new current PPS value.

3. A method in accordance with claim 2 whu’ein said

"J presentation time is determined from the sum of said new

35

45

SS
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current Pl‘S value and an offset. value that p'ovidcs proper
lip synchronization by accounting for a video signal pro—
cessing delay.

4. A method in accordance with claim 1 wherein the time
at which the audio data is output from said butter is
dependent on an offset value added to said PI‘S for providing
proper lip synchronization by accounting for a video signal
processing delay.

5. A method in accordance with claim 1 comprising the
further stqas of:

examining the detected audio packets to locate the occur—
rence of at least one audio synchronization word
therein for use in achieving a synchronization condition
prior to locating said audio Pl‘S’s:

commencing a reacquisitlon of said synchronization con-
dition if said comparing step detdmines that said audio
packets are too late to decode.

6.Amethodin accordance with claimSwherein two
conseurtive audio synchronization words with a comer:
number of audio data bytes in between define an audio
frame. said audio frame including only one of said two
conseurtive audio synchronization words. said method com-
prising the further steps of:

detecting the occurrence of errors in said audio packets;
upon detecting a first audio packet of a ctnrent audio

frame containing an error, advancing awrite points for
said butter by the maximum number of payload bytes
(N) contained in one of said fixed length transport
packets and designating said cmrcnt audio frame as
being in error;

monitoring the detected audio packets of said current
audio frame for the next audio synchronization word
after said error has been detected, and if said synchro-
nization word is not received where erqpected in the
audio stream, discarding subsequent audio data while
searching for said synchronization word rather than
storing the subsequent audio data into said bufier:

resuming the storage of audio data in said bufier upon
detection of said next audio synchronization word if
said next audio synchronization wad is located within
N bytes after the commencement of the search therefor;
and

if said next audio synchronization word is not louted
within said N bytes after the commencement of the
search therefor, commencing a reacquisition of said
synchronization condition.

7. A method in accordance with claim 6 comprising the
further step of concealing television audio errors whenever
the audio data from which said television audio is beingreconstructed is in error.

8. A method in accordance with claim 7 wherein:

a current audio frame is designated as being in error by
altering the audio synclnonization word for that frame;
and

said concealing step is responsive to an altered synchro-
nization word for concealing audio associated with the
corresponding audio frame.
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ignmng a nr.e change indicated by said 11Udio data on the 

assumption that the rate has not actually changed; 
concealing the audio frame containing the data indicative 

of an audio sample rate change while attempting to 
maintain said synchronization condition; and 

commencing a reacquisition of said syncbroni7.ation con
dition if said condition cannot be maintained. 

13. A method in accordance with claim 9 wherein said 
audio data includes information indicative of an audio 

9. A method for processing digital audio data from a 
packetized data slream curying digital television informa
tion in a succession of transp<rt packets having a fixed 
length of N bytes, each of said packets including a packet 
identifier (PID). some of said packets containiJlg a program s 
clock reference (PCR) value for synchronizing a decoder 
system time clock, and some of said packets containing a 
presentation time stamp (Pl'S) indicative of a time for 
commencing the oo1pUt of associated data for use in recon
structing 11 television signal, said melhod comprising the 
steps of: 

10 sample rate and audio bit rate. at least one of said audio 
sample rate and audio bit rate being variable. said method 
comprising the further step of 11ttempting to maintllin syn
chronization of sllid audio packets during a rate change 
indicated by said audio data by: 

monitoring lhe PID's for the packets cmied in said data 
stream to detect audio packets; 

examining the detected audio packets to locate the occur
rence of audio syncl:rrooizati.oo words for use in achiev- 15 

ing a synchronization condition, each two consecutive 
audio synchroniz.ation wads defining an audio framc 
thcrc:bctween; 

monitoring the det.cct.cd audio packets after said syncbro-
20 

nization condition bas been achieved to locate an audio 
PI'S; 

processing said audio data in accordance with a new rate 
indicated by said 1.udio data in the absence of an error 
indication pertaining to the audio frame containing the 
new rate, while attempting to m.aiotaiu said synchro
nization condition; 

processing said audio data without changing the rate if an 
c,:ror indic&tion pertains to lhe audio fI1l.mc containing 
the new rate, while concealing the audio frame to which 

searcbing the detected audio packets after locating said said error condition pertains and attempting to maintain 
audio PI'S to locate the next audio synchronization said synchroniz.ation condition; and 
word; 25 commencing a reacquisition of said syncbroni7.ation con-

storing audio data following said nc:xt audio syncbroni- dition if said condition cannot be Illlintained. 
zation word in a buffer; 14. Appanuus for acquiring audio infom:iation carried by 

detecting the occurrence of ei::rors in said audio packets; a packclized data stream and ..-ocessing errors therein, 

upon detecting a first audio packet of a current audio comprising: . . • 
frame containing an error, advancing a write pointer fa: 30 means for detccti.ng audio transport packets 1D said data 
said buffer by N bytes and designating said cu:m:nt stream; 
audio frame as being in error; means for recovering audio data from said detected audio 

monitoring lhe det.ccted audio packets of said cu:m:nt transpcrt packets for storage in a buffer; 
audio frame for the next audio synchronization word muns for locating an audio presentation lime stamp 
after said mar bu been dctedcd, and if said syocbro- 35 (PI'S) in said detected audio transp<xt pack:ets; 
nization word Is not received where expected in the me&ns responsive to said PI'S for commencing the output 
audio stream, discarding subsequent audio data while of audio data from said buffer at a specl1ied time; 
searching for said syncbron.bation word rather than means for monitmng the detected audio transpa:t packets 
storing the subsequent audio data into said buffer; after the output of audio data from said buffer has 

resuming the stocage of audio data in said buffer upon <40 commenced, to lQQlte subsequent audio PI'S's; 
detection of said next audio synchronization word if means foc complring a time dedved from a decoder 
said next audio synchronization word is located within system time clock: (SfC) to a time derived from the 
Nbytesafterthecommencementofthesearchtberefor; subsequent audio PI'S's to detcnnine whether audio 
and -4S data stored in said buffer is too early to decode, too late 

if said next audio synchronization word is not located to decode, oc ready to be decoded; and 
within said N bytes after the commencement of the means responsive to said comparing means for adjusting 
search therefor, commencing a reacquisition of said the time at which said stored audio data is output from 
synchronization condition. said buffer. 

18. A method in accordance with claim 9 comprising the so 15. Apparatus in accordance with cl&im 14 further com--
further step of concealing television audio errors whenever prising: 
the audio data from which said television audio is being means for rn•intaioing 11. PI'S pointer with a cw:rent PrS 
reconstructed is in aror. value Alld an address of said buffer identifying where a 

11. A method in accordance with cl&im lt wherein: portion of audio data rcfem:d to by said cmrent PI'S is 
a current audio frame is designated as being in error by ss stored; 

altering the audio syncbronizalion word for that frame; means for replacing said PI'S value in said PI'S pointer 
and with a new corrcnt PI'S value after data stored at said 

said concealing step is responsive to an alteied syncbro- address has been output from said buffer, and for 
niz.ation word for concealing audio associated with the replacing said address in said PI'S pointer with a new 
cmrespooding audio frame. oo address corresponding to a portion of audio data 

12. A method in IICC(rdance with claim 9 wherein said refernd to by said new current PI'S value; 
audio data Includes information indie&tive of an audio means responsive to said PTS pointer for suspending the 
sample rate and audio bit rate, at least one of said audio output of data from said buffer when said new address 
sample rate and audio bit rate being variable, said method is reached; and 
comprising the further step of attempting to maintain syn- 6S means for recommencing the output of data from said 
chronizati.on of SI.id audio packets during a rate change buffer at a time derived from said new current PI'S 
indicated by said audio data by: value. 
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9. A method for processing digital audio data from a
paclnztized data stream curying digital television informa-
tion in a succession of transpcrt packets having a fixed
length of N bytes. each of said packets including a packet

24
igniting a me change indicated by said audio data on the

assumption that the rate has not actually changed;
concealing the audio frame connining the dam indicative

of an audio sample tilt: change while attempting to

”E; identifier (FIB). some of said packets containing :1 promun 5 maintain said synclnonization condition; and
15 clock reference (PCR) value for synchronizing a decoda commencing a reacquisition of said syndzronizntlon con-
3 system time clock and some of said packets containing a dilion if said condition cannot be maintained
:1 . ”acumen time stamp (PPS) indimfive of a time far 13. A method in accordance with claim 9 wherein said
.6: comncing me 0111]}!!! of 355W (km for use in taco“- llldio data includes information indimtive Of an nudio
1:. sanding a television signal, said method comprising the 10 sample rate and India lzit we a} 1w»! one of said audio

steps of: sample rate andfaudto on rat; bang stumble. stud method
- moms «he ms fer «be m«m in said am me“; weso: cumming

”‘3‘?“ ‘° “m ““110 ”Ems- indicated by said audio on. by:
”WEEWWNWEm‘SWWEth- 15 processing saidaudlcdatainncccrdancewithanew rate

‘ rence °f “:00 “WWE “'0‘“th “5" 1n achiev- indicated by said audio data in the absence of an erroring a sync nization eon ' 'on. one two consecutive - - - - - - >

x audio synchronization words delinm'g an audio frame 1:23: figmmm”mlcgagmmnfmmain?£mm
E 1, thaebetween; nizaiion condiiion;

monitofinzthe <3ch mdio packets ma said memo m processing said nudiodanwithcutdunging the meifnn
4. ninu'on condition hes been denieved to locate an audio crror mafia“mto the audio frame 120nt
g; PIS; the new rate, while concealing the Indie frame to which
:, ., searching the detected audio packets afta locating said snidmorcondiflon pertains endanempfing to maintain

5:. audio PTS to locate the neat! ludio synchronization said synchronization condition; and
' word; 25 conunencing n reaequisidon of said synchronization con-

storing audio data following said next audio synchroni— dition if said condition cannot be mlintained.
nation word in a ladder; l4. Appmms for acquiring audio information carried by

, detecting the commence of errors in said audio packets; ' ”mud dam mm ”5 Fmssmg ”no“ “1m
4 upon clouding a first audio packet of a current audio coming: ' . .
ii frame containing an error. “mm awrite Faun—f“ no means for detecung audio transport packets in said data

 
 

 

said buffer by N bytes and designating said amen!
audio from: as being in error:

monitoring the detected audio packets of said amen!
audio frame for the next audio syndtronizznion word
after said error has been detected. and if said syndn'o—
nintion word is not received where expected in the
Indie stream. discarding subsequent nudio data while
sear-clung for said synchronization word rather than
storing the subsequent audio dare into said buffer.

35

stream;
means for recovering audio data firm said detected audio

unnspat packets for storage in a bufl’er;
means for locating an audio pesentntion time stamp

(HS) in said detected audio u'nnsport packets;
means responsive to mom for commenting the 0mm

of audio am from said buffer a a specified time;
menus for monitoring diedetected audiotrmsportpackets

am:- the output of audio data from said buficr has

resuming the storage of audio data in said buffer upon 4° commenced. to locale subsequent audio Pl‘S’s:
detection of said next audio syncinonization word if menus for computing a time derived from a decoder
said next audio synchronimtion word is located within system time clock (STC) to a time derived from the
N bytes nfterthe commencement ofthe search therefor; subsequent audio PYS's to desermine whetha audio

and ‘5 datastoredinsnidbulferistooem’lytodecodeJoolate
if said next audio synehronizntion word is not located to decade. or may to be decoded: and

widrin said N bytes nfier the commencement of the means responsiveto said comparing means for adjusting
: search therefor, commendng a reacqnisiiion of said the time at which said stored audio data is cm! from
1 synchronization condition. said miller.
z; m. A method in accordance Wm am 9 comprising an 50 15. Apparatus in accordance with claim 14 fimher com-
if further step of conceding television audio ms whenever prising!
5' the audio data from which said television nudio is being means for maintaining 3 PTS pointer with 1 current PI‘S
' reconstructed is in error. value and an address of said hotter identifying where a

11. A method in accordance with claim 1! whcrdn: portion of audio datareferred to by said men: PTS is
a unrem audio frame is designated as being in mar by 55 “OM?

. altering the audio synchronization word for that frame; means for replacing said PIS value in said P‘I‘S pointer
'f and with a new current PTS value after data stored at said

said concealing step is responsive to an altered synchro- addm‘f has. been W‘ from ”id bufler, 83“ f0!
nizntion word for concealing audio associated with the rqolncrng ”"1 ”1&th "1 sud PTS POW“ mm a 35W
corresponding audio frame. on address corresponding to 8 POIfiOB of audio data12. A method in accordance with claim 9 wherein said

audio data includes information indicative of an audio
sample rate and audio bit rate, at least one of said audio
sample rate and audio bit rate being variable, said method
comprising the finther step of adapting to maintain syn—
chronization of said India packets during a rate change
indicated by said audio data by:

65

referred to by said new current PTS value;
means responsive to snid PTS pointer for suspending the

output of data from said bufi'et when said new address
is reached: and

means for recommendng lite output of data from said
hufier a! n time derived from said new current P'l‘S
value.
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16. Apparatus in accordance with claim 15 further com

prising: 

means for concealing ett0r in 111 audio signal reproduced 
from data output from said buffer and reestablishing the 
detection of said audio transport paclcets if the time 5 

derived from said new cumnt PrS value is outside a 
predetermined mnge. 

17. Apparatus in accordance with claim 14 wherein said 
audio transport packets each contain a fixed number N of 
payload bytes, said packets being manged into successive 10 
audio frames commencing with an audio synchronization 
word, said apparatus further COJDirising: 

means for detecting the occurrence of errors in said audio 
packets; 

means for advancing a write pointer for said buffer by N 15 

bytes and designating a ament audio frame as bemg in 
error upon detecting an error in an audio transport 
packet of said aurent audio frame; 

26 
means for reestablishing the detection of said audio 

transport packets if said conlrolling means c.aooot 
maintain said synchronization condition. 

21. Apparatus in accadancc with claim .2t wherein said 
audio lransport packets each contain a fixed number N of 
payload bytes, and said means responsive to said cn:or 
detecting means comprise: 

means for adv111cing a write pointer for said buffer by said 
fixed number N of bytes and designating a current 
audio frame as being in error upon the detection of an 
eo:or in an audio transp<rt packet thereof; 

means formonita:ing the detected audio transport packets 
of said current audio frame for the next audio synchro
nization word after said m:or has been detected, and if 
said synchronization word is not received where 
expected in the audio stream. discarding subsequent 
audio data while searching for said synchronization 
word rather than storing the subsequent audio data into 
said buffer; and means for m.onita:ing the deteaed audio transport packets 

20 of said current audio frame for the next audio synchro- means for resuming the storage of audio data in said 
niz.ation word after said mor has been detected, and if bmfer upon detection of said next audio synchroniza-
said synchronization word is not received where tion word if said next audio synchronization word is 
expected in the audio stream, discarding subsequent located wi1hin said fixed nlUllber N of bytes after the 
audio data while searching for said synchronization 

25 
commencement of the search thc:rcfa:. 

word rather than storing the subsequent audio data into .~ Apparatus in accordance with claim 20 further com-
said buffer; pnsing: 

means for resuming the st.orage of audio data in said means for concealing error in an audio signal reproduced 
buffer upon detection of said next audio syncbroniza.. from data output ~o_m said bwfc:r when the data output 
tion word if said next audio synchronization word is 30 from said buffer lll 1D cr:ror. 
located within said fixed number N of bytes after the .~· Apparatus in accordance with claim 2l further com-
commencement of the search therefor; and pnsmg: 

means for reestablishing the detection of said audio means for altering the audio synchronization word asso-
transport packets if said next audio synchronization ~ with an audio ~ co~taining a data cmr to 
word is not located wJthin said fixed number N of bytes 35 dengnate that frame as being in ctra:; 
after the oommencement of the search therefor. wherein said concealing means are responsive to altered 

18. Apparatus in accocdance with claim 17 fw:tber com- synchronization words for concea.liJlg ClTO£S in audio 
prising: associated with the corresponding audio frame. 

means for concealing error in an audio signal reproduced 24. A method for managing arors in data received in 
from data ootput from said buffer when the data output 40 bun_ts from a ~ data stteam carrying digital infor-
from said buffer is in error. mation in a succession of fixed length tmnspmt packets. at 

19. Apparatus in acc<rdance ~ith claim 18 further com- least some o~ ~d ~ackets ~ntaining a prese~tation time 
prising· stamp (Pl'S) indicative of a time for commcncmg the fixed 

· . . rate presentation of presentation units from a buffer into 
mc~s for ~tcnng the audio ~nization ~or:d uso- •s whim they are temporarily sta:ed upon receipt, said method 

ciated with. a <:=t audio frame to designate that comprising the steps of: 
frame as bemg tn error; .• .....,_ , ed -'--· 1 · ed PI'S' • • • mom...,u..ug rccciv pa ......... to ocate associat s. 

wherClll said concc.aling means arc responsive to altered said received packets carrying p:csentation units to be 
synchronization words for concealing Cil'OrS in audio presented· 
associated with the corresponding audio frame. chr · · ' th ti f 'd · • 20 A-~,,, f. · • udi infa:mati carried b so syn onwng e prescnta on o Slll presentation umts 
· •>yr--s <-= acqumng a O • on . Y from said buffer to a system time clock (STC) associ-

a pac~ed data stream and processmg errors therClll, ated with the packeti:zed data stream using 1imlng 
compnsing: information derived from the PfS's located in said 

means for de~g audio transport pa~ts in said ~ta monita:ing step; IJld 
str~ sud packets ~g ~ed ~to successtve ,s identifying discontinuity cr:rcn resulting from a loss of 
a_udio frames commenc:mg with au audio syncbrooiza- one or more transmitted packets between successive 
tion word; . . • ones of the received packets and, if a discontinuity of 

means. ~spons1ve to ~d _synchro~tion w~ for no more than one packet is identified, advancing a write 
obtaining a ~chronization ~ndition enab~g the pointer of said buffer by a suitable number of bits to 
recovery of audio data fr?M said detected audio trans- 60 compensate for the discontinuity, while maintaining the 
part packets for storage 1D a buffer; synchronization of said presentation with respect to 

means for detecting the presence of errors in said audio said STC. 
data; 25. A ~thod in accordance with claim 24 wherein said 

means ICSponsive to said error detecting means for con- transport packllts each contain a fixed number N of payload 
trolling the flow of data lhrough said buffer when an 6S bytes. said method comprising the further steps of: 
error is p-esent, to attempt to maintain said synchroni- advancing said write pointer by said fixed number N of 
:z:ation condition while masking said ClTOr; and bytes upon the detection of a discontinuity en:or; 
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continuing said monitoring step after said discontinuity 
error bas been detected in order to search for a syn
chronization w<X"d, and if said synchronization word is 
not located where expected.. discarding subsequent 
presentation units while searching for said syncbroni- s 
zation word rather than st<X'ing said subsequent pre
sentation units in said buffer; and 

28 
resuming the storage of presentation units in said buffer 

upon the detection of said synchronization word if said 
synchronization W<X"d is located within said fixed num
ber N of bytes after the commencement of the search 
therefor. 

• • • • • 
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USER CONTROLLED ADAPTIVE FLOW 
CONTROL FOR PACKET NETWORKS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to packet communications systems 5 

and, more particularly, to traffic flow control in such sys
tems. 

2 
experienced in the network. For time-insensitive applica
tions such as E-mail and file transfer, the rate-based adap
tation of the network is excellent, relieving network over-
load without adding significant complexity to the user 
applications. 

Unfortunately, for time-sensitive applications such as 
multimedia, audio and video conferencing and video-on
demand, network-implemented flow control mechanisms 
are totally inadequate. For example, if a video source, BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Numerous types of flow control have been devised for 
packet transmission systems. Such control mechanisms 
regulate a user application's behavior with respect to the 
transmission of data into the network and are typically 
implemented in the operating system and in the network 
protocol software. For e,cample, if a user application 
attempts to send a large quantity of data to the network, and 
the network is overloaded, the network software buffers 
store the data that cannot be transmitted and attempts to 
deliver the data that can be transmitted. When there are no 
more buffers available, or if the buffers allocated to this 
application have been exhausted, the operating system typi
cally suspends the user application, preventing the applica
tion from transmitting any more data until buffer space 
becomes available. The network protocol may also slow 
down the transmission of data because the receiving appli
cation cannot keep up with the data flow. These types of 
control mechanisms are known as flow control mechanisms. 
These network-based mechanisms are clearly not optimized 

10 transmitting at thirty frames per second, is network flow 
controlled to deliver only twenty frames per second, the 
receiving application can either play the twenty frames that 
it receives (with gaps), and discard the ten frames that arrive 
late, or it may attempt to play all of the frames, but at the 
price of introducing substantial latency into the system. 

l5 Neither of these results is particularly desirable since the 
quality or real time delivery of the picture is significantly 
degraded. 

Many types of data applications are capable of performing 
satisfactorily at a number of different operating points in the 

20 multidimensional space defined by the network transmission 
parameters such as throughput, latency, latency variations, 
i.e., jitter, error rates, and &J forth. For simplicity, the terms 
"transmission parameters" and "Quality of Service param
eters" are used interchangeably in this application. In the 

for any particular user application, but are simply imposed 
on all user applications by the network. 

25 above example, the video source could transmit fewer 
frames per second, obviating the need for transmitting the 
ten frames later, and providing a picture quality better than 
transmitting twenty of thirty frames and discarding the other 
ten frames. In general, user applications are capable of 

Some flow control mechanisms in network protocols, 
such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), are win
dow oriented. That is, the receiving application will permit 
the transmitting user application to send only a certain 
amount of data (a "window") and, until the receiving appli
cation opens up the window further, the sending application 

30 adapting to changing network conditions such as congestion 
in a variety of different ways such as using different coding, 
using data compression, different image sizes, different color 
representation, different frame rates, forward error 
correction, and so forth. None of these adaptations to 

35 network conditions can be used when adaptation is con
trolled solely by the network software. Similarly audio 
signals can be sensibly adapted to different transmission 
conditions by re-scaling the audio signals. 

is not allowed lo transmit data. In TCP, the sending station 
backs off from its transmitting rate exponentially if acknowl
edgments from the receiving application do not arrive fast 40 
enough (before a local timer expires). These types of flow 
control mechanisms operate independently of the applica
tions and often do not interact well with application require
ments. 

Another type of flow control mechanism is the so-called 45 
rate-based flow control, and includes High Performance 
Routing (HPR) in the Advanced Peer-to-Peer Network 
(APPN). These rate-based flow control mechanisms monitor 
the round-trip time of data flow and adjust the rate at which 
data is released from the transmitting application in response 50 
to the flow rate. That is, the rate-based flow control mecha
nism only allows data to enter into the network at a rate it 
(the network) has deemed sustainable over the long term, 
usually based on measurements of a test message sent to the 
receiving application. The application is thus constrained to 55 
transmit at this predetermined rate over the long term, even 
though transient rates may be greater due to buffering. 
Clearly, these constraints on the sending application are 
never optimal for the particular data being transmitted. 

Having the network software act as a moderator of data 60 

flow into the network has significant advantages. The net
work is able to monitor its own behavior and thus determine 
overload situations. As taught in U.S. Pat. No. 5,326,523, the 
adaptive rate-based (ARB) flow control mechanism in HPR 
allows the data outflow to be controlled by the congestion 65 
status of the network, in effect allowing the data to flow out 
of a node at a rate commensurate with the actual congestion 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the 
present invention, the state of congestion in a packet com· 
munications system is made available to the user applica
tions utilizing that communications system. That is, the 
network facilities monitor the network so as to obtain the 
best possible information concerning the values of all of the 
network transmission parameters, including throughput, 
latency, jitter and so forth. However, since the network does 
not have the best information concerning how best to adapt 
to changes in these transmission parameters, these transmis
sion parameter values are made available to each user 
application. More particularly, a programming interface 
with user applications is provided with extensions which 
enable the network software to inform the user applications 
of the values of these transmission parameters. The user 
application can be provided with a system call to inquire 
about the network transmission parameters, or the network 
software can asynchronously supply the user app ti cation 
with signals indicating the occurrence of events affecting 
transmission parameters. These event signals can be handled 
like other external event signals such as timer events, 
semaphore events, user signals, and so forth, which are 
already part of most operating systems. The latter technique, 
advising user applications of transmission parameter affect
ing events, is the preferred alternative since the user appli
cation may not know the best times to query the network for 
transmission parameters. 
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In accordance with one feature of the present invention, a 
certain amoUllt of hysteresis in introduced into the event 
reporting process to prevent the application from responding 
to transient changes which do not persist over the long term. 
In particular, each application notifies the network of the 5 

Quality of Service (QoS) specifications required for that 
application. Such QoS specifications consist of a lower 
bound, an upper bound and an operating level for that 
parameter. The lower bound is the value of the parameter 
below which the application would like an input signal, the 10 

upper bound is the value of the parameter above which the 
application would like an input signal, and the operating 
level is the value at which the application would prefer to 
operate over the long term. The operating level need not be 
midway between the upper and lower bounds, but merely 15 

between these maximum and minimum values. Toe user 
application will then receive transmission parameter input 
signals only when the value of the parameter falls outside of 
the upper or lower bound. The provision of both upper and 
lower bounds is necessary to insure that the application can 20 

return to the preferred operating level after congestion has 
abated. 

4 
To facilitate reader understanding, identical reference 

numerals are used to designate elements common to the 
figures. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring more particularly to FIG. 1, there is shown a 
general block diagram of a packet transmission system 10 
comprising eight network nodes 11 numbered 1 through 8. 
Each of network nodes 11 is linked to others of the network 
nodes 11 by one or more communication links A through L. 
Each such communication link may be either a permanent 
connection or a selectively enabled (dial-up) connection. 
Any or all of network nodes 11 may be attached to end 
nodes, network node 2 being shown as attached to end nodes 
1, 2 and 3, network node 7 being shown as attached to end 
nodes 4, 5 and 6, and network node 8 being shown as 
attached to end nodes 7, 8 and 9. Network nodes 11 each 
comprise a data processing system which provides data 
communications services to all connected nodes, network 
nodes and end nodes, as well as providing decision points 
within the node. The network nodes 11 each comprise one or 
more decision points within tbe node, at which point incom
ing data packets are selectively routed on one or more of the 
outgoing communication links terminated within that node 

25 or at another node. Such routing decisions are made in 
response to information in the header of the data packet. The 
network node also provides ancillary services such as the 
calculation of new routes or paths between terminal nodes, 
the provision of access control to packets entering the 

In accordance with another feature of the present 
invention, an observation period is specified for each trans
mission parameter. That is, each transmission parameter is 
monitored at the end of an observation period. If the 
monitored value of the parameter lies outside of the speci
fied bounds, its value can be sent to the user application. In 
the alternative, if the instantaneous value of the parameter is 
unstable, some computed function of the parameter value 
may be used, such as an average or an exponential average, 
both to ensure that the value is actually within or outside of 
the bounds, and as the better value to be passed to the user 
application. If the user application realizes that the operating 
levels or bounds on any parameter are no longer suitable for 35 

the current network status, new operating points and bound 
values can be passed to the network, overriding the previous 
values. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIIE DRAWINGS 

A complete understanding of the present invention may be 
gained by considering the following detailed description in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which; 

FIG. 1 shows a general block diagram of a packet 
communications network in which a user-controlled flow 
control mechanism in accordance with the present invention 
might find use; 

FIG. 2 shows a more detailed block diagram of typical 
endnode in the network of FIG.1 at which point packets may 
enter the network to be forwarded along the route to a 
destination for each packet, and in which transmission 
parameter observation and user application notification of 
parameter variations in accordance with the present inven
tion might find use; 

FIG. 3 shows a flow chart of the processing of user 
requests for opening a connection, and monitoring and 
controlling transmission parameters in processor 44 of FIG. 
2, all in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 4 shows a flow chart of the processing of transmis
sion parameter violations in monitor 37 and reporter 43 of 
FIG. 2 in accordance with the present invention; and 

FIG. 5 sbows a general flow chart of the process of 
adapting transmission parameters to changes m the quality 
of service provided by the network of FIG. 1, such process 
taking place in a user application such as applications 40, 41 
and 42 of FIG. 2 in accordance with the present invention. 

30 network at that node, and the provision of directory services 
and topology database maintenance at that node. In accor
dance with the present invention, one or more of network 
nodes 11 can also comprise a centralized route management 
system. 

Each of end nodes 12 comprises either a source of digital 
data to be transmitted to another end node, a utilization 
device for consuming digital data received from another end 
node, or both. Users of the packet communications network 
10 of FIG. 1 may utilize an end node device 12 connected 

40 to the local network node 11 for access to the packet network 
10. The local network node 11 translates the user's data into 
packets formatted appropriately for transmission on the 
packet network of FIG. 1 and generates the header which is 
used to route the packets through the network 10. In accor-

45 dance with the present invention, one or more of nodes 11 
and 12 of FIG. 1 is equipped to provide user-controlled data 
flow control for access to the network of FIG. 1. 

In order to transmit packets on the network of FIG. 1, it 
is necessary to calculate a feasible path or route through the 

50 network from the source node to the destination node for the 
transmission of such packets. To avoid overload on any of 
the links on this route, the route is calculated in accordance 
with an algorithm that insures that adequate bandwidth is 
available on each leg of the new connection. One such 

55 optimal route calculating systems is disclosed in U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,233,604 granted Aug. 3, 1993. Once such a route is 
calculated, a connection request message is launched on the 
network, following the computed route and updating the 
bandwidth occupancy of each link along the route to reflect 

60 the new connection. Data packets may then be transmitted 
along the calculated route from the originating node to the 
destination node ( and from the destination node to the 
originating node) by placing this route in the header of the 
data packet. In prior art systems, if the network of FIG. 1 

65 became congested, the network would detect this condition 
and limit the access of traffic to the system. While this 
procedure protected the system against overload, it was not 
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In accordance with one feature of the present invention, a
certain amount of hysteresis in introduced into the event
reporting process to prevent the application from responding
to transient changes which do not persist over the long term.
In particular, each application notifies the network of the
Quality of Service (Q05) specifications required for that
application. Such QoS specifications consist of a lower
bound, an upper bound and an operating level for that
parameter. The lower bound is the value of the parameter
below which the application would like an input signal, the
upper bound is the value of the parameter above which the
application would like an input signal, and the operating
level is the value at which the application would prefer to
operate over the long term. The operating level need not he
midway between the upper and lower bounds, but merely
between these maximum and minimum values. The user

application will then receive transmission parameter input
signals only when the value of thepararneter falls outside of
the upper or lower bound. The provr'sion of both upper and
lower bottom is necessary to insure that the application can
return to the preferred operating level after congestion has
abated.

In accordance with another feature of the present
invention, an observation period is specified for each trans-
mission parameter. That is, each transmission parameter is
monitored at the end of an observation period. If the
monitored value of the parameter lies outside of the speci-
fied bounds, its value can be sent to the user application. In
the alternative, if the instantaneous value of the parameter is
unstable, some computed function of the parameter value
may be used, such as an average or an exponential average,
both to ensure that the value is actually within or outside of
the bounds, and as the better value to be passed to the user
application. If the user application realizes that the operating
levels or bounds on any parameter are no longer suitable for
the current network status, new operating points and bound
values can be passed to the network, overriding the previous
values.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Acomplete understanding of the present invention may be
gained by considering the following detailed description in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 shows a general block diagram of a packet
communications network in which a user-controlled flow
control mechanism in accordance with the present invention
might find use;

FIG. 2 shows a more detailed blodr diagram of typical
endnode in the network of FIG. 1 at which point packets may
enter the network to be forwarded along the route to a
destination for each packet, and in which transmission
parameter observation and user application notification of
parameter variations in accordance with the present inven—
tion might find use;

FIG. 3 shows a flow chart of the processing of user
requests for opening a connection. and monitoring and
controlling transmission parameters in processor 44 of FIG.
2, all in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 4 shows a flow chart of the processing of transmis»
sion parameter violations in monitor 37 and reporter 43 of
FIG, 2 in accordance with the present invention; and

FIG. 5 shows a general llow Chan of the process of
adapting transmission parameters to changes in the quality
of service provided by the network of FIG. 1, such process
taking place in a user application such as applications 40, 41
and 42 of FIG. 2 in accordance with the present invention.
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4
To facilitate reader understanding, identical reference

numerals are used to designate elements common to the
figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring more particularly to FIG. 1, there is shown a
general block diagram of a packet transmission system 10
comprising eight network nodes 11 numbered 1 through 8.
Each of network nodes L1 is linked to others of the network

nodes 11 by one or more communication links A through L.
Each such communication link may be either a permanent
connection or a selectively enabled (dial~up) connection.
Any or all of network nodes 11 may be attached to end
nodes, network node 2 being shown as attached to end nodes
1, 2 and 3, network node 7 being shown as attached to end
nodes 4, 5 and 6, and network node 8 being shown as
attached to end nodes 7, 8 and 9. Network nodes 11 each
comprise a data processing system which provides data
communications services to all connected nodes, network
nodes and end nodes, as well as providing decision points
within the node. The network nodes 31 each comprise one or
more decision points within the node, at which point incom-
ing data packets are selectively routed on one or more of the
outgoing communication links terminated within that node
or at another node. Such routing decisions are made in
response to information in the header of the data packet. The
network node also provides ancillary services such as the
calculation of new routes or paths between terminal nodes,
the provision of access control to packets entering the
network at that node, and the provision of directory services
and topology database maintenance at that node. In accor~
dance with the present invention, one or more of network
nodes 11 can also comprise a centralized route management
system.

Each of end nodes 12 comprises either a source of digital
data to be transmitted to another end node. a utilization
device for consuming digital data received from another end
node, or both. Users of the packet communications network
10 of FIG. 1 may utilize an end node device 12 cemented
to the. local network node 11 for access to the packet network
10. The local network node 11 translates the user’s data into

packets formatted appropriately for transmission on the
packet network of FIG. 1 and generates the header which is
used to route the packets through the network 10. In accor—
dance with the present invention, one or more of nodes 11
and 12 of FIG. 1 is equipped to provide user-controlled data
flow conflol for access to the network of FIG. 1.

In order to transmit packets on the network of FIG. 1, it
is necessary to calculate a feasible path or route through the
network from the source node to the destination node for the

transm'Bsion of such packets. To avoid overload on any of
the links on this route, the route is calculated in accordance
with an algorithm that insures that adequate bandwidth is
available on each leg of the new connection. One such
optimal route calculating systems is disclosed in US. Pat.
No. 5,233,604 granted Aug. 3, 1993. Once such a route is
calculated, a connection request message is launched on the
network, following the computed route and updating the
bandwidth occupancy of each link along the route to reflect
the new connection. Data packets may then be transmitted
along the calculated route from the originating node to the
destination node (and from the destination node to the
originating node) by plaCing this route in the header of the
data packet. In prior art systems, if the network of FIG. I
became congested, the network would detect this condition
and limit the access of traffic to the system. While this
pmoedure protected the system against overload, it was not
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always the best way to transmit the user's data, particularly network events, user applications 40-42 control the !low of 
multimedia video data requiring real time delivery. data from their respective applications into the network. The 

In FlG. 2 there is shown a general block diagram of a detailed processes which take place in blocks 44, 37, 43 and 
network endnode control circuit which might be found in the 40-42 are shown in the flow charts of FIGS. 3 through 5. 
nodes 12 of FIG. 1. The endnode control circuit of FlG. 2 5 
comprises a high speed packet switching fabric 33 onto The processes of FIGS. 3 through 5 can, of course, be 
which packets arriving at the node are entered. Such packets implemented by designing appropriate special purpose cir-
arrive over transmission links from network nodes of the cuits. In the preferred embodiment, however, the processes 
network, such as links M-0 of FIG. 1 via transmission of FIGS. 3-5 are implementing by programming a general 
interfaces 34, 35 or 36, or are originated locally via local 

10 
purpose computer of the type normally used to control user 

user interfaces 30, 31 or 32. Switching fabric 33, under the stations in packet or cell transmission networks. Such pro-
control of route controller 39, connects each of the incoming gramming is obvious to persons skilled in the network node 
data packets to the appropriate one of the outgoing trans- control and operation arts and will not be further described 
mission link interfaces 34-36 or to the appropriate one of the here. 
local user interfaces 30-32, all in accordance with well 

15 
Referring then to FlG. 3, there is shown a !low chart of the 

known packet network operations. Indeed, network man- processes taking place in the user request processor 44 of 
agement control messages are also launched on, and FIG. 2. Starting in start box 50, box 51 is entered where the 
received from, the packet network in the same fashion as processor waits for the next request from a user application. 
data packets. 1bat is, each network packet, data or control In box 60, it is detected that a request is received and, in 
message, transmitted on the network of FIG. 1 can be routed 

20 
decision box 52, it is determined whether or not the request 

by way of switching fabric 30, as shown in FlG. 2. is to open a new connection. H so, box 53 is entered where 
Routes or paths through the network of FIG. 1 are the Quality of Service parameters associated with the new 

calculated to satisfy the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters connection are saved. These parameters are used to select a 
determined to be necessary to adequately transmit a particu- route for the new connection capable of satisfying these 
lar data stream as taught in the afore-mentioned U.S. Pat. 

25 
parameters. Once such a route is determined, the user 

No. 5,233,604. These Quality of Service parameters include requesting the new connection can begin transmitting data to 
such things as throughput (bandwidth), latency (path delay) the network for transmission along that route. At this time, 
and jitter (latency variations). If, due to changes in traffic the application has not specified which QoS parameter 
loading or outages, the selected path is no longer capable of violations of which it would like to be notified. 
providing the desired QoS parameters, it is customary to 30 If the new request is not for an open connection, as 
restrict the access to the network in such a way as to reduce determined in decision box 52, then decision box 54 is 
the load on the system. Such restricted access was imposed entered to determine whether the request is to monitor a 
on input data streams regardless of the degradation thereby certain QoS parameter. If the request is to monitor a QoS 
introduced into the transmitted signals. parameter, box 55 is entered where the identification of the 

In accordance with the present invention, some input 35 QoS parameters are ascertained (from the request) and 
signals to a packet communications network can be better passed on to network parameter monitor 37 of FlG. 2. At this 
accommodated in a network with reduced capability by the time, the network is informed which QoS parameter viola· 
user application source of those input signals than by the lions are of interest to the application. Box 51 is then 
network management facilities. Video and andio signals, for re-entered to await the next request from a user application. 
example, depend on real time delivery of the successive 40 If the new request is not to monitor a particular QoS 
video frames for realistic reproduction of the moving pie• parameter, as determined by decision box 54, decision box 
ture. Delayed transmissions enforced by the network can 56 is entered to determine if the new request is to change one 
degrade the video signals in such a fashion as to render the of the QoS parameters currently being used for a particular 
signal useless. The user application, on the other band, can connection from a particular user application. If so, box 57 
choose to reduce the frame rate of a video signal and thereby 45 is entered where the new value of that QoS parameter is 
produce a useable, albeit degraded, video signal. The present substituted for the previously stored value from box 53 or 
invention provides a mechanism which allows the user from a previous action in box 57. After the QoS parameter 
application to control the !low control access to a network is changed in box 57, box 51 is re-entered to await the next 
such as that ofFlG. 1 by passing information about the state request from a user application. 
of the network to the user application, and allowing that user so If the new request is not to change the value of a QoS 
application to use this information to control the rate of data parameter, as determined by decision box 56, box 58 is 
delivery to the network. entered where an error notification is sent to the user 

In accordance with the present invention, a user request application and to the network manager. That is, if the user 
processor 44 is provided in FIG. 2 to receive and process request is not for a new connection or to monitor a QoS 
flow control requeslS from user applications 40-42. Such 55 parameter or to change a QoS parameter, then an error has 
requests can include requests to access the network, requests occurred and the user application is so notified. Box 51 is 
to monitor certain Quality of Service parameters, and the? re-entered to await the next request from a user appli-
requeslS to change a particular Quality of Service parameter cation. 
in response to changes in the network requiring flow control In FIG. 4 there is shown a !low chart of the processing of 
intervention. In response to a request processed in processor 60 QoS parameter violations detected in network parameter 
44, network parameter monitor 37 uses prior art methods to monitor 37 of FIG. 2. Before proceeding to a description of 
monitor the desired parameter. As will be described FIG. 4, it is first necessary to describe the operation of the 
hereinafter, this monitoring is particularized for a given flow control system of the present invention. Each user 
network parameter and is averaged over a specified obser- application, at the time of establishing a new connection, 
vation interval. Results of such monitoring are reported, 65 notifies the endnode 12 (FIG. 2) of the Quality of Service 
using prior art signaling methods, to the user applications parameters required to properly transmit the data stream to 
40-42 by network event reporter 43. In response to these be launched from that user application. Rather than simply 
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always the best way to transmit the user’s data, particularly
multimedia video data requiring real time delivery.

In FIG. 2 there is shown a general block diagram of a
network eudnode control circuxt which might be found in the
nodes 12 of FIG. 1. 'lhe enduode control circuit of FIG. 2
comprises a high speed packet switching fabric 33 onto
which packets arriving at the node are entered. Such packets
arrive over transmission links from network nodes of the
network, such as links M-O of FIG. 1 via transmission
interfaces 34, 35 or 36, or are originated locally via local
user interfaces 30, 31 or 32. Switching fabric 33, under the
control of route controller 39, connects each of the incoming
data packets to the appropriate one of the outgoing trans-
mission linlr interfaces 34—38 or to the appropriate one of the
local user interfaces Bil-{52, all in accordance with well
known packet network operations. Indeed, network man-
agement control messages are also launched on, and
received from, the packet network in the same fashion as
data packets. That is, each network packet, data or control
message, transmitted on the network of FIG. 1 can be routed
by way of switching fabric 30, as shown in FIG. 2.

Routes or paths through the network of FIG. 1 are
calculated to satisfy the Quality of Service (003) parameters
determined to be necessary to adequately transmit a particu-
lar data stream as taught in the aforementioned US. Pat.
No. 5,233,604. These Quality of Service parameters include
such things as throughput (bandwidth), latency (path delay)
and jitter (latency variations). If, due to changes in traffic
loading or outages, the selected path is no longer capable of
providing the desired 005 parameters, it is customary to
restrict the access to the network in such a way as to reduce
the load on the system. Such restricted access was imposed
on input data streams regardless of the degradation thereby
introduced into the transmitted signals

In accordance with the present invention, some input
signals to a packet communications network can be better
accommodated in a network with reduced capability by the
user application source of those input signals than by the
network management facilities. Video and audio signals, for
example, depend on real time delivery of the successive
video frames for realistic reproduction of the moving pic
ture. Delayed transmissions enforced by the network can
degrade the video signals in such a fashion as to render the
signal useless. The user application, on the other hand, can
choose to reduce the frame rate of a video signal and thereby
produce a useablc, albeit degraded, video signal. The present
invention provides a mechanism which allows the user
application to control the flow control access to a network
such as that ofFIG. 1 by passing information about the state
of the network to the user application, and allowing that user
application to use this information to control the rate of data
delivery to the network.

In accordance with the present invention, a user request
processor 44 is provided in FIG. 2 to receive and process
flow control requests from user applications 40—42. Such
requests can include requests to access the network, requests
to monitor certain Quality of Service parameters, and
requests to change a particular Quality of Service parameter
in response to changes in the network requiring flow control
intervention. In response to a request processed in processor
44, network parameter monitor 37 uses prior art methods to
monitor the desired parameter. As will be described
hereinafter, this monitoring is particularized for a given
network parameter and is averaged over a specified obser-
vation interval. Results of such monitoring are reported,
using prior art signaling methods, to the user applications
40—42 by network event reporter 43. In response to these
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network events, user applications 40-42 control the flow of
data firom their respective applications into the network. The
detailed processes which take place in blocks 44, 37, 43 and
40-42 are shown in the flow charts of FIGS. 3 through 5.

The procemes of FIGS. 3 through 5 can, of course, be
implemented by designing appropriate special purpose cir«
cuits. In the preferred embodiment, however, the processes
of FIGS. 3—5 are implementing by programming a general
purpose wmputer of the type normally used to control user
stations in packet or cell transmission networks Such pro-
gramming is obvious to persons skilled in the network node
control and operation arts and will not be further described
here.

Referring then to FIG. 3, there is shown a flow chart of the
processes taking place in the user request processor 44 of
FIG. 2. Starting in start box 50, box 51 is entered where the
processor waits for the next request from a user application.
In box 60, it is detected that a request is received and, in
decision box 52, it is determined Whether or not the request
is to open a new connection. If so, box 53 is entered where
the Quality of Service parameters associated with the new
connection are saved. These parameters are used to select a
route for the new connection capable of satisfying these
parameters. Once such a route is determined, the user
requesting the new connection can beg-in transmitting data to
the network for transmission along that route. At this time,
the application has not specified which 008 parameter
violations of which it would like to be notified.

If the new request is not for an open connection, as
determined in decision box 52, then decision box 54 is
entered to determine whether the request is to monitor a
certain 003 parameter. If the request is to monitor a (208
parameter, box 55 is entered Where the identification of the
QOS parameters are ascertained (from the request) and
passed on to network parameter monitor 37 of FIG. 2. At this
time, the network is informed which (203 parameter viola-
tions are of interest to the application. Box 51 is then
mentored to await the next request from a user application.

If the new request is not to monitor a particular 008
parameter, as determined by decision box 54, decision box
56 is entered to determine if the new request is to change one
of the 008 parameters currently being used for a particular
connection from a particular user application. If so, box 57
is entered where the new value of that Q05 parameter is
substituted for the previously stored value from box 53 or
from a previous action in box 57. After the 008 parameter
is changed in box 57, box 51 is re—entered to await the next
request from a user application.

If the new request is not to change the value of a 008
parameter, as determined by decision box 56, box 58 is
entered where an error notification is sent to the user

application and to the network manager. That is, if the use:
request is not for a new connection or to monitor a 008
parameter or to change a 008 parameter, then an error has
occurred and the user application is so untitled. Box 51 is
then tie-entered to await the next request from a user appli-cation.

In FIG. 4 there is shown a flow chart of the processing of
(208 parameter violations detected in network parameter
monitor 37 of FIG. 2. Before proceeding to a description of
FIG. 4, it is first necessary to describe the operation of the
flow control system of the present invention. Each user
application, at the time of establishing a new connection,
notifies the endnodc 12 (FIG. 2) of the Quality of Service
parameters required to properly transmit the data stream to
he launched from that user application. Rather than simply
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sending the values of each parameter, the user application 
supplies the network with a triplet of values for each QoS 
parameter consisting of (1) the preferred operating value of 
that parameter, (2) a lower bound on the value of the 
parameter below which the user application wants to be 
notified so as to exercise a flow control option, and (3) an 
upper bound on the value of the parameter above which the 
user application wants to be notified so as to exercise a flow 
control option. In addition, for each QoS parameter, the 
application supplies an observation interval that determines, 
for the respective parameter, the frequency of monitoring 
that parameter. The user application is thus able to ignore 
small transitory changes in a parameter value and react only 
to larger, persistent changes. Thus, a certain amount of 
"hysteresis" is built into the flow control process, smoothing 
the application adaptation changes. With this in mind, FIG. 
4 can now be described. As previously noted, Quality of 
Service parameters can include such metrics as bandwidth, 
latency and jitter. For the purposes of simplicity, FIG. 4 
describes the monitoring of only a single QoS parameter. 
Those skilled in the art can extend FIG. 4 to accommodate 
the monitoring of any of the other possible parameters. 
Furthermore, the method of measuring the QoS parameters 
can be implemented in ways well known in the prior art and 
will not be specifically disclosed herein. The implementa
tion of these other measurements is well known to anyone of 
ordinary skill in the art and can be implemented without any 
undue experimentation. 

In FIG. 4, starting in start box 70, box 71 is entered where 
an observation interval timer is started. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that a separate interval timer is provided for each 
QoS parameter that is to be monitored. For efficiency, 
however, a plurality of different QoS parameters could be 
monitored simultaneously, using a common interval timer. 
The interval timer is used to sample the QoS parameter 
periodically, rather than continuously, in order to reduce the 
measurement overhead. After starting the interval timer in 
box 71, decision box 72 is entered to determine whether or 
not the observation interval is over, i.e., the interval timer 
has timed out. If not, decision box is re-entered to await the 
termination of the interval. When the observation timer does 
time out, the interval is recognized as being over and box 73 
is entered to measure or determine the current value of the 
QoS parameter in question. This particular QoS parameter 
may be measured over the particular observation interval, 
such as accumulating jitter on a per data packet basis, or a 
measurement may be taken at the end of the observation 
interval, such as measuring latency by computing the round 
trip delay of a test message. The implementation of these 
measurement techniques are well known to those of ordinary 
skill in the art and will not be further descnbed here. 

In box 74, the measured or computed value of the 
parameter is smoothed by computing an average or expo
nential average or by using some other user-specified 
smoothing function. The resulting smoothed value is then 
used to test against the user-specified lower bound in deci
sion box 78. If the smoothed value from box 74 is less than 
the lower bound set for that parameter, box 80 is entered to 
send an event signal to the user application notifying the user 
application of the violation of the lower bound and the actual 
smoothed value of the parameter. The user application can 
then use this value to determine the changes it will make in 
its transmission strategy to accommodate the new value of 
the QoS parameter. This process will be taken up in con
nection with FIG. 5. 

If the smoothed value of the parameter is not below the 
minimum bound, as determined by decision box 78, decision 

8 
box 79 is entered to determine if the smoothed value of the 
parameter is greater than the upper bound set for that 
parameter. If so, box 80 is entered to send an event signal to 
the user application notifying the user application of the 

5 violation of the upper bound and the actual measured value 
of the parameter. The user application uses this value to 
determine the changes it will make in the transmission 
strategy to accommodate the new parameter value. Box 71 
is then reentered to start a new observation interval. If the 

10 measured value does not fall outside of the specified range, 
as determined by decision boxes 78 and 79, box 71 is 
re-entered to start the next measurement interval. 

In FIG. 5 there is shown a flow chart of the processing of 
Quality of Service parameters by a user application, such as 

15 one of applications 40-42 of FIG. 2. Starting in start box 90, 
box 91 is entered the determine the desired Quality of 
Service parameters, and their respective allowable range of 
values, for a data stream to be transmitted over a desired new 
network connection. In box 92, a new network connection is 

20 requested (see FIG. 3) and, in box 93, the desired Quality of 
Service parameters are requested for the new connection. 
The network of FIG. 1 utilizes the specified Quality of 
Service parameters to select a route through the network of 
FIG. 1 which satisfies all of the specified parameters, all as 

25 taught in the above-mentioned U.S. Pat. No. 5,233,604. 
Next, box 93 is entered where the user application notifies 
the network which QoS parameters to monitor. Box 94 is 
then entered to initialize the transfer of data, for example, 
video or audio frames. Decision box 95 is then entered to 

30 determine if there is any more data signals to be transmitted. 
If not, the transmission is over and stop box 96 is entered to 
terminate the transmission process and the connection. 

If more data is available for transmission, as determined 
by decision box 95, decision box 97 is entered to determine 

35 whether or not a QoS parameter violation event signal, 
transmitted in box 80 of FIG. 4, has been received. If not, 
box 98 is entered to transmit one data frame through the 
network of FIG. 1, along the selected route. Decision box 95 
is then re-entered to determine if the transmission of any 

40 more data frames is required. If a QoS parameter violation 
event signal has been received, as determined decision box 
97, then decision box 99 is entered to determine whether or 
not the transmission parameters of the user application 
should be changed in response to the parameter violation. If 

45 a change is necessary, box 100 is entered where the user 
application determines the best action to take in response to 
the parameter violation, depending on the type of data signal 
being transmitted, e.g. changing the coding method to 
reduce bandwidth utilization orpaclcing more signal samples 

50 into the same packet to reduce the effects of jitter. The QoS 
parameters required for change in transmission strategy are 
computed in box 100 and the resulting new transmission 
parameters are computed in box 101. Box 102 is then 
entered to request the necessary changes in the QoS param-

55 eters as shown in FIG. 3. Box 103 is then entered to make 
the actual changes in the transmission strategy which are 
necessary to accommodate the violation of the previous 
parameters. When the transmission adaptations have been 
effected in box 103, box 98 is re-entered to transmit the next 

60 data frame over the connection, using the new transmission 
strategy. Decision box 95 is then re-entered to continue 
transmitting data using the new strategy. 

lf no transmission parameter changes are necessary, as 
determined by decision box 99, but a violation event signal 

65 has been received, as determined by decision box 97, then 
box 103 is catered to make the necessary adaptation to the 
violation, but using all of the previously established QoS 
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parameters. Transmission then continues, using the new 
adaptive strategy. It can be seen that the process of FIG. 5 
permits the user application to adapt the flow of information 
into the network to maximize the use of the available 
network path parameters. Since the user application is in a 5 
better position to optimize the transmission of the data 
stream originating at that user application than is the net
work manager, superior flow control results from giving the 
user application control over the data flow into the network. 
This is in distinct contrast to prior art, network-controlled 
data flow mechanisms applied uniformly for all data streams 10 

regardless of the special requirements of the particular data 
stream. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A packet transmission network comprising 
a plurality of transmission nodes interconnected by trans- 15 

mission links, 
a plurality of user applications for transmitting data 

streams on said network, said data streams having at 
least two different modes of transmission requiring 
different transmission parameters, 20 

means for selecting a data path through said network 
between two of said user applications to satisfy the 
transmission parameters of one of said two different 
modes of transmission, 

means for detecting changes in the transmission param-
25 eters available on said selected data path, 

means for notifying said user applications of said changes 
in the transmission parameters, and 

means, responsive to said means for notifying, for chang
ing to the other of said two different modes of trans-
mission at said user application. 30 

2. The packet transmission network according to claim 1 
further comprising 

means at each of said user applications for specifying a 
range of values of said transmission parameters within 
which said one mode of transmission remains 35 
unchanged. 

3. The packet transmission network according to claim 1 
further comprising 

means, in each said user application, for requesting 
changes in said transmission parameters for a particular 

40 connection. 
4. The packet transmission network according to claim 1 

further comprising 
means for storing the quality of service transmission 

parameters requested by each of said user applications 
for each requested connection to said user application. 45 

5. The packet transmission network according to claim 1 
further comprising 

means for computing a smoothing function of the trans
mission parameter values on each connection through 
said network for a predetermined observation interval. 50 

6. The packet transmission network according to claim 1 
further comprising 

means for transmitting an event signal to said user appli
cations when said transmission parameters fall outside 
of said specified range of values. 55 

7. A method for operating a packet transmission network 
comprising the steps of 

interconnecting a plurality of transmission nodes by trans
mission links, 

transmitting a plurality of data streams from user appli- 60 

cations connected to said network, said data streams 
having at least two different modes of transmission 
requiring different transmission parameters, 

selecting a data path through said network between two of 
said user applications to satisfy the transmission param- 65 
eters of one of said two different modes of 
transmission, 

10 
detecting changes in the transmission parameters avail

able on said selected data path, 
notifying said user applications of said changes in the 

transmission parameters, and 
in response to said step of notifying, changing to the other 

of said two different modes of transmission at said user 
application. 

8. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the 
step of 

at each of said user applications, specifying a range of 
values of said transmission parameters within which 
said one mode of transmission remains unchanged. 

9. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the 
step of 

in each said user application, requesting changes in said 
transmission parameters for a particular connection. 

10. The method according to claim 7 further comprising 
the step of 

storing the quality of service transmission parameters 
requested by each of said user applications for each 
requested connection to said user application. 

11. 'Ihe method according to claim 7 further comprising 
the step of 

smoothing the values of transmission parameters for each 
connection through said network. 

12. The method according to claim 7 further comprising 
the step of 

transmitting an event signal to said user applications when 
said transmission parameters fall outside of said speci
fied range of values. 

13. A data flow control system for packet communications 
systems connected to 11 plurality of user applications com
prising 

means in said packet communications system for mea
suring the transmission parameters of at least one route 
from one of said user applications to another of said 
user applications, 

means in each of said user applications, responsive to said 
means for measuring, for changing the flow rate of data 
transmitted over said 11.t least one route, 

means in said user applications for specifying a range of 
permissible values for each of said transmission 
parameters, and 

means in each of said user applications for requesting 
changes in the requested transmission parameters for 
said at least one route. 

14. The data flow control system according to claim 13 
further comprising 

means for storing the quality of service parameters for 
said at least one route in said packet communications 
system. 

15. The data fiow control system according to claim 13 
further comprising 

means in said packet communications system for smooth
ing the values of said transmission parameters. 

16. A method for controlling data flow into a packet 
communication system connected to a plurality of user 
applications comprising the steps of 

in said packet communications system, measuring the 
transmission parameters of at least one route from one 
of said user applications to another of said user 
applications, 

in each of said user applications, in response to said 
means for measuring, changing the flow rate of data 
transmitted over said at least one route, 

in each of said user applications, specifying a range of 
permissible values for each of said transmission 
parameters, and 
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parameters. Transmission then continues, using the new
adaptive strategy. It can be seen that the process of FIG. 5
permits the user application to adapt the flow of information
into the network to maximim the use of the available
notified: path parameters. Since the user application is in a
better position to optimize the transmission of the data
stream originating at that user application than is the net
work manager, superior flow control results from giving the
user application control over the data flow into the network.
This is in distinct contrast to prior art, Ironwork-controlled
data flow mechanisms applied uniformly for all data streams
regardless of the special requirements of the particular datastream.

What is claimed is:

1. A packet transmission network comprising
a plurality of transmission nodes interconnected by trans—

mission links,
a plurality of user applications for transmitting data

streams on said network, said data streams having at
least two dilferent modes of transmission requiring
dilfercnt transmission parameters,

means for selecting a data path through said network
between two of said user applications to satisfy the
transmission parameters of one of said two different
modes of transmission,

means for detecting changes in the transmission param«
eters available on said selected data path,

means for notifying said use: applications of said changes
in the transmission parameters, and

means, responsive to said means for notifying, for chang-
ing to the other of said two different modes of trans-
mission at said user application.

2. The packet transmission network according to claim 1
further comprising

means at each of said user applications for specifying a
range of values of said transmission parameters within
which said one mode of transmission remains
unchanged.

3. The packet transmission network according to claim 1
further comprising

means, in each said user application, for requesting
changes in said transmission parameters for a particularconnection.

4, The packet transmission network according to claim 1
further comprising

means for storing the quality of service transmission
parameters requested by each of said user applications
for each requested connection to said user application.

5. The packet transmission network according to claim 1
further comprising

means for computing a smoothing function of the trans-
mission parameter valucs on each connection through
said network for a predetermined observation interval.

6. The packet transmission network according to claim 1
further comprising

means for transmitting an event signal to said user appli-
cations when said transmission parameters fall outside
of said specified range of values.

7, A method for operating a packet transmission network
comprising the steps of

interconnecting u plurality of transmission nodes by trans-
mission links,

transmitting a plurality of data streams from user appli-
cations connected to said network, said data streams
having at least two different modes of transmission
requiring different transmission parameters,

selecting a data path through said network between two of
said user applications to satisfy the transmission param‘
eters of one of said two diflferent modes of
transmission,
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detecting changes in the transmission parameters avail-

able on said selected data path,
notifying said user applications of said changes in the

transmission parameters, and
in response to said step of notifying, changing to the otherof said two different modes of transmission at said user

application.
8. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the

step of
at each of said user applications, specifying a range of

values of said transmission parameters within which
said one mode of transmission remains unchanged.

9. The method according to claim 7 further comprising the
step of

in each said user application, requesting changes in said
transmission parameters for a particular connection.

10. The method according to claim 7 further comprising
the step of

storing the quality of service transmission parameters
requested by each of said user applications for each
requested commotion to said user application,

11. The method according to claim 7 further comprising
the step of

smoothing the values of transmission parameters for each
connection through said network.

12. The method according to claim 7 further comprising
the step of

transmitting an event signal to said user applications when
said transmission parameters fall outside of said speci-
fied range of values.

13, Adata flow control system for packet communications
systems connected to a plurality of user applications com-
prising

means in said packet communications system for mea‘
suring the transmission parameters of at least one route
from one of said user applications to another of said
user applications,

means in each of said user applications, responsive to said
means for measuring, for changing the flow rate of data
transmitted over said at least one route,

means in said user applications for specifying a range of
permissible values for each of said transmission
parameters, and

means in each of said user applications for requesting
changes in the requested transmission parameters forsaid at least one route.

14. The data flow control system according to claim 13
further comprising

means for storing the quality of service parameters for
said at least one route in said packet communications
system.

15. The data flow control system according to claim 13
further comprising

means in said packet communications system for smooth-
ing the values of said transmission parameters.

16. A method for controlling data flow into a packet
communication system connected to a plurality of user
applications comprising the steps of

in said packet communications system, measuring the
transmission parameters of at least one route from one
of said user applications to another of said user
applications,

in each of said use: applications, in response to said
means for measuring, changing the flow rate of data
transmitted over said at least one route,

in each of said user applications, specifying a range of
permissible values for each of said transmission
parameters, and
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in each of said user applications, requesting changes in the 

requested transmission parameters for said at least one 
route. 

17. The method according to claim 16 further comprising 
the step of 

storing the quality of service parameters for said at least 
one route in said packet communications system. 

18. The method according to claim 16 further comprising 

5 

in said packet communications system, smoothing the 
values of said transmission parameters over a prede- 10 
!ermined measuring interval. 

19. A packet transmission network comprising 

a plurality of transmission nodes interconnected by trans
mission links, 

a plurality of user applications for transmitting data l5 
streams on said network, said data streams having at 
least two different modes of transmission requiring 
different transmission parameters, 

means for selecting a data path through said network 
between two of said user applications to satisfy the 20 

transmission parameters of one of said two different 
modes of transmission, 

means for detecting changes in the transmission param
eters available on said selected data path, 

means for notifying said user applications of said changes 25 

in the transmission parameters, 
means, responsive to said means for notifying, for chang

ing to the other of said two different modes of trans
mission at said user application, means in each said 
user application for requesting a new connection sat- 30 

isfying a specified range of transmission parameters, 
means in each said user application for requesting said 

network to monitor specified network parameters for 
each said connection, and 

35 means in each said user application for requesting 
changes in said specified transmission parameters. 

20. A method for operating a packet transmission network 
comprising the steps of 

interconnecting a plurality of transmission nodes by trans-
40 

mission links, 
transmitting a plurality of data streams from user appli

cations connected to said network, said data streams 
having at least two different modes of transmission 
requiring different transmission parameters, 

45 
selecting a data path through said network between two of 

said user applications to satisfy the transmission param
eters of one of said two different modes of 
transmission, 

detecting changes in the transmission parameters avail- 50 
able on said selected data path, 

12 
means in said packet communications system for mea

suring the transmission parameters of at least one route 
from one of said user applications to another of said 
user applications, and 

in each of said user applications, 
means responsive to said means for measuring, for 

changing the flow rate of data transmitted over said 
at least one route, 

means for requesting a new route through said packet 
communications system satisfying specified ranges 
of values of transmission parameters, 

means for requesting the measurement of specific trans
mission parameters over a specified route, and 

means for requesting a change in a previously specified 
transmission parameter. 

22. A method for controlling data flow into a packet 
communications system connected to a plurality of user 
applications comprising the steps of 

in said packet communications system, measuring the 
transmission parameters of at least one route from one 
of said user applications to another of said user 
applications, 

in each of said user applications, in response to said 
means for measuring, 
changing the flow rate of data transmitted over said at 

least one route, 
requesting a new route through said packet communi

cations system satisfying specified ranges of values 
of transmission parameters, 

requesting the measurement of specific transmission 
parameters over a specified route, and 

requesting a change in a previously specified transmis
sion parameter. 

23. In a user application for use with a packet transmis
sion network having a plurality of transmission nodes inter
connected by transmission links, a network route selector for 
selecting a data path through said network between said user 
application and a second user application, said user appli
cation transmitting a data stream on said network in one of 
at least two different modes of transmission requiring dif-
ferent transmission parameters, a network parameter moni
tor for detecting changes in transmission parameters avail
able on a selected data path and a network event reporter for 
providing notification of detected changes in transmission 
parameters, a flow control system comprising: 

means for receiving a notification of a change in trans
mission parameters on the selected data path from the 
network event reporter; and 

means responsive to the receipt of said notification to 
change a different one of the different modes of trans
mission. notifying said user applications of said changes in the 

transmission parameters, 
in response to said step of notifying, changing to the other 

of said two different modes of transmission at said user 
application, 

24. A flow control system as defined in claim 23 further 
including means for requesting changes in transmission 

55 parameters for the selected data path. 

in each said user application, requesting a new connection 
satisfying a specified range of transmission parameters, 

in each said user application, requesting said network to 
monitor specified network parameters for each said 60 
connection, and 

in each said user application, requesting changes in said 
specified transmission parameters. 

21. A data flow control system for packet communications 
systems connected to a plurality of user applications com- 65 
prising 

25. A flow control system as defined in claim 23 further 
including: 

means for requesting a new connection to a second user 
application satisfying a specified range of transmission 
parameters, 

means for specifying network parameters to be monitored 
by the network parameter monitor, and 

means for requesting changes in the network in transmis
sion parameters established for a connection. 

* * .. * 
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in each of said user applications. requesting changes in the
requested transmission parameters for said at least oneroute.

17. The method according to claim 16 further comprising
the step of

storing the quality of service parameters for said at least
one route in said packet communications system.

18. The method according to claim 16 further comprising
in said packet communications system, smoothing the

values of said transmission parameters over a prede-
termined measuring interval.

19, A packet transmission network comprising
a plurality of transmission nodes interconnected by trans—

mission links,
a plurality of user applications for transmitting data

streams on said network, said data streams having at
least two difl‘erent modes of transmission requiring
different transmission parameters,

means for selecting a data path through said network
between two of said user applications to satisfy the
transmission parameters of one of said two different
modes of transmission,

means for detecting changes in the transmission param-
eters available on said selected data path,

means for notifying said user applications of said changes
in the transmission parameters,

means, responsive to said means for notifying, for chang-
ing to the other of said two dififerent modes of trans-
mission at said user application, means in each said
user application for requesting a new connection sat-
isfying a specified range of transmission parameters,

means in each said user application for requesting said
network to monitor specified network parameters for
each said connection, an

means in each said user application for requesting
changes in said specified transmission parameters.

20. A method for operating a packet transmission network
comprising the steps of

interconnecting a plurality of transmission nodes by trans-
m'fision links,

transmitting a plurality of data streams from user appli-
cations connected to said network, said data streams
having at least two different modes of transmission
requiring dififercnt transmission parameters,

selecting a data path through said network between two of
said user applications to satisfy the transmission param‘
eters of one of said two different modes of
transmission,

detecting changes in the transmission parameters avail-
able on said selected data. path,

notifying said user applications of said changes in the
transmission parameters,

in response to said step of notifying, changing to the otherof said two different modes of transmission at said user
application,

in each said user application, requesting a new connection
satisfying a specified range of transmission parameters,

in each said user application, requesting said network to
monitor specified network parameters for each said
connection, and

in each said user application, requesting changes in said
specified transmission parameters.

21. Adora flow control system for packet communications
systems connected to a plurality of user applications com-
prising
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means in said packet communications system for mea—
suring the transmission parameters of at least one route
from one of said user applications to another of said
user applications, and

in each of said user applications,
means responsive to said means for measuring, for

changing the flow rate of data transmitted over said
at least one route,

means for requesting a new route through said packet
communications system satisfying specified ranges
of values of transmission parameters,

means for requesting the measurement of specific trans-
mission parameters over a specified route, and

means for requesting a change in a previously specified
transmission parameter.

22. A method for controlling data flow into a packet
communications system connected to a plurality of user
applications comprising the steps of

in said packet communications system, measuring the
transmission parameters of at least one route from one
of said user applications to another of said user
applications,

in each of said user applications, in response to said
means for measuring,
changing the flow rate of data transmitted over said at

least one route,
requesting a new route through said packet communi-

cations system satisfying specified ranges of values
of transmission parameters,

requesting the measurement of specific transmission
parameters over a specified route, and

requesting a change in a previously specified transmis-
sion parameter.

23. In a user application for use with a packet transmis-
sion network having a plurality of transmission nodes inter-
connected by transmission links, a network route selector for
selecting a data path through said network between said user
application and a second user application, said user appli-
cation transmitting a data stream on said network in one of
at least two different modes of transmission requiring dif»
ferent transmission parameters, a network parameter moni-
tor for detecting changes in transmission parameters avail—
able on a selected data path and a network event reporter for
providing notification of detected changes in transmission
parameters, a flow control system comprising:

means for receiving a notification of a change in trans“
mission parameters on the selected data path from the
network event reporter; and

means responsive to the receipt of said notification to
Change a dilferent one of the different modes of trans-
mission.

24i A flow control system as defined in claim 23 further
including means for requesting changes in transmission
parameters for the selected data path.

25. A flow control system as defined in claim 23 further
including:

means for requesting a new connection to a second user
application satisfying a specified range of transmission
parameters,

means for specifying network parameters to be monitored
by the network parameter monitor, and

means for requesting changes in the network in transmis-
sion parameters established for a connection.

3 it it lit ’3
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2. The numbering of claims is not in accordance with 37 CFR 1.126 which requires 

the original numbering of the claims to be preserved throughout the prosecution. When 

claims are canceled, the remaining claims must not be renumbered. When new claims 

are presented, they must be numbered consecutively beginning with the number next 

following the highest numbered claims previously presented (whether entered or not). 

Misnumbered of paragraphs in claims 1 and 10 have been renumbered (a), (b) 

(c) (d) for claim 1 and (c), (d) for claim 10. 

3. Claim 1 is objected to because of the following informalities: a flow-entry 

database comprises none or more flow-entries. Examine consider as one or more flow 

entries. Appropriate correction is required. 

Claim Rejections -35 USC§ 102 

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 
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4. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Anderson et al [Anderson 5,850,388] 
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5. As per claim 1 , Anderson discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets ( or 

frames) passing through a connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network 

[col 4 line 49-col 6 line 19], the method comprising: 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device [protocol analyzer, col 8 

line 26-col 9 line 13]; 

(b) looking up a flow-entry database [database, col 5 lines 24-46, col 9 lines 30-

40, col 23 lines 35-45, col 24 lines 6-20,57-col 25 line 50; lookup table, col 18 lines 29-

37] comprising one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational 

flows, the looking up to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow [previous 

session, col 24 lines 6-13; prior entries, col 28 lines 26-43]; 

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing 

flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [col 17 

. 'x lines 15-23, col 25 lines 22-47, col 27 lines 24-34, col 28 lines 49-67]; and 

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in 

the flow-entry database [updat new information, col 27 lines 10-53], including storing 

one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [statistics, col 27 lines 10-34], 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device [protocol analyzer col 8 line 26-col 9 line 13]. 

6. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore, 

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1 
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5. As per claim 1, Anderson discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets ( or

frames) passing through a connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network

[col 4 line 49—col 6 line 19], the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device [protocol analyzer, col 8

line 26-col 9 line 13];

(b) looking up a flow-entry database [database, col 5 lines 24-46, col 9 lines 30~

40, col 23 lines 35-45, col 24 lines 6-20,57-col 25 line 50; lookup table, col 18 lines 29«

37] comprising one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational

flows, the looking up to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow [previous

session, col 24 lines 6-13; prior entries, col 28 lines 26-43};

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing

flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [col 17

lines 1523, col 25 lines 22-47, col 27 lines 24-34, col 28 lines 49-67}; and

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in

the flow-entry database [updat new information, col 2? lines 10-53], including storing

one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [statistics, col 27 lines 10—34],

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device [protocol analyzer col 8 line 26—col 9 line 13}.

6. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore,

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1
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7. As per claim 2, Anderson discloses extracting identifying portions from the 

Page4 

packet, wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [information is 

extracted from a frame, col 9 line 42-col 10 line 18]. 

8. As per claim 3, Anderson discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each 

packet passing through the connection point [col 4 line 58-col 5 line 46]. 

9. As per claim 4, Anderson discloses the one or more statistical measure includes 

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a 

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [col 28 lines 58-67]. 

10. As per claim 5, Anderson discloses including one or more metrics (parameters) 

related to the flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow 

entry [col 10 lines 20-40, col 19 lines 30-45,col 22 lines 16-65]. 

11. As per claim 6, Anderson discloses the metrics include one or more quality of 

service (QOS) metrics (id, tiem, length col 22 lines 16-23]. 

12. As per claim 7, Anderson discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time. 

13. As per claim 8, Anderson discloses calculating one or more quality of service 

(QOS) metrics from the base metrics [col 14 lines 39-60, col15 lines 32-46,col 17 lines 

45-57]. 

14. As per claim 9, Anderson discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be 

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to 

determine respective metrics for the combined interval [col 28 lines 58-67]. 
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7. As per claim 2, Anderson discloses extracting identifying portions from the

packet. wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [information is

extracted from a frame. col 9 line 42-coi 10 line 18].

8. As per claim 3, Anderson discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each

packet passing through the connection point [col 4 line 58-col 5 line 46].

9. As per claim 4, Anderson discloses the one or more statistical measure includes

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [col 28 lines 58-67).

10. As per claim 5, Anderson discloses including one or more metrics (parameters)

related to the flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow

entry [col 10 lines 20-40, col 19 lines 30-45,col 22 lines 16-65].

11. As per claim 6, Anderson discloses the metrics include one or more quality of

service (008) metrics (id, tiem, length coi 22 lines 16-23].

12. As per claim 7, Anderson discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time,

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time.

13. As per claim 8. Anderson discloses calculating one or more quality of service

(QOS) metrics from the base metrics [col 14 lines 39-60, col15 lines 32-46,col 17 lines

45-57}

14. As per claim 9, Anderson discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to

determine respective metrics for the combined interval [col 28 lines 58—87].
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(c) includes if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered 

state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow 

starting from the last encountered state of the flow [between the last update and the 

present update, col 26 lines 6-40]; 

(d) includes if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations 

required for the initial state of the new flow [new data and user initial sleet how often 

information on station statistics was to update, col 26 lines 6-15]. 

16. As per claim 11, Anderson discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the 

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry [col 30 

line 58-col 31 line 10]. 

17. As per claim 12, Anderson discloses reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 1 O]. 

18. As per claim 13, Anderson discloses reporting is part of the state operations for 

the state of the flow [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 10]. 

19. As per claim 14, Anderson discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing 

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [col 16 lines 

47-54, col19 lines 17-24, col 22 line 66-col 23 line 6]. 

20. As per claim 15, Anderson discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state 

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application 

program of the flow as inherent of new data received [col 28 lines 58-67] . 
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21. As per claim 16, Anderson discloses one or more metrics related to the state of 

the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow 

as inherent feature of parameters [col 22 lines 16-65]. 

22. As per claim 20, Anderson discloses including a statistical processor configured 

to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical 

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [software performes statistical calculations ,col 7 

lines 33-53]. 

23. As per claim 21, Anderson discloses the statistical processor determines and 

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 1 O]. 

24. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 
examiner should be directed to examiner Thong Vu, whose telephone number is (703)-
305-4643. 
The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 8:00AM- 4:30PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 
supervisor, Mark Powell, can be reached at (703) 305-9703. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should 
be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-9700. 

Any response to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner of Patent and 
Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231 or faxed to: 

After Final (703) 746-7238 
Official: (703) 746-7239 
Non-Official (703) 7 46-7240 

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park 11,2121 Crystal 
Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Thong Vu 
Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 2142 

~/(A 
/ 
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(57] ABSTRACT 

A new and improved protocol analyzer for monitoring 
digital transmission networks is disclosed. The protocol 
analyzer of the present invention is capable of displaying 
station level statistics, networlc statistics, real-time event 
information, and protocol distnlmlion. The protocol ana
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playing the baseline information simultaneously with real
time performance information, pre-programming monitor
ing sessions, and generating presentation-quality reports in 
conjunction with analyzing digital transmission networks, 
all in real time. 
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Analyzer Date/Time Event 

5 Domino 1 04/22/96 13:27:29 
IP address 0.0.0.0 is being used by both MAC station 00 
00 00 00 and MAC station 00 00 81 11 77. 

6 Domino 1 04/22/96 13:27:29 
An IP broadcast address of 0.0.0.0 is being used as a 
source address. 

7 Domino 1 04/22/96 13:27:28 
126 multicast frames have been detected. This exceeds 
the configured threshold. 

8 Domino 1 04/22/96 13:27:29 
121 broadcast frames have been detected. This 
exceeds the configured threshold. 

9 Domino 1 04/22/96 13:27:27 Event Logging Started 
Station 198.85.38.1 has sent one or more ICMP "port 

10 Domino 1 04/22/96 07:21:52 
unreachable messages. The last notification of this was 
sent to station 198.85.34.113 and indicated that port 138 
was unreachable. 

11 Domino 1 04/22/96 07:21:36 
IP address 0.0.0.0 is being used by both MAC station oo 
00 00 00 and MAC station 00 00 8111 77. 

12 Domino 1 04/22/96 07:21:36 
An IP broadcast address of 0.0.0.0 is being used as a 
source address . 
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PROTI)COLANALYZER FOR MONITORING 
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION NETWORKS 

2 
discussed in more detail below in the section entitled Frame 
Analysis. The natw:e and content of the headers and footers 
are usually dictated by the type of network. 

This application claims priority to provisional applica- Transmissions from one network computer to another 
lion number 60/023,459, filed Aug. 2, 1996. s must be passed through a hierarchy of protocol layers. Each 

FIEill OF TilE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the field of 
computer and data communications networks and systems 
and more particularly to protocol analyz.ecs for monitoring 
and analyzing digital transmission networks. 

BACKGROUND OF TIIE INVENTION 

layer in one network computer carries on a conversation 
with the corresponding layer in another computer with 
which communication is taking place, in accordance with a 
protocol defining the rules of communication. In reality, 

10 information is transferred down from layer to layer in one 
computer, then through the communication channel medium 
and back up the successive layers in the other computer. To 
facilitate understanding, however, it is easier to consider 
each of the layers as communicating with its counterpart at 

Wide area computer networks ("WANs") first emerged in 15 the same level, in a horizontal direction. 
the 1970's to enable computers to communicate across The hierarchy of network layers is illustrated in FIG. 1. 
broad geographic areas. Distributed computing resources, The highest network layer is the Application layer 7. It is 
such as personal computers, workstations, servers and the level through which user applications access network 
printers, have proliferated in recent years due to the dcclin- services. The Presentation layer 6 translates data from the 
ing cost and increasing performance of computer hardware. 20 Application layer 7 into an intermediate format and pro-
This bas been a key factor in tbe growth of local area vides data encryption and compression services. The Scs-
network technology. Local area networks ("LANs") allow sion layer 5 allows two applications on different computers 
increased productivity and utilization of distnbuted comput- to communicate by establishing a dialog control between the 
ers or stations through the sharing of resouro:s, the transfer two computers that regulates which side transmits, when 
of information and the processing of data at the most 25 each side transmits, and for how long. Tbe Transport layer 
efficient locations . .As organizations have recognized the 4 is responsible for error recognition and 1t:covery, 1t:pack-
economic benefits of using LANs, network applications aging of long messages into small packages of information, 
such as electronic mail, file transfer, host access and shared and providing an acknowledgment of receipL The Network 
databases have been developed as means to increase user layer 3 addresses messages, determines the route along the 
productivity. This increased sophistication, together with the 30 network from the source to the destination computer, and 
growing number of dislributed computing resoun;es, bas mllllages lraffic problems, such as switching, routing, and 
resulted in a rapid expansion in the number of installed controlling the congestion of data transmissions. The Data 
LANs. Link: layer 2 packages raw bits into logical structured 

As the demmd for LANs bas grown, LAN technology bas packets or frames. It then sends the fuune from one com-
expanded and now includes many different physical con- 35 puter to another. If the destination computer does not send 
nection configurations ("network topologiesn or an acknowledgment of receipt, the Data Link Layer 2 will 
"networksj, such as Ethernet, a LAN that employs a bus resend the frame. The Physical Layer 1 is responsible for 
topology where the computing resources are connected to a transmitting bits from one computer to another by regulating 
single cable; Token Ring, a LAN that employs a ring the transmission of a stn:am of bits over a physical medium. 
topology where the computing resoura:s arc connected to a <40 This layer defines how the cable is attached to the network 
single closed loop cable; and Fiber Distnbuted Data Inter- internee card within the station computer and what trllllS-
face ("FDDI"), a LAN that supports fiber optic cables where mission tccbnique is used to send data over the cable. As a 
the computing resources are connected in a series of dual message is passed down through the layers, each layer may 
rings. These and the many other types of networks that have or may not add protocol information to the message. 
appeared typically have several different cabling systems, 45 As LANs and WANs have increased in number and 
utilize different bandwidths and transmit data at different complexity, networks have become more likely to develop 
speeds. In addition, hardware and software systems for problems which, in tum, have become moll: difficult lo 
LANs usu.ally have diffe1t:nt sets of rules and standards diagnose and solve. Network performance can suffer due lo 
("protocols") which define the method of access to the a variety of causes, such as the transmission of unnecessarily 
network and communication among the == on the so small frames of information, inefficient or incorrect routing 
network, such as Novell NetW;ue, IBM NctBIOS, DECNet, of information, improper network con.figurations and super-
AppleTalk and Banyan Vmes. Moll: recently, large users of fluous network traffic. Specific network hardware and soft. 
LANs have incR:asingly sought to integrate local aR:a net- ware systems may also contain design flaws which affect 
works with WANs, and this trend is expected to intensify as network performance or limit access by users to certain of 
inter-network technology advances so as to permit more 55 the resources on the network. These problems are com-
rapid delivery of advanced multimedia communications pounded by the fact that most local and wide area networks 
utilizing Asynchronous Transfer Mode (" XIM"), an are continually cbmging and evolving due to growth, reron· 
advanced high-speed switching protocol, and other broad- figuration and the introduction of new network topologies, 
band transmission technologies. protocols, interconnection devices and software applica· 

Digital data are usually transmitted over a network in 60 tions . 
. frames ( also referred to as "data frames" or "packets") which Increasing numbers of organizations use local and wide 

can be of fixed or variable length depending upon the an:a networks, and the accurate lllld timely lransmis.sion and 
number of bits in the data portion of the frame. Frames processing of information on LANs and WANs have become 
usually have headers (e.g., addresses) and footecs oil the two vital to tbe performanoe of many businesses. Mission· 
ends of the frame, with the conveyed data bits being in the 65 critical applications, such as telemarketing, order-entry, air-
middlc. These headers and footers are also sometimes line reservation systems and bank electronic funds lransfer 
referred to as "protocols." The structure of a frame is systems, now reside on LANs and WANs. Tbe .financial 
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consequences of network problems that adversely a.liect 
these applications can be enormous. Without network analy
sis products wbicb identify bow and where data are moving 
on local and wide aru networks, users of these networks 
have no means to effectively analyze and monitor perfor
mance or to isolate problems for prompt resolution. 

Network analyzers monitor the digital traffic or bit stream 

4 
To some degree, the software which protocol analyzers 

use may be characterized as expert system software which 
facilitates isolation of problems on a network: being ana
lyzed. This expert system software may be contained in the 

s protocol analyzer's internal memory or in the separate 
computer controller. The utility, efficiency, 
comprehensiveness, and case of use of a protocol analyzer, 
particularly one designed for use by a field technician, is in so as to identify and examine principally the headers and 

footers of each frame in order to analyz.e the health of the 
digital network. Hence, they are often called network pro- 10 
tocol analyzers. The period of lime during which a network 

large part directly proportional to the corresponding capa
bilities of the software in the protocol analyzer and even in 
its computer controller. 

is being analyz.ed is referred to as a "network: monitoring 
session." lypically, protocol analyzers arc designed to 
identify, analyze and resolve interoperability and perfor
mance problems across the principal configurations of LAN 
and WAN topologies and protocols. 

Gurent protocol analyzets for use by field technicians 
have numerous limitations. One such limitation is the inabil
ity to analyze and display comprehensive network transmis-

15 sion information in real-time { as the transmissions occur). 

The protocol analyzers enable computeioetwork users to 
perform a wide variety of nctworlc analysis tasks, such as 
counting errors, filtering frames, generating traffic and trig
gering alarms. There arc many examples of digital network 20 
transmission protocol analyzer instruments. One such 
example is shown in U.S. PaL No. 4,792,753, granted to 
Iwai on Dec. 20, 1988. Another digital network transmission 
protocol analyzer, directed particularly to Token Ring 
networks. collects several types of in.formation about a 25 
network, including statistics,. events, and network attributes 

When analysis of network transmissions must be done 
off-line, the likelihood that an important networlc occurrence 
or "event" will be missed is significantly increased. 

In addition, CUITCnt protocol analyzets do not present 
network transmission information in sufficiently meaningful 
or detailed ways, nor do they allow for on-line comparison 
of cum:nt network pcrfonnan~ to prior network perfor
mance. For example, it would be wscfal if more meaningful 
displays of the numerous types of statistics related to the 
network as a whole or just a given station on the networlc 
were available to the user in juxtaposition with other infor
mation. Also, many users would like to see complicated 
information and detailed protocol distribution statistics dis
played in a manner that is easier to wsc and easier visually 

by analyzing sequences of control frame transmissions and 
is shown in U.S. PaL No. 5,097,469, granted to Douglas on 
Mar. 17, 1992. Many of the protocol analyzer instruments 
are combined with user interfaces having display and key
board and/or other input capability. The generation and 
display of certain message traffic characteristics are 
addressed in U.S. PaL No. 3,826,908, granted in July 1974 
to Weathers ct al. U.S. Pat. No. 4,775,973, granted to 
Toberlin, ct al, on OcL 4, 1988, discloses a method and 
apparatus for monitoring protocol portions of digital net
work transmissions and displaying a matrix of traffic from 
transmitting stations and to destination stations. U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,375,126 granted to Wallace on Dec. 20, 1994, dis
closes a system for testing digital data telecommunication 
networks. with display of fault anal_ysis, comparative view
ing of fault-free benchmark data and with provision to offer 
suggestions as to probable causes of faults. In the network 
communications monitor of U.S. Pat. No. 5,442,639, 
granted on Aug. 15, 1995, to Crowder ct al, selected frames 
may be captured in a capture buffer, stored electronically, 
and/or displayed in real time. U.S. Pat. No. 5,487,073, 
granted to Uricn on Jan. 23, 1996, discloses commanding a 

30 to understand. Display to the user of more detailed in.for
mation about anomalies or "events" that occur on the system 
would be usefal to a user, espccially if displayed in a more 
usable form and in "real time" and accumulated over a 
network monitoring session. Certainly, conveniently-

JS displayed trouble.shooting assistance would be helpful. as 
would visual reporting in "real time" and accumulated over 
an analysis session. Off-line analysis of selected frames 
captured during a network monitoring session could be more 
conveniently displayed to the user. 

-40 
Finally, while protocol analyzers of the prior art provide 

reasonable diagnostic capability, they do not gnidc the field 
technician through event analysis and the appropriate solu
tions. In general, these limitations combine to prevent cffec. 

4
s tive guidance to the field tccbnician in actually analyzing 

and solving the nctwod!.: problem. 

SUMMARY OF nm INVENTION 

communications coupler to perform a set of network func- It is an object of the present invention to provide a new 
lion tests. Tbe network status results of the tests are sent to so and improved protocol analyzer capable of displaying sta-
ll data-processing unit for display. lion level statistics, displaying real time event detection, 

Protocol analyzers ffl) produced in two general types. One aeating baseline network performance information and 
is larger, less portable and more comprehensive in the scope comparing said baseline in.formation with real-time perfor-
of tests which it can perform. This type is used primarily by mancc information and displaying to a user the results of that 
developers and manufacturers of network systems. The ss comparison, pre-programming monitoring sessions, gencr-
other type is smaller, more portable, and often easier to ating reports in conjunction with analyzing digital transmis-
operatc and lower-priced, albeit often with some limitations sion networks, all in real time. 
as to the scope of its testing capability. This latter type of In acx::ordance with one embodiment of the present 
protocol analyzer is produced primarily for field service invention, the opcr1tion of a protocol analyzer includes one 
technicians who maintain computer network systems. 60 or more of the following: monitoring,, in real time, the 

A protocol analp..er's monitoring, diagnostic and problem transmission of data packets having protocol portions and 
resolution activities are usu.ally under software control. Such data portioas; identifying the protocol portions of said 
software control is exercised by a main central processing packets in real time; analyzing, in real time, the protocol 
unit {CPU), wbicb is usu.ally one or more microprocessors portions of said packets to ascertain relevant information; 
contained within the protocol analyzer itself. The protocol 6S storing said information to a database in real lime; sorting 
analyzer may also utilize a separate computer controller, said information in real time, according to .station level 
such as a "laptop," to facilitate human interface. parameters; statistically analyzing said sorted information in 
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consequences of network problems that adversely alIect
these applications can be enormous. Mthout network analy-
sis products which identify how and where data are moving
on local and Wide area networlm, users of these networks
have no means to effectively analyze and monitor perfor-
mance or to isolate problems for prompt resolution.

Network analyzers monitor the digital traffic or bit stream
so as to identify and examine principally the headers and
footers of each frame in order to analyze the health of the
digital network. Hence, they are often called network pru-
toeol analyzers. The period of time during which a network
is being analyzed is referred to as a “network monitoring
session.” Typically, protoml analyzers are designed to
identify, analyze and resolve interoperability and perfor-
mance problems across the principal configurations of LAN
and WAN topologies and protocols.

The protocol analyzers enable computer‘ network users to
perform a wide variety of network analysis tasks, such as
counting errors, filtering frames, generating trallic and trig-
gering alum There are many examples of digital network
transmission protocol analyzer instruments. One such
example is shown in Us. PaL No. 439353, granted to
lwai on Dec. 20, 1988. Another digital network transmission
protocol analyzer, directed particularly to Token Ring
networks. collects several types of information about a
network, including statistics, events, and network attributes
by analyzing sequences of control frame transmissions and
is shown in US. Pat No. 5,097,469, granted to Douglas on
Mar. 17, 19332. Many of the protocol analyzer instruments
are combined with user interim having display and key-
board and/or other input capability, The generation and
display of certain message traffic characteristics are
addressed in US. Pat. No, 3,826,908, granted in July 1974
to Weathers el al. US. Pat. No. 4,775,973, granted to
Toberlin, et al, on Oct. 4, 1988, discloses a method and
apparatus for monitoring protocol portions of digital net-
work transmissions and displaying a matrix of trafiic from
transmitting stations and to desfination stations US. Pat.
No. 5,375,126 granted to Wallace on Dec. 20, 1994, dis-
closes a system for testing digital data telecommunication
networks, with display of fault analysis, comparative “'sz
ing of fault-free benchmark data and with provision to offer
suggestions as to probable causes of faults In the network
communications monitor of US. Pat. No, 5,442,639,
granted on Aug. 15, 1995, to Crowder et at, selected frames
may he captured in a capture buffer, stored electronically,
andfor displayed in real time. US. Pat. No. 5,487,073,
granted on Urien on Jan. 23, 1996, discloses commanding a
communications coupler to perform a set of network func-
tion tests. The network status results of the tests are sent to

a data-processing unit for display.
Protocol analyzersare produced in two general types. One

is larger, less portable and more comprehemive in the scope
of tests which it can perform. This type is used primarily by
developers and manufacmrers of network systems. The
other type is smaller, more portable. and often easier to
operate and lower-priced, albeit often with some linntations
as to the scope of its resting capability. This latter type of
protocol analyzer is produced primarily for field service
technicians who maintain computer network systems.

Aprotocol analyzers monitoring, diagnostic and problem
Imlufion activities are usually under sottware control. Such
software control is exercised by a main central processing
unit (CPU), which is usually one or more microprocessors
contained within the protocol analyzer itselll The protocol
analyzer may also utilize a separate computer controller,
such as a “laptop,” to facilitate human interface.
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To some degree, the software which protocol analyzers
use may be characterized as expert system sollwarc which
facilitates isolation of problem on a network being ana-
lyzed. This expert system software may be contained in the
protocol analyzer’s internal memory or in the separate
computer controller. The utility, efficiency,
comprehensiveness, and ease of use of a protocol analyzer,
particularly one designed for use by a field technician, is in
large part directly proportional to the corresponding capa-
bilities of the software in the protocol analyzer and even in
is computer controller.

Oment protocol analyzers for use by field technicians
have numerous limitations. One such limitation is the inabil-
ity to analyze and display comprehensive network transmit!
sion information in real—time (as the transmissions occur)
When analysis of network transmiSions must be done
edition, the likelihood that an important network (recurrent:
or “event” will be missed is significantly increased.

in addition, current protocol analyzers do not. present
network transmission information in sufficiently meaningful
or detailed ways, nor do they allow for on—line comparison
of current network performance to prior network potion
marine. For example, it would be useful if more meaningful
displays of the numerous types of statistics related to the
network as a whole or just a given station on the network
were available to the user in juxtaposition with other infor-
mation. Also, many users would like to see complicated
information and detailed protocol distribution statistics dis-
played in a manner that is easier to use and easier visually
to understand Display to the user of more detailed infor-
mation about anomalim or “events” that occur on the system
would be useful to a user, especially ifdisplayed in a more
usable form and in “real time" and accmnulated over a

network monitoring session. Certainly, conveniently-
djsplayed troubleshooting assistance would be helpful, as
would visual reporting in “real time” and accumulated over
an analysis session. Oil-line analysis of selected frames
captured during a network manimring session could be more
conveniently displayed to the user.

Finally, while protocol analyzers of the prior art provide
reasonable diagnostic capability, they do not guide the field
technician through event analysis and the appropriate solu-
tions. In general, these limitations combine to prevent effec-
tive guidance to the field technician in actually analyzing
and solving the netwodr problem.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a new
and improved protocol analymer capable of displaying sta~
Lion level statistics, displaying real time event detection,
mating baseline network performance infiarmation and
comparing said baseline information with real-time perfor-
mance information and displaying to a user the results of that
comparison, pre-progmmming monitoring sessions, gener—
ating reports in conjunction with analyzing digital transmis-
sion networks, all in real time.

In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the operation of a protocol analyzer includes one
or more of the following: monitoring, in real time, the
transmission of data packets having protocol portions and
data portions; identifying the protocol portiom of said
packets in real time; analyzing. in real time, the protocol
portions of said packets to ascertain relevant information;
storing said infermation to a database in real time; sorting
said information in real time, according to‘station level
parameters; statistically analyzing said sorted information in
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real time to obtain statistical information; displaying said 
statistica.l information in real-time reports, displaying said 
statistica.l infonnation in report formats selected by an 
operator; displaying real time perfonnance of the network 
simultaneously with baseline network performance; simul- 5 
taneously displaying statistical information gathered from a 
plurality of protocol analyzer instruments; pre-programming 
the monitoring of the transmission of data packets wherein 
the operator may select the duration of the network moni
toring session; monitoring in real time one or more selected 
and assorted network parameters and comparing the results 

10 

of said analysis with arbitrary threshold values for said 
parameters to detennine if the transmission on the network 
is exceeding said threshold so as to constitute an event; 
analyzing in real time said sorted information to calculate 

15 
the probabilities of the posstble causes of said ascertained 
events; and displaying in real time the one, or more possible 
causes of said event. 

It is another object of the present invention to analyze and 
meaningfully display the statistics of the occurrence and 

20 
distribution of protocols encapsulated within the several 
levels of the several data frames analyzed by a protocol 

6 
It is still yet another object of the present invention to log, 

store, and display digital data transmission events in real 
time. This and other objects of the present invention are 
aclrieved by recognizing, in a protocol analyzer instrument, 
the occurrence of an event, periodically polling the protocol 
analyzer instrument for, among other information, a record 
of events that occurred since the last polling. transmitting. to 
a user interface, a message containing infonnation about the 
events that occurred since the last polling, receiving the new 
event information in an event target ("target" is a term used 
to identify a software device lo which data can be sent for 
storage, forwarding, or processing), storing the new event 
information in an event log object in an event log database 
class,. informing a document of receipt of new event 
information, the document infonning an event log view of 
receipt of new information, obtaining confirmation of new 
event log information and a pointer thereto in the database, 
and incorporating the new event information into a display 
of event log information. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIJE DRAWINGS 

analyzer instrument. The pccsent invention will be more fully understood by 
In accordance with another embodiment of the present reference to the following detailed desa:iption when con-

invention, the operation of a protocol analyzer includes one 
25 

s_iderC<i in conjunction with the following dra:wn1gs whe~in 
or more of the following: monitoring. in real time, the like reference numbers denote the same or similar porllons 
transmission of data packets having protocol portions and or processes shown throughout the several Figures in which: 
data portions; identifying the protocol portions of said FIG. 1 is an illustration of the hierarchy of network 
packets in real lime; analyzing, in real time, the protocol protocol layers; 
portions of said packets to ascertain relevant information; 30 FIG. 2 is a diagram descnbing the structure of an Etliemet 
storing said infonnation to a database in real time; sorting data frame; 
sai~ ~ormation ~r~g to pro~ocol ~bution c~teria; FIG. 3 is a diagram which illustrates the flow of data, 
~tabsll?31}Y ~~g said ~rted information; and display- analysis, and control in accordance with the present inven-
mg said stabsbcal informauon. tion· 

In accordance with yet another embodiment of the present 35 FI•G 4 · fl hart ill t tin. th b which 
· • the · f 1 al . Jud • is a owe us n. g e process y 
mvention. operation .0 a pro~. an rz,:,r me . es one statistics for individual stations on a network (station-level 
or moi:e ~f the followmg: mon~tonng. m real ~e, the statistics) are calculated· 
transmissmn of data packets havmg protocol portions and . . ' . . 
data portions; identifying the protocol portions of saia FIG. 5 is a ~- illustrallng _th~ stru~e of an entry m 
packets in real time; analyzing, in real time, the protocol 40 the protocol distribution array within a digital memory; 
portiom of said packets to ascertain relevant information; FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating the structure of the 
storing said information to a database in real time; sorting message for a protocol distnbution update; 
said information according to ISO layer; sorting said infor- FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which 
mation according to protocol sub-families; statistically ana- protocol distnbution is ca.lculatcd; 
!yzing ~d ~rted information; and displaying said statistical 45 FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which the 
informabon m a protocol-tree formal Network Statistic "Network Frames Received" is ca.lculated; 

It is yet anoth~r object of the _present inventio~ to anal~, FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which 
store the analysis rll.5lllts and display the analysis results, m Netwolk Statistic "Analyzer Frames Reoeived" is calcu-
real time, of digital data transmission comprising data lated; 
frames having protocol portions and data portions, witbout so 
the need to wait for the later a.qalysis of protocol portions of 
frames, which protocol portions were stored in real time. 
This and other objects of the present invention are achieved 
by use of a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) 
processor to analyze the protocol portion of each frame, in 55 

real time, followed by contemporaneous statistical analysis 

FIG. 10 illustrates the structure of an entry in the Event 
Log Array; 

FIG. 11 illustrates the structure of an Event Update 
Message; 

FIG. 12 illustrates the structure of a Network Statistics 
Update Message; 

FIG. 13 illustrates the structure of the user interface; 

FIG.14 is a scenario diagram for a station-level statistics 
update; 

of the RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor 
analysis of the protocols of several successive frames, 
followed by substantially simultaneous storage and display 
of the statistical analysis results. 

, It is still another object of the present invention to store 
the results of the analysis of digital data transmission in a 
dwbase capable of storing and retrieving the analysis 
results to permit display in real time. This and other objects 

60 FIG. 15 is a scenario diagram for a network statistics 

of the present invention are achieved by use of an object 65 

oriented database and object oriented application program
ming to access said object oriented database. 

update; 
FIG. 16 is a scenario diagram for a protocol distribution 

update; 
FIG. 17 is a scenario diagram for an event update; 
FIG. 18 illustrates the visu21 appearance of an example of 

a split-screen display of station-level statistics; 
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real time to obtain statistical information; displaying said
statistical information in real-time reports, displaying said
statistical information in report formats selected by an
operator; displaying real time performance of the network
simultaneously with baseline network performance; simul-
taneously displaying statistical information gathered from a
plurality of protocol analyzer instruments; preprogamming
the monitoring of the transmission of data packets wherein
the operator may select the duration of the network moni-
toring session; monitoring ‘m real time one or more selected
and assorted network parameters and comparing the results
of said analysis with arbitrary threshold values for said
parameters to determine if the transmission on the network
e exceeding said threshold so as to constitute an event;
analyzing in real time said sorted information to calculate
the probabilities of the possible causes of said ascertained
events; and displaying in real time the out; or more possible
cam of said event.

It is another object of the present invention to analym and
meaningfully display the statistics of the occurrence and
distribution of protocols encapsulated within the several
levels of the several data {mines analyzed by a protocol
analyzer instrument.

In acmrdmce with another embodiment of the present
invention, the operation of a protocol analyzer includes one
or more of the Renewing: monitoring, in real time, the
transmission of data packets having protocol portions and
data portions; identifying the protocol ponions of said
packets in real time; analfling, in real time, the protocol
portions of said packets to ascertain relevant information;
storing said information to a database in real time; sorting
said information according to protocol distribution criteria;
statistically analyzing said sorted information; and display-
ing said statistical information.

In accordance with yet another embodiment of the present
invention, the operation of a protocol analyzer includes one
or more of the following: monitoring, in real time, the
transmission of data packets having protocol portions and
data portions; identifying the protocol portiom of said
packets in real time; analyzing, in real time, the protocol
portions of said packets to ascertain relevant information;
storing said information to a database in real time; sorting
said information according to ISO layer; sorfing said infor-
mation according to protocol sub-families; statistically ana~
lyzing said sorted information; and displaying said statistical
information in a protocol-tree format.

It is yet another objed of the present invention to analyze,
store the analysis results and display the analysis mulls, in
real time, of digital data transmission comprising data
frames having protocol portions and data portions, without
the need to wait for the later analysis of protocol portions of
flames, which protocol portiom were stored in real time.
This and other objects of the present invention are achieved
by use of a RISC (Reduced Imtruction Set Computer)
processor to analyze the protocol portion of each flame, in
real time, followed by contemporaneous statistical analysis
of the RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor
analysis of the protocols of several successive frames,
followed by substantially simultzmcous storage and display
of the statistical analysis results.

It is still another object of the present invention to store
i the results of the analysis of digital data transmission in a

database capable of storing and retrieving the analysis
results to permit display in real time. This and other objects
of the mat invention are achieved by use of an object
oriented database and object oriented application program-
ming to access said object oriented database.
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It is still yet another object of the present invention to log,
stone, and display digital data transmission events in real
time. This and other objects of the present invention are
achieved by recognizing, in a protocol analyzer instrument,
the occurrence of an event, periodically polling the protocol
analyzer instrument for, among other information, a record
ofevents that occurred since the last polling, transmitting, to
a user interface, a message containing information about the
events that occurred since the last polling, receiving the new
event information in an event target (“target" is a term used
to identify a software device to which data can be sent for
storage, forwarding, or processing), storing the new event
information in an event log object in an event log database
class, informing a document of receipt of new event
information, the document informing an event log view of
receipt of new information, obtaining confirmation of new
event log information and a pointer thereto in the database,
and incorporating the new event information into a display
of event log information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be more fully understood by
reference to the following detailed dwuiption when our»
sidered in conjunction with the following drawing wherein
like reference numbers denote the same or similar portions
or processes shown throughout the several Figures in which:

FIG. 1 is an illustration of the hierarchy of nemrlr
protocol layers;

FIG. 2 is a diagram describing the structure of an Ethernet
data frame;

FIG. 3 is a diagram which illustrates the flow of data,
analysis, and control in accordance with the present inven-
Lion;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the prawns by which
statistics for individual stations on a network (station-level
statistim) are calculated;

FIG.5isadiagramfllusaatingthe structureofanentryin
the protocol distribution may within a digital memory;

FIG.6isadingramillustran'ngthestmctureofthe
message for a protocol distribution update;

FIG. 7 '5 a. flowchart illustrating the method by which
protocol distribution is calculated;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which the
Network Slat'stic “Network Frames Received” is calmlaled;

FIG. 9 '5 a flowchart illustrating the method by which
Network Statistic “Analyzer Frames Received” is calcu«
lated;

FIG. 10 illustrates the structure of an entry in the Event
Log Array;

FIG. 11 illustrates the structure of an Event Update
Message;

FIG. 12 illustrates the structure of a Network Statistirx.
Update Message;

FIG. 13 illustrates the structure of the user interface;
FIG. 14 is a scenario diagram for a station-level statistics

update;
FIG. 15 is a scenario diagram for a network statistics

update;
FIG. 16 is a scenario diagram for a protocol distribution

update;
FIG. 17 is a scenario diagram for an event update;
FIG. 18 illustrates the Visual appearance of an example of

a split-screen display of station~1evel statistirs;
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HGS. 19A, l!IB, and 19C illustrate three examples of the 
appearance of chart display formats for network statistics; 

HG. 20 illustrates an example of the appearance of a 
split-screen display of protocol dislnbution; and 

HG. 21 illustrates the appearance of a display screen 
listing of events. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TIIE 
INVENTION 

I. Introduction 
Tue following detailed description is divided into sections 

which have section titles to indicate the general nature of the 
information that follows. The sectioas and their titles are 
intended solely to assist in organization of the description 
and to aid the reader. They are not intended to indicate that 
information suggested by any one section title is not con
tamed in any other section. 

8 
of the user interface. Such means include input devices (such 
as a keyboard, a mouse, a trackball, etc.) and a display 
device (such as a cathode ray tube monitor or a liquid crystal 
display). In the preferred embodiment of the invention, this 

s second function is performed by a laptop personal computer 
(PC) containing an Intel 80486 or Pentium processor oper
ating at 25 MHz or faster, preferably eight megabytes or 
more of random access memory, a hard disk drive with at 
least about forty-five megabytes of free disk space, a 35 

10 inch floppy disk drive, a bi-directional parallel communica
tion port, a keyboard, and a pointing device such as a 
trackball, joystick., or mouse. This second portion of the 
hardware implementation of the invention will be referred to 
hereinafter as the "PC." 

15 In the preferred embodiment, the PC is connected to one 
or more protocol analyzer instruments through the PC's 
parallel communication port. The software implementation 
(both the embedded code and the user interface) of the 
invention is stored in a storage device (such as a hard disk 

20 drive, a magnetic tape drive, or other similar medium) on the 
PC. When the operator activalcs the protocol analyzer 
instrument, an initialization process takes place in which the 
embedded code is downloaded from the PC's storage device 
through the parallel communication port to the protocol 

25 analyzer instrument(s). 

C. Protocol Analyzer Instrument 

Where the description of the design and operation of the 
present invention is illustrated by use of an example which 
is specific to a particular network topology, it may be 
presumed unless stated otherwise that the network topology 
is Ethernet. limiting examples to Ethernet networks is 
intended only to provide consistency in order to facilitate 
understanding and is not meant to indicate a limitation of the 
suitability of the present invention for analyzing other 
netwolk topologies such as token ring, FOOi, frame relay, 
etc. Except for the features descnbcd herein, the protocol 

analyzer instrument can be similar to the hardware imple-
II. Overview of the Implementation of the Invention 

30 
mentationsof conventional protocol analyzers. Sec U.S. Pat. 

Toe preferred embodiment of the present invention com- No. 4,792,753 (mentioned above). In the preferred embodi-
prises a hardware implementation and a software implemen- meat of the present invention, the protocol analyzer instru-
tatinn. ment is a DominoLAN DA-320 Internetwork Analyzer 

A Software Implementation manufactun:d by Wandel & Goltermann Thchnologics, Inc. 
The software implementation of the present invention 

35 
at 1030 Swabia Court,. Research Triangle Parle, N.C. 27709-

perforrns two functions. The first is to perform meaningful 3585. (DominoLAN is a trademark of Wandel & Golter-
statistical calculations on the protocol information retrieved mann Technologies. Inc.) The Domino Getting Started 
from the network. Toe portion of the software implementa- Guide, the Domino Operating Guide, the DominoLAN 
tinn n:spo11S1ble for performing these calculations will be ToolboxApplications, and the Release Notes for the relevant 
referred to hereinafter as the "embedded code." 

40 
release, all of which arc included with the DA-320 analyzer, 

Tue secpnd function pedormed by the software imple- are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
mentatinn of the invention is to provide the software with herein. 
means for interaction between the protocol analyzer and the The protocol analyzer instrument preferably comprises 
operator. Such interaction includes the displaying of the data two hardware modules, a network interface (NI) module and 
calculated by the embedded code as well as responding to 45 a protocol analysis (P~ule which preferably occupy 
operator commands. The portion of the software implcmen- \lie same convenient p cal cabinet. Each module is con-
tation which performs this function will hereinafter be trolled by its own INMOS T425 transputer processor oper-
rcferrcd to as the "user interface" or "U1." The user interface ating at 25 MHz and using a 32-bit word RISC (Reduced 
is preferably coded in the Microsoft Visual C++ program- Instruction Set Computer) architecture ("RISC processor"), 
ming language produced by Microsoft Corporatinn at One 50 manufactured by SGS Thompson Corporation, INMOS, 
Microsoft Way, Redmond, Wash. 98052-9953, and operates Ltd., 1000 Aztec West, Alnondsbury, Bristol, BS12 4SQ, 
in the Microsoft W'mdows 3.1 and Microsoft Wmdows 95 UK. 
operating systems, also produced by Microsoft Corporation. These RISC processo1S arc responsible for execution of 

B. Hardware Implementation the embedded code when the protocol analyzer instrument is 
The hardware implementation of the present invention ss in use. The use of a proec&sor with a limited instruction set, 

likewise performs two functions. First, it provides a physical such as a RISC processor, results in increased processing 
platform for execution of the embedded code and for inter- speed. This increased processing speed allows botb·the NI 
facing with the network being monitored. This portion of the and PA modules of the rotocol instrument to 
hardware implementation of the invention will hereinafter rform real · transmissions. 
be referred to as the "protocol analyzer instrument." The 60 Whlle the p ·· SC processors to 

. present invention may comprise a plurality of protocol achieve the desired processing speed, alternatives such as 
analyzer instruments (see FIG. 3), each having at least one the Intel 960 processor manufactured by Intel Corporation, 
RISC processor and each monitoring a different network or 2200 Mis.sion College Blvd, Santa aa.ra, Calif. 95052; and 
segment of a network or monitoring the same netwolk or the PowerPC processor manufactured by Motorola, Inc., 
segment but at a different port or station on the network. 65 P.O. Box 20912, Phoeniit Ariz. 85036, will be readily 

Tue second function performed by the hardware impk- apparent to a person having ordinary skill in the art. 
mentation is to provide the physical means for the operation (PowerPC is a registered trademark of International -Busi-
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ness Machines Corporation.) The scope of the invention, 
therefore, should not be limited to the description of the 
preferred hardware implementation contained herein. 

The NI module is preferably equipped with 512 kilobytes 
of static random access memory (SRAM), while the PA 5 

module preferably has four megabytes of dynamic random 
access memory (DRAM) and is expandable to sixteen 
megabytes. The preferred protocol analyzer instrument also 
contains a LAN card printed circuit pack (art number 
82C581), which comprises two LAN chips (part number 10 

82C585), purchased from 3Com Corp., and a plurality of 
hardware counters used to count the number of frames and 
bytes detected on the network. 

D. Data Flow Overview 

10 
frame would be readily apparent to a person having ordinary 
skill in the art of programming software for protocol ana
lyzers. 

In the present invention, frame analysis is performed by 
the embedded code executed by the protocol analyzer instru
ment. By performing frame analysis on the protocol ana
lyzer instrument, which preferably contains two RISC 
processors, the analysis of the frames can be accomplished 
in real-time. The contents of each frame received during a 
network monitoring session are temporarily stored in the 
memory located on the protocol analyzer instrument. The 
portion of this memory which stores the contents of received 
frames will be referred to hereinafter as the "capture buffer." 
The frames stored in the capture buffer will be referred to 

FIG. 3 illustrates an overview of the flow of information 15 hereinafter as "captured frames." The contents of the capture 
about the operation of a network 301. Data-bearing frames buffer are continuously updated. When the buffer is filled, 
(see FIG. 2) are transmitted over the Network 301 and are the oldest captured frames are discarded and replaced with 
received and analyzed by Embedded Code 302 executed by newly captured frames. 

~~t~~:e;l:~S::ei!!~ing~~y°;: 
0:rri:: 20 ~~:!;:g the pro=s by which the user can select 

within the Protocol Analyzer Instrument. The results of that certain types of frames to be analyzed. The user can specify 
protocol analysis are then available to be sent, as com- certain parameters that frames must meet before the frames 
manded by the user, to a software-based User Interface 303 are sent to the NI module. Filtering is preferably accom-
running on the PC 305 for storage and presentatio to th plished using a hardware filter, contained within the NI 
user. The User Interface then presents the analysis ~ts t~ 25 module, such as the filter disclosed in a copending U.S. 
the user via the PC's display device 318. The User Interface patent application Ser. No. 08/384,855, filed on Feb. 7, 1995, 
303 also passes the user's commands (e.g., network param- in the name of Bradley Anderson, which is incorporated by 
eters to be monitored, sampling rate, etc.) to the Embedded reference to the same extent as if fully reproduced herein 
Code 302. now issued as U.S. Pal No. 5,590,159. 

FIG. 3 also illustrates that the PC 305 contains a mass 
30 

The hardware filter compares incoming bit sequences to 
memory device 317, sometimes referred to as a direct access the bit sequence which corresponds to the user-<iefined 
storage device. This is the hard disc drive of the preferred parameters and only frames containing bit sequences which 
embodiment of the PC 305 that is used, inter alia, to match the bit sequence corresponding to the user defined 
implement the preferred embodinient of the present inven-

35 
parameters are sent to the NI module of the protocol 

tion. The User Interface 303 works with a POET object- analyzer instrument. These frames are the only frames which 
oriented database program 310 selectively to store, on the are analyzed. As an arbitrary example of the filtering 
mass memory or hard drive 317, the results of the analyses operation, only frames addresses to station A are to be 
that are performed by the Protocol Analyzer Instrument 304 analyzed and/or only frames transmitted by station B are to 
and which are then periodically uploaded to the PC 305. -40 be analyzed. 

ill. Frame Analysis V. Embedded Code 
Theformat of a data frame varies slightly depending on A Station-Level Statistics 

the network type (i.e. token ring network, ethemet, etc.) but Statistics for each station on a network will be referred to 
the analysis of the frame is basically the same. For example, hereinafter as "station-level statistics." Station-level statis-
the format of an ethernet network data frame is illustrated in 45 tics such as, but not limited to, number of bytes transmitted, 
FIG. 2. The frame begins with an eight-byte Preamble field number of frames transmitted, number of bytes received, 
208 which is used for synchronization. This is followed by number of frames received, and total number of errors 
the Destination address 209 ( the address of the station which generated by that station are all calculated by the embedded 
is to receive the data frame). Next is the Source address field code running on the protocol analyzer instrument. 
210 (the address of the station which sent the data frame). so As station-level statistics for each station operating on the 
The address fields contain the Medium Access Control network are calculated, they are stored in an array called the 
("MAC') addresses of the so~ and destination stations. "station list array" in the memory of the protocol analyzer 
The MAC address is a unique address hard wired into the instrument. An array is a data structure used to store data. 
station's network interface card (NIC). Each address field is Many other data structures, which can also be used to store 
six bytes in length. The Type field 211, which follows the 55 data, are well known to persons having ordinary skill in the 
address information, is a two-byte field that specifies the art of programming. The use of the term "array" throughout 
higher layer protocol used in the Data field. The Data field this specification is not meant to be limited strictly to arrays; 
2U, which is the only variable-length field, is next and because, many of these other data structures would also 
ranges from 46 to 1500 bytes. It contains the higher level suffice. 
protocols currently in use as well as the data being trans- 60 The station list array contains: the station address traffic 

. milted. Last is a four-byte Frame Check Sequence ("FCS") statistics (bytes received, bytes transmitted, frames rC::Cived, 
field 213, which is used for error detection. The term "frame and frames transmitted, etc.), and error statistics for each 
length" refers to the total number of bytes contained in the station which is or has been active on the network during the 
frame less the number of bytes in the Preamble 208. The network monitoring session. The type of error statistics 
contents of each field are identified by the embedded code 65 calculated will vary depending on the type of network. 
executed on the protocol analyzer instrument. The exact FIG. 4 illustrates the process by which station-level· 
method by which relevant information is extracted from a statistics arc calculated for an ethemet network. Station-
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level statistics which are unique lo other network topologies, The frames transmiiled array variable of the statiod list 
such as FDDI, Token Ring, frame relay, etc., are calculated array entry corresponding to the source address is incrc-
in a manner which is analogous to the process described mealed by one at programming step 413. Similarly, the 
below. bytes_transmitted array variable of the station list array 

After the start 401 of the station-level statistics s entry com:sponding to the source address is incremented by 
calculation. receipt of a frame is recognized at programming the frame length of the current frame in step 414. 
step 402 by the protocol analyzer instrument. Next,. the The next steps involve updating the errorJtatistics array 
address information of each frame is used preferably to variable of the entry in the station list array corresponding to 
identify the destinatio'ii 'address at programming step 403 the source address. The errorJtatistics array variable is 
and lo identify the source address at programming step 404 10 actually a subarray whose length depends upon the number 
for each data frame sent over the network. The destination of types of errors detected for the particular network topol-
address portion 209 (see FIG. 2) of the frame is identified, ogy. It contains the error_id and the number_of errois for 
and the bytes contained in that portion of the frame are each type of error detected for the corresponding station. 
examined in order to ascertain the destination station to The error_id is an arbitrary, predefined code which repre-
which the frame bas been addressed. The source address seats one of several types of errors that the protocol analyzer 
portion 210 of the frame is identified, and the bytes con- 15 instnr:nent is equipped to recognize. For an ethemet 
taincd in that portion of the frame are examined in order to network, these errors include but are not limited to 
ascertain the source station from which the frame was sent "jabbers," "runts," "alignment errors," and "FCS errors." 

Preferably, the next step in the calculation of station-level Each of these errors is discussed in detail below. Number_ 
statistics is programming step 405 in which the value of the oLerrors represents the number of occurrences of the 
Frame Check Sequence ("FCS") field 213 is identified in 20 ~articular error type attributable to the corresponding sta-
programming step 405. la an ethemet frame, the FCS is lion. . . . . 
contained in the last four bytes of the frame. The FCS is a The first s11;p 415 m ul;>dat'-?g the error_staustic:i subarray 
four-byte cyclic redundancy check ("CRC") or checksum of the entry ID the station list array corrcspon~g to the 
which is calculated by the source station. The source station source address of the curn:nt fr:ime JS to determme w~ther 

calcul t th Fcs b -" · 11 kn th ali· 25 the length of the current frame JS greater than the m3XlJllum 
a cs c y peuonmng a we · own ma em - 1518 byt · ed · Ethe fr s h l 1 

al fu · th b ·ts · th Destin ti 209 So 210 es perm1U man met ame. uc over y- ong 
c nct1on on e 1 m e a on • ~ • frames are commonly referred to as jabber:s. Jabben. origi-
Type 211, and Data 212 fiel~ of the frame. The FCS JS used nate from a source station that will not stop transmitting. [f 

for purposes of error detect10~. . . a frame's length is greater than 1518 bytes, it is likely that 
The length of the frame JS preferably determmed ID 30 the source station is defective. If the cum:nt frame is a 

programming step 4416 by summing the total number of jabber, the error_statistics subarray of the entry in the 
bytes in the Destination 209, Source 210, 'Iype 2ll, Data station list array corresponding to the source address is 
212 and FCS 213 fields. updated accordingly at programming step 416. 

The next step 407 is to determine whether there is an entry Step 417 determines whether the frame length of the 
corresponding to the destination address of the frame in the 35 curn:nt frame is less than 64 bytes. Such frames are com-
station list array in the memory of the protocol analyzer monly referred to as runts. Runts are short frames which 
instrument If that particular destination station has prcvi- may also indicate that the so= station is defective. If the 
ously received or sent any frames during the network current frame is a runt, the errorJtatistics subarray of the 
monitoring session, there will be an entry correspomling to entry in the sution list afl'ay corresponding to the source 
that destination station's address in the station list array. If ,40 address is updated accordingly in step 418. 
that destination station bas not yet i:t:ceived or sent any Programming step 419 determines whether the current 
frames during the network monitoring session, there is no frame is byte-aligned. A frame is said to be byte aligned if 
eotry for that destination address in the station list array. If the frame size in bits is evenly divislble by eight. For this 
there is no entry correspomling to that particular destination purpose,. the frame size is said to be equal to frame length 
address in the station list amy, an entry corresponding to 45 (expressed in bits) plus the length of the preamble (also 
that destination address is created by programming step 408. expressed in bits). That is, the existance of an aritbmatic 

The frames_received array variable of the station list remainder from the division by eight of the number of bits 
array entry corresponding to the destination address is in the frame plllli preamble indicates that the frame does not 
incremented by one at the programming step 409. contain a whole number of bytes. 

Where used, an underscore within a term denotes a so The determination of whether a frame is byte-aligned is 
variable name as opposed to a-value or definition. Also, an done by the LAN chip on the I?mtocol ana!I?,Cr instrument 
array is a memory structure. (mentioned above under Protocol Analyzer lnstrument). If 

Similarly, the bytes_received array variable of the station the cun:ent frame is not byte aligned, an alignment error has 
list array entry corresponding to the destination address is occurred. The error_i;tatistics subarray, of the entry in the 
incremented in step 410 by the frame length of the current ss station list array corresponding to the source address, is 
frame. updated accordingly by programming step 420. 

The step 411 determines whether there is an entry corn:- As discussed above, the S01ll"CC station calculates the FCS 
sponcling to the source address of the frame in the station list· by performing a mathematical function on the bits in the 
array. If the source station has previously received or sent ' Destination. Source, Type, and Data fields of the data frame. 
any frames during the network monitoring session, there 60 The LAN chip, also discussed above, performs the same 

. will be an entry corresponding to the source station's mathematical function and compares. the results to the 
address in the station list array. If the source station has not contents of the FCS. If the two do not match, an FCS error 
yet received or sent any frames, there is no entry for the has occurred, indicating that the frame is corrupt Step 421 
source address in the station list array. If there is no entry examines the results of that calculation and comparison by 
corn:sponding to the source address in the station list array, 65 the LAN chip in order to determine whether one or more bits 
an entry corresponding to the source address is created by of the current frame may have been corrupted in transmis-
stcp 412. sion. 
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If the current frame contains an FCS error and is thus 
corrupt, the crror_statistics subarray of the entry in the 
station list array corresponding to the source address is 
updated accordingly in step 422. 

After all of the above station-level statistics and any other 5 

desired station-level statistics have been calculated, the final 
step involves transmitting the information stored in the 
station list array to the PC for use by the user interface. This 
transmission is facilitated through the use of a "message," 
which is the preferred method of communication among the 

10 
various hardware and software components of the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

The message for station-level statistics consists of a 
header and the contents of the station list array. The header 
identifies the destination for the message and the type of 
message, in much the same format as the messages illus- 15 

tratcd in FIGS. 6, 11, and U. In this case, tqc message would 
be a station-level statistics update message'. The contents of 
the station list array arc placed in the message in the order 
in which they were initially placed in the station list array. 

When the User Interface (UI) software in the PC requests 
information on station-level statistics, the message is sent 
from the protocol analyzer instrument to the PC for use by 
the user interface. A person having ordinary skill in the art 

20 

of digital transmission protocol analyzers will know that 25 
station-level statistics pcculiar to other network topologies 
can be calculated in a sinri!ar manner. 

B. Network Statistics 
Statistics based upon network performance as a whole 

will be referred to hereinafter as "network statistics." Net- 30 
work statistics arc calculated by the embedded code running 
on the protocol analyzer instrument. Network statistics may 
be cumulative (calculated over the entire network monitor
ing session, which might typically be a twenty-four-hour 
period) or per sampling period (calculated over a sampling 35 
period specified by the nser, which might typically be a 
one-second period). 

Network statistics may also vary somewhat between the 
various network topologies. For example, network statistics 
calculated for an cthcmct network include number of Net- '40 

work Frames Received, Network Frame Rate, number of 
Analyzcr Frames Received, Analp.cr Frame Rate, Peak 
Analyzer Frame Rate, Peak Frame Rate Timestamp,Averagc 
Frame Rate, Average 32-Sccond Frame Rate, Utilization, 
Average Utilization, Peak Utilization, Peak Utilization 45 

Timestamp, number of Broadcast Frames Received, number 
of Multicast Frames Received, Frame Siu Distribution
Cumulativc, Frame Siu Distribution-Sample, number of 
Network Collisions, number of Alignment Errors and the 
numbers of Jabber, Runt, and FCS Errors. Each of these so 
statistics is discussed below. . 

Referring now to FIG. 8, the number of Network Frames 
Received is calculated by a hanlwarc counter on the protocol 
analyzer instrument From the Start step 801, the protocol 
analyzer instriimcnt detects receipt of a network frame in ss 
programming step 802. The hanlwarc counter is connected 
dircc~y to the network line and is able to. count .. ~~c 
traveling over the network, i.e. Network Frames lleceiv'~. 
For each frame detected, the hanlwarc counter is incre
mented in step 803. This process is repeated until the 60 

sampling period has expired, step 804. When the network 
monitoring session bas ended, it ends at some point after or 
to coincide with the expiration of a sampling period. The 
number of Network Frames Received is then obtained from 
the hanlwarc counter by the Embedded Code software in the 65 

protocol analyzer instrument, step 805, for later uploading to 
the PC. 

14 
Similarly, the Network Frame Rate is the number of 

Network Frames Received, preferably over a one second 
interval, as monitored by a hanlware counter, and is calcu
lated every second. 

As the NI module of the protocol analyzer instrument 
receives frames, these frames arc transmitted to the PA 
module of the protocol analyzer instrument, where the 
frames are processed. However, if the Network Frame Rate 
is extremely high, some of the frames may not be sent to the 
PA module for processing. In this situation, some of the 
frames will still be counted as having been received by the 
NI module but may never be processed or analyzed by the 
PA module, see discussion above regarding Frame Analysis 
for a discussion of some of the types of frame analyses that 
may be performed by the PA module. 

In addition, the user has the option of choosing to monitor 
only certain types of frames, see discussion above under 
Filtering. In this case, all of the frames that arc received by 
the NI module will still be counted as having been received 
in order to arrive at the number of Network Fram~ 
Received. However, only frames which meet the user
defined parameters arc passed to the PA module. Therefore, 
in these situations when only selected types of frames arc 
passed to the PA module for analysis, the number of frames 
actually sent to the PA module is different from the value of 
Network Frames Received. 

The number of frames actually sent to the PA module is 
referred to as the Analyzer Frames Received. The Analyzcr 
Frames Received arc calculated by the program shown in 
FIG. 9. From the Start step 901, the PA module of the 
protocol analyzer instrument receiycs a frame from the NI 
module in step 902. Another hardware counter is incre
mented accordingly in step 903. The process is repeated 
until the sampling period has expired, step 904. The final 
count is then obtained by the Embedded Code from the 
counter in step 905 for later uploading by the PA module to 
the PC. 

Sinrilarly,Analyzer Frame Rate is the number of Analyzer 
Frames Received, preferably over a one second interval and 
is calculated every second. The highest frame rate (in frames 
per second) detected during the network monitoring session 
by the analyzer for any single sampling period and the lime 
at which it occurred represents Peak Analyzer Frame Rate 
and Peak Frame Rate Timcstamp. For each sampling period, 
the current Analyzer Frame Rate is compared to the Peak 
Analyzer Frame Rate. If the current Analyzer Frame Rate is 
greater than the Peak Analyzer Frame Rate, the Peak Ana
lyzer Frame Rate is replaced with the current Analyzer 
Frame Rate. The Peak Frame Rate Timcstamp is then 
replaced with the current time. 

The Average Frame Rate is calculated in a manner similar 
to the Analyzer Frame Rate except that the Average Frame 
Rate is averaged over the lime elapsed during the Network 
Monitoring Session rather than over one second. Sinrilarly, 
the Average 32-Sccond Frame Rate represents the Average 
Frame Rate over the past 32 seconds as opposed to the entire 
Network Monitoring Session. Therefore, for the fust thirty
one seconds of a monitoring session, there will be no value 
for Average 32-Sccond Frame Rate. 

After the fust thirty-two seconds, the Average 32-Second 
Frame Rate is rccalculatcd every second on a rolling basis 
(the frame rate is averaged over the most recent thirty-two 
second time span). 

The embedded code on the protocol analyzer instrument 
is responsible for calculating the Network Utilization sta
tistic. Network Utilization represents the percentage of the 
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If the current flame contains an FCS error and is thus
corrupt, the error_statist:its subarray of the entry in the
station list array corresponding to the source address is
updated awordingly in step 422.

After all of the above station-level statistis and any other
desired station-level statistics have been calculated, the final
step involves transmitting the information stored in the
station list array to the PC for use by the user interface. This
transmission is facilitated through the use of a “message,"
which is the preferred method of communication among the
various hardware and software components of the preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

The message for station-level statistits wnsists of a
header and the contents of the station list array. The header
identifies the destination for the message and the type of
message, in much the same format as the messages illus-
trated in FIGS. 6, 11, and 12. In this case, the message would
be a station-level statistic update message. The contents of
the station list array are placed in the message in the order
in which they were initially placed in the station list array.

When the User Interface (UI) software in the PC requests
information on station—level statistim, the mesage is sent
from the protocol analyzer instrument to the PC for use by
the user interface. A person having ordinary skill in the art
of digital transmission protocol analyzers will know that
station-level statistics peculiar to other network topologies
can be calculated in a similar manner.

B. Network Statistics

Statistics based upon network performanrx as a whole
will be referred to hereinafter as “network statistics.” Net-
work statistics are calculated by the embedded code running
on the protocol analyzer instrument. Network statistics may
be cumulative (calculated over the entire network monitor-
ing session, which might typically be a twenty-four—bour
period) or per sampling period (calculated over a sampling
period spedfled by the user, which might typically be a
one-second period).

Network statistic: may also vary somewhat between the
various network topologies. For example, network statistics
calatlated for an ethernet network include number of Net-
work Frames Received, Netvmrk Frame Rate, number of
Analyzer Frames Received, Analyzer Frame Rate, Peak
Analyzer Frame Rate, Peak Frame Rate Timestamp,Average
Frame Rate, Average 32-Second Frame Rate, Utilization,
Average Utilization, Peak Utilization, Peak Utilization
Timestamp, number of Broadcast Frames Received, number
of Multicast Frames Received, Frame Size Distribution-
Ormulative, Frame Size Distribution-Sample, number of
Network Collisions, number of Alignment Errors and the
numbers of Jabber, Rum, and FCS Errors. Each of these
statistics is discumed below. _

Referring now to FIG. 8, the number of Network Frames
Received is calculated by a hardware counter on the protocol
analer instrument. From the Start step 801, the protocol
analyzer instrument detects receipt of a network frame in
programming step 802. The hardware counter is connected
directly to the network line and is able to_ countfeygraggame
trawling over the network, i.e. Network FramesReceiv ‘ .
For each frame detected, the hardware counter is incre-
mented in step 803. This process is repeated until the
sampling period has expired, step 804. When the network
monitoring sesion has ended, it ends at some point alter or
to coincide with the expiration of a sampling period. The
number of Network Frames Received is then obtained from
the hardware counter by the Embedded Code software in the
protocol analyzer instrument, step 805, for later uploading to
the PC.
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Similarly, the Network Frame Rate is the number of
Network Frames Received, preferably over a one second
intCrVaL as monitored by a hardware counter, and is calcu-
lated every second.

As the N1 module of the protocol analyzer instrument
receives flames, these frames are transmitted to the PA
module of the protocol analyzer instrument, where the
flames are processed. However, if the Network Frame Rate
is extremely high, some of the flames may not be sent to the
PA module for processing. In this situation, some of the
flames will still be counted as having been received by the
N1 module but may never be processed or analyzed by the
PA module, see discussion above re ardin F ame Anal sis
for a discussion of some of the types of flame analyses that
may be performed by the PA module.

In addition, the user has the option ofchoosing to monitor
only certain types of flames, see disarssion above under
Filtering. In this case, all of the flames that are received by
the N1 module will still be counted as having been received,
in order to arrive at the number of Network Frames
Received. However, only frames which meet the user-
defined parameters are passed to the PA module. Therefore,
in these situations when only selected types of frames are
pm to the PA module for analEis, the number of frames
actually sent to the PA module is different from the value of
Network Frames Received

The number of flames actually sent to the PA module is
referred to as the Anal r Frames Received The Analyzer
Frames Recein are calculated by the program shown in
FIG. 9. From the Start step 901, the PA module of the
protocol analyzer instalment receives a flame from the N1
module in step 902. Another hardware cormter is incre-
mented accordingly in step 903. The process is repeated
until the sampling period has expired, step 904. The final
count is then obtained by the Embedded Code from the
counter in step 905 for later uploading by the PA module tothe PC.

Similarl Anal r Frame Rate is the number ofAnaler
Frames Received, preferably over a one second interval and
is calculated every second. The highest frame rate (in flames
per second) detected during the network monitoring session
by the analyzer for any single sampling period and the time
at which it ocurrred represents Peak Analyzer Frame Rate
and Peak Frame Rate Timestamp. For each sampling period,
the current Analyzer Frame Rate is compared to the Peak
Analyzer Frame Rate. Ifthe current Analyzer Frame Rate is
greater than the Peak Analyzer Frame Rate, the Peak Ana‘
lyzer Frame Rate is replaced with the current Analyzer
Frame Rate. The Peak Frame Rate Timest is then
replaced with the current time.

The Average Frame Rate is calculated in a manner similar
to the Analer Frame Rate except that the Awrage Frame
Rate is averaged over the time elapsed during the Netwodr
Monitoring Sesion rather than over one second. Similarly,
the Average 32—Second Frame Rate represents the Average
Frame Rate over the past 32 seconds as opposed to the entire
Network Monitoring Session. Therefore, for the first thirty-
one seconds of a monitoring session, there will be no value
for Average 32-Second Frame Rate. ‘

After the first thirty-two seconds, the Average 32-Second
Frame Rate is recalculated every second on a rolling basis
(the frame rate is averaged over the most recent thirty-two
second time span).

The embedded code on the protocol analyzer instrument
is responsible for calculating the Network Utilization sla-
tistic. Network Utilization represents the percentage of the
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theoretical network bandwidth that is currently being used. 
For an ethcmet network, the theoretical network bandwidth 

16 
addressed to them. By examining the Destination address 
field 209 (FIG. 2) of an incoming network frame, the LAN 
chip can recognize a broadcast address or a multicast 
address. If the Destination address field 209 contains an 

is ten million bits per second (ten megabaud). 'This is 
equivalent to 1,250,000 bytes per second (one bytc=eight 
bits). s address which represents a broadcast or multicast address, 

the respective counter corresponding to either broadcast 
frames or multicast frames on the NI module is incremented 
by one. These counts represent the Broadcast Frames 
Received and Multicast Frames Received statistics. 

The embedded code calculates Network Utilization every 
second in the following manner. First, the total number of 
bytes represented by the Preamble 208, Destination 209, 
Source 210, Type 211, Data 212 and FCS 213 fields of each 
frame (see FIG. 2) received during the second arc summed. 10 

To this is added an additional twelve bytes for each frame 
received during a sampling period to represent quiet time. 
Quiet time is a 9.6 microsecond interval that follows each 
frame, during which no data are sent over the line. At a ten 
megabaud transmission rate, that 'i.6 microseconds is 15 

equivalent to ninety-six bits or twelve, eight-bit bytes. 
Therefore, quiet time is the equivalent of twelve byte times. 

The embedded code then divides this value by 12,500 
(1,250,000 bytcs/secx100%). The resulting percentage sta
tistic is referred to as Network Utilization. Average Utiliza- 20 

lion is an average of all Utilization values over the duration 
of the network monitoring session. 

Peak Utilization represents the highest percentage of 
network capacity used during the current session and Peak 
Utilization Timestamp represents the time at which the peak 25 

utilization was detected. For each sampling period, the 
current Utilization is compared to the Peak Utilization. If the 
current Utilization is greater than the Peak Utilization, the 
Peak Utilization is replaced with the current Utilization. The 
Peak Utilization Tuncstamp is then replaced with the current 30 

time. 

Collisions occur when two stations on an Ethernet net
work stations attempt to transmit frames at the same time, 
resulting in their transmissions "colliding." Access to an 
Ethernet network is regulated by a Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access/Collision Detection (CSMNCD) contention-based 
algorithm which is well known to a person having ordinary 
skill in the art. An Ethernet station listens to the network to 
determine whether any traffic is present. When the network 
is clear, it transmits and then listens again to sec if the data 
collides with traffic from any other station. If all is clear, the 
transmission is complete. If a collision occurs, the station 
waits a short, random amount of time and retransmits. The 
LAN chip detects collisions by performing the standard 
CSMNCD algorithm when a frame is received. If a collision 
is detected, a collision counter is incremented by one. 'This 
counter is part of the LAN chip. 

The present invention al.so calculates network-wide sta
tistics for errors such as Alignment Errors, Jabbers, Runts, 
and FCS Errors (sec Station Level Statistics above for 
detailed definitions of these errors). These errors arc 
detected by the LAN chip on the protocol analyzer instru
ment in a manner similar to that dcscnbcd above. 

Frame Sizc Distnbution is the network statistic that 
represents the number of frames, classified by sizc range, 
that were received by the protocol analyzer instnuncnt since 
the analyzer was started for the monitoring session (Frame 
Size Distnbution-Cumulativc) or during a specified sam
pling period (Frame Sizc Distribution-Sample). Frame Sizc 
Distribution is calculated through the use of two memory 
arrays which store information on frame sizc distribution. 
One array stores frame sizc distribution on a cumulative 
basis and the other array stores frame size distribution on a 
sampling period basis. There arc positions in both arrays 
corresponding to arbitrary sizc ranges ( e.g. the value for the 
number of frames detected with lengths between 167 and 
255 bytes is stored in position 2 of each array). 

The network statistics which are unique to other network 
topologies, such as token ring, FDDI, frame relay, etc., arc 

35 calculated in a manner which is analogous to the above 
process. 

Information on all network statistics are stored into an 
array ("network statistics array"). The information stored for 
each statistic varies depending on the type of statistic, but 

40 basically, the value of each statistic is stored into an array 
along with a timestamp. 

When the UI requests information on network statistics, 
the information stored in the network statistics array is sent 
to the PC for use by the user interface. This transmission is 

45 facilitated through the use of a message. The structure of a 
network statistics update message is shown in FIG. U. 

The above process is summarized as follows: The frame 
length of each frame (see Frame Analysis above) is exam
ined. Next, the appropriate memory-array position of the 
cumulative array is incremented by one to reflect the occur- so 
rence of a frame in that particular size range. If the frame 
was detected during the sampling period, the appropriate 
array position of the sampling period array is also incre
mented by one. 

The message for network statistics consists of a header 
1301 and the contents of the network statistics array 1302. 
The header identifies the destination for the message and the 
type of message (network statistics update message in this 
case). The contents of the network statistics array are placed 
in the message in the order in which they were initially 
placed in the network statistics array. 

It will be evident to a person having ordinary skill in the 
art that network statistics for other network topologies can 
readily be calculated in a similar manner. 

As discussed above, under Protocol Analyzer Instnuncnt, 55 

the protocol analyzer instnuncnt includes a commercially
obtained LAN chip. The LAN chip is responsible for cal
culating Broadcast Frames Received, Multicast Frames 
Received and Network Collisions. 

C. Protocol Distnbution 

The distribution and percentage distribution of the various 

A broadcast frame is a frame sent from one station to all 
· other stations on the network. A broadcast frame's destina

tion address contains an address (referred to as a "broadcast 
address") that all other stations recognize as being addressed 
to them. Similarly, a multicast frame is a frame sent to a 
selected group of stations on a LAN. A multicast frame 
contains an address (referred to as a "multicast address") 
that the selected group of stations recognize as being 

60 protocols present in data frames are hereinafter referred to as 
"protocol distribution". The calculation of protocol distri
bution is performed by the embedded code executed by the 
protocol analyzer instnuncnt. 

Referring now to FIG. 7, after the start step 701. the 
65 protocol distribution calculation begins with programming 

step 702 in which the network frame is received. Step 703 
next determines the first protocol present in the frame 
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theoretical network bandwidth that is currently being used.
For an ethemet network, the theoretical network bandwidth

is ten million bits per second (ten megabaud). This is
equivalent to 1,250,000 bytes per second (one byte=eight
bits).

The embedded code calculates Network Utilization every
second in the following manner. First, the total number of
bytes represented by the Preamble 208, Destination 209,
Source 210, Type 211, Data 212 and FCS 213 fields of each
flame (see FIG. 2) received during the second are summed.
To this is added an additional twelve bytes for each flame
received during a sampling period to represent quiet time.
Quiet time is a 9.6 microsecond interval that follows each
frame, during which no data are sent over the line. At a ten
megabaud transmission rate, that 915 microseconds is
equivalent to ninety—six bits or twelve, eight-bit bytes.
Therefore, quiet time is the equivalent of twelve byte times.

The embedded code then divides this value by 12,5“)
(1,250,000 bytes/semlm‘fiz). The resulting percentage sta-
tistic is referred to as Network Utilization. Average Utilin-
rion is an average of all Utilization values over the duration
of the network monitoring session.

Peak Utilization represents the highest percentage of
network capacity used during the current session and Peak
Utilization Timestamp represents the time at which the peak
utilization was detected. For each sampling period, the
current Utilization is compared to the Peak Utilization. If the
current Utilization is yeater than the Peak Utilization, the
Peak Utilization is replaced with the current Utilization. The
Peak Utilization Timestamp is then replaced with the current
time.

Frame Size Distribution is the network statistic that

represents the number of flames, classified by size range,
that were received by the protocol analer instalment since
the analyzer was started for the monitoring session (Frame
Size Disuibution—Cumulative) or during a specified sam-
pling period (Frame Size DistributionSample). Frame Size
Distribution is calculated through the use of two memory
arrays which store information on frame size distribution.
One array stores flame size distribution on a cumulative
basis and the other array stores flame size distribution on a
sampling period basis. There are positions in both arrays
corresponding to arbitrary size rangm (e.g. the value for the
number of flames detected with lengths between 167 and
255 bytes is stored in position 2 of each array).

The above process is summarized as follows: The flame
length of each flame (see Frame Analysis above) is exam-
ined. Next, the appropriate memory-array position of the
cumulative array is incremented by one to reflect the occur-
rence of a frame in that particular size range. If the frame
was detected during the sampling period, the appropriate
array position of the sampling period array is also incre-
mented by one.

As discussed above, under Protocol Analyzer Instrument,
the protocol analyzer instrument includes a commercially—
obtained LAN chip. The LAN chip is responsible for cal-
culating Broadcast Frames Received, Multicast Frames
Received and Network Collisions.

A broadcast flame is a flame sent from one station to all
~ other stations on the network. A broadcast flame’s destina-

tion address contains an addres (refened to as a “broadcast
address”) that all other stations recognize as being addressed
to them. Similarly, a multicast frame is a flame sent to a
selected group of stations on a LAN. A multicast flame
contains an address (referred to as a “multimst address”)
that the selected group of stations recognize as being
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addressed to them. By examining the Destination address
field 209 (FIG. 2) of an incoming network flame, the LAN _
chip can recognize a broadcast address or a multicast
address. If the Destination address field 209 contains an

address which represents a broadcast or multicast addres,
the respective counter corresponding to either broadcast
flames or multicast flames on the NI module is incremented
by one. These counts rcpresent the Broadcast Frames
Received and Multicast Frames Received statistits.

Collisions occur when two stations on an Ethernet net-

work stations attempt to transmit frames at the same time,
resulting in their transmissions “colliding.” ACCflS to an
Ethernet network is regulated by a Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) contention-based
algorithm which is well known to a person having ordinary
skill in the art. An Ethernet station listens to the network to
determine whether any trafiic is present. When the network
is clear, it transmits and then listens again to see if the data
collides with traffic from any other station. If all is clear, the
transmission is complete. If a collision occurs, the station
waits a short, random amount of time and retransmits. The
IAN chip detects collisions by performing the standard
CSMA/CD algorithm when a flame is received. lfa collision
is detected, a collision counter is incremented by one. This
counter is part of the LAN chip.

The present invention also calculates network-wide sta-
tistics for errors such as Alignment Errors, Jabbers, Runts,
and FCS Errors (see Station Level Statistics above for
detailed definitions of these errors). These errors are
detected by the LAN chip on the protocol analyzer instru-
ment in a manner similar to that described above.

The network statistics which are unique to other network
topologies, such as token ring, FDDI, flame relay, etc., are
calculated in a manner which is analogors to the above
process.

Information on all network statistits are stored into an
array (“network statistics may"). The information stored for
each statistic varies depending on the type of statistic, but
basically, the value of each statistic is stored into an array
along with a timestamp.

When the UI requests information on network statistics,
the information stored in the network statistit: array is sent
to the PC for use by the user interface. This transmission is
facilitated through the use of a message. The structure of a
network statistics update message is shown in FIG. 12.

The message for network statistics consists of a header
1301 and the contents of the network statistics array 1302.
The header identifies the destination for the message and the
type of message (network statistics update message in this
case). The contents of the network statistics array are placed
in the message in the order in which they were initially
placed in the network statistic: array.

[twill be evident to a perSOD having ordinary skill in the
art that network statistics for other network topologies can
readily be calculated in a similar manner.

C. Protocol Distribution

The distribution and percentage distribution of the various
protocols present in data flames are hereinafter referred to as
“protocol distribution". The calculation of protocol distri-
bution is performed by the embedded code executed by the
protocol analyzer instrument.

Referring now to FIG. 7, after the start step 70], the
protocol distribution calculation begins with progamming
step 702 in which the network flame is received. Step 703
next determines the first protocol present in the flame
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received by the protocol analyzer instrument. For an ethemel The children_table 505 is a subarray containing infor-
frame, this is done by looking al the Type field 2ll (see FIG. mation for all of the children of the parent. This information 
2) of the frame. The Type field 211 of an ethemet frame includes the protocol_id 506 of the child and the array_ 
designates the fi.rat protocol pR1Sent in the Data field 212 of position 5f11 of the child. 
the frame. If the Type field 2ll contains a value gxi::aler than s The next step (step 706) in calculating protocol distnbu-
hexadecimal 500, the first protocol present is the Ethernet tion is to determine if there is another protocol (the '"next 
Version 2 (EthemetV2) protocol, otherwise the first protocol protocol") encapsulated within the current protocol. If there 
present is the IEEE 8023 protocol. This first protocol (either is a next protocol encapsulated within the data portion 212 
the EthemetV2 protocol or IEEE 802.3 protocol) is found in of the current protocol or frame, there are two methods used 
the data portion 212 of the frame. 10 to identify it. 

Next, that protocol (and subsequently all other protocols Most protocols contain a "next layer protocol identifica-
contained in the frame) is decoded in step 704. The protocol tion field" which is much like the Type field 2ll of the 

Ethernet frame and contains a numerical identification code 
being decoded at any particular time is referred to a.s the corresponding~e next protocol .e_resent in the frame _{i.e., 
current protocol. The protocol encapsulatecl cliiectfy withiii ffie lirst protocol). 

The next step 705 involves storing information for the 15 The exact location and contents of the "next layer protocol 
current protocol. Information on the current protocol is identification field" within a protocol can vary depending on 
stored in a memory array. An entry in this'array is shown in the standards for that type of protocol. For example, the 
FIG. 5 ("protocol distribution array entry") and contains: the IEEE 8023 protocol is defined by the Institute of Electronics 
protocol_jd 501, statistics_for_the_protocol 502, array_ and Electrical Engineers' standard 8023. 
position 503, number_of_children 504, and a children_ 20 Some protocols, however, either do not contain a "next 
table 505. Each of these array variables is discussed below. layer protocol identification field" or their "next layer pro-
Array information for a protocol is updated whenever that tocol identi!ication field" contains insufficient infoa:na~on 
particular protocol is detected in a received frame. fur _my ~tation other than the ones that are comm!'-ll1ca~g 

If the current protocol has not previously been detccled, to identify the next protocol. These protocols, mcluding 
· fo th L · · all 2S Transport Control Protocol ("TCP") and User Datagrani a new array entry is created r at protoco Addition Y, p t 1 ("UDP'') .Ii ed t " 

1
-. • . . fr.un ro oco , are re err o as conversa 1on-if'. the current pro~col 16 encapsulated within the e dependent" protocols. Step 7f11 determines whether the 

differently ~an pnor occurrences of th_at ~ro~l,, a n~ current protocol is conversation-dependent 
array entry is created. The protocol distrtbution array IS • • • 

. . If the current protocol JS not conversation dependent, it's 
sto~ m _the. memory of the protocol analyzer lllS~~nt 30 "next layer protocolidentification field" is prefer~bly used in 
and IS maintained fur the duration of the network momtonng conjunction with a lookup table in step 708A to identify the 
session. next protocol present in the frame. This lookup table is 

The protocol_id 501 array variable is a programmer stored in the memory of the protocol analyzer instrument. 
defined, arbitrary number used by the embedded code to Toe lookup table maps the value found in the "next layer 
identify the current protocol. The protocoUd 501 is used to 35 protocol identification field" to the com:sponding protocol 
help identify the protocol in the protocol distnbution array which now identifies the protocol encapsulated directly 
and has no relationship to the "next layer protocol identifi- within the data portion 212 of the current protocol. 
cation field" defined above. The "next layer protocol iden- If, however, it is determined in Step 7f11 that the current 
tification field" contains a value which is used to identify the protocol is a conversation-dependent protocol,, the unknown 
protocol directly encapsulated within the current protocol. 40 next protocol encapsulated within the current protocol is 
When this encapsulated protocol is placed into the array, it detected in step 708B by comparing bit sequences of the 
will be assigned a protocol_jd 501 distinct from the value unknown next protocol to known bit patterns from the 
which was in the "next layer protocol identification field" protocols which can be encapsulated within the current 
(the value used to initially identify the encapsul.a.ted protocol. These known bit patterns can be obtained by 
protocol). <IS referencing the standard defining the protocol For instance, 

The statistics_for_the_protocol 502 includes four the UDP protocol is defined by Request for Comments 
entries: (1) the number of frames received (on a cumulative (RFC) number 768, promulgated by the Institute of Elec-
basis for the network monitoring SC5$!n) which contained tronics and Electrical Engineers. Similarly, the TCP protocol 
the current protocol; (2) the total number of bytes is defined by Request fur Comments (RFC) number 793, 
(cumulative basis for the network monitoring se~on) so promulgated by the Institute of Electronics and Electrical 
within those frames (cumulative number of frames) contain- Engineeis. The known patterns are preferably contained in a 
ing the current protocol; (3) ilie number of frames i:cceived lookup table which is used to map known bit patterns to 
(per sampling period, i.e. the sampling time period specified corresponding protocols. 
by the user) which contained the current protocol; (4) the As an eXlllllple, if the current protocol is UDP, the bits in 
total number of bytes (per sampling period) within those ss the unknown next protocol would be compared to bit 
frames (sampling period frames). Slalistics which are cal- patterns known to exist in the DHCP (Dynamic Host Con-
culated per sampling period are reset at the expiration of the figuration Protocol), BootP (Bootstrap Protocol), NetBIOS 
sampling period DGM (Datagram Protocol), RIP (Routing Information 

The array _position 503 indicates the position, in the Protocol), RWHO (Remote Unix WHO Protocol), TACACS 
protocol distnbution array, where the information on the 60 , SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) Version 2, 
current protocol is stored. and NfP (Network Tune Protocol) protocols, all of which 

The nuniber_of children 504 for a particular protocol (the can be encapsulated within the UDP protocol. 
"parent") represents the total number of unique children If a bit sequence in the unknown next protocol sufficiently 
detected for the parent protocol since the network monitor- resembles a bit pattern known to exist in any of these 
ing session began. A "child" of a parent protocol is any 6S protocols, the protocol corresponding to the known pattern 
protocol which is encapsulated directly (immediately is deemed to be the unknown next protocol and is detected 
follows) within the parent as such. 
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received by the protocol analyzer instrument. For an ethemet
frame, this is done by looking at the Type field 211 (see FIG.
2) of the frame. The Type field 211 of an ethemet frame
designate; the first protocol present in the Data field 212 of
the frame. If the Type field 211 contains a value greater than 5
hexadecimal 500, the first protocol present is the Ethernet
Version 2 GthemetW) protocol, otherwise the first protocol
present is the IEEE 802.3 protocol. This first protocol (either
the EthemetVZ protocol or IEEE 802.3 protocol) is found in
the data portion 212 of the frame.

Next, that protocol (and subsequently all other protocols
contained in the frame) is decoded in step 704. The protocol
being decoded at any particular time is referred to as the
current protocol.

The next step 705 involves storing information for the
current protocol. Information on the current protocol is
stored in a memory arrayAn entry in this'nrray is shown in
FIG. 5 (“protocol distribution array entry”) and contains: the
protocol,jd 501, statistics_for__the,_protocol 502, array___
position 503, number_of__children 504, and a children__
table 505. Each of these array variables is discussed below.
Array information for a protocol is updated whenever that
particular protocol is detected in a received frame.

If the current protocol has not previously been detected,
a new array entry is created for that protocol. Additionally,
if the current protocol is encapsulated within the frame
difiercntly than prior occurrences of that protocol, a new
may entry is created. The protocol distribution array is
stored in the memory of the protocol analyner instrument
and is maintained for the duration of the network monitoring
session.

The protoooLid 501 may variable is a programmer
defined, arbitrary number used by the embedded code to
identify the current protocol. The protoooL_,_id 501 is used to
help identify the protocol in the protocol distribution array
and has no relationship to the “next layer protocol identifi~
cation field” defined above. The “next layer protocol iden-
tification field” contains a value which isused to identify the
protocol directly encapsulated within the curmut protocol.
When this encapsulated protocol is placed into the array, it
will be assigned a protoanid 501 distinct from the value
which was in the “next layer protocol identification field”
(the value used to initially identify the encapsulated
protocol).

The statistics_for~the_,protocol 502 includes four
entries: (1) the number of frames received (on a. cumulative
basis for the nemrork monitoring session) which contained
the current protocol; (2) the total number of bytes
(mtdative basis for the netwodr monitoring semion)
within those frames (cmnulative number of frames) contain-
ing the current protocol; (3) me number of frames received
(per sampling period, i.e. the sampling time period specified
by the user) which contained the men! protocol; (4) the
total number of bytcs (per sampling period) within those
frames (sampling period frames). Statistics which are cal-
culated per sampling period are reset at the expiration of the
sampling period.

The arrayJosition 503 indicates the position, in the
protocol distribution array, where the information on the
current protocol is stored.

‘ The number__nf children 504 for aparticutar protocol (the
“parent? represents the total number of unique children
detected for the parent protocol since the network monitor-
ing session began. A “child” of a parent protocol is any
protocol which is encapsulated directly (immediately
follows) within the parent.
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The childrenwtable 505 is a subway containing inforv
oration for all of the children of the parent. This information
includes the protoooLid 506 of the child and the max.
position 507 of the child.

The next step (step 706) in calculating protocol distribu-
tion is to determine if there is another protocol (the “next
protocol”) encapsulated within the current protocol. If there
is a next protocol encapsulated within the data portion 212
of the current protocol or frame, there are two methods used
to identify it.

Most protocols contain a “next layer protocol identifica-
tion field” which is much like the Type field 211 of the
Ethernet frame and contains a numerical identification code

e protocol encapsulateddireétly‘wifiih'ihe ‘iiist protocol).
The exact location and contents of the “next layer protocol
identification field” within a protocol can vary depending on
the standards for that type of protocol. For example, the
IEEE 802.3 protocol is defined by the Institute of Electronics
and Electrical Engineers’ standard 8023.

Some protocols, however, either do not contain a “next
layer protocol identification field” or their “next layer pro-
toool identification field” contains insmlicient information
for any station other than the ones that are communicating
to identify the next protocol. These protocols, including
nansport Control Protocol (“TCP”) and User Datagram
Protocol (“UDP”), are referred to as “conversatiom
dependent” protocols. Step 70? determines whether the
current protocol is conversation-dependent.

If the current protocol is not conversation dependan it‘s
“next layer protocol identification field” is preferably used in
conjunction with a lockup table in step 708Ato identify the
next protocol present in the frame. This lockup table is
stored in the memory of the protocol analyner instrument.
The lookup table maps the value found in the “next layer
protocol identification field” to the mmsponding protocol
which now identifies the protocol encapsulated directly
within the data portion 212 of the current protocol.

If, however, it is determined in Step 70? that the current
protocol is a conversation—dependent protocol, the unknown
next protocol encapsulated within the gamut protocol is
detected in step 70813 by comparing bit sequences of the
unknown next protocol to known bit patterns hour the
protocols which can be encapsulated within the current
protocol. These known bit patterns can be obtained by
referencing the standard defining the protocol. For instance,
the UDP protocol is defined by Request for Comments
(RFC) number 768, promulgated by the Institute of Elec~
tropics and Electrical Engineers Similarly, the TCP protocol
is defined by Request for Comments (RFC) number 793,
promulgated by the Institute of Electronics and Electrical
Engineers. The known patterns are preferably contained in a
lookup table which is used to map known bit patterns to
mnesponding protocols,

As an example, if the current protocol is UDP, the bits in
the unknown next protocol would be compared to hit
patterns known to exist in the DHCP (Dynamic Host Con-
figuration Protocol), Boot? (Bootstrap Protocol), NetBlOS
DGM (Datagrarn Protocol), RIP (Routing Information
Protocol), RWHO (Remote Unix WHO Protocol), TACACS
, SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) Version 2,
and NI? (Network Time Protocol) protocols, all of which
can be encapsulated within the UDP protocol.

If a bit sequence in the unknown next protocol sufficiently
resembles a bit pattern known to exist in any of these
protocols, the protocol corresponding to the known pattern
is deemed to be the unknown next protocol and is detected
as such.

corresponding to the next protocol present in the fruiting}:
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The above processes are performed iteratively ( due lo 
Step 706) for each protocol present in the frame until all 
protocols present in the frame have been decoded. The entire 
process is repeated for all frames detected du.ring the sam
pling period (step 709) or detected du.ring the network s 
monitoring session (step 711), as specified by the user. Upon 
the expiration of a sampling period, the statist.ics_for_thc_ 
protocol which are ca1culated per sampling period are reset 
in step 710. 

20 
driver, they can be artificially produced by some type of 
traffic generator, or they might be the result of a collision. An 
Illegal Sow:ce Address event occurs when any Illegal Source 
Address error is detected by the protocol analY7.er instru
ment (i.e., the threshold for this event is usually zero). 

Internet Protocol ("IP") events include: Duplicate IP 
Address, Illegal Source IP Address, and Z.Cros Broadcast 
Address. The errors which a.re the bases of these events only 
occur if the IP "protocor' is currently in use. The presence, 

10 if any, of the IP "protocol" in a frame is detected during the 
protocol decode process described in detail above in Proto
col Distribution. The IP "protocol" contains a field identi
fying the IP Source Address. This field will be referred to as 

After the protocol distribution bas been determined by the 
protocol analyzer instrument and before the step 710 reset 
operation, the information stored in the protocol distribution 
array is transmitted to the PC for use by the user interface. 
This transmission is facilitated through the use of a message. 
The strucl>Jie of a protocol distnbution update message is 15 

shown iD FIG. 6. 
' 

the "IP Source Address field." The IP "protocol" also con
tains a field identifying the IP Destination Address. This field 
will be referred to as the "IP Destination Address field." 

The message for protocol distnbution consists of a header A Duplicate IP Address error occurs when two stations try 
601 and the contents of the protocol distribution array 602. to use the same network IP address. This error is detected by 
The header identifies the destination for the message and the analyzing the IP Source Address field of the IP "protocol .. 
type of message (protocol distribution update message in 20 A memory array or other data stmctun: ("IP station list") is 
this case). The contents of the protocol distribution array arc used to store infurmation on all detected IP addresses. An 
placed in the message in the order in which they were array or other data structure ("MAC station list") is used to 
initially placed in the protocol distnbution array. store information on MAC addresses. These two station lists 

When the UI requests information on protocol are cross referenced with each other through the use of 
distnbulion, the message is sent from the PA module of the 25 linkages and pointers to determine the relationship between 
protocol analyzer instrument to the PC for use by the user every MAC address and every IP address. In other words, 
interface. every IP address is associated with a MAC address. One 

D. Event Information MAC address can have several IP addresses but each IP 
The embedded code is also capable of detecting and address can com:spond to only one MAC address. H two 

logging "events" in real-time during network monitoring 
30 

MAC statioos in the MAC station list arc using the same IP 
sessions. An "event" occurs when a parameter being moni- addless, a Duplicate IP Address error has occurred. A 
tored on the network exceeds a predefined or user-defined Duplicate IP Address event occurs when any Duplicate IP 
threshold That user-defined threshold can even be a number Address error is detected by the protocol analyzer iostru-
of occurrences on the network of some specific menl (i.e., the thn:shold for this event is also usually zero). 

35 
phenomenon, during a sampling period. The threshold speci- An illegal Source IP Address error occurs when the IP 
fies a value (e.g. number of occurrences, in the case of Source Address field of the IP "protocol" contains invalid 
parameters such as runts, jabbers. etc., or percentage, in the data such as all zeros, a broadcast address, or a multicast 
case of a parameter such as Network Utilization) per speci- ackhcs.s. This error is detected by analyzing the IP Source 
lied time period and the number of consecutive lime periods "° Address field of the IP "protocoL" An filcgal Source IP 
for which the value must be exceeded to constitute an event. Address event occurs whenever an illegal Source IP Address 
For example, a user can set a threshold, for the parameter enor bas been detected by the protocol analyzer instrument 
runts, of five runts per ten minute sampling period for two (i.e., the threshold for this event is also zero). 
consecutive sampling periods. H more than five runts are A :zeros Broadcast Address enor occurs when a sending 
detected in each of two consecutive sampling periods, the 45 station bas used all zeroes to represent a broadcast address 
occurrence would be logged as an event in the portion (IP Destination Address) of the IP "protocol" 

Ethernet events detected include: High Utilization, High · containing the IP destination address. This error is detected 
Frame Rate, High Broadcast Rate, High Multicast Rate, by analyzing IP Destination Address field of the IP "proto-
Network Collisions, Alignment Errors, FCS Errors, Runts, col." The IP Destination Address should be all ones when 
Jabbers, and illegal Source Address. Events which are so used to designate a broadcast address. A :zeros Broadcast 
unique to other nctwock topologies, such as FDDI, Token Address event OCCUIS whenever the number of Zeros Broad-
Ring, frame relay, etc., are detccted in a manner which is cast Address enors detected by the protocol analY7.er instru-
analogous to the process for detcctiog ethemet events ment exceeds the defined threshold defined for this event. 
descnbed below. ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) events 

Utilization, Frame Rate, Broadcast Rate, Multicast Rate, ss include: Host Unreachable, ICMP Redirect, ICMP Param-
Network Collisions, Alignment Errors, FCS Errors,. Runts, eter Error, Network Unreachable, Port Unreachable, Source 
and Jabbers arc all calculated by the LAN chip on the Quench. and T1me-to-Live Exceeded. The m=ges which 
protocol analyzer instrument. For a discussion of how these are the bases of these events only occur if the ICMP 
rates and errors arc calculated or detected, see Station-Level "protocol" is currently in use. The presence, if any, of the 
Statist.ics and Network Statistics above. These rates and 60 ICMP "protocol" in a frame is detected during the protocol 

. crrots are flagged as events when they exceed defined decode process descnbed in detill above in Protocol Dis-
thresholds. tobution. 

An illegal Source Address error ocrurs when a franle A Host Unreachable message (a network message not 
containing an illegal MAC source address is received. An related to a "message" seat by the PA to the UI) is sent by 
illegal MAC source address field might contain all binary 6S a router to notify the sender of a frame that the router cannot 
ones. Such illegal MAC addresses can be caused by a forward that franle to the appropriate destination. A router is 
malfunctioning network interface card ("NIC") or NIC a software or hardware connection between two or more 
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networks that enables traffic to be routed from one network network message), it gives the TIL field a number value 
lo .uiotber based upon the intended destinations of the traffic. between one and 255. The value is basically equal to the 
The appropriate field of the ICMP "protocol" is analyzed lo number of routers that can forward the IP message. Each 
determine whether a Host Unn:achable message has been time a router foiwa.rds the IP message it reduces the TIL 
received. A Host Unreachable event occurs when the number 5 number by one. If a router receives an IP message with a 
of Host Unreachable messages received by the protocol TIL value of one, it decrements the TIL number lo zero and 
analp;er instrument exceeds the defined threshold for this discards the message. 

event. The router transmits a Tnne·to-Live Expired message 
An ICMP Parameter Error is a message ( another network back to the source to notify the source about the discard. The 

message) indicating that a frame has been discarded due to 10 appropriate field of the ICMP "protocol" is analyzed to 
a problem in its header portion. The appropriate field of the determine whether a Time-to-Live Expired message has 
ICMP "protocol" is analyzed to determine whether an ICMP been received. A Time-to-Live Expired event occurs when 
P3J1lllleter Error message has been received. An ICMP the number ofTIIDe-to-Live Expired messages received by 
Parameter Error event occurs when the number of ICMP the prolDCOl analp;er instrument exceeds the defined thresh-
Parameter Error messages received by the prolDCOl analyzer 1s old for this event. 
instrument exceeds the defined threshold for this event. As events are detected, information on the events includ-

An ICMP Redirect message (also another network ing event_id, timestamp, byte_Jength, and P3J1lllleters are 
message) occurs when a sending station addresses a frame to stored in a circular array (event Jog array). The use of two 
a default router because it does not kaow any other route for pointers (one to denote the memory location of the recor-
that particular destination. If the default router sees that it 20 dation of the last event detected and the other to denote the 
mWit transmit the frame out of the same port on which it was memory location of the last event sent to the Ul} and a 
received, the router sends the host an ICMP Redirect mes- circular array allows event updates to be sent to the PC when 
sage advising the sending station of a better router for that requested by the UI. 
destination. The appropriate field of the ICMP "protocol" is The slIUctun: of an entry in this circulM array is shown in 
analyzed to determine whether an ICMP Redirect message 15 FIG. 10. "EvenLid" 1101 is the variable name used to refer 
bas been received. An ICMP Redirect event occurs when the to the programmer-defined id code of the evenL Tnnestamp 
number ofICMP Redirect messages received by the protocol 1102 is the date and time at which the specific event 
analp;er instrument exceeds the defined threshold for this occurred. Byte_Jength 1103 is the total number of bytes in 
event. the parameter 1104 portion of the array entry. Parameter 

A Network Unreachable message (another network 30 1104 contains information on each evenL This parameter 
message) is sent from a router to the sender of a frame when information is used by the UI portion to oonstruct a detailed. 
the router does not have a route or a default route to which event ~ for <liSl!Ja...IJ?r reporting_£){ !J:ie event to the 
to forward the data franle. The appropriate field of the ICMP user. For example, if the error was Dupliaie 1i>. Address. 
"protocol" is analyzed to determine whether a Network Detected, there would be three parameters,. namely the MAC 
Unreachable message has been received. A Network 

35 
addICSSCS of the two stations using the same IP address as 

Unreachable event occurs when the number of Network well as the IP address itself. 
Unreachable messages received by the protocol analp;er After events have been detected, information about the 
instrument exceeds the defined threshold for this event. events is trammitted to the PC for use by the uscr interface -•. 

A Port Unreachable message ( another network message) portion. This transmission is facilitated through the use of & 

is sent by a destination station to inform the source station '40 ?1essage. The struduie of an ~~!!! ~~~.):r\essage~ shown 
that the port indicated by the sourcc..station is not currently m FIG. 11. The event up<litc~message Coatailis a header 
in use by any process. The appropriate field of the ICMP 1201 and a portion of the event log array 1202. The 
"protocol" is analyzed to derermine whether a Port Unreach- information sent from the event log array is the event_jd 
able message has been received. A Port Unreachable event 

45 
1101, timestamp 1102, byte.Jength 1103 and parameters 

occurs when the number of Port Unreachable messages 1104 for the entries in the event log array 1202 since the last 
received by the protocol analyzer instrument exceeds the update sent to the UI. 
defined threshold for this event. VI. User Interface 

A Source Quench message ( another network message) is 
sent, by a router or a host, stating that it is receiving so many 50 

data frames that its buffers are ovedlowing. The message is 
sent back to the source of the excess data frames instructing 
that source station to slow the flow of data. The appropriate 
field of the ICMP _.'.'protocol" is anal~ to determine 
whether a Source Quench message has been received. A 55 
Source Quench event occurs when the number of Source 
Quench messages received by the protocol analyzer instru
ment exceeds the defined threshold for this evenL 

A Overview 
As discussed above, the user interface is the portion of the 

software implementation of the present invention that is 
executed by the PC. Af the beginning of a network moni
toring session, the user selects which network parameters are 
to be monitored. Each of these paramerers,. including station
level statistics, network statistics, event information and 
protoool distributinn is discussed in detail above. Toe User 
Interface (UI) is capable of displaying any station-level 
statistic, netwock statistic, event information, and protocol 
distn'bution ( discussed above) which the user requests to see A Tnne-to-Llve Exceeded message is generated by a 

router which has received and discarded a· transmission 
which has exceeded its allowable lifetime. Sometimes rout
ing loops form between routers that cause a frame to be 
foiwarded endlessly through the same set of routers over and 
over. In the IP "protocol," there is a field, called the 
time-to-live (TIL) field, that limits the lifetime of a frame 
containing the IP "protocol." The TIL field prevents such an 
occurrence. When a host generates an IP message (another 

60 and which the protocol analyzer instrument can capture and 
report to the UI. 

FIG. 13 illustrates the general structure of the user inter
face (UI). The UI sends request messages to the Embedded 
Code 302 seeking update information about the various 

65 network parameters ("network information"). 
A message is a preferred method of communication 

among the various hardware and software components of the 
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networks that enables tralfic to be routed from one network
to another based upon the intended destinations of the tralfic.
The appropriate field of the ICMP “protocol” is analyzed to
determine whether a Host Unmachable message has been
received. AHost Unreachable event occurs when the number

of Host Unreachahle messages received by the protocol
analyzer instrument exceeth the defined threshold for thisevent.

An ICMP Parameter Error is a message (mother network
message) indimting that a frame has been discarded due to
a problem in its header portion. The appropriate field of the
ICMP “protocol” is analyzed to determine whether an ICMP
Parameter Error message has been received. An [UMP
Parameter Error event occurs when the number of ICMP

Parameter Error messages received by the protocol analyzer
instrument exceeds the defined threshold for this event.

An ICMP Redirect message (also Soother network
message) warm when a sending station addresses a frame to
a default router because it does not know any other route for
that particular destination. If the default router sees that it
must transmit the frame out of the same port on which it was
received, the router sends the host an ICMP Redirect mes-
sage advising the sending station of a better router for that
destination. The appropriate field of the ICMP “protocol” is
analyzed to determine whether an ICMP Redirect message
hasbeen received. An ICMP Redirect event occurs when the

number of ICMP Redirect messages received by the protocol
analyzer instrument exeeets the defined threshold for this
event.

A Network Unreaehable message (another network
message) is sent from a router to the sender ofa frame when
the router does not have a route or a default route to which
to forward the data frame. The appropriate field of the ICMP
“protocol” is analyzed to determine whether a Network
Unreachable message has been received. A Network
Unreaehablc event occurs when the number of Network
Unreachable messages received by the protocol analyzer
instrument exmeds the defined threshold for this event

APort Unreaehable message (another network message)
is sent by a destination station to inform the source station
that the port indicated by the soureestation is not currently
in use by any pm. The appropriate field of the ICMEP
“protocol" is analyzed to determine whether a Port Unmatch-
able message has been received. A Port Unreaehable event
nouns when the number of Port Unreachable messages
received by the protocol analyzer instrument exceeds the
defined threshold for this event.

A Source Quench message (another network message) is
sent, by a routeror a host, stating that it is receiving so many
data frames that its butters are overflowing. The memage is
sent back to the source of the Excess data frames instructing
that source station to slow the flow of data. The appropriate
field of the ICMP :pmtoool” is analyg to determine
whether a Source Quench message has been received. A
Source Quench event occurs when the number of Source
Quench messages received by the protocol analyzer instru-
ment exceeds the defined threshold for this event.

A Time-to-Live Exceeded message is generated by a
router which has received and discarded a~transmission
which has exceeded its allowable lifetime. Sometimes rout-

' ing loops form between routers that cause a frame to be
forwarded endlessly through the same set of routers over and
over. In the IP “protocol,” there is a field, called the
lime—tocfive (TTL) field, that limits the lifietime of a frame
mntaining the IP “protocol.” The TH. field prevents such an
meme. When a host generates an IP message (another
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network message), it gives the 'I'l'L field a number value
between one and 255. The value is basically equal to the
number of routers that can forward the 1? message. Each
time a router forwards the 1? message it reduces the 'I'I'L
number by one. If a router receives an 11’ message with 21
T11. value of one, it decrements the T11, number to zero and
discards the message.

The router transmits a Time-toJive Expired message
back to the source to notify the source about the discard. The
appropriate field of the ICMP “protoml” is analyzed to
determine whether a ’I‘ime-to»Live Expired message has
been received. A'l'tme-to-Live Expired event occurs when
the number of Time—to-Live Expired messages received by
the protocol analyzer instrument exceeds the defined thresh-
old for this event.

As events are detected, information on the events includ-
ing eventwid1 timestamp, bytefllength, and parameters are
stored in a circular array (event log array). The use of two
pointers (one to denote the memory location of the recur.
dation of the last event detected and the other to denote the

memory location of the last event sent to the UI) and a
circular array allows event updates to be sent to the PC when
requested by the UI.

The structure of an entry in this cirmlar array is shown in
FIG. 10. “Event_id” 1101 is the variable name used to refer
to the programmer-defined id code of the event. 'I'imestamp
1102 is the date and time at which the specific event
occurred. Byte_length 1103 is the total ntnnber of bytes in
the parameter 1104 portion of the array entry. Parameter
1104 oontaim information on each event. This parameter
informationis used by the UI portion to conflict”a detailed
eventworming; for displayor reportingofthe event to the
wear. For example, if the error was DuplimteTPAthiress
Deteded, there mild be three parameters, namely the MAC
addresscsofthe twosntionsusingthesamcfl’addregas
well as the IP address itself.

After events have been detected, information about the
events is transmitted to the PC for use by the user interface --
www.mmnsmissionisfim‘lmmdthmughtheuseofa
messageJ‘hestruetureofanevenj upggtprnqssage ‘ shown
in no. 11. The event “Wonder
1201 and a portion of the event log array 1202. The
information sent from the event log array is the event_jd
1101, timestamp 1102, hyteJength 1103 and parameters
1104 for the entries in the event log array 1202 m'noe the last
update sent to the UI.

VI. User Intedace
A. Overview

As disatssed above, the user interface is the portion ofthe
software implementation of the present invention that is
excelled by the PC. At the beginning of a network moni-
toring session, the user selects which networkparameters are
to be monitored. Bad: of than parameters, including station‘
level statistics, network statistics, event information and
protocol distribution is discussed in detail above. The User
Interface (UI) is capable of displaying any station~level
statistic, network statistic, event information, and protocol
distribution (discussed above) which the user requests to see
and which the protocol analyzer instrument can capture and
report to the U1.

FIG. 13 illustrates the general structure of the user inter-
face (U1) The UI sends request messages to the Embedded
Code 3112 seeking update information about the various
network parameters (“network information”).

A message is a preferred method of communication
among the various hardware and software components ofthe
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present invention. The message contains a header portion When the term "real-time" is used in relation to the 
which identifies the destination for the message and the type presentation of network information, the presentation of 
of message (e.g., Network Statistics Request Message, Net- such information is actually done as updates are received 
work Statistics Update Message, etc.). The message al<ro from the embedded code rather than simultaneously with the 
contains the data being transmitted (e.g., the updated net- 5 calculations. 

work statistics themselves). If the user is not viewing "real time" network information 
The user can select how often network information is but is viewing network information from a database con-

updated, i.e. how often the UI requests updates from the taining network information gathered during a previous 
embedded oode on these parameters. The operation of the Ul network monitoring session (i.e., "baseline data"), the View 
is largely software oontrolled using custom software ( the 

10 design of which is disclosed herein) and also uses off-the- 1404 gathers relevant information from the Database 14113 
shelf software tools. The custom software is preferably and presents the information in the appropriate furmat to the 
designed using a technique known as "object-oriented pro- user via the PC's display device. 
gramming" which is dcscnbed in a text entitled Object Simultaneous display of a plurality of network 
Oriented Design with Applications, by Grady Boocb, copy- parameters, either all real time, or all from the database, or 
right 1991, from Benjamin Cummings Publishing Co., Inc., 15 mixed is accomplished through the use of 1:>•ell-known 
Redwood City, Calif., which is inoorporated by reference as features and capability inherent in the Microsofl. Wmdows 
though fully reproduced herein. Many of the terms used operating system. Therefore, information on a plurality of 
herein, e.g., object, class, scenario diagram, etc., are ta.ken network parameters can be displayed simultaneously. Also, 
from the Booch text and arc well known to programmers nothing has been incorporated into the present invention that 
familiar with object oriented programming. Another text by 

20 
limits or disables these well known feuures and capabilities. 

Grady Booch, entitled Object--OrientedAnalysis and Design The various Views arc programmed to present the net-
with Applications, second edition, copyright 1994, is simi- work infurmation to the user in the forms of charts, graphs, 
lady incorporated herein by reference. tables and trees as mentioned above. Off-the-shelf products 

The portion of the Ul software that is responsible for 25 are used to present the network information to the user. 
sending update request messages is referred to as the "Docu- The product ChartFx (Version 3.0), marketed by Software 
ment" 1402 (FIG.13). The Document 1402 is the portion of FX, Inc. at 7100 West Camino Real, Boca Raton, Fla. 33060, 
the software that is responsible for managing the flow of data is used to display network information in the form of charts 
for the Ul. After a Request Message is sent to the Embedded and graphs. Network information on station-level statistics, 
Code 302, the Embedded Code 302 sends the updated 30 network statistics and protocol distribution in preferably 
network infurmation to an appropriate software "Target" displayed in the form of charts and/or graphs. The User's 
1401 via an Update Message. The word "target" refers to a Manual for ChartFx is hereby incorporated by reference as 
software device that is used to accept data fur storage, if fully reproduced herein. 

forwarding, or processing. The product SpreadVBX++ (Ver. 2.0), mamted by Far-
There is a software Target 1401 for every network parain- 35 Point Technologies, Inc. at 133 South Center Court, Suite 

eter that is monitored. In other words, Networ.k Statistics 1000, Morrisville, N.C. 27560, is used to display network 
Update Messages are routed to the Network Statistics Target infurmation in the form of tables and spreadsheets. Network 
and Station-level Statistics Update Messages are routed to information relating to station-level statistics, network sta-
the Station-Level Statistics Target and so on. The Thrget tistics and event information is preferably displayed in the 
1401 is responsible for receiving updated network ,io form of tables and/or spreadshccls. The User's Manual for 
information, storing the infurmation in a Database 14113 SpreadVBX++ is hereby incorporated by reference as if 
( discussed in detail below) located on the PC's storage fully reproduced herein. 
device, and providing the Docuwcnt 140'2 with a pointer to The product TrccControl (Version 1), marketed by Prcmia 
the memory location containing the updated network infur- Creative Controls Corp. at 1(175 N.W. Murray Blvd., Suite 
mation. 45 268, Portland, Oreg. 97229, is used to display protocol 

Views 1404 are the portions of the UI software that arc distribution in a lrcc formal Toe User's Manual for Tree-
responsible for presenting network information, in the form Control is hereby incorporated by refciencc as if fully 
of charts, tables, tree formats, etc., to tlic user via the PC's reproduced heiein. 

display device, e.g., a color cathode ray tube:· There 15 a In creating the User Interface of the present invention, use 
View 1404 for each network parameter (1.e. network 50 ad fth Mi ftFounctat· ,.... ___ (MFC)Llib 

· · l dist ib • ) d h f was m e o c croso 10n ,._..,.,.,. rary, 
sta~cs, protoco(. n ution7 etcles,. an ~ac type 0

) Pt- made by Microsoft Corp., i.e., many terms, including "docu-
sentation metOO? i.e: c~ tab tree .orma~ ~tc. · or ment" and "view," were taken from the literature relating to 
example, !here IS a view entitled N_c~~ Statistics. Chart that h"brary. Toe User's Manual for the MFC Library is 
View, which presents. nctwor~ statistics m a graphical or hereby incorporated by reference as if fully reproduced 
chart formal A plurality of views can be used at the same S5 h e · n 
time to present network information to the user in several er 

1 
· 

formats simultaneously. B. Database 
If the user is viewing network information in real-time The ~referred c'~bodiment of the present invention uti-

(i.c., as the information is being uploaded from the protocol lizes an object-oriented (00) database application. In the 
analyzer instrument), the Docwncnt 140'2 informs the appro- 60 preferred embodiment of the invention, the database appli-
priate View 1404 of the receipt of some update from the cation used is the POET database product (Ver. 3.0), mar-

, embedded code 302. The View 1404 then gets from the keted by Poet Software Corp. at 999 Baker Way, Suite 100, 
Document 1402 the pointer to the memory location (in the San Mateo, Calif. 94404. Toe Reference Manual for POET 
PC's RAM or random access memory) that contains the 3.0 is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully repro-
updated network information. The View 1404 then presents 65 duccd herein. 
this information in the appropriate format to the user via the POET 3.0 is an 00 database application which uses a 
PC's display device. C++ programming language Application Program Interface 
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(API). Other database applications which use a C++ API detailing of the stations to highlight such factors as which 
would also be appropriate for use in the present invention. stations arc transmitting the most frames, which are rcceiv-
Toe present invention could also utilize ODBC (Open ing the most frames, which are involved with the most error 
Database Connectivity) database applications if they are messages, etc. The scope and nature of the details displayed 
used in coojuoctioo with ao SQL (Structured Query s is arbitrary to the user. 
Language) API. In steps nine and teo, the Station List View 1503 and the 

Toe primary reason why an object-oriented database as Station Details View 1504 request verification from the 
opposed to a standard relational database was selected to Document 1402 that there is oew data which should, io fact, 
implement the present invention is the increased access be added to the Station List View 1503 and Details View 

d · bl b · b. · d d b 10 1504. This step is useful because the user has initially 
spec attllllla e Y usmg an ° ~ect-onente ata ase. An selected how often information oo station-level statistics 
object-orieotcddatabasesuchasPOETstoresC++objectsin was to updated, and it is poss1ble that there was no new 
a database aod allows the programmer to retrieve them using station-level statistic information between the last update 
the database operations. The objects read from the database and the present update. In this case, there are no new data to 
look aod act just like the objects stored because ao object- be added to the views. 
oriented database knows how to read Ct+ class declarations 15 If the Document 1402 responds that there are indeed new 
and therefore, manage C++ objects. data, ie. there is new information in the station-level sta-

in the preferred embodiment of the in~entioo, the data- tistics array, then these new data are obtained by the views 
base may he saved to a storage device for use as a "baseline" in steps eleven and twelve. The Station List View 1503 and 
against which future network monitoring sessions may he the Station Details View 1504 receive a pointer or address to 
compared. 20 the location in the random-access memory (RAM) of the PC 

C. Station-Level Statistics User Interface that contains the new data from the Document 1402. The 
FIG. 14 is a "scenario diagram" depicting the process by views then obtain the object containing the new data or 

which station-level statistics are displayed to the user in real information. 
time. First, the Document 1402 requests an. update-of 25 Steps thirteen and fourteen involve presenting all of the 
station-level statistics from the Embedded Code 302. updated station-level statistics to the user in the form of 
Second, the Station-Level Statistics Target 1501 receives the tables and charts. At this point, the views use the pointers 
updated station-level statistics (i.e. the station-level statistics passed to them to gather the new data from its memory 
update message discussed above under Station-Level location for presentation in the appropriate fon:naL The 
Statistics). Station List View 1503 is respoasible for displaying the data 

In step three, the Sation-Level Statistics class 1502 is 
30 

in the form of a table. This is accomplished through the 
initialized. By "initialized" is meant that a new instance is off-the-shelf product SpreadVBX++, discussed above under 
created of that POET object of the station-level-5latistic User Interlace-Overview. The Station List View 1503 is 
type, for storing the new data. The Station-Level Statistics capable of presenting station-level statistics to the user in a 
class is a class in the POET database which contains 

5 
sorted oroer based upon the value of any of the individual 

information oo station-level statistics. 
3 

statistics. The Station Details View 1504 is responsible for 
In step four, the Station-Level Statistics Target 1501 displaying station-level statistics in the form of piecharts 

decodes the Station-Level Statistics Update Message. The indicating top transmitting, receiving, and error producing 
Station-Level Statistics Target 1501 begins this decoding stations. This is accomplished through use of the off-the-
process by reading the message header and the station list shelf product ChartFx, discussed above under User 
array from the update message. Next, it determines which 

40 
Interfacc--Overview. 

type of station-level statistics are contained in the update FIG.18 illustrates an example of a display screen arrange-
message (i.e., ethemet statistics, token ring statistics, FDDI ment for displaying station statistics to the user. The list can 
statistics, frame relay statistics, etc.). Finally, the Station- show "top talkers" and "top listeners" as well as a host of 
Level Statistics Turget 1501 places each of the station-level 45 other catagories of information, the desirability and useful-
statistics obtained from the decoded update message in a oess of which will be readily evident to a person having 
POET data object for storage and later access. ordinary skill in the art of digital netwodc transmission 

If the user has selected to store information on station- analyzers. A split-saecn display is also available with 
level ~~csJ9Jt dat,a;base 'oii)l:i1i' PC's storage devi.cc"for Micr~ft Wmdows to show that the~~ statisti~ can be 
later use as a baseline, this information is stored in the 50 shown m any number of formats, mcluding the pie chart 
appropriate location in the POET database in step five. illustrated in FIG. 18. 

In step six, the Station-Level Statistics Target 1501 D. Network Statistics User Interface 
informs the Document 1402 that the Target 1501 has FIG. 15 is a scenario diagram depicting the process by 
received some kind of an update. Apointer to the POET data which information on netwodc statistics is displayed to the 
objects containing the updated station-level statistics is sent ss user in real time. First the Document 1402 requests an 
from the Target 1501 to the Document 1402. A pointer is an update of network statistics from the Embedded Code 302. 
address which identifies or "points to" the memory location Second, the Network Statistics Torget 1601 receives the 
in RAM that contains the data. updated network statistics (i.e. the Network Statistics 

In steps seven and eight,. the Document 1402 informs the Update Message discussed above under Network Statistics) .. 
Station List View 1503 and the Station Details View 1504 60 In step three, the Network Statistics class 1602 is initial-

. that the views may have to he updated That is, the Docu- izcd. The Network Statistics class is a class in the POET 
ment 1402 informs the Views 1503 and 1504 that some new database which contains information on netwodc statistics. 
data has been received but oot the exact type and content of One instance of the Network Statistics class is Ethernet 
the new data. The Station List View 1503 controls the Network Statistics which contains networ:k statistic infor-
display of a listiog of MAC addresses and other information 65 mation particular to an Ethernet network. 
about activity at those MAC address stations. The Station In step four, the Network Statistics Target 1601 decodes 
Details View 1504 controls the display of sortings and other the Network Statistic Update Message. The Network Sta-
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(APT). Other database applications which use a C++ APl
would also be appropriate for use in the present invention.
The present invention could also utilize ODBC (Open
Database Connechyity) database applications if they are
used in conjunction with an SQL (Structured Query
Language) API.

The primary reason why an objectoriented database as
opposed to a standard relational database was selected to
implement the present invention is the increased access
speed attainable by using an object-oriented database. All
object-oriented database such as POET stores CH objects in
a database and allows the programmer to retrieve them using
the database operations. The objects read from the database
look and not just like the objects stored because an object-
oriented database knows how to read C++ class declarations
and therefore, manage C++ objects.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the data-
base may be saved to a storage device foruse as a “baseline"
against which future network monitoring sessions may be
compared.

C. Station—Level Statistics User interface

FIG. 14 is a “scenario diagram” depicting the process by
which statiomlevel statistics are displayed to the user in real
time. First, the Document 1402 reqqu an. updatewof
statiomlevel statistics from the Embedded dee 302.
Second, the Station‘level Statistics Target 1501 receives the
updated station—level statistics (Le. the station-level statistics
update message discussed above under Station—level
Stitches).

In step three, the Station-Level Statistirs class 1502 is
initialiud By “initialized" is meant that a new instance is
created of that POST object of the station—level-statistic
type, for storing the new data. The Station-level Statistics
613$ is a class in the POET database which contains
information on station—level statistics.

In step four, the Station-Level Statistics Target 1501
decodes the Station-level Statistics Update Message. The
Station—Level Statistics Target 1501 beg‘ns this decoding
prom by reading the message header and the station h'st
array from the update message. Next, it determines which
type of station-level statistis are contained in the update
message (i.e., ethernet statistics, token ring statistics, FDDI
statistics, frame relay statistics, etc). Finally, the Station—
Level Statistics Target 1501 places each of the stationJevel
statistics obtained from the decocbd update message in a
POE'I‘ data object for storage and later access.

If the user has selected tofstorepkiniornraflti’on on station—
level statisticswtgadatabase on‘th'c PC’s storage device"forlater use as a baseline, this information is stored in the
appropriate location in the POEI‘ database in step five.

In step six, the Station-Level Statistics Target 1501
informs the Document 1402 that the Target 1501 has
received some kind of an update. Apointer to the POE’I‘ data
objects containing the updated station~level statistics is sent
from the Target 1501 to the Document 1402. Apointer is an
address which identifies or “points to" the memory location
in RAM that contains the data.

In steps seven and eight, the Document 1402 informs the
Station List View 1503 and the Station Details View 1504

. that the views may have to be updated That is, the Docu-
ment 1402 informs the Views 1503 and 1504 that some new
data has been received but not the exact type and content of
the new data. The Station List View 1503 controls the

display of a listing of MAC addrmses and other information
about activity at those MAC address stations. The Station
Details View 1504 controls the display of sortings and other

10

15

35

45

SO

65
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detailing of the stations to highlight such factors as which
stations are transmitting the most frames, which are receiv-
ing the most frames, which are involved with the most error
messages, etc. The scope and nature of the details displayed
is arbitrary to the user.

in steps nine and ten, the Station List View 1503 and the
Station Details View 1504 request verification from the
Document 1402 that there is new data which should, in fad,
he added to the Station List View 1503 and Details View
1504. This step is useful because the user has initially
selected how often information on station~level statistics
was to updated, and it is possible that there was no new
station—level statistic information between the last update
and the present update. In this case, there are no new data to
be added to the views.

If the Document 1402 responds that there are indeed new
data, ie. there is new information in the station-level sta-
tistics array, then these new data are obtained by the views
in steps eleven and twelve. The Station List View 1503 and
the Station Details View 1504 receive a pointer or address to
the location in the random-am memory (RAM) of the PC
that contains the new data horn the Document 1402. The
views then obtain the object containing the new data or
information.

Steps thirteen and fourteen involve presenting all of the
updated station-level statistics to the user in the form of
tables and charts At this point, the views use the pointers
passed to them to gather the new data from its memory
location for presentation in the appropriate format. 'lhe
Station List View 1503 is responsible for displaying the data
in the form of a table. This is accomplished through the
white-shelf product SpreadVBXH, dismesed above tinder
User Interface—Overview. The Station List View 1503 is
capable of presenting station—level statistics to the user in a
sorted order based upon the value of any of. the individual
statistics. The Station Details View 1504 is responsible for
displaying station-level statistics in the form of piecharts
indicating top transmitting, receiving, and error producing
stations This is mmplished through use of the elf-the-
shelf produet ChartFx, discussed above under User
Interface—Overview.

FIG. 18 ilhtstrates an example ofa display screen arrange-
ment for displaying station statistics to the user. The list can
show “top talkers" and “top listeners” as well as a host of
other catagon'cs of information, the desirability and useful»
noes of which will be readily evident to a person having
ordinary skill in the art of dig'tal network transmission
analyzers. A split-screen display is also available with
Nliqosofi Windows to show that the desired statistics can be

shown in any number of formats, including the pie chart
illustrated in FIG. 18.

D. Network Statistics User Interface

FIG. 15 is a scenario diagram depicting the process by
which information on network statistics is displayed to the
user in real time. First the Document 1402 requests an
update of network statistics from the Embedded Code 302.
Second, the Network Statistics urge: 1601 receives the
updated network statistics (i.e. the Network Statistim
Update Message discussed above under Network Statistics).

In step three, the Network Statistics class 1602 is initial—
ized. The Network Statistics class is a class in the POET
database which contains information on network statistics.
One instance of the Network Statistim class is Ethernet
Network Statistics which contains network statistic infor—
mation particular to an Ethernet network.

In step four, the Network Statistics Target 1601 deoodm
the Network Statistic Update Message. The Network Sta-
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tistics Target 1601 begins this decoding process by reading 
the Header 1301 and the Network Statistics Array 1302 from 
the update message. Next, the Network Statistics Target 
1601 determines which type of network statistics are con
tained in the update message (i.e,, ethemet statistics, token 5 
ring statistics, FDDI statistics, frame relay statistics, etc.). 
Finally, the Network Statistics Target 1601 places each of 
the network statistics obtained from the decoded update 
message in a POET data object for storage and later access. 

28 
played to the user in real time. The process by which 
protocol distnbution that is calculated per sampling period is 
displayed to the user is analogous to this process. 

First the Document 1402 requests an update of protocol 
distribution from the Embedded Code 302. Second, the 
Protoool Distnbution (Cumulative) Target 1701 receives the 
updated protocol distnbution information (i.e. the Protocol 
Distnbution Update Message discussed above under Proto
col Distnbution). 

If the user has selected to store information on network 
statistics to a database on the PC's storage device for later 
use as a baseline, this information is stored in the appropriate 
location in the POET database in step five. The appropriate 
storage location in the POET database is based upon the 
relevant class (i.e., Ethernet Network Statistics, Token Ring 
Network Statistics, etc.). 

10 In step three, the Protocol Distribution class is initialized. 
The Protocol Distribution class 1702 is a class in the POET 
database which contains information on protocol distnbu
tion. Instances of the Protocol Distnbution class include 
Protocol Distnbution (Cumulative), which contains protocol 
distribution information on a cumulative basis, i.e. since the 

In step six, the Network Statistics Target 1601 informs the 
Document 1402 that the Target 1601 has re't:eived an update. 

lS network monitoring session began, and Protocol Distnbu
tion (Sample), which contains information on protocol dis
tribution for the user-defined sampling period. 

A pointer to the data objects containing the updated network 
statistics is sent from the Target 1601 to the Document 1402. 

In step seven, the Document 1402 informs the Network 20 

Statistics Table View 1603 and/or the Network Statistics 
Chart View 1604 (depending on which view(s) the user is 
using) that the views may have to be updated. 

In step four, the Protocol Distnbution (Cumulative) Target 
1701 decodes the Protocol Distnbution Update Message. 
The Protocol Distnbution (Cumulative) Target 1701 begins 
this decoding process by reading the Header 601 (FIG. 6) of 

In step eight, the Network Statistics Table VJ.Cw 1603 
and/or Netwmk Statistics Chart View 16M request verifi
cation from the Document 1402 that there is, in fact, new 
data which should be added to the chart and/or table views. 
This step is useful because the user has selected how often 
information on network statistics was to be updated, and it 
is possible that there was no new network statistic informa
tion between the last update and the pn::sent update. In this 
case, there arc no new data. to be added to the charts and/or 
tables. 

the "messagen and Protocol Distribution Array information 
or data array or portion 602 of the message, that was taken 
from the Protocol Distnbution Array of the memory of the 

25 protocol analyzer instrument. 
As discussed above under Protocol Distribution, each 

entry in the Protocol Distribution Array data 602 portion of 
the message contains the protocol_id, stitistics_!or_the_ 

30 
protoool, number_oLchildren, and a childre1Ltable. By 
iteratively eXllll!ining the contents of each entry in the 
Protocol Distribution Array 602 portion of the message and 
cross-referencing the entry with prior entries, the Protocol 

If the Document 1402 iesponds that there are indeed new JS 
data, i.e. there is new information in the network statistics 
array, then thc:.se new data arc obtained in step nine. The 
Netwotk Statistics Table View 1603 and/or the Network 
Statistics Chart View 1604 receive a pointer to the new data 
from the Document 1402. 40 

Step ten involves presenting all of the updated network 
statistics to the user in the form of tables and charts. At this 
point, the views use the pointers passed to them to gather the 
new data from their RAM memory location for presentation 

Distribution (Cumulative) Target 1701 builds a hierarchical 
protocol distnbution structure (tree structure). If the user has 
chosen to view protocol distnbution in a percentage format, 
the appropriate statistics__for_the_protocol are converted 
to a pern:ntagc (i.e .• the total number of bytes received fur 
the protocol is divided by !he total number of bytes received 
and then multiplied by one hundred). Finally, the Protocol 
Distnbution (Cumulative) Target 1701 places each clement 
of the newly created hierarchical protocol distribution struc
ture in a POET dala object for later storage and access. 

If the user has selected to store protocol distribution 
information in a database on the PC's storage device for later 
use as a baseline, this information is stored in the appropriate 
location in the POET data.base (i.e., Protocol Distribution 
(Cumulative)) in step five. 

In step six, the Protocol Distribution (Cumulative) Target 

in the appropriate format. The Network Statistics Table View 45 
1603 is responsible for displaying the data in the form of 
tables, and this is accomplished through the off-the-shelf 
product SpreadVBX++, discussed above under User 
Interface-Overview. The Network Statistics Chart View 
1604 is responsible for displaying network statistics in the 
form of charts and graphs, and this is accomplished through 
use of the otf-the-shelf product ChartFx, discussed above 
under User Interface-Overview. 

so 1701 informs the Document 1402 that the Target 1701 has 
received an update. A pointer to the location, in the PC's 
RAM memory, of the POET data objects that contain the 
updated hierarchical protocol distribution structure is sent 
from the Target 1701 to the Document 1402. 

In step seven, the Document 1402 informs the Protocol 
Distnbution Tree View 1703 that the view should perhaps be 
updated. 

In step eight, the Protocol Distnbu!ion Tree View 1703 
requests verification from the Document 1402 that there is 

FIGS. 19,A, 19B and 19C illustrate three examples of 
display screen display formats useful for showing network ss 
statistics to the user. FIG. 19A illustrates how a network 
utilization chart might look. FIG. 19B illustrates how a 
networlc frame rate chart might look,. and FIG. 19C illus
trates how a frame size distnbulion chart might look. While 
charts are shown, a person having ordinary ~ in the 
programming art, and a person haviog ordinary skill in the 
digital network transmission art will be the aware that may 
other other formats of display can readily be substituted for 
charts. 

60 new data which should be added to the tree-type display of 
protocol distribution. This step is used because the user 
selected how often information on protocol distribution was 
updated. It is possible that, while there were some new data 
received, there may have been no new protocol distribution 

E. Protocol Distribution User Interface 
FIG. 16 is a scenario diagram depicting the process by 

which cumulative protocol distnbution information is dis-

65 information contained in the new data received from the 
time of the last update and the present update. In this case, 
theti: are no new da1a to be added to the tree. 
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If the Document 1402 responds that there arc indeed new 
protocol distribution data, i.e. there is new information in the 
protocol distribution array, then these new data arc obtained 
in step nine. The Protocol Distribution Tree View 1703 
receives a pointer to the new data (in RAM) from the s 
Document 1402. 

30 
the present update. In this case, there are no new data to be 
added to the view. 

If the Document 1402 responds that there is indeed new 
data, i.e. there is new information in the event log array in 
the memory of the PC, then these new data are obtained by 
the Event Log View 1803 in step nine. The Event Log View 
1803 receives from the Document 1402, a pointer to the new 
data now stored in the PC's RAM. 

Step ten involves presenting all of the updated event 

In step ten, the Document 1402 informs the Protocol 
Distribution Chart View 1704 that the view should be 
updated. In step eleven, the Protocol Distnbution Chart 
View 1704 receives a pointer. to the. new data from the 
Protocol Distribution Tree View 1703. ' 

10 information to the user in II table format. At this point, the 
event log view uses the pointer passed to it to gather the new 
event information from its memory location in the PC's 
RAM for presentation in the appropriate format. For each 
event, the Event Log View 1803 presents the name of the 

Steps twelve and thirteen involve presenting the data to 
the user in a tree format and a chart format. At this point, the 
views use the pointers passed to them to gather the new data 
from its memory location in the RAM of the PC for 15 

p~.sentation in the appropriate format The Protocol Distri
bution Tree View 1703 is responsible for displaying the data 
in a tree format It builds a tree structure based upon the 
hierarchical protocol distribution structure. An off-the-shelf 
product entitled TreeControl (discussed above under User 20 

Interface-Overview) is used to display the tree structure. 
The Protocol Distribution Chart View 1704 is responsible 
for displaying protocol distnbution in a pie-chart format. 
This is accomplished through use of the off-the-shelf prod
uct ChartFx, discussed above under User Interface- 25 

Overview. 

FIG. 20 illustrates how a split-screen display can be used 

event ( derived from the event_id), the time of the event, and 
a brief description of the event ( derived from the event 
parameters) in the form of a table. Presentation of event 
information in a table format is accomplished through the 
off-the-shelf product SpreadVBX++, discussed above under 
User Interface--Overview. 

FIG. 21 illustrates a preferred example of how detected 
events can be sorted and displayed with timestamps, on the 
PC's display device so as to enhance the user's ability to find 
information quickly. 

G. Hypertext Troubleshooting Information 
The user interface is also capable of displaying detailed 

information about a particular event and the possible causes 
of the event in a hypertext format. Hypertext in conjunction 
with the present invention allows a user to access detailed to highlight one ISO protocol layer, instantly revealing 

usage by the protocols detected on the network. 

F. Event Information User Interface 
30 explanations through use of the PC's pointing device. The 

user can obtain detailed definitions of statistics and events as 
well as possible causes of each type of event by double
clicking the PC's pointing device on the event or statistic 

FIG. 17 is a scenario diagram depicting the process by 
which event information is displayed to the user in real time. 
First the Document 1402 requests an update of event infor
mation from the Embedded Code 302. Second, the Event 3S 

Target 1801 receives the updated event information (ie. the 
event update message discus.sed above under Event 
Information). . 

displayed by the user interface. A "window" is opened on a· 
display containing a detailed definition of the event or 
statistic as well as a brief discussion of the possible causes 

In step three, the Event Log database class 1802 is 
initiali7.ed. The Event Log class is a class in the POET "° 
database which contains event information. 

and ranrifications of the event. This information is contained 
in a standard Microsoft Wmdows context-sensitive help file 
format. 

In addition to specific information relating to events and 
statistics, the user interface is also capable of displaying 
step-by-step troubleshooting information in a hypertext for
mat which assists the user in solving problems on a network 
by posing increasingly specific queries until a solution is 
reached. This information is likewise contained in a standard 
Microsoft Wmdows help file format. The exact method by 

In step four, the Event Target 1801 decodes the Event 
Update Message. The Event Target 1801 begins this decod
ing proces.s by reading the message header and the portion 

45 of the event log array. It then places information relating to 
each event, as contained in the portion of the event log array which the above data are displayed would be readily appar

ent to a person having ordinary skill in the art of software 
programming and in the art of network: analyzing. The text 

of the memory of the protocol analyzer instrument into a 
POET data object in RAM storage of the PC for later storage 
and acces.s. 

If the user has selected to store event information in 11 

database on the PC's storage device for later use as a 
baseline, the information is stored in the appropriate location 
in the POET database in step five. 

In step six, the Event Target 1801 informs the Document 
1402 that the Target 1801 has received an update. A pointer 
to the POET data objects containing the updated event 
information is sent from the Target 1801 to the Document 
1402. 

In step seven, the Document 1402 informs the Event Log 
View 1803 that the view should perhaps be updated. In step 

· eight, the Event Log View 1803 requests verification from 
the Document 1402 that there is, in fact, new data which 
should be added to the Event Log View. This step is useful 
because the user had selected how often event information 
was updated, and it is possible that there was no new event 
information from the time of the last update to the time of 

50 of the troubleshooting information can be created and writ
ten specifically for the UI by a person having ordinary skill 
in the digital data transmission art; or troubleshooting infor
mation for Ethernet and Token Ring networks can be exam
ined in a textbook entitled Ethernet and Token Ring 

5S Optimization, by Daniel J. Nassar, Copyright 1996, Henry 
Holt & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., which is hereby incor• 
porated by reference as though fully reproduced herein. 

H. Reports 
As discussed above, transmission information concerning 

60 Protocol Distnbution, Station-Level Statistics, Network Sta
tistics and Events are displayed for the user in the form of 
graphs and charts. The transmission information can also be 
used to create customized presentation-quality reports. 
These customized reports provide the transmission informa-

6S lion in a presentation quality format. The invention also 
allows the user to specify the time span which the report will 
cover. 
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Vll. Conclusion 

While the protocol analyzer herein described constitutes 
the preferred embodiment of the present invention, it is to be 
undeistood that the invention is not limited to this precise 
form of apparatus and that changes may be made therein 
without departing from the scope of the invention which is 
defined in the appended claims. 

We claim: 

Reports may be printed on a standard printer connected to 
the PC or displayed on the PC's display device. Reports also 
may be previewed and modified on-line prior to printing. 
The reporting feature is implemented using an off-the-shelf 
reporting application entitled RcportFX (Ver. 1.0), marketed 5 

by Software FX, Inc. at 7100 West Camino Real, Boca 
Raton, Fla. 33060. The User's Manual for RcportFx is 
hereby incorporated by reference as if fully reproduced 
herein. 1. A protocol analyzer for calculating and displaying 

10 protocol distribution in real-time in connection with moni
toring data frames carried on a digital transmission network, 
comprising: 

I. Analysis of Captured Frames 

The present invention is also capable of saving the 
contents of the capture buffer to a capture file on a storage 
device (sec Frame Analysis above for discussion of capture 
buffer). The present invention can then display information 15 

about specific frames stored in the capture file. The user 
interface allows the user to examine a captured frame, search 
the capture file for filter criteria, view the protocols present 
in a frame, specific frames, view only those frames which 
meet specific and print the contents of the frame on a printer 20 

attached to the PC. Analysis of captured frames is accom
plished by use of a software application entitled Examine 
which is marketed by Wandel & Goltermann Technologies, 
Inc. at 1030 Swabia Court, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 
27709-3585. 25 

J. Use of Analysis 

If an event is noted, depending upon the nature of the 
event noted, the data portion of the message conveying that 
event information to the PC will include any MAC addiesscs 30 

that were involved in that event. The user can request 
reporting or displaying of any combination of further infor
mation about that MAC address that might be pertinent to 
that event. 

35 
For example, if a high level of network utilization is 

noted, the transmitting stations and receiving stations can be 
displayed as sorted according to the number of messages 
transmitted or received. This will immediately disclose 
which stations arc transmitting the most ( top talkers )and 40 
which stations arc receiving the most (top listeners). 

The station statistics for the top talker or top listener can 
then be queried by protocol used. If a large number of the 
frames for a station carry the IP (internet protocol), it could 
mean that the employee using that station is either gathering 45 

a lot of nccdcd project information from the internet or that 
the employee is "surfing" the internet on company time. 
Therefore, some supervisory involvement may be in order to 
ascertain if that employee should be switched to a more 
lightly-loaded network or should be admonished about wast- 50 

ing company time. 

means for monitoring the transmission, over the digital 
transmission network, of frames containing data and 
protocols; 

means for identifying the protocols within the frames and 
for identifying the encapsulation of the protocols within 
the frames: 

means for storing the identity and encapsulation of the 
protocols within the frames: 

means for calculating the protocol distribution of the 
frames; and 

means for displaying in real-time the protocol distribution 
of the frames in a hierarchical tree format based upon 
the encapsulation of the protocols within the frames, 
said means comprising: 
a first processing instrumentality, comprising means for 

periodically requesting a protocol distnbution update 
message containing encoded updated protocol dis
tribution information from said means for calculat
ing the protocol distnbution of the frames; 

a second processing instrumentality, having: 
a. means for receiving and decoding the protocol 

distribution update message to obtain the updated 
protocol distribution information, and 

b. means for providing said first processing instru
mentality with a pointer to the updated protocol 
distnbution information; 

a display device for displaying the updated protocol 
distribution information; and 

a third processing instrumentality, having: 
a. means for obtaining a pointer to the updated 

protocol distnbution information from said first 
processing instrumentality, and 

b. means for sending the updated protocol distribu
tion information to said display device in a hier
archical tree format based upon the encapsulation 
of the protocols within the frames. 

• • . .. .. 
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Reports may be printed on a standard printer connected to
the PC or displayed on the PC‘s display device. Reports also
may be previewed and modified on-line prior to printing.
The reporting feature is implemented using an otf-the-shelf
reporting application entitled ReportFX (Ver. 1.0), marketed 5
by Software EX, Inc. at 7100 West Camino Real, Boca
Raton, Fla. 33060. The User’s Manual for ReportFx is
hereby incorporated by reference as if fully reproduced
herein.

I. Analysis of Captured Frames
10

The present invention is also capable of saving the
contents of the capture bufier to a capture file on a storage
device (see Frame Analysis above for discussion of capture
buffer). The present invention can then display information 15
about specific flames stored in the capture file. The user
interface allows the user to examine a captured flame, search
the capture file for filter criteria, view the protocols present
in a frame, specific flames, View only those frames which
meet specific and print the contents of the frame on a printer 20
attached to the PC. Analysis of captured frames is accom-
plished by use of a software application entitled Examine
which is marketed by Wandel & Goltermann Technologies,
Inc. at 1030 Swabia Court, Research Triangle Park, N.C.
27709—3585. 25

1. Use of Analysis

If an event is noted, depending upon the nature of the
event noted, the data portion of the mesage conveying that
event information to the PC will include any MAC addresses 30
that were involved in that event. The user can request
reporting or displaying of any combination of further infor-
mation about that MAC address that might be pertinent to
that event.

35
For example, if a high level of network utilization is

noted, the transmitting stations and receiving stations can be
displayed as sorted according to the number of messages
transmitted or received. This will immediately disclose
which stations are transmitting the most (top talkers)and 40
which stations are receiving the most (top listeners).

The station statistics for the top talker or top listener can
then be queried by protocol used. If a large number of the
frames for a station carry the IP (internet protocol), it could
mean that the employee using that station is either gathering 45
a lot of needed project information flom the intemet or that
the employee is “Surfing" the internet on company time.
Therefore, some supervisory involvement may be in order to
ascertain if that employee should be switched to a more
lightly-loaded network or should be admonished about wast- 50
ing company time.

32
VII. Conclusion

While the protocol analyzer herein described constitutes
the preferred embodiment of the present invention, it is to be
understood that the invention is not limited to this precise
form of apparatus and that changes may be made therein
without departing from the scope of the invention which is
defined in the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A protocol analyzer for calculating and displaying
protocol distribution in real-time in connection with moni-
toring data frames carried on a digital transmission network,
comprising:

means for monitoring the transmission, over the digital
transmission network, of flames containing data and
protocols;

means for identifying the protocols within the flames and
for identifying the encapsulation of the protocols within
the flames:

means for storing the identity and encapsulation of the
protocols within the flames:

means for calculaling the protocol distribution of the
frames; and

means for displaying in real-time the protocol distribution
of the frames in a hierarchical tree format based upon
the encapsulation of the protocols within the flames,
said means comprising:
a firstproceSing instrumentality, comprising means for

periodically requesting a protocol distribution update
meSage containing encoded updated protocol di5<
tribution information from said means for calculat-

ing the protocol distribution of the flames;
a second procesing insmtmentality, having:

a. means for receiving and decoding the protocol
distribution update mesage to obtain the updated
protocol distribution information, and

b. means for providing said first processing instru-
mentality with a pointer to the updated protocol
distribution information;

a display device for displaying the updated protocol
distribution information; and

a third processing instnrmentality, having:
a. means for obtaining a pointer to the updated

protocol distribution information flom said first
processing msh'umentality, and

b. means for sending the updated protocol distribu-
tion information to said display device in a hier-
archical tree format based upon the encapsulation
of the protocols within the frames.
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS: 

The following listing of claim:. will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims on the 
application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations. 

• (Original): Claiin filed with the application. 

• (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the current amendment paper. 

• (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim text is 
shown. 

• (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-elected status. 

• (New): Claim being added in the current amendment paper. 

• (Previously presented): Claim added or amended in an earlier amendment paper. 

• (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, but not entered or whose 
entry status unknown. No claim text is shown-

l. (Currently amended) A method of analyzing a flow of packets p 

~ '- :-1 connection point on a computer network. the method comprising: 

\. ~ { (a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition devi coupled to the 

/ 
I 

I 

(b) 

connection point; 

ow-entry database com'Elrising aene 

that may contain one or more flow tries for previously encountered 

convorsalional flows. tho ~ to dctcnnino if the received packet i, of 

an existing flow; 

(d,fg), if the pac t is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered 

state of w erf ormin state erations s ecitied for the state of the 

flow, and up{ating the flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one or 

mo7s -{iical measures kept in the fJow-entcy.,,; and 

W@ if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations 

the new flow in the flow-entry database. including storing one or more 

statistical measures kept in the flow-entry, 
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAlMS:

The following listing of claims will replace all pn'or versions, and listings, of claims on the

application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations.

- (Original): Claim filed with the application.

- (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the cru'rent amendment paper.

. (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim text is
shown.

- (Withdrawn): Claim Still in the application, but in a non—elected status.

- (New): Claim being added in the current amendment paper.

o (Previously presented): Claim added. or amended in an earlier amendment paper.

. (Not entered): Claim presented in a preV'rous amendment, but not entered or whose
entry status unknown. N0 claim text is shown.

 
1. (Currently amended) A method of analyzing a flow of packets p ' through a

\Q\\ . connection point on a computer network, the method comprising:
(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition dcvi coupled to the

connection poi g1;

(11) for each received packet, looking up ow~entry database eemgrisiag was

that may contain one or more. flow '33 for previously encountered

conversational flows, the lookl up to determine if the received packet is of
/

 
 

an existing flow;

flow, agd(lugging the flow-entry of the existing flow including star-mg one or
more 3 stical measures keptm the flow-whys and

(said) if the pad-mt is of a new flow, Emil—MW

nixed for the initial state of the new 110

  
storing a new flow-entry for

the new flow in the flow-entry database, including storing one or more

statistical measures kept in the flow-entry,
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Application No.: 09/608 J 26 Page3 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received b 

acquisition device. 

2. (Original) A method according to claim 1~ further including: 

extracting identifying portions from the packet, 

wherein the looking up uses a function of the identif-yin 

3. (Original) A method according to claim l, w 

4. 

time on each packet passing through the connec · 

measures include measnres selected from e set consisting of the total packet count 

for the flow, the time, and a differenti. time from the last entered time to the present 

time. 

S. (Original) A method accordin to claim l, further including reporting one or more 

6. 

7. 

metrics related to the flow of ow--enuy from one or more of the statistical measures 

in the flow-entry. 

ording to claim 7, wherein the metrics foclude one or more 

d according to claim 5, wherein the reporting is carried out from 

ein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time 

8. method according to claim 7, further comprising calculating one or 

more quali of service (QOS) metrics from the base metrics. 

9. (Ori · al) A method according to claim 7, wherein the one or more metrics are 

to be scalable such that metrics from contiguous ti.me intervals may be 

ined to determine respective metrics for the combined interval. 

l R!ceil!d fiom < 15101912985 > at 11/l037:37:57 PM ~astern SlandMd TJmei 
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wherein every packet passing though the connection point is rcccived l) he packet

acquisition device.

2. (Original) A method according to claim 1, further including:

extracting identifying portions from the packet,

wherein the looking up uses a function of the iden (:ifyin portions.

3. (Original) A method according to claim 1, wk: ‘11 111: steps are carried out in real

time On each packet passing through the comet: ’ 11 point.

4. (Original) A method according to claim I herein the one or more statistical

measures include measures sclectcd from 6 set consisting of the total packet count

for the flow, the time, and a differenti time from the last entercd time to the present

5. (Original) A method accordin to claim 1, further including reporting on: or more

metrics related to the flow of ow~ent1y from one or mart: of tin: statistical measures

in the: flaw—entry.

6. (Original) A method ording to claim 7, wherein the matrics include one or more

quality of service (Q0 metrics.

7. (Original) A met d according to claim 5, wherein the reporting is curled out item

time to time, and sin the one or more metrics are base memos related to the time

interval from th ast reporting time.

8. (Original) method according to claim 7, furthnr comprising calculating one 01-

more quali of service (QOS) metrics flow the has metrics.

9. (Chi ' al) A method according to claim 7, wherein tha one or more matrics are
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JO. (Currently amended) A method according to claim 1, whereinMefH1134 .:.=.:-...,...,., 

includes if the packet h, of an existing flow, identifying the last enc 

the flow and performing any state operations specified for the st of the flow starting 

from the la.st encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (d) includes if the 

packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations r · ed for the initial state of 

the new flow. . . / 

11. (Original) A method according to claim 10, furth/mcluding reporting one or more 

metrics related to the flow of a flow-entry from o or more of the statistical measures 

in the flow-entry. 

12. (Original) A method according to claim 1, wherein the reporting is carried out 

from time to time, and wherein the one more metrics are base metrics related to the 

time intc:rvaJ from the last reporting ti e. 

13. (Original) A method according claim 12, wherein the reporting is part of the state 

operations for tbe state of the flo . 

14. (Original) A method acco g to claim 10, wherein the state operations include 

updating the flow-entry, inc ding storing identifying information for future packets to 

be identified with the flow: entJ.y. 

15. (Original) A method cording to claim 14, further inclucling receiving further 

16. 

17. 

packets, wherein the s te processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the 

identifying of the lication program of the flow. 

hod according to claim 15, wherein one or more metrics related to 

the state of the w are determined as part of the state operations specified for the 

(Currentl amended) A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a 

oint on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more 

the monitor comprising: 

a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured 

to receive packets passing through the connection point; 

Received rrom < 15102912985 > at 1113103 7:31:57 PM [Eastern Standard TimeJ 
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3‘ 10. (Currently amended) A method according to claim 1, wherein
: includes if the packet is of an Existing flow, identifying the last one tested state of

the flow and performing any state operations specnfied for the st of the flaw starting

jag from the last encountered state of the flow; and wherein 5% includes if the

; packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations 1* ‘ ed for the initial state. of
the new flow.

\ 11. (Original) A method according to claim 10, furth including reporting one or more

metrics related to the flow of a flow-entry from 0 or mere of the statistical measures

in the flow-entry.

12. (Original) A method according to claim 1. wherein the. reporting is carded out

from time to time, and whetein the one more metrics are base menics related to the

time interval from the last reporting ti e.

13. (Original) A method according claim 12,, wherein the reporting is part of the state

operations for the state of the Ho .

updating the flow-entry, inc ding storing identifying information far future packets to

be identified with the flow why.

15. (Original) A method cording to claim 14, further including receiving further

packets, wherein the s is processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the

identifying of the lication program of the flow.

16. (Original) A 111 had according to claim 15, wherein one or more metrics related to

the state of the w are detemiined as part of the state operations specified for the

state ofthe flo .

l7. (Cunentl amended) A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a

connectio oint on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more

protect: the monitor comprising:

 
(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured

‘ to receive packets passing through the connection point;
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

(b) 

(c) 

a memory for storing a database eemf)fisiag Reae that ma 

more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational ows to which a 

received packet may belong; and 

an analyzer subsystem coupled to the packet acqui · ·on device configured 

to lookup for each packet for each received packet»1hether a received packet 
I 

belongs to a flow-enuy in the flow-entry databf, to update the flow-entry of 

the existing flow including storing one or mr statistical measures kept in the 

flow-entry in the case that the packet is °}(n existing flow, and to store a new 

flow-entry for the new flow in the t107entry database, including storing one or 

more statistical measures kept in th flow-entry if the packet is of a new flow. 

(Original) A packet monitor acco · g to claim 17, further comprising: 

a parser subsystem coup to the packet acquisition device and to the 

ured to extract identifying information from a 

received packet, 

wherein each t1ow~entry i dentified by identifying information stored in the flow

entry, and wherein the che lookup uses a function of the extracted identifying 

information . 

et monitor according to claim 17, wherein the one or more 

statistical me ures include measures selected from the set consisting of the total 

packet cou for the flow, the time, and a differential time from the last entered 

time to th present time. 

) A packet monitor according to claim 17, further including a statistical 

configured to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or 

the statistical measures in the flow-entry of the flow. 

( riginal) A packet monitor according to claim 20, wherein the statistical processor 
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(b) a memmy for Storing a database.Wthat ma co tain one or

% more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational owe to which a

f . received packet may belong; and  

f (c) an analyzer subsystem coupled to the packet acquifiition device configured
: to lookup for each 2210103: for each receing packet fihether a received panket

: \ belongs to a flowering: in the flowentzy databyéto update the flow-entry of
the existing flow including storing one or 12‘: statistical measures kept in the
flow-entry in the case that the packet7 existing flow, and to store a newflow-entry for the new flow in the flow entry database, including storing one or

more statistical measures kept in th flow—entry if the packet is of a new flow.

 
 

  
 

 

entry, and wherein the ' Che lockup uses a function of the extracted identifying

information.

19. (Original) A pa et monitor according to claim 17, wherein the one or more

statistical me mes include measures selected from the set consisting of the total

packet can for the flow, the time, and a diflexentia] time from the last entered

time to th present time.

20. (Ori ’

process

) A packet monitor according to claim 17, fimher including a statistical

configured to determine one or more meuics related to a flow from one o:

more the statistical measures in the flow-entry of the flow.

21. ( riginal) A packet monitor according to claim 20, wherein the statistical processor

dc ermine and reports the one or more metrics from time to time. ._.__...—Mpg“..- ._ ., ._., we.
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Status of the Application: 
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Page6 

Claims 1-21 are the claims of record of the application. Chums 1-21 have been rejected. 

Amendment to the Claims: 

Applicants have a.mended the claims to overcome misnwnbering and other informality 
pointed out by the examiner. and to further bring out the inventive aspects over the cited 
prior art. 

Claim Objections 
' 

In paragraph 2 of the office action, paragraphs in claims 1 and 10 were objected to as being 
misnumbered. 

This amendment corrects the misoumbering. Applicants thank the examiner for pointing 
this typographical error out. Examiner was c01Tect in the interpretation. 

In paragraph 3 of the office acrum, the expression "none or more" was objected to. 

This amendment changed "none or more" to "one or more" and added that the database 
may contain one or more entries. The use of "none or more" is common in the art, and 
regularly appears in specifications, e.g., those put out by the IEEE and W3 consortium. ht 
this case, the use of ''none or more" covers the case, for example, that there are not yet any 
encrles in the database. However, because the examiner objected, alternate language was 
found. 

Claim Rejections -35 USC § 102 

In paragraph 4 of the office action, clailIIS 1-21 have been rejected Ullder 35 USC 102(e) as 
being anticipated by U.S. patent 5,850,388 to Anderson et al, hereinafter "Anderson." 

Why Anderson does not anticipate Applicant's invention 

While aspects of the present invention, like Anderson. provides statistics, the present 
invention differs from Anderson in several ways. Applicant will argue that Anderson does 
not anticipate the present invention as follows: 

1) The present invention analyzes and compiles statistics about conversational flows; 
Anderson does not distinguish flows, but rather gathers station-level statistics, and 
network protocol statistics. 

2) The present invention includes looking up each and every packet to see if it belongs to 
a previously encountered flow; Anderson only provides for looking up a database after 
analysis as a separate process that looks at statistics gathered: the station-level 
statistics, or the protocol statistics. 
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3) An aspect of the present invention includes, for any packet ascertained to belong to an 
existing flow by looking np the database, identifying the state of the flow, and carrying 
out any state operations dt£med that that state; Anderson has no concept of state of the 
flow, or even of a conversational flow, so that no such state operations are therefore 
earned out. 

4) Anderson provides for filtering the packets prior to analysis; the present invention 
analyzes each and every packet. 

There are many other aspects of the present claims that are not anticipated by Anderson. 

Description of Anderson 

Anderson describes a protocol analyzer that is capable of displaying station level statistics, 
network statistics, .real-time event information, and protocol distribution. 

The operation of Anderson is summarized By FIGS. 3, 4, and 7. FIG. 3 is a diagram 
illustrating the 'flow of data, analysis, and control in Anderson, FIG. 4 is a flowchart 
illustrating the process by which statistics for individual stations on a network (station
level statistics) are calculated, and FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which 
protocol distribution is calculated. 

FlG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the flow of data, analysis, and control. As shown in FlG. 3, 
Anderson includes a protocol analyzer instrument 304 that carries out station level analysis 
(see FIG. 4) and protocol analysjs (see FIGS. 5, 6, and 7). FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating 
the process by which statistics for individual stations on a network (station-level statistics) 
are calculated, while F1G. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the method by which protocol 
distribotion is calculated and stored in the data structure shown in FIG. 5 for each protocol 
recognized. The station level analysis of PIG. 4 is described starting col. 10, line 43, while 
protocol dislribntion analysis of PIG. 7 is described starting col. 16, line 64. 

The analysis is carried out for a sampling time, e.g., the network monitoring session. 

The results of the statistical analysis are sent to a user interface in a PC operated by the 
user. FIG. 6 illustrates the data structure used to send the protocol distribution to the user 
interface in the PC. 

Toe user interface includes looking up a database 310. It is the results of the statistical 
analysis that are looked up to produce various reports for the user. 

Description of the present invention 

FIG. 3 shows the operation of the analyzer of the present invention. This is also described 
in more detail in related and i.ncorponi.ted by reference U.S. Patent application 09/608237 
for METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK. to 
inventors Dietz, et al, Attorney/ Agent Docket APPT-001-l. The present invention adds 
statistical analysis to U.S. Patent application 09/608237. 
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FIG. 3 describes a network monitor that includes cauying out protocol specific operations 
on every individual packet that passes through a connection point on a network. The 
operations include extracting information from header fields in the packet to use for 
building a signature for identifying the conversational flow of the packet and for 
recognizing future packets as belonging to a previously encountered flow. A parser 
subsystem includes a parser for recognizing different patterns in the packet that identify the 
protocols used. For each protocol recognized, an extractor extracts important packet 
elements from the packet. These form a iignature (i.e., key) for the packet. The extractor 
also preferably generates a hash for rapidly identifying a flow that may have this signature 
from a database of known flows. 

For each packet, the flow signature of each packet, the hash and at least some of the 
payload are passed to an analyzer subsystem. 

The analyzer subsystem receives parts of each packet from the parser subsystem, and,for 
each pat:ket, looks up a database of flow records for previously encountered conversational 
flows to determine whether a signature is from an existing flow. The analyzer further 
i.dentifi.es the state of the existing flow, and performs any state processing operations 
specified for the state. In the case of a newly encountered flow, the analyzer includes a flow 
insertion and deletion engine for inserting new flows into the database of flows. Any state 
operations that are specified for the new flow are also carried out. 

Statistics are maintained for each conversatjonal flow. 

The present invention analyzes and compiles statistics about conversational 
flows; Anderson does not distinguish flows, but rather gathers station-level 
statistics, and network protocol statistics. 

The present invention includes a process that recognizes a conversational flow and then 
generates statistics for the conversational flow. Anderson does not recognize a 
conversational tlow, but instead compiles statistics for particular stations, and/or for 
particular network protocols used. A conversational flow is not identified simply by the 
stations that are involved in a communication, but rather by the nature of the 
communication, e.g., the application program being invoked- Thus, even for the same two 
stations, the present invention identifies different conversational flows between two 
stations and compiles statistics on each conversational flow. 

It is important to be able to distinguish between the term "connection flow" commonly 
used to describe all the packets involved with a single connection, and a conersational 
flow as used in the present invention. A conversational flow is the sequence of packets that 
are exchanged in any direction as a result of an activity-for instance, the running of an 
application on a server as requested by a client. Unlike Anderson, the present invention is 
able to identify and classify conversational flows rather than only connection flows, 
including gathering statistics on the flows. The reason for this is that some conversational 
flows involve more than one connection, and some even involve more than one exchange 
of packets between a client and server. Thus, there may be different states to a flow. This is 
particularly true when using client/server protocols such as RPC, DCO:MP, and SAP, 
which enable a service to be set up or defined prior to any use of that service. 
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. FIG. 3 describes a network monitor that includes carrying out protocol specific operations

a. On every individual packet that passes through a connection point on a network. The

i operations include extracting information from header fields in the packet to use for
‘ building a signature for identifying the conversationalflow of the packet and for

recognizing future packets as belonging to apreviously encauuteredflow. A parser

subsystem includes a parser for recognizing different patterns in the packet that identify the

protocols used. For each protocol recognized, an extractor extracts important packet
elements from the packet. These form a signature (i.e., key) for the packet. The extractor

also preferably generates a bash for rapidly identifying a flow that may have this signature
from a database of known flows.

For each packet, the flow signature of each packet, the hash and at less: some of the

payload are passed to an analyzer subsystem.
WWW.w

The analyzer subsystem receives parts of each packet from the parser subsystem, and,for
each packet, looks up a database of flow records for previously encountered conversational
flows to determine whether a signature is from an existing flow. The analyzer further

identifies the state of the existingflow, and performs any stateprocessing operations
specified for the state. In the case of a newly encountered flow, the analyzer includes a flow

insertion and deletion engine for inserting new flows into the database of flows. Any state

operations that are specified for the new flow are also carried out.

Statistics are maintained for each conversational flow.

The present invention analyzes and compiles statistics about conversational

flows; Anderson does not distinguish flows, but rather gathers station-level
statistics. and network protocol statistics.

wwrfl-wua-nwa.m—nem“w...”
i The present invention includes a process that recognizes a canversatianalflow and then
E generates statistics for the conversational flow. Andersen does not recognize a

canversational flow, but instead compiles statistics for particular stations, and/or for

particular network protocols used. A conversational flow is not identified simply by the
stations that are involved in a communication, but rather by the nature of the

communication, e.g., the application program being invoked Thus, even fer the same two

stations, the present invention identifies different conversational flows between two

stations and compiles statistics on each conversatiOnal flow.

F

i

It is important to be able to distinguish between the term “connectionflow" commonly
used to describe all the packets involved with a single connection, and a conersational

flow as used in the present invention. A conversational flow is the sequence of packets that
are exchanged in any direction as a result of an activity—for instance, the running of an

application on a server as requested by a client. Unlike Anderson, the present invention is

able to identify and classify conversationalflows rather than only connectionflows,
including gathering statistics on the flows. The reason for this is that some conversational

flows involve more than one connection, and some even involve more than one exchange
* of packets between a client and server. Thus, there may be different states to a flow. This is

, particularly true when using client/server protocols such as RPC, DCOMP. and SAP,
which enable a service to be set up or defined prior to any use of that service.
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An example of such a case is the SAP (Service Advertising Protocol), a NetW are (Novell 
Systems, Provo, Utah) protocol used to identify the service..~ and addresses of servers 
attached to a network. In the initial ex.change, a client might send a SAP request to a server 
for print service. The server would then send a SAP reply that identifies a particular 
address-for example, SAP#5--as the print service on that server. Such responses might 
be used to update a table in a router, for instance, known as a Server Infonnation Table. A 
client who has inadvertently seen this reply or who has access to the table (via the router 
that has the Service Information Table) would know that SAP#5 for this particular server is 
a print service. Therefore, in order to print data on. the server, such a client would not need 
to make a request for a print service, but would simply send data to be printed specifying 
SAP#S. Like the previous exchange, the transmission of data to be printed also involves an 
exchange between a client and a server, but requires a second connection and is therefore 
independent of the initial exchange. In order to eliminate the possibility of disjointed 
conversational exchanges, it is desirable for a network packet monitor to be able to 
"virtually concatenate"-that is, to link-the fiist exchange with the second. If the clients 
were the same, the two packer exchanges would then be correctly identified as being part of 
the same conversational flow. 

Other protocols that may lead to disjointed flows, include RPC (Remote Procedure Call); 
DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model), formerly called Network OLE (Microsoft 
Corporation. Redmond, Washington); and CORBA (Common Object Request l3roker 
Architecture). RPC is a programming interface from Sun Microsystems (Palo Alto, 
California) that allows one program to use the services of another program in a remote 
machine. DCOM, Microsoft's counterpart to CORBA, defines the remote procedure call 
that allows those objects-objects are self-contained software modules-to be run 
remotely over the network. And CORBA, a standard from the Object Management Group 
(OMO) for communicating between distributed objects, provides a way to execute 
programs (objects) written in different programming languages running on different 
platforms regardless of where they reside in a network. 

The present invention includes looking up each and every packet to see if it 
belongs to a previously encountered flow; Anderson only provJdes for 
looking up a database after analysis as a separate process that looks at 
statistics gathered: the station-level statistics, or the protocol statistics. 

Each and every packet has its signature extracted., A database that includes any previously 
encountered flow is looked up to a..:;certain if the present packet belongs to an existing flow. 
Anderson does have a database, but it i:s a database in the PC (304) for use by the user 
interface. The only information passed to the PC by Anderson's analysis program is station 
level statistics or protocol distributions obtained during sampling period,;. Individual 
packets or parts thereof are not passed on to the user interface, so each and every packet is 
not looked up. 

An aspect of the present invention includes, for any packet ascertained to 
belong to an existing flow by looking up the database, identifying the state 
of the flow, and carrying out any state operations defined that that state; 
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Anderson has no concept of state of the flow, or even of a conversational 
flow, so that no such state operations are therefore carried out. 

As described above, each conversational flow may have several states before reaching a 
"steady'' state. At any state in the flow, according to an aspect of the invention, there may 
be some state-specific operations that need to be carried out to continue the identification 
process. Anderson does not include carrying out state•specific processing, or even the 
coucept of conversational flows. · 

There is no way the method described by Anderson can carry out the "vinually 
concatenation" described above. Anderson does not include the concept of the state of a 
flow. 

Anderson provides for filtering the pac:kets prior to analysis; the present 
invention analyzes each and every pac:;ket. 

Anderson includes a filter that provides for optionally selects only certain type of frames 
for analysis. See the paragraph starting col. 10, line 20. Therefore, not only does Anderson 
not look up its database (Anderson's 310) for each and every packet because only statistics 
rather than individual packets ate passed on to the database, but also not even every packet 
is subject to the analysis of analyzer 304. 

Note that the analysis carried out by Applicant's analyzer (Applicant's FIG. 3) ide'Otifies 
flows, and compiles statistics on the recognized flows. Therefore no would be required. 
Filters have disadvantages as described in incorporated by reference U.S. Patent · 
application 09/608237. 

Examiner's 102(e) rejection of claim 1 over Anderson. 

The amendments 

In order to further bring out 'the difference between Anderson and J'obnso.n, the Applicants 
have amended claim 1 to explicitly state that the packet acquisition device is coupled to the 
connection point, and that the lookup ls carried out for every packet received from the 
packet acquisition device. 

Anderson's database 1403 vs. the flow entry database. Anderson does not 
look up that database 1403 for each packet 

To paragraph 5 of the office action, the Examiner asserts that. in respect: to claim l, 
Applicant's flow entry database is Anderson's database 1403. This database is part of 
Anderson's user interface described in Section N of AnderSon starting col. 22, line 48 
through to the end of the description (col. 31). As stated in col. 9, lines 36-40, the database 
is used selectively to store the results of the analysis that are perfo:rrned by the protocol 
analyzer instrument. 

Step (b) of claim l, as amended, include for each received packet, looking up a flow-entry 
database that may contain one or more flow-entries for previously encountered 
conversational flows. the looking up to determine if the recejved packet is of an exisring 
flow. Anderson does not do any looking up of database 1403 for each received packet. In 
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fact. as shown in FTG. 3, Anderson's database is part of the under interface 303 which is 
quite removed from Anderson's protocol analyzer 304. Anderson's database received 
statistical reports, either station level reports or protocol distribution reports, so cannot look 
up information for each received packet. 

Anderson's 11previous session 11 is not a previously encountered 
conversational flow. 

Furthermore, Applicant's lookup is to determine if a packet is pmt of an existing 
conversational flow. In paragraph 5, the examiner erroneously asserts that the 
conversational flow is Anderson's "previous network monitoring session" as in col. 24, 
line$ 6-13. This part of Anderson states: 

ff the user ls not viewing "real time" network ltif'Onnation but is viewing network 
infonnation from a datctbase containing network information gathered during a 
previous network monitoring session (i.e., "baseline data"), the View 1404 gathers 
relevant information from the Database 1403 and presents the information in the 
appropriate formai to the user via the PC's display ckvice. 

Anderson's sessjon as used here is a network monitori.n.g 9essw11. during which data is 
collected, aud not a conversational flow. Anderson clearly defmes the network monitoring 
session as "the period of time during whlch a network is being analyzed." 

Anderson's "prior entries" are not the. same as previously encountered 
conversational flows. 

The examiner also asserts that lhe "prior entries" mentioned in Anderson col. 28, lines 26-
43 are the same as Applicants previously encountered conversational flows in the flow
entry database. 

It has already been stated that the flow entry database is not the same as Anderson's 
database 1403. 

The prior entries are in the protocol distribution array 602 part of the message shown in 
FIG. 6 that is used to send the results of protocol analysis from Anderson's analyzer to the 
PC by use by the user interface. 

FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 described the protocol analysis part of Anderson's analyzer. See, for 
example, Section C. starting col. l 6, line 59 for a description of how the protocol analyzer 
works. Anderson's protocol analysis method tries to recognize every protocol in a frame, 
one frame at a time. A memory array is set of up for each protocol that is encountered 
during a sampling period. e.g., during the network monitoring session. Such an array is 
shown in FlG. 5. Array information is updated each time a protocol is encountered in a 
received frame. The array keeps track of statistics for protocol during the session. 

As states in col. 19, starting line 1, the steps of the analys1s are performed jteratively for 
each protocol present in a received frame until all protocols in the frame have been 
decoded. The entire process is repeated for all frames detected during the network 
monitoring session, after which the statistics are reset. 
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fact. as shown in FIG. 3, Anderson‘s database is part of the. under interface 303 which is

quite removed from Anderson‘s protocol analyzer 304. Anderson‘s database received

statistical reports, either station level reports or protocol distribution reports, so cannot look

up information for each received packet. ‘

Anderson's "previous session“ is not a previously encountered
conversational flow.

.,..»-,.meva2+ngwonmm
E Furthonnore. Applicant‘s lockup is to dctcrmlne if a packet is part of an existing

Y conversational flow. In paragraph 5, the. examiner erroneously asserts that the
conversational flow is Anderson's "previous network monitodng session" as in col. 24,

lines 6-13. This part of Anderson states:

ifthe user is not viewing "real tima " network infomation but is viewing network

informationfrom a database cantaining newer}: infomazforz gathered during a
previous network monitoring session (12a, "baseline dam"), the: View 1404 gathers
relevant iry‘omationfi‘om the Database 1403 andpresents the infomation in the

_ appropriate format to the user via the PC'S display device.

Anderson's session as used here is a network monitoring session during which data is

collected, and not a conversational flow. Anderson clearly defines the network monitoring
session 3.?- ”the period of time during which a network is being analyzed."

Andersan‘s “prior entries" are not the same as previously encountered
conversational flows.

The examiner also asserts that tho "prior mules" mentioned in Anderson 001. 28, lines 26.

43 are the same as Applicants previously encountered conversational flows in the flow—

entry database.

It has already been stated that the flow entry databasa is not the same as Anderson's
database 1403.

Tho prior entries are in the protocol distribution array 602 part of the message shown in

FIG. 6 that is used to send the results of protocol analysis from Anderson's analyzer to the

PC by use by the 115:! interface.

FIGS. 5, 6, and 7 described the protocol analysis part of Anderson's analyzer. See. for

example, Section C. starting col. 16, line 59 for a description of how the protocol analyzer
works. Anderson‘s protocol analySis method tries to recognize ovary protocol in a frame,

one frame at a time. A memory array is set of up for each protocol that is encountered

during a sampling period. e.g., during the netwurk monitoring session. Such an array is
shown in FIG. 5. Array information is updated each time a protocol is onenuntercd in a

rooeived frame. The army keeps track of statistics for protocol during the. session.

As states in col. 19, starting line 1. the steps of the analysis are perforated iteratively fer

each protocol present in a, received frame until all protocols in tho frame have been
decaded. The entire process is repeated for all frames demoted during the network

3 monitoring session, afie—r which the statistics are reset.
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The results of the analysis of all protocols encountered is then sent to the PC for use by the 
user interface using a protocol distribution update message. as shown in FIG. 6. 

Thus, the "prior entries" mentioned in Anderson col. 28, lines 26-43 are prior entries of 
previously previous distribution update messages that have been collected. Again, this is 
very different from Applicant's looking up the flow database for previously encountered 
conversational flows. 

There is in fact no concept of a conl'ersatwnal flow in Anderson. 

The examiner further asserts that "every packet passing through the connection point is 
received by the packet acquisition device" is described by Anderson in col. 8, line 26-col. 
9, line 13. As already discussed, Anderson provides a filter, so teaches away from even 
dealing with each packet. 

In summary, the exam.in.er has failed to show that claim 1 (as amended) is anticipated by, 
Anderson. Claim 1, as amended, is allowable and action to that end is respectfully 
requested. 

Rejection of dependent claims 2-16 over Anderson. 

Claim 1 is now allowable. Therefore, while Applicants do not admit that any of Examiner's 
arguments on the dependent claims are correct, such arguments are now moot. All 
dependent claims, including claims 2-16, are allowable. 

Rejection of independent claim 1 O over Anderson. 

In paragraph 15 of the office action. the Examiner asserts that Anderson described 
identifying the last encount«;",red state of the flow and performing any state operations 
specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow. For 
this assertion, the exallliner cites "between the last update and the present update" in 
col. 26, lines 6-40. Col. 26 describes actions that occur in the user interface, not in the 
analyzer, and described how previous collected data is analyzed. This is not carried out for 
each packet. There is now concept of conversational flow or state of the flow in Anderson, 
and Anderson cannot carry out state operations on the packet. 

Thus, even if the examiner remains unconvinced by the arguments with respect to the 
independent claim l, the examiner haa failed to show that claim 10 is anticipated by 
Anderson, and claim l O would still be allowable. 

Rejection of dependent claims 11-16 over Anderson. 

These clairns are all dependent on claim 10. Thus, even if the examiner remains 
tmconvinced by the arguments with respect to the independent claim 1, becanse claim 10 is 
allowable, the examiner's arguments with respect to claims 11-16 are moot. The 
Applicants are not making any admission to such arguments being correct, only that they 
are moot. 
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The results of the analysis of all protocols encountered is then sent to the PC for use by the

user interface using a protocol dis’tn‘bution update message, as shown in FIG. 6.

111115, the "prior entries" mentioned in Anderson cal. 28, lines 2643 are prim entries of

previously previous distribution update messages that have been collected. Again, this is
very different from Applicant's looking up the flow database for previously encountered
canversational flows.

There is infect no cancelrt ofa conversationalflaw in Anderson.

The examiner further asserts that "every packet passing through the connection point is

received by the packet acquisition deviee" is described by Anderson in col. 8, line 26—001.
9, line 13. As already discussed, Anderson provides a filter, so teaches away from even

dealing with each packet.

In summary, the examiner has failed to show that claim 1 (as amended) is anticipated by:
Anderson. Claim 1, as amended, is allowable and action to that end is respectfully

requested.

Rejection of dependent claims 2—16 over Anderson.

Claim 1 is now allowable. Therefore. while Applicants do not admit that any ofExaminer‘s

arguments on the dependent claims are Contact, such arguments are now moot. All

dependent claims. including claims 2—16, are allowable.

Rejection of independent claim 10 over Anderson.

In ngaph 15 of the office action, the Examiner asserts that Anderson described

identifying the last enmumered state of the flow and perfon‘ning any state operations

specified for the state of the flow stating from the last encountered state of the flow. For

this assertion, the examiner cites "between the last update and the present update" in
col. 26, lines 6—40. Col. 26 describes actions that occur in the user interface. not in the

analyzer, and described how previous collected data is analyzed. This is not carried out for

each packet. There is now concept of convexsatloml flow or state of the flow in Anderson.
and Anderson cannot early out state operations on the packet.

Thus, even if the examiner remains unconvinced by the arguments with resPect to the

independent claim I, the examiner has failed to show that claim 10 is anticipated by
Anderson, and claim 10 would still he allowable.

Rejection of dependent claims 11—16 over Anderson.

These claims are all dependent on claim 10. Thus. even if the examiner remains

uncanvinced by the arguments with respect to the independent claim I, became claim 10 is
anewable, the examiner‘s arguments with respect to claims llwl6 are moot. ’lhe

Applicants are not making any admission to such argmneuts being correct, only that they
are moot.
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Rejection of independent olaim 17 over Anderson.· 

In paragraph 6 of the office actipn.,_the Examiner asserts in that cl aim 17 contains the 
similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. and that therefore claim 17 is rejected for 
the similar rationale set forth in claim 1. 

AI. argued above, the examiner has failed to show that the features of claitn 1 (as amended) 
are anticipated by Anderson. 

Claim 17 has been amended to include that the looking up is for every received packet. As 
argued above, claim 17 would be al lo~p,ble because Anderson does not include several of 
its features. 

Claim 17 is therefore allowable, aud action to that end is respectfully requested. 

Rejection of the dependent claims 18-21 over Anderson. 

Claim 17 is now allowable. Therefore, while Applicants do not admit that any of 
Examiner's arguments· on the dependent claims are correct, such arguments are now moot. 
All dependent claims, including claims 18-21, are allowable. 

For these reasons, and in view of the above amendment, this application is now considered 
to be in condition for allowance and such action is earnestly solicited. 

Conclusion 

The Applicants believe all of Examiner's rejections have been overcome with respect to all 
remaining claims (as amended), and that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that 
end is respectfully requested. 

If the &aminer has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and 
allowance of this application, an email message to the undersigned at dov@inventek.com, 
or a telephone call to the undersigned at +l-510-547-3378 is requested . 

3 Na,t LDo3 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue. Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. +1-510·547-3378 
Fax: + l-510-291-2985 
Email: dov@inventck.com 
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Rejection of independent claim 17 over Anderson.”

x In paragagh 6 of the office actigu, the Examiner asserts in that claim 17 contains the
similar limitations set farth of method claim 1, and that therefore claim 17 is rejected for
the similar rationale set forth in claim 1.

a,fixikvnru’*’.

 
As argued above, the examiner has failed to show that the features of claim 1 (as amended)

are anticipated by Anderson. '

Claim 17 has been amended to include that the looking up is for every received packet. As

argued abcve, claim 1’! would be allowable because Anderson does not include several of
its feauucs.

¥v-~xww«may:i»,<rr'wm-w
Claim 17 is therefore allowable, and action to that end is rcspectfixlly requested.

Rejection of the dependent claims 18-21 over Anderson.

Claim 17 is now allowable. Therefore, while Applicants do not admit that any of
Examiner's arguments on the dependent claims are contact, such arguments are now moot.

All dependent claims, including claims 18—21, are allowable.

For these reasons, and in View of the above amendment, this application is now considered

to be in condition for allewance and such action is earnestly solicited.

Conclusion

The Applicants believe all of Examiner’s rejections have been overcome with respect to all
remaining claims (as amended), and that the mma‘mlng claims are allowable. Acticn to that

end is respectfully requested.

Ifthe Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and

allowance of this application an email message to the. undmigned at dov@inventclccom,
or a telephone call to the undersigned at +l-519547-3378 is requested.

Respccmflly Submitted,

3 2%le 2.ng E
Date Dov e d, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Roscnfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. “510647-3378
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Fax: +1—510~291-2985
Email: dov®invcntck.com
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- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely. 

If NO period for reply ls specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 

- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1. 704(b ). 

Status 

1 )18] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 03 November 2003. 

2a)l8] This action is FINAL. 2b)D This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11,453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)18] Claim(s) 1-21 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)18] Claim(s) 1-21 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)O accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 
a)O All b )0 Some "' c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 
2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 
3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 
* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

13)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) {to a provisional application) 
since a specific reference was included in the first sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet. 
37 CFR 1.78. 
a) 0 The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received. 

14 )0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121 since a specific 
reference was included in the first sentence of the specification or in an Application Data Sheet. 37 CFR 1.78. 

Attachment(s) 

1) 18] Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3) 0 Information Disclosure Statement(s) {PT0-1449) Paper No(s) __ . 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) Paper No(s). __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application (PT0-152) 
6) 0 Other: 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-03) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 8 
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1. Claims 1-21 are pending. 

• 
2. Applicant is required to update the copending applications on pages 1-2. 

Page2 

3. Claims 1 and 17 are amended. Therefore, the Final rejection is appropriate. 

Response to Arguments 

4. In response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain 

features of applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon which applicant relies 

(i.e., re-use information from data transaction) are not recited in the rejected claim(s). 

Although the claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the 

specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 

USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

5. Applicant's arguments fail to comply with 37 CFR 1.111 (b) because they amount 

to a general allegation that the claims define a patentable invention without specifically 

pointing out how the language of the claims patentably distinguishes them from the 

references. 

6. Applicant's arguments do not comply with 37 CFR 1.111 (c) because they do not 

clearly point out the patentable novelty which he or she thinks the claims present in view 

of the state of the art disclosed by the references cited or the objections made. Further, 

they do not show how the amendments avoid such references or objections. 
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1. Claims 1-21 are pending.

2. Applicant is required to update the copending applications on pages 1-2.

3. Claims 1 and 17 are amended. Therefore, the Final rejection is appropriate.

Response to Arguments

4. in response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain

features of applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon which applicant relies

(i.e.. re-use information from data transaction) are not recited in the rejected claim(s).

Although the claims are interpreted in light of the specification, limitations from the

specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181. 26

USPQZd 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

5. Applicant's arguments fail to comply with 37 CFR 1.1 1 1 (b) because they amount

to a general allegation that the claims define a patentable invention without specifically

pointing out how the language of the claims patentably distinguishes them from the

references.

6. Applicant's arguments do not comply with 37 CFR 1.111(c) because they do not

clearly point out the patentable novelty which he or she thinks the claims present in view

of the state of the art disclosed by the references cited or the objections made. Further,

they do not show how the amendments avoid such references or objections.
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7. Applicant's arguments, see pages 6-12, filed 11/03/03, with respect to the 

Page 3 

rejection(s)of claim(s) 1 and 17 under Anderson reference have been fully considered 

but they are not persuasive. Applicant argues the prior art does not teach: 

1. analyzing a conversional flows; 

2. looking up each and every packet to see if it belongs to a previously flow; 

3. identifying the flow, carrying an operation which defines the state; 

4. analyzing each and every packet. 

Examiner notes the prior art taught : 

(1) analyzing a conversional flows [Anderson, a protocol analyzer monitoring real 

time event information over the Ethernet which was well-known in the art as full duplex 

(i.e.: two way communication network), col 16 lines 10-25]; 

(2) looking up each and every packet [Anderson, each frame, col 11 lines 5-

17,col 13 lines 52-67] to see if it belongs to a previously flow [Anderson, determines 

whether the entry corresponding to the source address of the frame in the station list 

array, col 11 lines 57-67]; 

(3) identifying the flow (i.e.: event ID), carrying a operation which defines the 

state [Anderson, construct a detailed event message for reporting of the event to the 

user, col 22 lines 25-36]; 

(4) analyzing each and every packet [Anderson, determines whether the entry 

corresponding to the source address of the frame in the station list array, col 11 lines 

57-67]. 

Thus, the rejection is sustained. 
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7. Applicant’s arguments, see pages 6-12, filed 11/03/03, with respect to the

rejection(s)of claim(s) 1 and 17 under Anderson reference have been fully considered

but they are not persuasive. Applicant argues the prior art does not teach:

1. analyzing a conversionai flows;

2. looking up each and every packet to see if it belongs to a previously flow;

3. identifying the flow, carrying an operation which defines the state;

4. analyzing each and every packet.

Examiner notes the prior art taught :

(1) analyzing a conversionai flows [Anderson, a protocol analyzer monitoring real

time event information over the Ethernet which was well-known in the art as full duplex

(i.e.: two way communication network), col 16 lines 10—25];

(2) looking up each and every packet [Anderson, each frame, col 11 lines 5-

17,co| 13 lines 52-67] to see if it belongs to a previously flow [Anderson, determines

whether the entry corresponding to the source address of the frame in the station list

array, col 11 lines 57-67];

(3) identifying the flow (i.e.: event ID), carrying a operation which defines the

state [Anderson, construct a detailed event message for reporting of the event to the

user, col 22 lines 25-36];

(4) analyzing each and every packet [Anderson, determines whether the entry

corresponding to the source address of the frame in the station list array, col 11 lines

57-67].

Thus, the rejection is sustained.
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8. Claims 1 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being 

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which 

applicant regards as the invention (i.e.: a flow entry database that may contain one or 

more flow entries). 

Double Patenting 

9. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created 
doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the 
unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent 
and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. See In re Goodman, 11 
F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Langi, 759 F.2d 887,225 
USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Omum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 
1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970);and, In re Thorington, 
418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969). 

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) may be 
used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double 
patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent is shown to be commonly 
owned with this application. See 37 CFR 1.130(b ). 

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a 
terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 
37 CFR 3.73(b). 

Claims 1-21 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of double patenting 

over claims 1-10 of U.S. Patent No. 6,651,099 B1 since the claims, if allowed, would 

improperly extend the "right to exclude" already granted in the patent. 

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the 

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming 

common subject matter, as follows: 

(Application): A method of analyzing a flow of packets passing through a 

connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network, 
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8. Claims 1 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention (Le: a flow entry database that may contain one or

more flow entries).

Double Parenting

9. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent
and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. See In re Goodman, 11

F.3d 1046, 29 USPQZd 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225

USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA

1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970);and, In re Thorington,
418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) may be

used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double

patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent is shown to be commonly
owned with this application. See 37 CFR 1.130(b).

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with
37 CFR 3.73(b).

Claims 1-21 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of double patenting

over claims 1-10 of U. 8. Patent No. 6,651,099 81 since the claims, it allowed, would

improperly extend the "right to exclude" already granted in the patent.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

patent and is covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming

common subject matter, as follows:

(Application): A method of analyzing a flow of packets passing through a

connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network,
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(Patent '099 ):A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a 
connection point on a computer network in real-time, the packets provided to the 
packet monitor via a packet acquisition device connected to the connection point: 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection 

point; 

(a) a packet-buffer memory configured to accept a packet from the packet 

acquisition device; 

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow-entry database that may contain 

one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up 

to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow; 

(b) a parsing/extraction operations memory configured to store a database of 
parsing/extraction operations that includes information describing how to determine at 
least one of the protocols used in a packet from data in the packet; (c) a parser 
subsystem coupled to the packet buffer and to the pattern/extraction operations 
memory, the parser subsystem configured to examine the packet accepted by the 
buffer. extract selected portions of the accepted packet. and form a function of the 
selected portions sufficient to identify that the accepted packet is part of a 
conversational flow-sequence; (d) a memory storing a flow-entry database including a 
plurality of flow-entries for conversational flows encountered by the monitor; 
(e) a lookup engine connected to the parser subsystem and to the flow-entry database, 
and configured to determine using at least some of the selected portions of the 
accepted packet if there is an entry in the flow-entry database for the conversational 
flow sequence of the accepted packet; 

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the 

flow, performing any state operation specified for the state of the flow, and updating the 

flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in 

the flow-entry; and 
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(Patent ‘099 ):A packet monitor for examining packets passing through a

connection point on a computer network in real-time, the packets provided to the

packet monitor via a packet acquisition device connected to the connection point:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection

point;

(a) a packet—buffer memory configured to accept a packet from the packet

acquisition device;

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow-entm database that may contain

one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up

to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow;

(b) a parsing/extraction operations memory configured to store a database of

parsing/extraction operations that includes information describing how to determine at

least one of the protocols used in a packet from data in the packet; (c) a parser

subsystem coupled to the packet buffer and to the pattern/extraction operations

memoryz the parser subsystem configured to examine the packet accepted by the

buffer, extract selected portions of the accepted packet, and form a function of the

selected portions sufficient to identify that the accepted packet is part of a

conversational flow-sequence; (d) a memory storing a flow-entry database including a

plurality of flow-entries for conversational flows encountered by the monitor;

(e) a lookup engine connected to the parser subsystem and to the flow-entpy database,

and configured to determine using at least some of the selected portions of the

accepted packet if there is an entry in the flow-entry database for the conversational

flow sequence of the accepted packet;

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the

flow, performing any state operation specified for the state of the flow, and updating the

flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in

the flow-entry; and
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(h) a state processor coupled to the flow-entry database, the protocol/state 
identification engine, and to the state patterns/operations memory, the state processor, 
configured to carry out any state operations specified in the state patterns/operations 
memory for the protocol and state of the flow of the packet, the carrying out of the state 
operations furthering the process of identifying which application program is associated 
with the conversational flow-sequence of the packet, the state processor progressing 
through a series of states and state operations until there are no more state operations 
to perform for the accepted packet, in which case the state processor updates the flow
entrv. or until a final state is reached that indicates that no more analysis of the flow is 
required, in which case the result of the analysis is announce the protocol and state of 
the conversational flow of the packet; 

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the 

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow

entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry, 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device. 

(f) a state patterns/operations memory configured to store a set of predefined 
state transition patterns and state operations such that traversing a particular transition 
pattern as a result of a particular conversational flow-sequence of packets (i.e.: new 
flow entry) indicates that the particular conversational flow-sequence is associated with 
the operation of a particular application program, visiting each state in a traversal 
including carrying out none or more predefined state operations; 
(g) a protocoVstate identification mechanism coupled to the state patterns/operations 
memory and to the lookup engine, the protocol/state identification engine configured to 
determine the protocol and state of the conversational flow of the packet: 

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from 

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of 

the application which matured into a patent. See In re Schneller, 397 F.2d 350, 158 

USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968). See also MPEP § 804. 
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(h) a state processor coupled to the flow-entry database, the protocol/state

identification engine, and to the state patterns/operations memory, the state processor,

configured to carry out any state operations specified in the state patterns/operations

memory for the protocol and state of the flow of the packet, the carrying out of the state

operations furthering the process of identifi/ing which application program is associated

with the conversational flow-sequence of the packet, the state processorprogressing

through a sen’es of states and state operations until there are no more state operations

to perform for the accepted packet, in which case the state processor updates the flow-

entrv, or until a final state is reached that indicates that no more analysis of the flow is

required, in which case the result of the analysis is announce the protocol and state of

the conversational flow of the packet;

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entgg for the new flow in the flow-

entm database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow—entry,

wherein eveg packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device.

(0 a state patterns/operations memory configured to store a set of predefined

state transition patterns and state operations such that traversing a particular transition

pattern as a result of a particular conversational flow-seguence of packets (i.e.: new

flow entry) indicates that the particular conversational flow-sequence is associated with

the operation of a particular application program, visiting each state in a traversal

including carrying out none or more predefined state operations;

(g) a protocoi/state identification mechanism coupled to the state patternsfoperations
memory and to the lookup engine, the protocol/state identification engine configured to

determine the protocol and state of the conversational flow of the packet:

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of

the application which matured into a patent. See in re Schneiler, 397 F.2d 350, 158

USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968). See also MPEP § 804.
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The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by 
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent 
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the 
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States 
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2) 
of such treaty in the English language. 

10. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Anderson et al [Anderson 5,850,388] . 

11. As per claim 1, Anderson discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets ( or 

frames) passing through a connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network 

[col 4 line 49-col 6 line 19], the method comprising: 

{a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device [protocol analyzer, col 8 

line 26-col 9 line 13]; 

(b) looking up a flow-entry database [database, col 5 lines 24-46, col 9 lines 30-

40, col 23 lines 35-45, col 24 lines 6-20,57-col 25 line 50; lookup table, col 18 lines 29-

37] comprising one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational 

flows, the looking up to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow [previous 

session, col 24 lines 6-13; prior entries, col 28 lines 26-43]; 

{c) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing 

flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [col 17 

lines 15-23, col 25 lines 22-4 7, col 27 lines 24-34, col 28 lines 49-67]; and 
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shatl be entitled to a patent unless .,

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(1)). by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

10. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by

Anderson et al [Anderson 5,850,388].

11. As per claim 1, Anderson discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets ( or

frames) passing through a connection point (protocol analyzer) on a computer network

[col 4 line 49—col 6 tine 19], the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device [protocol analyzer, col 8

line 26—col 9 line 13];

(b) looking up a flow-entry database [database col 5 lines 24-46, col 9 lines 30-

40, col 23 lines 35-45, col 24 lines 6—20,57—col 25 line 50; lookup table, col 18 lines 29-

37] comprising one or more flow—entries for previously encountered conversational

flows, the looking up to determine if the received packet is of an existing flow [previous

session, col 24 lines 6—13; prior entries, col 28 lines 26—43];

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, updating the flow-entry of the existing

flow including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [col 17

lines 1523, col 25 lines 22—47, col 2? lines 24—34, col 28 lines 49-67]; and
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(d) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in 

the flow-entry database [update new information, col 27 lines 10-53], including storing 

one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [statistics, col 27 lines 10-34], 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device [protocol analyzer col 8 line 26-col 9 line 13]. 

12. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore, 

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1. 

13. As per claim 2, Anderson discloses extracting identifying portions from the 

packet, wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [information is 

extracted from a frame, col 9 line 42-col 10 line 18]. 

14. As per claim 3, Anderson discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each 

packet passing through the connection point [col 4 line 58-col 5 line 46]. 

15. As per claim 4, Anderson discloses the one or more statistical measure includes 

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a 

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [col 28 lines 58-67]. 
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(d) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow~entry for the new flow in

the flow-entry database [update new information, col 27 lines 1063], including storing

one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry {statistics col 27 lines 10-34],

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device {protocol analyzer col 8 line 26-col 9 line 13].

12. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore,

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1.

13. As per claim 2, Anderson discloses extracting identifying portions from the

packet, wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [information is

extracted from a frame, col 9 line 42-col 10 line 18].

14. As per claim 3, Anderson discloses the steps are carried out in reai time on each

packet passing through the connection point [col 4 line 58-col 5 line 48].

15. As per claim 4, Anderson discloses the one or more statistical measure includes

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [col 28 lines 58-67].
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16. As per claim 5, Anderson discloses including one or more metrics (parameters) 

related to the flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow 

entry [col 10 lines 20-40, col 19 lines 30-45,col 22 lines 16-65]. 

17. As per claim 6, Anderson discloses the metrics include one or more quality of 

service (QOS) metrics (id, time, length, col 22 lines 16-23]. 

18. As per claim 7, Anderson discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [Anderson, the last updated, col 29 lines 60-67]. 

19. As per claim 8, Anderson discloses calculating one or more quality of service 

(QOS) metrics from the base metrics [col 14 lines 39-60, col15 lines 32-46,col 17 lines 

45-57]. 

20. As per claim 9, Anderson discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be 

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to 

determine respective metrics for the combined interval (col 28 lines 58-67]. 

21. As per claim 10, Anderson discloses 

(c) includes if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered 

state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow 
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16. As per claim 5, Anderson discloses including one or more metrics (parameters)

related to the flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow

entry [col 10 lines 20—40, col 19 lines 30-45,col 22 lines 16—65].

17. As per claim 6, Anderson discloses the metrics include one or more quality of

service (003) metrics (id, time, length, col 22 lines 16-23].

18. As per claim 7, Anderson discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time.

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time [Anderson, the last updated, col 29 lines 60-67].

19. As per claim 8, Anderson discloses calculating one or more quality of service

(003) metrics from the base metrics [col 14 lines 39-60, col15 lines 32-46,co| 17 lines

45-57].

20. As per claim 9, Anderson discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to

determine respective metrics for the combined interval [col 28 lines 58-67].

21. As per claim 10, Anderson discloses

(c) includes if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered

state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow
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starting from the last encountered state of the flow [between the last update and the 

present update, col 26 lines 6-40]; 

(d) includes if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations 

required for the initial state of the new flow [new data and user initial select how often 

information on station statistics was to update, col 26 lines 6-15]. 

22. As per claim 11, Anderson discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the 

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry [col 30 

line 58-col 31 line 1 O]. 

23. As per claim 12, Anderson discloses reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 10]. 

24. As per claim 13, Anderson discloses reporting is part of the state operations for 

the state of the flow [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 10]. 

25. As per claim 14, Anderson discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing 

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [col 16 lines 

47-54, col19 lines 17-24, col 22 line 66-col 23 line 6]. 
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starting from the last encountered state of the flow [between the last update and the

present update, col 26 lines 6-40];

(d) includes if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations

required for the initial state of the new flow [new data and user initial select how often

information on station statistics was to update, col 26 lines 6-15].

22. As per claim 11, Anderson discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry {col 30

line 58-col 31 line 10].

23. As per claim 12. Anderson discloses reporting is carried out from time to time,

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 10].

24. As per claim 13, Anderson discloses reporting is part of the state operations for

the state of the flow [col 30 line 58—Oct 31 line 10].

25. As per claim 14, Anderson discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow—entry {col 16 lines

47-54, c0119 lines 17-24, col 22 line fie-cot 23 line 6] .
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26. As per claim 15, Anderson discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state 

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application 

program of the flow as inherent of new data received [col 28 lines 58-67]. 

27. As per claim 16, Anderson discloses one or more metrics related to the state of 

the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow 

as inherent feature of parameters [col 22 lines 16-65]. 

28. As per claim 20, Anderson discloses including a statistical processor configured 

to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical 

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [software performs statistical calculations ,col 7 

lines 33-53]. 

29. As per claim 21, Anderson discloses the statistical processor determines and 

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 1 O]. 
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26. As per claim 15, Anderson discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application

program of the flow as inherent of new data received [col 28 lines 58—67].

27. As per claim 16. Anderson discloses one or more metrics related to the state of

the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow

as inherent feature of parameters [col 22 lines 16—65].

28. As per claim 20, Anderson discloses including a statistical processor configured

to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [software performs statistical calculations ,col 7

lines 33-53].

29. As per claim 21. Anderson discloses the statistical processor determines and

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [col 30 line 58-col 31 line 10]. 
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The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by 
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent 
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the 
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States 
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21 (2) 
of such treaty in the English language. 

30. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Chapman et al [Chapman 6,330,226 B1]. 

40. As per claim 1, Chapman discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets 

passing through a connection point on a computer network [Chapman, a method of 

monitoring traffic flows through a traffic admission control apparatus, see abstract, col 3 

lines 5-27, Fig 1] 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection 

point [Chapman, the admission control detects the packets, col 3 lines 28-44]; 

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow-entry database (i.e.: history table) 

that may contain one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational 

flows (i.e.: two-way traffic or interactive environment), the looking up to determine if the 

received packet is of an existing flow [Chapman, matching to a predefined pattern, col 3 

lines 28-44]; 

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the 

flow (i.e.: most recent update flow), performing any state operation specified for the 
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b). by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

30. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by

Chapman et al [Chapman 6,330,226 B1].

40. As per claim 1, Chapman discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets

passing through a connection point on a computer network [Chapman, a method of

monitoring traffic flows through a traffic admission control apparatus, see abstract, col 3

lines 5—27, Fig 1]

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection

point [Chapman, the admission control detects the packets, col 3 lines 28-44];

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow—entry database (i.e.: history table)

that may contain one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational

flows (i.e.: two—way traffic or interactive environment), the looking up to determine if the

received packet is of an existing flow [Chapman, matching to a predefined pattern, col 3

lines 28-44];

(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the

flow (i.e.: most recent update flow), performing any state Operation specified for the
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state of the flow, and updating the flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one or 

more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry [Chapman, flow ID is compared and 

updated, col 3 lines 50-60, col 5 lines 1-7]; and 

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the 

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow

entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry, 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device [Chapman, new entry is made or stored into database, col 3 lines 50-

60, col 4 lines 40-55]. 

41. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore, 

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1. 

42. As per claim 2, Chapman discloses extracting identifying portions from the 

packet, wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [Chapman, 

detecting the packets, col 3 lines 28-44]. 

43. As per claim 3, Chapman discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each 

packet passing through the connection point [Chapman, interactive user, col col 5 lines 

·~ .. 20-30]. 

l 
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state of the flow, and updating the flow-entry of the existing flow including storing one or

more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry {Chapman flow ID is compared and

updated, col 3 lines 50-60, col 5 lines 1-7]; and

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-

entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry,

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device [Chapmam new entry is made or stored into database, col 3 lines 50-

60, col 4 lines 40-55].

41. Claim 17' contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore,

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1.

42. As per claim 2, Chapman discloses extracting identifying portions from the

packet, wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [Chapman,

detecting the packets, col 3 lines 28—44].

43. As per claim 3, Chapman discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each

packet passing through the connection point [Chapman, interactive user, col col 5 lines

20-30].
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44. As per claim 4, Chapman discloses the one or more statistical measure includes 

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a 

differential time from the last entered time to the present time as inherent feature of 

history table record or database [Chapman, col 6 lines 35-45]. 

45. As per claim 5, Chapman discloses including one or more metrics related to the 

flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow entry 

[Chapman, flow characteristic, col 4 lines 40-55]. 

46. As per claim 6, Chapman discloses the metrics include one or more quality of 

service (QOS) metrics [Chapman, flow characteristic, col 4 lines 40-55]. 

;if 1l 47. As per claim 7, Chapman discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time, :'t 

,· 
.~f 

~(~' 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [Chapman, regular time intervals, col 4 lines 27-37]. 

~t 48. As per claim 8, Chapman discloses calculating one or more quality of service 

(QOS) metrics from the base metrics [Chapman, computing the packet loss 

characteristic, col 5 lines 33-57]. 

49. As per claim 9, Chapman discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be 

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to 
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44. As per claim 4, Chapman discloses the one or more statistical measure includes

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a

differential time from the last entered time to the present time as inherent feature of

history table record or database [Chapman, col 6 lines 35-45].

45. As per claim 5, Chapman discloses including one or more metrics related to the

flow of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow entry

[Chapman, flow characteristic, col 4 lines 40-55].

46. As per claim 6, Chapman discloses the metrics include one or more quality of

service (008) metrics [Chapman, flow characteristic, col 4 lines 40—55].

47. As per claim 7, Chapman discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time,

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time [Chapman, regular time intervals, col 4 lines 27-37].

48. As per claim 8, Chapman discloses calculating one or more quality of service

(003) metrics from the base metrics [Chapman, computing the packet loss

characteristic, col 5 lines 33-57].

49. As per claim 9, Chapman discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to
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determine respective metrics for the combined interval [Chapman, adjust its windows to 

fit the bandwidth, col 4 lines 15-25]. 

50. As per claim 10, Chapman discloses (c) if the packet is of an existing flow, 

identifying the last encountered state of the flow and performing any state operations 

specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow 

[Chapman, detect problem condition, col 4 lines 25-37]; 

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the 

initial state of the new flow [Chapman, a new entry, col 3 lines 50-60]. 

51. As per claim 11, Chapman discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the 

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry 

[Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40-55]. 

52. As per claim 12, Chapman discloses reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [Chapman, the most recent update, col 5 lines 1-7]. 

53. As per claim 13, Chapman discloses reporting is part of the state operations for 

the state of the flow [Chapman, a sample history, col 4 lines 25-30]. 
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determine respective metrics for the combined interval [Chapman, adjust its windows to

fit the bandwidth, col 4 lines 15—25].

50. As per claim 10, Chapman discloses (c) if the packet is of an existing flow,

identifying the last encountered state of the flow and performing any state operations

specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow

[Chapman, detect problem condition, col 4 lines 25-37];

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the

initial state of the new flow [Chapman, a new entry, col 3 lines 50-60].

51. As per claim 11, Chapman discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry

[Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40-55].

52. As per claim 12, Chapman discloses reporting is carried out from time to time,

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time [Chapman, the most recent update, col 5 lines 1-7].

53. As per claim 13, Chapman discloses reporting is part of the state operations for

the state of the flow [Chapman, a sample history, col 4 lines 25-30].
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54. As per claim 14, Chapman discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing 

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [Chapman, 

the history is updated, col 3 lines 50-60]. 

55. As per claim 15, Chapman discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state 

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application 

program of the flow as inherent of new entry received. 

56. As per claim 16, Chapman discloses one or more metrics related to the state of 

the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow 

[Chapman, detect problem condition, col 4 lines 25-37]. 

; - 57. As per claim 20, Chapman discloses including a statistical processor configured 

to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical 

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40-55]. 

58. As per claim 21, Chapman discloses the statistical processor determines and 

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40-

55]. 
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54. As per claim 14, Chapman discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [Chapman,

the history is updated, col 3 lines 50-60].

55. As per claim 15, Chapman discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application

program of the flow as inherent of new entry received.

56. As per claim 16, Chapman discloses one or more metrics related to the state of

the flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow

[Chapman, detect problem condition, col 4 lines 25—37].

57. As per claim 20, Chapman discloses including a statistical processor configured

to determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40-55].

58. As per claim 21, Chapman discloses the statistical processor determines and

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [Chapman, database, col 4 lines 40—

55].
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Claim Rejections -35 USC§ 102 

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by 
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent 
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the 
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section 
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States 
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21 (2) 
of such treaty in the English language. 

59. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Bullard [6,625,657 B1]. 

60. As per claim 1, Bullard discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets passing 

through a connection point on a computer network [Bullard, a method for tracking 

network record, abstract] 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the 

connection point [Bullard, monitoring each packet of a network flow, col 28 line 45-col 

29 line 5]; 

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow-entry database [Bullard, database 

col 10 lines 7-17; flow description, col 12 lines 52-62; flow descriptors, col 14 lines 17-

58] that may contain one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational 

flows (i.e.: bi-directional flow) [col 7 lines 18-25] the looking up to determine if the 

received packet is of an existing flow [Bullard, matching to older record, col 16 lines 16-

36]; 
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351 (a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

59. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by

Bullard [6,625,657 B1].

60. As per claim 1, Bullard discloses a method of analyzing a flow of packets passing

through a connection point on a computer network [Bullard, a method for tracking

network record, abstract]

(3) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device coupled to the

connection point [Bullard, monitoring each packet of a network flow, col 28 line 45-col

29 line 5];

(b) for each received packet, looking up a flow-entry database [Bullard, database

col 10 lines 7-17; flow description, col 12 lines 52-62; flow descriptors, col 14 lines 17-

58] that may contain one or more flow-entries for previously encountered conversational

flows (i.e.: bi-directional flow) [col 7 lines 18-25] the looking up to determine if the

received packet is of an existing flow [Bullard, matching to older record, col 16 lines 16-

36];
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( c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the last encountered state of the 

flow, performing any state operation specified for the state of the flow [Bullard, flow 

status descriptors, col 14 lines 17-58], and updating the flow-entry of the existing flow 

[Bullard, updating the record, col 8 lines 20-67] including storing one or more statistical 

measures kept in the flow-entry [Bullard, statistical phenomenon, col 31 lines 7-40]; and 

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the 

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow

entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry, 

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet 

acquisition device [Bullard, new NAR, col 16 lines 16-36; new IP packet, col 26 lines 

28-46]. 

61. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore, 

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1. 

62. As per claim 2, Bullard discloses extracting identifying portions from the packet, 

wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [Bullard, retrieving 

i ·! identified data, col 34 lines 45-63]. } . 
-i 1 

~: 

63. As per claim 3, Bullard discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each 

packet passing through the connection point as inherent feature of Internet provider. 
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(c) if the packet is of an existing flow, identifying the test encountered state of the

flow, performing any state operation specified for the state of the flow [Bullard, flow

status descriptors, col 14 lines 17-58]. and updating the flow-entry of the existing flow

[Buliard, updating the record, col 8 lines 20-67] including storing one or more statistical

measures kept in the flow-entry [Bullard, statistical phenomenon, col 81 lines 7-40]; and

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the

initial state of the new flow and storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-

entry database, including storing one or more statistical measures kept in the flow-entry,

wherein every packet passing though the connection point is received by the packet

acquisition device [Buliard, new NAR, col 16 lines 16-36; new IP packet, col 26 lines

28-46].

61. Claim 17 contains the similar limitations set forth of method claim 1. Therefore,

claim 17 is rejected for the similar rationale set forth in claim 1.

62. As per claim 2. Bullard discloses extracting identifying portions from the packet,

wherein the looking up uses a function of the identifying portions [Bullard, retrieving

identified data. col 34 lines 45—83}

63. As per claim 3, Bullard discloses the steps are carried out in real time on each

packet passing through the connection point as inherent feature of internet provider.
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64. As per claim 4, Bullard discloses the one or more statistical measure includes 

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a 

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [Bullard, time periods 

T1 ,T2, col 19 line 42-col 20 line 24]. 

65. As per claim 5, Bullard discloses including one or more metrics related to the flow 

of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow entry [Bullard, 

., ; quality of service identifiers, col 14 lines 45-50]. 

66. As per claim 6, Bullard discloses the metrics include one or more quality of 

service (QOS) metrics [Bullard, quality of service identifiers, col 14 lines 45-50]. 

67. As per claim 7, Bullard discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time, 

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from 

the last reporting time [Bullard, accounting time interval, col 14 lines 45-50]. 

68. As per claim 8, Bullard discloses calculating one or more quality of service (QOS) 

metrics from the base metrics [Bullard, audit the classes in quality of service, col 33 

lines 17-27]. 

69. As per claim 9, Bullard discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be 

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to 
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64. As per claim 4, Bullard discloses the one or more statistical measure includes

selected from the set of consisting of the total packet count for the flow, the time and a

differential time from the last entered time to the present time [Bullard, time periods

T1,T2, col 19 line 42-COI 20 line 24].

65. As per claim 5, Bullard discloses including one or more metrics related to the flow

of a flow entry from one or more of the statistical measure in the flow entry [Bullard,

quality of service identifiers. col 14 lines 45-50].

66. As per claim 6, Bullard discloses the metrics include one or more quality of

service (QOS) metrics [Bullard, quality of service identifiers, col 14 lines 45-50].

67. As per claim 7, Bullard discloses the reporting is carried out from time to time,

and wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from

the last reporting time [Bullard, accounting time interval, col 14 lines 45-50].

68. As per claim 8, Bullard discloses calculating one or more quality of service (QOS)

metrics from the base metrics [Bullard, audit the classes in quality of service. col 33

lines 17-27].

69. As per claim 9, Bullard discloses the one or more metrics are selected to be

scalable such that metrics from contiguous time intervals may be combined to
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determine respective metrics for the combined interval [Bullard, combined value over a 

time period, col 11 lines 32-38]. 

70. As per claim 10, Bullard discloses (c} if the packet is of an existing flow, 

identifying the last encountered state of the flow and performing any state operations 

specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow 

[Bullard, col 16 lines 16-61]; 

(d} if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the 

initial state of the new flow [Bullard, col 16 lines 16-61]. 

71. As per claim 11, Bullard discloses reporting one or more metrics related to the 

flow of a flow-entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow-entry 

r -~1 [Bullard, statistical probability, col 31 lines 7-40]. 
~; .. 

.. f • • 

72. As per claim 12 Bullard discloses reporting is carried out from time to time, and 

wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from the 

last reporting time [Bullard, report has been generated by a time condition, col 27 lines 

55-67]. 

73. As per claim 13, Bullard discloses reporting is part of the state operations for the 

state of the flow [Bullard event reporting, col 28 lines 12-25]. 
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[Buliard, col 16 lines 16-61];

(d) if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state operations required for the
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71. As per claim 11, Bullard discloses reporting one or more metrics reiated to the

flow of a flow—entry from one or more of the statistical measures in the flow—entry

[Buliard, statistical probability, col 31 lines 740].

72. As per ciaim 12 Bullard discloses reporting is carried out from time to time, and

wherein the one or more metrics are base metrics related to the time interval from the

last reporting time [Bollard report has been generated by a time condition, col 2? lines

55-67].

73. As per claim 13, Builard discioses reporting is part of the state operations for the

state of the flow {Bullard event reporting, cot 28 tines 12—25].
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74. As per claim 14, Bullard discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing 

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [Bullard, 

stored ID, col 23 lines 10-25]. 

1 . 75. As per claim 15, Bullard discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state 

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application 

program of the flow as inherent of new data. 

76. As per claim 16, Bullard discloses one or more metrics related to the state of the 

flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow 

[Bullard flow probe correlates the state information, col 24 lines 55-67]. 

77. As per claim 20, Bullard discloses including a statistical processor configured to 

determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical 

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [Bullard, statistical probability, col 31 lines 7-40]. 

78. As per claim 21, Bullard discloses the statistical processor determines and 

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [Bullard, statistical probability, col 31 

lines 7-40]. 
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1 iii»? 74_ As per claim 14, Buliard discloses updating the flow-entry, including storing

identifying information for future packets to be identified with the flow-entry [Builard,

stored lD, col 23 lines 10-25]. 
75. As per claim 15, Bullard discloses receiving further packets, wherein the state

processing of each received packet of a flow furthers the identifying of the application

program of the flow as inherent of new data.

76. As per ctaim 16, Bullard discloses one or more metrics related to the state of the
 

flow are determined as part of the state operations specified for the state of the flow

[Bullard flow probe correlates the state information, col 24 lines 55-67].

77. As per claim 20. Bollard discloses including a statistical processor configured to

determine one or more metrics related to a flow from one or more of the statistical

measures in the flow-entry of the flow [Bullard, statistical probability, col 31 lines 7—40].

?8. As per claim 21, Builard discloses the statistical processor determines and

reports the one or more metrics from time to time [Bollard statistical probability, col 31

lines 7-40]. 
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Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in 
this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP 
§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 
CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 
MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within 
TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not 
mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the 
shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any 
extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 
the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later 
than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action. 
Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 
examiner should be directed to examiner Thong Vu, whose telephone number is (703)-
305-4643. 
The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from 8:00AM- 4:30PM. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 
supervisor, Jack Harvey, can be reached at (703) 305-9705. 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should 
be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-9700. 

Any response to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner of Patent and 
Trademarks, Washington, D.C. 20231 or faxed to: 

After Final (703) 746-7238 
Official: (703) 746-7239 
Non-Official (703) 7 46-7240 

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park 11,2121 Crystal 
Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Thong Vu 
Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 2142 

JACK B. HARVEY 
S . ERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER 
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1 

SYSTEM FOR REQUESTING MISSING 
NETWORK ACCOUNTING RECORDS IF 

THERE IS A BREAK IN SEQUENCE 
NUMBERS WHILE THE RECORDS ARE 

TRANSMITTING l<'ROM A SOURCE DEVICE 

BACKGROUND 

1bis invention relates to information management for 
Internet protocol (IP) packet transmission. 

5 

2 
FIG. 16 is a block diagram of the flow aggregation 

processor (FAP). 
FIG.17 is a flow diagram of the flow aggregation process 

performed by the FAP of FIG. 16. 
FIGS. 18-20 are examples of the FAP enhancement and 

aggregation portinns of the flow aggregation process shown 
in FIG. 17. 

FIG. 21 is a hierarchical representation of an aggregation 

10 
adjustmeot scheme for adjusting the aggregation activity at 
the levels of the flow aggregation processor and the data 
collectors. 

FIG. 22 is an example of a configuration file update for 
aggregation (policy) adjustment 

Data collection systems are used to collect information 
from network traffic flow on a network. These data collec
tion systems are designed to capture one type of network 
traffic from one source type and deliver the data to one 
application type such as a billing application. 15 FIG. 23 is a flow chart of an information management 

process. 
SUMMARY FIG. 24 is a representation of a network communications 

According to an aspect of the invention, a method for path between two end stations in a network. 
tr.acking network accounting records in an accounting pro- FIG. 25 is an illustration of an ICMP message encapsn-
cess that collects and correlates information derived from 20 lated in an Internet Protocol (IP) packet and the formats of 
network data includes producing a network accounting the ICMP message and the IP packet. 
record that has an identifier that uniquely identifies the FIG. 26 is an illustration of the format of an ICMP error 
record-within the accounting process with the identifier reporting message header and datagram prefix. 
including a sequence number that specifics a sequence 

25 
FIG. 27 is a flow probe IP packet processing mechanism. 

number for network accounting records that originate from FIG. 28 is the payload processing/protocol correlation of 
the source device and determining when there is a break in the JP packet processing mechanism of FIG. 26. 
the sequence numbera of network accounting records pro- FIGS. 29A-29B are diagrams depicting a protocol 
duced from the device. The method also includes requesting independent, packet loss detection monitor. 
missingnetworkaccountingrecordswhenthereisabreakin 

30 
FIG 30 . ,1;.~=de .,,..,_ to lure a1i 

the sequence. . 1S a.......,,.~ p1..,...,g a process cap qu ty 
of service. 

One or more of the following advantage may be provided 
by one or more aspects of the invention. FIG. 31 is a diagram of a service management process. 

The records produced in the accounting system have a FIG. 32 is a diagram showing an architecture of a service 
sequence number that allows components that are in the next 35 provisioning application. 

level to detect if there are missing records in a collection of DETAILED DFSCRIPTION 
records and can be used to give a sense of how often records Architecture 
are produced in a given time period. With this information Referring now to FIG. 1, an exemplary arrangement 10 
being part of every record, an accounting process can for collecting information from a network is shown. The 
determine a sense of the functional capabilities of the 40 network inclndes various network devices U. The network 
intermediate components and detect some aspects of the devices U can be disparate, i.e., different equipment types, 
communication channel between components. operating under different protocols and formats. The net

BRIEF DFSCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a server running an account
ing application monitoring a network. 

FIG. 2 is an architectural block diagram of the accounting 
application used in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of accounting support in an 
access process used by an Internet/Intranet service provider 
or a large enterprise. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of accounting support in an 
access process used by m Internet/Intranet service provider 
or a large enterprise using an Extranet switch. 

FIG. 5 is graph depiction of a network including data 
collectors disposed in the network. 

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram showing a typical data flow 
process using an accounting process. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram show exemplary network accounting 
records. 

FIGS. 8A--8B, 9A-9B, 10, llA-llE, U and 13A-13B, 
are schematic views of data structures used in network 
accounting records. 

FIG.14 is a block diagram of a flow data collector system. 
FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of the flow data collection 

process of the flow data collector of FIG. 14. 

work devices U are coupled to llll accounting process 14 via 
an equipment interface 16. 

45 Toe accounting process 14 includes a flow data collection 
layer 18 that runs as client processes with the equipment 
intem.ocs on or close to the network devices U. Individual 
and multiple data collectors (not referenced) can be disposed 
at points of presence (POP) in a network 11. The accounting 

50 process 14 includes a flow aggregation and distribution 
process 17 that runs as a server process on a server 15. The 
accounting process 14 assembles the data into a format that 
can be used by billing or other user defined data consuming 
applications 20 that interface to the accounting process 14, 

55 through a data consuming application interface 22. Thus, the 
accounting process 14 collects via the data collector layer 18 
multiple and diverse types of data from the network 11, 
normalizes the data into a consistent accounting record, and 
provides open interfaces to one or more applications, such as 

60 billing via the application interface 22. 
The network devices U, e.g., switches, routers, remote 

access concentrators, and so forth can produce data of 
various types and formats which are all handled in the 
accounting process 14. Examples of the network devices U 

65 include a router or switch Ua, cable or telephone modems 
Ub, a flow probe 12c, a remote access concentralor 12d an 
Extranet switch Ue, a directory naming service (DNS) 
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SYSTEM FOR REQUESTING MISSING
NETWORK ACCOUNTING RECORDS IF

THERE IS A BREAK IN SEQUENCE
NUMBERS WHILE THE RECORDS ARE

TRANSMITTING FROM A SOURCE DEWCE

BACKGROUND

This invention relates to information management for
Internet protocol (IP) packet trammission.

Data collection systems are insert to collect information
from network traffic flow on a network. These data collec-
tion systems are designed to capture one type of network
tralfic from one source type and deliver the data to one
application type such as a billing application.

SUMMARY

According to an aspect of the invention, a method for
tracking network accounting records in an amounting pro-
cess that collects and correlates information derived from
network data includes producing a network accounting
record that has an identifier that uniquely identifies the
record‘within the accounting process with the identifier
including a sequence number that specifies a sequence
number for network accounting records that originate from
the source device and determining when there is a break in
the sequence numbers of network accounting records pro-
duced from the device. The method also includes requesting
missing network accounting records when there is a break in
the sequence.

One or more of the following advantage may be provided
by one or more aspects of the invention.

The records produced in the accounting system have a
sequence number that allows components that are in the next
level to detect if there are miming records in a collection of
records and can be used to give a sense ofhow often records
are produced in a given time period. With this information
being part of every record, an accounting process can
determine a sense of the functional capabilities of the
intermediate components and detect some weds of the
communication channel between components.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 '3 ablock diagram of a server running an account-
ing application monitoring a network.

FIG. 2 is an architectural block diagram of the accounting
application used in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of accounting support in an
asses process used by an Internet/Intranet service provider
or a large enterprise.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of. accounting support in an
access process used by an Internet/Intranet service provider
or a large enterprise using an Extranet switch.

FIG. 5 is graph depiction of a network including data
collectors disposed in the network.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram showing a typical data flow
process using an accounting process.

FIG. 7 ‘3 a diagram show exemplary network accounting
records

FIGS. SA—SB, 9A'9B, 10, 11A~11E, 12 and BIA—138,
are schematic views of data structures used in network
accounting reoorrk.

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a flow data collector system.
FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of the flow data collection

process of the flow data collector of FIG. 14.
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FIG. 16 is a block diagram of the flow aggregation
processor (PAP).

FIG. 17 is a flow diagram of the flow aggregation process
performed by the FAB of FIG. 16.

FTGS. 18-20 are examples of the FAI’ enhancement and
aggregation portions of the flow aggregation process shownin FIG. 17.

FIG. 21 is a hierarchical representation of an aggregation
adjustment scheme for adjusting the aggregation activity at
the levels of the flow aggregation processor and the data
collectors

FIG. 22 is an example of a configuration file update for
aggregation (policy) adjustment.

FIG. 23 is a flow chart of an information management
process.

FIG. 24 is a representation of a network communications
path between two end stations in a network

FIG. 25 is an illustration of an ICMP message encapsu-
lated in an Internet Protocol (1?) packet and the formats of
the ICMP message and the IP packet.

FIG. 26 is an illustration of the format of an ICMP error
reporting message header and datagam prefix.

FIG. 27 is a flow probe [Ppadret processing mechanism.
FIG. 28 is the payload processing/protocol correlation of

the 1? packet processing mechanism of FIG. 26.
FIGS. 29Av29B are diagrams depicting a protocol

independent, packet loss detection monitor.
FIG. 30 is a diagram depicting a process to capture quality

of service.

FIG. 31 is a diagram of a service management process.
FIG. 32 is a diagram showing an architecture of a service

provisioning application.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Architecture

Referring now to FIG. 1, an exemplary arrangement 10
for collecting information from a network is shown. The
network includes various network devices 12. The network

devices 12 can be disparate, in, difi’erent equipment types,
operating under different protocols and formats. '11]: net-
work devims 12 are muplerl to an acmunting process 14 via
an equipment interface 16.

The acormnting prooem 14 includes a flow data collection
layer 18 that runs as client procemes with the equipment
interfaces on or close to the network devices 12. Individual

and multiple data collectors (not referenced) can be disposed
at points ofpresence (POP) in a network 11. The accounting
process 14 includes a flow aggregation and distribution
process 17 that rum as a server process on a server 15. The
amounting process 14 assembles the data into a format that
can be used by billing or other user defined data constmting
applications 20 that interface to the accounting process 14,
through adata consuming application interface 22.111115, the
amounting process 14 collects via the data collector layer 18
multiple and diverse types of data from the network 11,
normalizes the data into a consistent accounting record, and
provides open interfaces to one or more applications. such as
billing via the application interface 22.

The network devices 12, e.g., switches, rowers, remote
amess concentrators, and so forth can produce data of
various types and formats which are all handled in the
amounting process 14. Examples of the network devices 12
include a router or switch 126, cable or telephone modems
12b, a flow probe 12¢, a remote access concentrator 12d an
Extranet switch 128, a directory naming service (DNS)
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server 12/, a RADIUS server 12g and web server 12h. One 
particular soui:re of data, the flow probe 12c will be 
descnbed below in conjunction with FIGS. 24-28. The 
network devices 12 can include a "Remote Authentication 
Dial-In User Service" (RADIUS) server 12g that produces 5 
RADIUS accounting records using an existing RADIUS 
accounting process (not shown). The accounting process 14 
can interface to the existing RADIUS accounting process 
and can use existing RADIUS records without modifying 
the existing RADIUS accounting environment. RADIUS is 

10 a well-aca:pted standard in the industry and is used across 
a number of d.i.fmrent types of technologies (dial-in, cable, 
DSL, VOIP, etc.), with the most prominent being dial-in 
access. So, by supporting RADIUS records the accounting 
process 14 provides the ability to fit into an existing aetwork 
environment without modification. 15 

The accounting process 14 enables users such as an 
Enterprise or an Internet Service Provider to maintain an 
existing accounting configuration. Information sources can 
include network traffic flow, RADIUS accounting data, 
RMON/RMON2 data, SNMP-based data, and other sources 20 

of network usage data. The accounting process 14 collects 
data via the data collector layer 16 from multiple disparate 
sources and produces new type of composite records. These 
new composite records results is new information which 
provides a source for network accounting, billing, 25 

management, capacity planning, and so forth. 
Toe accounting process 14, as will be descnbed in FIG. 2, 

has a core process that can handle data records from each of 
the equipment types above, as well as other equipment 
types, md can provide data to each of the plurality of 30 

user-defined data consuming applications. This accounting 
process 14 provides flexibility in choosing data consuming 
applications that use accounting data. Such applications can 
include billing, enterprise charge-back or cost allocations, 
capacity planning, trending, applicatjon monitoring, user 35 

profiling and so forth. 
Accounting Architecture 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the equipment interface layer 16 
of the accounting process 14 includes various equipment 
interfaces 42a-42i which are, respectively, an interface 42a 40 

for the router/switch 12a, an interface 42b for the cable/ 
modem head end 12b, and an interface 42c for the flow 
probe 12c. Toe equipment interface layer 16 also includes 
additional interfaces such as an interface 12d for a remote 
access concentrator 12d, an interface 12e for an Ex:tranet 45 

switch 12e, an interface 41{ for a DNS server 12/, and an 
interface 42g for a RADIUS server 12g. The equipment 
interface can have additional interfaces that can be specified, 
as new equipment is added. Toe interfaces 42a-42g can be 
developed by an interface toolkit 44. The interface toolkit 44 50 

permits a user to construct a new equipment interface type 
to couple the accounting process 14 to a new equipment 
source type. 

4 
can support a so-called "push model" in which a connected 
device initiates a transmission of data to the accounting 
process 14. The data collectors 52a-52g also can support a 
"pull model" in which the accounting process 14 initiates a 
connection to an equipment interface for the purpose of 
obtaining data. In addition, the data collectors 52a-52g can 
support an "event driven model" in which an event that 
occurs in either the equipment interface layer 16 or in the 
accounting process 14 initiates a transfer based on some 
threshold or criteria being met by the equipment layer 16 or 
accounting process 14 within which the event occurred. 

The data collectors 52a-52g are distnbuted throughout 
the network. Toe data collectors 52a-52g are placed close to 
or within the network device that the collector is assigned to. 
That is, the data collector can be in-line or out-of-line 
relative to the device monitored. The data collectors 
52a-52g can be anywhere. The data collectors S2a-S2g can 
be completely uncoupled from the devices except for com
munication paths. As new network devices 12 are added to 
the accounting support arrangement 10, new data collectors 
are also deployed. 

The accounting process 14 also includes a flow aggrega-
tion process 60 that is part of the aggregation and distnbu
tion process 17 (mentioned above). The flow aggregation 
process 60 is a central collection point for all network 
accounting records (NAR's) produced from various data 
collectors 52a-52g in the data collection layer 18. The flow 
aggregation process 60 receives NAR's from various data 
collectors 52a-52g and aggregates, i.e., summarius related 
information from the received NARs across the accounting 
support arrangement 10. The aggregation layer 60 produces 
Summary NAR's i.e., enhanced and unique network 
accounting records. That is, the flow aggregation process 
aggregates the records across the network devices; whereas, 
individual data collectors S2a-52g can aggregate accounting 
records from individual data sources. Aggregation will be 
described below in FIGS. 14-23. 

The accounting architecture also includes a data distnbu
tor layer 70 (part of the aggregation and distnbution process 
17). The data distnbutinn layer 70 provides a flexible data 
distnbution mediation between the flow aggregation process 
60 and a user-defined applicatinn, via an application inter
face layer 22. Data distnbutor layer 70 presents information 
to the application inted'ace layer 22, with a pre-defined 
format, protocol and schedule that is determined by require
ments of a user application. The data distnbulor layer 70 can 
support push, pull and event driven data distnbution models. 
The application interface layer 22, is comprised of indi
vidual application interfaces 82a-82g that are provided by 
the toolkit 44. Toe toolkit 44 as with the network device 
interfaces 42a-42g can be used to produce additional appli-
cation interfaces 82. 
Exemplary Configurations 

Referring now to FIG. 3, the accounting process 14 can, 
in general, support any configuration. Exemplary configu
rations used by an Internet service provider 100, an Enter
prise A that host its own remote access llO, and an Enter-
prise B that uses the Internet service provider 120, are 
shown. 

As shown in FIG. 3, for the Internet service provider, data 
collectors 52a-52d are distributed at specific Points of 
Presence (POP), sucb as remote access concentrators 102 
managed by the Internet service provider. The remote access 
concentrators allow, a mobile user 106 or an Internet user 

Toe accounting process 14 also includes a data collector 
layer 18. Toe data collector layer 18 is a distnbuted layer 55 
comprised of individ11al data collectors, e.g., S2a-52g. The 
data collector layer 18 collects data in the form of raw 
accounting information specific to the device type. Toe data 
collector collects data via the aforementioned equipment 
interfaces 42a-42g. The data collectors 52a-52g collect the 60 

data and convert data into normalized records herein 
referred to as Network Accounting Records (NARs). Each of 
the data collectors 52a-52g, as appropriate, forwards net
worlc accounting records (NARs) to a flow aggregation 
process 60. 65 107 with remote access to access an enterprise over the 

Internet, via the Internet service provider. In this example 
the Internet service provider arrangement 100 and the large 

Toe data collectors 52a-52g support several different 
collection models. For example, the data collectors 52a-52g 
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server 12/, a RADIUS server 12g and web server 12h. One
panicular source of data, the flow probe 12c will be
described below in conjunction with FIGS 24—28. The
network devices 12 can include a “Remote Authentication

Dial-In User Service” (RADIUS) server 12g that produces
RADIUS accounting records using an existing RADmS
awounting process (not shown). The accounting process 14
can interface to the existing RADIUS accounting process
and can use existing RADIUS records without modifying
the existing RADIUS accounting environment. RADIUS is
a well-accepted standard in the industry and is used across
a number of different types of technolon (dial-in, cable,
DSL, VOIP, etc), with the most prominent being dial—in
access. So, by supporting RADIUS records the accounting
prom 14 provides the ability to fit into an existing network
environment without modification.

The accounting process 14 enables users such as an
Enterprise or an Internet Service Provider to maintain an
existing accounting configuration. Information sources can
include network tratfic flow, RADIUS accounting data,
RMON/RMONZ data, SNMP-based data, and other sources
of network usage data. The accounting process; 14 collects
data via the data collector layer 16 from multiple disparate
sources and produces new type of composite records. These
new composite records results is new information which
provides a source for network accounting, billing,
management, capacity planning, and so forth.

The amounting process 14,. aswill be described in FIG. 2,
has a core process that can handle data records from each of
the equipment types above, as well as other equipment
types, and can provide data to each of the plurality of
user-defined data consuming applicatiors. This accounting
process 14 provides flexibility in choosing data consuming
applications that use amounting data. Such applications can
include billing, enterprise charge-back or cost allocations,
capacity planning, trending, amficatjon monitoring, user
profiling and w forth.
Accounting Architecture

Referring now to FIG. 2, the equipment interface layer 16
of the accounting process 14 includes various equipment
interfaces 421—423 which are, respectively, an interface 42a
for the routerlswitch 12a, an interface 42b for the cablei
modem head end 12b, and an interface 42c for the flow
probe 126. The equipment interface layer 16 also includes
additional interfaces such as an interface 12d for a remote
access concentrator 12d, an interface 129 for an Extranet
switch 122, an interface 42f for a DNS server 12f, and an
interface 42g for a RADIUS server 12g. The equipment
interface can have additional interfaces that can be specified,
as new equipment is added. The interfaces data—423 can be
developed by an interface toolkit 44. The interface toolkit 44
permits a user to construct a new equipment interface type
to couple the accounting process 14 to a new equipment
source type.

The accounting process 14 also includes a data collector
layer 18. The data collector layer 18 is a distributed layer
comprised of individual data collectors, e.g., SZa—SZg. The
data collector layer 18 collects data in the form of raw
accounting information specific to the device type. The data
collector collects data via the aforementioned equipment
interfacxs 426—425;. The data collectors 52a—52g collect the
data and convert data into normalized records herein

referred to as Network Accounting Records (NARs). Each of
the data collectors 52a—S2g, as appropriate, forwards net-
work accounting records (NARs) to a flow aggregation
process 60.

The data collectors SZPSZg support several dilferent
collection models. For example, the data collectors 52a~52g
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can support a sci—called “push model” in which a connected
device initiates a transmiSSion of data to the accounting
process 14. The data collectors 52a—52g also can support a
“pull model" in which the accounting process 14 initiates a
connection to an equipment interface for the purpose of
obtaining data. In addition, the data collectors 52a—52g can
support an “event driven model” in which an event that
occurs in either the equipment interface layer 16 or in the
accounting process 14 initiates a transfer based on some
threshold or criteria being met by the equipment layer 16 or
accounting process 14 within which the event occurred.

The data collectors 52a—52g are distributed throughout
the network. The data collectors 52a-52g are placed close to
or within the network device that the collector is assigned to.
That is, the data collector can be in—line or out—of—line
relative to the device monitored. 1119, data collectors

521—523; can be anywhere. 'lhe data collectors 52a~52g can
be completely uncoupled from the devices except for com»
monication paths. As new network devices 12 are added to
the amounting support arrangement 10, new data collectors
are also deployed.

The accounting process 14 also includes a flow aggrega-
tion process 60 that is part of the aggregation and distribu-
tion process 17 (mentioned above). The flow aggregation
process 60 is a ccnlml collection point for all network
accounting records (NAR’s) produced from various data
collectors 52a~52g in the data collection layer 18. The flow
aggregation process 60 receives NAR’S from various data
collectors 52a—52g and aggregates, i.e., summarizes related
information from the received NARs across the accounting
support arrangement 10. The aggregation layer 60 produces
Summary NAR’s i.e., enhanced and unique network
accounting records. That is, the flow aggregation process
aggregates the records across the network devices; whereas,
individual data collectors SZa—SZg can aggregate accounting
records fiom individual data sources. Aggregation will be
described below in FIGS. 14—23.

The accounting architecture also includes a data distribu-
tor layer 70 (part of the aggregation and distribution process
17). The data distribution layer 70 provides a flexible data
distribution mediation between the flow aggregation process
50 and a user-defined application. via an application inter-
face layer 22. Data distributor layer 70 presents information
to the application interface layer 22, with a pro—defined
format, protocol and schedule that is determined by require-
ments of a user application. The data distributor layer 70 can
support push, pull and event driven data distribution models.
The application interface layer 22, is comprised of indi-
vidual application interfaces 8212—821; that are provided by
the toolkit 44. The toolkit 44 as with the network device

interfaces 42a—42g can be used to produce additional appli-
cation interfaces 82.
Exemplary Configurations

Referring now to FIG. 3, the accounting process 14 can,
in general, support any configuration. Exemplary configu‘
rations used by an Internet service provider 100, an Enter—4
prise A that host its own remote access 110, and an Enter-
prise B that uses the Internet service provider 120, areshown.

As shown in FIG. 3, for the Internet service provider, data
collectors 520~52d are distributed at specific Points of
Presence (POP), such as remote access concentrators 102
managed by the Internet service provider. The remote access
concentrators allow, a mobile user 106 or an Internet user
IV! with remote access to access an enterprise over the
Internet, via the Internet service provider. In this example
the Internet service provider arrangement 100 and the large
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configuration, the Extranet switch 122 can be owned and 
operated by an Internet service provider as shown with 
enterprise A, or it could, alternatively, be owned and oper
ated by an enterprise, as shown with enterprise B. Users 

Enterprise arrangements 110 and 120 include servers 13, 13', 
and 13" that run accounting processes 14, 14' and 14". The 
accounting processes 14, 14' and 14" each independently 
manage and collect information regarding network traffic 
usage . 5 would access the corporate network of either enterprise A or 

enterprise B, via the Internet service provider with various 
types of tunneling protocols such as I..2TP, UF, PPTP or 
IPSec, and so forth. The accounting server 13 located at the 

The Internet service provider arrangement 100 includes 
the accounting server 13 that runs the accounting process 14. 
The accounting process 14 includes a flow data collector 
layer 18 that gathers data from the service provider network 
100. The flow data collector layer 18 includes distributed, 10 

individual flow data collectors 52a-52d. The distributed, 
flow data collectors 52a-52d collect transaction specific 
details about a user's connection type and actual network 
usage. These data are converted into the NARs in the 
distributed, flow data collectors 52a-52d, as mentioned 15 
above. The NARs are aggregated over the entire system by 
the flow aggregation layer 60 (FIG. 2). 

Data is made available to the Internet service provider via 
the data distnbution layer (FIG. 2) so that the Internet 
service provider can analyze data in order to differentiate 20 

service offerings to different users. The Internet service 
provider can evaluate and use such detailed accounting data 
collected from various sources to migrate from a single flat 
rate fee business model to more flenble charging. For 
example, analysis of the data can enable the Internet service 25 

provider to develop new service options that can take into 
consideration bandwidth usage, time of day, application 
usage and so forth. In addition, Internet service providers 
can offer discounts for web hits that may exist in an Internet 
service provider cache, thereby minimizing the need to look 30 

up an address for a requested site on the Internet and can 
provide free E-mail usage while charging for other types of 
applications such as file transfer protocol and web traffic. 

The data can also be used by other applications such as 
network planning, security, auditing, simulation, flow pro- 35 
filing capacity planning and network design and so forth. 
Thus, the Internet service provider can independently moni
tor and evaluate network traffic caused by remote employees 
and mobile users, for example. 

Similarly, other instances 14', 14" of the accounting 40 

process can be used by enterprises, as also shown in FIG. 3. 
For example, an enterprise may host its own remote access, 
as shown for Enterprise A and would include a server 13' 
running an accounting process 14'.An enterprise could use 
the Internet service provider as shown for Enterprise B, and 45 

still have a server 13" running an accounting process 14". 
The accounting process 14', 14" includes an associated data 
collector that is coupled to enterprise A and enterprise B 
local area networks or other network arrangemenL In this 
model, the enterprises use data from the accounting process 50 

14', 14" for enterprise charge-back functions such as billing 
departments for Internet usage within the enterprise and so 
forth. 

service provider and also accounting servers 13', 13" within 
enterprise A and enterprise B allow each the Internet service 
provider and each of enterprises A and B to run accounting 
process 14', 14" on the servers 13', 13" to monitor and collect 
network data. 
Transaction Flow Model 

Referring now to FIG. 5, a graph 140 depiction of a very 
large scale network includes a device "A" 142 communi
cating with a device "B" 144. The graph 140 includes nodes 
(not all numbered) that can represent routers, switches, flow 
probes, etc. that have interfaces (not shown) which maintain 
statistics on information passed through the interfaces. For 
example, a switch may have a number of Ethernet ports and 
a host could be connected to one of the ports and in 
communication with one of the interfaces to transfer infor
mation over the network. The interface would have counters 
that are used to track "packet's in, "packet's out'', ''bytes in, 
bytes out", and so forth. 

In this case of the host connected to the port, or a router 
or some other device being connected to the port, there is no 
other connection that the host, router or other device is 
aware of other than the entire network. This is an example 
of a "connectless oriented" protocol. A data collector 52 can 
be disposed in the network in a path between the entities" A" 
and "B", such that the data collector 52 monitors some of the 
packets that comprise a flow between "A" and "B." As a 
single point monitor, the data collector has no concept that 
there are two ends communicating. The data collector 52 
identifies these entities "N' and "B" in various NARs 
produced by the data collector 52. At later stage in the 
processing, either in the data collector 52 or elsewhere in the 
accounting process 14 the NARs are correlated so that the 
NARs or some aggregated NAR produced by the data 
collector 52 or the rest of the accounting process 14 can be 
associated with the accountable entities "A" and "B" to thus 
identify a connection between entities "A" and The data 
collectors 52a-S2g (FIG. 2) develop a description of the 
connection. For a router, normally an address of the object 
that is connected to that interface might serve as an address. 
A switch has an IP address that can be used as the destina
tion. The actual device that is connected to the switch or 
router can be used as an accountable object. Although the 
traffic is not destined for the router, the data collector can use 
those identifiers as keys to the endpoints "A:', "B." 

In many cases, the protocol can explicitly determine 
connections. For example, the TCP/IP protocol is explicitly Different instances of the accounting process are used by 

both the Internet service provider and enterprise A and 
Enterprise B sites. The instances 14, 14", 14" of the account
ing process are independent they do not need to exchange 
accounting data. Rather, they exist as separate, independent 
accounting domains. 

55 a "connection oriented" protocol used in the Internet. When 
the data collector 52 needs to determine a connection, the 
data collector 52 can exploit the "connection oriented" 
nature of certain types of protocols such as the TCP/IP 
protocol. When the data collector 52 tracks a TCP/IP 

Referring now to FIG. 4, a similar access configuration 
100', as the configuration 100 (FIG. 3) can be used with an 
Extranet switch 122. Extranet access allows remote users to 
dial into an Internet service provider (ISP) and reach a 
corporate or branch office via an ISP. The Extranet switch 
allows Internet users access to corporate databases, mail 
servers and file servers, for example. It is an extension of the 
Internet in combination with a corporate Intranet. In this 

60 connection, the data collector 52 can detennine exactly that 
A and B are connected, when the connection starts, stops, 
and updates. With other protocols such as a "connectionless" 
protocol, and even in some complex environments such as 
a virtual private network or a proxy server, the data collector 

65 52 does not necessarily know the real endpoints. The data 
collector 52 only knows that some entity is talking to some 
other entity. 
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Enterprise arrangements 110 and 120 include servers 13, 13',
and 13" that run accounting processes 14, 14' and 14". The
accounting processes 14, 14' and 14" each independently
manage and collect information regarding network trailic
usage.

rIlre Internet service provider arrangement 100 includes
the accounting server 13 that runs the accountingprocess 14.
The accounting process 14 includes a flow data collector
layer 18 that gathers data from the service provider network
100. rIlre flow data collector layer 18 includes distributed,
individual flow data collectors 52a—52d. The distributed,
flow data collectors 52a—52d collect transaction specific
details about a user’s connection type and actual network
usage. These data are converted into the NARs in the
distributed, flow data wllectors 520—5211, as mentioned
above. The NARs are aggregated over the entire system by
the flow aggregation layer 60 (FIG. 2).

Data is made available to the Internet service provider via
the data distribution layer (FIG. 2) so that the Internet
service provider can analyze data in order to differentiate
service offerings to difierent users. The Internet service
provider can evaluate and use such detailed accounting data
collected from various sources to migrate from a single flat
rate fee business model to more flexible charging. For
example, analysis of the data can enable the Internet service
provider to develop new service options that can take into
consideration bandwidth usage, time of day, application
usage and so forth. In addition, Internet service providers
can offer discounts for web hits that may exist in an Internet
service provider cache, thereby minimizing the need to look
up an address for a requested site on the Internet and can
provide free Email usage while charging for other types of
applications such as file transfer protocol and web trafiic.

The data can also be used by other applications such as
network planning, security, auditing, simulation, flow pro-
filing capacity planning and network design and so forth.
Thus, the Internet service provider can independently moni—
tor and evaluate network traflic caused by remote employees
and mobile users, for example.

Similarly, other instances 14', 14" of the amounting
process can be used by enterprises, as also shown in FIG. 3.
For example, an enterprise may host its own remote access,
as shown for Enterprise A and would include a server 13'
running an accounting process 14'.An enterprise could use
the Internet service provider as shown for Enterprise B, and
still have a server 13" running an accounting proces 14".
The accounting process 14', 14" includes an asceiated data
collector that is coupled to enterprise A and enterprise B
local area networks or other network arrangement. In this
model, the enterprises use data from the accounting process
14', 14" for enterprise charge-back functions such as billing
departments for Internet usage within the enterprise and so
forth.

Different instances of the accounting process are used by
both the Internet service provider and enterprise A and
Enterprise B sites. The instances 14, 14", 14" of the account-
ing process are independent they do not need to exchange
accounting data. Rather, they exist as separate, independent
accounting domains.

Referring now to FIG. 4, a similar access configuration
100', as the configuration 100 (FIG. 3) can be used with an
Extranet switch 122. Extranet access allows remote users to
dial into an Internet service provider (ISP) and reach a
corporate or branch oflice via an ISP. The Extranet switch
allows Internet users access to corporate databases, mail
servers and file servers, for example. It is an extension of the
Internet in combination with a corporate Intranet. In this
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configuration, the Extranet switch 122 can be owned and
operated by an Internet service provider as shown with
enterprise A, or it could, alternatively, be owned and oper-
ated by an enterprise, as shown with enterprise B. Users
would access the corporate network of either enterprise A or
enterprise B, via the Internet service provider with various
types of tunneling protocols such as IlTP, L2F, PPTP or
IPSec, and so forth. The accounting server 13 located at the
service provider and also accounting servers 13', 13" within
enterprise A and enterprise B allow each the Internet service
provider and each of enterprises A and B to run accounting
process 14', 14" on the servers 13', 13" to monitor and collect
network data.
Transaction Flow Model

Refening now to FIG. 5, a graph 140 depiction of a very
large scale network includes a device “A” 142 communi»
eating with a device “B" 144. The graph 140 includes nodes
(not all numbered) that can represent muters, switches, flow
probes, etc. that have interfaces (not shown) which maintain
statistics on information passed through the interfaces. For
example, a switch may have a number of Ethernet ports and
a host could be connected to one of the ports and in
communication with one of the interfaces to transfer infor-
mation over the network. The interface would have counters
that are used to track “packet’s in, “packet’s out”, “bytes in,
bytes out”, and so forth.

In this case of the host connected to the port, or a router
or some other device being connected to the port, there is no
other connection that the host, router or other device is
aware of other than the entire network. This is an example
of a “connectless oriented” protocol. Adata collector 52 can
be disposed in the network in a path between the entities “A”
and “B", such that the data collector 52 monitors some of the
packets that comprise a flow between “A” and “B.” As a
single point monitor, the data collector has no concept that
there are two ends communicating. The data collector 52
identifies these entities “A" and “B” in various NARs
produced by the data collector 52. At later stage in the
processing, either in the data collector 52 or elsewhere in the
accounting process 14 the NARs are correlated so that the
NARs or some aggregated NAR produced by the data
collector 52 or the rest of the accounting process 14 can be
associated with the accountable entities “A” and “B” to thus

identify a connection between entities “A" and The data
collectors 5211—52g (FIG. 2) develop a description of the
connection. For a router, normally an address of the object
that is connected to that interface might serve as an address.
Aswitch has an IP address that can be used as the destina—
tion. The actual device that is connected to the switch or

router can be used as an accountable object. Although the
traffic is not destined for the router, the data collector can use
those identifiers as keys to the endpoints “A”, “B.”

In many cases, the protocol can explicitly determine
connections. For example, the TCP/IP protocol is explicitly
a “connection oriented” protocol used in the Internet. When
the data collector 52 needs to determine a connection, the
data collector 52 can exploit the “connection oriented"
nature of certain types of protocols such as the TCP/IP
protocol. When the data collector 52 tracks a TCP/IP
connection, the data collector 52 can determine exactly that
A and B are wnnectcd, when the connection starts, stops,
and updates. With other protocols such as a “connectionless”
protocol, and even in some complex environments such as
a virtual private network or a proxy server, the data collector
52 does not necessarily know the real endpoints. The data
collector 52 only knows that some entity is talking to some
other entity.
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Thus, the data collector 52 is a single point monitor, that 
monitors traffic at one point in the network and converts the 
traffic into a "pipe oriented" or "flow oriented" accounting 
information. The data collector 52 identifies a source and a 
destination of the traffic. That is, the data collector develops 

5 a "connection oriented tracking." By distnbuting data col
lectors 52a-52g (FIG. 2) through out the network the 
network can be modeled as pipes having two endpoints. A 
data collector can be disposed in a partial pipe. The data 
collector 52 determines that one end of the pipe refers to" A" 
and the end of the pipe tefers to "B." The data collector 52 10 
can be disposed anywhere along the network. 

The graph 140 represents the network as a directed graph, 
including partial segments. The endpoints of those partial 
segments can act as proxy entities lo the actual accountable 
objects. Once independent accounting records that relate lo 15 
these two entities A and Bare aggregaled in the accounting 
process 14, the accounting process 14 can identify thatA and 
B are connected and have particular metrics. 

Some equipment have a half pipe model that generate 

8 
produced, such as a set of"Summary NARs" 154, or another 
set of Activity NARs 156 which could be a result of further 
aggregation of the base level information, or lastly a com
bination of a set of Summary NARs and Activity NARs 158. 
The summary NAR is produced by the central aggregation 
layer 60 and can include user identifying information, pro
tocol information, connection time information, and data 
information, and so forth. 

The specifics of what can be combined and aggregated 
will described below. Thus, the accounting process 14 use of 
NARs provides the ability to combine and aggregate base 
level activity information in a flexible way to meet the 
specific needs of the end-user/application. 

TABLE 1 below corresponds to the fields that can be 
captured in a NAR. This is essentially the activity NAR. The 
NAR contains these fields, which can then be combined and 
used to form other activity NARs or summary NARs. 

independent accounting records for each half pipe. The data 
collectors can assemble full pipe information from half pipe 20 

Column Name 

information. The accounting process could be coupled to ---------------------
equipment that oives a balfpipe model for A communicating OSA_SOURCl!_TYPE U.t all of the posaible data ,ourcc, 

,,,. from which data can be collected. 
with B and a separate one for B communicating with A. The Reference to 

data collectors S2a-52g combine information from these os~URCE_TYPE TABLE. 
two half pipes into a bidirectional flow. 2S QS,\_SOURCl.!JERIAL...NUM Number which uniquely identifies 

Referring now to FIG. 6, an example of data flow 130 an OSA FDC. 
through the accounting process 14 is shown. In this example, STARl'_TIMILSEC Indicates the date and ti.me at 

which a record wu recorded. 
data flow is initiated by a user 131 making a call to a remote STARl'_TIME_USEC Microsccands component of 
access concentrator (RAC) 132. Upon receiving the call, the ~-T!MlLSEC. 
RAC 132 authenticates the user against a secure access 30 SEQUENCE_NUMBER Sequence nnmbcr ... igncd by the 
controller 134. After verification, the RAC 132 connects the soorcc of the NAR to uniquely 
user to the network 135 and sends a RADIUS Start record identify the rcconi and eDSUrC 

integrity. 
(not shown) lo the accounting process 14. The accounting USE!LNAME The user uaociatcd with the record. 
process 14 generates a RADIUS Start NAR 137a and stores EVENT Event iype of the rcconi (Le. 
the RADIUS start NAR in a database 62. At that point, the 35 start, Stop, Update). 
remote user may check e-mail, look at a web server and SESSION.JD Unique Accounting ID to make it 
transfer a file. For each transaction, the accounting process euy to match 11art and otop records. 
14 captures the IP traffic, generating a e-mail, http, and ftp SESSION_TIME Duration of the =ord in scconw<. 
network accounting tecords 137b-137d, r"""-'ctively. These Sl!SSION_TIMILUSEC Microseconds component of the 

-,,- SESS10N_11ME. 
arc stored in the database 62. Upon completion of these 

40 
SRC....ADDR Soutce addrea of the rccoro. 

transactions the user would log out of the network, al which DSL.ADDR O...tlnation address of tho rcconi 
time the RAC would send the accounting process 14 a PROI'O Protocol of the record. Reference to 

RADIUS Stop record. The accounting process 14 generates OSAJ'ROTOCOL_TYPE table. 

a RADIUS Stop NAR l37e and stores the RADIUS stop ~~~ ~:.:: ;:m..:nber. 
NAR in the database 62. All of these records reflecting the SRC_OCTETS Number of bytes tnrwnitted into 
user's transactions could be viewed and reported in flexible 45 the network by the wurce. For 

ways dependent on the needs of an end-user application. RADIUS ii equ.iVlllcnt to 
Network Accounting Records (NARs) Acct-1.oput-Octcts. 

The data collector 52 translates collected information into DSf_OCTETS Number of bytes sent out of the 
netwoi:k, to the IIOllrt:e. For 

network accounting records (NARs). A NAR includes a RADIUS is equ.iVlllcnt 1o 

header, an accounting entity identifier and metrics. The 50 Acct-Output-Octets. 
network accounting record (NAR) is a normalized data SRCJICTS Number of pacJa,ts traruamitted into 

record that contains information about a user's network the network by the ""=· For 
usage activity. RAD!US is equivalent to 

Acct-Input-Packets. 
Referring now to FIG. 7 a base level "activity" NAR that DSfJ'ICTS Number of pack$ transmitted 

includes source, destination, protocol, source port, destina- 55 out of the netwoi:k, to the source. 
lion port., byte and packet counts, etc. The base level activity For RADIUS is equivalent to 
NAR can be combined and aggregated in many different and Acct-Output-Packtts. 
flexible ways to support various accounting functions. The SRC_TOS The Type of Sc1Vi.cc ending lllBJbd 

by the source. 
NAR is an activity record corresponding to some level of osr_TOS The Type of Se!Vi.ce a,ding 
detail. Detail can vary based on the level of aggregation marked by the destination. 
being applied, in accordance with the needs of the end-user/ 60 SRC_TIL The Tone To Uve field Kt 
application. by the source and modified by the 

HG. 7 bas at one level 152 a plurality of exclusively netwotk until the Nortel flow 
probe recorded it. 

"Activity NARs'' which could correspond to a very low DSf_TIL The rune To Uve field Kl by 
level of detail, or could be the result of a prior aggregation the destination and modilied by the 
providing a higher level view of the information. Thus, FIG. 65 nctvrotk until lhc Nortel flow probe 

7 shows a collection 152 of exclusively activity NARs. From recorded it. 
base level data, additional "views" of the NAR could be 
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Thus, the data collector 52 is a single point monitor, that
monitors traffic at one point in the network and converts the
traffic into a “pipe oriented” or “flow oriented” accountinginformation. The data collector 52 identifies a source and a
destination of the trafiic. That is, the data collector develops
a “connection oriented tracking.” By distributing data col—
lectors 520—523; (FIG. 2) through out the network the
network can be modeled as pipes having two endpoints. A
data collector can be disposed in a partial pipe. The data
collector 52 determines that one end of the pipe refers to “A”
and the end of the pipe refers to “B.” The data collector 52
can be disposed anywhere along the network.

The graph 140 represents the network as a directed graph,
including partial segments. The endpoints of those partial
segments can act as proxy entities to the actual accountable
objects. Once independent accoLmting records that relate to
these two entitiesA and B are aggregated in the accounting
process 14, the accounting process 14 can identify thatA and
B are wnnected and have particular metrics.

Some equipment have a half pipe model that generate
independent accounting records for each half pipe. The data
collectors can assemble full pipe information from half pipe
information. The accounting process could be coupled to
equipment that gives a half pipe model forAeommunicating
with B and a separate one for B communicating with A. The
data collectors Slat-52g combine information from these
two half pipes into a bidirectional flow.

Referring now to FIG. 6, an example of data flow 130
through the accountingmm 14 is shown. In this example,
data flow is initiated by a user 131 making a call to a remote
am concentrator (RAC) 132. Upon receiving the call, the
RAC 132 authenticates the user against a secure access
controller 134. Afler verification, the RAC 132 connects the
user to the network 135 and sends a RADIUS Start record

(not shown) to the accounting process 14. The accounting
process 14 generatm a RADIUS Start NAR 137a and stores
the RADIUS start NAR in a database 62. At that point, the
remote user may check e—mail, look at a web server and
transfer a file. For each transaction, the accounting process
14 captures the [P traflic, generating a c—mail, http, and ftp
network accounting records 137b~137d, respectively. These
are stored in the database 62. Upon completion of than:
mentions the user would log out of the network, at which
time the RAC would send the accounting process 14 a
RADIUS Stop record. The accounting procem 14 generates
a RADIUS Stop NAR 13722 and stores the RADIUS stop
NAR in the database 62. All of these records reflecting the
user’s transactions could be viewed and reported in flexible
ways dependent on the needs of an end~user application.
Network Accounting Records (NARs)

The data collector 52 translates collected information into
network accounting records (NARs) A NAR includes a
header, an accounting entity identifier and metrics. ‘lhe
network accounting record (NAR) is a normalized data
record that contains information about a user’s network
usage activity.

Referring now to FIG. ’7 a base level “activity” NAR that
includes source, destination, protocol, source port, destina-
tion port, byte and packet counts, etc. The base level activity
NAR can be combined and aggregated in many different and
flexible ways to support various amiunting functions. The
NAR is an activity record corresponding to some level of
detail. Detail can vary based on the level of aggregation
being applied, in accordance with the needs of the end-user/
application.

FIG. 7 has at one level 152 a plurality of exclusively
“Activity NARs” which could correspond to a very low
level of detail, or could be the result of a prior aggregation
providing a higher level view of the information. Thus, FIG.
7 shows a collection 152 ofexclusively activity NARs. From
base level data, additional “views" of the NAR could be
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produced, such as a set of “Summary NARs” 154, or another
set ofActivity NARs 156 which could be a result of further
aggregation of the base level information, or lastly a com—
bination of a set of Summary NARs and Activity NARs 158.
The summary NAR is produced by the central aggregation
layer 60 and can include user identifying information, pro«
tocol information, connection time information, and data
information, and so forth.

The specifics of what can be combined and aggregated
will described below. Thus, the accounting process 14 use of
NARs provides the ability to combine and aggregate base
level activity information in a flexible way to meet the
specific needs of the end-uscr/application.

134.8115 1 below corresponds to the fields that can be
captured in a NAR. This is essentially the activity NAR. The
NAR contains these fields, which can then be combined arxi
used to form other activity NAB or summary NARs,

 

Column Nun:

OSLSOURCEJFYPE
Dump'lion

List all of the possible data sourcesfrom which data can be collected.
Reference to
OSA_SOURCE_1YPE TABIE.
Number which uniquely identifieron USA FDC.
Initiates the date and time at:
which n rcmrd wu recorded.

 

OSLSOUijERIALJQUM

S'I'AEGLMMSEC

W_TIME_USEC Microscconds component of
S'IIARILIIIMEJEC.

SEQUENCEflNUMBER Someone Inmher wiped by the
more: of the NAR to uniquely
identify the record and ensure
integrity.

USBLNAME The use: unsatisfied with the record.
EVENT Event type of the record (he.

sum, Stop, Update).
SESSIONJD Unique Accounting ID to make it

euycomanchmrt-ndetoprecords.Duration of the record in seconds.
Microenmnds component of the

SESSION_TIM‘E
SESSION_'11ME..USEC

SESIONH'I‘IME.
SRLLADDR Source address of the record
DSTJDDR Declination eddies: of the record
PROXY.) Prowl of the mid Relereuoe to

OSURO’IOCDLMTYYE table.
SRC,PORI‘ Source port mLmbcr.
DSTJOKI‘ Destimtinn part number.
SRC_OCI'E'IS Number of hytrs murmured into

the network by the wince. For
RADIUS i. eqiivnlent m
Acd—lnputvOctcts.

DSl‘wOCI'ETS Number of bytes sent out of the
network, to the source. For
moms is equivalent to
Ann-Outyxrt-Ocmu.

SRCJKI’S Number of padres transmitted into
the network by the bounce. For
RADIUS is «privalcnt to
Accblnpubl’adrcts.

DSIZJ’KI'S Ntmlher of pockets transmitted
out of the network, to the source.
For RADlUS is equivnlent to
Acct-Outpuehckm.

SRCM'IDS The Type of Service coding unlined
by the some:

DSI‘_'_IOS The Type of Service ending
marked by the destination.

SRC__'XTL The Time To Live field let
by the source and modified‘ by thenetwork until (1: Norm flow
probe recorded it.

DSILJTL The Tune To Live field set by
the (imitation and modified by the
network until the None] flow proberecorded in
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Column Name 

OSA_CAUSE 

OSA._Sf.AlUS 

ACCT_DEI.AY_TIME 

ACCT_AUTIIENTIC 

9 

-contiuued 

Description 

A number that indicates the reason 
the accounting record was gencral<:d. 
A value used to indicate the status 
of an accounting record when 
it was created 
Indicates how many seconds the 
client has been trying to send 
this record 
1Ddic:atc1 how the user was 
authenticated. 

ACCT _lERMINftJE_CAUSE Indicates how the session 
was terminated 

ACCT_MUL11.__SESS!ON_ID Unique Accounting ID to make 
it easy to link 

ACCT _llNK:.__COUNT Indicates the aiunt of linb which 
uc known to have been in a 
given multil.ink session at the time 
the aa:ounting record is generated. 

10 
ing Record Identifier 202, and optionally one or as shown a 
plurality of Network Accounting Record Attributes 
204a-204n, generally denoted as 204. The Network 
Accounting Record Identifier 202 has a set of object idea-

s tifiers that uniquely identifies the network accounting record 
within the accounting process 14. 

The Network Accounting Record Identifier 202 acts as a 
database key value that makes the NAR 200 unique within 
the entire accounting process 14. The Network Accounting 

10 Record Identifier 202 allows the NARs to be handled and 
managed using database functions such as database integrity 
analysis and reliability analysis. The Network Accounting 
Record Identifier 202 also gives the accounting process 14 
the ability to track the source of NARs and to build mecha-

15 nisms such that the accounting process 14 can maintain 
identity of tbe origination of NARs throughout the system 
10. 

The plurality of Network Accounting Record Attributes 
204a-204n provide metrics for the NAR 200. The Network 

20 Accounting Record Attnbutes 204a-204n capture specific 
The summary NAR and activity NAR bave a one-to-many information contained in data from network devices. Dif-

relationship. That is, while there can be a single summary ferentiating between the entity identifier 202 and the metric 
NAR for a particular user over a particular call tbat will 204 allows the accounting process 14 to perform logical and 
contain information about the sum of usage of network arithmetical operations on metrics 204 while leaving the 
resources over the duration of the call. there can be many 25 accounting identifier intact 202. The accounting identifier 
activity NARs. The activity NARs capture details about the 202 can be enhanced unlike the metrics. 
actual activity and applications being used during the call. The data collectors 52a-52g (FIG. 2) arc oriented around 
The summary NAR, therefore, depicts the total expense of the process of filling in the NAR. The metrics arc left 
the transaction or a set of transactions on a network. untouched by the data collector and are passed transparently 
whereas, the activity NARs depict expenses of a transaction 30 into the accounting process flow aggregation process 60. 
at any point in time. The summary NAR is generated in the The data collectors 52a-52g assign the accountiug entity 
flow aggregation process 60, as will be described below. In identifiers 202 to the metrics e.g., a source and a destination 
essence, the summary NAR is generated from individual identifier to the metric. In the example of a router link, the 
activity NARs conelated in the data collectors 52a-52g, as metrics that the router interface provides are in the form of 
will be descnbed below. 35 "information in" and "information out" e.g., octets in, octets 

A NAR is a member of a generic data message set that is out, bytes in, bytes out datagrams in, datagrams out. faults 
used to transport data, such as network accounting data, in, faults out, and so forth. The data collectors 52a-52g 
through the accounting process 14. These system data mes- determine what "in" and "out" means and assigns the unique 
sages include "Status Event", "Maintenance Event", "Trace identifier that is unambiguous relative to the determined 
Event", "Network Accounting Record". Accounting process -40 meaning of "in" and "out." Once a data collector 52 has 
14 messages share a common MSG__HDR structure that is established this convention, the convention is used through-
used to discriminate between the four types of accounting out the system 10. 
process 14 messages. The Message Header (MSG__HDR) Thus, the NAR Identifier 202 provides database con-
includes Message Type, an Message Event and Cause, and structs to a NAR, whereas, the plurality of Network 
Message Length. 45 Accounting RecordAttnbutes 204a-204n provide the actual 
Network Accounting Record Data Structures metrics used for network activity reporting and network 

As will be dcscnbed below, the NAR is unique within the accounting. 
accounting process 14. The NAR has a NAR. _ _ID that As shown in FIG. SB, the Network Accounting Record 
specifics an accounting process component ID. The compo- Identifier 202 (NAR_ID) is a set of objects within the NAR 
neat ID specifies the data collector assigned to a particular so that uniquely identifies the NAR throughout the accounting 
network device that produced the NAR. The component ID process 14. The NAR_ID 202 is designed to support a 
e.g., NAR_SRC_JD 203a (FIG. SB below) is allocated at number of properties of a NAR including flexibility, 
the time that the component is produced. The NAR_ID also accountability, reliability and uniqueness. In order to pro-
includes a time stamp at the second and microsecond level vide these properties, the NAR_ID 202 is divided into 
so tbat the accounting process 14 can discriminate between 55 objects designed to specifically provide these properties. 
multiple NARs generated by a particular component. A Flexibility is supported through a NAR_HDR 203 section 
sequence number, e.g., 32 bits is also used to differentiate of the NAR_ID. Accountability is attained in the NAR 
NARs from the same accounting process component that through explicit identification of the source of the NAR by 
may have the same tiroe stamp. The sequence number e.g., a component identification NAR.._SRC_JD 203a. The 
NAR_SEQ_NUM 203c (FIG. SB) is preferably a mono- 60 source tiroe is maintained in a NAR.._SRC_TIME 203b. 
tonically increasing number starting from, e.g., 1. As long as Reliability is supported, as described above, through the use 
the component is functioning, and producing NARs, the of a NAR sequence number (NAR._SEQ__NUM) 203c, 
component provides a new sequence number to a new NAR. which is designed to enable traditional database integrity 

Referring now to FIGS. SA-SC, a Network Accounting mechanisms. 
Record (NAR) data structure 200 is shown. 65 The NAR_ID 202 is used to provide uniqueness for each 

As shown in FIG. SA. the NAR data structure 200 NAR. The responsibility for guaranteeing the uniqueness of 
includes two basic accountiug objects, a Network Account- each NAR is handled by every accounting process compo-
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-continued 

Column Name Description 
OSA_CAUSE A number that indium the reason

the accounting record was generated.OSLSI‘A'IUS Avalue used to indirate the shtus
of an accounting record whenit was created
Indicates how many seconds the
client has been trying to sendthis record
Indiater how the user was
authentirzrcd.
Indicates how the session
was terminated

ACCT_DEIAY_TEME

ACCI‘__AU'TEHENTIC

ACCI‘_TERMINATE_CAUSE

ACCI‘_MULTI._SESS[0N_ID Unique Accounting ID to make
it my to linkACCI‘JNLCOUNT Indiatea the count of [in]: which
are known to have been in a
given mnltilink session at the time
the amounting record is generated.

The summary NAR and activity NAR have a one—to-many
relationship. That is, while there can be a single summary
NAR for a particular user over a particular call that will
contain information about the sum of usage of network
resources over the duration of the call, there can be many
activity NARs. The activity NARs capture details about the
actual activity and applications being used during the call.
The summary NAR, therefore, depicts the total expense of
the transaction or a set of transactions on a network,
whereas, the activity NARs depict expenses of a transaction
at any point in time. The summary NAR is generated in the
flow aggregation process 60, as will be described below. In
essence, the summary NAR is generated from individual
activity NARs correlated in the data collectors 52a—52g, as
will be described below.

A NAR is a member of a generic data message set that is
used to transport data, such as network accounting data,
through the accounting process 14. These system data mes-
sages include “Status Event”, “Maintenance Event”, "Trace
Event”, “Network Accounting Record”. Awounting process
14 mesages share a common MSG_J-IDR structure that is
used to discriminate between the four types of accounting
process 14 messages The Message Header (MSG_HDR)
includes Mesagc Type, an Message Event and Cause, and
Message Length.
Network Accounting Record Data Structures

As will be described below, the NAR is unique within the
accounting process 14. The NAR has a NAILID that
specifies an accounting proccs component ID. The compo-
nent ID specifies the data collector assigned to a particular
network device that produced the NAR. The component ID
e.g., NAR_SRC_ID 203a (FIG. 8B below) is allocated at
the time that the component isproduced. The NAR_ID also
includes a time stamp at the second and microsecond level
so that the accounting process 14 can discriminate between
multiple NARs generated by a particular component. A
sequence number, e.g., 32 bits is also used to difierentiate
NARs from the same accounting process component that
may have the same time stamp. The sequence number e.g.,
NAR_SEQ_NUM 2036 (FIG. 8B) is preferably a mono-
tonically increasing number starting from, e.g., 1. As long as
the component is functioning, and producing NARs, the
component provides a new sequence number to a new NAR.

Refening now to FIGS. 8A—8C, a Network Accounting
Record (NAR) data structure 200 is shown.

As shown in FIG. 8A, the NAR data structure 200
includes two basic accounting objects, a Network Account-
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ing Record Identifier 202, and optionally one or as shown a
plurality of Network Accounting Record Attributes
204a—204n, generally denoted as 204. The Network
Accounting Record Identifier 202 has a set of object iden~
tifiers that uniquely identifies the network accormting record
within the accounting process 14.

The Network Accounting Record Identifier 202 acts as a
database key value that makes the NAR 200 unique within
the entire accounting 1110065 14. The Network Accounting
Record Identifier 202 allows the NARs to be handled and
managed using database functions such as database integrity
analysis and reliability analysis. The Network Accounting
Record Identifier 202 also gives the accounting prom 14
the ability to track the source of NARs and to build mecha-
nisms such that the accounting process 14 can maintain
identity of the origination of NARs throughout the system
10.

The plurality of Network Accounting Record Attributes
204a—204n provide metrics for the NAR 200. The Network
Accounting Record Attributes 204a—204n capture specific
information contained in data from network devices. Dif—

ferentiating between the entity identifier 202 and the metric
204 allows the accounting process 14 to perform logical and
arithmetical operations on metrics 204 while leaving the
accounting identifier intact 202. The accounting identifier
202 can be enhanced unlike the metrics.

The data collectors 52a—52g (FIG. 2) are oriented around
the process of filling in the NAR, The metrim are left
untouched by the data collector and are passed transparently
into the accounting prom flow aggregation process 60.
The data collectors 520—52g assign the accounting entity
identifiers 202 to the metrics e.g., a source and a destination
identifier to the metric. In the example of a router link, the
metrics that the router interface provides are in the form of
“information in” and “information out” e.g., octets in, octets
out1 bytes in, bytes out datagrams in, datagrams out, faults
in, faults out, and so forth. The data collectors 52a—52g
determine what “in” and “out” means and assigns the unique
identifier that is unambiguous relative to the determined
meaning of “in” and “out.” Once a data collector 52 has
established this convention, the convention is used through-
out the system 10.

Thus, the NAR Identifier 202 provides database con-
structs to a NAR, whereas, the plurality of Network
Accounting Record Attributes 2040—20411 provide the actual
metrics used for network activity reporting and network
amounting.

As shown in FIG. SB, the Network Accounting Record
Identifier 202 (NAR__ID) is a set of objects within the NAR
that uniquely identifies the NAR throughout the accounting
process 14. The NAR_ID 202 is designed to support a
number of properties of a NAR including flexibility,
accountability, reliability and uniquenes. In order to pro-
vide these properties, the NAR__[D 202 is divided into
objects designed to specifically provide these properties.
Flexrbility is supported through a NAR_HDR 203 section
of the NAR__]D. Accountability is attained in the NAR
through explicit identification of the source of the NAR by
a component identification NAILSRCJD 203a. The
source time is maintained in a NALSRC_TIME 20311.
Reliability is supported, as described above, through the use
of a NAR sequence number (NAR_SEQ_NUM) 2th,
which is designed to enable traditional database integrity
mechanisms.

The NAR_]D 202 is used to provide uniquenms for each
NAR. The responsrbility for guaranteeing the uniqueness of
each NAR is handled by every accounting process compo~
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neat that has the ability to originate/source network account- There are five types of Network Accounting Record 
ing records. This responsibility requires that each account- Attributes that are supported in the NAR. The five attributes 
ing process component have the ability to unambiguously are Accounting Time Interval (ACCT_TIME) (FIG. 10); 
identify itself in each NAR that it produces. Thus, NAR type Accounting Entity Identifier (ACCT_ENTITY _ID), 
identifier, NAR_TYPE, is comprised of the source compo- s (F1GS. llA-llE); Accountable Entity Descriptor (ACCT_ 
neat identifier, NAR_SRC_ID, the NAR source time, ENTITY_Desc); Network Activity Metrics (NET_ 
NAR_SRC_TIME, and the NAR sequence number, METRICS)(FIG. 12); and two Transparent Attnbutes 
NAR_SEQ_NUM. These three data objects act as a data- (TRANS__ATI'R)(FIGS. 13A-13B). As necessary, addi-
base key for a particular network activity record, ensuring tioaal NAR_.KITRIBUTES can be supported. For example, 
the uniqueness of the NAR throughout the entire system. a NAR_ATIRIBUTE type could also include Security 

The NAR._SEQ_NUM can have several purposes. One IO 
way that the NAR_SEQ __ NUM can be used is as a dis- Attributes for accounting data to protect against uaautho-
criminator when two NARs are produced at the same time. rized introduction or modification of accounting informa-
A second way that the NAR_SEQ_NUM is used is as a lion. 
monotonically increasing index to ensure database integrity. Referring now to FIG. 10, an Accounting Tune Interval 
Because the NAR_ID is unique, it should be considered as IS record includes a value "seconds" and a value "micro 
an allocated value. A NAR_ID is allocated at NAR origi- second". The values of "seconds" and "micro seconds" 
nation. together represent a time stamp of network activity for the 

If a component creates or modifies the contents of an NAR, as discussed above. When derived from an absolute 
existing NAR, as for example when aggregating two NARs time value that represents the end of the accounting time 
together, the component originates the NAR.JD. This pro- 20 interval, the Accounting Time Interval is the duration, as 
vides an opportunity for the accounting process 14 to have calculated using the Accounting Time Interval as the starting 
explicit internal integrity mechanisms that can account for time value. All Network Accounting Records can have an 
any network accounting record that is processed by the Accounting Tnne Interval attribute. 
accounting process 14. Referring now to FIGS. lJA...llE, Accountable Entity 

The NAR Source Identifier NAR_SRCJD 203a 25 Identifier data structures are shown. The Accountable Entity 
includes a source type 2fY/a and a Source Serial Number Identifiers are a collection of entity description attnbutes 
2fY1b. The serial number 2fY1b is an administratively allo- that together identify an accountable entity in the accouniiiig 
cated value e.g., 24-bits that uniquely identifies the NAR process 14. The accounting entity identification mechanism 
source type throughout the accounting process 14. The facilitates flexible NAR aggregation properties of the 
source serial number 2fY7b should be unique within the 30 accounting process 14. The ACCT_ENTITY_ID is the 
specific accounting domain. description of an accounting object within the accounting 

The (NAR_SEQ__NUM) 203c is a monotonically process 14. There can be one or more ACCT_ENTITY_ 
increasing, e.g., unsigned 32-bit integer that acts as a IDs in a given NAR, but there must be at least one ACCT_ 
sequence number for NARs that originate from a particular ENTITY JD in an Network Accounting Record. The actual 
NAR source. Because the value of the NAR_SEQ_NUM 35 accountable object is defined by the entire collection of 
can "wrap around", the combined 64-bitvalue NAR._8RC_ ACCf_ENTITYJDs that are included in the NAR. 
ID and NAR......SEQ_NUM are unique only over a specified In transaction based accounting, a network accounting 
time period. · record will contain two ACCT_ENTITY_IDs, representing 

Referring now to FIGS. 9A-9B, exemplary formats for the source and the destination entities that are involved in the 
Network Accounting Record Attributes 204 are shown. 40 network transaction. For traditional flow based accounting, 
There are two variatinns on a single ~U1E these would normally be the two network addresses that are 
format that can be used. As shown in FIG. 9A, a standard involved in the flow. Qualifiers are available in the ACCT_ 
NAR_ATTRIBUTE format 206a includes header fields ENTITY JD objects to indicate which ID is the source and 
NAR_ATrR type, NAR_ATrR Code, NAR_ATrR which is the destination of the network transaction. 
Qualifier, and NAR__.A1TR Length and a "value field." In 45 In direct support of flow based accounting data sources, 
order to conserve the size of accounting infurmation, when the accounting process 14 supports a specific IP flow 
the size of the value of the NAR_.KITRIBUIE is a byte i.e., descriptor. This is the traditional IP 5-Luple flow description. 
8-bits, as indicated in the NAR-ATIR Qualifier field, the The accounting process 14 could also support a 6-Luple flow 
format 206b of the NAR_AlTRIBUTE can be as shown in descriptor that includes a type of service (TOS) indicator in 
FIG. 9B, including fields NAR__.A1TR type, NAR_ATIR so the flow designator. This allows for Class of Service dis-
Code and an 8-bit NAR_value field. tinction in the accounting model. 

Each supported object is assigned an NAR__ATI'R Code. For network activity data sources that do not have a 
Through the NAR......ATTR Code, the accounting process 14 transaction accounting model, there may only be a siogle 
can distinguish the semantics of a particular NAR ACCT_ENTIIYJD present in the accounting record. 
AlTRIBUTE. Although NAR......ATTR Codes are specific to ss Qualifiers for the ACCT_ENTITYJD are available to 
the NAR_ATIR Type, the NAR_ATIR Code assignments indicate if the single object is the source, destination, or 
can be unique to aid in implementation. Values can be both, for the accounting metrics that will be included. The 
assigned to provide some explicit hierarchical structure. types of entities include User Identifiers and Network Entity 
Each NA.R_AlTR bas an 8-bit NAR.__ATI'R Qualifier that Identifiers. The network identifiers can include IP Address, 
provides typing information for the NA.R_AlTR. The 60 Flow Description, and Network Object ID. Other types of 
NAR_ATIR Qualifier is used because some supported accounting entities can be provided. 
objects can be represented using several different types. The actual accountable entities for a specific network 
Counters, for instance can be 32-bit as well as 64-bit, in the accounting record are specified in the complete set of 
case of aggregated objects. Network identifiers may use ACCT_ENTITY_ID(s) that are present in the NAR. 
numeric indexes, or strings as labels. The NAR.__ATTR field 65 Operations that can be applied to NARs, specifically 
specifies the length of the NAR attribute including the aggregation, can influence how ACCT_ENTITYJDs are 
NAR_ATIR header. used in NARs. Each accountable entity identifier that is 
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heat that has the ability to originate/source network account-
ing records. This responsrlfility requires that each account-
ing process component have the ability to unambiguously
identify itselfin each NAR that it produces. Thus, NAR type
identifier, NARHTYPE, is comprised of the source compo—
nent identifier, NAR_§RC_ID, the NAR source time,
NARfiSRCJI'IME, and the NAR sequence number,
NAR_SEQ_NUM. These three data objects act as a data—
base key for a particular network activity record. ensuring
the uniqueness of the NAR throughout the entire system.

The NAR_SEQ_NUM can have several purposes One
way that the NAR_SEQMNUM can be used is as a dis-
criminator when two NARs are produced at the same time.
A second way that the NARMSELNUM is used is as a
monotonically increasing index to ensure database integrity.
Because the NAR_ID is unique, it should be considered as
an allocated value. A NAR_ID is allocated at NAR origi-
nation,

If a component creates or modifies the contents of an
existing NAR, as for example when aggregating two NARS
together, the component originates the NAR_,ID. This pro-
vides an opportunity for the accounting procem 14 to have
explicit internal integrity mechanisms that can account for
any network accounting record that is pnxxssed by the
accounting process 14.

The NAR Source Identifier NAR_SRC,,ID 203::
includes a source type 2075 and a Source Serial Number
200b, The serial number 207b is an administratively allo-
cated value e.g., 24—bits that uniquely identifies the NAR
source type throughout the accounting process 14. The
source serial number 207?; should be unique within the
specific accounting domain.

The (NAIL ,SEOJUM) 203a is a monotonically
increasing, e.g., unsigned 32nbit integer that acts as a
sequence number for NARs that originate from a particular
NAR source. Because the value of the NAR__SEQWNUM
can “wrap armmd”, the combined 64-bit value NAR_SRCw
ID and NAIL_SEQ_NUM are unique only over a specified
time period. ’

Referring now to FIGS. 9A~9B, exemplary formats for
Network Accounting Record Attributes 20% are shown.
There are two variations on a single MUTE
format that can be used. As shown in FIG. 9A, a standard
NARWUTE format 206“ includfi header fielck
NARWATTR type, NAR_ATTR Code, NAR_ATI'R
Qualifier, and NARJX’ITR Length and a “value field.” In
order to conserve the size of accounting information, when
the sin of. the value of the NAR_A'ITRIBUTE is a byte i.e.,
8~bits, as indicated in the NARoM'IR Qualifier field, the
format 2061) of the NAR___ATI'RIBUTE can he as shown in
FIG. 93, including fields NARMA'ITR type, NARfiA'lTR
Code and an 8~bit NAR_value field.

Each supported object is assigned an NAR_ATI'R Code.
Through the NW Code, the accounting process 14
can distinguish the semantics of a particular NAR
A'I'I'RIBUTB. Although NAILA'I'I'R Codes are specific to
the NAR_A'I'I'R Type, the NARWA'I'IR Code assignments
can be unique to aid in implementation. Values can be
assigned to provide some explicit hierarchical structure.
Each NAR_ATTR has an 8—bit MAW Qualifier that
provides typing information for the NAIL, KITR. The
NW Qualifier is used because some supported
objects can be represented using several different types.
Counters, for instance can he 32-bit as well as 64-bit, in the
case of aggregated objects Network identifiers may use
numeric indexes, or strings as labels. The NAR__AII‘IR field
specifies the length of the NAR attribute including the
NARWATI'R header.
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There are five types of Network Accounting Record
Attributes that are supported in the NAR. The five attributes
are Acwunting Time Interval (ACCI‘_'I‘IME) (FIG. 10);
Accounting Entity Identifier (ACCI'__ENTITYMID),
(FIGS. BAwllE); Accountable Entity Descriptor (ACCTM
ENTITY_Desc); Network Activity Metrics (NETW
METRICSXFIG. 12); and two Transparent Attributes
(TRANSJXI'I'RXFIGS. 13A—13B). As necessary, addi-
tional NAR_ATI'RIBUTES can be supported. For example,
a NARmm‘E type could also include Security
Attributes for accounting data to protect against unautho-
rized introduction or modification of accounting informa-tion.

Referring now to FIG. 10, an Accounting Time Interval
record includes a value “seconds” and a value “micro
secon ”. The values of “seconds” and “micro seconds”

together represent a time stamp of network activity for the
NAR, as discussed above. When derived from an absolute
time value that represerm the end of the accounting time
interval, the Accounting Time Interval is the duration, as
calculated using the Accounting Time Interval as the starting
time value. All Network Accounting Records can have an
Accounting Time Interval attribute.

Referring now to FIGS. IDA-11E, Accountable Entity
Identifier data structures are shown. The Accountable Entity
Identifiers are a collection of entig description attributes
that together identify an accountable entity in theam
process 14. The accounting entity identification mechanism
facilitates flexible NAR aggregation properties of the
accounting process 14, The ACCI;BNTITY‘H) is the
description of an accounting object within the accounting
process 14. There can be one or more ACCI‘_ENTITYW
IDs in a given NAR, but there must be at least one ACCT_
ENTITY_ID in an Network Accounting Record. The actual
accountable object is defined by the entire collection of
ACCIJN’I’I’I‘Yfis that are included in the NAR.

In transaction based muting, a network accounting
record will contain two ACCI‘flEN'ITI‘YWIDs, representing
the source and the destination entities that are involved in the
network transaction. For traditional flow based accounting,
these would normally be the two network addresses that are
involved in the flow. Qualifiers are available in the ACCI_
ENTITYJD objects to indicate which ID is the source and
which is the destination of the network transaction.

In direct support of flow based accounting data mirrors,
the accounting process 14 supports a specific 1? flow
descriptor. This is the traditional [1‘ S-tuple flow description.
The amounting process 14 could also support a 6-tuple flow
descriptor that includes a type of service (TOS) indicator in
the flow designator, This allows for Class of Service dis-
tinction in the amounting model.

For network activity data sources that do not have a
transaction accounting model, there may only be a single
ACCTWEN'ITI‘YJD present in the accounting record.
Qualifiers for the ACCI‘_EN’ITI'Y__ID are available to
indicate if the single object is the source, destination, or
both, for the accounting metrics that will be included. The
types of entities include User Identifiers and Network Entity
Identifiers. The network identifiers can include IP Address,
Flow Demiption, and Network Object 11). Other types of
amounting entities can be provided.

The actual accountable entities for a specific network
accounting record are speCifiCd in the complete set of
ACCTJN'I‘ITY_ID(S) that are present in the NAR.
Operations that can be applied to NARs, specifically
aggregation, can influence how ACCI‘WENTI'I‘Yfi are
used in NARs. Each accountable entity identifier that is
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present adds refinement to the definition of what accountable are populated from transport and network layer of IP packets 
entity the metrics actually apply to, whereas each ACCT_ via flow probe. The NAR_FLOW _J)ESC NAR_KCTR 
ENTITY.J)ESC further refines the description of the Qualifier provides for Role designation, indicating whether 
accountable entity. the object referenced is acting as a source, destination, both 

Referring now to F1G. llA, a NAR_USERNAME is a s or undeterminable within the system. These bits are set when 
specific type of NAR_USERID data structure. A system the Role can be determined without ambiguity. 
string type "Usemame" 222 can represents a real account- Therefore the Network Accounting Activity Records are 
able user within the accounting process 14. The NAR_ fundamentally bindings between an accountable entity and a 
USERNAME data structure 220 is used to transmit the set of metrics that can be associated with tha.t entity over a 
string. The semantics can be applied when the string "User- 10 specified period of time. The NARs provide flexibility in 
name" 222 is supplied by RADIUS or from DCHP man- defining, or specifying, the accountable entity. This level of 
agement systems. The NAR_USERNAME data structure flenbility is required because in network accounting, an 
220 includes a NAR_USERNAME NAR_KCTR Qualifier accountable entity could potentially refer to objects that are 
that provides for Role designation, indicating whether the either physical or logical, singular or members of 
object referenced is acting as a souree, destination, both or 15 collections, or geographically or topologically constrained, 
undeterminable within the system. The NAR_KfTR Quall- such as network numbers or autonomous system numbers. 
lier bits are set when the Role can be determined without A set of accountable entities includes Usemame and 
ambiguity. Network Object Identifiers. There can be additional descrip-

Referring now to F1G. llB, a NAR_USEILJD data live information available within network activity repods 
structure 230 is the general type for identifying an account- 20 and within networking components that could be used to 
able user. The accounting process 14 can use any available further describe accountable entities. These entity attribute 
object type to represent the NAR_USEILJD value 232. descriptors can be used in the accounting process 14 to 
The NAR_USER_ID value 232 will be a system est.ab- provide additional f!enbility in how network activity infor-
lished SI'RING type ora user index as generally supplied by mation is reported and tallied. Support for entity descrip-
a database system. The semantics of the NAR_USER_ID 25 lions can include object support for: 
value 232 are consistent within the accounting process 14, F1ow Descriptors 
and can be consistent outside of tbe accounting process 14. Flow Protocol Descriptors 

Referring now to F1G. lC, a NAR_IP_.,ADDRESS data F1ow Transport Port Descriptors 
structure 240 is shown and which is the general network Authentication Descriptors 
component identifier for an IP enterprise netwodc. NAR_ 30 NAS Descriptors 
IP _,ADDRESS data structure 240 includes a IP Address 242 
that is usnally unique within the accountable domain, and Aggregate Descriptors 
thus can be usable as an accoUDting process 14 identifier. Class Identifiers 
Within the accounting process 14, the occurrence of this Session Identifiers 
record implies that the address is unique within the account- 35 Multi-Session Identifiex:s 

VI.AN Identifiers 
ing realm. NAR_JP _ADDRESS type includes a NAR_ EL.AN Identifiers 
IP_.,ADDRESS NAR_AITR Qualifier. The NAR_IP_ 
ADDRESS NAR_ATTR Qualifier provides for Role Group Identifiers 
designation, indicating whether the object referenced is Access Identifiers 
acting as a source, destination, both or undeterminable 40 Source and Destination Ethernet Addresses 
within the system. These bits are set when the Role can be Ingress and Egress Tunnel Ids 
determined without ambiguity. Ingress and Egress Port Numbers 

Referring now to F1G. llD, a NAR.__NE1WORIL.ID ATM Virtual Circuit VPI/Va 
type data structure 250 is shown. The NAR_NE1WORK._ Calling and Called Station Ids 
ID data structure 250 includes a NE1WORIL.ID value 252 45 F1ow Status Descriptors 
is a general type used for identifying a networ:k component Class of Service Identifiers 
when a network address is inappropriate. The accounting Quality of Service Identifiers 
process 14 can use any available object type to represent the Traffic Path Identifiers 
NAR_NE1WORK_ID, but it is assumed that this value 
will be an accounting process 14 established SI'RING type, 50 Accounting TUDe lntexval 
(e.g., a Media Access Control (MAC) address that is pre- Accountable Network Activity Metrics 
defined in Network interface cards), object type or a number Source and Destination Datagrams 
index that cannot be associated with a network address. The Source and Destination Octets 
semantics of the NAR_NE1WORK_ID is consistent Extended Network Activity Attnbutes 
within the accounting process 14, and can be consistent 5S Networ:k F1ow Control Indications 
outside the accounting process 14. A NAR_NE1WORL Host Flow Control Indications 
ID NAR_AITR Qualifier provides for Role designation, Traffic Burst Descriptors 
indicating whether the object referenced is acting as a Referring now to F1G. 12, a NET__METRlC data struc-
source, destination, both or undeterminable within the sys- ture 270 is sbown. A NET__METRlC data structure 270 to 
tem. These bits are set when the Role can be determined 60 support a coUllt is shown in FIG. 14. The NET ..... ME'IRIC 
without ambiguity. data structure 270 is used to bold basic accounting values 

Referring now to FIG. IE, a NAILFLOW_DESC data that can be tallied within the accounting process 14. The 
structure 260 is the general type for reporting on flow based NET_METRlC data structure 270 can support lime, octets, 
network activity. The NAR.....FLOW _DESC is a composite datagram, counts and cells, circuits, tunnels and so forth. 
data structure 260 including a IP Source Address 262, IP 6S Referring now to F1GS. 13A and 13B, two basic trans-
Destination Address 263, Transport Protocol 264, Type of parent objects TRANS_AITR objects are shown; UNDE-
Sexvice 265, Source Port 266 and Destination Port 267 that F1NED 280 and RADIUS 290. New TRANS_JITIR object 
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present adds refinement to the definition of what accountable
entity the metrics actually apply to, whereas each ACCT“
ENTITY_DESC further refines the description of the
accountable entity.

Referring now to FIG. 11A, a NAR_USERNAME is a
specific type of NARMUSERJD data structure. A system
string type “Username” 222 can represents a real account-
able user within the accounting process 14. The NAIL“
USERNAME data structure 220 is used to transmit the

string. The semantics can he applied when the string “User-
name” 222 is supplied by RADIUS or from DCHP man-
agement systems. The NAR_USERNAME data structure
220 includes a NAR_USERNAME NALAITR Qualifier
that provides for Role designation, indicating whether the
object referenced is acting as a source, destination, both or
undeterminable within the system. The NAR_A'I'I‘R Quali-
fier bits are set when the Role can be determined without
ambiguity.

Referring now to FIG. LIB, a NAR.USER_ID data
structure 230 is the general type for identifying an account—
able user. The accounting process 14 can use any available
object type to represent the NAR_USER,[D value 232.
The NAR__USER_ID value 232 wifl be a system estab-
lished STRING type or a user index as generally supplied by
a database system. 'Ihe semantics of the NAR_USER,_[D
value 232 are consistent within the accounting process 14,
and can be consistent outside of the amounting process 14.

Referring now to FIG. 1C, a NAR_IP_ADDRESS data
structure 240 is shown and which is the gencml network
component identifier for an IZP enterprise network. NAR_
IP~ADDRESS data structure 240 includes a IPAddre$ 242
that is usually unique within the accountable domain, and
thus can be usable as an acmtmting primes 14 identifier,
Within the accounting process 14, the occurrence of this
record implies that the address is unique within the acct-nub
ing realm. NARJPWADDRESS type includes a NAR_
IlLADDRESS NAP.“ Qualifier. The NARfilPH
ADDRESS NARM Qualifier provides for Role
designation, indicating whether the object referenced is
acting as a source, destination, both or undeterminable
within the system. These bits are set when the Role can be
determined without ambiguity.

Referring now to FIG. 111), a NMWOM
type data structure 250 is shown. The NAR_NE'I'WORK._
ID data structure 250 includes a NETWORK. ,ID value 252
is a general type used for identifying a network component
when a network address is inappropriate. The accounting
process 14 can use any available object type to represent the
NARWNETWORILJD, but it is assumed that this value
will be an nominating process 14 established STRING type,
(c.g., a Media Access Control (MAC) address that is pre-
defined in Network interface cards), object type or a number
index that cannot be associated with a network address. The
semantics of the NAR~NETWORK__[D is consistent
within the accounting process 14, and can be wnsistent
outside the accounting process 14. ANAR_NETWORK_
ID NARnMTR Qualifier provides for Role designation,
indicating Whether the object referenced is acting as a
source, destination, both or undeterminable within the sys-
tem. These bits are set when the Role can be determined
without ambiguity.

Referring now to FIG. 113, a NAR_FLOW_ .DESC data
structure 260 is the general type for reporting on flow based
network activity. The NARJLOWJESC is a composite
data structure 260 including a I? Source Address 262, 11'
Destination Address 263, Transport Protocol 264, Type of
Service 265, Source Port 266 and Destination Port 267 that
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are populated from tramport and network layer of IP packets
via flow probe. The NARKFLOWJESC NARfiA'I'I‘R
Qualifier provides for Role designation, indicating whether
the object referenced is acting as a source, destination, both
or undeterminable within the system. These bits are setwhen
the Role can be determined without ambiguity.

Therefore the Network Accounting Activity Records are
fundamentally bindings between an accountable entity and a
set of metrics that can be associated with that entity over a
specified period of time. The NARs provide flexibility in
defining, or specifying, the accountable entity. This level of
flexibility is required because in network acooundng, an
accountable entity could potentially refer to objects that are
either physical or logical, singular or members of
collections, or geographically or topologically constrained,
such as network numbers or autonomous system numbers.

A set of accountable entities includm Uscmame and
Network Object Identifiers. There can be additional descrip-
tive information available within network activity reports
and within networking components that could be used to
further describe accountable entities These entity attribute
descriptors can be used in the accounting process 14 to
provide additional flexibility in how network activity infor-
mation is reported and tallied. Support for entity descrip-
tions can include object support for:

Flow Descriptors
Flow Protocol Descriptors
Flow Transport Port Descriptors

Authentication Descriptors
NAS Descriptors

Aggregate Descriptors
Class Identifiers
Session Identifiers
Mum-Session Identifiers
VLAN Identifiers
ELAN Identifiers
Group Identifiers

Acms Identifiers
Source and Destination Ethernet Addresses
Ingrem and Egress Tunnel Ids
Ingres and Egress Port Numbers

ATM Virtual Circuit VPWCI
Calling and Called Station Ids

Flow Status Descriptors
Class of Service Identifiers

Quality of Service Identifiers
Traffic Path Identifiers

Accounting Time Interval
Accountable Network Activity Metrics

Source and Destination Datagrams
Source and Destination Octets

Extended Network Activity Attributes
Network Flow Control Indications
Host Flow Control Indications
Traffic Burst Descriptors

Referring now to FIG. 12, a NETNTRIC data struc-
ture 270 is shown. A NETM’IRIC data structure 270 to

support a count is shown in FIG. 14. The NET,_,ME'I‘RIC
data structure 27!} is used to hold basin accounting values
that can be tallied within the emulating process 14. The
NETwMETRIC data structure 2'70 can support time, octets,
datagram, counts and cells, circuits, tunnels and so forth.

Referring now to FIGS. 33A and 1313, two basic trans»
parent objects TRANSM objects are shown; UNDE.
FINED 280 and RADIUS 290. New TRANS_AIITR object
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types can be defined as needed. These are objects that a user 
may want to send through the accounting process 14, that are 
customer specific, or proprietary in namre. The accounting 
process 14 allows for object transparency, i.e., an object that 
the system does not act on or modify. Thus, the contents of 5 
transparent attnbutes arc undefined with respect to the 
accounting system. They are passed through, unmodified. 
Flow Data Collector 

Refening to FIG. 14, a flow data collector system 300 for 
supporting the fl.ow data collector ("FDC") 52 (from FIG. 2) 

10 is shown. The flow data collector system 300 includes a 
processor 302 coupled to a memory 304. In this 
embodiment, the FDC is a process stored in the memory 304 
and executed by the processor 302. The FDC 52 includes 
several NAR processing components or processes. These 
processes include a NAR constructor 306 for converting 15 
data gathered by the equipment interface (El) 16 (shown in 
dashed lines) from a network device or technology 
("network entity'')into NAR format. Recall that each equip
ment interface 42a-42g is associated with an flow data 
collector. Thus, the combination of a equipment interface 20 

and a fl.ow data collector support a particular device or 
technology and collects data from the particular device or 
technology using a pre-defined format, schedule and proto
col specific to that device/technology. The NAR processes 
further include a correlator 308, an enhancement process 25 

310 and an aggregator 312 for processing the constructed 
NARs as appropriate. The details of these processes will be 
discussed further with reference to FIG. 15 below. 

16 
Refening now to FIG. 15, a data collection process 330 

performed by the flow data collector 52 of FIG. 17 is shown. 
The flow data collector receives 332 data from the equip
ment interface for an network device. The fl.ow data collec
tor performs an equipment interface specific translation to 
convert 336 the received data into NAR format as well as 
populates the NAR header. Once the NAR is populated with 
the appropriate data, the fl.ow data collector 52 attempts to 
correlate 338 the newly populated NAR with other NARs. 
That is, the flow data collector 52 compares the newly 
pnpnlated NAR to NARs currently stored in the local store 
314 (from FIG. 14) to determine if there are mnltiple 
instances of the same object. Specifically, correlation is 
performed by examining the ACCT_ENTIIY_ID (from 
FIGS. llA-llE). 

The flow data collector uses one clock and one time 
determinator, so all NARs that the flow data collector is 
processing or holding are assumed to be in the same time 
domain. Consequently, the flow data collector need not 
consider time during correlation. If the flow data collector 52 
determines that a NAR ACCT_EN111Y_JD (i.e., the col-
lection of descriptors or objects as descnbed above) in the 
NAR matches that of another NAR that it is currently 
holding. the FDC-52 can replace an older (stored) NAR with 
the new (i.e., most recently populated) NAR and discard the 
older NAR. For example, the existing or older NAR may be 
a start record and the new NAR a stop recorrl that includes 
all the data included in the older NAR, thus superseding the 
older NAR. Alternatively, if the new NAR is a replica of an Still referring to FIG. 14, the memory includes a local 

store 314 and a flow data collector configuration (file) 318. 
The local store 314 stores data received from the equipment 
interface 16 and processed NARs. The configuration file 318 

30 existing NAR, lhc H)C may decide to discard the new NAR. 

is provided at startup lo configure the !low data collector 52. 
The configuration file 318 specifies various configuration 
parametcrs319, including a time parameter 320 and a policy 35 

322. The NAR processes 304 populate and process NARs 
for data received from network devices via the equipment 
interface 16 in accordance with the policy 322 of the 
configuration file. NARs being held in the local store 314 are 
transferred to the !low aggregation process 60 (FIG. 2, <40 

shown here in dashed lines) when the time specified by the 
time parameter 320 expires. 

It can be appreciated from the above description that the 
flow data collector 52 is a software component of the 
accounting process and runs on the !low data collector 45 

system 300. The flow data collector system may be any 
computer system, such as a workstation or host computer, 
which can communicate with the equipment interface. 
Alternatively, the FDC may reside in the network device 
itself. Many known details of the flow data collector system 50 

300 have been omitted from FIG. 17 for the sake of clarity, 
as the figure is intended to highlight lhe processes of and 
memory structures a.ssociated with the flow data collector. 

Conceptually, as earlier descnbed, each flow data collec-
tor of the accounting process architecture is capable of 55 
supporting multiple equipment interfaces 16. Al the imple
mentation level, there is a one-lo-one correspondence 
between each flow data collector "process" and a given 
equipment interface 16. For example, a single computer 
system might provide both RADIUS and flow probe support 60 
and thus run separate flow data collector processes for the 
RADIUS EI and the flow probe equipment interface. In such 
a configuration, where the flow data collector processes arc 
operating independently and loading directly into the flow 
aggregation processor 60 (FIG. 2), the computer system 65 
itself may be viewed as an flow data collector supporting 
multiple Els. 

Also, the data collector can determine that the two NARs 
should be merged or aggregated. Thus, the correlation 
process may discarrl the new NAR, replace an older NAR 
with the new NAR or mark the two matched NARs as 
candidates for aggregation, a process which is described in 
detail below. 

As part of the correlation process, the flow data collector 
may enhance 340 the new NAR. That is, the FDC may 
determine that the NAR cannot be correlated without some 
amount of enhancement. The IDC 52 enhances the NAR by 
supplementing the information provided by the original 
source equipment with information that is not available from 
that source equipment. Toe supplemental information is 
added to theACCT_ENTITY_JD. Recall that the account
ing entity identifier ACCT___ENTIIY_ID is a collection of 
descriptors, so the enhancement process 310 adds to that 
collection of descriptor.,. For example, the acconnting entity 
ID ACCT_EN1TIY_JD in one NAR might include a 
source address and a destination address, along with a value 
indicating how long the flow (for the accounting entity) has 
been in existence. A subsequently processed NAR recorrl 
having thnse same three objects can be correlated. However, 
if a subsequently processed NAR only has two of the three 
objects, the fl.ow data collector can enhance the accounting 
entity ID ACCT_ENTITY_JD for the third (missing) 
object to permit correlation. Enhancement may involve 
collecting information from a completely different network 
device (via a NAR generated by another accounting process 
component, such as another data collector), or it may be as 
simple as adding a timcstamp to a NAR's accounting entity 
ID. 

As indicated above, the correlation process may deter-
mine 342 that two NARs should be "aggregated". Aggre
gation merges the accounting entity identifiers of the two 
NARs together. It also merges metrics for NARs that contain 
metrics, as later descnbed. Aggregation of the accounting 
entity identifiers is accomplished through an explicit and 
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types can be defined as needed. These are objects that a user
may want to send through the accounting process 14, that are
customer specific, or proprietary in nature. The accounting
process 14 allows for object transparency, i.e., an object that
the system does not act on or modify. Thus, the contents of
transparent attributes are undefined with respect to the
accounting system. They are passed through, unmodified.
Flow Data Collector

Referring to FIG. 14, a flow data collector system 300 for
supporting the flow data collector (“FDC”) 52 {from FIG. 2)
is shown. The flow data collector system 300 includes a
processor 302 coupled to a memory 304. In this
embodiment, the FDC is a process stored in the memory 301
and executed by the processor 3W. The FDC 52 includes
soveral NAR processing components or procmscs. These
processes include a NAR constructor 306 for converting
data gathered by the equipment interface (El) 16 (shown in
dashed lines) from a network device or technology
(“network entity”)i.nto NAR format. Recall that each equip-
ment interface 42a—42g is Wiated with an flow data
collector. Thus, the combination of a equipment interface
and a flow data collector support a particular device or
technology and collects data from the particular device or
technology using a pro-defined format, schedule and proton
on] qwecific to that device/technology. The NAR processes
further include a correlator 308, an enhancement prom
310 and an aggregate! 312 for processing the constructed
NARs as appropriate. The details of these processes will be
discusxd further with reference to FIG. 15 below.

Still referring to FIG. 14, the memory includes a local
store 314 and a flow data collector configuration (file) 318.
The local store 314 stores data received from the equipment
interface 16 and processed NARs. The oonfiguran'on file318
is provided at startup to configure the flow data collector 52.
The configuration file 318 specifics various configuration
parametersSlB, including a time parameter 320 and a policy
322. The NAR processes 304 populate and process NARS
for data received from network devices via the equipment
interface 16 in accordance with the policy 322 of the
configuration file. NARs being held in the local store 314 are
transferred to the flow aggregation process 60 (FIG. 2,
shown here in dashed lines) when the time specified by the
time parameter 320 expires

It can be appreciated from the above description that the
flow data collector 52 is a software component of the
accounting process and runs on the flow data collector
system 300. The flow data collector system may be any
computer system, such as a workstau'on or host computer,
which can communicate with the equipment interface.
Alternatively, the FDC may reside in the network device
itself. Many known details of the flow data collector system
30!} have been omitted from FIG. 17 for the sake of clarity,
as the figure is intended to highlight the processes of and
memory structures associated with the flow data collector.

Conceptually, as earlier described, each flow data collec-
tor of the accounting process architecture is capable of
supporting multiple equipment interfaces 16. At the i1uple~
mentation level, there is a one-to-one correspondence
bent/ecu each flow data collector “process” and a given
equipment interface 16. For example, a single computer
system might provide both RADIUS and flow probe support
and thus run separate flow data collector processor. for the
RADIUS El and the flow probe equipment interface. In such
a configuran‘on, where the flow data collector processes are
operating independently and loading directly into the flow
aggregation processor 60 (FIG. 2), the computer system
itself may be viewed as an flow data collector supporting
multiple E15.
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Referring now to FIG. 15, a data collection process 330

performed by the flow data collector 52 of FIG. 1? isshown.
The flow data Deflector receives 332 data from the equip-
ment interface for an network device. The flow data collec-

tor performs an equipment interface specific translation to
convert 336 the received data into NAR format as well as
populates the NAR header. Once the NAR is populated with
the appropriate data, the flow data collector 52 attempts to
correlate 338 the newly populated NAR with other NARs.
That is, the flow data collector 52 compares the newly
populated NAR to NARs currently stored in the local store
314 (from FIG. 14) to determine if there are multiple
instances of the same object. Specifically, correlation is
performed by examining the ACCTJN’I‘I’I‘Y_ID (from
FIGS. llAallE).

The flow data collector uses one clock and one time
determinator, so all NARs that the flow data collector is
pmming or holding are assumed to be in the same time
domain. Consequently, the flow data collector need not
consider time during correlation. If the flow data collector 52
determines that a NAR ACCT_,EN'ITI'Y__ID (i.e., the col—
lection of descriptors or objects as described above) in the
NAR matches that of another NAR that it is currently
holding the FDCSZ can replace an older (stored) NAR with
the new (to, most recently populated} MR and discard the
older NAR. For example. the existing or older NAR may he
a start record and the new NAR a stop record that includes
all the data included in the older NAR, thus superseding the
older NAR. Alternatively, if the new NAR is a replica of an
existing NAR, the FDC may decide to discard the new NAR.
Also, the data collector can determine that the two NARs
should be merged or aggregated. Thus, the correlation
process may discard the new NAR, replace an older NAR
with the new NAR or mark the two matched NARs as

candidates for aggregation, a process which is described in
detail below.

As part of the correlation process, the flow data collector
may enhance 340 the new NAR. That is, the FDC may
determine that the NAR cannot be correlated without some
amount of enhancement. The FDC 52 enhanws the NAR by
supplementing the information provided by the original
source equipment with information that is not available from
that source equipment. The supplemental information is
added to the ACCT_ENTITY 1]). Recall that the nccount~
ing entity identifier ACCI‘_BNTITY_]D is a collection of
descriptors, so the enhancement process 310 adds to that
collection of descriptors. For example, the accounting entity
ID ACCI‘_ENTI'I'Y_ID in one NAR might include a
source address and a destination address, along with a value
indicating how long the flow (for the accounting entity) has
been in existence. A subsequently processed NAR record
having those same three objects can be correlated. However,
if a subsequently processed NAR only has two of the three
objects, the flow data collector can enhance the amounting
entity ID ACCT _fiN'l'l'lY.....1D for the third (missing)
object to permit correlation. Enhancement may involve
collecting information from a completely djlferent network
device (via a NAR generated by another accounting process
component, such as another data collector), or it may be as
simple as adding a timestamp to a NAR’s accounting entity
ID.

As indicated above, the correlatiOn prowss may deter-
mine 342 that two NARs should be “aggregated”. Aggro
gation merges the accounting entity identifiers of the two
NARs together. It also merges metrics for NARs that contain
metrics, as later described. Aggregation of the amounting
entity identifiers is accomplished through an explicit and
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implicit matching of those accounting entity identifiers. 
Correlation relies on the explicitly matched fields, that is, the 
fields or objects actually used to determine that two NARs 
should be aggregated. The other descriptors or objects in the 
accounting entity ID that were not used by the correlation 5 
process to make a match may be equal or different. Aggre
gation of the accountable entity ID portion of the NAR keeps 
the explicitly matched objects, and determines which of the 
implicitly matched objects (the matching objects that were 

::i°; :~=~t~~=?b~:~m~~;u~~=:~~~~~t=~ 10 

of the metrics that are the result of this aggregation have to 
apply to the objects in the aggregated accountable entity ID 
ACCT_ENTITY_ID. The removal of accounting entity ID 
descriptors actually serves to lower the semantic complexity 
of the NAR, whereas enhancement does just the opposite. 15 

When the data collection process 330 involves a decision 
concerning aggregation, the flow data collector 52 applies 
344 the aggregation policy 322 (from FIG. 14) and uses a 
method defined therein. The method outlines the decision
making process to be followed by the FDC in the case of 20 

implicitly matched objects. The aggregation policy will be 
discussed in further detail with reference to FIG. 18. Once 
the flow data collector aggregates the accounting entity ID 
ACCT__ENTITY_J]) portion of the NAR attnbutes, it can 
aggregate the NAR metrics. To aggregate the metrics, the 25 
flow data collector performs a summation process on 
numerical metric values and/or a logical operation ( e.g, 
ANDing, ORing, or XORing) on logical metric values. 
Aggregation of the metrics is specific to each metric field in 
the NAR. 

18 
The flow aggregation processor (FAP) 60 (FIG. 2) aggre

gates and/or enhances record data across the system 10. It 
receives data from multiple flow data collectors (FDCs) that 
may be aggregating and enhancing close to the source of the 
information (as descnbed above with reference to FIG. 17). 
As NARs are received from multiple FDCs, the data can be 
further enhanced and/or reduced (i.e. aggregated) to meet 
the specific needs of an application or output interface based 
on the aggregation policy of the flow data processor 60 
(FAP). The design and operation of the FAP will be 
descnbed in more detail below. 
Flow Aggregation Processor 

Referring now to FIG.16, one implementation of the FAP 
60 is as a database management system, or more specifically, 
a Structured Query Language (SQL) database management 
system, like those commercially available from Oracle or 
Sybase. Although not shown, it will be appreciated that the 
FAP is installed on a computer system, such as a host 
computer. Implemented as a database management system, 
the FAP includes a database server 400 coupled to a database 
402. The FDCs 52 (from FIG. 14) can use the "push" model 
to move NARs up to the FAP via SQL calls. The database 
402 stores a plurality of tables 404, including a NAR table 
406 (implemented as a persistent cache) and an aggregation 
store 408. Also stored in the database are a plurality of SQL 
commands and procedures (functions) 410 to be executed by 
the server 400. The functions include a FAP correlator 412, 
a FAP enhancer (enhancement process) 414 and a FAP 
aggregator 416. The database also stores a configuration file 
420 for storing configuration parameters such as time and 
policy information. The operation of the FAP will be 
described below with reference to FIG. 17. 

Referring to FIG. 17, an overall flow aggregation process 
430 performed by the FAP is shown. The FAP receives 432 
a NAR from one or more FDCs and loads 434 the received 
NAR into a persistent store or cache (of database 492 from 
FIG. 16). If the FAP is unable to load the NAR, it requests 
436 that the transferring FDC resend the NAR. If the load is 
successful, the FAP sends 438 an acknowledgment back to 

Once the NAR aggregation is complete 346, the FDC 30 

changes the NAR header (i.e., the NAR .... SRC_J]) and 
NAR_SRC_TIME in the NAR_ID) of the newly aggre
gated NAR to identify the component (in this case, the FDC) 
that performed the aggregation as the originator of this 
particular NAR. The FDC stores aggregated NARs for a 35 
period of time determined by the configuration profile's 
event-based counter or timer 320 (from FIG. 14). When the 
timer expires 348, the FDC is ready to transfer NARs 
processed by the correlator/(enhancement) and possibly the 
aggregator as well to the FAP. 40 the sending FDC. The FAP deternrines 440 if the NAR can 

be correlated (with or without enhancement). If the FAP 
determines that the NAR can be correlated, the FAP corre
lates 442 the NAR with other NARs received from other 

Prior to commencing transfer, the flow data collector 52 
determines 350 if the flow aggregation processor 60 is 
available to receive NARs. If the flow aggregation processor 
60 is unavailable, the flow data collector stores 352 the 
NARs to be transferred in its local store 314 (FIG.16). The 45 

flow data collector 52 continues to check354 the availability 
of the flow aggregation processor at periodic intervals until 
the connection between the flow aggregation processor 60 
and the flow data collector is re-established. When the 
periodic status check indicates 350 that the flow aggregation 50 

processor is available, the flow data collector loads 356 
NARs into the flow aggregation processor 60. The loading 
function can be implemented according to one of many 
strategies, e.g., a database, file, or data streaming strategy. 
Other strategies could be used. When the flow data collector 55 

receives 358 a confirmation or acknowledgment back from 
the flow aggregation processor that_ the NARs were loaded, 
tbe transfer is deemed successful and the locally stored 
copies of the transferred NARs are removed 360 from the 
local store. Thus, the "store and forward" capabilities of the 60 

flow data collector provide a measure of fault tolerance al 
this accounting process level to ensure reliable data transfer. 
The flow data collector only transfers NARs when it has 
determined that the flow aggregation processor is available 
and it considers the NAR transfer successful only upon 65 

receipt of an acknowledgment from the flow aggregation 
processor. 

FDCs. Once the NAR is correlated, it may be enhanced 444 
"across the system", in a manner more fully descnbed with 
reference to FIG. 18. The NAR may be enhanced 446 to 
include enhancement information obtained from an outside 
source (i.e., collected by a data collector for a different 
equipment interface). Once any potential correlation and 
enhancement has been performed, the FAP determines 448 
if the NAR is a candidate for aggregation. If so, the FAP 
applies 450 the aggregation policy 420 (from FIG. 16) and 
stores 452 the resulting aggregated NAR in the aggregation 
store until a predetermined time expires or event occurs 454 
(as set in the FAP configuration 420). The FAP ensures 456 
the uniqueness and integrity of any NAR by examining 
NAR header information prior to re-loading 458 such NAR 
into the persistent store. 

The accounting architecture may be implemented to 
include a second "shadow" FAPprocess, also coupled to the 
data collectors and operating in the manner described above 
with respect to receiving and processing NARS. In the 
dual/shadowing FAP implementation, the accounting archi
tecture further includes an error detection module (not 
shown) coupled to both of the first (primary) and second 
(shadow) FAP processes. The error detection module oper-
ates to detect an error relating lo the first flow aggregation 
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implicit matching of those accounting entity identifiers.
Correlation relies on the explicitly matched fields, that is, the
fields or objects actually used to determine that two NARs
should be aggregated. The other descriptors or objects in the
accounting entity 1]) that were not used by the conelation
process to make a match may be equal or difierent. Aggre-
gation of the accountable entity 1]) portion of the NAR keeps
the explicitly matched objects, and determines which of the
implicitly matched objects (the matching objects that were
not apart of the explicit match) to save or discard. Of course,
the nonmatching objects are automatically discarded, as all
of the metrics that are the result of this aggregation have to
apply to the objects in the aggregated accountable entity ID
ACCT,_ENT[TY#ID. The removal of accounting entity ID
descriptors actually serves to lower the semantic complexity
of the NAR, whereas enhancement does just the opposite.

When the data collection process 330 involves a decision
concerning aggregation, the flow data collector 52 applies
344 the aggregation policy 322 (from FIG. 14) and uses amethod defined therein. The method outlines the decision-
making process to be followed by the FDC in the case of
implicitly matched objects. The aggregation policy will bediscussed in further detail with reference to FIG. 18. Once
the flow data collector aggregates the accounting entity ID
ACCT_EN'ITI'Y_J]) portion of the NAR attributes, it can
aggregate the NAR metrics. To aggregate the metrics, the
flow data collector performs a summation process On
numerical metric values and/or a logical operation (e.g,
ANDing, ORing, or XORing) on logical metric values.
Aggregation of the metrics is specific to each metric field in
the NAR.

Once the NAR aggregation is complete 346, the FDC
changes the NAR header (i.e., the NAR_SRC_1D and
NAR_SRC_TIME in the NAR'ID) of the newly aggre-
gated NAR to identify the component (in this case, the FDC)
that performed the aggregation as the originator of this
particular NAR. The FDC stores aggregated NARs for a
period of time determined by the configuration profile’s
event—based counter or timer 320 (from FIG. 14). When the
timer expires 348, the FDC is ready to transfer NARS
processed by the correlator/(enhaneement) and possibly the
aggregator as well to the FAP.

Prior to commencing transfer, the flow data collector 52
determines 350 if the flow aggregation processor 60 is
available to receive NARs. If the flow aggregation processor
60 is unavailable, the flow data collector Stores 352 the
NARs to be transferred in its local store 314 (FIG. 16). The
flow data collector 52 continues to check354 the availability
of the flow aggregation processor at periodic intervals until
the connection between the flow aggregation processor 60
and the flow data collector is re-established. When the

periodic status check indicates 350 that the flow aggregation
processor is available, the flow data collector loads 356
NARs into the flow aggregation processor 60. The loading
function can be implemented according to one of many
suategies, e.g., a database, file, or data streaming strategy.
Other strategies could be used. When the flow data collector
receich 358 a confirmation or acknowledgment back from
the flow aggregation processor that, the NARs were loaded,
tbe transfer is deemed successful and the locally stored
copies of the transferred NARs are removed 360 from the
local store. Thus, the “store and forward” capabilities of the
flow data collector provide a measure of fault tolerance at
this accounting process level to ensure reliable data transfer.
The flow data collector only transfers NARs when it has
determined that the flow aggregation processor is available
and it considers the NAR transfer successful only upon
receipt of an acknowledgment from the flow aggregation
processor.
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The flow aggregation processor (FAP) 60 (FIG. 2) aggre-
gates and/or enhances record data across the system 10. It
receives data from multiple flow data collectors (FDCs) that
may be aggregating and enhancing close to the source of the
information (as described above with reference to FIG 17).
As NARs are received from multiple FDCs, the data can be
further enhanced and/or reduced (i.e. aggregated) to meet
the specific needs of an application or output interface based
on the aggregation policy of the flow data processor 60
(FAP) The design and operation of the FAP will be
described in more detail below.
Flow Aggregation Processor

Referring now to FIG. 16, one implementation of the FAP
60 is as a database management system, or more specifically,
a Structured Query Language (SQL) database management
system, like those commercially available from Oracle or
Sybase. Although not shown, it will be appreciated that the
FAP is installed on a computer system, such as a host
computer. Implemented as a database management system,
the FAP includes a database server 400 coupled to a database
402. The FDCs 52 (from FIG. 14) can use the “push” model
to move NARs up to the FAP Via SQL calls. The database
402 stores a plurality of tables 404, including a NAR table
406 (implemented as a persisth cache) and an aggregation
store 408. Also stored in the database are a plurality of SQL
commands and procedures (functions) 410 to be executed by
the server 400. The functions include a FAP correlator 412,
a FAP enhancer (enhancement process) 414 and a FAP
aggregator 416. The database also stores a configuration file
420 for storing configuration parameters such as time and
policy information. The operation of the FAP will be
described below with reference to FIG. 17.

Referring to FIG. 17, an overall flow aggregation process
430 performed by the FAP is shown. The FAP receives 432
a NAR from one or more FDCs and loads 434 the received

NAR into a persistent store or cache (of database 492 from
FIG. 16). If the FAP is unable to load the NAR, it requests
436 that the transferring FDC resend the NAR. If the load is
successful, the FAP sends 438 an aclmowledgment back to
the sending FDC. The FAP determines 440 if the NAR can
be correlated (With or without enhancement). If the FAP
determines that the NAR can be correlated, the FAP corre-
lates 442 the NAR with other NARs received from other
FDCs. Once the NAR is correlated, it may be enhanced 444
“across the system”, in a manner more frilly described with
referents: to FIG, 18. The NAR may be enhanced 446 to
include enhancement information obtained from an outside

source (i.e., collected by a data collector for a ditferent
equipment interface). Once any potential correlation and
enhancement has been performed, the FAP determines 448
if the NAR is a candidate for aggregation. If so, the FAP
applies 450 the aggregation policy 420 (from FIG. 16) and
stores 452 the resulting aggregated NAR in the aggregation
store until apredetermined time expires or event occurs 454
(as set in the FAP configuration 420). The FAP ensures 456
the uniqueness and integrity of any NAR by examining
NAR header information prior to re—loading 458 such NAR
into the persistent store.

The accounting architecture may be implemented to
include a second “shadow” FAP process, also coupled to the
data collectors and operating in the manner described above
with respect to receiving and processing NARS. 1n the
dual/shadowing FAP implementation, the accounting archi—
tecture further includes an error detection module (not
shown) coupled to both of the first (primary) and second
(shadow) FAP procemes. The error detection module oper-
ates to detect an error relating to the first flow aggregation
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resulting, enhanced NAR2 532 has an enhanced accounting 
entity ID 534 that includes the T3-to-T4 timeslanlp (not 
shown), the IP-to-IP addresses 526-528 and the usemame 
524. Thus, the enhanced NAR2 oow has a mapping between 

process and cause the aggregate reports from the second 
flow aggregation process to be transferred to the accounting 
module (i.e., flow data distributor 70) in place of the 
aggregate reports from the first flow aggregation process. 
Enhancement 

Now referring to FIG. 18, an example of an application of 
the FAP enhancement process 444 (from FIG. 20) is shown. 

5 the usemame and the one of the IP addresses 526, 528 that 
is related to the IP address 522. The metric 530 is 
unchanged. 

In the illustrated example, enhancement deterministically 
identifies the source of a captured network accounting 
record, flow or a transaction across a network. Enhancement 10 

accesses other sources of information on the network in 
order to enhance a record and make it chrugeable to a 
specific user. 

In the example shown in the figure, two NARs of different 
sources are inevitably going to be aggregated together to 15 
produce a third unique NAR. A first source equipment (or 
source) 500 is a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol) server. Aserond source equipment ( or source) 502 
is a flow probe (discussed below). The sources 500, 502 
have corresponding flow data collectors, a first FDC 20 

(FDCl), 504 and a second FDC (FDC2) 506, respectively, 
for converting their data into respective NARs NARl 508 
and NAR2 510. As described earlier, each flow data collec
tor assigns an accounting entity identifier 512, 514, and adds 
time stamp information 516, 518 on the rccords of the 25 
sources to which they correspond. The NARl 508 includes 
in its assigned accounting entity identifier 512 an "IP 
addrcss-to-uscmame" assignment, thus including an IP 
address 522 and a uscmame 524. The accounting entity 
identifier 514 for the second source is an IP-to-IP flow and 30 

therefore includes a first IP address 526 and a second IP 
address 528. The NAR2 of the flow probe includes a metric 
530 attribute as welt 

These two records NARl, NAR2 are combined through 
correlation 442 (from FIG.17) and enhancement 444 (FIG. 35 

17) to generate an enhanced NAR2 532. This enhanced 
NAR has a modified accountable entity identifier 534 and a 
metric. The modified accountable entity identifier is the 
existing accounting entity ID 514, to which the FAP has 
added the IP-to-user name assignment 512 from the account- 40 

ing entity ID 512 of the NARl 508. 
Still referring to FIG. 18, the NARl 508 has an IP-to

usemame mapping 512 and an accounting interval 516 
comprising a start time and a session time to indicate a time 
interval bounded by start time "Tl" and a start time +session 45 

time ("T2"), that is, the accounting interval represents a start 
time and a stop time. The usemame 524 in the IP addrcss
to-usemame mapping is supplied by the DHCP server 500. 
In the FAP, this NARI information will either go directly to 
a correlation function or to the local store (which could so 
either be a database, file or memory), where it can be directly 
accessed by the correlator function. The NAR2 510 has an 
accounting entity ID 514, a T3-to- T4 accounting time inter
val 518 and a metric 530. The accounting entity identifier 
514 has two IP addresses 526, 528, one corresponding to a 55 
source IP address and the other corresponding to a destina
tion IP address. The NAR2 502 is passed to the correlator 
442, which determines that the Tl-to-T2 time interval 516 
from the IP-to-usemame address map in the NARI 508 
overlaps or in some way relates to the T3-to-T4 time interval 60 
518 of the NAR2 510. The correlator determines that Tl, T2, 
T3 and T 4 are related, and that the IP address 522 in the 
IP-to-usemame address mapping 512 is associated with one 
of the two IP addresses 526,528 in the NAR2 510. Thus, the 
FAP enhances the NAR2 510 by inserting information from 65 
the accounting entity ID 512 (of NARI 508) into the 
accounting entity ID portion of the NAR2 510. The 

It should be noted that the correlator is able to determine 
that the time intervals arc related to each other because the 
flow data rollectors are tinie synchronized (or closely 
synchrooi7.ed, assuming some amount of drift). Thus, if the 
correlator assumes no drift, then T3-to-T 4 must be within 
the time period of Tl-to-T2. The IP-to-usemame address 
mapping is an event that bas to encompass or cover all of the 
accounting records that apply to that IP address. Any user 
assigned to this IP address, started at Tl and ended at T2. 
Only those records that reference that IP address between Tl 
and T2 will have this username applied to it. When the two 
flow data rollectors are oot strictly synchronized, then the 
amount by which T3-to-T4 overlaps Tl-to-T2 should cor
respond to the amount of tolerance, i.e., drift, built into the 
system. The accounting process assumes a drift amount of at 
least one second for even a strict time synchronization, so T4 
can be greater than T2 by one second. 

Referring now to FIG.19, an aggregation of the enhanced 
NAR2 532 (from FIG. 18) is shown. In this example, the 
aggregation involves combining NARs with IP-to-uscmame 
address mappings to workgroups. To accomplish this 
requires two enhancements, two correlations, and an aggre
gation phase. As already descnbed above, with refi:rence to 
FIG. 19, the IP addrcss-to-usemame information is received 
by the FAP and is either passed to the correlation or stored 
in the local store but available to the correlator. When the 
IP-to-IP address NAR with metrics is received, the correla
tor and the enhancer work together to add the usemame 
mappings to these IP-to-IP address NAR. The username 
could be provided for one or both of the source and the 
destination addresses. More than likely, the username is 
assigned to the source IP address. 

Referring again to FIG. 19, another correlation and 
enhancement process 442, 444 maps the usemame 524 to a 
workgroup. The FAP builds up search keys using database 
principles and relational algebra. Thus, for example, the IP 
address has a one-to-one mapping with a username. (The 
one-to-one mapping is assured because of the nature of IP 
addressing and the way that the DHCP server assigns 
usernames.) Therefore, there can be only one user for an IP 
address in a given instance. These terms or values are 
equivalent keys, so the usemame can easily be replaced with 
the IP address. The username 524 that was inserted into the 
enhanced NAR2 532 can be used as a look-up into a 
workgroup 540 in one of the database tables 404 (FIG. 16) 
because the user is actually a member of a workgroup. 
Therefore, the enhancement function can be used to insert 
the workgroup label into the enhanced NAR2 (already 
enhanced for usemame) to produce a twice-enhanced NAR2 
542. If the now twice-enhanced record 542 is to be 
aggregated, it is held in the aggregation store 408 (FIG. 16) 
for some time period T until other NARs are received for 
potential aggregation. 

Suppose now that another NAR is loaded into the FAP. 
This new NAR passes to correlation, which determines that 
enhancement is oeed in order to correlate the new NAR with 
the twice enhanced NAR2 542 of FIG. 19. As a result, the 
FAP enhances the NAR to include the usemame 524 and the 
workgroup 540 to produce a resultant NAR "NAR3'' 550, as 
shown. 
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Referring to FIG. 20, in addition to the usemame and the object's accounting entity ID into policy information 
workgroup, the other NAR3 attributes include the TI- T4 572a-g, which includes a collection of data S74 that can be 
accounting interval, the IP-IP address mapping and the supplied by the available flow data collectors aod a set of 
metrics. With the enhancement, the correlation process 444 functions or methods 574 needed to correlate, aggregate or 
determines that the resultant NAR3 now matches the twice 5 enhance that data in order to construct the accounting entity 
enhanced NAR2 542 held in the aggregation store 408. identifier. 
Having explicitly matched the two NAR.s, aggregation 448 Aggregation adjuslment takes an accounting policy that is 
is performed. Aggregation preserves the explicitly matched a collection of accounting objects and decomposes those 
data objects that are in the accounting entity identifier, accounting objects into their accounting entity identifiers 
discards any mismatches in the accounting entity identifier 
and makes a decision whether to keep the implicitly matched 10 and then further decomposes the accounting entity identifi-
objects (i.e., those that seem to be equal but were not used ers in a recursive fashion to provide the collection of basic 
to make the correlation match). It also then combines the data and functions needed to construct those accounting 
relevant metric values together via summation or logical identifiers. This concept builds on the logical directed graphs 
operations ( e.g., ORing, XO Ring, ANDing). Once the aggre- as seen in many compilers or data flow systems. Knowing 
gation is complete, the FAP holds the resulting aggregated 15 the order of the functions, the data requirements and 
NAR 552. As the PAP receives additional NAR.s, the aggre- dependencies, the data flow software can build the logical 
gator continues to sum and perlbrm these logical operations graph from the decomposition and that specifies data 
on these metrics values for some aggregation period. The requirements and methods that can be distributed to con-
duration of that aggregation period may be in the order of 60 figuration files in the flow data collectors and FAPs to result 
seconds to a week, or however long the PAP is configured 20 in adjusting the configuration of those accounting compo-
to aggregate these i:ccords. The termination of that period nents. 
can be a time-based or event-based. Once an event that For example, suppose a user wants to receive accounting 
terminates the time period OCCUIS or an aggregation timer on an hourly basis from all of the potential sources of 
expires, the aggregated NARs held in the aggregation store information. The flow data collectors 562a-562e a.re the 
are released for output by the PAP. 25 components that are available for collecting the raw infor-
Aggregation Adjustment mation to generate the accounting data in accordance with a 

It can be understood from the foregoing description that user-specified accounting policy. The internal FAPprocesses 
aggregation exists at different levels of the accounting 564a--564b further correlate, enhance aod aggregate to 
process. As shown and descobed above with reference to evolve the data towards the overall accounting data to meet 
FIGS. 15 and 17, both the flow data collector md the FAP 30 the accounting policy 568 specified by a u.scr. Thus, the 
are aggregation-capable. Each aggregates in accordance user's information requirements are translated into a policy 
with an overall aggregation policy that defines how aggre- (i.e., collection of _objects), which is received by the 
gation is used to provide the data to meet the needs of a accounting system and decomposed into the sets of data 
specific application. The aggregation performed by the dif. requirements and methods for each of the available account-
ferent levels can also be remotely and independently 35 ing components 562a-562e, 564a-564b, that is, policy 
adjustaj, as will now be described.---------- information 572a-572g). Assuming that these components 

Aggregation adjnsbnent involves the ability to adjust the or processes are already configured, these scls represent 
level of aggregation to meet specific application data needs. configuration updates that are distnbuted to and stored in the 
There are two aspects of aggregation adjustment: remote configuration files (see PAP configuration file 420 from FIG. 
control and variable degree. 40 16 and FDC configuration file 318 from FIG. 14) in their 

Referring to FIG. 21, a graphical representation of aggre- respective processes. 
gation control and adjuslment via a data flow decomposition Referring now to FIG. 22, a depiction of the configuration 
model is depicted. As shown, the accounting system is update is shown. The decomposition/configuration update 
depicted as a ti:ce 560. The flow data collectors are leaf process is implemented in software and is based on known 
nodes 562a-562e aod the two illustrated PAP processes are 45 data flow technology used in conjunction with an available 
intermediate nodes 564a--564b. The root 566 is the collec- visualization tool to act as a front-end graphical interface. 
tive view of all of the processed accounting information. Using such visualization tools, the updated configuration is 
Given a common view of all the data and the particular simply mapped to the appropriate component. 
accounting information requirements of a given application, It should be noted that not all accounting processes have 
the root 566 thus embodies a single accounting/aggregation 50 a complete collection of data collectors. For instance, if the 
policy 568. The accounting policy is defined such that an accounting process is to perform user-based accounting aod 
accounting schema is a direct derivative of the accounting the accounting process only bas a flow probe, then it will be 
policy 568. necessary lo request that the user supply a static table of 

The accounting policy 568 is viewed as a collection of IP-to-usemame mappings or a source of DHCP user IP 
accounting objects 570, each defined as an accounting entity 55 address mappings. The source of that "outside" information 
identifier 572 and a set of metrics (not shown). The account- becomes part of the decomposition strategy. 
ing entity identifier is an abstract object resulting from Information Management 
construction functions that use the llow data collector data as The NAR sequence number (NAR_SEQ_NUM FIG. 
its original starting point. If an accounting entity ID is in !he 8B) allows components that are in the next level to detect if 
accounting policy as a part of a collection of accounting 60 there are missing NARs in a collection of NARs and can be 
objects, it is there because it can be constructed from the used to give a sense of bow often NARs are produced in a 
FDC data and the collective set of operations that allow f.or given time period. With the time stamps aod the sequence 
correlation, enhancement and aggregation. Therefore, if an numbers, a per second creation rate of NA.Rs throughout the 
accounting entity ID can be constructed, it can be decom- system can be determined. With this information being part 
posed 65 of every NAR, the accounting process 14 can determine a 

To implement a given user/application requirement, sense of the functional capabilities of the intermediate 
therefore, the data flow model 566 decomposes each components and detect some aspects of the communication 
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Referring to FIG. 20, in addition to the usemame and the

workgroup, the other NAR3 attributes include the “rs—T4
accounting interval, the IP-[P address mapping and the
metrics. With the enhancement, the correlation process 444
determines that the resultant NAR3 new matches the twice
enhanced NARZ 542 held in the aggregation store 408.
Having explicitly matched the two NARs, aggregation 448
is performed. Aggregation preserves the explicitly matched
data objects that are in the accounting entity identifier,
discards any mismatches in the accounting entity identifier
and makes a decision whether to keep the implicitly matched
objects (in, those that seem to be equal but Were not used
to make the correlation match). It also then combines the
relevant metric values together via summation or logical
operations (cg, 0Ring,XORing,ANDing). Once the aggro»
garion is complete, the PAP holds the reaming aggregated
NAR 552.135 the FA? receives additional NARs, the aggre-
gator mntinues to sum and perform these logical operations
on these metrics values for some aggregation period. The
duration of that aggregation period may be in the order of 60
seconds to a week, or however long the PAP is configured
to aggregate these records. The termination of that period
can be a time-based or event—based. Once an event that
terminates the time period occurs or an aggregation timer
expires, the aggregated NARs held in the aggregation store
are released for output by the PAP.
Aggregation Adjustment

It can be understood from the foregoing description that
aggregation exists at different levels of the amounting
process. As shown and described above with reference to
FIGS. 1.5 and 1?, both the flow (Lara collector and the FA?
are aggregation-capable. Each aggregates in accordance
with an overall aggregation policy that defines how aggre-
gation is used to provide the data to meet the needs of a
specific application. The aggregation performed by the (lit?
ferent levels can also be remotely and independently
ag'usted, as will now he described. M“

Aggregation adjnsmient involves the ability to adjust the
level of aggregation to meet specific application data needs.
There are two aspects of aggregation adjustment: remote
control and variable degree.

Referring to FIG. 21, a graphical representation of aggre-
gation control and adjustment via a data flow decomposition
model is depicted. As shown, the accounting system is
depicted as a tree 560. The flow data deflectors are leaf
nodes 56211—5629 and the two illustrated FAP processes are
intermediate nodes soda—«5641). The root 566 is the calico
live view of all of the pmmssed accounting information.
Given a common View of all the data and the particular
accounting information requirements of a given application,
the root 566 thus embodies a single accounting/aggregation
policy 568. The accounting policy ’m defined such that an
accounting schema is a direct derivative of the accounting
policy 568.

The accounting policy 568 is viewed as a collection of
accounting objects 5711, each defined as an accounting entity
identifier 572 and a set of metrics (not shown). The account-
ing entity identifier is an abstract object resulting from
construction functions that use the flow data collector data as
its original starting point. If an accounting entity ID is in the
accounting policy as a part of a collection of accounting
objects, it is there because it can be constructed from the
FDC data and the collective set of operations that allow for
correlation, enhancement and aggregation. Therefore, if an
accounting entity ID can be constructed, it can be decom»
posed

To implement a given user/application requirement,
therefore, the data flow model 566 decomposes each
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object’s accounting entity ID into policy inlornration
572a—g, which includes a collection of data 574 that can be
supplied by the available flow data collectors and a set of
functions or methods 574 needed to correlate, aggregate or
enhance that data in order to construct the acmunting entity
identifier.

Aggregation adjustment takes an accounting policy that is
a collection of accounting objects and decomposes those
accounting objects into their accounting entity identifiers
and then further decomposes the accounting entity identifi-
ers in a recursive fashion to provide the collection of basic
data and functiom needed to construct those accounting
identifiers. This concept builds on the logical directed graphs
as seen in many compilers or data flow systems. Knowing
the order of the functions, the data requirements and
dependencies, the data flow software can build the logical
graph from the decomposition and that specifies data
requirements and methods that can be distributed to con-
figuration files in the flow data collectors and FAPS to result
in adjusting the configuration of those accounting compo~ncnts.

For example, suppose a user wants to receive accounting
on an hourly basis from all of the potential sources of
information. The flow data collectors sole—562:: are the

componens that are available for collecting the raw infor-
mation to generate the accounting data in accordance with a
user-wedfied accounting policy. The internal FAPprocesses
SW56“? further mrrelate, enhance and aggregate to
evolve the data towards the overall accounting data to meet
the accounting policy 568 specified by a user. Thus, the
user’s information requirements are translated into a policy
(is, collection of _cbjects), which is received by the
accounting system and decomposed into the sets of data
requirements and methods for each of the available account—
ing components 562a—562e, 564a—564b, that is, policy
information 572a~§72g). Assuming that those components
or processes are already configured, these sets represent
configuration updates that are distributed to and stored in the
configuration files (see FAP configuration file 420 from FIG.
16 and FDC configuration file 318 from FIG. 14) in their
respective processes.

Referring now to FIG. 22, a depiction of the configuration
update is shown. The dcwmposifiom’cenfiguraticn update
process is implemented in software and is based on known
data flow technology used in conjunction with an available
visualization tool to act as a front-end graphical interface.
Using such visualization tools, the updated configumh'on is
simply mapped to the appropriate component.

It should be noted that not all accounting processes have
a complete collection of data collectors. For imstancc, if the
amounting process is to perform user~based accounting and
the accounting process only has a flow probe, then it will be
necessary to request that the user supply a static table of
lP—to—usemame mappings or a source of DHCP user IP
address mappings. The source of that “outside” information
becomes part of the decomposition strategy.
Information Management

The NAR sequence number (NAR_SEQ_.NUM FIG.
88) allows components that are in the next level to detect if
there are missing NARS in a collection of NARs and can he
used to give a sense of how often NARs are produced in a
given time period. With the time stamps and the sequence
numbers, a per second creation rate ofNARs throughout the
system can be detmnined. With this information being part
of every NAR, the accounting process 14 can determine a
sense of the functional capabilities of the intermediate
components and detect some aspects of the communication
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channel between components. Also included in a NAR 
identifier is a component type identifier 2f.Yla which specifics 
what kind of component produced the NAR and its serial 
number 207b as descnbed above in FIG. 8B. The component 
type identifier allows the accounting process 14 to keep 5 
component statistics and characteristics based on component 
type. It also allows specific processing on the NARs. NAR 
IDs are allocated in a very specific way through a manage
ment system in order to insure that the IDs are actually 
unique within the accounting process 14. 

10 Referring now to HG. 23, the sequence numbers (NAR_ 
SEQ_NUM) arc a key reliability feature 590 of the account
ing process 14. By having tbe sequence numbers as part of 
the NARS and knowing that the numbers are monotonically 
incmasing enables the accounting process 14 to track and 
identify 592 lost traffic or records. It also enables the 15 
accounting process to determine 592 the amount of last 
traffic. By having the NARs with stored acgmnting_J!_rocess_ 
coJllponent IDs (e.g. a data collector assigned to a particular 
network device that is allocated at the time that the collector 
is assigned) the information management prOCCllS 590, can 20 

identify 594 the data collector responsible for tbe flow. The 
accounting process 14 can call back to the data collector that 
produced the NARs of a particular flow and request 596 that 

24 
The deployment of tbe flow probe may be in-line or 

out-of-line of the stream of IP packets of interest. Thus, the 
flow probe 12 may be deployed in-line, i.e., integrated into 
either of the components that are actually party to a con
versation (like end station A 602, as shown in the figure), one 
of the devices 608 that are actually supporting the commu-
nication or out-of-line, i.e., packets are copied and delivered 
to a remote position. 

Generally, a flow is defined as any communication 
between communicating entities identified by an IP address, 
a protocol and a service port. All IP packets ( or datagrams) 
arc categorized using the fields present in the packets 
themselves: source/destination IP addresses, the protocol 
indicated in the IP header PROTO field, and, in the case of 
UDP or TCP, by the packet's source and destination port 
numbers. 

In a given network segment monitored by the flow probe, 
much of the typical IP traffic includes TCP protocol traffic. 
Because the flow probe is a flow based monitor that is 
actually tracking the TCP as a flow, it is completely aware 
of the TCP protocol and that protocol's three-way handshake 
algorithm (state machine). Toe TCP flow has indicators to 
indicate that a connection is being established or a flow is 
being disconnected. However, these messages are only rel
evant to the two communicating parties (e.g., A and B in the missing NARs (i.e., those NARs for which there are 

missing sequence numbers) be retransmitted. 
Flow Probe 

25 FIG. 27). The end system A may request that it be able to 
communicate with B and sends a "TCP SYN" indication. 
Any of tbe networking devices 608 along the path 606 can 
reject this SYN request, completely independent of the 

As cliscussed above in reference to Fl G. 2, the accounting 
process supports a flow probe e.g., 12c that captures a user's 
network activity for purposes of IP accounting. The flow 
probe 12c mODitors all traffic over a given network link md 30 

captures data associated with the different flows in the traffic 
on that link. It is capable of monitoring IP data flows over 
a number of technologies (e.g., Ethernet, A1M, FDDI, etc.). 

intended destination (in this example, end system B) and 
wilhout the knowledge that the end system B is a party to 
this communication request. There are a variety of problems 
!hat can cause an internal network component to reject a 
request. For example, a router between A and B may find 
that there is no route available for forwarding a packet 
towards B or that the routing path is inoperable (and no 
alternate exits), or the router may find that it doesn't have the 
resources to handle the packet. 

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is 
designed to convey this type of error event infonnation back 
to the originator of the mquesL For example, suppose device 
608 is a router that is in a "failed" state and cannot process 
the SYN request that it received from A. The support exists 
in the Internet protocol, specifically, ICMP, to signal this 
condition back to A Originator A bas the ability to correlate 

One important fealUre of the flow probe is its ability to 
detect and report on successful and umuccessful connectiv- 35 
ity. This capability is useful to billing and chaigeback 
applications. For example, a user may try to connect to a 
particular switch or reach a particular network, but is 
rejected. The flow probe 12c can identify that transaction as 
IIDSUccessful and provides the billing application with infor- 40 

mation that the billing application can use in determining 
whether or not the user should be chaiged for that transac
tion. The flow-based connectivity model embodied in the 
flow probe is described generally with reference to FIGS. 
23-25, and specifically with reference to FIGS. 27-28. 45 the error event with the request and inform tbe requesting 

application that its request is not going to be supported. 
Because the network uses a completely independent 
protocol, i.e. ICMP, to convey the information,. it is neces-

Referring to FIG. 24, a rcpmsentation of a network 600 in 
which an end system "A" 602 is connected to another end 
system "B" 604 is shown. The terminal systems A 602 and 
B 604 communicate with one another over a communication 
path 606. Along that path arc multiple intermediate devices so 
608 (e.g., routers, switches) to support the communication 
services required for communications between A and B. 
Although the path from A to Bis depicted as a single straight 
line, it may be appreciated that the actual physical topology 
of this path most likely is extremely complex. For the 55 

purpose of understanding the flow pmbe's connectivity 
model, however, it is not necessary to know how the actual 
network would be configured. 

The physical deployment of the flow probe in a network, 
such as the network 600, is based on two criteria: 60 

performance, e.g., a 100 Mb probe must be deployed within 
a region of the network that operates at 100 Mb, and 
granularity of the infonnation to be generated. That is, if the 
performance or the quality of service provide by A is of 
particular interest, then the flow probe is located as close to 65 

A as possible so that the flow probe will see all of the traffic 
that is seen by A 

sary to correlate these independent protocols (TCP and 
ICMP) to provide tbe accounting process with the informa
tion it needs to know about a given transaction. Specifically, 
the accounting process needs to know if the lransaction was 
successful or unsuccessful and the cause of failure if unsuc
cessful. 

As an independent monitor operating outside of the 
context of the ongmaiing enffiy"'("A'';To this example), the 
How probe is able to produce a complete and accurate record 
otJ:liiriiiiisaction by mapping the network control informa
tion to the user request information. To do so, flow probe 
correlates the state information in_:protocols such as TCP 
with error event or condition messages provided by other 
protocols, such as ICMP. In this manner, it is possible to 
detennine if a particular request for a service has actually 
been denied as a result of some network independent event. 
Toe flow probe correlates the dissimilar protocols together 
and finds a way of representing the network event in its 
normal reporting of the TCP How. 
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channel between components. Also included in a NAR
identifier is a component type identifier 2074: which specifies
what kind of component produced the NAR and its serial
number 2071) as described above in FIG. 8B. The component
type identifier allows the accmnting process 14 to keep 5
component statistics and characteristics based on component
type. It also allows specific processing on the MARS. NAR
IDs are allocated in a very specific way through a manage-
ment system in order to insure that the IDs are actually
unique within the accounting process 14.

Referring now to FIG. 23, the sequence numbers (NAL
SEQ__NUM) are a key reliability feature 590 of the account-
ing process 14. By having the sequence numbers as part of
the NARS and knowing that the numbers are monotonically
increasing enables the accounting process 14 to track and
identify 592 lost tralfic or records. It also enables the 15
accounting process to determine 592 the amount of lost
traffic. By having the NARs withflmiammlmgpmcess
component IDs (cg. a data collector assigned to a particularnetwork device that is allocated at the time that the collector
is assigned) the information management process 590, can 20
identify 594 the data collector responsible for the flow. The
awounting process 14 can call back to the data collector that
produced the NARs of a particular flow and request 596 that
the missing NARS (i.e., those NARs for which there are
missing sequence numbers) be retransmitted. 75Flow Probe

As dismissed above in reference to FIG. 2, the amounting
process supports a flow probe e.g., 12c that captures a user's
network activity for purposes of [P accounting, The flow
probe 126 monitors all traffic over a given network link and 30
captures data associated with the diflt‘erent flows in the traffic
on that link. It is capable of monitoring IP data flows over
a number of technologies (cg, Ethernet, ATM, FDDI, etc).

One important feature of the flow probe is its ability to
detect and report on sueoeflul and unsuccesshil comeaiv- 35
ity. This capability is useful to billing and chargeback
applicatiom. For example, a user may try to connect to a
particular switch or reach a particular network, but is
rejected. The flow probe 12c can identifi that transaction as
unsuccessful and provides the billing application with infor— 40
mation that the billing application can use in determining
whether or not the user should be charged for that transac~
firm. The flow-based connectivity model embodied in the
flow probe is described generally with reference to FIGS.
23—25, and specifically with reference to FIGS. 27—28. 45

Referring to FIG. 24, a representation of a networkm in
which an end system “A” 602 is connected to another end
system “B” 604 is shown. The terminal system A 602 and
B 604 communicate with one another over a communication

path 606. Along that path are multiple intermediate devices so
608 (cg, routers, switches) to support the communication
services required for communications between A and B.
Although the path fromA to]? is depicted as a single straight
line, it may be appreciated that the actual physical topology
of this path most likely is extremely complex. For the 55
purpose of understanding the flow probc’s connectivity
model, however, it is not necessary to know how the actual
network Would be configured.

The physical deployment of the flow probe in a network,
such as the network 600, is based on two criteria: so
performance, e.g., a 100 Mb probe must be deployed Within
a region of the netwodc that operates at 100 Mb, and
granularity of the information to be generated. That is, if the
performance or the quality of service provide by A is of
particular interest, then the flow probe is located as close to 65
Aas possible so that the flow probe will see all of the Iralfic
that is seen by A.

If}
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The deployment of the flow probe may be in-linc or
out—of-line of the stream of IP packets of interest. Thus, the
flow probe 12 may be deployed ill-line, i.e., integrated into
either of the components that are actually mm to a con-
versation (like end stationA602, as shown in the figure), one
of the devices 608 that are actually supporting the commu—
nication or out-of-line, in, packets are copied and delivered
to a remote position.

Generally, a flow is defined as any communication
between communicating entities identified by an IP address,
a protocol and a service port. All IP packets {or datagrams)
are categorized using the fields present in the packets
themselves: source/destination IP addresses, the protocol
indicated in the IP header PROTO field, and, in the case of
UDP or TCP, by the packet’s source and destination portnumbers.

In a given network segment monitored by the flow probe,
much of the typical IP trafiic includes TCP protocol traffic.
Because the flow probe is a flow based monitor that is
actually tracking the TCP as a flow, it is completely aware
of the TCP protocol and that protocol’s three—way handshake
algorithm (state machine). The TCI’ flow has indicators to
indicate that a connection is being established or a flow is
being disconnected, However, these messages are only rel-
evant to the two communicating parties (cg, A and B in
FIG. 27). The end system Anny request that it be able to
communicate with B and sends a “TC? SYN” indication.

Any of the networking devices 608 along the path 606 can
reject this SYN request, completely independent of the
intended destination (in this example, end system B) and
without the knowledge that the end system B is a party to
this communication request. There are a variety ofproblems
that can cause an internal network component to reject a
request. For example, a router between A and B may find
that there is no mute available for forwarding a packet
towards B or that the routing path is inoperable (and no
alternate exits), or the router may find that it doesn't have the
resources to handle the packet.

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMI’) is
designed to convey this type of error event information back
to the originator of the request. For example, suppose device
608 is a router that is in a “failed" state and cannot process
the SYN request that it received from A. The support exists
in the Internet protocol, spwifically, ICMP, to signal this
condition back to A. Originator A has the ability to correlate
the error event with the request and inform the requesting
application that its request is not going to be supported.
Because the network uses a completely independent
protocol, i.e. ICMP, to convey the information, it is neces-
sary to correlate these independent protocols (TC? and
ICMP) to provide the accounting process with the informa-
tion it needs to lmow about a given transaction. Specifically,
the accounting process needs to know if the transaction was
succemful or unsuccessful and the cause of failure if name
eessful.

As an independent monitor operating outside of the
context of the WEE—ITK‘TE this example), the
flow probe is able to produce a complete and accurate record
Motion by mapping the network control informa~
tion to the user request information. To do so. flow probe
correlates Woumpmwmls such as TCP
with error event or condition messages provided by other
protocols, such as ICMP. in this manner, it is possible to
determine if a particular request [or a service has actually
been denied as a result of some network independent event.
The flow probe correlates the dissimilar protocols together
and finds a way of representing the network event in its
normal reporting of the TCP flow.
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Toe flow probe has specific reporting mechanisms for the (10); network unreachable for type of service (11); and host 
specific protocols. Toe TCP protocol, for instance, has many uoreachable for type of service (12) . 
more metrics associated with its protocol states than UDP Also included in the ICMP message format is a datagram 
based flows. However, because ICMP relevant events or prefix field 634, which contains a prefix-header and first 64 
network relevant events are not associated with or have any 5 bits of data-of the IP datagram that was dropped, that is, the 
impact on the state of TCP or UDP or any of the normal datagram that triggered the error event message. The data-
protocols, the flow probe provides a mechanism for tagging gram prefix field 634 corresponds lo the ICMP message 
its state tracking with the error event. The NAR is repre- (packet) payload. The IP datagram or packet header 612, 
sented as a start flow indication, a continuing or status record partially illustrate in FIG. 24, is shown here in its entirety. 
and a stop record. All of the flow probe's internal protocol 10 Assuming that the IP datagram carries a TCP message, the 
indications map to start, continuous or stop states. When a protocol value would correspond to TCP and the portion of 
network rejection event comes in (e.g., in the form of an the IP datagram's data 636 (first 64-bits) would in fact 
ICMP message, or other type of internet control correspond to a TCP message header 636, which includes a 
information), regardless of what state the probe is tracking source port field 638, destination port field 640 and a 
as the current state, it reverts lo a stop state and has to expand 15 sequence number field 642. The source port is the port 
upon the normal time or transition based stop conditions to number assigned to the process in originating (source) 
include an specific ICMP event as the cause of the closed system. The destination port is the port number assigned to 
state. The flow probe NAR includes bit indications for the the process in the destination system. 
actual protocol states that it is tracking. For ICMP generated It will be understood that TCP is an example protocol. The 
events, the flow probe indicates whether the source or the 20 field 636 could correspond to a portion of packet header 
destination was affected by the events. In order to convey from a packet of another protocol type. Also, the error 
this network rejection or network event back to the parent reporting protocol could he a protocol other than ICMP, and 
flow, the NAR allows for specific network rejection logic to the amount of header in field 636 could be more or less than 
be reported either by the source or the destination, and has 64 bits, that is, this amount may be adjusted so that the 
specific bit indicators in either the source or the destination 25 appropriate flow information can be obtained from the 
fields. header of the message contained in the discarded IP packet, 

There are two key aspects to the connectivity scheme of as described below. 
the flow probe as descnbed thus far. First, the probe deter- Refi:m:ing to FIG. 27, a packet processing method ("the 
mines that an ICMP event has occurred. Second, the probe process") 650 perfurmed by the flow probe is shown. The 
correlates that event to the "parent" flow, i.e., the sanie flow 30 process captures 652 a new IP packet (datagram) and tests 
as that associated with the failed request, and stores the exact 654 the received packet to dii!ermme i£ it is good (i.e., 
ICMP event into some state associated with that flow so the well-formed). The process 650 examines 656 the protocol 
event can be reported to the acrounting system in a NAR. At field in the IP packet header to determine if the protocol is 
this point it may be useful to examine the IP packet and the ICMP protocol. If the protocol is ICMP and the infor-
ICMP message formats in general, as well as examine 35 mation type field is set to one of the five enor reporting 
certain fields of interest. messages descnbed above, the process bypasses the IP 

Referring to FIG. 25, an exemplary IP packet format 610 packet and ICMP message headers and processes 658 the 
is shown. The IP packet format 610 inclndes·airIP paCKet ICMP message or packet payload (FIG. 26), which corre-
header 612 and an IP packet data field 614. The IP packet sponds to a portion of IP packet which that was discarded 
header 612 includes a PROTOCOL field 616 for indicating '40 and to which the event message relates. The payload process 
the protocol of the message encapsulated therein. Toe header will be descabed with reference to FIG. 28 below. Once the 
also includes a source IP address field 618, a destination IP payload processing is complete, the processing of the IP 
address field 620 and other known fields (not shown). In the packet resumes 659 the processing that would be performed 
example of FIG. 25, the message contained in the IP packet if the IP packet had not been detected as containing an ICMP 
data field (or payload) is an ICMP message or packet 622. 45 message of the error reporting variety as discussed above, as 
The ICMP packet is formatted to include an ICMP header will now be described. 
624andanICMPdatafield626.Intheexample,theprotocol Still referring to FIG. 27, if the protocol is not ICMP 
field 616 would be set to indicate a protocol value corre- and/or the information type is not an error report, the IP 
sponding to ICMP. packet is processed as follows. The probe scans 660 the 

Referring to HG. 26, an exemplary ICMPmessage format 50 header to determine the values of the fields which corre-
622 for reporting errors is shown. The format includes an spond to the "flow key", the fields which define "the flow" 
ICMP message header 624. The header 624 includes a type for the probe. Each flow probe can be configured for a 
field 630, which defines the meaning of the message as well particular flow key definition. For example, the flow key 
as its format, and a code field 632 that further defines the might be the source/destination IP addresses, the source/ 
message (error event). Toe error reporting message types 55 destination ports and the protocol. Toe probe determines 662 
(type values) include: destination uoreachable (3); source if the flow key of the proce:ssed packet header matches a 
quench (4); source route failed (S); network unreachable for flow already stored in the flow probe. A local store in the 
type of service (11); and parameters problem (12). Each of flow probe is used to hold flow representations including 
the types has a number of code values. For a destination flow key parameters, metrics, state information. Toe slate 
unreachable message (TYPE field value is 3), the possible 60 information will include, in addition to the protocol control-
codes (code values) include: network unreachable (O); host related states (i.e., TCP "FIN"), error event/state change 
unreachable (1); protocol uoreachable (2); port unreachable cause and source/destination to which the message is 
(3); fragmentation needed and DF set ( 4); source route failed addressed. These flow representations are converted into 
(S); destination network unknown (6); destination host NARs fur accounting process reporting purposes. 
unknown (7); source host isolated (8); communication with 65 Still referring to FIG. Z1, if the flow probe cannot match 
destination network administratively prohibited (9); com- 664 the flow key information to a stored flow, the probe 
rnunication with destination host administratively prohibited constructs ( and stores) 666 a new flow and completes 668 
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The flow probe has specific reporting mechanisms for the
specific protocols. The TC? protocol, for instance, has many
more metrics associated with its protocol states than UDP
based flows. However, because [CMP relevant events or
network relevant events are not associated with or have any
impact on the state of TCP or UDP or any of the normal
protocols, the flow probe provides a mechanism for tagging
its state tracking with the error event. The NAR is repre-
sented as astart flow indication, a continuing orstatus record
and a stop record. All of the flow probe’s internal protocol
indications map to start, continuous or stop states. When a
network rejection event comes in (cg, in the form of an
ICMP message, or other type of internet control
information), regardless of what state the probe is tracking
as the current state, it reverts to a stop state and has to expand
upon the normal time or transition based stop conditions to
include an specific ICMP event as the cause of the closed
state. The flow probe NAR includes hit indications for the
actual protocol states that it is tracking. For ICMP generated
events, the flow probe indicates whether the source or the
destination was affected by the events. In order to convey
this network rejection or network event back to the parent
flow, the NAR allows for specific network rejection logic to
be reported either by the source or the destination, and has
specific bit indicators in either the source or the destinationfields.

There are two key aspects to the connectivity scheme of
the flow probe as described thus far. First, the probe deter»
mines that an ICMP event has occurred Second, the probe
correlates that event to the “parent” flow, i.e., the same flow
as that associated with the failed request, and stores the exact
ICMP event into some state associated with that flow so the

event can be reported to the accounting system in a NAR. At
this point it may be useful to examine the [P packet and
ICMP message formats in general, as well as examine
certain fields of interest.

Referring to FIG. 25, an exemplary lP packet format 610
is shown. The IF packet format 610 includés‘an‘IP packet
header 612 and an 1'? packet data field 614. The 1? packet
header 1112 includes a PROTOCOL field 616 for indicating
the protocol of the message encapsulated therein. The header
also includes a source IP address field 618, a destination IP
address field 620 and other known fields (not shown). In the
example of FIG. 25, the message contained in the IP packet
data field (or payload) is an ICMP message or packet 62.2.
The ICMP packet is formatted to include an ICMP header
624 and an ICMP data field 626. In the example, the protocol
field 616 would be set to indicate a protocol value corre-
sponding to lCMP.

Referring to FIG. 26, an exemplary lCMP message format
622 for reporting errors is shown. The format includes an
ICMP message header 624. The header 624 includes a type
field 630, which defines the meaning, of the message as well
as its format, and a code field 632 that further defines the
message (error event). The error reporting message types
(type values) include: destination unreachable (3); source
quench (4); source route failed (5); network unreachable for
type of service (11); and parameters problem (12). Each of
the types has a number of code values. For a destination
unreachable message ('lYPE field value is 3), the possible
codes (code values) include: network unreachable (0); host
unreachable (1); protocol unreachable (2); port unreachable
(3); {augmentation needed and DF set (4); source route failed
(5); destination network unknown (0; destination host
unknown (7); source host isolated (8); communication with
destination network administratively prohibited (9); com-
munication with destination host administratively prohibited
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(10); network unreachable for type of service (11); and host
unreachable for type of service (12).

Also included in the lCMl’ message format is a datagmm
prefix field 634, which mntairm a prefix—header and first 64
bits ofdata—43f the IPdatagram that was dropped, that is, the
datagram that triggered the error event message. The data-
grarn prefix field 634 corresponds to the ICMP message
(packet) payload. The [P datagram or packet header 612,
partially illustrate in FIG. 24, is shown here in its entirety.
Assuming that the IP datagram carries a TCP message, the
protocol value would correspond to TCP and the portion of
the [P datagram’s data 636 (first 64-bits) would in fact
correspond to a TCP message header 636, which includes a
source port field 638, destination port field 640 and a
sequence number field 642. The source port is the port
number migned to the process in originating (source)
system. The destination port is the port number assigned to
the process in the destination system.

it will be understood thatTCP is an example protocol. The
field 636 ooukl correspond to a portion of packet header
from a packet of another protocol type. Also, the error
reporting protocol could be a protocol other than ICMP, and
the amount of header in field 636 could he more or less than

64 bits, that is, this amount may be adjusted so that the
appropriate flow information can be obtained from the
header of the message contained in the discarded 1P packet,
as described below.

Referring to FIG. 27, a packet procesing method (“the
process”) 650 performed by the flow probe is shown. The

process capunes652Wd tests654 the received pa et rmme it is good (i.e.,
well—formed). The process 650 examines 656 the protocol
field in the IP packet header to determine if the protocol is
the ICMP protocol. If the protocol is ICMP and the infor—
mation type field is set to one of the five error reporting
messages described drove, the process bypasses the 1?
packet and KEMP message headers and processes 658 the
ICMP message or packet payload (FIG. 26), which corre-
sponds to a portion of IP packet which that was discarded
and to which the event message relates. The payload process
will be described with reference to FIG. 28 below. Once the

payload processing is complete, the processing of the IP
packet resumes 659 the processing that would be performed
if the IPpacket had not been detected as containing an ICMP
message of the error reporting variety as discussed above, as
will now be described.

Still referring to FIG. 2'7, if the protocol is not [(22le
audior the information type is not an error report, the IP
packet is processed as follows. The probe scam 660 the
header to determine the values of the fields which corre-

spond to the “flow key”, the fields which define “the flow”
for the probe. Each flow probe can be configured for a
particular flow key definition. For example, the flow key
might be the mmcefdcstination IP addresses, the source]
destination ports and the protoool. The probe determines 662
if the flow key of the processed packet header matches a
flow already stored in the flow probe. A local store in the
flow probe is used to hold flow representations including
flow key parameters, metrics, state information. The state
information will include, in addition to the protocol control—
related states (i.e., TCP W’), error event/state change
cause and source/destination to which the message is
addressed. “these flow representations are converted into
NARs for accounting process reporting pin-pom

Still [clotting l0 FIG. 27, if the flaw probe cannot match
664 the flow key information to a stored flow, the probe
constructs (and stores) 666 a new flow and completm 668
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the process. If the probe finds a match, it updates 670 metrics Any 0011-TCP lraffic is categorized as a connection-less 
for the matching stored flow (or "pareot" flow). It also transactioo. When configured to generate the most detailed 
updates 67]; the flow state of the parent and then completes level of t.!?P..Qrting for connectionless traffii;,.-ilie flow prooe 
674 the process. It should be noted that the oonstruction of can report the discovery of a new co.onection-J~transac-
a new flow triggers 676 the generation of a start NAR and 5 tion; the existence of a request/respoose pair within the 
the update of the flowstate triggers 678 the generation of an transaction ( as exists when the probe has seen a single 
update NAR. The generation ofNARs by the flow probe will packet from both the source and the destination for the 
be discussed later. transaction); the continuation or transaction persistence, and 

Referring to FIG. 28, processing of the ICMP message so forth. The transaction persistence status is generated with 
payload, i.e., the embedded IP packet, 658 (from FIG. 27) is 

10 shown. The processing of the ICMP message payload pro- a timer function. If it has been seeo within a configured timer 
cessing is recursive in nature. The essential method is the window, a report is generated. 
same as used above for an IP packet (FIG. 27), with a few The status report for non-TCP traffic indicates if the report 
differences. If the flow probe determines 664 that there is no is an initial report, a request/status report or a continuation 
stored flow corresponding to the flow of the dropped IP (or a current transaction) report. 
packet or datagram (indicated by the ICMP message in the 15 In the default mode, the flow probe generates a status 
data prefix field or payload 634 of FIG. 26), the processing report when it has seen a request/response "volley" within a 
is complete 680. If a stored flow matching the flow key of transaction and every 15 minutes thereafter, if the transac-
the dropped datagram is found, the probe updates 612 the tion persists. This offer immediate notification of request/ 
flow state to indicate a "rejected" state for the stored flow. It response traffic and a fair amount of data reduction on 
also updates the flow state information to indicate whether 20 connection-less transactions. 
it was the stored flow's source or destination that was Thus, the flow probe state tracking includes protocol-
associated with the ICMP message and the event cause. The specific state information. It provides detailed information 
state change (to rejected state) triggers 682 the generation of on transport specific flow initiation, such as TCP connection 
a stop NAR, as is later described. Once the probe has establishment, as well as flow continuation and termination 
comple~ed the payl?~d processing 65~, it. res~es 659 the 25 event reporting. 
processmg of the onginal IP~acket (as ~cated m FIG. 27). Protocol Independent Packet Monitor 

Th~ the payl<>:1'1 processmg _can be "?eY"ed as a packt:t Referring to FIG. 29.A, a network 700includes a monitor 
processm~ exception, an exception that IS .mvoked when 11 702 that runs a process for detecting packet loss .. The 
is detenD?-Ded that an ICMP error reportmg message has monitor 702 will be particularly described using IP SEC 
been received. The ICMPmesssage reports a error event and the ti ti h ade The nit 702 
the IP packet associated with that error event. Tbe exception 30 au n ca on ~ . rs. mo or . . uses sequence 
process serves to correlate the flow of the discarded IP num~rs that exist m IP SEC authentication h:aders. The 
packet in the ICMP message with the parent (matching momtor 702 can be used to detect lost pa~ets m any type 
stored) flow. thus mapping the ICMP error (state) informa- of protocol that uses sequence numbers m headers of the 
tion to the parent IP flow. packets, ~tc. The monitor 7~ is an independent monitor 1;hat 

The flow probe reports on network tratfic activity through 35 can be disposed anywhere m the network 700. The momtor 
a flow probe NAR, which reports IP flow traffic activity. The 702 is protocol independent. 
flow probe categorizes network traffic into one of four The network 700 would include a plurality of such 
classes of traffic flow: I) connection oriented (e.g., TCP); ii) indepeodent monitors 702 each disposed at corresponding 
new connectionless; iii) requesl/response connectionless single points in the network 70. Typically, the monitor 702 
(e.g., UDP, DNS); and ili) connectionless persistent (e.g., 40 can be disposed in-line such as in a network device such as 
NFS, Multicast BackBONE or "MBONE" multicast traffic). a switch, router, access concentrator, and so forth. 
To each of these class it applies connection oriented seman- Alternatively, the monitor can be disposed in an out of line 
tics for a uniform approach to status reporting. That is, flow arrangement in which network packets are copied from the 
probe treats these dissimilar transaction models as if they device and coupled to the out--0f line monitor. 
were the same. There is one uniform structure for the status 45 The monitor 702 examines each packet of a network flow 
reports generated for each of the 4 different transactions. thatpisses through the device associated witnilie momllir 
Each status report includes transaction start and stop 702. The monitor 702 receives serialized IP packets. The 
information, MAC and IP source and destination addresses, packets can have the format specified by the Network 
the IP options that were seen, the upper layer protocol used, Worlring Group, by S. Kent, Request for Comments: 2402, 
the transaction source and destination byte and packet so November 1998 "IP Anthentication Header" as part of the 
counts and upper layer protocol specific information. The "Internet Official Protocol Standards", The Internet Society 
protocol specific information and the criteria for when the (1998). The IP Authentication header includes a Next 
status reports are created, is different for each of the four Header field that identifies the type of the next payload after 
transaction types. the Authentication Header, Payload Length an 8-bit field 

The connection oriented protocol understood by the flow ss specifies the length of AH, and a reserved 16-bit field. The 
probe is TCP. Flow probe bas complete knowledge of the IP Authentication header also includes a Security Parameters 
TCP state machine and thus can generate status reports with Index an arbitrary 32-bit value that, in combination with a 
each state transition seen within any individual TCP. There destination IP address and security protocol, uniquely iden-
is also a provision for generating time interval based status tifies the Security Association for a datagram and a 
reporting in the TCP connections that the flow probe is 60 Sequence Number. The sequence number is an unsigned 
tracking. The status report indicates which stares were seen, 32-bit field containing a monotonically increasing counter 
if any packets were retransmitted, if the source or destination value (sequence number). It is always present in such 
had closed, and if the report bad been generated by a tim_E.-. datagrams and i:> provided fo°:° the purpooe lo enable an 
condition. In a default mode, the liow probe generates a anti-replay service for a specific security authentication. 
ciiimiialive status at the time a TCP closes, or times out This 65 According to the standard if anti-replay is enabled the 
strategy offers the greatest amount of data reduction on transmitted Sequence Number is not allowed to cycle. Thus, 
transactions. the sender's counter and the receiver's counter are reset by 
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the process. If the probe finds a match, it updates 67!) metrics Any non-TOP trafiic is categorized as a connection—less
for the matching stored flow (or “parent” flow). It also transaction. When configured to generate the most detailed
updates 672 the flow state of the parent and then completes level pf reporting for connectionlers tralfia" c How p55?
674 the process. ll should be noted that the ooustmction of can rcpt)“ [he djsmvery of aWumc.
a new flow triggers 676 the generation Of a start NAR and 5 tion; the existence of a ”retired/response pair within the
the update‘ofthe flowrstate triggers 678 the generation of an Transaction (as exists when the probe has seen a single
update NAR.'I‘he generationofNARsby the flowprobewill packet from both the source and me destination {0, the
1": Wd later. transaction); the continuation or transaction persistence, andReferring to FIG. 28 processing of the ICMP message . . ~ . .

. l 1’} l 35$ 5 . so forth. the transaction persrstenee status is generated With
payload, 1.e., the em. leacket, ( m HG’ 27) 15 10 a timer function. If it has been seen within a configured timer
shown. The processmg of the ICMP message payload pro- wind a re is generated
:§?:]:;em:: grain; Pfijfiggflzgeafi 3ft: The status report for non-TC}? traffic indicates if the report
(inferences. If the flow probe determines 664 that there is no is an initial report, a request/status “79°“ or a continuation
stored flow corresponding to the flow of the dropped IP (or a mutant transaction) report.
packet or datagrarn (indicated by the ICMP message in the 15 in the default mode, the flow probe generates a status
data prefix field or payload 634 of FIG. 26), the processing report “(hen it has mu 1 request/muse “volley“ within a
is complete 680. If a stored flow matching the flow key of “it-1153mm and every 15 Ell-“1W3 theremer, if the 3811930-
the dropped datagram is found, the probe updates 672 the lion persists. This offer immediate notification of request!
flow state to indicate a “rejected” state for the stored flow. It response trafiic and a fair amount of data reduction on
also updates the flow state information to indicate whether 20 connection-less transactions.
it was the stored flow‘s source or destination that was Thus, the flow probe state tracking includes protocol-
associated with the {CW message and the event cause. The specific state: information, It provides. detailed informafiun
state change (to rejected stale) triggers 682 the generation M on tramport specific flow initiation, such as TCP connection
a StC‘P ”AR, 35 is 11W" described. Once ‘1” probe has establishment, as well as flow continuation and termination
completed the payload processing 658, it resumes 659 the 25 event reporting.
processing of the original leacket (as indicated in FIG. 2?). Protocol Independent Packet Monitor

Thus: the payload processtug‘can be ‘11er as a pad“? Referring to FIG. 29A, a networE 700 includes a monitor
prooessmg exception, an exception that IS invoked when it 702 that runs a pm for detecting padre! lbs; 1117‘is determined that an lCMP error reporting message has . . . .. ‘ momtor 702 will be particularly described using IP SEC
been received. The ICMPmesssage reportsaerror event and 30 a l ntican'on he l 15. The nitor 702 s uence
the IPpacket associated With that error event. The exception numbers that exist in 1? SEC authentication headers. Theprocess serves to correlate the flow of the discarded lP . V
packet in the ICMP message with the parent (matching monitor 702 can be used to d‘md 103‘ packets m any type
stored flow, thus ma - the ICMP error state informa— of protocol that uses sequence numbers in headers of the
fion to) the parent 11) Egg ( ) packets, etc. The monitor 702 is an independent monitor that

The flow probe reports on network 33mg activity through 35 can be disposed anywhere in the network 700‘ The monitor
a flow probe NAR, which reporu; 1P flow traffic activity. The 792 is P1010601 independent.
flow probe Categorizts network traffic into one of four The network 700 would include a plurality of such
classes of trallic flow: I) connection oriented (erg, TCP); ii) independent monitors 702 each disposed at correspondiig
new connectionless; iii) request/response connectionlcss single points in the network 70. Typically, the monitor 702
(e.g,, UDP, DNS); and iii) connectionless persistent (e.g., 40 can be disposed in—line such as in a network device such as
NFS,Multicast BackBONE or “MBONE” multicast traffic). a switch, router, access concentrator, and so forth.
To each of these elm it applies connection oriented seman— Alternatively, the monitor can be disposed in an out of line
ties for a uniform approach to status reporting. That is, flow arrangement in which network packets are copied horn the
probe treats these disshnilar tramaction models as if they device and coupled to the out~oE line monitor.
were the same. There is one uniform structure for the status 45 The monitor 702 examines each acket of a network flow

reports generated for each of the 4 diifercnt transactions. that p st oug the device associat Wit W
Each status report includes transaction start and stop 702. The monitor 702 receivms serialized IP packets. The
information, MAC and IP source anddeslination addresses, packets can have the format specified by the Network
the lPoptions that were seen, the upper layer protocol used, Worldng Group, by S. Kent, Request for Comments: 2402,
the transaction source and destination byte and packet 50 November 1998 “IP Authentication Header” as part of the
counts and upper layer protocol specific information. The “Internet Oflicia] Protocol Standards”, The interact Society
protocol specific information and the criteria for when the (1998). The IP Authentication header includes a Next
status reports are created, is diiierent for each of the four Header field that identifies the type of the next payload after
transaction types. the Authentication Header, Payload Length an 8-bit field

The connection oriented protocol understood by the flow 55 specifies the length of AH, and a reserved 16—bit field, The
probe is TCP. Flow probe has complete knowledge of the lPAuthentication header also includes a Security Parameters
TCP state machine and thus can generate status reports with Index an arbitrary 32-bit value that, in combination with a
each state transition seen within any individual TCE There destination l? addres and scanty protoaal, uniquely idem
is also a provision for generating time interval based status tifies the Security Association for a datagram and a
reporting in the TCP connections that the flow probe is 60 Sequence Numben The sequence number is an unsigned
uaddng. The status report indicates which states were seen, 32-bit field containing a monotonically increasing counter
ifauy packets were retransmitted,ifthe somccordestination value (sequence number). It is always present in such
had closed, and if the report had been eucrated b a time datagrams and is provided form the purpose to enable an
condition. In a defafilt mode, the how probe generates a anti-replay sem'ce for a specific security authenticating,

ramstams at the time a TCP closes, or times out This 55 According to the standard if anti—replay is enabled the
strategy offers the greatest amount of data reduction on transmitted Sequence Numberis not allowed to cycle. Thus,
transactions. the sender’s counter and the receiver’s counter are reset by
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establishing a new security authentication and thus a new number, i.e., it did not turn over to all zeros, then there may 
key prior to the transmission of the 23

2nd packet. The have been packet loss. If there may have been packet loss, 
datagram also includes Authentication Data, i.e., a variable- the packet loss detector process 704 can determine how 
length field that contains the Integrity Check Value (ICV) for many packets have been lost by determining how many 
the datagram. 5 sequence numbers are missing. 

Referring now to FIG. 29B, a packet loss detector process When packets may traverse more than one packet monitor 
704 that runs in the monitor 702 is shown. The packet loss 10, the packet loss detector process 704 may produce a 
detector process 704 examines 706 header information in the packet loss detected indication that does not indicate that the 
packet, to determine if the packet includes an authentication packets were actually dropped. A packet loss drop indication 
header. If 'the packet does not include an authentication 10 in a multi-monitor embodiment indicates that the lost pack-
header, then the packet loss detector process 704 ignores 24 ets did not come through the particular packet loss detector 
the packet and exits to wait for the next packet. If the packet process 704. However, the indicated lost packets could be on 
includes an authentication header, the packet loss detector other segments of the network. That is, it is possible that 
process 20 tests 708 to determine if the packet loss detector other parts of the current flow are in other parts of the 
process 20 had been tr~ is represented by 15 network. Therefore, the packet loss detector process 704 
the soun:c andclesti.iiation fP addresses and the SPID value notes bow many packets were actually successfully 
that is in the authentication header. The packet loss detector transmitted, as well as lost, and optionally their sequence 
will perform a cache look up to determine if the flow is numbers. These values can be compared tQ....Q!ber Xl\)nes , 
stored in a cache of currently tracked flows. The packet loss from other monitors 702 to establish whether or not there 
detector process 20 tests 708 those values to see if the packet 20 had been packet loss for the flow through the netwodc. 
loss detector process 704 is =ntly tracking that security This indication, could be converted into Network 
flow. Accounting Records thus would be coupled to a process e.g. 

If the packet loss detector process 704 is not tracking that the accounting process 14 that reports statistics on that 
security flow, the packet loss detector process 20 will particular flow to provide a sn~~ 
establish 710 a flow cache entry for that flow in a cache that 25 were lost relative to liow]nany rackets were ic_!P,.ajly 
can be maintained in memory (not shown). The packet loss sui:~y transmitted on ihe flow. In ilie accounting 
detector process 704 will store the source and destination IP -. process 14, the netwoiKaccoonting recoros an: corre1ated, 
address and the SPID value from of tbe authentication aggregated, enhanced and so forth to identify network flows. 
header. The flow cache also includes all other authentication This information can be used to determine the records that 
headers from other security flows that have previously been 30 correspond to a particular network flow and whether a 
tracked The flow cache enables the packet loss detector determined network flow lost any packets. 
process 20 to monitor and track many hundreds, thousands, Capturing Quality of Service 
and so forth of different security flows. A cache entry is Referring now to FIG. 30, a process 730 for capturing 
established for every different flow. Once the cache entry is iuality of service in a network system 11, (FIG. l), is shown. 
established, the packet loss detector process 704 updates 712 35 be capturing quality of service process 730 allows an 
the sequence number entry in the cache for that security administrator to configure 732 the network 11 with a policy 
flow. That is, the initial sequence number in the authentica- that corresponds to a first quality of service. The process 730 
lion header for the encountered flow is stored. The sequence also includes an optimization process that assigns or devel-
number can start at any arbitrary value. ops 734 the policy, defines the policy being used, and 

If, however, the packet loss detector process 704 deter- 40 enforces the policy by deploying a policy dictated configu-
imined 708 that it is tracking the flow, then the packet loss ration into various policy enforcement devices in tbe net-
detector process 704 tests 714 if the sequence number in the work 11. Toe capturing quality of service process 730 allows 
current packet is equal to the previous sequence number the administrator to observe 736 the actual service delivered 
noted for this flow plus 1. If the sequence number in the by the uetwork 11 to a customer on the network 11 to 
current packet is equal to the previous sequence number plus 45 determine if the quality of service provided matches that 
1, then the packet loss detector process 704 can stop the specified by the policy 740. 
current evaluation because the packet loss detector process The capturing quality of service process 730 uses an 
704 did not detect and the system did uot experience any accounting process 738 to collect information from the 
packet loss on that particular association. The packet loss network. A preferred accounting process is accounting pm-
detector process 704 will update 712 the stored sequence 50 cess 14 described above. The accounting process 14 collects 
number for that flow in the cache. data from the network 11 as part of the observation process 

If the sequence number in the current packet does not 736. The accountiog process collects different kinds of 
equal the previous sequence number noted for tbis flow plus metrics from the network, correlates these metrics to speci-
1, the packet loss detector process 704 for the IP SEC fied network flows, via the use of NARS, and maps 
Authenication packets detected a potentially missed packet. 55 collected, correlated information i.e., NARs back to the 

For some protocols that permit wrap around, the packet policy that was defined and actually deployed in the net-
loss detector process 704 tests 718 if the sequence number work. Because the accounting process 14 performs this 
bas wrapped around e.g., gone from 32 bits of all ones to 32 observation function, the accounting process can provide an 
bits of all zeros. The IP SEC Authentication packets cur- indication 738a whether or not the policy 740 is being 
rently do not permit wrap around, so test 718 would not be 60 satisfied. 
necessary for IP SEC Authentication Headers. lf for other By deploying the accounting process 14 to observe ser-
protocols ( or latter vetsioos of the IP SEC Authenication vice quality, the capturing quality of service process 730 can 
protocol), the packet loss detector process 704 detects a validate performance of service level agreements (not 
wrap around condition then there bas not been any packet shown). If the capturing quality of service process 730 
loss and the packet is dropped. The packet loss detector 65 detects that the policy level specified in a service level 
process 704 will update 712 the stored sequence number for agreement is not being enforced, then the policy can be 
that flow in the cache. If the sequence number is any other reassessed, iedefined, and redeployed 742. The capturing 
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establishing a new security authentication and thus a new
key prior to the transmission of the 2”” packet. The
datagtam also includes Authentication Data, i.e., a variable-
length field that contains the Integrity Cheek Value (lCV) for
the datagtarn. 5

Referring now to FIG. 29B, 3 packet loss detector process
704 that runs in the monitor 702 is shown. The packet loss
detectorme 704 examines 5‘06 header information in the
packet, to determine if the packet includes an authentication
header. If the paEEet does not Include an authentication 10
Header, then the packet loss detector process 704 ignores 24
the packet and exits to wait for the next packet. If the packet
includes an authentication header, the padret loss detector
pmcm 20 tests 708 to determine if the packet loss detector

process 20118$ngis represented by 15the source an titration IP addresses and the 81’“) value
that is in the authentication header. The packet loss detector
will perform a cache look up to determine if the flow is
stored in a cache of currently tracked flows. The packet loss
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number, i.e., it did not turn over to all zeros, then there may
have been packet loss. If there may have been packet 10$,
the packet loss detector process 704 can determine how
many packets have been lost by determining how many
sequence numbers are missing,

When packets may traverse more than one packet monitor
10, the packet loss detector process 704 may produce a
packet loss detected indication that does not indicate that the
packets. were actually dropped. Apacket loss drop indication
in a mold-monitor embodiment indicates that the lost pack-
ets did not come through the particular packet loss detector
process 704. However, the indicated lost packets couldbe on
other segments of the network. That is, it is possible that
other parts of the current flow are in other parts of the
network, Therefore, the packet loss detector process 704
notes how many packets were actually successfully
transmitted, as well as lost, and optionally their sequence
numbers. These values can be compared to mmfrom other monitors 702 to establish whether or not there

detectorprocessZt) tests 708 those values to see if the packet 20mm for the flow through the network.
loss detector prom 704 is currently tracking that security
flow.

If the packet loss detector process 704 is not tracking that
security flow. the packet loss detector process 20 will
establish 710 a flow cache entry for that flow in a cache that 25
can be maintained in memory (not shown). The packet loss
detector process 704 will store the noun: and destination [P
address and the SPID value from of the authentication
header. The Bow cache also includes all other authentication
headers from other security flows that have previously been 30
tracked The flow cache enables the packet loss detector
process 20 to monitor and track many hundreds, thousands,
and so forth of diflerent security flows A cache entry is
established for every different flow. Once the cache entry is _
established, the packet loss detector process 704 updates 712 35
the sequence number entry in the cache for that security
flow. That is, the initial sequence number in the authentica—
tion header for the encountered flow is stored. The sequence
number can start at any arbitrary value

If, however, the packet loss detector process 704 deter— 4t)
imincd 708 that it is tracking the flow, then the packet loss
detector process 704 tests 714 if the sequence number in the
current packet is equal to the previous sequence number
noted for this flow plus 1. If the sequence number in the
current packet is equal to the previous sequence number plus 45
1, then the packet loss detector promos 704 can stop the
current evaluation because the packet 10$ detector process
704 did not detect and the system did not experience any
packet loss on that particular association. The packet loss
detector process 704 will update 712 the stored sequence 50
number for that flow in the cache.

If the sequence number in the current packet does not
equal the previous sequence number noted for this flow plus
1, the packet loss detector process 704 for the 1P SEC
Authenication packets detected a potentially missed packet. 55

For some protocols that permit wrap around, the packet
loss detector process 704 tests 718 if the sequence number
has wrapped around e.g., gone from 32 bits of all ones to 32
bits of all zeros. The 1? SEC Authentication packets cur-
rently do not pennit wrap around, so test 718 would not be 60
nwessary for 11’ SEC Authentication Headers. if for other
protocols (or latter versions of the [P SEC Authenication
protocol), the packet loss detector process 704 detects a
wrap around condition then there has not been any packet
loss and the packet is dropped. The packet loss detector as
process 704 will update 712 the stored sequence number for
that flow in the cache. If the sequence number is any other

This indication, could be convened into Network
Accounting Records thus would be coupled to a process tag.
the amounting process 14 that reports statistics on that

particular flow to providcggggmmmmmnacketswere lost relative to or many aekets were actually
seem" e ow. Fare accounting

 

’p'romss la, the: uetQEiE accounting rccofis are filmed,
aggregated, enhanced and so forth to identify network flows.
This information can be used to determine the records that
correspond to a particular network flow and whether a
determined network flow lost any packets.
Capturing Quality of Service

Referring now to FIG. 30, a process 730 fior capturing
quality of service in a network system 11, (FIG. 1), is shown.

e capturing quality of service process 730 allows an
administrator to configure 732 the network 11 with apolicy
that corresponds to a first qualityofserviee. The process 730
also includes an optimization process that assigns or devel-
ops 734 the policy, defines the policy being used, and
enforces the policy by deploying a policy dictated configu-
ration into various policy enforcement devices in the net-
work 11. The capturing quality of serviceprocess’BD allows
the administrator to observe 736 the actual service delivered
by the network 11 to a customer on the network 11 to
determine if the quality of service provided matches that
specified by the policy 740.

The capturing quality of service process 730 uses an
accounting process 738 to collect information from the
network. A preferred accounting process is accounting pro-
cess 14 descn‘bed above. The accounting process 14 collects
data from the network 11 as part of the observation process
736. The aowunting procrnss collects different kinds of
metrics from the network, correlates these metrics to specia
tied network flows, via the use of NARS, and maps
oolledod, correlated information i.e., NARs back to the
policy that was defined and actually deployed in the net-
work. Because the amounting process 14 performs this
observation function, the accounting process can prmn'de an
indication 738a whether or not the policy 740 is beingsatisfied.

By deploying the accounting process 14 to observe ser—
vice quality, the capturing quality of service process 730 can
validate performance of service level agreements (not
shown). If the capturing quality of service process 730
detects that the policy level specified in a service level
agreement is not being enforced, then the policy can be
reanaessed, redefined, and redeployed 742. The capturing
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quality of service process 730 can again observe 737. meal 751. The template is fed to the service provisioning 
Through the observation 736, the capturing quality of ser- application 751. that actually produces a configuration file 
vice process 730 can determine whether reassessment and 151.a that is sent out to the networlc 10 to configure network 
redefining of the deployed policy was successful. Several for a level of service based upon that contract 751. 
cycles of this quality of service optimization process could 5 A service management feedback process 750 therefore 
be requii:ed. includes three components, service provisioning 752, policy 

An important component of quality of service includes server 754 and service accounting 756. The role of service 
determining whether there lfis been packet I0.5S~Tiiepacket provisioning 752 is. to send requ<:5ts 152!1 to th~ policy 
detector monitor described in conjunction with RGS. 29A serv~r. 754 to obtam an ~pp.ropnate. acllve policy, and 
aud 29B can be used to access packet loss. The packet 10 obt:iimng rules and do~:1111. information 754a from_ the 
detection monitor 702 can be deployed in the network and ~!icy serve~. The provismmng system can commumcate 

NARs that b d t d · ck, t lo with appropnate network management systems and element 
g~nerate ~ e use . 0 etermme pa. e ss as management systems (not shown) to configure the networlc 
~d 3;00ve. ~ information can be used m the cap- 10 for an eud-to-end service. When the configuration 752a 
~g q~ty of seJ:VIce p~ocess 730 to assess whethe~ the is deployed at the various network devices (not shown) at 
policy specified by th~ ~J:VIce level agreem~nt w~ provided 15 that point, the service is produced. The level of service is 
~ th~ ~tomer. Addillon~y, so called Diffc~nhated ~r- monitored or audited by the accounting system 756 which 
vice DivServc technology' that a known quality of service can be the accounting process 14 described above. The 
solution that has been proposed for the Internet as well as accounting process 14 monitors the level of service by 
enterprise networks. In contrast to a per-flow orien~tion of producing appropiate network accounting records. The net-
some types of quality of service solullons such as Int-serv 20 worlc accounting records NARs are used by a billing appli-
and RSVP, DifIServ enabled networks classify packets into cation to adjust billing based on the level of service that was 
one of a small number of aggregated flows or "classes", provided as determined by the accounting system 14. The 
based on bits set in the type of service (fOS) field of each accounting system 14 also can compare the policies pro-
packet'sIP headcr. This~aqualityofseaj_cctechnologyfor duccd by the policy server to the actual levels of service 
IP networking is designed to lower the statistical probability 25 provided to the customer by enmining NARs that are 
of padet loss of specific flows. The capturing quality of produced by the customer's usage of the network. 
service process 730 establishes DivScrv policy, that is In addition, levels of service might change, and the 
decomposed into a collection of DivServ configurations. system takes changes into account so that the service man-
The DivScrv oonfigurations are deployed to a oollcction of agemcnt can modify the charge or account differently for 
routers or switches that the customer would have access to 30 those changes in levels of service. The service accounting 
in the netwodt 11 as part of the enforcement/deployment also uses the active policy information from the policy 
process 732. Because packet loss is a statistical server to deliver billing information to a billing system or to 
phenomenon, the capturing quality of service process 730 a chargeback, system that can may adjustments to billings for 
observes 736 a large number of networlc flows. The captur- the service. 
ing quality of service process 730 can observe network 35 A policy enable network 754 is build on the capabilities 
traffic because of the llliC of the accounting process 14 and of address management, domain name management and so 
the resulting NARs at the granularity in which the DivServe forth. Essentially in a policy enabled network, policy ser-
policics are a.ctually being deployed. The DivScrve policies vices produce a set of rules and applys those rules to a 
are generally deployed at the source and destination IP domain or problem set. The policy server communicates the 
address, protocol and possibly destination port level 40 rules to the accounting process 14 so that the accounting 

By observing 736 network flows at the same granularity process 14 can determine what kind of records to generate. 
as a DivServe policy enforcement mechanism, if the cap- All of the information is described using data flows. 
turing quality of service process 730 detects packet loss at As an example, a service contract may specify that a 
that granularity, then there will be a direct feedback coupling company "X" will be given 100% availability of a particular 
to determine whether the policy is actually being enforced or 4S network device e.g., a router (not shown) and its corrcspond-
not. If the policy is not being enforced. then an administrator ing service. In onler to assure that level of service, the policy 
will can reassess the policy, redefine the policy, and redeploy server 754 sends that requirement in a template to the 
742 new enforcement strategics. The capturing quality of provisioning service 752 to produce a configuration file 
service process 730 again will observe 736. 752a to configure the router to give company "X" preferred 

As mentioned, because IP networlc quality of service is a so use for the router. Therefore, every tinle a packet from 
statistical phenomenon, the capturing quality of service company "X':/' network comes across the router, the packet 
process 730 obtains a large number of samples, over a long will always be transmitted unless there is something wrong 
period of time. Through this optimizing capturing quality of with the rouler. This may occur even if a packet of company 
service process 730 and DivServe deployment 734, the "Y" which has a lower service level than company "X" is 
customer will get beneficial policy deployment for this 55 waiting in the router to be transmitted. The packet from 
service. company "Y" will wait because company "Y" is not paying 
Service Management for the quality of service that company X" is paying for. 

Referring now to FIG. 31, a service management loop 750 Jn that case, the provisioning service configures 752 the 
includes a service provisioning application 752, a policy policy enforcement mechanism that was put into the router 
enabled network server 754 and an accounting process 756. 60 in the network. How the policy was defined to the provi-
In a typical example, an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and sinning equipment is that there is a one-to-one relationship 
a customer will enter into a service agreement or contract between the policy and what the accounting process 14 will 
751 that will specify a level of service for the network. The monitor in the networlc. The accounting process 14 will be 
contract 751 has requirements and conditions that are aware that company "X" contracted to have 100% avail-
enforced by the policy enabled network 754. The service 65 ability from the router. 
contract 751 is decomposed by the policy server to produce The accounting process 14 will then take every source of 
a template that defines the service represented by the agree- information it has available and will construct an accounting 
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record that reflects the level of service actually delivered lo 
company "X." The accounting records produce arc relative 
to the two components, i.e., the router and the customer. The 
accounting process 14 is flexible and can generate account
ing records of any flow abstraction. [n this proce.ss 750, the s 
policy server 754 sends a flow based policy to the provi
sioning server 752. The provisioning server 752 uses a flow 
based policy to configure the network. That same flow based 
policy is passed to the accounting process 14 which can 
generate network accounting records NARs having metrics 10 

that can be used to match the saII!l;..level of those flows. The 
output of the a~ 14 will determine whether 
the quality of service, availability, etc. that was contracted 
for in the contract 751 was provided. Therefore the service 
management process 750 provides the level of service that 1, 
was delivered at the same semantic level as the actual 
contract. 

Capturing quality of service as audited by the accounting 
process 14 includes detecting of packet loss, as mentioned 
above. Each of the components managed by the service 20 

management process 750 require information. Therefore, the 
service provisioning has to provision thei;e various quality 
levels. The policy selVer 754 thus, keeps what is essentially 
enforcement of the levels of quality that are offered by 
different service types, and the accounting process 756 25 

detects, monitors and audits whether those classes in quality 
of service are being delivered. 

Referring to FIG. 32, an implementation of the service 
management provisioning 752 is shown. The service man
agement provisioning 752 extends concepts of device man- 30 
agement and network management into a semce manage
ment layer of functionality. Service management 
provisioning includes a provisioning core m, provisioning 
modules 784, aod element managers 786. Service provision
ing 752 is user focused rather that network focused as 35 
conventional network management Network management 
involves communic.ation with network systems aod equip
ment. Scmce provisioning 752 is orient more towards a user 
and a user's concepts of semces. Service provisioning 752 
provides an additional layer of abstraction that relates 40 

description of services at a user level to a network's ability 
to provide those end-to-end services. The architecture 780 of 
Service provisioning 752 is multi-device 788 at the bottom 
of the architecture and multi-service 790 at the top of the 
arcbitectllle. Toe service provisioning 752 is deployed to 45 
write commands to the network systems i.e., network cle-
ments 788 in order to change configurations of those sys
tems. 

Since many end customer services now require that a 
network operate with multiple, different kinds of network 50 
elements in order to provide an end-to-end service, the 
service provisioning 752 simplifies producing information 
that is necessary for a service provider to translate a service 
order from a customer to a network configuration, i.e., all 
commands necessary for all the different elements in the 55 
network in order to create an end-to-end service. 

The service provisioning builds on existing systems. That 
is, in the lower layers there are existing element managers 
that have a configuration management system to configure at 
the network layer. The service provisioning adds layering 60 

over the conventional network management layer. Service 
provisioning maps a customer specified end to end service to 
the network elements that are required to produce that 
end-to-end service. Mapping of a customer's semce orders 

34 
into the state of the network can have various pieces of 
wor:ldlow necessary to create or completely activate this 
service order. 

OTIIER EMBODIMENTS 

It is to be understood that while the invention has been 
descnbed in conjunction with the detailed description 
thereof, the foregoing description is intended to illustrate 
aod not limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by 
the scope of the appended claims. Other aspects, advantages, 
and modifications are within the scope of the following 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for tracking network accounting records in a 

accounting process that collects aod correlates information 
derived from network data comprises: 

producing a network accounting record that bas an iden
tifier that uniquely identifies the record within the 
accounting process with the identifier including a 
sequence number that specifies a sequence number for 
network accounting records that originate from the 
source device; 

determining when there is a break in the sequence num
bers of network accounting records produced from the 
SO!llCe device; and 

requesting missing network accounting records when 
there is a break in the sequence. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein producing a network 
accounting record further comprises: 

producing a network source identifier that identifies a 
source device that creates the network accounting 
record. 

3. The method of claim 2 further comprising determining 
the data collector that produced the missing network 
accounting records. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein determining the data 
collector comprises: 

examining the network source identifier in a data flow. 
5. The method of claim 4 wherein the data flow is 

identified by aggregating received network accounting 
records and correlating the received records lo identify a 
flow. 

6. A system comprising: 
a daa collector collecting data from a. network device, and 

producing network accounting records from the col
lected data; and 

a flow aggregation process, that receives network 
accounting records, the network accounting records 
including data identifying the data collector and a 
sequence number, said fl.ow aggregation process 
detects missing network accounting records by detect
ing at least one missing sequence number; 

wherein upon detecting a missing sequence number, the 
flow aggregallon process retrieves data identifying the 
data collector from received- records l.bat have been 
correlated to identify a flow associated with the missing 
records; and 

sends a request to the identified data collector to retrans
mit the missing record corresponding to the missing 
sequence number. 

* * * * * 
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record that reflects the level of service actually delivered to
company “X." The accounting records produce are relative
to the two wmponents, i.e., the router and the customer. The
accounting process 14 is flexible and can generate accountv
lug remrds of any flow abstraction. in this process 750, the
policy server 754 sends a flow based policy to the provia
sioning server 752. The provisioning server 752 uses a flow
based policy to configure the network. That same fiowbased
policy is passed to the accounting process 14 which can
generate network accounting records NARs having metrics
that can be used to match the samelevel of those flows. The

output of the ammm 14 will determine whether
the quality of service, availability, etc. that was contracted
for in the contract 751 was provided. Therefore the service
management process 750 provides the level of service that
was delivered at the same semantic level as the actual
contract.

Capturing quality of service as audited by the accounting
process 14 includes detecting of packet loss, as mentioned
above. Each of the components managed by the service
management process 750 require information. Therefore, the
service provisioning has to provision these various quality
levels. The policy server 754 thus, keeps what is essentially
enforcement of the levels of quality that are offered by
different service types, and the accounting process 756
detects, monitors and audits Whether those classes in quality
of service are being delivered.

Referring to FIG. 32, an implementation of the service
management provisioning 752 is shown. The service man~
agement provisioning 752 extends concepts of device man-
agement and network management into a service manage-
ment layer of functionality. Service management
provisioning includes a provisioning core 782, provisioning
modules 784, and element managers 786. Service provision-
ing 752 is user focused rather that network focused as
conventional network management. Network management
involves communication with network systems and equip-
ment. Service provisioning 752 is orient more towards a user
and a user's conmpts of services Service provisioning 752
provides an additional layer of abstraction that [claims
description of services at a user level to a network’s ability
to provide those end-to-eml services The architecture 780 of
Service proxds‘oning 752 ’5 mum-device 788 at the bottom
of the architecture and mind-sconce 790 at the top of the
architecture. The mrvice provisioning 752 is deployed to
write commands to the network systems i.e., network ele-
ments 788 in order to change configurations of those sys-tems.

Since many and customer services now require that a
network operate with multiple, different kinds of network
elements in order to provide an end-toend service, the
service provisioning 752 simplifies producing information
that is necessary for a service provider to translate a service
order from a customer to a network configuration, i.e., all
commands necessary for all the dijferenr elements in the
network in order to create an end'to-end service.

The service provisioning builds on existing systems. That
is, in the lower layers there are existing element managers
that have a configuration management system to configure at
the network layer. The service provisioning adds layering
over the conventional network management layer. Service
provisioning maps a customer specified end to end service to
the network elements that are required to produce that
end-to-end service. Mapping of a customer’s service orders
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into the state of the network can have various pieces of
workflow necessary to create or completely activate this
service order.

OTHER EMBODIMENTS

It is to he understood that while the invention has been

described in conjunction with the detailed description
thereof, the foregoing description is intended to illustrate
and not limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by
the scope of the appended claims. Other aspects, advantages,
and modifications are within the scope of the followingclaims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for tracking network acmunting records in a
accounting process that collects and correlates information
derived from network data comprises:

producing a network accounting record that has an idea-
tifier that uniquely identifies the record within the
accounting process with the identifier including a
sequence number that specifies a sequence number for
network accounting records that originate from the
source device;

determining when there is a break in the sequence num-
bers of network accounting records produced from the
source device; and

requesting missing network accounting records when
there is a break in the sequence.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein producing a network
accounting record further comprises:

producing a network source identifier that identifies a
source device that creates the network accountingrecord.

3. The method of claim 2 further wmprising detcrmining
the data collector that produced the missing network
accounting records.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein determining the data
collector comprises:

examining the network source identifier in a data flow.
5. The method of claim 4 wherein the data flow is

identified by aggegating received network accounting
records and correlating the received records to identify aflow.

6. Asystem comprising:
a data collector educating data from a netwodr device, and

producing network accounting records from the col—
lected data; and

a how aggregation process, that receives network
accounting records, the network accounting records
including data identifying the data collector and a
sequence number, said flow aggregation process
detects missing network amounting records by detect-
ing at least one missing sequence number;

wherein upon detectingwawminsing sequence number, the
flow aggregation pmcegretrieves data identifying thedata collector from received records That have been
correlated to identify a flow associated with the missing
records; and

sends a request to the identified data collector to retrans—
mit the missing record wrresponding to the missing
sequence number.
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TCP ADMISSION CONTROL 

HELD OF TIIE INVENTION 

2 
algorithm will apply some policy to reduce connections or 
the amount of traffic to keep the loss below the threshold. 
The reduction can be by discarding traffic from existing 
connections or, preferably, by preventing new connections The invention relates generally to traffic congestion man

agement of a data network. In particular, it is directed to a 
technique by which congestion in the data network is 
controlled by limiting new TCP COllIICction setups based on 
packet loss characteristics of the data network. 

5 from being set up. 

BACKGROUND OF TIIE INVENTION 10 

The current data networks are handling not only enor
mous volume of traffic but more and more diversified multi 
media traffic, causing the data network to become congested 
more often. When congestion causes an excessive number of 
packets to be dropped, it can easily impact many traffic 15 

flows,, and cause many timeouts. By guaranteeing a certain 
number of traffic flows a minimum bandwidth and treating 
the remainder as best effort, it is possible to avoid spreading 
high packet loss over so many flows and to reduce the 
number of aborted flows. Pending U.S. patent application 20 

Ser. No. osm2,ZS6 filed on Dec. 23, 1996 and Ser. No. 
08/818,612 filed on Mar. 14, 1997 by the present inventors 
describe dynamic traffic conditioning techniques which 
make use of this concept. The dynamic traffic conditioning 
techniques described therein allow the network. to discover 25 

the nature of the service fur each traffic flow, classify it 
dynamically, and exercise traffic conditioning by means of 
such techniques as admission control and scheduling when 
delivering the traffic downstream to support the service 
appropriately. 30 

Congestion at a network node can be aggravated by 
having too many TCP connections. TCP will adjust to try to 
share bandwidth among all connections but when the avail
able buffer space is insufficient, time-outs will occur and as 35 
the congestion increases there will be an exponentially 
growing number of packets resent. The effect of having too 
many connections is that much of the bandwidth in the 
upstream network is wasted carrying packets that will be 
discarded at the congested node because there is not enough 

40 
buffer there. 

A simple method of avoiding the bad effects of too many 
TCP connections is to linrit the number of connections or to 
discard one or more packets from one or more existing 
connections. Limiting the number of connections is 45 
achieved by an admission control which delays or even 
discards the connection set-up packets. In the case of dis
carding packets, which packets and from which connection 

The invention performs the admission control algorithm 
to achieve this effect. 

OBJECTS OF INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a 
method of managing a data network for congestion. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a method 
of continuously monitoring the TCP traffic flows for con
gestion in a data network. 

It is another object of tbe invention to provide a method 
of managing tbe data network by performing admission 
control for TCP traffic. 

It is yet an object of the invention to provide a method of 
managing the data network by exercising the connection 
admission control fur a new TCP connection request based 
on the packet loss characteristic. 

SUMMARY OF TIIE INVENTION 

Briefly stated, the invention resides in a pack!:! data 
network for multimedia traffic having one or more nodes in 
which network one or more packets are discarded to control 
congestion. Accordmg to one aspect, a method of perform
ing admission control to connection oriented traffic flows 
comprises steps of_l!lonitoring packets of all the traffic flows, 
deriving a packet loss charactenstic of the traffic flows and 
disabling the serving of a new connection request when the 
packet loss characteristic m~ I! ~fined pattern. 

In another aspect, a method of performing admission 
control to TCP traffic flows comprises steps of storing all 
TCP connection setup packets in a connection request 
queue, monitoring packets of all active TCP traffic flows 
accordmg to their port numbeIS and sequence number:s, and 
recording the count of either resent or discarded packets for 
any TCP traffic flows. The method further includes steps of 
building a history table containing the history of the 
sequence numbeIS, port numbers, and the count of either 
resent or discarded packets,~~acket loss ctar- _ 
actcristic using the contents of the history table, and decid- -
ing enabling or disabling the connection request queue based 
on the pack!:t loss characteristic with respect to a predefined 
pattern. 

In a further aspect, tbe invention is directed to a TCP 
admission control apparatus for controlling congestion of a 
data network. The apparatus comprises a TCP output buffer 
for buffering and inspecting all the TCP packets of an 
incoming traffic flow, and a connection request queue for 
storing new connection requests. The apparatus further 
includes a history table for storing traffic information with 

to discard packets are decided by preset algorithms or 
policies. By invoking this control to limit the number of 50 
connections, each pack!:t is inspected to see if it is a 
connection set-up packet, e.g., TCP SYN packet. This con
trol packet is used to initiate a TCP connection and no traffic 
can flow until it is acknowledged by the other end of the 
proposed connection. 55 respect to the TCP packets ,inspected above to derive a 

packet loss characteristic, and a queue controller for 
enabling or disabling the connection request queue upon 
detecting the matching of the packet loss characteristic with 

In one example, a decision to invoke the admission 
control, i.e. deciding when to limit the TCP traffic, can be 
made as follows: 

Keep track of all TCP connections and thus keep count of 
the total number. Apply a calculation to see bow many 60 

connections the available buffer can support and limit new 
connections. This is not a good way for a general imple
mentation because it requires keeping state infonnation on 

a predefined pattern. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the admission control 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 

all TCP flows and being provided with infonnation on the 
configured buffer size. 

FIGS. 2a and 2b are a flow chart for the case where TCP 

65 admission control is applied in a traffic link. 

A better solution is when buffers get full and packet loss 
gets above some configured threshold, an admission control 

FIG. 3 illustrates the relationship of admission control 
with the traffic conditioner. 
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1
TOP ADMISSION CONTROL

FIELD OF THE MENTION

The invention relates generally to Irafiic congestion man—
agement of a data network. In particular, it is directed to a
technique by which congestion in the data network is
controlled by limiting new TCP connection setups based on
packet loss characteristics of the data network

BACKGROUND OF Tim INVENTION

The cturcnt data networks are handling not only enor-
mous volume of traffic but more and more diversified multi

media traffic, causing the data network to become mngested
more often. When congestion causes an excessive number of
packets to be dropped, it can easily impact many traffic
flows, and cause many timeouts. By guaranteeing a certain
number of traffic flows at minimum bandwidth and treating
the remainder as best effort, it is possible to avoid spreading
high packet loss over so many flows and to reduce the
number of aborted flows. Pending US. patent application
Ser. No. 08/772fi6 filed on Dec. 23, 1996 and Ser. No.
08/818,612 filed on Mar. 14, 1997 by the present inventors
describe dynamic trafic conditioning techniques which
make use of this concept. The dynamic traffic conditioning
taclmiqttcs described therein allow the network to discover
the namrc of the service for each traffic flow, classify it
dynamically, and exercise traffic conditioning by means of
such teclmiques m admission control and scheduling when
delivering the traffic downstream to support the service
appropriately.

Congestion at a network node can be aggravated by
having too many TC? comedians. TCP will adjust to try to
share bandwidth among all wnnections but when the avail-
able bufler space is insufficient, time-outs will occur and as
the congestion increases there will be an exponentially
growing number of packets resent. The effect of having too
many connections '5 that much of the bandwidth in the
upstream network is wasted carrying packets that will be
discarded at the congested node because there ‘3 not enough
bufier there.

A simple method of avoiding the bad clients of too many
TCP connections is to limit the number of connections or to
dismrd one or more packets from one or more existing
connections. Limiting the number of connections is
achieved by an admission control which delays or even
discards the connection setup packets. In the case of dis.
carding packets, which packets and from which connection
to discard packets are decided by preset algorithms or
policies. By invoking this control to limit the number of
connections, each packet is inspected to see if it is a
connection setwup packet, e.g., TCP SYN packet. This con-
trol packet is used to initiate a TCP connection and no traflic
can flow until it is acknowledged by the other end of the
proposed connection.

In one example, a decision to invoke the admission
control, i.e. deciding when to limit the TCP traffic, can be
made as follows:

Keep track of all TCP connections and thus keep count of
the total number. Apply a calculation to see how many
connections the available buffer can support and limit new
connections. This is not a good way for a general imple—
mentation because it requires keeping state information on
all TCP flows and being provided with information on the
configured buifer size.

A better solution is when bufi‘ers get full and packet loss
gets above some mnfigurcd threshold, an admission control
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algorithm will apply some policy to reduce connections or
the amount of traffic to keep the loss below the threshold.
The reduction can be by discarding trafiic from existing
connections or, preferably, by preventing new connections
from being set up.

The invention performs the admission control algorithm
to achieve this elfect.

OBJECTS OF INVENHON

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a
method of managing a data network for congestion.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a method
of continuously monitoring the TCP trafiic flows for con-
gestion in a data network.

It is another object of the invention to provide a method
of managing the data network by performing admission
control for TCP traflic.

It is yet an object of the invention to provide a method of
managing the data network by exercising the connection
admission control for a new TCP connection request based
on the packet loss characteristic.

SUMMARY OF 'IHE INVENTION

Briefly stated, the invention resides in a packet data
network for multimedia traflie having one or more nodes in
which network one or more packets are discarded to control
congestion. According to one aspect, a method of perform-
ing admission control to connection oriented traffic flows
comprises stepsofmonitoring packets of all the traffic flows,
deriving a packet loss 353mm of (Etfifific flows and
disabling the serving of a new connection request when the
packet loss character‘mtic matches a Predefined pattern.

In another aquect, a method of performing admission
control to TCP trafiic flows comprises steps of storing all
TCP connection setup packets in a connection request
queue, monitoring packets of all active TCP trafiic flows
according to their port numbers and sequence numbers, and
recording the count of either resent or discarded packets for
any TCP traffic flows. The method further includes steps of
building a history table containing the h‘mtory of the
sequent: numbers, port numbers, and the count of either
resent or discarded packemucggrputing a packet lgmghar—
acteristic using the contents of the history table, and w’ "3"”
ing enabling or disabling the connection request queue based
on the packet loss characteristic with respect to a predefined
pattern.

In a further aspect, the invention is directed to a TCP
admission control apparatus for controlling congestion of a
data network. The apparatus comprises a TCPoutput butler
for buffering and inspecting all the TCP packets of an
incoming traffic flow, and a connection request queue for
storing new connection requests. The apparatus further
includes a history table for storing trams information with
respect to the TCP packets,inspected above to derive a
packet loss characteristic, and a queue controller for
enabling or disabling the connection request queue upon
detecting the matching of me packet hm characteristic with
a predefined pattern.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the admissbu comm]
according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIGS. 2a and 215 are a flow chart for the case when: TCP
admission control is applied in a traffic link,

FIG. 3 illustrates the relationship of admimion control
with the traffic conditioner.
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FIGS. 4a and 4b are a flow chart for the case where TCP 
admission control is applied in a router. 

4 
The second entry is a count of how many times the 

~tly recorded packet (that is the currently stored 
sequence number) has been resent (Same Packet Resent). FIGS. 5 and 6 show possible locations of admission 

control of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 1HE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF 1HE 

INVENTION 

The third entry is the time that the most recent update was 
5 made for that flow. After some period of inactivity the flow 

is taken out of the table. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the TCP admission control apparatus 
10, according to one embodiment of the invention, includes 
a connection request queue U. It is located at or near the 10 

output buffer 14 of a node of a data network. It should be 
noted that an admission control apparatus can be a separate 
device or can be made integral with or to reside in any node 
or link equipment. It should also be understood that TCP 
traffic flows_as a whole can be processed by an apparatus or 15 

separate apparatus can be provided for el!Ch traffic flow or a 
group of traffic flows in one class. Every packet of an input 
stream is inspected and TCP packets are identified at the 
output buffer 1 using, for example, source and destination IP 
addresses, source and destination port numbers and protocol. 20 

All new connection requests are read at a connection reader 
16 and are stored at the connection request queue U. The 
connection request queue U is a FIFO. If admission control 
is not invoked then the new connection requests will be 
served immediately by enabling the connection request 25 

queue. If admission control is switched on then they will be 
delayed. 

The admission control detects the packets that are being 
discarded and looks for multiple successive packets from the 

30 
same flow or multiple instances of the same packet, the latter 
being the result of packet resends due to packet loss or 
discard. The admission control derives some pattern of 
packet discards by using a discard measure. For 
convenience, this measure is called packet loss characteristic 

35 
in this specification. It is possible that other parameters can 
be used to indicate the state of congestion in a data nctwmk. 
If certain criteria arc met or the packet loss characteristic 
matches a predefined pattern, admission control is invoked 
and any new connection requests (connection set-up 

40 
packets) will be delayed by disabling the connection request 
queue or packets belonging to one or more existing connec
tions will be discarded until the problem clears. If a con
nection set-up packet is delayed too long ( e.g., one second), 
it will be discarded from the queue. 

45 
When the packet loss characteristic shows that new con

nections can be accepted the servicing of the connection 
request queue is enabled. Waiting connection requests can 

This information is used to look for patterns of discard 
that indicate congestion problems. It is assumed that if the 
sequence number on an arriving packet is lower than or 
equal to the stored value, then it must be a resend. The total 
number of resends as a fraction of the total number of 
packets is a measure of downstream congestion. In this 
embodiment, this measure is used as the packet loss char
acteristic. 

Seeing the same packet resent multiple times will suggest 
that the connection is experiencing time-out or at least a very 
high loss rate. It is not usual for a packet to be discarded 
multiple times. Normally the TCP protocol will adjust its 
window to fit the available bandwidth and will only Jose one 
packet before reducing that window. Although TCP relies on 
packet Joss to constantly test for available bandwidth, a 
packet that is discarded once will almost certainly be for-
warded when it is ~.§1!1~. Multiple instances of the 
same packet will suggest that the TCP source is experiencing 
time-out. 

There will be many variations on what information is 
stored and what algorithm is used to assess whether new 
connections should be enabled. 

It is not necessary to keep information on all flows since 
a sampled history is sufficient to detect problem conditions. 

Entries in the history table are removed after a period of 
time. Also, whenever admission control is invoked, the 
history table is cleaned out and starts fresh to get a good 
picture of the new Joss characteristic. The history table 
would be purged, in any case, at regular intervals to keep the 
history reflecting current loss characteristics. The interval 
would be configurable depending on line rates and expected 
number of flows, etc. 

FIGS. 2a and 2b are a flow chart for the case where TCP 
admission control is applied in a traffic link rather than in a 
router. 

As mentioned earlier, the applicant's pending applications 
describe traffic conditioners and FIG. 3 shows one of such 
conditioners. In the Figure, a traffic conditioner 40 includes 
a plurality of queues 42, at least one for each class of TCP 
traffic. Every packet 1i ~ inpu~ stream is inspec~and 
identified at 44 using, or cxamp c, IP addresses, ports, etc. 
A controller 46 characterises the flow (using rate, duration, 
etc.) and assigns it a class. The controller refers to a database 
48 and uses output scheduling to allocate bandwidth among be served immediately or can be released at a controlled 

pace according to a predefined algorithm. 50 classes. It can implement an admission control policy of the 
present invention for a class before delivering an output 
stream toward downstream nodes or to peripherals. In this 
case it is necessary to work out whether a packet has been 

The admission control apparatus therefore includes a 
small history table 18 and information about discarded 
packets is entered into it. When a packet is discarded, the 
flow identity (soUICc and destination IP plus TCP socket 
number) is extracted and compared with current table 55 
entries. If the flow already has an entry then the history is 
updated. If the flow docs not have an entry and there is room 
for a new entry, the new entry is made. If there is no room 
for a new entry the information is discarded. 

discarded, by looking for a second copy of it passing through 
the link. 

In another embodiment, the admission control is per
formed in the router where the discarded packets can be 
inspected directly as the discard decision is made at the 
buffer of the router. 

The admission control can be performed on a traffic link 60 

or at a router. 
In this case the history table contains, for each active flow 

(or as many flows as can be handled), the following entries: 
In the case where the admission control is performed on 

the traffic link, the history table contains, for each active 
flow (or as many flows as can be handled), the following 
entries: 

The first entry is a count of resent packets for that flow 
(Total Packet Resent). 

The first entry is a count of discarded packets for that flow 
(f otal Packet Discarded). 

The second entry is a count of how many times the 
65 currently recorded packet (that is the currently stored 

sequence number) has been discarded (Same Packet 
Discarded). 
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FIGS. 44 and 4b are a flow chart for the case where TCP

admission control is applied in a router.
FIGS. 5 and 6 show possible locations of admission

control of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE

INVENTION

Referring to FIG. 1, the TCP admission control apparatus
10, according to one embodiment of the invention, includes
a connection request queue 12. It is located at or near the
output buiIer 14 of a node of a data network. It should be
noted that an admi$ion control apparatus can be a separate
device or can be made integral with or to reside in any node
or link equipment. It should also be understood that TCP
traflic flowsas a whole can be processed by an apparatus or
separate apparatus can be provided for each traflic flow or a
group of traffic flowsin one class. Every packet of an input
stream is inspected and TCP packets are identified at the
output bufier 1 using, for example, source and destination IP
addresses, sourrx and destination port numbers and protocol.
All new connection requests are read at a connection reader
16 and are stored at the connection request queue 12. The
connection request queue 12 is a FIFO. If admission control
is not invoked then the new connection requests will be
served immediately by enabling the connection request
queue. If admission control is switched on then they will be
delayed.

The admission control detects the packets that are being
discarded and looks for multiple successive packets from the
same flow or multiple instances of the same packer, the latter
being the result of packet resends due to packet loss or
discard. The admission control derives some pattern of
packet discards by using a discard measure. For
convenience, this measure is called packet loss characteristic
in this specification. It is possible that other parameters can
be used to indicate the state of congestion in a data network.
If certain criteria are met or the packet loss characteristic
matches a predefined pat1ern, admission control is invoked
and any new connection requests (connection set—up
packets) will be delayed by disabling the connection request
queue or packets belonging to one or more existing connec-
tions will be discarded until the problem clears. If a con-
nection set—up packet is delayed too long (e.g., one second),
it will be discarded from the queue.

When the packet loss characteristic shows that new con-
nections can be accepted the servicing of the connection
request queue is enabled. Waiting connection requests can
be served immediawa or can be released at a controlled
pace according to a predefined algorithm.

The admission control apparatus therefore includes a
small history table 18 and information about discarded
packets is entered into it. When a packet is discarded, the
flow identity (source and destination IP plus TCP socket
number) is extracted and compared with current table
entries. If the flow already has an entry then the history is
updated. If the flow does not have an entry and there is room
for a new entry, the new entry is made. If there is no room
for a new entry the information is discarded

The admission control can be performed on a traffic linkor at a router.

In the case where the admission control is performed on
the traffic link, the history table contains, for each active
flow (or as many flows as can be handled), the followingentries:

The first entry is a count of resent packets for that flow
(Total Packet Resent).
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The second entry is a count of how many times the
currently recorded acket (that is the currently stored
sequence num er has been resent (Same Packet Resent).

The third entry is the time that the most recent update was
made for that flow. After some period of inactivity the flowis taken out of the table.

This information is used to look for patterns of discard
that indicate congestion problems. lt is assumed that if the
sequence number on an arriving packet is lower than or
equal to the stored value, then it must be a resend. The total
number of rescnds as a fraction of the total number of
packets is a measure of downstream congestion. In this
embodiment, this measure is used as the packet loss char-acteristic.

Seeing the same packet resent multiple times will suggest
that the connection is experiencing time-out or at least a very
high loss rate. It is not usual for a packet to be discarded
multiple times. Normally the TCP protocol will adjust its
window to fit Mar/MM and will only lose one
packet before reducing that window. Although TCP relies on
packet 10$ to constantly test for available bandwidth, a
packet that is discarded once will almost certainly be for-
warded when it is rehansmitted. Multiple instances of the
same packet will suggest that the TCP source is experiencingtime-out.

There will be many variations on what information is
stored and what algorithm is used to assess whether new
connections should be enabled.

It is not necessary to keep information on all flows since
a sampled history is sufficient to detect problem conditions.

Entries in the history table are removed after a period of
time. Also, whenever admission control is invoked, the
history table is cleaned out and starts fresh to get a good
picture of the new loss characteristic. The history table
would be purged, in any case, at regular intervals to keep the
history reflecting current loss characteristics lhe interval
would be configurable depending on line rates and expected
number of flows, etc.

FIGS. 24 and 2b are a flow chart for the use where TCP
admission control is applied in a tmflic link rather than in arouter.

As mentioned earlier, the applicant's pending applications
dmcnbe tratfic conditioners and FIG. 3 shows one of such
conditioners. In the Figure, a trafiic conditioner 40 includes
a plurality of queues 42, at least one for each class of TCP

traffic. Every packetOWNidentified at 44 usirEfor examp e, IP addresses, ports, etc.
A controller 46 characterises the flow (using rate, duration,
etc.) and assigns it a class. The controller refers to a database
48 and uses output scheduling to allocate bandwidth among
clam. It can implement an admission control policy of the
present invention for a class before deliven'ng an output
stream toward downstream nodes or to peripherals. [n this
case it is necessary to work out whether a packet has been
discarded, by looking for a second copy of it passing throughthe link.

in another embodiment, the admission control is per-
formed in the router where the discarded packets can be
inspected directly as the discard decision is made at the
bufler of the router.

In this case the history table contains, for each active flow
(or as many flows as can be handled), the following entries:

The first entry is a count of discarded packets for that flow
(Total Packet Discarded).

The second entry is a count of how many times the
currently recorded packet (that is the currently stored
sequence number) has been discarded (Same Packet
Discarded).
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The third entry is the time that the most recent update was 
made for that flow. After some period of inactivity the flow 
is taken out of the table. 

This information is used to look for patterns of discard 
that indicate congestion problems. The total number of 5 
discards as a fraction of the total number of packets is a 
measure of buffer congestion. 

Seeing the same packet resent multiple times will suggest 
that the connection is experiencing time-out or at least a very 
high loss rate. 

There will be many variations on what information is 
stored and what algorithm is used to assess whether new 
connections should be enabled. 

10 

6 
S. A TCP admission control apparatus for controlling 

congestion of a data network, comprising: 
a TCP output buffer for inspecting all the TCP packets of 

an incoming traffic stream according to their port 
numbers and sequence numbers; 

a connection request queue for storing new connection 
requests; 

a history table for recording the sequence numbers, port 
numbers and a count of either recent or discarded 
packets in order to compute a packet loss characteristic; 
and 

a queue controller for enabling or disabling the connec
tion request upon detecting the matching of the packet 
loss characteristic with a predefined pattern. 

6. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the history table contains the total number 
of packets of the TCP traffic flow. 

In another embodiment, if the admission control is per
formed at the router, packets from one or more existing 15 
connections can be discarded to control congestion at its 
buffer. The discarding action can be taken together with 
action of limiting the set-up of new connections, latter 
having been described above. 

7. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1 wherein the step of 

20 recording further comprises recording the time that the most 
recent update was made for a specified TCP traffic flow. 

FIGS. 4a and 4b are a flow chart for the case where TCP 
admission control is applied in a router rather than in a traffic 
link. 

like the traffic conditioning of the pending applications, 
the admission control can take place at various places in the 
data network and can be biased toward certain kinds of TCP 25 
traffic. For example, as gateways are often a bottleneck and 
bulk flows can decrease response times for interactive users, 
an admission control can be located at a place shown in FIG. 
S which will alleviate this problem. In FIG. 6, traffic 
conditioners are located at a plurality of IP switches which 30 

form a data network 60. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a packet data network for multimedia traffic having 

one or more nodes in which network one or more packets arc 
discarded to control congestion; a method of performing 35 
admission control to TCP traffic flows comprising steps of; 

storing all TCP connection setup packets in a connection 
request queue; 

monitoring packets of all active TCP traffic flows accord-
ing to their port numbers and sequence numbers; 40 

recording the count of either resent or discarded packets 
for any TCP traffic flows; 

building a history table containing the history of the 
sequence numbers, port numbers, and the count of 
either resent or discarded packets; 

45 

computing a packet loss characteristic using the contents 
of the history table; and 

deciding enabling or disabling the connection request 
queue based on the packet loss characteristic with 50 
respect to a predefined pattern. 

2. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1 wherein the step of 
computing a~kct loss characteristic. q1mpriscs step of: 

deriving the total number of either resends or discards as 55 
a fraction of the total number of TCP packets of the 
TCP traffic flow. 

8. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 7 wherein the specified TCP 
traffic flow is removed from the history table after a pre
defined period of inactivity. 

9. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1 wherein the method is 
performed in a router. 

10. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1 wherein the method is 
performed in a controller integral to a traffic conditioner. 

11. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1 further comprising the step 
of clearing all entries of the history table whenever the 
connection request queue is re-enabled. 

12. The method of performing admission control to TCP/ 
traffic flows according to claim 1 further comprising the step 
of purging all entries in the history table periodically from 
time to time or after a certain preset period. ,I. 

13. The TCP admission control apparatus according to, 
claim S wherein the history table records the time that tb.e 
mostreccn_!_uP.dat~~~~ci:fted'f~ 

·1,CTlic TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim 13 wherein the specified TCP traffic flow is removed 
from the history table after a predefined period of inactivity. 

15. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the apparatus is a router. 

16. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the history table clears all entries whenever 
the connection request queue is re-enabled. 

17. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the history table all entries periodically 
from time to time or after a certain preset period. 

18. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the packet loss characteristic is computed 
by deriving the total number of either resends or discards as 
a fraction of the total number of TCP packets of the TCP 
traffic flow. 3. The method performing admission control to TCP 

traffic flow according to claim 2, comprising the further step 
of: 

deciding to disable the connection request queue when the 
fraction reaches a preset threshold. 

19. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
60 claim 18 wherein the queue controller disables the connec

tion request queue when the fraction reaches a preset thresh
old. 

4. The method of performing admission control to TCP 
traffic flows according to claim 1, comprising a further step 
of: 

enabling the connection request queue at a controlled 
pace. 

20. The TCP admission control apparatus according to 
claim S wherein the connection request queue is enabled at 

65 a controlled pace. 
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The third entry is the time that the most recent update was
made for that flow. After some period of inactivity the flow
is taken out of the table.

This information is used to look for patterns of discard
that indicate congestion problems. The total number of
discards as a fraction of the total number of packetsis a
measure of buffer congestion.

Seeing the same packet resent multiple times will suggest
that the connection is experiencing time-out or at least a very
high loss rate.

There will be many variations on what information is
stored and what algorithm is used to amess whether new
connections should be enabled.

In another embodiment, if the admision control is per-
formed at the router, packets from one or more ein'sting
connections can be discarded to control congestion at its
buffer. The discarding action can be taken together with
action of limiting the set-up of new connections, latter
having been described above.

FIGS. 4a and 4b are a flow chart for the case where TCP
admision control is applied in a router rather than in a traffic
link.

Like the traflic conditioning of the pending applications,
the admission control can take place at various places in the
data network and can be biased toward certain kinds of TCP

traffic. For example, as gateways are often a bottleneck and
bulk flows can decrease response times for interactive users,
an admission control can be located at a place shown in FIG.
5 which will alleviate this problem. In FIG. 6, traflic
conditioners are located at a plurality of IP switches which
form a data network 60.

What is claimed is:
1. In a packet data network for multimedia tramc having

one or more nodes in which network one or more packets are
discarded to control congestion; a method of performing
admission control to TCP trafic flows comprising steps of;

storing all TCP connection setup packets in a connection
request queue;

monitoring packets of all active TCP traflic flows accord-
ing to their port numbers and sequence numbers;

recording the wunt of either rment or discarded packets
for any TCP traflic flows;

building a history table containing the history of the
sequence numbers, port numbers, and the count of
either resent or discarded packets;

computing a packetloss characteristic using the contents
Wk;and

deciding enabling or disabling the connection request
queue based on the packet 10$ characteristic with
respect to a predefined pattern.

2. The method of performing admission control to TCP
traflic flows according to claim 1 wherein the step of
computing aackelgtogchgracterjstjccgmprises step of:

deriving the total number of either resends or discards as
a fraction of the total number of TCP packets of the
TCP traffic flow.

3. The method performing admission control to TCP
traflic flow according to claim 2, comprising the further step
of:

deciding to disable the connection request queue when the
fraction reaches a preset threshold.

4. The method of performing admission control to TCP
traffic flows according to claim 1, comprising a further stepof:

enabling the connection request queue at a controlled
pace.
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5. A TCP admission control apparatus for controlling

congestion of a data network, comprising:
a TCP output bufier for inspecting all the TCP packets of

an incoming traffic stream according to their port
numbers and sequence numbers;

a connection request queue for storing new connection
requests;

a history table for recording the sequence numbers, portnumbers and a count of either recent or discarded

packets in order to compute a packet loss characteristic;
and

a queue controller for enabling or disabling the connec—
tion request upon detecting the matching of the packet
10$ characteristic with a predefined pattern.

6. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 5 wherein the history table contains the total number
of packets of the TCP traffic flow.

7. The method of performing admimion control to TCP
traflic flows according to claim 1 wherein the step of
recording further comprises recording the time that the most
recent update was made for a specified TCP traffic flow.

8. The method of performing admission control to TCP
traffic flows according to claim 7 wherein the specified TCP
traflic flow is removed from the history table afler a pre-
defined period of inactivity.

9. The method of performing admission control to TCP
traffic flows according to claim 1 wherein the method is
performed in a router.

10. The method of performing admission control to TCP
traflic flows according to claim 1 wherein the method is
performed in a controller integral to a traflic conditioner.

11. The method of performing admission control to TCP
trafiic flows according to claim 1 further comprising the step
of clearing all entries of the history table whenever the
connection request queue is re-enabled.

traffic flows according to claim 1 further comprising the step12. The method of performing admission control to TCP)of purging all entries in the history table periodically from
time to time or after a certain preset period. 4

13. The TCP admission control apparatus according to:
claim 5 wherein the history table records the time that the
most recentupdatewas”ma e or aL_____ c flow.
"14.TheTCP admissioncontrol apparatus according to

claim 13 wherein the specified TCP traffic flow15 removed
from the history table after a predefined period of inactivity.

15. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 5 wherein the apparatus is a router.

16. The TCP admission control apparatus acwrding to
claim 5 wherein the history table clears all entries whenever
the connection request queue is re—enabled.

17. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 5 wherein the history table all entries periodically
from time to time or after a certain preset period.

18. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 5 wherein the packet loss characteristic is computed
by deriving the total number of either rmends or discards as
a fraction of the total number of TCP packets of the TCP
trafiic flow.

19. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 18 wherein the queue controller disables the connec-
tion request queue when the fraction reaches a preset thresh-
old.

20. The TCP admission control apparatus according to
claim 5 wherein the connection request queue is enabled at
a controlled pace.
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on the packet to create a parser record comprising a function
of selected portions of the packet. The parsinyextraction
operations depend on one or more of the protocols to which
the packet conforms. The method further includes looking
up a flow-entry database containing flow-entries for previ-
ously encountered conversational flows. The lookup uses the
selected packet portions and determining if the packet is of
an existing flow. If the packet is of an existing flow, the
method classifies the packet as belonging to the found
existing flow, and if the packet is of a new flow, the method
stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the flow-entry
database, including identifying information for future pack-
ets to be identified with the new flow-entry. For the packet
of an existing flow, the method updates the flow-entry of the
existing flow. Such updating may include storing one or
more statistical measures. Any stage of a flow, state is
maintained, and the method performs any state processing
for an identified state to further the process of identifying the
flow. The method thus examines each and every packet
passing through the connection point in real time until the
application program associated with the conversational flow
is determined.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELAIED 
APPUCATION 

2 
network setvers and gateways. log file monitors must 
access this data and analyze ("mine'') its contents to deter
mine statistics about the seiver or gateway. Several problems 
exist with this method, however. First, log file information 

s does not provide a map of real-time usage; and secondly, log 
file mining does not supply complete information. This 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional method relies on logs maintained by numerous network 
Patent Application Ser. No.: 60/141,903 for MEIBOD AND devices and servers, which requires that the information be 
APPARATIJS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NET- subjected to refining and correlation. Also, sometimes infor-
WORK to inventors Diel7., et al., filed Jun. 30, 1999, the 10 mation is simply not available to any gateway or server in 
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. order to make a log file entry. 

This application is related to the following U.S. patent One such case, for example, would be information con-
applications, each filed concurrently with the present cerning NetMeeting® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, 
application, and each assigned to Apptitude, Inc., the Washington) sessions in which two computers connect 
assignee of the present invention: 15 directly on the network and the data is never seen by a setver 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/609,179 for PRO- or a gateway. 
CESSING PROTOCOL SPECIFIC INFORMPmON Another disadvantage of creating log files is that the 
IN PACKETS SPECIFIED BY A PROTOCOL process requires data logging features of network elements 
DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE, lo inventors tobeenabled,placing a substantial load on the device, which 
Koppenhaver, et al., filed Jun. 30, 2000, still pending, 20 results in a subsequent decline in network performance. 
and incorporated herein by reference. U.S. patent appli- Additionally, log files can grow rapidly, there is no standard 
cation Ser. No. 09/608,126 for RE-USING INFORMA- means of storage for them, and they require a significant 
TION FROM DATA TRANSACTIONS FOR MAIN- amount of maintenance. 
TAI NI NG STATISTICS IN NETWORK Though Netflow® (Cisco Systems, Inc.,San Jose, Calif.), 
MONITORING, lo inventors Diel7., et al., filed Jun. 30, 25 RMON2, and other network monitors are available for the 
2000, still pending, and incorporated herein by refer- real-time monitoring of networks, they lack visibility into 
ence. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/608,266 for application content and are typically limited to providing 
ASSOCIA:rIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOK- network layer level information. 
UPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A 
NETWORK MONITOR, lo inventors Sarldssian, et al., 30 Pattern-matching parser techniques wherein a packet is 
filed Jun. 30, 2000, still penting, and incorporated parsed and pattern filters are applied are also known, but 
herein by reference. u .S. patent application Ser. No. these too are limited in how deep into the protocol stack they 
09/008;1.67 for STATE PROCESSOR FOR PATIERN can examine packets. 
MMCHING IN A NETWORK MONITOR DEVICE, Some prior art packet monitors classify packets into 
to inventors Sarkissian, et al., filed Jun. 30, 2000, still 35 connection flows. The term "connection flow'' is commonly 
pending, and incorporated herein by reference. used to describe all the packets involved with a single 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates to computer networks, spe
cifically lo the real-time elucidation of packets communi- 40 

cated within a data network, including classification accord
ing to protocol and application program. 

connection. A conversational !low, on the other band, is the 
sequence of packets that are exchanged in any direction as 
a result of an activity-for instance, the running of an 
application on a setver as requested hy a client. It is desirable 
to be able to identify and classify conversational flows rather 
than only connection flows. The reason for this is that some 
conversational flows involve more than one connection, and 
some even involve more than one exchange of packets 

BACKGROUND TO IBE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

45 between a client and seiver. This is particular! y true when 
using client/server protocols such as RPC, DCOMP, and 

There has long been a need for network activity monitors. SAP, which enable a service to be set up or defined prior to 
This need has become especially acute, however, given the any use of that service. 
recent popularity of the Internet and other intemels-an An example of such a case is the SAP (Service Adver-
"intemet'' being any plurality of interconnected networks so tising Protocol), a NetWare (Novell Systems, Provo, Utah) 
which forms a larger, single network. With the growth of protocol used to identify the services and addresses of 
networks used as a collection of clients obtaining services setvers attached to a network. In the initial exchange, a client 
from one or more seivers on the network, it is increasingly might send a SAP request to a seiver for print service. The 
important lo be able to monitor the use of those services and setver would then send a SAP reply that identifies a par-
to rate them accordingly. Such objective information, for 55 ticular address-for example, SAP#:S--as the print service 
example, as which services (i.e., application programs) are on that seiver. Such responses might be used to update a 
being used, who is using them, bow often they have been table in a router., for instance, koown as a Server lnfurmation 
accessed, and for bow long, is very useful in the mainte- Table.A client who bas inadvertently seen this reply or who 
nance and continued operation of these networks. It is has access to the table (via the router that bas the Service 
especially important that selected users be able to access a 60 Information Table) would know that SAP#5 for this particu-
network remotely in oider to generate reports on network Jar server is a print service. Therefore, in order to print data 
use in real time. Similarly, a need exists for a real-time on the setver, such a client would not need to make a request 
netwoik monitor that can provide alarms notifying selected for a print service, but would simply send data to be printed 
users of problems that may occur with the network or site. specifying SAP#5. Like the previous exchange, the trans-

One prior art monitoring method uses log files. In this 65 mission of data to be printed also involves an exchange 
method, selected network activities may be analyzed retro- between a client and a server, but requires a second con-
spectively by reviewing log files, which are maintained by neclion and is therefore independent of the initial exchange. 
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In order to eliminate the possibility of disjointed conversa- difficult. likewise, adding a new protocol or application is 
tional exchanges, it is desirable for a network packet monitor difficult. In the present invention, the locations examined 
to be able to ''virtually concatenate" -that is, to link--the and the informatinn extracted from any packet are adap-
first exchange with the second. If the clients were the same tively determined from information in the packet for the 
the two packet exchanges would then be correctly identified 5 particular type of packet. There is no fixed definition of what 
as being part of the same conversational flow. to look for and where to look in order to form an identifying 

Other protocols that may lead to disjointed flows, include signature. A monitor implementation of the present 
RPC (Remote Procedure Call); DCOM (Distnbuted Com- · £ 
ponent Object Model), formerly called Network OLE mvention, or example, adapts to handle differently IEEE 

(Mi 
ft Co 802.3 packet from the older Ethernet Type 2 (or Version 2) 

croso . rporation, Redmond, W~h.); and CORBA 10 DIX (Digital-Intel-Xerox) packet. 
( Common ObJect Request Broker Architecture}. RPC is a 
programming interface from Sun Microsystems (Palo Alto, The 402 patent system is able to recognize up to the 
Calif.) that allows one program to use the services of another session layer. In the present invention, the number of levels 
program in a lo remote machine. DCOM, Microsoft's coun- examined varies for any particular protocol. Furthermore, 
terpart to CORBA, defines the remote procedure call that the present invention is capable of examining up to whatever 
allows those obj~bjects are self-contained software 15 level is sufficient to uniquely identify to a required level, 
modules--to be run remotely over the network. And even all the way to the application level (in the OSI model). 
CORBA, a standard from the Object Management Group Other prior art systems also are known. Phael describes a 
(OMG) for communicating between distnbutcd objects, network activity monitor that processes only randomly 
provides a way to execute programs (objects) written in selected packets in U.S. Pat. No. 5,315,580, titled "NET-
different programming languages running on dilferent plat-

20 
WORK. MONITORING DEVICE AND SYSTEM." Naka-

forms regardless of where they reside in a network. mura teaches a network monitoring system in U.S. Pat. No. 
What is needed, therefore, is a network monitor that 4,891,639, titled "MONITORING SYSTEM OF NET-

makes it possible to continuously analyze all user sessions WO~" Ross, et al., teach a method and apparatus for 
on a heavily trafficked network. Such a monitor should 

25 
analyzmg an~ monitoring network activity in U.S. Pat. No. 

enable non-intrusive, remote detection, characterization, 5,247,517, titled "METIIOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
analysis, and capture of all information passing tbmugh any ANALYSIS_ ~O~," McCreery, et al., descnbe an 
point on the networll: (ie., of all packets and packet streams Internet acitVIty morutor that. decodes packet data at the 
passing through any location in the network). Not only Internet protocol level layer m U.S. Pat. No. 5,787,253, 
should all the packets be detected and analyzed, but for each 30 titled "APPARATUS Af'!D METHOD OF ANAL'YZING 
of these packets the network monitor should determine the INTERNET ACTIVllY. The Mccreery method decodes 
protocol (e.g., http, ftp, H.323, VPN, etc.), the application/ IP-packets. It goes through the decoding operations for each 
use within the protocol ( e.g., voice, video, data, real-time packet,. and therefore uses the processing overhead for both 
data, etc.), and an end user's pattern of use within each re':_Ognized and unrecognized flows. In a monitor implemen-
application or the application context ( e.g., options selected, 35 talion of the present invention, a signature is built for every 
service delivered, duration, time of day, data requested, etc.). fl?W such that future packe!-5 of the flow are easily recog-
Also, the networlc monitor should not be reliant upon server ~- When a new packet m the flow arrives, the recogni-
resident information such as log files. Rather, it should allow tion p~ss can commence fro~ where it last left off, and 
a user such as a networlc administrator or an Internet service a new S1gnature built to recogmze new packets of the flow. 

pro~er (I~P). the means to measure and analyze network 40 
act1V1ty obJect1vely; to customize the type of data that is 
collected and analp.ed; to undertake real time analysis; and 
to receive timely notification of networlc problems. 

Consideriog the previous SAP example again, because 
one features of the invention is to correctly identify the ,45 

second exchange as being associated with a priot service on 
that server, such exchange would even be recognized if the 
clients were not the same. What distinguishes this invention 
from prior art network monitors is that it has tbe ability to 
recognize disjointed flows as belonging to the same conver- so 
sational flow. 

Toe data value in monitoring network communications 
bas been recogni:zed by many inventors. Chiu, et al., 
descnbe a method for collecting information at the session 
level in a computer network in U.S. Pat. No. 5,101,402, ss 
titled "APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR REAL-TIME 
MONITORING OF NETWORK SESSlONS AND A 
LOCAL AREA NETWORK" (the "402 patent"). The 402 
patent specifies fixed locations for particular types of pack-
ets to extract information to identify session of a packet. For 60 

example, if a DECnet packet appears, the 402 patent looks 
at six specific fields ( at 6 locations) in the packet in order to 
identify the session of the .packet. If, on the other band, an 
IP packet appears, a different set of six dilferent locations is 
specified for an IP packet. With the proliferation of 65 

protocols, clearly the specifying of all the possible places to 
look to determine the session becomes more and more 

SUMMARY 

In its various embodiments the present invention provides 
a network monitor that can accomplish one or more of the 
following objects and advantages: 

Recognize and classify all packets that are exchanges 
between a client and server into respective client/server 
applications. 

Recognize and classify at all protocol layer levels con
versational flows that pass in either direction al a point 
in a network. 

Determine the connection and flow progress between 
clients and servers according to the individual packets 
exchanged over a network. 

Be used to help tune the performance of a network 
a_ccording. t':> the current mix of client/server applica
tions regumng network resources. 

Maintain statistics relevant to the mix of client/server 
applications using network resources. 

Report on the occurrences of specific sequences of pack
ets used by particular applications for client/server 
network conversatioaal flows. 

Other aspects of embodiments of the invention are: 
Properly analyzing each of the packets exchanged 

between a client and a server and maintaining infor
mation relevant to the current state of each of these 
conversational Hows. pl Providing a lleX1ble process-
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ing system that can be tailored or adapted as new The pattern database includes a description of the differ-
applications enter the client/server market. ent headers of packets and their contents, and how these 

Maintaining statistics relevant to the conversational flows relate to the different nodes in a tree. The PRE traverses the 
in a client/sever network as classified by an individual tree as far as it can. If a node does not include a link to a 
application. 5 deeper level, pattern matching is declared complete. Note 

Reporting a specific identifier, which may be used by that protocols can be: the children of several parents. If a 
other network-oriented devices to identify the series of unique node was generated for each of the possible parent/ 
packets with a specific aPJ?lication for a specific client/ child trees, the pattern database might become excessively 
server network conv~rsational flow. . . large. Instead, child nodes are shared among multiple 

In general, the embodime~ts of the present mvention 10 parents, thus compacting the pattern database. 
overcome the problel;D5 and disadv~tages of the art. Finally the PRE can be used on its own when only 

As described ~emn, one embOOU1;1ent. analyzes each <;>f protocol recognition is required. 
~e pac~ets. p~mg through ?JIY pomt m the .ne~ork m For each protocol recognized, the slicer extracts important 
either direc~on, m order to de~e the actllal application used acket elements from the acket. These form a s· ture 
to commumcate between a client and a server. Note that I: P . igna 
there could be several simultaneous and overlapping appli- 15 (1.e., key) for th~ pa~et. ~ slicer also pref.erably generat~s 
cations executing over the network that are independent and a. bash for rapidly identifying a flow that may have this 
asynchronous. signature fro~ a database of known flows. 

A monitor embodiment of the invention succe.ssfully The flow Signature of the packet, the bash and at least 
classifies each of the individual packets as they are seen on some of the payload are passed to an analyzer subsystem. In 
the network. The contents of the packets are parsed and 20 a ~ardware embodiment, the analyzer subsys_te~ includes a 
selected parts are assembled into a signature (al.so called a unified flow key buffi:r (UFKB) for receivmg parts of 
key) that may then be used identify further packets of the packets from the parser subsystem and for storing signatures 
same conversational flow, for example to further analyze the in process, a lookup/update engine (LUE) to lookup a 
flow and ultimately to recogni7.e the application program. database of flow records for previously encountered con-
Thus the key is a function of the selected parts, and in the 25 versational flows to determine whether a signature is from 
preferred embodiment, the function is a concatenation of the an existing flow, a state processor (SP) fur performing state 
selected parts. The preferred embodiment fonns and remem- processing, a flow insertion and deletion engine (FlDE) fur 
bers the state of any conversational flow, which is deter- inserting new flows into the database of flows, a memory for 
mined by the relationship between individual packets and storing the database of flows, and a caclle for speeding up 
the entire convei:satinnal flow over the network. By remem- 30 access to the memory containing the flow database. The 
bering the state of a flow in this way, the embodiment LUE, SP, and FlDE arc all coupled to the UFKB, and to the 
determines the context of the conversational flow, including cache. 
the application program it relates to and parameters such as The unified flow key buffer thus contains the flow signa-
the time, length of the conversational flow, data rate, etc. ture of the packet, the bash and at least some of the payload 

The monitor is flexible to adapt to future applications 35 for analysis in the analyzer subsystem. Many operations can 
developed for client/server networks. New protocols and be performed to further elucidate the identity of the appli-
protocol combinations may be incorporated by compiling cation program content of the packet involved in the client/ 
files written in a high-level protocol description language. server conversational flow while a packet signature exists in 

The monitor embodiment of the present invention is the unified flow signal:U!e buffer. In the particular hardware 
preferably implemented in application-specific integrated 40 embodiment of the analyzer subsystem several flows may be 
circuits (ASIC) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). processed in parallel, and multiple flow signatures from all 
In one embodiment, the monitor comprises a parser sub- the packets being analyzed in parallel may be held in the one 
system that forms a signature from a packet. The monitor UFKB. 
further comprises an analyzer subsystem that receives the The first step in the packet analysis process of a packet 
signature from the parser subsystem. 45 from the parser subsystem is to lookup the instance in the 

A packet acquisition device such as a media access current database of known packet flow signatures. A lookup/ 
controller (MAC) or a segmentation and reassemble module update engine (LUE) accomplishes this task using first the 
is w;ed to provide packets to the parser subsystem of the hash, and then the flow signature. The search is carried out 
monitor. in the cache and if there is no flow with a matching signature 

In a hardware implementation, the parsing subsystem 50 in the cache, the lookup engine attempts to retrieve the flow 
comprises two sub-parts, the pattern analysis and recogni- from the flow database in the memory. The flow-entry for 
lion engine (PRE), and an extraction engine (slicer). The previously encountered flows preferably includes state 
PRE interprets eaclI packet, and in particular, interprets information, which is used in the state processor to execute 
individual fields in eaclI packet according to a pattern any operations defined for the state, and to determine the 
database. 55 next state. A typical state operation may be to search for one 

The different protocols that can exist in different layers or more known reference strings in the payload of lhc packet 
may be thought of as nodes of one or more trees of linked stored in the UFKB. 
nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree. Each protocol is Once the lookup processing by the LUE bas been com-
either a parent node or a terminal node. A parent node lioks pletcd a flag stating whether it is found or is new is set within 
a protocol to other protocols (child protocols) that can be at 60 the unified flow signature buffer structure for this packet 
higher layer levels. For example, An Ethernet packet (the flow signature. For an existing flow, the flow-entry is 
root node) may be an Ethertype packet--also called an updated by a calculator component of the LUE that adds 
Ethernet 'lypeNersion 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox values to counters in the flow-entry database used to store 
packet}-or an IEEE 8023 packet. Continuing with the one or more statistical measures of the flow. The counters arc 
IEEE 802.3-type packet, one of the children nodes may be 65 w;ed for determining network usage metrics on the flow. 
the IP protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol After the packet flow signature has been looked up and 
may be the TCP protocol. contents of the current flow signature are in the database, a 
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FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an exemplary Sun Microsystems 
Remote Procedure Call application than may be recogni7.Cd 
by the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG.10 is a functional block diagram of a hardware parser 
subsystem including the pattern recognizer and extractor 
that can form part of the parser module in an embodiment of 
the inventive packet monitor. 

state processor can begin analyzing the packet payload to 
further elucidate the identity of the application program 
component of this packet. The exact operation of the state 
processor and functions perfurmcd by it will vary depending 
on the cum:nt packet sequence in the stream of a conver- 5 
sational flow. The state processor moves to the next logical 
operation stored from the previous packet seen with this 
same Jlow signature. If any processing is required on this 
packet, the state processor will execute instructions from a 
database of state instruction for this state until there are 
either no more left or the instruction signifies processing. 

FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a hardware 
analyzer including a state processor that can form part of an 

10 embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram of a flow insertion 
and deletion engine process that can form part of the 
analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

In the preferred embodiment. the state processor functions 
arc programmable to provide for analyzing new application 
programs, and new sequences of packets and states that can 
arise from using such application. 

If during the lookup process for this particular packet flow 
signatnre, the flow is required to be inserted into the active 
database, a flow insertion and deletion engine (FIDE) is 
initiated. The state processor also may create new flow 
signatures and thus may instruct the flow insertion and 
deletion engine to add a new flow to the database as a new 
item. 

15 FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a state processing process that 
can form part of the analyzer in an embodiment of the 
inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 14 is a simple functional block diagram of a process 
embodiment of the present invention that can operate as the 

20 packet monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process may be 
implemented in software. 

In the prcfcrred hmlwarc embodiment, each of the LUE, 
state processor, and FIDE operate independently from the 
other two engines. 

FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram of how the packet 
monitor of FIG. 3 (and FIGS. 10 and 11) may operate on a 
network with a processor such as a microprocessor. 

BRIEF DFSCRIPI10N OF TIIE DRAWINGS 25 FIG. 16 is an example of the top (MAC) layer of an 
Ethernet packet and some of the clements that may be 
extracted to form a signature according to one aspect of the 
invention. 

Although the present invention is better understood by 
referring to the detailed preferred embodiments, these 
should not be taken to limit the present invention to any 
specific embodiment because such embodiments are pro
vided only for the purposes of explanation. The 
embodiments, in tum, are explained with the aid of the 
following figures. 

30 
FIG.17 A is an example of the header of an Ethertypc type 

of Ethernet packet of FIG. 16 and some of the clements that 
may be extracted to f.orm a signature according to one aspect 
of the invention. 

FIG.1 is a functional block diagram of a network embodi
ment of the present invention in which a monitor is con
nected to analyze packets passing at a connection point. 

FIG. 17B is an example of an IP packet, for example, of 

35 the Ethcrtypc packet shown in FIGS.16 and 17A, and some 
of the elements that may be extracted to form a signature 
according to one aspect of the invention. FIG. 2 is a diagram representing an example of some of 

the packets and their formats that might be exchanged in 
starting, as an illustrative example, a conversational flow 
between a client and server on a netwmk being monitored 
and analyzed. A pair of flow signatures particular to this 40 

example and to embodiments of the present invention is also 
illustrated. This represents some of the possible flow signa
tures that can be generated and used in the process of 
analyzing packets and of recognizing the particular server 
applications that produce the discrete application packet 45 

exchanges. 
FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a process embodi

ment of the present invention that can operate as the packet 
monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process may be implemented 

50 
in software or hardware. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a high-level protocol language 
compiling and optimization process, which in one embodi
ment may be used to generate data fur monitoring packets 
accoroing to versions of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a packet parsing process used as 
part of the parser in an embodiment of the inventive packet 
monitor. 

55 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a pack.ct element extraction 
process that is used as part of the parser in an embodiment 60 
of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a flow-signatnre building process 
that is used as part of the parser in the inventive packet 
monitor. 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a monitor lookup and update 65 

process that is used as part of the analyzer in an embodiment 
of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 18Ais a thn:c dimensional structure that can be used 
to store elements of the pattern, parse and extraction data
base used by the parser subsystem in accordance to one 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 18B is an alternate form of storing elements of the 
pattern, parse and extraction database used by the parser 
subsystem in accordance to another embodiment of the 
invention. 

DETAILED DFSCRIPTION OF TIIE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Note that this document includes hardware diagrams and 
descriptions that may include signal names. In most cases, 
the names are sufficiently descriptive, in other cases how
ever the signal names are not needed to understand the 
operation and practice of the invention. 

Operation in a Network 

FIG. 1 represents a system embodiment of the present 
invention that is referred to herein by the general reference 
numeral 100. The system 100 has a computer network 102 
that communicates packets (e.g., IP datagrams) between 
various computers, for example between the clients 104-107 
and servers 110 and 112. The network is shown schemati
cally as a cloud with several network nodes and links shown 
in the interior of the cloud. A monitor 108 examines the 
packets pas5ing in either direction past its connection point 
121 and, accoroing to one aspect of the invention, can 
elucidate what application programs arc associated with 
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each packet. The monitor 108 is shown examining packets 
(i.e., datagrams) between the network interface 116 of the 
server no and the network. The monitor can also be placed 
at other points in the network, such as connection point 123 
between the network 102 and the interface 118 of the client 5 

10 
and headers for transmission across a network. For example, 
a data packet typically includes an address destination field, 
a length field, an error correcting code (ECC) field, or cyclic 
redundancy check (CRC) field, as well as headers and 
footers to identify the beginning and end of the packet. The 
terms "packet format" and "frame format," also referred to 
as "cell format,"0 are generally synonymous. 

Monitor 1118 looks at every packet passing the connection 
point Ul for analysis. However, not every packet carries the 

104, or some other location, as indicated schematically by 
connection point 125 somewhere in network 102. Not 
shown is a network packet acquisition device at the location 
123 on the networlc for converting the physical information 
on the networlc into packets for input into monitor 108. Such 
packet acquisition devices are common. 

Various protocols may be employed by the network to 
establish and maintain the required communication, e.g., 
TCP/IP, etc. Any network activity-for example an appli
cation program run by the client 104 (CLIENT 1) commu
nicating with another running on the server no (SERVER 
2)--will produce an exchange of a sequence of packets over 
networlc 102 that is characteristic of the respective programs 
and of the network protocols. Such characteristics may not 

10 same information useful for recognizing all levels of the 
protocol. For example, in a conversational flow associated 
with a particular application, the application will cause the 
server to send a type-A packet, but so will another. If, 
though, the particular application program always follows a 

15 type-A packet with the sending of a type-B packet, and the 
other application program does not, then in order to recog
nize packets of that application's conversational flow, the 
monitor can be available to recognize packets that match the 
type-B packet to associate with the type-A packet. If such is 

20 recognized after a type-A packet, then the particular appli
cation program's conversational flow has started to reveal 
itself to the monitor 1118. 

be completely revealing at the individual packet level. It 
may require the analyzing of many packets by the monitor 
108 to have enough information needed to recognize par
ticular application programs. The packets may need to be 
parsed then analyzed in the context of various protocols, for 
example, the transport through the application session layer 25 
protocols for packets of a type conforming to the ISO 
layered network model 

Communication protocols are layered, which is also 
referred to as a protocol stack. The ISO (International 
Standardization Organiz.ation) has defined a general model 30 

that provides a framework for design of communication 
protocol layers. This model, shown in tables form below, 
serves as a basic reference for understanding the function
ality of existing communication protocols. 

Further packets may need to be exaniined before the 
conversational flow can be identified as being associated 
with the application program. 'Iypically, monitor 108 is 
simultaneously also in partial completion of identifying 
other packet exchanges that are parts of conversational flows 
associated with other applications. One aspect of monitor 
108 is its ability to maintain the state of a flow. The state of 
a flow is an indication of all previous events in the flow that 
lead to recognition of the content of all the protocol levels, 
e.g., the ISO model protocol levels. Another aspect of the 
invention is forming a signature of extracted characteristic 
portions of the packet that can be used to rapidly identify 

35 packets belonging to the same flow. 
In real-world uses of the monitor 108, the number of 

fSOMODEL 

Layer Functionality Example 

7 

packets on the network 102 passing by the monitor 108's 
connection point can exceed a million per second. 

40 
Consequently, the monitor has very little time available to 

-------------- analyz.e and type each packet and identify and maintain the 
Application Telnc~ NFS, Novell NCP, HITP, 

IL323 
6 Presentation XOR 
5 Session RPC, NEl'BIOS, SNMP, elc. 
-4 Transport TCP, Novel SPX, UDP, etc. 
3 Network IP, Novi::ll IPX, VIP, Apple'falk, etc. 
2 Data Link Network Interface Card (Hardwa:re 

interface). MAC layer 
1 Phy1ical Ethernet, Token Ring. Frame Relay, =, Tl (Hardware Connection) 

Different communication protocols employ different lev
els of the ISO model or may use a layered model that is 
sinrilar to but which does not exactly conform to the ISO 
model. A protocol in a certain layer may not be visible to 
protocols employed at other layers. For example, an appli
cation (Level 7) may not be able to identify the source 
computer for a communication attempt (Levels 2--3). 

In some communication arts, the term "frame" generally 
refers to encapsulated data at OSI layer 2, including a 
destination address, control bits for flow control, the data or 
payload, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) data for error 
checking. The term "packet'' generally refers to encapsu
lated data at OSI layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the term 
"datagram" is also used. In this specification, the term 
"packet" is intended to encompass packets, datagrams, 
frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame 
format refers to how data is encapsulated with various fields 

state of the flows passing through the connection point. The 
monitor 108 therefore masks out all the unimportant parts of 
each packet that will not contribute to its classification. 

45 
However, the parts to mask-out will change with each packet 
depending on which flow it belongs to and depending on the 
state of the flow. 

The recognition of the packet type, and ultimately of the 
associated application programs according to the packets 

50 that their executions produce, is a multi-step process within 
the monitor 108. At a first level, for example, several 
application programs will all produce a first kind of packet. 
A first "signature" is produced from selected parts of a 
packet that will allow monitor 108 to identify efficiently any 

55 packets that belong to the same flow. In some cases, that 
packet type may be sufficiently unique to enable the monitor 
to identify the application that generated such a packet in the 
conversational flow. The signature can then be used to 
efficiently identify all future packets generated in traffic 

60 related to that application. 

In other cases, that first packet only starts the process of 
analyzing the conversational flow, and more packets are 
necessary to identify the associated application program. In 
such a case, a subsequent packet of a second type--but that 

65 potentially belongs to the same conversational flow-is 
recognized by using the signature. At such a second level, 
then, only a few of those application programs will have 
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conversational .flows that can produce such a second packet 
type. At this level in the process of classification, all appli
cation programs that are not in the set of those that lead to 
such a sequence of packet types may be excluded in the 
process of classifying the conversational flow that includes 5 
these two packets. Based on the known patterns for the 
protocol and for the possible applications, a signature is 
produced that allows recognition of any future packets that 
may follow in the conversational flow. 

It may be that the application is now recognized, or 10 

recognition may need to proceed to a third level of analysis 
using the second level signature. For each packet, therefore, 
the monitor parses the packet and generates a signature to 
determine if this signature identified a previously encoun
tered flow, or shall be used to recognize future packets 15 
belonging to the same conversational flow. In real time, the 
packet is further analyzed in the context of the sequence of 
previously encountered packets ( the state), and of the pos
sible future sequences such a past sequence may generate in 
conversational flows associated with different applications. 20 
A new signature for recognizing future packets may also be 
generated. This process of analysis continues until the 
applications are identified. The last generated signature may 
then be used to efficiently recognize future packets associ
ated with the same conversational flow. Such an arrange- 25 

mcnt makes it possible for the monitor 108 to cope with 
millions of packets per second that must be inspected. 

Another aspect of the invention is adding Eavesdropping. 
In alternative embodiments of the present invention capable 
of eavesdropping, once the monitor 108 has recognized the 30 

executing application programs passing through some point 
in the network 102 (for example, because of execution of the 
applications by the client 105 or server 110), the monitor 
sends a message to some general purpose processor on the 
network that can input the same packets from the same 35 

location on the network, and the processor then loads its own 
executable copy of the application program and uses it to 
read the content being exchanged over the network. In other 
words, once the monitor 108 has accomplished recognition 
of the application program, eavesdropping can commence. 40 

The Network Monitor 

12 
analyzer subsystem 303. The initialization occurs prior to 
operation of the monitor, and only needs to re-occur when 
new protocols are to be added. 

A flow is a stream of packets being exchanged between 
any two addresses in the network. For each protocol there 
arc known to be several fields, such as the destination 
(recipient), the source (the sender), and so forth, and these 
and other fields are used in monitor 300 to identify the flow. 
There are other fields not important for identifying the flow, 
such as checksums, and those parts are not used for identi
fication. 

Parser subsystem 301 examines the packets using pattern 
recognition process 304 that parses the packet and deter
mines the protocol types and associated headers for each 
protocol layer that exists in the packet 302. An extraction 
process 306 in parser subsystem 301 extracts characteristic 
portions (signature information) from the packet 302. Both 
the pattern information for parsing and the related extraction 
operations, e.g., extraction masks, arc supplied from a 
parsing-pattern-structures and extraction-Operations data
base (parsing/extractions database) 308 filled by the com
piler and optimizer 310. 

The protocol description language (PDL) files 336 
descnbes both patterns and states of all protocols that an 
occur at any layer, including how to interpret header 
information, how to determine from the packet header 
information the protocols at the next layer, and what infor
mation to extract for the purpose of identifying a flow, and 
ultimately, applications and services. The layer selections 
database 338 descnbes the particular layering handled by the 
monitor. That is, what protocols run on top of what protocols 
at any layer level. Thus 336 and 338 combined descnbe how 
one would decode, analyze, and understand the information 
in packets, and, furthermore, how the information is layered. 
This information is input into compiler and optimizer 310. 

When compiler and optimizer 310 executes, it generates 
two sets of internal data structures. The first is the set of 
parsing/extraction operations 308. The pattern structures 
include parsing information and describe what will be 
recognized in the headers of packets; the extraction opera
tions arc what elements of a packet are to be extracted from 
the packets based on the patterns that get matched. Thus, 
database 308 of parsing/extraction operations includes infor-

FIG. 3 shows a network packet monitor 300, in an 
embodiment of the present invention that can be imple
mented with computer hardware and/or software. The sys
tem 300 is similar to monitor 108 in FIG. 1. A packet 302 is 
examined, e.g., from a packet acquisition device at the 
location Ul in network 102 (FIG. 1), and the packet 
evaluated, for example in an attempt to determine its 
characteristics, e.g., all the protocol information in a multi
level model, including what server application produced the 
packet. 

45 mation dcscnbing how to determine a set of one or more 
protocol dependent extraction operations from data in the 
packet that indicate a protocol used in the packet. 

The packet acquisition device is a common interface that 
converts the physical signals and then decodes them into 
bits, and into packets, in accordance with the particular 
network (Ethernet, frame relay, ATM, etc.). The acquisition 
device indicates to the monitor 108 the type of network of 
the acquired packet or packets. 

Aspects shown here include: (1) the initialization of the 
monitor to generate what operations need to occur on 
packets of different types-accomplished by compiler and 
optimizer 310, (2) the processing-parsing and extraction of 
selected portions-of packets to generate an identifying 
signature-accomplished by parser subsystem 301, and (3) 

The other internal data structure that is built by compiler 
310 is the set of state patterns and processes 326. These are 

50 the different states and state transitions that occur in different 
conversational flows, and the state operations that need to be 
performed (e.g., patterns that need to be examined and new 
signatures that need to be built) during any state of a 
conversational flow to further the task of analyzing the 

55 conversational flow. 
Thus, compiling the PDL files and layer selections pro

vides monitor 300 with the information it needs to begin 
processing packets. In an alternate embodiment, the contents 
of one or more of databases 308 and 326 may be manually 

60 or otherwise generated. Note that in some embodiments the 
layering selections information is inherent rather than 
explicitly described. For example, since a PDL file for a 
protocol includes the child protocols, the parent protocols 
also may be detemiined. 

the analysis of the packets-accomplished by analyzer 303. 65 

The purpose of compiler and optinrizcr 310 is to provide 
protocol specific information to parser subsystem 301 and to 

In the preferred embodiment, the packet 302 from the 
acquisition device is input into a packet buffer. The pattern 
recognition process 304 is carried out by a pattern analysis 
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and recognition (PAR) engine that analyzes and recognizes program counter for a state processor that implements state 
patterns in the packets. ln particular, the PAR locates the processing 328. 
next protocol field in the header and determines the length The determination (316) of whether a record with the 
oftheheader,andmayperformcertainothertasksforcertain same signamre already exists is carried out by a lookup 
types of protocol headers. An example of this is type and 5 engine (LUE) that obtains new UFKB records and uses the 
length comparison to distinguish an IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) hash in the UFKB record to lookup if there is a matching 
packet from the older type 2 (or Version 2) Ethernet packet, known flow. In the particular embodiment, the database of 
also called a DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox (DIX) packet. The PAR kunwn flows 324 is in an external memory. A cache is 
also uses the pattern structnres and extraction operations associated with the database 324. A lookup by the WE for 
database 308 to identify the next protocol and parameters 10 a known record is carried out by accessing the cache using 
associated with that protocol that enables analysis of the the hash, and if the entry is not already present in the cache, 
next protocol layer. Once a pattern or a set of patterns has the entry is looked up (again using the bash) in the external 
been identified, iVthey will be associated with a set of none memory. 
or more extraction operations. These extraction operations The flow-entry database 324 stores flow-entries that 
(in the form of commands and associated para.meters) are 15 include the unique flow-signature, state information, and 
passed to the extraction process 306 implemented by an extracted information from the packet for updating flows, 
extracting and information identifying (EII) engine that and one or more statistical about the flow. Each entry 
extracts selected parts of the packet, including identifying completely describes a flow. Database 324 is organized into 
information from the packet as require~ for reco.~g t~ bins that contain a number, denoted N, of flow-entries ( also 
packet as part of a flow. The ~xtracted information is pt1.t in 20 called flow-entries, each a bucket), with N being 4 in the 
sequence and then processed m block 312 to build a Uillque preferred embodiment. Buckets (i.e., flow-entries) arc 
flow signature (also called a "key") for this flow. A flow accessed via the hash of the packet from the parser sub-
signamre depends on the protocols used in the packet. For system 301 (i.e., the bash in the UFKB record). Tue bash 
some protocols,_ th<: extracted components may include spreads the flows across the database to allow for fast 
source and destmation addresses. For example, Ethernet 25 lookups of entries, allowing sballower buckets. The designer 
frames have ~nd-point addresses ~at arc use~ in !'11ilding selects tbe bucket depth N based on the amount of memory 
a better flow s:ignature. Thus, the signature typically mcludes attached to the monitor and the number of bits of the hash 
the client and server address pairs. The signature is used to data value used. For ~xample, in one embodiment, each 
recognize further packets that are or may be part of this flow. flow-entry is 128 bytes long, so for 128K flow-entries, 16 

In the preferred embodiment, the building of the flow key 30 Mbytes arc required. Using a is 16,bit bash gives two 
includes generating a hash of the signature using a bash flow-entries per bucket. Empirically, this has been shown to 
fnnctinn. The purpose if using such a bash is conventional- be more than adequate for the vast majority of cases. Note 
to spread flow-entries identified by the signamre across a that another embodiment uses flow-entries that are 256 bytes 
database for efficient searching. The bash generated is long. 
preferably based on a hashing algorithm and such bash 35 Hexein, whenever an access to database 324 is described, 
generation is known to those in the art. it is to be understood that the access is via the cache, unless 

In one embodiment, the parser passes data from the otherwise stated or clear from the context. 
packet-a parser record-that includes the signat:un:: (i.e., If there isno flow-cntry found matching the signature, i.e., 
selected portions of the packet), the hash, and the packet 

40 
the signature is for a new flow, then a protocol and state 

itself to allow for any state processing that requires furtber identification process 318 further determines the state and 
data from the packet.An improved embodiment of the parser protocol. That is, process 318 determines the protocols and 
subsystem might generate a parser record that has some where in the state sequence for a flow for this protocol's this 
predefined structure and that includes the signature, the packet belongs. Identification process 318 uses the extracted 
hash, some flags related to some of the fields in the parser information and makes reference to the database 326 of state 
record, and parts of the packet's payload that the parser 45 patterns and processes. Process 318 is then followed by any 
subsystem bas determined might be required for further state operations that need to be executed on this packet by 
processing, e.g., for state processing. a state processor 328. 

Note that alternate embodiments may use some function If the packet is found to have a matching flow-entry in the 
other than concatenation of the selected portions of the 50 database 324 (e.g., in the cache), then a process 320 
packet to make the identifying signature. For example, some determines, from the looked-up flow-entry, if more classi-
"digest function" of the concatenated selected portions may fication by state processing of the flow signature is neces-
be used. sary. [f not, a process 322 updates the flow-entry in the 

The parser record is passed onto lookup process 314 flow-entry database 324 (e.g., via the cache). Updating 
which looks in an internal data store of records of known 55 includes updating one or more statistical measures stored in 
flows that the system bas already encountered, and decides the flow-entry. In our embodiment, the statistical measures 
(in 316) whether or not this particular packet belongs to a are stored in counters in the flow-entry. 
known flow as indicated by the presence of a flow-entry If state processing is required, state process 328 is com-
matching this flow in a database of known flows 324. A menced. State processor 328 carries out any state operations 
record in database 324 is associated with each encountered 60 specified for the state of the flow and updates the state to the 
flow. next state according to a set of state instructions obtained 

The parser record enters a buffer called the unified flow form the state pattern and processes database 326. 
key bufli:r (UFKB). The UFKB stoccs the data on flows in The state processor 328 analy2:es both new and existing 
a data structure that is similar to the parser record, but that flows in order to analyze all levels of the protocol stack, 
includes a field that can be modified. In particular, one or the 65 ultimately classifying the flows by application (level 7 in the 
UFKB record fields stores the packet sequence number, and ISO model). It docs this by proceeding from state-to-state 
another is filled with state information in the form of a based on predefined state transition rules and state opera-
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lions as specified in state processor instruction database 326. 
A state transition rule is a rule typically containing a test 
followed by the next-state to proceed to if the test result is 
true. An operation is an operation to be performed while the 
state processor is in a particular state-for example, in order s 
to evaluate a quantity needed to apply the state transition 
rule. The state processor goes through each rule and each 
state process until the test is true, or there are no more tests 
to perform. 

In general, the set of state operations may be none or more 10 
operations on a packet, and carrying out the operation or 
operations may leave one in a state that causes exiting the 
system prior to completing the identification, but possibly 
knowing more about what state and state processes are 
needed to execute next, i.e., when a next packet of this flow 
is encountered. As an example, a state process (set of state 15 

operations) at a particular state may build a new signature 
for future recognition packets of the next state. 

By maintaining the state of the flows and knowing that 
new flows may be set up using the information from 
previously encountered flows, the network traffic monitor 20 

300 provides for (a) single-packet protocol recognition of 
flows, and (b) multiple-packet protocol recognition of flows. 
Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program 
from one or more disjointed sub-flows that occur in server 
announcement type flows. What may seem to prior art 25 

monitors to be some unassociated flow, may be recognized 
by the inventive monitor using the flow signature to be a 
sub-flow associated with a previously encountered sub-flow. 

Thus, state processor 328 applies the fust state operation 
30 

to the packet for this particular flow-entry. A process 330 
decides if more operations need to be performed for this 
state. If so, the analyzer continues looping between block 
330 and 328 applying additional state operations to this 
particular packet until all those operations are completed--

35 
that is, there are no more operations for this packet in this 
state. A process 332 decides if there are further states to be 
analyzed for this type of flow according to the state of the 
flow and the protocol, in order to fully characterize the flow. 
If not, the conversational flow has now been fully charac-

40 
terized and a process 334 finalizes the classification of the 
conversational flow for the flow. 

In the particular embodiment, the state processor 328 
starts the state processing by using the last protocol recog
nized by the parser as an offset into a jump table (ump 45 
vector). The jump table finds the state processor instructions 
to use for that protocol in the state patterns and processes 
database 326. Most instructions test something in the unified 
flow key buffer, or the flow-entry in the database of known 
flows 324, if the entry exists. The state processor may have 

50 
to test bits, do comparisons, add, or subtract to perform the 
test. For example, a common operation carried out by the 
state processor is searching for one or more patterns in the 
payload part of the UFKB. 

Thus, in 332 in the classification, the analyzer decides 55 
whether the flow is at an end state. If not at an end state, the 
flow-entry is updated (or created if a new flow) for this 
flow-entry in process 322. 

Furthermore, if the flow is known and if in 332 it is 
determined that there are further states to be processed using 60 

later packets, the flow-entry is updated in process 322. 
The flow-entry also is updated after classification final

ization so that any further packets belonging to this flow will 

16 
Thus, the embodiment of present invention shown in FIG. 

3 automatically maintains flow-entries, which in one aspect 
includes storing states. The monitor of FIG. 3 also generates 
characteristic parts of packe~he signatures--that can be 
used to recognize flows. The flow-entries may be identified 
and accessed by their signatures. Once a packet is identified 
to be from a known flow, the state of the flow is known and 
this knowledge enables state transition analysis to be per
formed in real time for each different protocol and applica
tion. In a complex analysis, state transitions are traversed as 
more and more packets are examined. Future packets that 
are part of the same conversational flow have their state 
analysis continued from a previously achieved state. When 
enough packets related to an application of interest have 
been processed, a final recognition state is ultimately 
reached, i.e., a set of states has been traversed by state 
analysis to completely characterize the conversational flow. 
The signature for that final state enables each new incoming 
packet of the same conversational flow to be individually 
recognized in real time. 

In this manner, one of the great advantages of the present 
invention is realized. Once a particular set of state transitions 
has been traversed for the first time and ends in a final state, 
a short-<:nt recognition pattern-a signature-can be gener
ated that will key on every new incoming packet that relates 
to the conversational flow. Checking a signature involves a 
simple operation, allowing high packet rates to be success
fully monitored on the network. 

In improved embodiments, several state analyzers are run 
in parallel so that a large number of protocols and applica
tions may be checked for. Every known protocol and appli
cation will have at least one unique set of state transitions, 
and can therefore be uniquely identified by watching such 
transitions. 

When each new conversational flow starts, signatures that 
recognize the flow are automatically generated on-the-fly, 
and as further packets in the conversational flow are 
encountered, signatures are updated and the states of the set 
of state transitions for any potential application are further 
traversed according to the state transition rules for the flow. 
The new states for the flow--those associated with a set of 
state transitions for one or more potential applications--are 
added to the records of previously encountered states for 
easy recognition and retrieval when a new packet in the flow 
is encountered. 

Detailed Operation 

FIG. 4 diagrams an initialization system 400 that includes 
the compilation process. That is, part of the initialization 
generates the pattern structures and extraction operations 
database 308 and the state instruction database 328. Such 
initialization can occur off-line or from a central location. 

The different protocols that can exist in different layers 
may be thought of as nodes of one or more trees of linked 
nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree (called level 0). 
Each protocol is either a parent node or a terminal node. A 
parent node links a protocol to other protocols (child 
protocols) that can be at higher layer levels. Thus a protocol 
may have zero or more children. Ethernet packets, for 
example, have several variants, each having a basic format 
that remains substantially the same. An Ethernet packet (the 
root or level O node) may be an Ethertype packet-also 
called an Ethernet TypeNersion 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL
Intel-Xerox packet)-or an IEEE 803.2 packet. Continuing be readily identified from their signature as belonging to this 

fully analyzed conversational flow. 
After updating, database 324 therefore includes the set of 

all the conversational flows that have occurred. 

65 with lhe IEEE 8023 packet, one of the children nodes may 
be the IP protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol 
may be the TCP protocol. 
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FlG. 16 shows the header 1600 (base level 1) of a 
complete Ethernet frame (i.e., packet) of information and 
includes information on the destination media access control 
address (Dst MAC 1602) and the source media access 
control address (Src MAC 1604). Also shown in FIG. 16 is 5 
some (but not all) of the information specified in the PDL 
files for extraction the signature. 

FlG. 17 A now shows the header information for the next 
level (level-2) for an Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ether
type packet 1700, the relevant information from the packet 10 

that indicates the next layer level is a two-byte type field 
1702 containing the child recognition pattern for the next 
level. The remaining information 1704 is shown hatched 
because it not relevant for this level. The list 1712 shows the 
possible children for an Ethertype packet as indicated by 15 

what child recognition pattern is found offset 12. FIG. 17B 
shows the structure of the header of one of the possible next 
levels, that of the IP protocol. 1be possible children of the 
IP protocol are shown in table 1752. 

The pattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern rec- 20 

ognition database, or PRD) 308 generated by compilation 
process 310, in one embodiment, is in the form of a three 
dimensional structure that provides for rapidly searching 
packet headers for the next protocol. FIG. 18Ashows such 
a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be considered as an 25 

indexed set of 2-D representations). A compressed form of 
the 3-D structure is preferred. 

18 
generated ( 405) in the form of instructions for the state 
processor that implements state processing process 328. 
Data files for each type of application and protocol to be 
recognized by the analyzer are downloaded from the pattern, 
parse, and extraction database 406 into the memory systems 
of the parser and extraction engines. (See the parsing process 
500 description and FIG. 5; the extraction process 600 
description and FIG. 6; and the parsing subsystem hardware 
description and FIG. 10). Data files for each type of appli
cation and protocol to be recognized by the analyzer are also 
downloaded from the state-processor instruction database 
407 into the state processor. (see the state processor 1108 
description and FIG. 11.). 

Note that generating the packet parse and extraction 
operations bnilds and links the three dimensional structure 
(one embodiment) or the or all the lookup tables for the 
PRD. 

Because of the large number of possible protocol trees and 
subtrees, the compiler process 400 includes optimization 
that compares the trees and subtrees to see which children 
share common parents. When implemented in the form of 
the LUT's, this process can generate a single LUT from a 
plurality of LUT's. The optimization process further 
includes a compaction process that reduces the space needed 
to store the data of the PRD. 

As an example of compaction, consider the 3-D structure 
of FIG. 18A that can be thought of as a set of 2-D structures 
each representing a protocol. To enable saving space by An alternate embodiment of the data structure used in 

database 308 is illustrated in FIG. 18B. Thus, like the 3-D 
structure of FIG. 18A, the data structure permits rapid 
searches to be performed by the pattern recognition process 
304 by indexing locations in a memory rather than perform
ing address link computations. In this alternate embodiment, 
the PRD 308 includes two parts, a single protocol table 1850 
(PT) which has an entry for each protocol known for the 
monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables 1870 (LUT's) that 

30 
using only one array per protocol which may have several 
parents, in one embodiment, the pattern analysis subprocess 
keeps a "current header" pointer. Each location (offset) 
index for each protocol 2-D array in the 3-D structure is a 
relative location starting with the start of header for the 

are used to identify known protocols and their children. The 
protocol table includes the parameters needed by the pattern 
analysis and recognition process 304 (implemented by PRE 
1006) to evaluate the header information in the packet that 
is associated with that protocol, and parameters needed by 
extraction process 306 (inlplemented by slicer 1007) to 
process the packet header. When there are children, the PT 
descnbes which bytes in the header to evaluate to determine 
the child protocol. In particular, each PT entry contains the 
header length, an offset to the child, a slicer command, and 
some flags. 

The pattern matching is carried out by finding particular 
"child recognition codes" in the header fields, and using 
these codes to index one or more of the LUT's. Each LUT 
entry has a node code that can have one of four values, 
indicating the protocol that has been recognized, a code to 
indicate that the protocol has been partially recognized 

35 
particular protocol. Furthermore, each of the two
dimensional arrays is sparse. The next step of the 
optimization, is checking all the 2-D arrays against all the 
other 2-D arrays to find out which ones can share memory. 
Many of these 2-D arrays are often sparsely populated in that 

40 
they each have only a small number of valid entries. So, a 
process of "folding" is next used to combine two or more 
2-D arrays together into one physical 2-D array without 
losing the identity of any of the original 2-D arrays (i.e., all 
the 2-D arrays continue to exist logically). Folding can occur 

45 
between any 2-D arrays irrespective of their location in the 
tree as long as certain conditions are met. Multiple arrays 
may be combined into a single array as long as the individual 
entries do not conflict with each other. A fold number is then 
used to associate each element with its original array. A 

50 
similar folding process is used for the set of LUTs 1850 in 
the alternate embodiment of FlG. 18B. 

In 410, the analyzer has been initialized and is ready to 
perform recognition. 

( more LUT lookups are needed), a code to indicate that this 55 
is a terminal node, and a null node to indicate a null entry. 
The next LUT to lookup is also returned from a LUT lookup. 

FlG. 5 shows a flowchart of bow actual parser subsystem 
301 functions. Starting at 501, the packet 302 is input to the 
packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loads the next (initially 
the first) packet component from the packet 302. The packet 
components are extracted from each packet 302 one element 
at a time. A check is made (504) to determine if the 
load-packet-component operation 5113 succeeded, indicating 
that there was more in the packet to process. If not, indi
cating all components have been loaded, the parser sub
system 301 builds the packet signature (512}---the next stage 
(FIG. 6). 

Compilation process is descnbed in FIG. 4. The source
code information in the form of protocol description files is 
shown as 402. In the particular embodiment, the high level 60 

decoding descriptions includes a set of protocol description 
files 336, one for each protocol, and a set of packet layer 
selections 338, which describes the particular layering (sets 
of trees of protocols) that the monitor is to be able to handle. 

A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of 65 

packet parse-and-extract operations 406 is generated ( 404), 
and a set of packet state instructions and operations 407 is 

If a component is successfully loaded in 503, the node and 
processes are fetched (505) from the pattern, parse and 
extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and 
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processes for that node lo apply lo the loaded packet 
component. The parser subsystem 301 checks (506) to 
determine if the fetch pattern-node operation 505 completed 
successfully, indicating there was a pattern node that loaded 
in 505. If not, step 511 moves to the next packet component. 

20 
element database. In 706 the resulting signature and the hash 
are packed. In 707 the parser subsystem 301 moves on to the 
next packet component which is loaded in 703. 

The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are no more 
5 patterns of elements left (test 704). Once all the patterns of 

elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and 3ll of 
parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301 
has generated the signature used by the analp.er subsystem 
303. 

If yes, then the node and pattern matching process are 
applied in 507 to the component extracted in 503. A pattern 
match obtained in 507 (as indicated by test 508) means the 
parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the parsing 
elements; the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to step 509 to 10 

extract the clements. 

A parser record is loaded into the analyzer, in particular, 
into the UFKB in the form of a UFKB record which is 
sinrilar to a parser record, but with one or more different 
fields. If applying the node process to the component does not 

produce a match (test 508), the parser subsystem 301 moves 
(510) to the next pattern node from the pattern database 308 
and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus, 15 

there is an "applying patterns" loop between 508 and 505. 
Once the parser subsystem 301 completes all the patterns 
and has either matched or not, the parser subsystem 301 
moves to the next packet component (511). 

HG. 8 is a flow diagram dcscnbing the operation of the 
lookup/update engine (LUE) that implements lookup opera
tion 314. The process starts at 801 from HG. 7 with the 
parser record that includes a signature, the hash and at least 
parts of the payload. lo 802 those elements arc shown in the 
form of a UFKB-cntry in the buffer. The LUE, the lookup 
engine 314 computes a "record bin number" from the hash 
for a flow-entry. A bin herein may have one or more 
"buckets" each containing a flow-entry. The preferred 
embodiment has four buckets per bin. 

Once all the packet components have been the loaded and 20 

processed from the input packet 302, then the load packet 
will fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser subsystem 
301 moves to build a packet signature which is descnbed in 
HG. 6 

Since preferred hardware embodiment includes the cache, 

25 
all data accesses to records in the :flowchart of HG. 8 are 
stated as being to or from the cache. HG. 6 is a flow chart for extracting the information from 

which to build the packet signature. The flow starts at 601, 
which is the exit point 513 of HG. 5. At this point parser 
subsystem 301 has a completed packet component and a 
pattern node available in a buffer (602). Step 603 loads the 
packet component available from the pattern analysis pro
cess of HG. 5. If the load completed (test 604), indicating 
that there was indeed another packet component, the parser 
subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the extraction and process 
elements received from the pattern node component in 602. 
If the fetch was successful ( test 606), indicating that there 
are extraction clements to apply, the parser subsystem 301 in 
step 607 applies that extraction process to the packet com
ponent based on an extraction instruction received from that 
pattern node. This removes and saves an clement from the 
packet component. 

In step 608, the parser subsystem 301 checks if there is 
more to extract from this component, and if not, the parser 
subsystem 301 moves back to 603 to load the next packet 
component at hand and repeats the process. If the answer is 
yes, then the parser subsystem 301 moves to the next packet 
component ratchet. That new packet component is then 
loaded in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved 
through the loop between 608 and 603, extra extraction 
processes are applied either to the same packet component 
if there is more to extract, or to a different packet component 
if there is no more to extract. 

The extraction process thus builds the signature, extract
ing more and more components according to the information 
in the patterns and extraction database 308 for the particular 
packet. Once loading the next packet component operation 
603 fails (test 604), all the components have been extracted. 
The built signature is loaded into the signature buffer ( 610) 
and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to HG. 7 to complete 
the signature generation process. 

Referring now to HG. 7, the process continues at 701. The 
signature buffer and the pattern node clements arc available 
(702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next pattern node 
clement. If the load was successful (test 704) indicating 
there arc more nodes, the parser subsystem 301 in 705 
hashes the signature buffer clement based on the hash 
clements that arc found in the pattern node that is in the 

Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cache for a bucket 
from that bin using the hash. If the cache successfully 
returns with a bucket from the bin number, indicating there 

30 are more buckets in the bin, the lookup/update engine 
compares (807) the current signature (the UFKB-entry's 
signature) from that in the bucket (i.e., the flow-entry 
signature). If the signatures match (test 808), that record (in 
the cache) is marked in step 810 as "in process" and a 

35 timcstamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the 
UFKB-cntry in 802 has a status of "found." The "found" 
indication allows the state processing 328 to begin process
ing this UFKB clement. The preferred hardware embodi
ment includes one or more state processors, and these can 

40 operate in parallel with the lookup/update engine. 
In the preferred embodiment, a set of statistical operations 

is performed by a calculator for every packet analyzed. The 
statistical operations may include one or more of counting 
the packets associated with the flow; determining statistics 

45 related to the size of packets of the flow; compiling statistics 
on differences between packets in each direction, for 
example using times tamps; and determining statistical 
relationships of timestamps of packets in the same direction. 
The statistical measures arc kept in the flow-entries. Other 

50 statistical measures also may be compiled. These statistics 
may be used singly or in combination by a statistical 
processor component to analyze many different aspects of 
the flow. This may include determining network usage 
metrics from the statistical measures, for example to ascer-

55 lain the network's ability to transfer information for this 
application. Such analysis provides for measuring the qual
ity of service of a conversation, measuring how well an 
application is performing in the network, measuring network 
resources consumed by an application, and so forth. 

60 To provide for such analyses, the lookup/update engine 
updates one or more counters that are part of the flow-entry 
(in the cache) in step SU. The process exits at 813. In our 
embodiment, the counters include the total packets of the 
flow, the time, and a differential time from the last timestamp 

65 to the present timestamp. 
It may be that the bucket of the bin did not lead to a 

signature match (test 808). In such a case, the analy2:er in 
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809 moves to the next bucket for this bin. Step 804 again 
looks up the cache for another bucket from that bin. The 
lookup/update engine thus continues lookup up buckets of 
the bin until there is either a match in 808 or operation 804 
is not successful ( test 805), indicating that there are no more 5 
buckets in the bin and no match was found. 

If no match was found, the packet belongs to a new (not 
previously encountered) flow. In 806 the system indicates 
that the record in the unified flow key bulfer for this packet 

22 
In one implementation, the database 1001 includes a series 
of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table uses eight bits of 
addressing. The first lookup table is always at address zero. 
The Pattern Recognition Engine uses a base packet offset 
from a control register to start the comparison. It loads this 
value into a current offset pointer (COP). It then reads the 
byte at base packet offset from the parser input bulfer and 
uses it as an address into the first lookup table. 

Each lookup table returns a word that links to another 
lookup table or it returns a terminal flag. If the lookup 
produces a recognition event the database also returns a 
command for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to 
the COP. 

is new, and in 812, any statistical updating operations are 10 
performed for this packet by updating the flow-entry in the 
cache. The update operation exits at 813. A flow insertion/ 
deletion engine (FIDE) creates a new record for this flow 
(again via the cache). 

Thus, the update/Jookup engine ends with a UFKB-cntry 
15 

The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The 
for the packet with a "new" status or a "found" status. comparison engine has a first stage that checks the protocol 

type field to determine if it is an 802.3 packet and the field 
Note that the above system uses a hash to which more should be treated as a length. If it is not a length, the protocol 

than one flow-entry can m~ch. A longer hash may be used is checked in a second stage. The first stage is the only 
that Cllrrcsponds to a smgle flov.:-e~try .. In such an protocol level that is not programmable. The second stage 
embodnncnt, the ~ow chart of HG. 8 JS Sllilplified as would 20 has two full sixteen bit content addressable memories 
be clear to those m the art. (CAMs) defined for future protocol additions. 

The Hardware System Thus, whenever the PRE recognizes a pattern, it also 
Each of the individual hardware elements through which generates a command for the extraction engine (also called 

the data flows in the system are now described with refer-
25 

a "slicer") 1007. The recognized patterns and the commands 
ence to HGS. 10 and 11. Note that while we are describing are sent to the extraction engine 1007 that extracts infonna-
a particular hardware implementation of the invention lion from the packet to build the pa.ISer record. Thus, the 
embodiment of HG. 3, it would be clear to one skilled in the operations of the extraction engine arc those carried out in 
art that the flow of HG. 3 may alternatively be implemented blocks 306 and_ 312 of FI;G. 3. The comman~ 3n: sent fr?m 
in software running on one or more general-purpose 30 ~ 1006 ~ slicer 1007 m the ~orm of :xtract10n mstructmn 
processors, or only partly implemented in hardware. An pomters ~hich t~ll ~ extraction ~ngme 1~ where to a. 
implementation of the invention that can operate in roftware find the ~truc~ons. m the _extraction operallons database 
is shown in HG. 14. The hardware embodiment (FlGS.10 memory (1.c., slicer mstroction data.base) 1002. 
and 11) can operate at over a million packets per second. Thus, when the PRE 1006 recognizes a protocol it outputs 
while the software system of HG. 14 may be suitable fur 35 both the protocol identifier and a process code to the 
slower networks. To one skilled in the art it would be clear extractor. The protocol ideatifier is added to the flow sig-
that more and more of the system may be implemented in nature and the process code is used to fetch the first 
software as processors become faster. instruction from the instruction database 1002. Instructions 

HG. 10 is a description of the parsing subsystem (301, include an operation code and usually source and destinati~ 
shown here as subsystem 1000) as implemented in bard- 40 offsets as well as a length. The offsets and length are m 
ware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database bytes. A typical operation is the MOVE instruction. This 
memory, in which the patterns that are going to be analyzed instruc~on tells the ~licer 1007 to copy n bytes of data 
are stored. Memory 1002 is the extraction-operation data- unmodified from the mput buffer 1008 to the output buffer 
base memory, in which the extraction instructions are stored. 1010. The extractor contains a byte-wise barrel shifter so 
Both 1001 and 1002 correspond to internal data structure 45 that the bytes moved can be packed into the flow signature. 
308 of HG. 3. Typically, the system is initialized from a The extractor contains another instruction called HASH. 
microprocessor (not shown) at which time these memories This instruction tells the extractor to copy from the input 
are loaded through a host interface multiplexor and control buffer 1008 to the HASH generator. 
register 1005 via the internal buses 1003 and 1004. Note that Thus these instructions are for extracting selected element 
the contents of 1001 and 1002 a.re preferably obtained by 50 (s) of the packet in the input buffer memory and transferring 
compiling process 310 of HG. 3. the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010. Some 

A packet enters the parsing system via 1012 into a parser instructions also generate a hash. 
input buffer memory 1008 using control signals 1021 and The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operate as a 
1023, which control an input bulfer mterface controller pipeline. That is, extraction engine 1007 performs extraction 
1022. The bulfer 1008 and interface control 1022 connect to 55 operations on data in input buffer 1008 a.lready processed by 
a packet acquisition device (not shown). The bulfer acqui- PRE 1006 while more (i.e., later arriving) packet informa-
sition device generates a packet start signal 1021 and the tion is being simultaneously parsed by PRE 1006. This 
interface control 1022 generates a next packet (i.e., ready to provides high processing speed sufficient to accommodate 
receive data) signal 1023 to control the data flow into parser the high arrival rate speed of packets. 
input buffer memory 1008. Once a packet starts loading into 60 Once all the selected parts of the packet used to form the 
the bulfer memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE) signature are extracted, the hash is loaded into parser output 
1006 carcies out the operations on the input bulfer memory bulfer memory 1010. Any additional payload from the 
descnbed in block 304 of HG. 3. That is, protocol types and packet that is required for further analysis is also included. 
associated headers for each protocol layer that exist in the The parser output memory 1010 is interfaced with the 
packet arc determined. 65 analyzer subsystem by analyzer interface control 1011. Once 

The PRE searches database 1001 and the packet in buffer a.11 the information of a packet is in the parser output buffer 
1008 in order to recogn:i7.c the protocols the packet contains. memory 1010, a data ready signal 1025 is asserted by 
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analyzer interface control. The data from the parser sub- Cache ms is designed to have information flowing in and 
system 1000 is moved to the analyzer subsystem via 1013 out of it from five different points within the system: the 
when an analyzer ready signal 1027 is asserted. three engines, external memory via a unified memory con-

FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and datafiow for !roller (UMC) 1119 and a memory interface 1123, and a 
the analyzer subsystem that performs the functions of the 5 microprocessor via analyzer host interface and control unit 
analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzer is initialized (ACIC) 1118 and host interface bus (IDB) 1l22. The ana-
prior to operation, and initialization includes loading the lyzcr microprocessor (or dedicated logic processor) can thus 
state processing information generated by the compilation directly insert or modify data in the cache. 
process 310 into a database memory for the state processing, The cache subsystem 1115 is an associative cache that 
called state processor instruction database (SPID) memory 10 includes a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) 
1109. each including an address portion and a pointer portion 

TheanalyzersubsystemllOOincludesahostbusinterface pointing to the cache memory (e.g., RAM) containing the 
ll22 using an analyzer host interface controller 1118, which cached flow-entries. The CAMs are arranged as a stack 
in tum bas access to a cache system 1115. The cache system ordered from a top CAM to a bottom CAM. The bottom 
has bi-directional access to and from the state processor of l5 CAM's pointer points to the least recently llSed (I.RU) cache 
the system 1108. State processor 1108 is responsible for memory entry. Whenever there is a cache miss, the contents 
initializing the state processor instruction database memory of cache memory pointed to by the bottom CAM are 
1109 from information given over the host bus interface replaced by the flow-entry from the flow-entry database 324. 
1122. This now becomes the most recently used entry, so the 

With the SPID 1109 loaded, the analyzer subsystem 1100 20 contents of the bottom CAM are moved to the top CAM and 
receives parser records comprising packet signatures and all CAM contents arc shifted down. Thus, the cache is an 
payloads that come from the parser into the unified flow key associative cache with a true l.RU replacement policy. 
buffer (UFKB) 1103. UFKB is comprised of memory set up The LUE 1107 first processes a UFKB-cntry, and basi-
to maintain UFKB records. A UFKB record is essentially a cally performs the operation of blocks 314 and 316 in FIG. 
parser record; the UFKB holds records of packets that are to 25 3. A signal is provided to the LUE to indicate that a "new" 
be processed or that are in process. Furthermore, the UFKB UFKB-cntry is available. The LUE uses the hash in the 
provides for one or more fields to act as modifiable status UFKB-entry to read a matching bin of up to four buckets 
flags to allow different proccs.ses to run concurrently. from the cache. The cache system attempts to obtain the 

Three processing engines run concurrently and access matching bin. If a matching bin is not in the cache, the cache 
records in the UFKB 1103: the lookup/update engine (LUE) 

30 
1115 ~~ the request to the UMC 1119 to bring in a 

1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow insertion matching bm from the external memory. 
and deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is imp le- When a flow-entry is found using the hash, the LUE 1107 
mented by one or more doite state machines (FSM's). There looks at each bucket and compares it using the signature to 
is bi-directional access between each of the doite state 35 the signature of the UFKB-entry until there is a match or 
machines and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB there are no more buckets. 
record includes a field that stores the packet sequence If there is no match, or if the cache failed to provide a bin 
number, and another that is fined with state information in of flow-entries from the cache, a time stamp in set in the flow 
the form of a program counter for the state processor 1108 key of the UFKB record, a protocol identification and state 
that implements state proces.ing 328. The status flags of the 40 determination is made using a table that was loaded by 
UFKB for any entry includes that the LUE is done and that compilation process 310 during initialization, the status for 
the LUE is transferring processing of the entry to the state the record is set to indicate the LUE has processed the 
processor. The LUE done indicator is also used to indicate record, and an indication is made that the UFKB-entry is 
what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is provided a ready to start state processing. The identification and state 
flag to indicate that the state processor is done with the 45 determination generates a protocol identifier which in the 
current flow and to indicate what the next entry is for the preferred embodiment is a "jump vector'' for the state 
state processor. There also is provided a flag to indicate the processor which is kept by the UFKB for this UFKB-entry 
state processor is transferring processing of the UFKB-entry and used by the state processor to start state processing for 
to the flow insertion and deletion engine. the particular protocol. For example, the jump vector jumps 

Anew UFKB record is first processed by the LUE 1107. 50 to the subroutine for processing the state. 
A record that has been processed by the LUE 1107 may be If there was a match, indicating that the packet of the 
processed by the state processor 11:08, ~d a ~ re~rd UFKB-entry is for a previously encountered flow, then a 
data may be processed by the flow mserhon/delehon engme calculator component enters one or more statistical measures 
1110 after being processed by the state p_roccssor 1:108 or stored in the flow-entry, including the timestamp. In 
only by the LUE. Whether or not a particular engme bas 55 addition, a time difference from the last stored timestamp 
been applied to any unified flow key buffer entry is deter- may be stored, and a packet count may be updated. The state 
mined by s~ fields set by the e~gines upon comple~o~. of the flow is obtained from the flow-entry is examined by 
In one embodiment, a sta~ flag lll the UFKB-cntry mdi- looking at the protocol identifier stored in the flow-entry of 
cates whether an entry is new or found. In other database 324. If that value indicates that no more classifi-
embodirnents, the LUE ~s a flag to pass ~he entry to_ the 60 cation is required, then the status for the record is set to 
state processor for ~ssmg,. and the r:qmred .operabons indicate the LUE bas processed the record. In the preferred 
for a new record are mcluded m the SP mstructions. embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump vector for the 

Note that each UFKB-entry may not need to he processed state processor to a subroutine to state processing the 
by all three engines. Furthermore, some UFKB entries may protocol, and no more classification is indicated in the 
need to be processed more than once by a particular engine. 6S preferred embodiment by the jump vector being zero. If the 

Each of these three engines also has bi-directional access protocol identifier indicates more processing, then an indi-
to a cache subsystem ll15 that includes a caching engine. cation is made that the UFKB-cntry is ready to start state 
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processillg and the status for the record is set to indicate the 
LUE bas processed the record. 

The state procesoor nos processes information in the 
cache system according to a UFKB-cntry after the LUE bas 
completed. State processor nos includes a state processor 5 
program counter SPPC that generates the address in the state 
processor instruction database n09 loaded by compiler 
process 310 during initialization. It contains an Instruction 
Pointer (SPIP) which generates the SPID address. The 
instruction pointer can be incremented or loaded from a 10 

Jump Vector Multiplexor which facilitates conditional 
branching. The SPIP can be loaded from one of three 
sources: (1) A protocol identifier from the UFKB, (2) an 
immediate jump vector form the currently decoded 
instruction, or (3) a value provided by the arithmetic logic 15 
unit (SPALU) included in the state processor. 

Thus, after a Flow Key is placed in the UFKB by the LUE 
with a known protocol identifier, the Program Counter is 
initialized with the last protocol recognized by the Parser. 
This first instmction is a jump to the subroutine which 20 

analyzes the protocol that was decoded. 
The State Processor ALU (SPALU) contains all the 

Arithmetic, Logical and String Compare functions necessary 

26 
be set by an immediate jump vector in the currently decoded 
instruction, or by a value provided by the SPALU during 
processing. 

The next instmction to be performed is now fetched 
(1304) for execution. This state processing loop between 
1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more instructions 
to be performed. 

At this stage, a check is made in 1309 if the processing on 
this particular packet has resulted in a final state. That is, is 
the analyzer is done processing not only for this particular 
packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs, 
and the flow is fully determined. If indeed there are no more 
states to process for this flow, then in 13n the processor 
finalizl:s the processing. Some final states may need to put 
a state in place that tells the system to n:move a flow-for 
example, if a connection disappears from a lower level 
connection identifier. In that case, in 13n, a flow removal 
state is set and saved in the flow-entry. The flow removal 
state may be a NOP (no-op) instruction which means there 
are no «:moval instructions. 

to implement the State Processor instructions. Toe main 
blocks of the SPALU are: The A and B Registers, the 
Instruction Decode & State Machines, the String Reference 
Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and an 
Output Control Register. 

Once the appropriate flow removal instruction as specified 
for this flow (a NOP or otherwise) is set and saved, the 
process is exiled at 1313. The state processor nos can now 
obtain another unified flow kcy buffer entry to process. 

25 
If at 1309 it is determined that processing for this flow is 

not complct.ed, then in 1310 the system saves the state 
processor instruction pointer in the current flow-entry in the 
current flow-entry. That will be the next operation that will 
be performed the next time the LRE n07 finds packet in the 
UFKB that matches this flow. The processor now exits 

The Search Engine in tum contains the Target Search 
30 

Register set, the Reference Search Register set, and a 
Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive
or-ing them together. 

Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a 
sequence of one or more state operations are be executed in 35 
state processor nos to further analyze the packet that is in 
the flow key buffer entry for this particular packet. 

FIG. 13 descnoes the operation of the state processor 
nos. Toe state processor is entered at 1301 with a unified 
flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is 40 

new or corresponding to a found flow-entry. This UFKB
entry is n:trieved from unified flow key buffer no3 in 1301. 
In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entry is used 
to set the state processor's instruction counter. Toe state 
processor nos starts the process by using the last protocol 45 
recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset into a 
jump table. The jump table takes us to the instmctions to use 
for that protocol. Most instmctions test something in the 
unified flow key buffer or the flow-entry if it exists. The state 
processor nos may have to test bits, do comparisons, add or 50 
subtract to perform the test. 

Toe first state processor instruction is fetched in 1304 
from the state processor instruction database memory n09. 
The state processor performs the one or more fetched 
operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state 55 
processor instruction is very primitive (e.g., a move, a 
compare, etc.), so that many such instructions need to be 
performed on each unified flow kcy buffer entry. One aspect 
of the state processor is its ability to search for one or more 
(up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the 60 

UFKB entry. This is implemented by a search engine 
component of the state processor responsive to special 
searching instructions. 

In 1307, a check is made to determine if there arc any 
more instructions to be performed for the packet. If yes, then 65 
in 1308 the system sets the state processor instruction 
pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. Toe SPIP may 

processing this particular unified flow key buffer entry at 
1313. 

Note that state processing updates information in the 
unified flow key buffer n03 and the flow-entry in the cache. 
Ouce the state processor is done, a flag is set in the UFKB 
for the entry that the state processor is done. Furthermon:, If 
the flow needs to be inserted or deleted from the database of 
flows, control is then passed on to the flow insertion/deletion 
engine 1110 for that flow signatun: and packet entry. This is 
done by the state processor setting another flag in the UFKB 
for this UFKB-entry indicating that the state processor is 
passing processing of this entry to the flow insertion and 
deletion engine. 

The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is msponsible 
for maintaining the flow-entry database. In particular, for 
creating new flows in the flow database, and deleting flows 
from the database so that they can be reused. 

The process of flow insertion is now dcscnbed with the 
aid of FIG. ll. Flows are grouped into bins of buckets by the 
hash value. The engine processes a UFKB-cntry that may be 
new or that the state processor otherwise bas indicated needs 
to be created. FIG. ll shows the case of a new entry being 
created. A conversation record bin (preferably containing 4 
buckets for four records) is obtained in ll03. This is a bin 
that matches the hash of the UFKB, so this bin may already 
have been sought for the UFKB-entry by the LUE. In 1204 
the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be main
tained in the cache system l115. If in ll05 the cache system 
1115 indicates that the bin/bucket is empty, step ll07 inserts 
the flow signature (with the bash) into the bucket and the 
bucket is marked "used" in the cache engine of cache 11l5 
using a timcstamp that is maintained throughout the process. 
In ll09, the FIDE 1110 compares the bin and bucket record 
flow signature to the packet to verify that all the clements arc 
in place to complete the record. In Un the system marks the 
record bin and bucket as "in process" and as "new" in the 
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cache system (and heoce in the external memory). Jo 1212, 
the initial statistical measures for the flow-record are set in 
the cache system. This in the preferred embodiment clears 
the set of counters used to maintain statistics, and may 
perform other proccdnres for statistical operations requires 5 
by the analyzer for the first packet seen for a particular flow. 

Back in step 1205, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE 
mo requests the next bucket for this particular bin in the 
cache system. If this succeeds, the processes of 1207, 1209, 
12ll and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. If at 1208, 10 
there is no valid bucket, the u.aified flow key buffer entry for 
the packet is set as "drop," indicating that the system canoot 
process the particular packet because there are no buckets 
left in the system. The process exits at 1213. The FIDE lllO 
indicates to the UFKB that the flow insertion and deletion 15 

operations are completed for this UFKB-eotry. This also lets 
the UFKB provide the FIDE with the oext UFKB record. 

Once a set of operations is performed on a unified flow 
key buffer entry by all of the engines required to access and 
manage a particular packet and its flow signature, the u.aified 20 

flow key buffer entry is marked as "completed." That 
element will then be used by the parser interface for the oext 
packet and flow sigoature coming in from the parsing and 
extracting system. 

All flow-entries are maintained in the external memory 
25 

and some are maintained in the cache lll5. The cache 
system lll5 is intelligent enough to access the flow database 
and lo understand the data structures that exists on the other 
side of memory interface 1123. The lookup/update engine 

30 
ll07 is able to request that the cache system pull a particular 
fl.ow or "buckets" of flows from the unified memory con
troller 1119 into the cache system for further processing. The 
state processor ll08 can operate on informatioo found in the 
cache system once it is looked up by means of the lookup/ 

35 
update engine request, and the flow insertion/deletion eogioe 
mo can create new entries in the cache system if ~d 

28 
eoables the parsing system to be managed by an external 
system, for example a microprocessor or another kind of 
external logic, and eoables the external system to program 
and otherwise cootrol the parser. 

The preferred embodimeot of this aspect of the invention 
is described in a hardware descriptioo language (HDL) such 
as VHDL or Verilog. It is designed and created in an HDL 
so that it may be used as a single chip system or, for instance, 
integrated into another gcoeral-purpose system that is being 
designed for plllpOSCS related to creating and analyziog 
traffic within a network. Verilog or other HDL implemen
tation is only ooe method of dcscn'bing the hardware. 

In accordance with one hardware implementatioo, the 
elemeots shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 are implemented in a set 
of six field programmable logic arrays (FPGA's). The 
boundaries of these FPGA's are as follows. The parsing 
subsystem of FIG. 10 is implemeoted as two FPGAS; one 
FPGA, and includes blocks 1006, 1008 and 1012, parts of 
1005, and memory 1001. The secood FPGA includes 1002, 
1007, 1013, lOll parts of 1005. Referring to FIG. 11, the 
u.aified look-up buffer ll03 is implemented as a single 
FPGA State processor 1108 and part of state processor 
instructioo database memory 1109 is another FPGA Por
tions of the state processor instruction database memory 
1109 are maintained in external SRAM's. The lookup/ 
update engine 1107 and the flow insertion/deletion engioc 
mo are in another FPGA The sixth FPGA includes the 
cache system lll.5, the u.aified memory control lll9, and the 
analyzer host interface and control 1118. 

Note that one can implement the system as ooe or more 
VSU devices, rather than as a set of application specific 
integrated circuits (ASIC's) such as FPGA's. It is antici
pated that in the future device densities will continue to 
increase, so that the complete system may eventually form 
a sub-unit ( a "core'") of a huger single chip unit. 

Operation of the Invention 
based on information in the u.aified flow key buffer ll03. FIG. 15 shows how an embodimeot of the network 
The cache retrieves informatioo as required from the mooitor 300 might be used to analyze traffic in a oetwork 
memory through the memory interface 1123 and the u.aified 40 102. Packet acquisitioo device 1502 acquires all the packets 
memory controller 1119, and updates information as from a connectioo point 121 oo network 102 so that all 
required in the memory through the memory cootroller lll9. packets passing point 121 in either direction are supplied to 

There are several interfaces lo components of the system mooitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub-system 
external to the module of FIG.11 for the particular hardware 301, which determines flow sigoatures, and analyzer sub-
implemeotation. These include host bus interface ll22, 45 system 303 that analyzes the flow signature of each packet. 
which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with A memory 324 is used to store the database of flows that are 
any kind of external processing system such as a micropro- determined and updated by mooitor 300. A host computer 
cessor or a multiplexor (MUX) system. Coosequeotly, ooe 1504, which might be any processor, for example, a general-
can connect the overall traffic classificatioo system of FIGS. purpose computer, is used to analyze the flows in memory 
ll and 12 into some other processing system to manage the 50 324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a 
classification system and to extract data gathered by the memory, say RAM, shown as host memory 1506. In 
system. addition, the host might contain a disk. In one applicatioo, 

The memory interface 1123 is designed to interface to any the system can operate as an RMON probe, in which case the 
of a variety of memory systems that ooe may want to use to host computer is coupled to a oetwork interface card 1510 
store the flow-entries. One can use different types of ss that is connected to the oetwork 102. 
memory systems like regular dyoamic random access The preferred embodiment of the invention is supported 
memory {DRAM), synchronous DRAM, syochronous by an optiooal Simple Network Management Protocol 
graphic memory (SGRAM), static raodom access memory (SNMP) implementatioo. FIG. 15 dcscnbcs bow one would, 
(SRAM), and so forth. for example, implement an RMON probe, where a network 

FIG. 10 also includes some "generic" interfaces. There is 60 interface card is used to seod RMON information to the 
a packet input interface 1012--a general interface that network. Commercial SNMP implementations also are 
works in tandem with the signals of the input buffer interface available, and using such an implemeotation can simplify 
control 1022. These are desigoed so that they can be used the process of portiog the preferred embodiment of the 
with any kind of geoeric systems that can then feed packet invention to any platform. 
information into the parser. Another generic interface is the 6S In addition, MEB Compilers are available. An MIB 
interface of pipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into Compiler is a tool that greatly simplifies the creation aod 
host interface multiplexor and control registers 1005. This maintenance of proprietary MIB extensions. 
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Examples of Packet Elucidation 

Monitor 300, and in particular, analyzer303 is capable of 
carrying out state analysis for packet exchanges that are 
commonly referred to as "server announcement" type 
exchanges. Server announcement is a process used to ease 5 

communications between a server with multiple applications 
that can all be simultaneously accessed from multiple cli
ents. Many applications use a server announcement process 
as a means of multiplexing a single port or socket into many 
applications and services. With this type of exchange, mes- 10 

sages are sent on the network, in either a broadcast or 
multicast approach, to announce a server and application, 
and all stations in the network may receive and decode these 
messages. The messages eoable the stations to derive the 
appropriate connection point for communicating that par- 15 

ticular application with tbe particular server. Using the 
server announcement method, a particular application com
municates using a service channel, io the form of a TCP or 
UDP socket or port as in the IP protocol suite, or using a SAP 
as in the Novell lPX protocol suite. 20 

The analyzer 303 is also capable of carrying out "in
stream analysis" of packet exchanges. The "in-sti:eam analy
sis" method is used either as a primary or secondary recog
nition process. As a primary process, in-stream analysis 
assists in extracting detailed information which will be used 

25 

to further recognize both the specific application and appli
cation component. A good exaniple of in-stream analysis is 
any Web-based application. For example, the commonly 
used PointCast Web information application can be rccog-

30 
nized using this process; during the initial connection 
between a PointCast server and client, specific key tokens 
exist in the data exchange that will result in a signature being 
generated lo recognize PointCasL 

30 
lo recognize the reply. Monitor 300 also analyzes the reply 
from the server with the key port information, and uses this 
to create a signature for monitoring the remaining packets of 
this data exchange. 

Network monitor 300 can also understand the current 
state of particular connections in the network. Connection
oriented exchanges often benefit from state tracking to 
correctly identify the application. An example is the com
mon TCP transport protocol that provides a reliable means 
of sending information between a client and a server. When 
a data exchange is initiated, a TCP request for synchroni
zation message is sent. This message contains a specific 
sequence IlUDlber that is used to track an ackoowledgement 
from the server. Once the server bas ackoowledged the 
synchroni7.ation request, data may be exchanged between 
the client and the server. When communication is no longer 
required, the client sends a finish or complete message to the 
server, and the server acknowledges this finish request with 
a reply containing the sequence numbers from the request. 
The states of such a connection-oriented exchange relate to 
the various types of connection and maintenance messages. 

Server Announcement Exaniple 

The individual methods of server announcement proto
cols vary. However, the basic underlying process remains 
similar. A typical server announcement message is sent to 
one or more clients in a network. This type of announcement 
message bas specific content, which, in another aspect of the 
invention, is salvaged and maintained in the database of 
flow-entries in the system. Because the announcement is 
sent to one or more stations, the client involved in a future 
packet exchange with the server will make an assumption 
that the information announced is known, and an aspect of 
the inventive monitor is that it loo can make the same 
assumption. 

Sun-RPC is the implementation by Sun Microsystems, 
Inc. (Palo Alto, Calif.) of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), 
a programming interface that allows one program to use the 
services of another on a remote machine. A Sun-RPC 

The in-stream analysis process may also be combined 35 
with the server announcement process. In many eases 
in-stream analysis will augment other recognition processes. 
An exaniple of combining in-stream analysis with server 
announcement can be found in business applications such as 
SAP and BAAN. 

"Session tracking" also is known as one of the primary 
processes for tracking applications in client/server packet 
exchanges. The process of tracking sessions requires an 
initial connection to a predefined socket or port number. This 
method of communication is used in a variety of transport 45 
layer protocols. It is most commonly seen in the TCP and 
UDP transport protocols of the IP protocol. 

40 
exaniple is now used lo explain how monitor 3QO can 
capture server announcements. 

A remote program or client that wishes to use a server or 
procedure must establish a connection, for which the RPC 
protocol can be used. 

Each server running the Sun-RPC protocol must maintain 
a process and database called the port Mapper. The port 
Mapper creates a direct association between a Sun-RPC 
program or application and a TCP or UDP socket or port (for 
TCP or UDP implementations). An application or program 

During the session tracking, a client makes a request to a 
server using a specific port or socket number. This initial 
request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDP port to 
exchange the remainder of the data between tbe client and 
the server. The server then replies to the request of the client 
using this newly created port The original port used by the 
client to connect to the server will never be used again 
during this data exchange. 

50 number is a 32-bit unique identifier assigned by I CANN (the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, 
wwwicann.org), which manages the huge number of param
eters associated with Internet protocols (port numbers, 
router protocols, multicast addresses, etc.) Each port Mapper 

55 on a Sun-RPC server can present the mappings between a 
unique program number and a specific transport socket 
through the use of specific request or a directed announce
ment. According to ICANN, port number ill is associated 
with Sun RPC. 

One example of session tracking is TFTP (frivial File 
Transfer Protocol), a version of the TCP/IP FI'P protocol 
that has no directory or password capability. During the 
client/server exchange process ofTFTP, a spccillc port (port 
number 69) is always used to initiate the packet exchange. 60 

Thus, when the client begins the process of communicating, 
a request is made to UDP port 69. Once the server receives 
this request, a new port number is created on the server. The 
seIVer then replies to the client using the new port. In this 
example, it is clear that in order to recognize TFTP; network 65 
monitor 300 analyzi:s the initial request from the client and 
generates a signature for it. Monitor 3QO uses that signature 

As an example, consider a client ( e.g., CLIENT 3 shown 
as 106 in FIG. 1) making a specific request to the server 
{e.g., SERVER 2 of FIG. 1, shown as 110) on a predefined 
UDP or TCP socket. Once the port Mapper process on the 
sun RPC server receives the request, the specific mapping is 
returned in a dicected reply to the client. 

1.Aclient (CLIENT 3, 106in FIG.1) sends a TCPpacket 
to SERVER 2 {110 in FIG. 1) on port ill, with an RPC Bind 
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Lookup Request (rpcBindLookup ). TCP or UDP port 111 is 
always associated Sun RPC. This request specifics the 
program (as a program identifier), version, and might 
specify the protocol (UDP or TCP). 

32 
At some later time, the server (process 907) i&<iues a RPC 

bind lookup reply. The packet monitor 300 will extract a 
signature from the packet and recognize it from the previ
ously stored flow. The monitor will get the protocol port 

2. The server SERVER 2 (110 in HG. 1) extracts the 
program identifier and version identifier from the request. 
The server also uses the fact that this packet came in using 
the TCP transport and that no protocol was specified, and 
thus will use the TCP protocol for its reply. 

5 number (906) and lookup the request (905). A new signature 
(i.e., a key) will be created and the creation of the server 
state (904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new 
signature in the flow-entry database. That signature now 
may be used to identify packets associated with the server. 

The server state creation step 904 can be reached not only 
from a Bind Lookup Request/Reply pair, but also from a 
RPC Reply portMappcr packet shown as 901 or an RPC 
Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote 
Procedure Call protocol can announce that it is able to 

3. The server 110 sends a TCP packet to port number 111, 10 

with an RPC Bind Lookup Reply. The reply contains the 
specific port number (e.g., port number 'port') on which 
future transactions will be accepted for the specific RPC 
program identifier (e.g., Program 'program') and the proto
col (UDP or TCP) for use. 

It is desired that from now on every time that port number 
'port' is used, the packet is associated with the application 
program 'program' until tbc number 'port' no longer is to be 
associated with the program 'program'. Network monitor 
300 by creating a flow-entry and a signature includes a 20 

mechanism for remembering the exchange so that future 
packets that use the port number 'port' will be associated by 

15 provide a particular application service. Embodiments of the 
present invention preferably can analyre when an exchange 
occur.; between a client and a server, and also can track those 
stations that have received the announcement of a service in 
the network. 

The RPC Announcement portMapper announcement 902 
is a broadcast. Such causes various clients to execute a 
similar set of operations, for example, saving the informa
tion obtained from the announcement. The RPC Reply 
portMapper step 901 could be in reply to a portMapper 

the network monitor with the application program 'pro
gram'. 

25 request, and is also broadcast. It includes all the service 
parameters. In addition to the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and 

reply, there are other ways that a particular program-say 
'program'-might be associated with a particular port 
number, for example number 'port'. One is by a broadcast 
announcement of a particular association between an appli- 30 
cation service and a port number, called a Sun RPC port
Mapper Announcement. Another, is when some server---say 
the same SERVER 2-rcplies to some client---say CLIENT 
I-requesting some portMapper assignment with a RPC 
portMappcr Reply. Some other client-say CLIENT 
2--might inadvertently sec this request, and thus know that 
for this particular server, SERVER 2, port number 'port' is 
associated with the application service 'program', It is 
desirable for the network monitor 300 lo be able to associate 
any packets to SERVER 2 using port number 'port' with the 
application program 'program', 

Fl G. 9 represents a dataflow 900 of some operations in the 
monitor 300 of FIG. 3 for Sun Remote Procedure Call. 
Suppose a client 106 (e.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG. 1) is com
municating via its interface to the network 118 to a server 
110 (e.g., SERVER 2 in FIG. 1) via the server's interface to 
the network 116. Further =c that Remote Procedure 
Call is used to communicate with the server 110. One path 
in the data flow 900 starts with a step 910 that a Remote 
Procedure Call bind lookup request is i&<iued by client 106 
and ends with the server state creation step 904. Such RPC 
bind lookup request includes values for the 'program,' 
'version,' and 'protocol' to use, e.g., TCP or UDP. The 
process for Sun RPC analysis in the network monitor 300 
includes the following aspects.: 

Process 909: Extract the 'program,' 'version,' and 'pro
tocol' (UDP or TCP). 

Extract the TCP or UDP port (process 909) which is 111 
indicating Sun RPC. 

Thus monitor 300 creates and saves all such states for 
later classification of flows that relate to the particular 
service 'program', 

FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun 
RPC builds a signature and flow states. A plurality of packets 
206-209 are exchanged, e.g., in an exemplary Sun Micro
systems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodi
ment of the present invention might generate a pair of flow 

35 signatures, "signature-I" 210 and "signature-2" 212, from 
information found in the packets 206 and 207 which, in the 
example, correspond to a Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and 
reply, respectively. 

Consider first the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request. Sup-
40 pose packet 206 corresponds to such a request sent from 

CLIENT 3 to SERVER 2. This packet contains important 
information that is used in building a signature according to 
an aspect of the invention. A source and destination network 
address occupy the first two fields of each packet, and 

45 according to the patterns in pattern database 308, the flow 
signature (shown as KEYl 230 in FIG. 2) will also contain 
these two fields, so the parser subsystem 301 will include 
these two fields in signature KEY 1 (230). Note that in FIG. 
2, if an address identifies the client 106 (shown also as 202), 

50 the label used in the drawing is "Ci''- If such address 
identifies the server 110 (shown also as server 204), the label 
used in the drawing is "S/'. The first two fields 214 and 215 
in packet 206 are "Si'' and "Ci'' because packet 206 is 
provided from the server 110 and is destined for the client 

55 106. Suppose for this example, "Si'' is an address numeri
cally less than address "C/'. A third field "p 1

" 216 identifies 
the particular protocol being used, e.g., TCP, UDP, etc. 

Process 908: Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPC 60 

type field for ID. If value is portMapper, save paired 
socket (i.e., dcst for destination address, src for source 
address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with 
sockct/addr key. There may be more than one pairing 
per mapper packet. Form a signature (e.g., a key). A 65 

flow-entry is created in database 324. The saving of the 
request is now complete. 

In packet 206, a fourth field 217 and a fifth field 218 are 
used to communicate port numbers that are used. The 
conversation direction determines where the port number 
field is. The diagonal pattern in field 217 is used to identify 
a source-port pattern, and the hash pattern in field 218 is 
used to identify the destination-port pattern. The order 
indicates the client-server message direction. A sixth field 
denoted "i'" 219 is an clement that is being requested by the 
client from the server. A seventh field denoted "s 1a" 220 is 
the service requested by the client from server 110. The 
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following eighth field "QA" 221 (for question ma:ik) indi- protocol field 252 de.lines the protocol to be used, e.g., "pz.' 
cates that the client 106 wants to know what to use to access which is obtained from the reply packet. Afield 253 contains 
application "s 1a". A tenth field "OP" 223 is used to indicate a recognition pattern also obtained from the reply packet. In 
that the client wants the server to indicate what protocol to this case, the application is Sun RPC, and field 254 indicates 
use for the particular application. s this application "a2n. A next-state field 255 defioes the next 

Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges, state that the state processor should proceed to for more 
e.g., a RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER 2. It follows complex recognition jobs, e.g., a state "st

1
". Io this particular 

a well-de.lined format, as do all the packets, and is trans- example, this is a final state. Thus, KEY-2 may now be used 
mitted to the server 110 on a well-known service connection to recognize packets that are in any way associated with the 
'd tifi (port 111 · di tino S RPC) 10 application "az,,. Two such packets 208 and 209 are shown, 
1 en er 10 ca....,, un · one in each direction. They use the particular application 

Packet 207 is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from service requested in the original Bind Lookup Request, and 
the server. It is the RPC Bind Lookup Reply as a result of each will be recognized because the signature KEY-2 will be 
the request packet 206. built in each case. 

Packet 207 includes ten fields 224-233. The destination Toe two flow signatures 210 and 212 always order the 
and source addresses are carried in fields 224 and 225, e.g., 15 destination and source address fields with server "Si'' fol-
indicated "Ci" and "Si'', respectively. Notice the order is lowed by client "C 1 ". Such values are automatically filled in 
now reversed, since the client-server message direction is when the addresses are first created in a particular flow 
from the server 110 to the client 106. The protocol "p1" is signature. Preferably, large collections of flow signatures arc 
used as indicated in field 226. The req11est "i1

" is in field 229. kept in a lookup table in a least-to-highest order for the best 
Values have been filled in for the application port number, 20 spread of flow signatures and hashes. 
e.g., in field 233 and protocol "p2

" in field 233. Thereafter, the client and server exchange a number of 
The flow signature and flow states built up as a result of packets, e.g., represented by request packet 208 and 

this exchange are now described. When the packet monitor response packet 209. The client 106 sends packets 208 that 
300 sees the request packet 206 from the client, a first flow have a destination and source address S1 and Ci, in a pair of 
signature 210 is built in the parser subsystem 301 according 2S fields 260 and 261. A field 262 de.lines the protocol as "pz,', 
to the pattern and extraction operations database 308. This and a field 263 defines the destination port number. 
signature 210 incl11des a destination and a somce address Some network-server application recognition jobs are so 
240 and 241. One aspect of the invention is that the llow simple that only a single state transition has to occur to be 
keys are built consistently in a particular order no matter able to pinpoint the application that produced the packet. 
what the direction of conversation. Several mechanisms may 30 Others require a sequence of state transitions to ocCllf in 
be 1ISCd to achieve this. In the particular embodiment, the order to match a known and predefined climb from state-
numerically lower address is always placed before the to-state. 
numerically higher address. Such least to highest order is Thus the flow signature for the recognition of application 
used to get the best spread of signatures and hashes for the "il" is automatically set up by predefining what packet
lookup operations. In this case, therefore, since we assume JS exchange sequences occur for this example when a rela-
"S1" <"C1", the order is address "S1" followed by client lively simph: Sun Microsystems Remote ProcedllfC Call 
address "C 1". The next field 1ISCd to build the signature is a bind lookup request instruction exerutes. More complicated 
protocolfield242extractedfrompacket206'sfield216,and exchanges than this may generate more than two flow 
thus is the protocol "p1". The next field used for the signatures and their corresponding slates. Bach recognition 
signature is field 243, which contains the destination source 40 may involve setting up a complex state transition diagram to 
port number shown as a croosbatched pattern from the field be traversed before a "final" resting state such as "st 1" in 
218 of the packet 206. This pattern will be recognized in the field 255 is reached. All these are 1ISCd to build the final set 
payload of packets to derive how this packet or sequence of of flow signatures for recognizing a particwar application in 
packets exists as a flow. In practice, these may be TCP port the future. 
numbers, or a combination of TCP port numbers. In tbe case 45 Embodiments of tbe present invention automatically gen-
of the Sun RPC example, the crosshatch represents a set of crate flow signatures with the necessary recognition patterns 
port numbers of UDS for p1 that will be used to recognize and state transition climb procedure. Such comes from 
this flow (e.g., port 111). Port 111 indicates this is Sun RPC. analyzing packets according to parsing rules, md also gen-
Some applications, Sllch as the Sun RPC Bind Lookups, are erating state transitions to search for. Applications and 
directly determinable ("known") at the parser level. So in 50 protocols, at any level, are recognized through state analysis 
this case, tbe signature KEY-1 points to a known application of sequences of packets. 
denoted "a 1" (Sun RPC Bind Lookup), and a next--state Note that one in the art will understand that computer 
that the state processor should proceed to for more complex networks are used to connect many different types of 
recognition jobs, denoted as state "stD" is placed in the field devices, incl11ding network appliances such as telephones, 
245 of the flow-entry. ss "Internet" radios, pagers, and so forth. The term computer as 

When the Sun RPC Bind Lookup reply is acquired, a flow used herein encompasses all such devices and a comp11ter 
signatu.re is again built by the parser. This flow signature is network as used herein includes networks of such comput-
identical to KEY-1. Hence, when the signature enters the ers. 
analyzer subsystem 303 from the parser subsystem 301, the Although the present invention has been descnbed in 
complete llow-entry is obtained, and in this flow-entry 60 terms of the presently preferred embodiments, it is to be 
indicates state "stD". The operations for state "stD" in the understood that the disclosure is not to be interpreted as 
state processor instruction databa!ie 326 instructs the state limiting. Various alterations and modifications will no doubt 
processor to build and store a new flow signalllrc, shown as become apparent to those or ordinary skill in the art after 
KEY-2 (212) in FIG. 2. This flow signature built by the state having read the above disclosure. Accordingly, it is intended 
processor also includes the destination and a source 65 that the claims be interpreted as covering all alterations and 
addresses 250 and 251, respectively, for server "S1" fol- modifications as fiul within the true spirit and scope of the 
lowed by (the numerically higher address) client "C 1 ". A present invention. 
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What is claimed is: 
36 

2. A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein the 
flow-entry includes the state of the flow, such that the 
protocol/state identification mechanism determines the state 
of the packet from the flow-entry in the case that the lookup 

1. A packet monitor for examining packets passing 
through a connection point on a computer netwodc in 
real-time, the packets provided .to the packet monitor via a 
packet acquisition device connected to the connection point, 
the packet monitor comprising: 

5 engine finds a flow-entry for the flow of the accepted packet. 

(a) a packet-buffer memory configured to accept a packet 
from the packet acquisition device; 

(b) a parsing/extraction operations memory configured to 
store a database of parsing/extraction operations that 
includes information describing bow to determine at 
least one of the protocols used in a packet from data in 

3. A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein the 
parser subsystem includes a mechanism for building a bash 
from the selected portions, and wherein the bash is used by 
the lookup engine to search the flow-entry database, the bash 

10 designed to spread the flow-entries across the flow-entry 
database. 

the packet; 

(c) a parser subsystem coupled to the packet buffer and to 
15 

the pattern/extraction operations memory, the parser 
subsystem configured to examine the packet acccptei;}I' 
by the buffer, extract selected portions of the accepted 
packet, and form a function of the selected portions 
sufficient to identify that the accepted packet is part of 

20 
a conversational flow-sequence; 

(d) a memory storing a flow-entry database including a 
plurality of flow-entries for conversational flows 
encountered by the monitor; 

4. A packet monitor according to claim 1, further com
prising: 

a compiler processor coupled to the parsing/extraction 
operations memory, the compiler processor configured 
to run a compilation process that includes: 
receiving commands in a high-level protocol descrip

tion language that describe the protocols that may be 
used in packets encountered by the monitor, and 

translating the protocol description language com-
mands into a plurality of parsing/extraction opera
tions that are initialized into the parsing/extraction 
operations memory. 

5. A packet monitor according to claim 4, wherein the 
protocol description language commands also describe a 
correspondence between a set of one or more application 
programs and the state transition patterns/operations that 
occur as a result of particular conversational flow-sequences 

( e) a lookup engine connected to the parser subsystem and 25 

to the flow-entry database, and configured to determine 
using at least some of the selected portions of the 
accepted packet if there is an entry in the flow-entry 
database for the conversational flow sequence of the 
accepted packet; 30 associated with an application program, wherein the com

piler processor is also coupled to the state patterns/ 
operations memory, and wherein the compilation process 
further includes translating the protocol description lan-

(f) a state patterns/operations memory configured to store 
a set of predefined state transition patterns and state 
operations such that traversing a particular transition 
pattern as a result of a particular conversational flow
sequence of pa,ckets indicates that the particular con- 35 

versational flow-sequence is associated with the opera
tion of a particular application program, visiting each 
state in a traversal including carrying out none or more 
predefined state operations; 

(g) a protocol/state identification mechanism coupled to 40 

the state patterns/operations memory and to the lookup 
engine, the protocol/state identification engine config
ured to determine the protocol and state of the conver
sational flow of the packet; and 

45 
(b) a state processor coupled to the flow-entry database, 

the protocol/state identification engine, and to the state 
patterns/operations memory, the state processor, con
figured to carry out any state operations specified in the 
state patterns/operations memory for the protocol and 

50 
state of the flow of the packet, 
the carrying out of the state operations furthering the 

process of identifying which application program is 
associated with the conversational flow-sequence of 
the packet, the state processor progressing through a 

55 
series of states and state operations until there are no 
more state operations to perform for the accepted 
packet, in which case the state processor updates the 
flow-entry, or until a final state is reached that 
indicates that no more analysis of the flow is 

60 
required, in which case the result of the analysis is 
announced 

guage commands into a plurality of state patterns and state 
operations that are initialized into the state patterns/ 
operations memory. 

6. A packet monitor according to claim 1, further com
prising: 

a cache memory coupled to and between the lookup 
engine and the flow-entry database providing for fast 
access of a set of likely-to-be-accessed flow-entries 
from the flow-entry database. 

7. A packet monitor according to claim 6, wherein the 
cache functions as a fully associative, least-recently-used 
cache memory. 

8. A packet monitor according to claim 7, wherein the 
cache functions as a fully associative, least-recently-used 
cache memory and includes content addressable memories 
configured as a stack. 

9. A packet monitor according to claim 1, wherein one or 
more statistical measures about a flow are stored in each 
flow-entry, the packet monitor further comprising: 

a calculator for updating the statistical measures in a 
flow-entry of the accepted packet. 

10. A packet monitor according to claim 9, wherein, when 
the application program of a flow is determined, one or more 
network usage metrics related to said application and deter-
mined from the statistical measures are presented to a user 
for network performance monitoring. 

* * * * * 
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